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Ladies and gentlemen, 
Dear colleagues and friends, 

I am proud to be able to -welcome the MSMW'98 participants in Kharkov. 
First and foremost, I should say that we highly appreciate your interest in the 3-rd 

International Kharkov Symposium "Physics and Engineering of Millimeter and Submillimeter 
Waves ". We are confident that your contributions will certainly be helpful in making this meeting a 
real success. Your presence here will add significantly to the prestige of the MSMW'98. 

MSMW symposia have been held in Kharkov since 1978 as a regular Soviet Union meeting on 
MM and SubMM waves and used to provide an extremely wide exchange of information, ideas, 
approaches, technological concepts and applications in this particular field of radiophysics and 
electronics. 

Following the break-up of the Soviet Union a decision was made to maintain that tradition by 
periodically convening MSMW symposia. As a matter of fact, in 1991 the research community put 
forward a suggestion that it should be called as the International Kharkov Symposium "Physics and 
Engineering of Millimeter and Submillimeter Waves". It is owing to this decision that Kharkov had 
received a fairly wide recognition as one of the leading centers of fundamental and applied research 
on radiophysics and electronics, particularly, in the development of MM and SubMM waves. 

Over a long span time the basic research of the Ukrainian radiophysicists had been carried 
out for the benefit of the military-industrial complex which was hugely financed by the Soviet 
government. As a result, we developed a great scientific potential with the aid of highly experts, 
engineers and technicians who were able to deal with many sophisticated problems. 

Unfortunately, nowadays the close ties that had been earlier maintained broke down, and 
researchers found themselves isolated. Therefore, it became extremely imperative to preserve those 
groups of researchers who are still capable of pursuing investigations. 

We are very hopeful that the present MSMW'98 Symposium will contribute towards 
integrating the experts in radiophysics and electronics into the world-wide research community. It will 
offer an ample opportunity to find new ways of resolving numerous issues. 

At the same time we would be pleased to see the new ideas, all kinds of innovations and 
problems implemented on a large scale. We believe that in this context the borders separating our 
nations should never stand in the way of achieving whatever results by joint effort. 

Let me express my gratitude to all those prestigious international institutions: URSI 
(International Union of Radio Science), IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) 
ED/MTT Societies, US Army European Research Office, UNTC (Science and Technology Center in 
Ukraine), which committed themselves to provide their share of financial support. We are grateful to 
all authors who have submitted their papers to MSMW'98. It was a pleasure to work with the members 
of Organizing and Program Committees. 

We will do our best to make you feel satisfied and impressed so that you could remember it for 
a long time and have a strong desire to come back to the future MSMW in the next millennium. 

Thank you very much foryour participation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Prof. VladimirM.Yakovenko 
MSMW'98 Chairman 
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A Review of the Principles of Holographic Power Combining 
at Millimeter and Submillimeter-Wave Frequencies 

H.-G. Unger, M. Shahabadi, and K. Schünemann 
Invited Paper 

Abstract 
In this contribution, we present a review of the principles of holographic power combining, a new concept for 

power combining at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths. This approach which is based on the principles of 
holography utilizes a computer-generated hologram to transform the wavefront radiated by an array of sources into 
a plane wave, and establishes spatial power combining. The primary advantages of this method are its scalability 
up to arbitrarily high frequencies, high combining efficiency, and broad-band characteristics. Moreover, it will be 
shown that a holographic power combiner has a simple structure, and its design shows no dependence on the 
number of sources. With regard to the above mentioned advantages, this power-combining technique can replace 
many of the common methods of power combining and open the way to all-solid-state power sourcesfor millimeter 
and submillimeter waves. 

1   Introduction 

In most applications of millimeter and submillimeter waves, e.g. in active imaging and radar systems, the re- 
quired power level for transmitters cannot be supported by a single solid-state source. On the other hand, solid- 
state sources exhibit innumerable advantages compared with other millimeter-wave sources such as tubes or 
lasers. To gain these advantages and simultaneously meet the requirements on the power level, one should 
usually combine the power generated by a large set of solid-state sources. 

The existing methods of power combining are assigned to two categories: resonant and nonresonant ap- 
proaches [1]. In resonant methods, the sources coherently inject their energies into an eigenmode of an open 
resonator [2] while nonresonant methods are mainly based on spatial combining of the energy radiated by an 
array of mutually locked oscillators [3]. To avoid mode competition in resonant methods and grating lobes in 
nonresonant ones, the single sources should be arranged within a spacing dictated by the wavelength. In either 
method, the distance between neighboring devices should typically be less than a fraction of the wavelength. 
At millimeter-wave frequencies, this requires a geometrically small inter-element spacing and consequently 
circuit miniaturization. However, regarding the fact that solid-state sources usually possess a low power effi- 
ciency, the individual sources must be equipped with heat sinks, which are as large as several wavelengths. 
This explains the main disadvantage of the above mentioned methods, namely the necessity of miniaturization 
which is none but an obstacle for the installation of required heat sinks. 

Recently we have developed a novel approach to power combining based on the principles of holography 
[4], [5]. In this method, which may be applied to power-combining of low-power solid-state sources of millime- 
ter and submillimeter waves, a computer-generated hologram transforms the wave generated by an array of 
sources into a plane wave, and establishes spatial power combining. Since this scheme shows flexibility both 
in orientation and number of sources, it can overcome the shortcomings mentioned above. 

In this contribution, we firstly review the operation principle of a holographic power combiner. This is followed 
by a discussion on the concrete configuration of such a power combiner. Finally, we summarize the outstanding 
features of the proposed method. 

2   Principle of Operation 

This section deals with a simple explanation of the operating principle of a holographic power combiner. To 
begin, consider the case in which the power generated by a group of arbitrarily oriented, identical sources is to be 
combined in free space. By power combining in free space we mean the generation of a single electromagnetic 
beam which carries the sum of power radiated by single sources. During this process the most important step 
is the formation of a desired wavefront for the sum beam. To explain this more precisely, we should add that 
although the wavefront radiated by a group of sources always contains the sum of total input power, in the case 
that this wavefront does not possess the "right" characteristics, the sum power is distributed among many beams 
propagating in different directions, and no free-space power combining can take place. 
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Fig. 1: (a) Interference of the desired output beam with the waves generated by the sources: The interference 
pattern is stored in a hologram, (b) Illumination of this hologram with the input waves reconstructs the desired 
output beam. 

To avoid this case, we suggest a wavefront transformation by means of a quasi-optical component which 
primarily affects the phase of the radiated wavefront. The final output of this transformation must be an elec- 
tromagnetic beam with the required wavefront. In what follows, we demonstrate how a hologram can perform 
the above transformation. 

Looking at Fig. 1 (a), suppose that the arbitrarily oriented sources the power of which is to be combined are 
oscillating synchronously. Thus the wave emerging from each source may be imagined as a wave originat- 
ing from one of the scattering centers of an imaginary object illuminated by a monochromatic source. On the 
other hand, we can assume the desired output beam as a portion of the wave illuminating this fictitious object. 
According to the principles of holography [6], it is well known that the interference pattern of the above waves 
can be stored in a hologram (Fig. 1(a)), so that the desired output beam will be reconstructed if the hologram 
is imposed to the input waves (Fig. 1 (b)). This observation describes the basic concept of holographic power 
combining. 

It is worth mentioning that this method does not place any stringent constraint on the orientation of the 
sources. As a consequence, enough room can be devoted to heat sinks, and high-power sources are allow- 
able. This explains the main advantage of holographic power combining, namely its scalability to very high 
frequencies at which the dimensions of the required heat sinks can be quite large. 

In order to demonstrate other essential characteristics of this approach, a concrete configuration of a holo- 
graphic power combiner will be discussed in the next section. 

3   Periodic Arrangement of the Sources 

In the special case that the sources are arranged in an equi-distant array, the configuration of the holographic 
power combiner takes the simple form of Fig. 2(a) where the hologram is realized using a dielectric periodic 
structure. This is due to the fact that the holographic image of a periodic arrangement of sources is periodic as 
well [4]. 

Since the wave issuing from the periodic structure shown in Fig. 2(a) consists of a set of discrete plane 
waves, the optimum design of this spatial power combiner is the one which maximizes the power in the per- 
pendicular component (i.e. m = 0 in Fig. 2(a)). In [5], we have developed an equivalent network for modeling 
the energy transfer between the modes of input waveguides and each component m of the radiated wave, i.e. 
the space harmonics. In this model, which is depicted in Fig. 2(b), ideal TEM transmission lines are used to 
model the propagation of different space harmonics, whereas two multi-port networks MA and MH model the 
function of the horn array and the hologram, respectively. The analysis of this network yields the voltages and 
currents {Vm,Im) on each transmission line and consequently the power contained in each space harmonic. 
Using the above analysis in an optimization algorithm, we can determine the physical parameters of the power 
combiner in a way that the largest possible portion of the power injected into the input waveguides is transferred 
to the zeroth space harmonic, so that the spatial power combining will be optimal. In the next section, the results 
obtained from such an optimization process will be presented. 
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(a) 
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w 
Fig. 2: (a) A holographic power combiner consisting of an array of horn antennas and a dielectric periodic struc- 
ture, (b) An equivalent network for modeling the energy transfer between the waveguide modes and the trans- 
mitted space harmonics. 

4 Genera! Characteristics of a Holographic Power Combiner 

The diagrams of Figs. 3(a) and (b) illustrate the values to be expected forthe combining efficiency and bandwidth 
for an optimized holographic power combiner as a function of the normalized inter-element spacing, i.e. L/\0 

(see Fig. 2(a)), where \0 denotes the free-space wavelength. For each marked point in these diagrams, the 
optimum structure of the power combiner has been found by assuming a simple rectangular groove shape for 
the periodic structure. As can be seen, a combining efficiency of better than 97% and a bandwidth of larger 
than 11 % can be maintained by the power combiner independent of the spacing L/\0. This leads to one of the 
notable features of our method, i.e. its scalability up to very high frequencies. 

Fig. 3(c) demonstrates the impact of the optimum hologram on the radiation pattern of a single element of 
the array. \F2\ is this pattern in the absence of the hologram, while |Fi | clearly shows the effect of the hologram 
on this pattern. Note that the hologram reduces the radiation in the directions of the grating lobes (azimuth = 
skr1 (m\0/L)) to zero. As a result, the radiation pattern of the array seen in Fig. 3(d) does not suffer from grating 
lobes, no matter how many of the antennas are used for power combining. That is to say, the failure of the end 
oscillators does not cause any serious degradation in the operation of the power combiner, or equivalent^, its 
design does not depend on the number of sources. 

Another remarkable feature of the proposed method is the possibility of parallel coupling of sources. Since in 
parallel coupling each source affects all others with the same coupling coefficient, the oscillators lock on to each 
other very tightly and a stable mutual synchronization will be established. As shown in [7], to realize this type of 
coupling, one can add a semi-transparent reflector to the output side of the power combiner to reflect a portion 
of the sum beam. The reflected wave will be split by the hologram and injected into the input waveguides. If 
the number of oscillators gets very large, the value of coupling coefficients tends to be equal for all input ports. 

5 Conclusions 
This paper has reviewed the basic characteristics of holographic power combining at very high frequencies. 
It has been shown that regarding the scalability, high efficiency, broad-band character, and flexibility in both 
orientation and number of sources the proposed method can become the favorite candidate for millimeter and 
submillimeter-wave applications. 
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Fig. 3: Achieved combining efficiency (a) and bandwidth (b) for the power combiner shown in Fig. 2. The influ- 
ence of the periodic structure on the element (c) and array (d) radiation pattern. 
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Abstract— InP Gunn devices of modulated impurity profile have been theoretically investigated for 
fundamental- and harmonic-mode operation at frequencies above 130 GHz. The results are based on an 
efficient and accurate hydrodynamic simulator which analyzes the device for impressed terminal voltages 
and in practical oscillator circuits. In comparison with state-of-the-art graded profile diodes, improved per- 
formance is demonstrated for both modes of operation. Especially for power generation above 200 GHz, the 
proposed modulated impurity concentration diodes are expected to be advantageous in comparison with Si 

IMPATT diodes. 

Introduction: 
At millimeter-wave frequencies, there is a growing interest in low-noise solid-state oscillators for applications as 
transmitters in high-resolution radars, local oscillators, and drivers for multipliers. Typical state-of-the-art RF 
output power levels of different types of oscillators are depicted in Fig. 1. InP Gunn devices operating in the 
fundamental- and second-harmonic mode have shown to be suitable for the generation of low-noise oscillations at 
frequencies up to 170 GHz [ 1 ], [2]. However, the performance of Gunn oscillators at higher frequencies is still lim- 
ited (e. g. less than 1 mW beyond 250 GHz [3], [4]). Thus, for power generation at frequencies above 170 GHz either 
multipliers or Silicon IMPATT oscillators are used . The latter exhibit poor phase noise characteristics. In this con- 
tribution, the performance of InP Gunn devices in both fundamental- and harmonic-mode operation is theoretically 
investigated. Special emphasis is attached to the influence of different doping profiles as well as the harmonic-mode 
driving voltage-to-phase relationship on the overall device performance. 

Active device model: 
Due to the small characteristic device dimensions, nonstationary transport effects become significant in the 
millimeter-wave region. Hence, the drift-diffusion equations are often inappropriate and instead, hydrodynamic 
(HD) models or Monte Carlo (MC) methods are applied. However, the main drawback of the latter methods is their 
large computational effort. Thus, the hydrodynamic model is a compromise between accuracy and computational 

efficiency. 
In the present work, a hydrodynamic device simulator which carefully includes effects of thermal energy as 

well as diffusive heat flow [5] has been applied. The steady-state transport coefficients have been calculated by 
a MC simulation. The solution of the resulting system of partial differential equations is accomplished by a fully 
implicit, decoupled, yet unconditionally stable finite-difference scheme. Results of the present model closely agree 
with those of several MC simulations as well as with measured results of Gunn oscillators in the millimeter-wave 
region. In order to investigate the device properties in dependence of the impurity variation, extensive simulations 
are necessary. These are performed under impressed voltages at the device terminal according to 

V(t) = V0 + Vi sin(27r/i<) + V2 sin(27r/2i + <p) , 

and under realistic load impedance conditions as well. 

Gunn devices: 
Typical doping profiles under investigation are shown in Fig. 2. Since the time required for the evolution of the 
electron charge instability is comparable to the average transit time, Gunn devices for fundamental-mode operation 
are limited in length to approximately 1 /j.m which is the common active length of all devices in the present analysis. 
Furthermore, the doping shows a linear increase from cathode to anode in order to stimulate the electron charge 
instability to grow. As a modification of this graded doping profile which has been succesfully designed, fabricated, 
and tested around 130 GHz in [1], a doping notch at the cathode and/or a doping mesa located in the center of the 
active region have been added. The former creates an above-threshold electrical field near the cathode which insures 
exclusive nucleation and launching of dipole layers from the cathode, whereas the latter results in a modulation of 
the strong fundamental current oscillation in order to produce a higher quantity of harmonic output power [6]. 
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The diameter of the different devices is adjusted to result in equal DC-power dissipation for given AC- 
conditions, and the device temperature is assumed to be 400 K. 

Results: 

For each doping profile shown in Fig. 2, both fundamental- and harmonic-mode simulations have been performed. 
Fig. 3 shows RF output power, diode efficiency, and device impedance for fundamental-mode operation. Taking 
into account the inclusion of series losses (Fig. 6), the output power for the graded profile (solid line) is in close 
agreement with the measured results in [1], Furthermore, Fig. 3 clearly depicts the increase in RF power and ef- 
ficiency for the modified profiles. The charge instability evolution over one period of oscillation for the graded 
profile and mesa profile, respectively, is illustrated in Fig. 4. In comparison, premature instability appearance can 
be observed for the mesa profile which is advantageous for RF power generation. Finally, the steady-state volt- 
age/current characteristic of a free-running oscillator with single-resonant load impedance has been calculated for 
a fixed DC voltage (Fig. 5). The fundamental output power of 240 mW is in slight agreement with the result for 
impressed conditions (Fig. 3). 

For harmonic-mode operation, power extraction at 260 GHz can be expected only in a limited range of the phase 
angle tp, as shown in Fig. 7. Thus, a careful adjustment of the load impedance at both fundamental and harmonic 
frequency has to be fulfilled. As an additional result, higher harmonic power levels are corresponding to mesa pro- 
files, the harmonic device resistance of which is larger in magnitude in comparison to that of the graded profile. This 
is an important result since series losses due to bulk resistance and skin effect are responsible for a dramatic degra- 
dation of the power generation capability at frequencies above 150 GHz (Fig. 6). The charge instability evolution 
in Fig. 8 indicates that the dipole is modulated as it drifts through the doping mesa what confirms the appearance 
of a higher quantity of harmonic output power. Finally, in Fig. 9, graded and mesa profile devices are compared as 
a function of the 2nd-harmonic voltage V2. 

Conclusions: 

InP Gunn devices of various doping profiles have been theoretically investigated for fundamental- and harmonic- 
mode operation at frequencies up to 260 GHz. The results are based on an efficient and accurate hydrodynamic 
simulator which analyzes the device under impressed terminal voltage conditions. In comparison with state-of-the- 
art graded profile diodes, improved performance is demonstrated for modulated impurity-concentration devices for 
both modes of operation. 
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Fig. 5: Steady-state terminal voltage ( ) and current ( ) characteristics of a Gunn-oscillator with 
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as defined by ( ) in Fig. 2. 
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Abstract 

The hamiltonian of an interaction of charged particles with surface plasmons on the basis of elementary 
effects of the transition radiation of a charge in inhomogeneous media has been found. A kinetic equation 
has been set up for surface plasmons, the conditions of arising of the instability (generation) at their 
interaction with an electron flow and a value of the increment in the submillimeter wave range have been 

determined. 

1. Introduction 

Mastering of the short-wave region of millimeter and submillimeter electromagnetic wave range is a very 
important problem of the modern solid state electronics. There are two different approaches to the 
solution of-this problem and both of them have brought essential results. From the side of the low 
frequencies the investigations are carried out to improve parameters of Hann diodes, avalanche-transit 
diodes and transistors. Besides, one can deal with a number of other physical phenomena which result 
from both the electron plasma heating by external fields and the Josephson effect. In the high frequency 
region there are attempts to use the laser principle for generation and amplification of the electromagnetic 
waves. It is based on the particle transitions between energy levels in the inverted system. However this 
idea was successfully realized in the semiconductor lasers. 

I should like to point out the possibility of using charged particle transition radiation for generation 
of electromagnetic waves (oscillations) on the frequencies about 1014Hz. 

2. The physical model investigated 

It is well known that the charged particle radiates an electromagnetic field when it crosses the boundary 
between the media of different electromagnetic properties. 

The radiation mechanism lies in the following. The electromagnetic field connected with particle 
depends not only on the radiator properties but also on the properties of medium. Therefore, at the 
boundary between two media the reconstruction of the field takes place and the part of this field breaks 
away from the particle. Then a free field arises. This field can be an eigen oscillation of system. So, the 
kinetic energy of the particles can be transformed into energy of oscillations of the system. The opposite 
process exists also. It is clearly that instability (generation) of eigen oscillations can arise if the first 
process prevails over the second one. As such process of mutual transformation (exchange) of the energy 
of the waves and the particles takes place on the two-media interface it is more advisable to investigate 
the interaction particles with surface oscillations (surface plasmons). 

Let a semiconductor occupy the space region y > 0 and vacuum (dielectric with ej) is at y < 0. 
It follows from Maxwell equations and boundary conditions that there are the surface electromagnetic 
oscillations with spectrum 

4 
ff*      "   _£Lfi_;    £2 = e2(uO = eo-^;    €2(c)<0,     fl>0, (1) 

where u is the frequency of plasmon, q is the wave vector along the surface, u0 = (A^no/m)1'2 is 
the plasma frequency; n0 is the electron concentration, m is the effective mass of electron, e0 is the 
dielectric constant of a crystal lattice of the semiconductor (semimetal). If c -► oo, the dispersion law is 

w = w0/V
£o + Cl- 

Suppose further that an external flow of charged particles (free electrons) passes through the dielectric- 
semiconductor interface. 
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Most simply and clearly one can describe their interaction with surface plasmons in the representation 
of the second quantization. 

Hamiltonian of the system have got the following appearance: 

ft = ftW+ft(e)+#(>•"*), (2) 

where ft^) — ^^2qhwq[äq(t)äq(t) + äq(t)ä+(t)] is the hamiltonian of electromagnetic field (surface 

plasmons), ftW = J2^kb^(t)h(t) is the hamiltonian of a electron system; Si = ft2k2/2m is the dispersion 
law of electrons; k is the wavevector of the electron; ä+(i) = ä+ exp(iuiqt), äq(t) — äqexp(—iuqt), 

b^(t) = b% exp(i£kt/h), bk(t) = && exp(-i£fctf/7i), a+, aq, b^(t), bk(t) are the creation and annihilation 
operators for the plasmons and the electrons in the states q and k; 

Hiint) = J2 Wkqh,bi(t)[aq(t) + att(t))h,(t) (3) 
kqh> 

is the hamiltonian of the electron-plasmon interaction. 
To find the expression for the matrix element Wkqk' it is necessary to use the expression 

1    2    f 
ft(«') = __£    fa,t)Aa(r,t)dr, (4) 

C a=lJ 

where 
j(r,i)= 2^V E(k + k')^+(^'(t)expf(k'-k)r 

k,k' 

is the operator of an electron current density, 

„2\!/2 

Ä„(r,t) = J2 (l^f)      &a[ä^ + ä+-M^V 

is the operator of the vector-potential of the surface wave electromagnetic field; ea is the unit of the 
polarization vectors: ex = ela. = e2x= (qx/\q\)\/L\q\/(ei + e0), ely = -e2y = iex, ez = (qz/qx)ex, qi)2 = 
(<fo> -R2, iz), V = LS is the volume of the interaction space, S is the cross-section of the sample. 

The peculiarity of this matrix element consists in that the conservation laws of momentum are fulfilled 
only along the interface plane (the axis Ox, Oz). 

3. Results and discussion 

Carrying out the standard procedure [1,2] we obtain the following kinetic equation which describes 
the change of the surface plasmon number Nq as the result of their radiation and absorption with the 
electrons raj, 

d-w = 2i £ i^qk/tw + i)^1-^-^^1-^- 
klk2 

^kj ~ ek2 ~ Rwq)> (5) 

where [2] 

w        _ «,(*?-*§) (  2^qn3  \1/2 

KKkl<lk2      m0L\q^ + (kly-k2yy}\Swq(e0 + ei)J      ' W 

From here for Nq » 1 we shall obtain the expression for the decrement or increment of the surface 
plasmons 7 = (lf2)N-\dNq/dt); 

Suppose that injected electron energy is distributed near some value Ska = £>o/2mo = Ti k2,/2mo- 
Then one can present the electron number n* << 1 as 

n0l(2-!rh)3      »3(*„-*o)3  _*H£+gi U" = ^fke      2m°T    6  ^*^ (7) 
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where n0i = £njb/V = f nk dk/(2ir)3 is the density, T is the temperature of the electrons beam. 
*. 2 ^2 

If conditions  » T, fiu » T are fulfilled then one can consider T = 0 and nk = (27!-)3n0bS(kx)6(ky- 
2mo 

kx)8(kz). 
After the integration of equation (5) over the wave vectors ki and k2 one can obtain the following 

expressions for the growth rate of the instability of the surface plasmons 

7 = 
2n0iVLm0 \\W.\2 + \WL\3      \W+\2 + \W^ 

(8) 

where k± = yjkl - q2 ± 2m0ug/h > 0, W± - Wkiqk2(kxi = kzl = 0;kyX - k0;kix = qx;ky2 = ±k0;kiX = 
qz)t W± = W±(-k±). At here it is necessary that y > v, where v is the frequency of electron collisions. 

The value \W±\2 describes the probability of the transition from the state "kQ" to the state "k±" (the 
scattering "forward" of the particles with absorption (+) or radiation (-) of quantum); W'± describes the 
scattering "backward", respectively. lik% » q2 + 2m0uq/H we have: 

{h±-ko?~%    H = l;    \W±?»W    and 

4u)2u2qvo 2 _    4Tre2n0i 
7 ~ (W| + q2v2)2 ;    W6_mo(€o + ei)' 

(9) 
4 

One can see that the increment has maximum ymax — - — at the condition w   = 3g v0. 
4 qv0 

s 

Thus, when the directed electron beam interacts with the surface plasmons the induced radiation 
P2 

processes dominate over the absorption ones and the oscillations become instable at the condition -— » 

%L0i » T. This is due to the fact that the probability for the electron to pass to the state with a smaller 
energy exceeds the probability to pass to the state with a grater energy. In the former case the probability 
is proportional to kZ1, in the latter case it is proportional to kl1. This mechanism of the instability of the 
oscillations takes place at the different inhomogeneous solid state structures: semiconductor superlattice 
[3]. two-dimensional gas [4], and others [5]. 

The instability increment can also be obtained by using the formula for the energy losses of the particle 
passing through the interface of two media to the excitation of the surface plasmons (the effect of the 
transition radiation [6]). Let us start from the following equations 

rotE(r,<) = 0;        divß(r, t) = 4ire8(x)6(y-v0t)6(z) (10) 

* 

D(r,<)=  fe(t-t')E(T,t')dt', 
OO 

where 
f eiS(t-t')    y<0 
1 hit-?)     y>0 

e is the charge, vQ is the particle velocity moving along the positive direction of axis y and crossing the 
boundary y — 0 at the time moment t = 0. Using the Fourier expansion 

E(r, *) = X)   / E(w> 3> y) exp[J(gf - ut)] du 

we obtain the expression for the field components in each medium as 

B u 
Eix(u, q, y) = M exp(qy) - — exp(i—y),    y < 0, 

£\ VQ 

B u 
E2x(u, q, y) - A2 exp(-qy) exp(i—y),     y > 0, 

£2 "o 
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EwMv) = -LdE^Mv).    E^Mv) = ^.a.M.y), (11) 
Sä;        oy ix 

where B - i      2  ' ° iv q = y/q2 + g|, £2(w) = /e2(r)exp(iwr)d7-, 5 = I»!*, &,,* = 2irnXi„/LXtZ; 

«1,2 are the integer numbers. 
Prom the boundary conditions we find 

5^     A2 = _e_lAl. (12) 
£l £i + e2 £2 

The energy losses of the particle on the excitation of the surface oscillations representing the solution 
of the homogeneous equation are written as follows 

AS = ev0l  I Ely(r:t) dt + 'f E2y{r,t) dt 1 (13) 

\— 00 —00 ) 

Here the field value is taken at the point of finding the particle x = 0, y = vot, 2 = 0. As a result of 
integration (13) we obtain [u2 » q2v2) 

"-■£".. ** = -*£&T <14) 

Taking into account that the time of the particle transit r through the whole system is equal to r = L/v0, 
we find the average value of the energy losses of the particle in a unit time 

This value (with an opposite sign) can be considered as the spontaneous radiation of the surface plasmons 
Nq in unit time 

dNg dSq 

dt   ~     dt 

On the other hand, it is possible to make the kinetic equation of the following form for plasmon number 
(6). Hence at Nq -* 0, n°h = 6^, k0 = (0, fco, 0) we obtain: 

*".-*?■ = --£■ (iß) 

oo 

• / \Wko^6(k2 - *,' - Zf) dky = 
Lm°^hJ\ (17) 

where &_ = \ k2 —. 

The integration is carried out with the positive values k'y for the comparition with (17) it is necessary 
to take into account only the process of electron scattering "forward" as the particle moves along. If we 
take the case k2 » 2mu/h and use equality (17) then |Wj,0jjb| takes on the form 

ITjr      ,      /     8ire2v*hq     \1/2 

It is shown that this expression coincides with formula (7) at \kiy — k2y\ — u/vQ and \k2 — fc|| = 2mu/h. 

4. Conclusion 

Thus, when the directed electron beam crosses the boundary of plasma-like media the surface plasmons 

became instable at the condition —2- > %uQ > T. One can shown that if the conditions —£- » T » hu„ 
2m 2m 

are met place the absorption processes dominate over the induced processes and the surface plasmons 
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fade away. In this case the spontaneous radiation of the surface plasmons is interested. The power of an 

emission is equal to 

%UJi
d^±c2maqvt\ (19) 

Cfc Q 

So, not = 10ucm-3, q = 103cm-\ v0 = 3 • 109cm/s, e0 = 16, «, ~ lO1^"1 fiu,-^- = 9 • 10"8 watt. 

These processes are very important for diagnostics of a surface of solids. 
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Abstract 

A compact antenna test range (CATR) has a great potential for testing electrically large antennas. However, the 
application of conventional reflector type CATRs becomes increasingly difficult, though not impossible, above 
100 GHz due to the tight surface accuracy requirements for the reflectors. A CATR based on a planar hologram 
has been studied to overcome the problems incurred by the use of reflectors with insufficient surface accuracy. 
This paper summarises the recent results obtained for a hologram CATR at Helsinki University of Technology. 

1. Introduction 

Antenna testing of future remote sensing and radio astronomical satellites has given rise to a need for accurate 
measurements of electrically large reflector antennas at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths. Previous 
studies have shown that a compact antenna test range (CATR) has the greatest potential for these kinds of tests 
[1,2]. In a CATR, a spherical (or a cylindrical) wave front is transformed into a plane wave with a collimating 
device which may be a reflector, a lens, or a hologram. The antenna under test (AUT) is placed in the plane 
wave region (quiet-zone) which is a part of the radiating near-field of the collimating element. A compact 
range simulates the conditions of the traditional far-field ranges in a distance which is only a small fraction of 
the corresponding far-field distance. Thus, a CATR makes it possible to measure electrically large antennas in 
an indoor environment, away from the changing weather. 

A CATR is commonly realised with the use of one or more reflectors for which the surface accuracy needs to be 
better than about 0.01 wavelengths. As a result, tight surface-accuracy specifications at frequencies above 100 
GHz are required. The use of a dielectric lens has been studied as a possible alternative to overcome the 
problems incurred by the use of reflectors with insufficient surface accuracy [3,4]. Recently, a new concept 
employing a planar hologram structure as a collimating element to form the desired plane wave in a CATR has 
been developed. The hologram CATR is a relatively low-cost easy-to-fabricate structure. The surface accuracy 
requirements for a transmission-type amplitude hologram are less stringent than those for a reflector [5]. 

This paper shows the principle of the hologram CATR, reviews the development work of the 2.4 m x 2.0 m 
hologram which will be used for the Odin satellite antenna tests at 119 GHz in 1998, and summarises the most 
important results of a feasibility study of a submillimeter wave hologram CATR. 

2. Hologram CATR 

Generating a conventional hologram means creating an interference pattern of two wave fronts on a surface. 
After the hologram has been created, one of the interfering fields can be recreated by illuminating the hologram 
with the other interfering field. A hologram can be simply formed at optical wavelengths by illuminating a 
photosensitive film with two light beams, a light reflected from an object and a reference light beam. 

In many practical applications, in the optical and radiowave region, holograms are synthesised by 
computational methods (computer-generated hologram, CGH). The hologram pattern is determined by 
numerically calculating the structure required to change the known input field into the desired output field. In 
general, a hologram structure changes both the amplitude and phase of the field transmitted through or 
reflected from the structure. In practice, holograms are usually realised so that they modulate only the 
amplitude or the phase of the field (amplitude or phase hologram). Furthermore, due to fabrication limitations, 
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the structure has to be quantized in some way. The method for accomplishing this is usually called the coding 
scheme of the CGH. The two most widely used schemes are the binary amplitude and the binary phase 
quantizations. For example, the binary amplitude hologram either lets the incoming light pass through 
undisturbed or blocks it completely [6,7]. 

Figure 1 illustrates a facility layout employing a hologram CATR and shows an example of a computer- 
generated, binary amplitude hologram. The feed horn transmits a spherical wave onto one side of a computer- 
generated amplitude hologram structure that modulates the field such that a planar wave is emanated on the 
other side of the structure. The plane wave is designed to leave the hologram at a certain angle so that the other 
diffraction modes generated by the hologram do not disturb the plane wave. The antenna under test (AUT) is 
illuminated with this plane wave. The extent of the volume enclosing the plane wave is called the quiet-zone. 
The required field-quality of the quiet-zone is driven by the required measurement accuracy of the AUT. 
Typical requirements are a peak-to-peak amplitude ripple less than 1 dB and phase ripple less than 10° in the 
quiet-zone. 

The theoretical analysis and the optimisation procedure of the hologram CATR are-based on the coding scheme 
of the hologram and the combination of the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method and physical optics 
(PO) calculation. The complex aperture field needed in the PO analysis is determined with a two-dimensional 
FDTD calculation. The analysis method has been validated by comparison of theoretical and experimental 
results, and it is thoroughly described in [8,9]. 

ABSORBERS 

i OGRAM 

PLANE WAVE 

SPHERICAL     \w 
WAVE 

HOLOGRAM 

AUT 

QUIET-ZONE 

Figure 1. A hologram CATR and an example of a hologram pattern. 

3.  Hologram for Odin tests 

The Radio Laboratory is participating in an international Odin satellite project. Odin satellite will carry a 
millimeter- and submillimeter-wave radio telescope for monitoring aeronomical and astronomical spectral 
lines. The radio telescope uses an offset reflector antenna with a 1.1 m diameter main reflector. The antenna 
will be tested with a hologram CATR at 119 GHz. 

The purpose of the Odin tests is to verify the radiation pattern of the Odin antenna by measuring the main 
beam. For this purpose; a 2.4 m x 2.0 m elliptic hologram was designed. The corrugated horn as a feed was 
placed 6.0 m away from the hologram. The structure of the hologram optimises the quiet-zone field at vertical 
polarisation 6 m behind the hologram. The plane wave is designed to leave the hologram at an angle of 33.0°. 
The thickness of the dielectric film is 75 (im, and the thickness of the copper layer is 35 |im. The relative 
permittivity of the film is 3.3. 
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The hologram was manufactured with a silk screen printing process, which was capable of producing up to 1.2 
m x 1.0 m sized patterns. Thus, the hologram was made of seven pieces as shown in Figure 2 because it is 
highly desirable to avoid any kind of joints in the center of the structure. The curved lines in Figure 2 illustrate 
the slots of the hologram. The pieces were spliced together by using a 50 mm wide and 30 [im thick polyester 
tape on both sides of the film. 

B 
o yssSSi 

,2.4 m 

Figure 2. Layout of the hologram. 

Figure 3a shows the theoretical and experimental quiet-zone amplitudes in the horizontal direction at the center 
of the quiet-zone. The curves have been vertically shifted in order to separate them from each other. The solid 
line is the optimized theoretical amplitude distribution. The line with the bullets is the theoretical amplitude 
distribution when the two vertical joints have been included in the analysis. The line with the stars is the 
measured amplitude distribution. Figure 3b shows the theoretical phase distributions in the quiet-zone in the 
horizontal direction. Figure 3c shows the measured quiet-zone amplitude in the vertical direction. Theoretical, 
optimised peak-to-peak amplitude and phase ripples are less than 1 dB and 10°. Measured peak-to-peak 
amplitude ripple is about 3 dB in the worst part of the quiet-zone and less than 1.5 dB in the most parts of the 
quiet-zone. 

The extra amplitude ripple between the optimised and realised quiet-zone fields is clearly caused by the joints 
of the hologram. The position of the pieces relative to each other is not correct and they are 'out of phase'. The 
incorrect position of the pieces relative to each other causes amplitude and phase errors in the quiet-zone. 
Another source of error is the tape which is used to splice the pieces together. The tape changes the thickness of 
the dielectric layer. However, the effect of the changed thickness of the film on the quiet-zone field is less 
critical than the effect of the positioning errors (especially on the phase) [10]. 

The quality of the quiet-zone field is sufficient for measuring the main beam of the Odin telescope. The Odin 
telescope is scheduled to be tested in July 1998. However, for future purposes the manufacturing techniques of 
large holograms have to be improved or new methods must be found. The good accuracy of the theoretical 
analysis facilitates a careful study of the hologram CATR. 
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a) amplitude, horizontal scan 
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Figure 3. a) Quiet-zone amplitudes in the horizontal direction: optimised theoretical (-), theoretical with the 
joints (o), and measured (*), b) quiet-zone phases in the horizontal direction: optimised theoretical (-) and 
theoretical with the joints (o), c) measured quiet-zone amplitude in the vertical direction (f = 119 GHz, vertical 
polarisation). 

4.  Feasibility study of a submillimeter wave hologram CATR 

The European Space Agency (ESA) is currently examining the use of space-based radiometric instruments to 
probe the atmosphere in the 200-1000 GHz region. Recently, the Radio Laboratory participated in a study 
where possible antenna measurement facilities for measuring 1.0, 2.0, and 4.0 m diameter antennas at 
frequencies 200, 500, 1000, and 1500 GHz were examined in detail [2,11]. A reflector type and a hologram 
type of compact ranges were found to be the most potential candidates for these tests. 

The main emphasis was to estimate the uncertainties of the absolute gain and beam efficiency measurements. 
The feasibility study of the hologram CATR is based on a combined analysis of physical optics (PO) and finite 
difference time domain (FDTD) method. The feasibility study was carried out at 500 GHz and it is more 
thoroughly reported in [11,12]. 

The main advantages of the hologram were found to be the relatively inexpensive manufacturing costs and less 
stringent surface accuracy requirements than those of a reflector. The main disadvantages are the fairly strong 
polarisation and frequency dependences. The polarisation dependence of the hologram is due to the polarisation 
dependences of the transmission coefficients of narrow slots. The bandwidth of a hologram CATR is case 
specific (typically 5-20 %) depending on the feed antenna, focal length, and the size of the hologram relative to 
the wavelength. Generally, the hologram structure is optimized for a single frequency and a certain linear 
polarisation to produce a plane wave. 

It was found that with the existing lithographic manufacturing techniques it should be possible to construct a 
hologram CATR which has the RMS phase error in the quiet-zone of less than about 6° even at 1500 GHz. 
This means a gain error of 0.05 dB (caused by the CATR). However, this estimation is optimistic because it 
does not include the effect of joints when the hologram is fabricated by joining several pieces together. 
Altogether, the overall uncertainties in the measurements of large millimeter and submillimeter wave reflector 
antennas are dominated by the uncertainties related to the measurement instrumentation: low available power 
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levels, high noise temperatures, low dynamic ranges, and the lack of calibrated attenuators. Thus it is difficult 
to give accurate estimations for the overall uncertainties. However, it is estimated that the overall uncertainty of 
the absolute gain is about 0.3 dB, when the gain of a highly directive antenna is measured with a gain 
comparison method at 200 GHz. The uncertainty of the beam efficiency is of the order of 0.1 %, when the beam 
efficiency of the same antenna is determined from the truncated radiation pattern in a compact range [2,11]. 

5. Conclusions 

A hologram type of compact antenna test range (CATR) utilises a computer-generated amplitude hologram to 
form the desired plane wave from the feed antenna spherical wave. The advantages of a hologram CATR over a 
reflector CATR are its less expensive fabrication costs and less stringent surface accuracy requirement. The 
disadvantages are a fairly strong dependence on frequency and polarisation. Especially, the fabrication of a 
large hologram needs to be further developed. The tolerance requirements of a submillimeter wave hologram 
are not too stringent for the fabrication techniques that are used for making printed circuits. The problem is 
that the present day fabrication techniques are not capable of fabricating large structures (situation in Finland). 
The next steps in this research are testing of the Odin satellite antenna (diameter 1.1 m) at 119 GHz with a 
hologram CATR and a design, .construction and testing of a submillimeter wave CATR based on a 0.5 m 
hologram at 310 GHz. Furthermore, ways of reducing the polarisation dependence and the alternative 
manufacturing techniques are the subjects for the future studies. 
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The evaluation of the global warming effects of the CFC replacement gases is of very considerable interest 
following the Kyoto summit, since the main replacements, the HFC's are predicted to have both high global 
warming potential and atmospheric lifetimes of hundreds of years. In order to assess global warming potential it 
is essential to have available accurate temperature dependent absorption cross sections of the CFC replacement 
gases, particularly the HFC's. This requires not only the development of accurate and reproducible ways of 
experimental measurement of absorption cross sections, but also better methods of modelling their temperature 
dependence. Much of this has been developed by the authors as part of the SWAGG consortium 

The CFC replacement gases, the HFC's, CF3H, CH2F2, C2F6 and CF3CH3 are used as examples of the 
measurement and interpretation of cross sections, of the evaluation of the effects of the low frequency torsional 
modes whose spectra occur in the submillimetre region, and of the temperature dependence of the absorption 
cross sections. This encompasses techniques for freezing out torsional hot bands, strategies for line by line 
calculations of the spectra of heavy molecules of this type, and the input of the resulting cross section information 
into radiation transport codes in K. Shine's group in the Department of Meteorology at Reading University. 

The spectra were recorded using two Fourier transform spectrometers, a Bruker JFS 120HR spectrometer at 
R.A.L. and a Bomem DA3.002 at Strathclyde University. All measurements were made using coolable stainless 
steel absorption cells mounted in the sample compartments of the spectrometers. Most of the spectra were 
recorded in the range from 295 to 203 K. The collisionally cooled spectra were recorded at RAL. Great care was 
taken to ensure the purity of the gas samples used, and to minimise the effects of adsorption on the walls of the 
cells. Indium wire seals for the windows were used in all of the cells to eliminate the effects of sealants.. 

For cross section measurements the spectra were recorded at resolution of 0.03 to 0.1 cm"1 in the spectral 
region from 600 to 2000 cm"1. An interferogram recorded with an maximum optical path difference of 1 metre 
was Fourier transformed to produce spectra of fluoroform with resolutions from 0.1 cm"1 to 0.01 cm"1. These 
spectra were converted to absorption spectra and integrated. The resulting integrated intensities show a small 
change with resolution. The change was small but systematic and was corrected for. The effects of detector- 
amplifier nonlinearity and of drift were eliminated, and. sample emission corrections were also made. 

Internal rotation occurs in two of the four molecules, C2F6 and CF3CH3, .leading to a large number of 
torsional states being populated even at 200K. The other two molecules, CF3H and CH2F2 have low lying 
vibrational states which have been studied using microwave spectroscopy. C2F6 does not possess a dipole 
moment, and its pure rotation spectrum could only be measured using Raman spectroscopy. 

The room temperature absorption spectrum of fluoroform was recorded at resolutions of up to 0.0017 cm'. 
To avoid saturation of absorption the cell pressure was limited to below 0.5 Torr for measurements of the polyad 
centred around 1150 cm"1, and to less than 1 Torr for the other bands. One band of fluoroform, v3, is quite weak, 
and has only been recorded previously at a resolution of 0.03 cm"1 by Graner, Antilla and Kauppinen2. With the 
enhanced resolution of 0.0017 cm'1 provided by the RAL Bruker, an almost completely resolved spectrum of the 
R and P branch regions was obtained and analysed, using of two computer programs developed by Pickett3 at the 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. These programs are CALFIT for the least squares spectral fitting and CALCAT for 
calculation of the absorption spectrum using the constants derived from the fit.. Examples of the observed and 
calculated spectrum of this band are shown in Figure 1. 

The polyad involving the v2, v3 + v6 and v5 bands centred around 1150 cm'1 has a very complex structure, and 
was analysed in detail by Graner and Guelachvili4. A partial fit to the new high resolution spectrum has been 
carried out by Smith and Duxbury, making use of the simplification afforded by the newly recorded collisionally 
cooled spectrum5. The v4 band has had its intensity measured by several groups. One group, Sofue et al.6, has 
used a diode laser to measure the intensity of two well resolved vibration-rotation lines. They have compared 
their results with those obtained by the measurement of the integrated intensity of the band, and. have pointed out 
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that hot bands make a large contributions that to the integrated intensity across a band. The hot band contribution 
has been calculated for the v4 band at room temperature assuming that the transition dipole moment is the same 
for the hot bands, including the populations and degeneracies of the excited levels. New measurements of the 
submillimetre spectrum have also been made7. 

The infrared band strengths and absorption cross sections of HFC-32, difluoromethane (CH2F2) were 
measured by Smith et al.8. We have completed a rotational analysis10 of the v3 and the v9 bands in the region 
from 1000 to 1300 cm", combining high resolution (0.0019 cm"1) room temperature spectrum with collisionally 
cooled spectra, and also the microwave data of Hirota9,. These will be used to construct a line by line model of 
this section of the HFC-32 absorption spectrum. 

The temperature dependence of the absorption cross sections of 1,1,1-tri-fluoro-ethane, CF3CH3, has 
been measured by Smith et al.11, showing extensive torsional hot band structure in the v3 band, which is absent in 
the collisionally cooled spectra . In collaboration with Nivellini and his colleagues at the University of Bologna 
we have analysed the part of the infrared spectrum in the region from 1370 to 1470 cm"1. The two infrared active 
bands, of At symmetry, have been assigned as v2 ( CH3 symmetric deformation ) and the combination band 

v4 + v5. 1,1,1-tri-fluoro ethane is a prolate symmetric top of Cjv symmetry. Owing to its small and nearly equal A 

and B rotational constants12 parallel and perpendicular bands appear in the spectrum with similar structures A 
Raman spectrum obtained at LENS in Florence, to aid the reassignment of the CH3CF3 vibrational spectrum, 

shows that the two infrared active bands are of Aj symmetry, while two further Raman active bands are of E 

symmetry. A detailed study of the 10 urn bands has been made by Fräser et al.12 To complete a line-by -line 
study of this spectrum it will be necessary to record further microwave and submillimetre spectra. 

The perfluoroethane spectra are examples of very compact spectra with a rotational structure whose 
spacing is close to the resolution limit of most commercial Fourier transform spectrometers. Two of these 
bands v5, at 1117 cm"1 and v10, at 1251 cm"1, have been studied by Hansford and Davies13 and by Nakanaga et 
al. at very low temperatures using diode laser spectroscopy of supersonic jet expansions. The spectra were 
analysed using a prolate symmetric rotor Hamiltonian in the rigid rotor limit, and the band centres of the 
fundamentals and some hot bands to be identified. We have recorded high resolution room temperature spectra 
and slightly lower resolution spectra at 253 and 203 K using the RAL FTS.. The band centred at 713.7 cm4 has 
been recorded with partial rotational resolution for the first time. The Q branch region of this latter band shows 
extensive hot-band structure, most of which is due to transitions from thermally populated levels involving 
multiple quanta of the torsional vibration, v4. In Figure 1 the spectrum of the Q branch recorded at 203 K is 
compared with a simulated spectrum based on our assignment of the rotational structure of the P and R branches. 
We assumed that the transition moments of the hot bands are identical to that of the fundamental, and that the 
intensities are proportional to the product of the statistical weight and the population of the thermally excited 
torsional levels. The reasonable agreement shows that this assumption is a valid one. 

A rotational analysis was carried out using the ground state constants derived by Hansford and Davies12. 
The effects of the K quantum number cannot be seen and the spectrum resembles that of a perpendicular band of 
a linear molecule. The odd 'beating' effect seen in the experimental spectrum is due to a MoirE fringe type of 
pattern arising from the slightly different line spacings in the transitions from the ground and lowest lying states. 
In the 253 and 293 K spectra this beating is largely damped and a more regular structure is seen in the spectra. 

Many radiative transfer models, such as the NCAR Community Climate Model, use broad band 
absorption cross sections in the form of a mean absorption intensity over a wavenumber interval of 100 cm"1. In 
considering the impact of heavy HFC's very large errors which may exceed 25% may be made when such large 
averaging intervals are used. In the recent models of Highwood, Freckleton and Shine15 of Reading University, it 
has been shown that 10 cm_1wide bins can be used satisfactorily, but the integrated area under these "binned 
spectra" is derived from the much higher resolution spectra of the type described in this paper. Many of these 
molecules have very long atmospheric lifetimes and very large global warming potentials (GWP). The GWP is 
usually measured relative to CFC-11 which, over 20 years, is 6300 times more powerful than C02. The values for 
the molecules discussed in this paper are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Lifetimes and global warming potential of perfluoroethane and selected HFC's 

Molecule Lifetime/years GWP GWP relative to 
co2 

C2F6 10,000 
20 years 100 years 500 years 500 yearsr 
1.20 2.25 9.15 16,472 

HFC23 (CF3H) 264 0.31 2.40 5.59 10, 060 
HFC32 (CH2F2) 5.6 1.46 0.12 0.10 188 
HFC-143a 55.3 0.83 0.88 0.90 1628 
(CF3CH3) 

Figure 1 
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Observed (a) and calculated (b) spectra of the v6 band of C2F6 at a temperature of 203 K. The sequence band 
structure is due to thermally populated levels of the torsional vibration v4 and its overtones. The missing hot 
bands in the calculation are associated both with more highly excited torsional levels, and also with the other 
thermally populated states built on v3 and vJ2. 
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NEW TRENDS IN GaAs-BASED DEVICES 
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Two examples of GaAs-based devices which can generate radiation with frequencies above 100 
GHz are described. First one is the InGaAs/InP pseudomorphic HEMT which consists of Al-free 
2-DEG material structure. Optimization steps towards an improvement of its performance are 
described. From the analysis resulting device, an 0.1 jtm T-gate pHEMT with /T//max of 
160/300 GHz, is demonstrated. Obtained cutoff frequencies are comparable to the record values 
reported on InGaAs/InAlAs HEMTs, however Al-free devices show higher breakdown voltages, 
no kink effects and better reliability. Another novel device is an MSM detector on 
nonstoichiometric GaAs which is suitable as a radiation source up to THz frequency range using 
optical heterodyne mixing. Intrinsic and extrinsic bandwidths of a detector as well as conditions 
for output power increase are analyzed. A 3-dB bandwidth of 550 GHz, higher than previously 
reported, is achieved on optimized device with interdigitated finger contacts. Further 
possibilities in performance improvement of both types of GaAs-based devices are finally 
discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Millimeter- and submillimeter- wave systems are currently of increasing interest because of their 
application in different areas, like wireless communications, material analysis, spectroscopy, medicine, sensoric 
systems, security technique, etc. Devices, sources as well as detectors, with cutoff frequencies above 100 GHz 
are needed in order to improve the system performance. In general, it can be reached by two different ways. 
One is by improving the properties of state-of-the-art devices, another by using novel types of materials or 
device principles. 

An example in improvement of state-of-the-art devices is an InGaAs/InAlAs based pseudomorphic high- 
electron-mobility-transistor (HEMT) which support highest cutoff frequencies reported up to now on three- 
terminal device -/T and/max are well in excess of 100 GHz [1,2]. Unfortunately various problems, which are 
mostly contributed to the Al-containing material structure, hinder its wide application [3]. Recently, we have 
reported on an efficient enhancement of the Schottky barrier height on n-InGaAs by p+-InGaAs or -InP instead 
of InAlAs [4], as well as on the optimization possibilities of strained Al-free InGaAs/InP heterostructures for 
HEMT applications towards high channel conductivity [5]. Simultaneously it was shown by others that Al-free 
InGaAs-based material structure can be used for HEMT preparation and/T's near to 100 GHz were achieved 
[6]. These results indicate that Al-free InGaAs-based 2-DEG material structure might be a good candidate for 
the preparation of high-efficient and reliable HEMTs with cut-off frequencies above 100 GHz. 

Another way how to improve the properties of radiation sources is by using novel types of materials or 
device principles. This can be demonstrated by optical mixing in a broadband GaAs detector which acts as a 
tunable source of sub-mm wave radiation. Device consists of nonstoichiometric GaAs grown by molecular- 
beam epitaxy (MBE) at low temperatures (usually designated as LT GaAs) and its basic advantages like high 
resistivity, high breakdown field and short carrier lifetime are utilized for ultra-fast and broadband optical 
detection [7]. Recently, a tunable source of THz radiation on LT GaAs was proposed [8] and shortly after the 
radiation up to 3.8 THz was detected using MSM detector with a bandwidth of 405 GHz [9]. However, the 
radiation power in THz region is rather small and detailed studies of LT GaAs behavior regarding the 
performance optimization of a photomixer are therefore needed. As we reported recently, the properties of LT 
GaAs can be well optimized by choosing proper growth conditions [10]. 
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Boih above mentioned examples of novel OaAs-based devices for generation of millimeter and 
submillimeter waves are the subject of our studies and recent results related to their preparation and properties 
arc presented in this paper. At first, results on pscudomorphic HEMTs based on Al-free InGaAs/InP structures 
arc described. In the frame of our study developed 0,1 /*m T-gate pHEMTs exhibit cut-off frequencies/T//m„ 
of 160/300 GHz. These are comparable values to the record ones reported on conventional InGaAs/lnAlAs 
HEMTs. Further, our investigations on LT GaAs related to the optical mixer performance are presented. The 
preparation conditions of an LT GaAs MSM detector are described and conditions for the device bandwidth 
optimization are discussed. Achieved results are demonstrated on the device which exhibit 550 GHz bandwidth, 
higher than so far reported. Finally, possibilities in performance improvement of both types of GaAs-based 
devices are discussed in conclusion. 

2. InGaAs/InP pseudomorphlc HEMTs 

2.1. Al-free material structure 

Pseudomorphic InGaAs/InAIAs HEMTs have shown the best performance of all three-terminal devices 
in terms of high speed/high frequency and low noise performance [1,2]. The material structure is grown on InP 
substrate with an In-rich InGaAs 2-DEO channel. All other layers (buffer, carrier supplier, spacer and barrier 
enhancement) arc InAlAs layers. However, the presence of the Al-conuining InAlAs layers has following 
disadvantages: i) not high enough etching selectivity to stop the gate recess exactly at the InGaAs/InAIAs 
interface, ii) high density of deep traps at the InGaAs/InAIAs interface (DX centers), and iii) high oxidation of 
Al-containing materials. These properties arc responsible for worse device parameters (high leakage currents, 
lower breakdown voltage and kinks in I-V characteristics) and mainly for poorer long-term device stability (3). 
Similar problems are also observed on InGaAs/AlGaAs HEMTs grown on GaAs substrate and recently 
structures with GalnP instead of AlGaAs are proposed to achieve better device performance [II]. 

There are two main reasons of using InAlAs, high enough conduction band discontinuity at the 
InGaAs/InAIAs interface (4£c * 0.55 eV instead of 0.36 eV for InGaAs/InP) as well as effective enhancement 
oftheSchottky barrier height by InAlAs interlayer (4fc = 0.68eV instead of 0.2 eV directly on InGaAs). 
However, we have shown before that the barrier 
height can be enhanced up to 0.66 eV also by 
using p'-InP layer of optimal thickness [4]. 
Further, we have optimized the properties of Al- 
free InGaAs/InP 2-DEG structures towards high 
channel conductivity. The influence of the 
InGaAs channel composition on the carrier 
mobility and carrier sheet density, as well as on 
the resulting channel conductivity is shown in 
Fig. 1 (open marks for Jth = 10 nm). For optimal 
channel composition x,M =• 0.75 we achieved 
further improvement of n,, p„ and Get, by 
reducing the channel thickness to 7 nm (full 
marks in Fig. 1). Resulting channel conductivity 
is Gd, B 5.5 mS. For conventional 
InGaAs/InAIAs HEMTs an optimal value of 5.9 
mS for xlnAl = 0.77 was found before J12J. This 
indicates that concerning both, the barrier height 
enhancement and the channel conductivity, 
nearly identical properties can be obtained for 
Al-free and Al-containing material structures of 
InGaAs-based HEMTs. 

60 70 B0 

InAs mote fraction (%) 
90 

Fig. 1. Electron mobility /»„, sheet carrier density n, 
and channel conductivity G,h in InGaAs/InP 
2-DEG structures as a function of the InGaAs 
channel composition XM*. 

2.2. Preparation and properties of HEMTs 

The layer Structures of InGaAs/InP pHEMTs were grown by low-pressure MOCVD and consist, starting 
from serai-insulating InP substrate, as follows: 300 run intentionally undoped i-InP buffer, InGaAs channel of 
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different thickness (7-15 nm) and indium mole fraction (mostly *InAs= 0.75), 6 nm InP spacer, 5 nm InP carrier 
supplying layer (n = 8xl018 cm"3), 15 nm i-InP separation layer, 15 nm p-InP barrier layer, and 20 nm InGaAs 
cap layer. Device fabrication consists of standard lithography, metal evaporation and lift-off processes. Devices 
with different gate length from 1.2 ftm down up to 0.1 \im were prepared. The electron-beam lithography was 
used to define the gate length below 0.75 /im and T-gates were used for LG below 0.3 fim. A three-layer resist is 
used for the formation of T-gates. 

DC measurements show that the drain-to-source breakdown voltage is higher than 5 V and no kinks are 
observed. Extrinsic transconductances of 520 and 870 mS/mm are evaluated on devices with LG of 0.7 and 0.25 

respectively. The channel width is 100 fim. fim. 
500 

N 
I 

jr   50 

10 

InGaAs/lnP pHEMTs 

fT*LQ = 25GHz*Mm 

High frequency S-parameter evaluation up to 26.5 
GHz was performed using on-wafer measurements 
and cutoff frequencies of current gain (h2i) and 
unilateral power gain {GU) were extracted with 
-20dB/decade. 

Figure 2 shows the current gain cutoff _ 100 
frequency /T as a function of the gate length LG 

evaluated on our Al-free InGaAs/lnP 
pseudomorphic HEMs with different nominal gate 
length ranging from 1.2 fim down to 0.1 fim (0.1 
fim nominal is 0.12 fim real value). The /TXLG- 

product is about 25 GHzXfim, which is comparable 
to conventional InAlAs/InGaAs HEMTs. The fT 

increases from 21 GHz for devices with LG of 1.2 
fim to values above  100 GHz for pHEMTs with '" 0.1 0.5 
T-gate of the length < 0.2 fim. Similar increase of Gate length (um) 
/„a, with decreasing the gate length is observed, 
from 35 GHz for LG = 1.2 fim to values above 
200 GHz for LG< 0.2 fim. 

From the optimization process of our study 
resulting device with highest cut-off frequencies is 
the pHEMT with 0.1 fim T-gate. Figure 3 shows 
the current gain and unilateral power gain 
measurements on such optimized pHEMT. 
Extracted cutoff frequencies /T and /max are 160 
GHz and 300 GHz, respectively. The gates were 
placed asymmetrically between source and drain 
with /GS = 0.7 fim. Short-channel effects appear at 
the 0.1 fim devices because of low-gate aspect 
ratio. They results in a reduction of DC 
transconductance of around 20 % in comparison 
with the 'long gate' devices. The total gate 
capacitance CG = CGS + CGD at optimum /T 5 - 
conditions is 0.5 pF/mm. 

From our  study  it follows  that Al-free 
InGaAs/lnP HEMT can be a good candidate for 
high performance amplifier applications above 100 
GHz. On the other hand, further improvement        Fig. 
should be still possible, as follows from our recent 
partial  studies  related  to  the  thermionic  field 
emission in /»-barrier enhanced devices and resul- 
ting reduction in the gate leakage currents [13], as well as from the application of a nitrogen carrier gas instead 
of H2 at the LP-MOCVD, which improves the growth process in terms of homogeneity, safety and costs [14]. 
Moreover, improvements reported recently on InGaAs/InAlAs HEMTs, like the use of a composite or a double- 
side-doped channel, can be simply applied to the Al-free material structures too. 

Fig. 2 Current-gain cutoff frequencies as a function 
of gate length of InGaAs/lnP pHEMTs. 
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3. Current gain A2i and unilateral power gain 
GU of InGaAs/lnP pHEMT with gate length 
LG = 0.1 fim. 
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3. LT GaAs detectors for THz photomixing 

3.1. General remarks 

LT GaAs is nonstoichiometric (= 1 at. % excess As) and high resistive (< 107 Q, cm) and originally was 
proposed to reduce short-channel effects in MESFETs. Owing to an extremely high density of defects (> 1018 

cm"3) in LT GaAs, it is a favourable material for high-speed optoelectronic applications [7]. However, the 
properties that are observed upon annealing depend critically on growth conditions of LT GaAs. The 
conduction of LT GaAs can be described be mixed band and hopping regime [15,16]. 

Recently, source of THz radiation using an LT GaAs was proposed [8]. The photomixer consists of two 
tunable single-mode lasers (Ai = A2) and LT GaAs photodetector (PD) with coupled planar antena and a 
difference-frequency radiation is generated by optical heterodyne conversion. Coherent radiation from 
microwave frequencies up to 3.8 THz using LT GaAs PD with a bandwidth of 405 GHz has been measured [9]. 
However, the output power was rather small and the optimization of the photomixer performance is therefore 
needed [10]. 

3.2. Preparation and properties of LT GaAs MSM detectors 

Fig. 4. SEM picture of GaAs photodetector 
with interdigitated finger contacts. 

The LT GaAs layers were grown on (lOO)-oriented semi-insulating GaAs substrates at the temperature 
in the range between 200 and 400 °C (thermocouple reading only) [7,15]. An AsVGa beam-equivalent 
pressure ratio of 20 and a growth rate of 1 /<m/h 
were used at the growth. No post growth annealing 
was performed in MBE chamber. Wafers with GaAs 
layer were cleaved and a part was annealed for 10 
min at 600-650 °C by rapid thermal processing 
under local arsenic overpressure. The fabrication of 
PDs consisted of optical lithography, metal 
evaporation (Ni/AuGe/Ni contacts) and lift-off 
processes. Interdigitated finger electrodes (MSM 
structures) with various finger-spacing s and -width 
w in the range 1-3 urn (s+w = 3,3.5 and 4 fim) were 
used. The devices had an area of 20x20 jim2 and 
50x50 fim2. Additional information about the LT 
GaAs layer growth, sample preparation and device 
processing can be found in our previous studies [7, 
10, 15-17], Scanning-electron micrograph of a LT 
GaAs PD with interdigitated finger contacts is shown 
in Fig. 4. 

The photocarrier lifetime in LT GaAs using 
time-resolved reflectivity measurements was studied 
before [17]. On the best samples an extremely fast 
reflectivity decay and the carrier lifetime <0.24 ps 
were obtained. From this it follows that for 
intrinsically limited devices, i.e. if the RC time 
constant is smaller than the carrier lifetime, the 
bandwidth of about 640 GHz might be expected on 
LT GaAs PDs. 

Transient behaviour of LT GaAs MSM PDs 
was studied by measurements of the photores-ponse 
on the femtosecond pump pulse from a saffire laser 
(A = 820 nm). Fig. 5 illustrates the time-resolved 
photoresponse measured on two devices with the LT 
GaAs prepared at different conditions. Both devices 
have an active area of 20x20 fim2 and interdigitated 
electrodes with finger-width and -spacing of w =1 

200 

LT GaAs MSM PDs 
X = 820 nm 

0 12 3 4 5 
Time (ps) 

Fig. 5. Time resolved response of two different 
LT GaAs MSM PDs. 
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pm and s = 2 pm, respectively. In contradiction to 
device A, for a 'good' device (response B) the 
measured signal was nearly symmetric, i.e. without 
any tail. The rise and fall times (10-90) are 0.4 and 
0.6 ps, respectively and the FWHM is 0.6 ps. 

The frequency response of two LT GaAs 
MSM PDs obtained by Fourier transforming the 
detected pulse is shown in Fig. 6. The bandwidth of 
device A is only 130 GHz. However f3dB = 550 GHz 
is obtained for device B, which is higher bandwidth 
than reported yet. On the other hand, measured 
bandwidth is smaller than expected 640 GHz for 
intrinsically limited PDs, as follows from our carrier 
lifetime measurements. 

In order to estimate the RC time constant, we 
evaluated the capacitance of the MSM PDs by 
microwave measurements up to 26 GHz and using 
the MMICAD software. Obtained results for devices 
with different electrode geometry are compared with 
calculations according conformal mapping of a 
coplanar alternating electrode pattern in Fig. 7. The 
unit area capacitance of 0.014 fF/pm2 was measured 
obtained for devices with electrode geometry of w 
=1 pm and .? = 2 pm. This value is in good 
agreement with calculated 0.016 fF/pm2. 

The calculated bandwidth, considering both 
time constants and assuming 75 Q transmission line 
impedance, is about 500 GHz, i.e. nearly the same as 
the measured 550 GHz. However, the RC time 
constant is still larger than the carrier lifetime. This 
indicates that the bandwidth of studied LT GaAs 
PDs is RC limited. Further improvement of the 
bandwidth will be possible by decreasing the device 
capacitance, e.g. by using smaller device area and/or 
by optimizing the finger electrode geometry (in 
general, the capacitance decreases with increasing 
the s+w and/or s/w, as shown in Fig. 7). On the other 
hand, PDs with the same area and a bandwidth of 
405 GHz were successfully used by others for photo- 
mixers with generated power detected up to 3.8 THz 
presented device. 
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Fig. 6. Frequency response of two different LT 
GaAs MSM PDs. 
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Fig. 7. Microwave capacitance of LT GaAs MSM 
PDs (lines - calculated, dots - measured for 
s+w = 3,3.5 and 4 pm). 

[7]. From this it follows already now the potential of 

4. Conclusions 

Two examples of GaAs-based devices which can generate radiation power with frequencies above 100 
GHz were described. First one is the 0.1 pm T-gate pHEMT prepared on Al-free InGaAs/InP material 
structure, which exhibit cut-off frequencies /T//m.» of 160/300 GHz. The HEMTs based on Al-free structures 
exhibit better performance, mainly concerning the long-term stability, than conventionally used 
InGaAs/InAlAs devices. Further improvement of HEMT parameters will be still possible, mainly by reducing 
the gate length below 0.1 pm and/or by introducing a composite or double-side-doped channel into the 2-DEG 
material structure. Second device is the GaAs photodetector prepared on low-temperature grown MBE layers. 
This PD shows extremely high 3-dB bandwidth of 550 GHz, higher than reported yet. The LT GaAs MSM PD 
can be used as a photomixer to produce radiation power in the THz frequency range. As it follows from our 
analysis, the bandwidth of PDs is RC-limited. The device capacitance can be reduce by reducing the active 
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area of PD and/or by optimizing the finger electrode geometry. However, in order to enhance the output power 
of the photomixer further optimization of material structure (carrier lifetime and mobility product) as well as of 
whole photomixer circuit (thermal properties, radiation antenna, etc.) should be made. 
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High temperature superconductors (HTS), just after discovery, were investigated and oriented for practical 
applications at microwaves [1,2]. The following area of HTS study at microwaves can be specified: 
1. Low loss transmission lines and high quality resonators and filters, - 
2. Signal limiters, switches and digital phase shifters based on transition from superconducting to normal state 
of the HTS material (S-N transition), 
3. Bolometers and resistive type mixers for frequency up to a few THz, 
4. Applications of Josephson effect to generation and detection of THz frequency signals and to frequency 
measurement and spectroscopy. 
All these applications are realized at the operational temperature of 60-80 K. YBa2Cu3C>7 epitaxial films on 
single crystal substrate [3] are commonly used. The temperature of superconductive phase transition of the 
films is about 90 K. The films can be fabricated on the industrial level [4]. 

Low loss transmission lines and high quality resonators and filters 
The most important characteristic of HTS films is the surface resistance R^ (Fig. 1). For the best films 
Rjur = 0.3 mQ at T = 78 K, f = 10 GHz. R.^ of HTS is proportional to f2 and at f > 100 GHz becomes to be 
comparable with R,& of copper or gold. Important field of application of HTS films is narrow-band filters with 
extremely low insertion loss in pass band and sharp skirts, providing high power handling capability. The main 
goal of the investigations was development of design procedure of planar structure filters that allows to use the 
integrated technology of the filters without any trimming (Fig. 2) [5]. The trimming-less technology is based on 
a specified computer design procedure which is used as added tool to commercial software. 
As an impressive example of HTS film applications, the planar disk resonator should be mentioned [6] with 
Q = 10s at T = 78 K, f = 4'GHz. The low-less microwave delay lines form the specific area of the HTS film 
applications [7]. 

Microwave components based on S-N- transition 
The essential feature of the superconducting films is not only the small microwave surface resistance but also 
the S-N- transition which can be induced by either ac or dc current and exhibits itself as a large change of the 
film surface resistance (See Fig. 3) [8]. 
The destruction of the S-state by the ac or dc current is a kinetic process in the electron subsystem of the film. 
Characteristic time of such a process is 10"u -10"12 s for HTS. The returning from the N-state to the S-state is a 
thermal process with characteristic time about 10'7 -10"8 s [8]. The variety of the devices based on the S-N- 
transition can by found in literature [9, 10]. The phenomena of the S-N transition forms a wide field of 
investigations of relaxation processes and nonequilibrium noises in the HTS films in superconducting and 
resistive states. The efficiency of a switch can be characterized by the switching quality factor K, which in the 
case of the S-N transition is : 

K=Ä, .     '■ (1) 
s 

For YBCO films at f & 20 GHz and T = 77 K the quality factor K > 104 [11]. However, die small value of 
RN = 1-3 Q complicates a design of the switch connected with a 50 Q transmission line. To obtain a higher 
value of the N-state resistance, a long narrow strip should be used as a switching element. Hence the S-N 
element should be considered as a resistor and inductance in series. Fig. 4 shows the equivalent diagram of 
reflection type phase shifter using the S-N element. Two port passive network provides the matching of the L-R 
load, where L is sum of geometric and kinetic inductance of the element, R = RM and is determined as follows 

RM = V
/R

SRN • (2) 
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For S- and N-states the reflection type phase shifter provides the phase of the reflection coefficient 180° and 0° 
with minimum return losses, for both states being equal to 

adB = 13.76-^. © 

ZS^SSS^^ been made in a development of high frequency low noise heterodyne 
«xfcm Son bolometric effects [12]. The idea is to thermally separate the electron and phonon subsystems 
rrS«onducting film. It is poUle, if the electron-electron scattering time isless than tiie electron- 
phononScattering time. Such a device is called hot electron bolometric (HEB) mixer. HEB rmxer based on low 
temperature superconducting films (NbN) demonstrated low noise operation up to several hundreds of GHz 
sigmd with IF about 10 GHz. The operational principle of a HEB mixer is illustrated by Fig. 5 The expenence 
gained with low temperature superconductors is being successfully generalized to the HTS applications [13]. 

S^SSSL (JJ) based on HTS has been developed [14]. The circuits in which the JJ 
and small size antenna are integrated, are used for detection of THz frequency signals. Applications of JJ to 
nJcrowave iCscoJy makes possible to cover a wide frequency range with a high spectral resolution so 
SrSert^tro^py) [15L As an example of JJ microwave applications the• «~oi»ad.grated 
receiver with YBCO JJ can be considered [16]. A log-periodic antenna is integrated with JJ on a bicrystal MgO 
substrate (Fig. 6). The influence of 350-850 GHz radiation on YBCO JJ was experimentally demonstrated 
(Fig. 7). _ . 

Fig. 1. Dependence of 
the surface resistance 
of YBCO and copper 
samples on frequency 

111111 

1.5     1.6     1.7     1.8 
Frequency (GHz) 

Fig. 2 Multi-pole 
YBCO strip line filter: 

1.68 170 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 layout and 
Frequency (GHz) characteristics 

1mm 

control cpnlocl 

Fig. 3. Schematic of the 0-180° phase shifter. 

S<N nwltcli 

Fig. 4 Equivalent diagram of reflection type phase shifter 
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IR filter 
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beam splitter 
Fig. 5. Operational 
principle of a HEB 
mixer 

Fig. 6. Log-periodic antenna integrated with JJ, 
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Fig. 7. Current response of HTS JJ measured at 830 GHz. 
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A possibility of separate estimation of soil moisture and surface roughness is considered, the results 
of numerical simulations are presented. It is shown that the use of multifrequency and dual - 
polarization radar methods permits to estimate the dielectric constant of soil, r.m.s values of roughness 
and spatial correlation radius. It is demonstrated also that a fractal approximation of surface spatial 
spectra enables to obtain the most accurate estimations of soil surface parameters. Experimental results 
for 3.0 and 0.8 cm are presented as well showing the possibility of dual - polarization data processing for 
land erosion degree determination. 

i 

The rational use of agricultural fields requires an urgent elaboration of remote sensing techniques for soil 
characteristic determination because the traditional methods of in situ measurements do not provide the obtaining 
of data detailed enough for practice and, besides, they are too labor consuming. During last decades, besides the 
optical and infrared methods, the radar methods of soil characteristic study have got an intensive development, in 
particular, the near-surface soil moisture estimation, the determination of humus content and soil erosion degree. 
The high resolution and the weather independence of radars determine their practical application to remote 
sensing of large terrains with the use of airborne and spaceborne carriers of radars (synthetic aperture 
radars-SAR or side-look radars-SLAR). For radar methods of remote sensing the electromagnetic field scattered 
by the objects serves as a source of information about the physical and chemical properties of sensed surfaces. 
Because of this reason the processes of microwave scattering from bare soil have been the subject of theoretical 
and experimental investigations for many years. This research activity was directed on the search of correlation 
between the parameters of scattered electromagnetic field and the statistical and agrophysical characteristics of 
soil. 

The capability of active microwave techniques to be sensitive to near-surface soil moisture has a considerable 
research interest. The basis for microwave remote sensing of soil moisture is the dependence of the soil's 
dielectric properties on its moisture content due to a large contrast between the dielectric constant of water and 
that one of dry soil. Boundary conditions of interest to soil characteristics include the small-scaled random 
surface roughness generated by agricultural tillage practice, the soil erosion processes, the azimuthally dependent 
ridge/furrow patterns, the slope of a terrain element affecting the local angle of incidence, etc. 

As is well known, the scattered signal intensity is determined by the statistical characteristics of surface and 
the medium dielectric constant. However, the range of the soil specific radar cross-section (RCS ) variations due 
to moisture influence does not exceed 8 -10 dB, at the same time the roughness variations can lead to 15 -25 dB 
of RCS variations. Consequently, the effects of surface roughness create the obstacles to correct estimation of 
soil moisture. 

The use of dual-polarization ratio of specific RCS for obtaining of unbiased estimation of real part of 
complex dielectric constant was first time proposed in [1], this ratio was also used in [2]. The application of 
radar multifrequency technique to determination of surface roughness was proposed in [3], this approach was 
used for small incidence angles and joint processing was not applied. In papers [4-5] the application of 
multichannel techniques to separate determination of near-surface soil moisture and surface roughness was 
proposed and the joint processing of data was used. Taking into account that roughness parameters mainly 
depend on mechanical and aggregate soil structure, the successful retrieval of this information provides the 
potential possibility to determine the soil lots with different degree of erosion and to analyse the dynamics of 
their evolution. This paper presents the results of theoretical and experimental investigations into multichannel 
remote sensing techniques application to estimation of soil parameters at the microwave band. 

In modeling of the wave scattering from natural terrains one generally expects a combination of surface and 
volume scattering, especially when a dry soil medium is inhomogeneous. The soil medium can be treated as a 
volume consisting of variable fractions of soil solids, aqueous fluids, and air. Soil solid material is a mixture of 
sand, silt, and clay and it is characterized by a distribution of particle sizes      (texture) and mineralogy of 
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their consistent particles (particularly, a clay fraction). The particle diameter of clay is less than 2u , the particle 
diameter of silt is between 2\i and 50^ , and the particle diameter of sand is between 50^ and 200^ . The water 
in soil is classified as free and bounded water. 

Modeling of scattering from bare natural and agricultural soils starts from a characterization of the surface 
roughness and dielectric behavior of materials. The latter one depends on several parameters including the bulk 
density the particle size distribution, the mineralogical composition, the content of organic matter, the content of 
bound and free water, the soil salinity, and the temperature. All the models can be divided into two groups: the 
field-approach models and the intensity-approach ones [6]. The disadvantage of the existing field-approach 
models is that they cannot in practice include the multiple incoherent scattering beyond the second order. On the 
other hand the intensity-approach models can include more multiple scattering terms and the interaction 
between surface and volume scattering but it assumes a far field interaction between scatterers. We restrict 
ourselves to rough surface scattering models only and neglect the volume scattering although in practice these 
two effects are sometimes difficult to separate. For the bare soil the surface scattering is dominant only if the 
terrain can be considered homogeneous. 

Two rough surface scattering models are widely applied because of their simplicity: the Kirhhoff and the first- 
order small perturbation models PJ. In most backscattering applications the Kirhhoff model is used over the 
incidence angular region o < 0 < 20° . Besides, this model is restricted to high frequencies and indicates that for 
perfectly conduct^ surfaces the backscattering fields do not depend on polarization. 

A st**tt perturbation model is used over the remaining part of an angular range, 20° < 0 < 60°. Larger 
jp^Aience angles are not considered because the scattering mechanisms for grazing incidence are likely to be 
different from a purely surface scattering phenomenon. Using a perturbational approach derived for surfaces with 
small gradients (kah < 0.3 where k=27tM, is the wavenumber and ah is the r.m.s. of the roughness height), the 
backscattering field is shown to be strongly dependent upon the polarization of the incident and scattered waves. 

There are other scattering models which are, perhaps, potentially more powerful than the previous ones but 
they have not yet been extensively applied to the interpolation of experimental measurements. Without going 
into any details, we mention three methods which seem potentially the most promising ones: the full-wave 
method of Bahar [8] bridging the wide gap existing between the perturbational solutions for rough surfaces with 
small slopes and the quasi-optics solutions, the diagram method [9], the stochastic Fourier method [10]. These 
methods are not fully developed yet but the results obtained appear to be very encouraging. 

In all the models of rough surface scattering the specific RCS of surface characterizing the intensity of 
scattered .field is a product of two functions 

c/jfA) = Dpp[£s(f)A]-s(fA)- (i) 
The first function D (.), or so-called dielectric function, characterizes the dielectric properties of the scattering 
medium and depends upon the polarization pp = HH,VV, the angle of incidence 0; and the dielectric constant ES 

. For these models the dielectric functions are equal or proportional to the Fresnel reflectivity, i.e. they present 
equally the RCS dependence as a function of medium dielectric constant. Their main limitation is a non-adequate 
estimation of the scattering coefficients for cross-polarized components of the scattered signals. The second 
function S(.) takes into account the surface roughness influence on specific RCS, f denotes the radar frequency. 

For analysis of the multichannel method capabilities we have used the simple surface scattering models, 
particularly, the small perturbation model. This is conditioned by some reasons. First of all, for agricultural soils 
with different types of tillage the condition k a* >1 usually is fulfilled at microwave band. Then the small 
perturbation model can be used only for approximated estimation of the specific RCS. However, the model 
derivations of specific RCS dependences JW the functions of incidence angles, the r.m.s. surface roughness 
heights, and the soil moisture coincide raöer accurately with the experimental results up to koh > 2.5 - 3.0 and 
more [9]. The most essential differences between the model and experimental results are observed for the cross- 
polarized components of the scattered signals. Besides, for the considered multichannel methods we have used 
the ratios of the specific RCS at different frequencies and polarizations when the absolute errors of RCS 
estimations from the perturbatpnal model have not influenced greatly on the ratio values. 

The moisture content determination is based on the correlation between the dielectric function and the soil 
dielectric constant and alscon the dielectric function dependences on the frequency and the soil moisture. The 
results of simulation [5] aave shown that the dielectric functions had a weak dependence upon frequency at 
microwave band while ne soil dielectric constant differed essentially for different frequencies. Its analysis shows 
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that the maximal difference of dielectric functions do not exceed 1 dB if the ratio of two frequencies satisfies the 
condition 

K12/fl<2-3, (2) 

i.e. for the microwave band the dielectric functions are practically frequency independent. The most obvious 
dependence of D on f takes the place for moisture. 0.05-0.2 g cm"3. The lower bound of this interval deals with a 
free water molecules appearance in soil, when the moisture content exceeds 0.2-0.25 g cm"3 the saturation of 
dielectric functions occurs. This phenomenon leads to some important conclusions: 

• the potential moisture content sensitivity is equal for all frequencies at microwave band; 
• the weak frequency dependence of the dielectric functions provides the opportunity of soil moisture 

estimation for the upper soil layer and measurement of some other statistical characteristics on basis of the 
joint analysis of multichannel remote sensing data 
As it is shown in [5], in the framework of small perturbation approach it is theoretically possible to separate 

and to estimate accurately the roughness and the moisture parameters on the basis of multichannel measurements 
without a priori knowledge of surface statistical characteristics*. In the most simple case of two-frequency remote 
sensing it is possible to select the frequencies f,, f2 and the angles of incidence 9i,92 in such a way that the ratio 
of corresponding functions of roughness does not depend on surface statistical characteristics. The condition of 
such independence is described by the equation 

^sinfl, =&2sin02 (3) 
Then the ratio of the RCS for two polarizations is equal to 

°°qq,2     cr°„a(f2,02)    Dqq(e2,02)'
{k2cos02

} {4) 

Here pp,qq = HH or VV, £,= B ( f,) and s2 = E ( f2). The ratio ( 8 ) is the function of dielectric constants, 
wavelengths, and angles of incidence and it does not depend on surface statistical characteristics. The remote 
moisture determination can be performed from ( 8 ) taking into account that the dielectric constants are the 
functions of the volume moisture content of the soil upper layer. Here we can consider five polarization ratios 

1_       /a"     '   2~       /a0    '   3~      AT
0
     '*4 AT"    

;R* =      /„» <5> / aHH,2 / &W,1 / &HH.2 / &W,2 / &W 

The polarization ratio R5 is the particular case when fi = f2 = f, pp = HH, qq = W. It was for the first time 
proposed in [ 1 ], in this paper it was shown that this ratio served for obtaining of unbiased estimation of real 
part of complex dielectric constant. Moisture dependence R5 for the operation frequency of f = 10 GHz and for 
the different angles of incidence is presented in [5]. The nonlinear behavior of this dependence is well seen. The 
variation range of Rs value increases with the angle of incidence increase and for 0 = 50 - 60° it is approximately 
equal to 6 dB. The maximal moisture sensitivity is observed for volume moisture content less than 0.25 g cm"3 

and it is approximately equal to 0.24 dB/ 0.01 g cm"3. For more wet soil the saturation is observed, the sensitivity 
decreases more than 3 times. 

Multichannel technique of statistical characteristics estimation for some surfaces in the framework of small 
perturbation method is based on the use of the following relationship [ 4 ] 

SR _ °°PP(0»A) _ D„[Ol,e,(fl))'S(0„fl) 

'    o%(ß„fi)    DpP[^s(f2)]-S(0i,f2) 
(6) 

The weak frequency dependence of a dielectric function in microwave band permits to assume that 

Dpp[0i,ss(fi)] = DpP[0i'
ss(f2)] (7) 

This assumption is permissible taking into account the fact that the instrumental accuracy of specific RCS 
estimation is 1.5 dB and especially if the operation frequencies fi'and f, are comparable ,i.e. when (f2-fj)« 
(f!+f2)/2 and f2/fi <1.5. In such conditions the expression (10) is the function of surface parameters only and it 
does not depend on £s (/") . 
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The further estimation of the statistical characteristics is determined by the the model of a surface roughness 
spatial spectrum. Most often the surfaces with a Gaussian surface height distribution and any surface 
autocorrelation function are used. For surfaces with this height distribution and a Gaussian autocorrelation 
function analytical expressions available for cross checking. In addition, many surface scattering theories have 
been reported in the literature using the Gaussian height assumption, although the roughness spectrum of natural 
surfaces generally have more high frequency components than the Gaussian roughness spectrum. 

The rapidly increasing number of applications of fractal models and fractal geometry in physics deserve the 
close attention of researches from various areas, particularly, in remote sensing of land. It was first demonstrated 
by M. Berry [10] that for Gaussian statistics the surfaces with a simple power spectrum of the type 

Wi(A) = CiA"a, l<a<3 (8) 

are fractal rough surfaces. We remark that the spectrum W is defined for any real A .therefore, the 

corresponding surface has no characteristic scales and the r.m.s. height is not defined ( 0h -> oo ). For the 

values of the spectral exponent a given by (8) the Fourier transform of W is a divergent integral, thus, the 
correlation function does not exist. 

The second type surfaces have the same expression for the roughness spectra but with an outer ( or large 

scale) cutoff A0 

f CA"° for AäA0 ,„, 
W,(A) = -T (9) 

■2K)   \   0 forA<A0 

In view of the experimental data type II surfaces appear to be particular importance in the practice of remote 
sensing ( here most often case is a = 2 ). We should like to note that for large A the spectra form (7) and (8) are 

identical but type II spectra have finite r.m.s. height <7h and infinite r.m.s. slope. 

The estimation of the fractal spectrum exponent is equal to 
d = ln(SKi)/ln(A2)i/Aiii). (io) 

The constant C is linked with crh by the expression 

ah=(4c- A1/2) / [a ■ waial a)] 0 l) 

The value of A 0 is not greater than 2 when a = 1 -3 A; for a =2 the value of C = <Jh  . 

Therefore, it is obvious that in multichannel approach we can obtain only one characteristic of surface 
from the radar measurements: the fractal spectrum exponent. 

The efficiency of considered multichannel approaches was investigated on basis of the experimental results 
obtained in [ 3] for a bare field. The experimental angular dependences of the specific RCS for this field are 
obtained at the frequency of 4.7 GHz for two polarization of radiation. The soil solid is characterized by the high 
clay content ( about 40 % ).The measurements have been carried out for dry soil (gravimetric moisture was 4.3 
% ) and for wet soil with gravimetric moisture about 30.2 %. The high clay content results in the temporal 
invariable r.m.s. of surface roughness heights of about 2.5 cm. 

The estimations of exponent a were formed from data of a". The Isl and a data for dry and wet soils are 
presented in Table 1. 

The a values for dry soil are identical practically for both polarizations of radiation and they differ 
essentially for wet soil. With the use of C estimations we derived the values of surface roughness spectral 
density; their values are presented in Table 1, too. The application of Gaussian and exponential models for the 
autocorrelation function permits to estimate the correlation radius of field roughness. The surface roughness for 
this field does not satisfy the small perturbation model. In these conditions the derived values of I do not 
correspond to real values of I for agricultural fields. At the same time the fractal approximation of surface spectra 
seems to be more suitable because the spectral exponent is in a good agreement with the value range (a =1-3 
). Thus, the application of multichannel methods permits to obtain the soil dielectric constant and, consequently, 
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the soil moisture and the soil statistical characteristics with the use of the fractal model for the surface spectra 
even for rough surfaces when the limitations of small perturbation model are infringed. 

The experimental study of the multichannel method applications to soil characteristics estimation was carried 
out at the end of September 1992 [11]. The agricultural field was located on a hill and its different lots had 
average slopes between 2 and 8° . The system tillage performed three weeks earlier across the slope included 
chisel, disking and hurrowing. The soil type was chernozem with four stages of soil erosion. Visual inspection 
indicated that the periodic row structure was almost destroyed by many rainfalls. 

The surface roughness was measured with a profile meter with density of 1 measurement per 10 mm 
which permitted to ensure the errors not greater than 5 mm. The common length of every surface profile was 
equal to 6 - 7.5 m. The profile processing included the obtaining of autocorrelation functions and spatial spectra 
along and across the directions of the mechanical tillage. 

The method of soil tillage can result in the essentially different degree of roughness for the same 
agricultural region. It is worth noting that for fields with the periodical structure the r.m.s. surface height depends 
greatly on the profile orientation in respect to the ploughing furrows. However, for fresh-ploughed fields the 
periodicity is often essentially distorted by clodness. The small and rather large clods appearing for breast 
ploughing are oriented randomly. Their dimensions depend on the moisture and the soil type. In general, the 
surface normalized autocorrelation function can be approximated by the following expression 

/?(£) = exp(-y£)-cos(2ff£/£) (12) 
where % is the spatial coordinate. The statistical dependence between parameters y and ß was not detected. 
The more general approximation can be used for dual-scale roughness (the typical cases are the ploughed and 
harrowed fields), it takes into account the peculiarities of the field tillage. For this case 

/>(£) = (1 - A) • exp(-/£) • cos(2^/ Lp) + A • exp(-^ ■ cos(2^/ Lh) (13) 
where the coefficient A is determined by the ratio of harrowing and ploughing depths, Lp denotes the 

distance between the furrows of ploughing, Lh defines the distance between the furrows of harrowing. 
The observations show that the change dynamics of field roughness (if the fields are not subjected to 

additional tillage) is fully determined by the atmosphere humidity conditions, the aggregate and mechanical soil 
contents. On the initial stage the roughness smoothing caused by rainfalls can result in the increase of periodicity 
because the process of furrow destroying is more prolonged in comparison to the process of clod destroying. 

It is worth noting that the percent content of clay in the soil is a basic factor determining the degree of 
field roughness after the furrow and the clod destroying under the influence of natural conditions. The 
mechanical and aggregate soil contents are subjected to slow permanent change and, as the result, to erosion. The 
field slope about of 5 - 10° is the reason for heavy- and middle-eroded areas forming. The mechanical and 
hydrophysical properties of such soils differ from those ones of non-eroded soils. Therefore, it is possible to 
expect that in the borders of the same terrain the different degree of erosion can be settled as the result of the 
same field tillage. For such fields the successful separation of the roughness and moisture effects and their 
accurate estimation offers the potential possibility to retrieve the information about the erosion process and its 
evolution. The process of furrow destroying manifests itself in removal of the periodical structure of the 
autocorrelation function. The autocorrelation functions of surface roughness along the direction of tillage almost 
do not differ from the autocorrelation functions of isotropic surfaces. In the spatial spectra the second maximum 
appeared rather often, it is connected with the tillage type. However, in our measurements it is not observed 
because of the soil washing off. 

For roughness characteristics determination the fractal approximation of spatial spectra was used. The 
average values of a h and fractal exponent a are presented in Table 2. The averaged exponent in the 
experimental spectra was equal to a=1.61±0.89 . For profiles with a strongly marked periodic row structure 
without the non-averaged exponent a of a fractal spectra does not change considerably ; its values were equal to 
a=1.64±1.02. 

The data analysis showed that the value of at along the direction of tillage practically did not depend on soil 
erosion degree but we observed the decrease of <Th with the increase of erosion degree across the direction of 
tillage. At the same time the decrease of a was observed along the direction of tillage when the erosion degree 
increased. This shows the increasing of the spatial correlation radius for non - eroded soils in comparison to 
eroded ones. 

The results of the angular specific RCS dependence study have shown the following: 
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• the specific RCS for wavelength of 8 mm is greater by 3 - 6 dB than for wavelength of 3 cm for all    selected 
surface areas and for both polarizations of radiation and reception of copolarized components; 

• the specific RCS values for vertical polarization exceed those ones for horizontal polarization by 0.2-8 dB 
depending upon the surface erosion degree; 

• the speed of the angular RCS variations depends on the erosion degree. 
Dual-channel polarization processing (with the use of ratio R5) has permitted to emphasize its sensitivity 

to variations of soil agrophysical parameters. It is seen from Table 3 data where the polarization ratios oV cr°w 
are presented averaged for all region of incidence angles. The maximal value of this ratio at the wavelength of 3 
cm equals to - 6.6 dB for heavy eroded lot and it equals to 7.7 dB for non- eroded lot. The good correlation 
between the ratio R5 and the agrophysical parameters of soil are observed. 

For the incidence angles 9 = 35 - 45° the maximum sensitivity of R5 to agrophysical parameter variatious is 
observed at the wavelength of 3 cm but at the wavelength of 0.8 cm the maximum sensitivity is observed for the 
incidence angles greater than 60°. 

The angular dependences of the specific RCS ratios for the cross-polarized components reception seem to 
have no correlation with soil erosion degree . The depolarization increases with the wavelength decrease from - 
( 10 - 13 ) dB for wavelength of 3 cm to -(5-8) dB for wavelength 8 mm, the correlation of these values with 

erosion degree is not observed 

Thus, it is shown theoretically that the multichannel methods permit to separate and to estimate the 
roughness parameters and the dielectric constant of soil near-surface layer. The obtained ratios for multichannel 
approaches can be used when the small perturbation model conditions are not satisfied fully. The fractal spectra 
are the best approximations of the surface roughness spectra. 

The existence of the correlation between the radar and agrophysical characteristics of soil was proved 
experimentally. In particular, the use of dual-polarization processing permits to increase the sensitivity of radar 
remote sensing techniques to the soil erosion change. 

Table 1 

The values of \E\, a and W (kj) for dry and wet soil. 

Polarization HH HH W VV 

Gravimetric volume, % 4.3 30.2 4.3 30.2 

S 
3 35 3 35 

a 0.8-1.1 0.8-1.1 1.0-1.3 2.3-2.5 

W(k,), dB -(76.7-78.5) -(76.7-78.5) -(79.8-80.5) -(87.4-88.1) 

Table 2 
Roughness characteristics of investigated lots 

Erosion 
degree 

Non- 
eroded 

Weakly eroded Middle 
eroded 

Heavy 
eroded 

Along 
furrows 

cffrcm 

a 

1.7 
1.8 

1.54 
1.6 

1.46 
1.35 

1.28 
1.3 

Across 
furrows 

<% cm 

a 

2.1 
1.9 

2.45 
1.75 

1.9 
1.85 

1.8 
1.7 
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The ratio R5 values of investigated lots at wavelengths 0.8 and 3 cm 
Table 3 

Erosion 
degree 

Non- 
eroded 

Weakly 
eroded 

Middle 
eroded 

Heavy 
eroded 

<fm   dD 0.8cm 

cfw '       3cm 
11.4 
7.7 

6.0 
0.2 

3.4 
-3.1 

-4.5 
-6.6 
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46 Ulyanov street, 603600, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia, FAX (8312) 362061 

Introduction 
Gyrotrons are the most powerful radiation sources of the shortest microwaves at long pulses up to 

continuous wave (CW) regime. At frequencies from several gigahertz to almost 200 GHz they attain 1 MW 
output power level considerably succeeding other microwave devices. All high-energy and some high power 
applications of the microwaves are associated with gyrotrons. 

Problems of increase in gyrotrons power, efficiency, and frequency were priority ones in their study and 
development during many years. Now in gyrotrons a technically reasonable power limit is reached with 
efficiency of electron beam - RF field interaction, near 40%, close to its maximum calculated value. Concerning 
the increase in frequency of gyrotrons, its possibilities are not exhausted though the advance is relatively slow 
due to rather weak stimulations. 

Now the intense works on gyrotrons are being carried out for some important applications, first of all for 
heating of plasmas at nuclear fusion installations and high temperature processing of some materials [1]. These 
efforts has resulted in considerable progress in transfer from long pulses to real CW regime at the highest output 
power as well as in considerable increase in efficiency of gyrotrons. The modern tendencies in investigations and 
developments of gyrotrons are described below. 

1. Enhancement of radiation energy 

Since the 1 MW output power level was achieved at over-1 s pulses, their transfer to CW regime became 
the key problem of gyrotrons. On this way, the main difficulties are associated with possible overheating of some 
parts, primarily a resonance cavity and an output window. 

Heating of a cavity wall by RF Ohmic losses is characterized by the density of the losses 

5kdL 
Pohm -' 

Ä2R cav { yiT^J 
'out' (1) 

where k = 1.5 is an empirical coefficient, A is a wavelength, d is the depth of the skin layer, R^» and I are a 
diameter and effective length of a cavity, respectively, and Pout is output power. 

Basing on experience, in cavities pohm is restricted by the maximum value 2 kW/cm2. At high-frequency 
near-1 MW gyrotrons the restriction of pohm leads to operation at high cavity modes TE^. with m up to 30 andp 
exceeding 10. A lot of theoretical and experimental works have shown that at such modes, the gyrotrons' cavities 

possess sufficient selectivity to oscillate at a fixed mode with rather high efficiency, TJ ^ 30%. At higher modes 

with denser resonance spectrum, there is a tendency to lower efficiency because of narrowing of a stable mode 
oscillation zone. This restriction for output is stronger at higher frequencies since pohm is proportional to//2. 

To avoid the mode competition in gyrotrons it is possible to use a more selective coaxial cavity, in which 
higher mode can be used. In experimental gyrotrons with coaxial cavities outputs of 1,5-2 MW are achieved at 
modes with m = 35 saAp = 15 conservingp„hm admissible for CW performance. 

Up to the current year, RF losses in an output window were the main factor limiting pulse duration and 
prohibiting transfer to CW regime in powerful gyrotrons. In tubes with output from 500 kW to 1 MW boron 
nitride (BN) disks were used which were heated to the limiting temperature near 800?C (and even higher) during 
1 s or several second pulses depending on radiation frequency. Now there is firm opinion that the window 
problem will be solved soon using CVD diamond disks. Now there are diamond disks with tgS near or below 
10"5 (10-30 times below that of BN). Owing to the low losses and extremely high thermoconductivity the CVD 
diamond window is capable to transmit 1 MW CW power at frequencies up to 200 GHz, possibly higher. 
Gyrotrons with the diamond windows have been manufactured already and will be tested during the year. 
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2. Enhancement of efficiency 

Applications of gyrotrons as sources of microwave energy stimulated new interest for increase of then- 
efficiency. Since in them the radiation energy is got from gyration movement of electrons, the total efficiency n is 
presented usually as a product 

V = *Jg-ri±-Ved> (2) 

where TJ is a ratio of power associated with the gyration power to the total initial electron beam power Pteam, rjj. 

is a ratio of RF radiation power to Pbeam, and ij,a is a transmission coefficient, taking into account all kinds of 
radiation losses including Ohmic losses and scattering at conversion and transmission of the radiation. 

In (2) usually rjg does not succeed 0.8 and has a tendency to slow decrease at higher electron beam 
currents and higher operation frequencies. In cavities with optimized longitudinal distribution of RF field and 
static magnetic field, rjj can be close to 0.7-0.8, though in the most powerful gyrotrons such optimization leads to 
stronger mode competition; in them rjx is usually below 0.6. Total electrodynamical losses defining t]ed are near 
0.25 in some gyrotrons. The optimization of gyrotron's mode converters based on recent advance in quasi-optics 
[2] can reduce them to near 0.1 resulting in ^cd» 0.9. Therefore in the powerful gyrotrons the efficiency TJ is 
usually between 0.3 and 0.4. 

Still there is another way to increase the efficiency using energy recovery, that is taking-away part of 
energy of worked-out electrons in a collector with depressed potential Ucoi below the electron beam potential in a 
cavity, U0, (CPD scheme). Calculations and experiments have shown considerable increase of overall efficiency 
t]reo near 1.5 times, in one-stage CPD-gyrotron according to 

«     -nU« (3) 
Vrec=TJ-—• 

Ucol 
Increase of number of collector stages to 2 or 3 is not expedient because this can give rather small additional 
gain. Using the one-stage CPD, the overall efficiency of experimental gyrotrons TJKC was from 50% to 65% (at rj 
between 30% and 40%) [3]. Calculations show that having higher quality electron beam and optimized 
distributions of the RF and static magnetic fields in a cavity, the efficiency rjm near 80% can be reached [4 ]. 

3. Widening of frequency range 

An operating frequency of a gyrotron is close to the gyrofrequency or one of its harmonic, 

eB [   v2/ (4) 

m0\      / c 
where e and m0 are electrons charge and mass of rest, v is its total velocity, c is the light velocity, and B is static 
magnetic field in a cavity. 

The frequency range from several gigahertz to near 300 GHz can be regarded as natural one of gyrotrons. 
In it at the fundamental gyroresonance, they can attain near or over 1 MW output having rather high efficiency. 
At higher frequencies, their output and efficiency are restricted by a number of factors, primarily by fast increase 
in RF Ohmic losses and problems in generating static magnetic fields well over 10T. Then two ways are possible, 
either use of pulse magnetic fields or operation at 2nd, 3rd or higher harmonics of coB- 

The pulse magnetic fields have allowed to attain over 600 GHz frequency with 40 kW output at 10 (as 
pulses [5], 

The operation at higher harmonics allows to reach and overcome 1 THz frequency. There is a lot of 
experimental efforts to excite rather high harmonics,«.> 5, for this (rf. review [6]). 

Such gyrotrons are to be used in various diagnostics of plasmas, gases and solids [1]. 

4. Gyrotrons for nuclear fusion 

All nuclear fusion installations need additional heating of plasmas by sources of many megawatt power in 
several second pulse or CW regime. Such plasmas are confined by magnetic fields of several tesla corresponding 
to the electron cyclotron (EC) frequencies near or over 100 GHz as can be seen from (4). These frequencies fall 
into the natural frequency range of gyrotrons. Now it is widely recognized that heating of the plasmas by the EC 
resonance radiation has significant advantages over other means such as neutral beam injection and lower 
frequency RF heating at the ion cyclotron resonance (several tens megahertz) or the low hybrid resonance 
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(several gigahertz). The modern scenarios of heating and maintenance of nuclear fusion plasmas necessarily 
include of the EC radiation injection. Particularly this is accepted for the ITER program in which a share of the 
EC radiation among other heating means is rather high owing to recent progress of gyrotrons in their output 
power, efficiency and reliability. 

Main parameters of gyrotrons now used in many experimental nuclear fusion installations are given in 
Table 1. All these gyrotrons have built-in mode converters of a cavity mode into a wave beam and all operate in 
cryomagnets generating the magnetic fields. 

Table 1. Some experimental and industrial gyrotrons for heating of nuclear fusion plasmas. 

Frequency, GHz Output power, 
MW 

Efficiency,% Pulse duration, 
s 

Cavity mode/ output 
mode 

Institute or 
company 

8 1.0 45 1 TES.,/TE5., Thomson 

28 0.34 37 CW TE0.2/TE0.2 CPI (VARIAN) 

28 0.5 40 0.1 TE42/Gb8 GYCOM 

53 0.5 40 0.2 TE„VGB GYCOM 

83 0.5 
0.65 

35 
50(CPDC) 

2 
1-2 

TE10/GB GYCOM 

100 2.1 30 3* 10° TE25.13/TE25.13 
(coaxb) 

LAP 

110 0.9 
0.35 

35 
35 

2 
10 

TE19>J/GB GYCOM 

110 0.35 48(CPD) 5 TE10.4/GB Toshiba 

110 0.9 27 1-2 TEWGB CPI 

140 0.5 48(CPD) 10" TE10,4/GB FZK (Karlsruhe) 

140 0.55 
0.85 

38 
5KCPD) 

3 
1 

TE22j6/GB GYCOM 

* Gaussian beam " Coaxial cavity c Collector with dej >ressed potential 

Let us point out specially the results obtained with the highest frequency one-megawatt gyrotron 
intended for ITER program (see Table 2). 

Table 2. Test results of 170 GHz/near-1 MW gyrotron with BN window 

Pulse duration, s 
Output power, kW 1030 500 350 

10 
270 

Now the gyrotrons for nuclear fusion are close to satisfy the requirements for CW industrial energy 

sources. 

5. Gyrotrons for technology 

Prospects of gyrotrons can be tied up as well with thermal processing of materials, e.g. with sintering of 
some ceramics at high temperature close to 2000°C in ovens with relatively cold walls. Many pure crystalline 
materials absorb RF radiation rather intensely at frequencies not below the tens gigahertz order which can be 
provided for the ovens just by gyrotrons. The material processing using gyrotrons is being studied now at near 20 

setups over the world. 
The remarkable feature of heating of dielectrics in strong magnetic fields is its volumetric character 

providing high speed of the process -tens minutes instead of many hours using conventional ovens. This speed is 
important for sintering fine construction ceramics in which an average size of crystal grains must be rather small 
to provide plastic properties together with high firmness. There are a lot of experiments demonstrating denser 
and smaller-grain samples produced under the 30 GHz powerful radiation than in conventional ovens. 

Gyrotrons for technology applications are demanded now to yield near 10 kW output power in CW 
regime at near 30 Hz frequency mostly. These ones operate in normal conducting copper solenoids or permanent 
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magnets. Though some higher frequency technological gyrotrons with cryomagnets are used as well. The main 
parameters of the technology gyrotrons are given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Technological gyrotrons 

Frequency, GHz Output power, kW Efficiency, 
% 

Magnet 
system 

Company 

30 10-25 33-40 NS* GYCOM 
28 10 30 NS CPI 
28 10 30-39 PM**600kg Mitsubishi 
30 10 22 PM68kg GYCOM 

37.5 20-30 35 SCM*** GYCOM 
83 20-30 30 SCM GYCOM 

♦normal conducting solenoid **permanent magnet ***superconducting magnet 

Depending on the demands, the output power and efficiency on industrial technological gyrotrons can be 
considerably enhanced to those of the gyrotrons for nuclear fusion installations. 

Conclusion 

Gyrotrons are now well studied and thoroughly developed powerful microwave sources. They dominate 
by their power at millimeter wavelengths and adjusting ranges, being the only available sources of considerable 
microwave energy. Many year practice of their use and development have resulted in rather feasible and reliable 
powerful sources and the total relevant set of equipment. Still possibilities of further progress of the gyrotrons for 
wider frequency range and more powerful and effective radiation have not been exhausted. 
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Introduction 
As is well known (see, e.g. [1,2] electron density fluctuations in the plasma with the frequencies a and 

wavenumbers k, related by 
a>«kVi 0) 

with Vi being characteristic ion velocity provide the information on the ion distribution function. 
This information can be obtained from the spectral characteristics of electron density fluctuations due to 

the fact that every ion in the plasma is shielded by electron coating with the characteristic scale of the order of the 
electron Debye length. Collective Thomson Scattering (CTS) technique provides a rather general way for 
measuring electron density fluctuations. This diagnostics is based on the relation between angular/frequency 
spectra of scattered radiation and spatial/temporal spectra of electron density fluctuations in the plasma. 
Collective scattering process satisfies well known resonant conditions: 

cos = co i + 0)p  ,        ks = hi + kp , (2) 

where ah kh ap, kp and as, ks are frequencies and wave vectors of the incident radiation, of the plasma turbulence 
and of scattered radiation correspondingly. The spectrum of scattered radiation is defined by relations (2) if so 
called Saulpeter parameter significantly exceeds unity: 

\fo 2    2 
Prd »1, (3) 

where rj is the electron Debye length. 
Eqs. (2), (3) define possible scattering geometries with the fixed frequency of the probing radiation and 

Eq.(l) defines trie frequency band subjected to spectrum analysis. Problems of measuring the ion distribution 
function (and the ion temperature, in particular) were the subject of lengthy discussions [1-9]. The main difficulty 
here is a very small scattering cross-section of equilibrium electron density fluctuations, which under the typical 
fusion conditions does not exceed 10"23 1/Hz. This results in the natural requirement of powerful enough source 
of probing radiation and sensitive enough detection system. Historically first CTS experiments were performed in 
the optical and IR ranges where powerful enough sources were available; but for a long time gyrotrons were 
under discussion as a rather attractive source of probing radiation in CTS experiments. Contemporary powerful 
gyrotrons of mm wavelength region developed for electron cyclotron heating and current drive deliver a power 
approaching 1 MW in a few seconds pulse duration and are challenging cw operation. Their advantage as 
compared to infrared range generators (and, of course, optical) is possibility to use 90 degree scattering 
geometry, providing the opportunity of local measurements with good spatial resolution. The long pulse 
operation gives additional opportunity to increase essentially the sensitivity of CTS system based on gyrotron due 
to possibility of signal accumulation during long enough time. This advantage is not so critical in the case of ion 
temperature measurements where the signal level is relatively high, but becomes decisive in the challenging 
problem of alpha-particle diagnostics in the burning fusion plasmas. 

In the present communication the detection system designed for the proof-of-principle CTS experiments 
using 140 GHz gyrotron as a source of probing radiation has been discussed. The system is aimed to the ion 
temperature measurements in a moderate size fusion installations W7-AS stellarator (Garching, Germany) and 
FTU tokamak (Frascati, Italy) as a first step in CTS experiments using gyrotrons with the prospects of its further 
upgrading for the alpha-particle diagnostics. It is capable of ion temperature measurements in a wide range of 
plasma parameters (H plasma, D plasma, density range from few times 1013 cm'3 to 2«1014 cm , iontemperatures 
from few hundred eFto few keV) in various scattering geometries with the scattering angles from 60 to 180 . 

In general CTS system includes (see Fig.l) the powerful source of probing radiation (the gyrotron m our 
case)- the high-power transmission line for transportation of probing radiation from the source to the plasma; 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of CTS experiment. 

emitting-receiving antenna system, which defines 
the scattering geometry and allows, in principle, 
to vary the position of scattering volume within 
the plasma column; low-power transmission line 
for transportation of scattered radiation to' the 
detection system; the detection system itself 
which is a spectral superheterodyne receiver; 
data acquisition and data processing systems. 

Requirements to the detection system 
Detection system parameters are 

specified by the characteristics of expected 
scattered signal. In the case of thermal density 

fluctuations the scattered radiation is of noise character with the spectrum symmetric with the respect to the 
frequency of probing radiation (see, e.g., [1,2]). The shape of the spectrum depends on the scattering geometry, 
plasma ion composition and on electron and ion temperatures. The total bandwidth of CTS spectrum expected for 
H-plasma in the back-scattering geometry is about 1 GHz which defines the required band of spectral analysis. 
The expected value of scattered signal (see [9]) is within few tens eV. This allow to use the receiver with 
moderate sensitivity and to provide the wide dynamical range of measured signals. In order to specify the useful 
signal at the background noises the procedure of integration of scattered signal over considerable time interval 
should be provided. 

Finally, the detection system should be reliably protected. During the time interval of CTS 
measurements the system needs the protection from the stray radiation at the main probing frequency. Outside 
this interval the system should be protected from other possible rather strong interferences which may overload 
or even destroy the system. 

protection 
system 

heterodyne 
frequency 
converter 

modulation _», 
10 MHz   ^ 

BWO 

IF 
spectrum 
analyzer 

analog 
-l»j digital 

converter 

data 
acquisition 

system 

Figure 2. Bloc-diagram of detection system. 

Composition of the detection system 
The detection system (see Fig.2) is designed as multi-channel superheterodyne radiometer. It includes 

protection system, heterodyne frequency converter 
based on the balanced Shottkey mixer with phase- 
locked BWO as a local oscillator, IF spectrum 
analyzer, analog-digital converter, data acquisition 
and data processing systems. 

Heterodyne converter provides shifting of 
the scattered radiation spectrum from the high 
frequency range (around 140 GHz) to IF range (50- 
1200 MHz) where the spectrum analysis is 
performed. The specific feature of frequency 
conversion is the equality of heterodyne frequency 

to the frequency of probing radiation (quasi-homodyne operating regime) and double-band (without the 
suppression of the «mirror» band) regime of mixer operation. Taking into account the symmetry of the scattered 
radiation spectrum with respect to the frequency of probing radiation this operation regime allows to increase the 
value of registered signal by the factor of 2. To provide this the detuning between the probing radiation frequency 
and the heterodyne frequency should be less than the resolution of spectrum analyzer. 

Protection system solves two main problems. The first is to diminish the stray radiation level at the 
mixer to values lower than the heterodyne power. The suppression of the stray radiation is achieved by 
introducing a notch-filter at the receiver input. It is a mechanically tuneable notch-filter based on the rectangular 
monomode waveguide with up to 20 coupled to it cylindrical cavities operating at Hon mode [10]. Such a filter 
(see Fig.3) provides maximum suppression in the line centre up to 100 dB and higher than 40 dB suppression 
within the band ± 30 MHz form the centre; additional attenuation introduced by the notch-filter outside ± 60 
MHz is not higher than 3 dB and outside ± 90 MHz is not higher than 2 dB. This additional attenuation slightly 
decreases the sensitivity of the detection system, especially in the low frequency channels. 
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Figure 3. Cross-section cut (a) and transmission characteristic (b) of the notch-filter. 

The second protection problem is related to the frequency drift of probing gyrotron radiation during RF pulse. To 
protect the detection system from the stray radiation when the gyrotron frequency is outside the suppression band 
of the notch-filter electronically controlled p-i-n diode is used. It provides more than 40 dB additional attenuation 
at the receiver input outside the gate and operates as a modulator within the gate. Gate is formed by a 
synchronizer which allows to vary gate parameters and to produce a rather sophisticated gate structures (like the 
sequence of two gates of different duration with controlled separation between them). 

Protection system and heterodyne converter are placed together with the phase-locking system in a 
separate well screened box. Phase-locking system is based on the synthesizer of 4-8 GHz range with the only 
feed-back loop. Heterodyne frequency can be stabilized within the relative frequency shift not more than 10"8 in 
the whole frequency range of BWO operation (about 20 %). The band of phase locking is about 600 MHz, the 
band of the «trapping» is about 250 MHz and the minimum step of frequency change is 210 kHz. The resulting 
receiver noise temperature referred to the receiver input is about 0.6 eV. 

Frequency spectral analysis is performed in the IF band; two filter banks provide spectrum 
measurements in two frequency ranges. The main 32 channel filter bank covers the range from 50 to 1200 MHz 
with the relative bandwidth of every channel and separation between adjacent channels about 10 %. For 
measurements of possible fine structures in the scattered signal "zoom" 20 channel system is operating in a 
limited frequency band about 100 MHz wide with enhanced frequency resolution; this band of analysis may be 
placed into the arbitrary position within total band covered by the main spectrum analyzer. Spectrum analysis can 
be performed with a rather high time resolution about 1 ms (which is inner integration time of the detection 

system). 
Wide dynamical range of the detection system allows to register noise signals with the values varying 

from hundredths of eV to hundreds keV, or monochromatic signals with the power equivalent to that of the 
corresponding noise signal in full band of the spectral channel. Due to this fact the detection system was used not 
only for the main purpose (ion temperature determination from CTS on equilibrium electron density fluctuations) 
but also for the measurements of strong nonequilibrium plasma turbulence and for the measurements of gyrotron 
frequency evolution during RF pulse. 

Measurement procedure 
The output voltage at the every channel of spectrum analyzer may be presented as: 

Uj = Ki(Tat -Tg) + K,°, (4) 

where K, is a throughout transmission coefficient of /-th channel from the antenna input, Ta, is antenna 
temperature averaged over the channel band and ut° is some dc shift of the «device zero». 
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In general to measure the signal value at the receiving antenna input two calibration measurements are 
necessary to determine quantities Kt and u, in every of spectrum analyzer channels for every selected part of the 
full dynamic range of the detection system. The ideal way of throughout calibration should be two separate 
measurements obtained by placing before the receiving antenna of standard noise sources with known and 
different enough temperatures. With the orientation of the receiving antenna in the equatorial plane of a 
stellarator a very nice calibration source is the plasma itself which emits black-body radiation at the second 
cyclotron harmonic of X-mode with the effective radiation temperature coinciding with the electron temperature 
in the resonance layer. Empty vacuum chamber may be taken as a second standard source with the effective 
temperature considered to be equal to the room temperature. The exact value of the last is of minor importance 
provided that it is essentially lower than the electron temperature. In this case the effective temperature of the 
measured signal is defined as: 

u.-uf 
Tai~ U(ECE) _u(k)TECE> (5) 

where TECE is the effective temperature of calibration ECE radiation, ub u(c) and u^CE) are output voltages in i- 
th spectral channel obtained from CTS measurements, from the vacuum chamber and from optically thick ECR 
layer correspondingly. With other orientation of the receiving antenna or when ECE come from optically thin 
layer radiation from the plasma may be used only for the relative calibration. This procedure allows to equalize 
transmission coefficients in different spectral channels under assumption that the spectrum of radiation is flat 
within the band of spectral analysis. Such an assumption seems to be rather reliable taking into account a rather 
narrow relative band (less than 1 %) of calibration radiation where the existence of some features with a fine 
structure is highly improbable. Absolute values of registered signals are obtained in this case with a rather poor 
accuracy which is determined either from indirect estimates of the effective ECE radiation temperature or from 
absolute calibration with a separate standard noise source and estimate of additional attenuation introduced by 
the part of transmission line from receiving antenna to the receiver input. An example of measured spectrum of 
ECE at the 4-th cyclotron harmonic with an absolute calibration performed using X-mode ECE at the second 

4.00 -j harmonic is given in Fig.4. In spite of rather high 
attenuation in the transmission line (about 25 dB) 
and very low signal level the spectrum is measured 
with good accuracy and its absolute value coincides 
with the value obtained from the independent ECE 

m diagnostics.   This   demonstrates   a  rather   good 
*.   *       ■«!.•    ^       sensitivity of the detection system and the reliability 

of the proposed calibration procedure. Nevertheless 
the best way to measure CTS spectra is to perform a 
relative calibration in the same plasma shot in which 

1.00 J|    '    I    '   "1    '    T    '    I    '    I    '    I      scattered radiation is registered. To provide this a 
0.00     0.20    0.40    0.60    0.80     1.00     1.20   complicated (double) gate is used; it opens the 

F' GHz receiver for the first time during the gyrotron pulse 

Figure 4. Measured ECE spectrum at the 4-th harmonic.      t0 register CTS spectrum and for the second time the 
receiver is opened after the end of gyrotron pulse to 

perform relative calibration (or absolute, if possible) by the radiation escaping from plasma supported by NBI 
heating. 

Measured CTS spectra 
The detection system described above was successfully used in a number of experimental series at W7- 

AS stellarator in two geometries: close to the back-scattering geometry and approximately 90 degree scattering. 
As an illustration we present here some CTS spectra obtained under different conditions [11,12,13,14]. 

First CTS spectra from equilibrium fluctuation were obtained in the back-scattering geometry practically 
without spatial resolution under conditions of rather high level of stray radiation. Notch-filter provided reliable 
protection of the receiver but together with stray radiation eigen noise of the gyrotron was brought to the receiver 
input. Under these conditions CTS spectrum was obtained from alternative measurements when gyrotron pulse 
was fired to the empty chamber and to the plasma. CTS spectrum was obtained as the difference of signals 
registered from the plasma and from the empty chamber. CTS spectra thus obtained for two plasma densities [13] 

3.00 ^ 
> 
H 

2.00 
f/V.» 
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are shown in Fig.5. It was not possible to get CTS spectra below 200 MHz because of very high level of gyrotron 
noise in low-frequency channels. 
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Figure 5. CTS spectra from thermal density fluctuations 
obtained in backscattering geometry [13]. 

Figure 6. CTS spectrum from lower-hybrid 
turbulence [13]. 

Another example of CTS spectrum obtained in the back-scattering geometry is presented in Fig.6. This 
spectrum is the result of scattering by nonequilibrium lower-hybrid turbulence excited by injection into the 
plasma of a rather weak diagnostic neutral hydrogen beam [13]. The signal level is by 5-6 orders of magnitude 
higher than that obtained from scattering by equilibrium density fluctuations and the gyrotron noise is negligibly 
small compared to it. Enhanced spectrum resolution was obtained using «zoom» spectrum analyzer which 
allowed to measure a rather narrow bandwidth (about 2-3 %) of discovered feature. 

Example of local CTS spectrum obtained 
70.00 -q    «^ in the 90 degree scattering geometry with the 

d\H spatial resolution about 4 cm is shown in Fig.7. It 
* can be easily seen that CTS spectrum is distinctly 

•       " separated from flat ECE background with the level 
• about 3 times higher than that of CTS signal [14]. 
• This kind of spectrum allows the determination of 
•» the local ion temperature provided that electron 

*•. m    ••••        •     •      temperature, plasma density and ion composition 
are known. 
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Figure 7. CTS spectrum at ECE background for 90 degree 
scattering geometry [14]. 

—I Conclusion 
I 20 to me course of the proof-of-principle 

CTS experiment it was demonstrated that the 
gyrotron can be successfully used as a source of 
probing radiation. General principles of the 
detection system design for the registration of 

CTS spectra were tested and proved to be appropriate and reliable. The system may be upgraded up to routine 
diagnostics for the ion temperature profile measurements in the large-scale installations. More important is that 
the same principles may be used for the alpha-particle diagnostics under the condition of D-T fusion reaction. At 
present the gyrotron is the only really existing source which can provide long pulse probing radiation for 
scattering diagnostics with the enhanced sensitivity due to very large «radiometric gain» which can be reached by 
integrating the scattering signal over long enough time. 
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The problem of the hypersonic delay lines (HDL) creating dates back to the late 50-s in connection 
with the development of radar engineering based on the use of the coherent impulse microwave signals. The 
HDL operation principle consists in the conversion of electromagnetic signal into hypersonic wave propagating 
in the acoustic line and the reverse conversion of the wave into a time-delayed electromagnetic signal. Due to the 
linearity of piezoelectric effect which is responsible for this conversion the time-delayed electromagnetic signal 
retain the time coherence with respect to the initial one. This characteristics is most important peculiarity of 
HDL. Owing to the low velocity of the hypersonic wave propagation inside the crystalline acoustic line using the 
HDL one can obtain the relatively long-time delay of the microwave signal with the conservation of the stored 
information. So it was found that the HDL are the most suitable devices to be widely employed in various co- 
herent-impulse radar systems. In particular, determine coherent signal processing time directly in the waveguide 
transmission line. The HDL are also used in impulse radar both coherent and noncoherent for the automatic 
control and potential  calibration of receiving and transmitting apparatus placed on the space modules 

It should be noted that the HDL designing and their application in radar engineering in former Soviet 
Union is in most cases the result of long term investigations and works carried out in the IRE of NAS of 
Ukraine. The effective methods of hypersonic wave generation, transmission and reception it were suggested 
and realized for the first time. The technology of hypersonic transducer was developed and many problems 
dealing with the hypersonic wave propagation in crystalline acoustic lines were studied at this Institute as well. 
All that has provided the physical basis to use the hypersonic waves in the microwave storage devices intended 
for radar engineering. Due to this the HDL of centimeter and millimeter wave range were originally developed 
in the IRE of NAS of Ukraine. The main parameters of these HDL (delay time, pass band, insert losses) are not 
worse but in many cases they exceed similar devices developed abroad. HDL have found their applications in 
the side-looking radars (SLR) with a really and synthetic aperture and intended for remote sensing of the Earth. 
These facilities were engineered in the IRE of NAS of Ukraine. 

The main scientific and engineering problems relating to the HDL development in the assigned micro- 
wave range deal firstly, with finding materials for an acoustic line characterized by the low energy losses of hy- 
personic waves propagating and, secondly, with developing effective hypersonic transducers which proved the 
low-loss conversion of electromagnetic signal into a hypersonic wave in the given frequency band. High quality 
crystals with the low concentration of crystalline defects and high Debay temperature are generally used as a 
material for the HDL. The main source of the hypersonic wave losses in a crystal is the scattering on heat pho- 
nons. Due to this the absorption of hypersonic waves at the relatively high temperatures of order of the Debay 

temperature is proportional to the square of the angular frequency co2 and weakly depends on temperature Ta 

(a < 1). The hypersonic wave absorption mechanism [1] (Achiezer absorption) operates as follows. The state of 
phonon gas in a dielectric crystal changes under the influence of a hypersonic wave and it leads to an irreversible 
increase of entropy. The source of the required energy for these processes is the hypersonic wave energy. The 
Achiezer mechanism leads to the sufficient absorption. For instance, in quartz the hypersonic absorption at the 
frequency of 10GHz at room temperature which is comparable with the Debay temperature for this crystal 
reaches the value of 70 dB/us. The large value of hypersonic wave absorption also occurs in other crystals having 
the relatively low Debay temperatures. The low hypersonic wave absorption was found to take place only in a 
few selected crystals. Those are diamond [2] and sapphire crystals [3 ]for the longitudinal hypersonic wave 
propagating along the 3-fold symmetry axis direction and the crystal aluminum yttrium garnet and magnesium 
aluminum spinel [4] for shear hypersonic waves propagating along the 2-fold symmetry axis direction. Thus, the 
absorption of longitudinal hypersonic wave in sapphire is 18 dB/us at the frequency 9 GHz and a room tem- 
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perature. An exceedingly low absorption of a shear hypersonic wave was discovered in the crystal of magnesium 
aluminum spinel. It value is 6.5 dB/us at the above-mentioned frequency and a room temperature. These material 
were used to develop a number of HDL device operating at different frequencies of the centimeter wave range. 

Figure 1. HDL of the 3 cm wave 
range. Parameters: The delay time is 8 
(is, inserting signal loss is 85 dB, fre- 
quency bandwidth is 11%. [9] 

%^§iiPj 

Figure 2. HDL of the 10 cm wave 
range. Parameters: The delay time is 6 
us, inserting signal loss is 35 dB, fre- 
quency bandwidth is 25%.[10] 

The second important problem is to work out an effective method for transforming an electromagnetic 
field to a hypersonic wave in the acoustic line and reverse conversion of this wave into an electromagnetic field. 
The effective method for the hypersound excitation by using the slow-delayed surface electromagnetic wave 
propagating, near the piezoelectric crystal surface was proposed and realized in the IRE of NAS of Ukraine [5]. 
For the first in the world the longitudinal and shear hypersonic waves in the quartz crystal at low temperatures at 
the record high frequencies up to 75 GHz were realized in this Institute.[5,6 ]. This made it possible to study of 
the longitudinal and shear hypersonic wave absorption in various crystalline materials over a wide temperature 
interval including the liquid helium temperature and to establish the main mechanisms of hypersonic wave dis- 
sipation [7]. Another method which was proposed and realized in IRE of NAS of Ukraine turned out to be very 
effective for the hypersonic wave translation from one body to another. This fact is very significant in the HDL 
development. This method is based on the use of thin textured piezoelectric zinc oxide films whose thickness is 
equal to the quarter of the hypersonic wave. These films are vacuum evaporated on the end face of the cylindrical 
acoustic line. For the effective conversion of electric field into hypersonic wave it is necessary that this field be 
concentrated in the piezoelectric film. For this purpose the "point" transformation hypersound method was 
proposed and realized [8]. It allows to concentrate the microwave electric field in the film area having a dimen- 
sion of several hundreds of hypersonic wave length. Due to the very small area where the electric field is con- 
centrated the "point" hypersonic transformer has the capacitive impedance comparable to the waveguide line 
characteristic impedance and could be matched with it in a very broad frequency range. The coefficient of the 
electric field transformation into a hypersonic wave achieves 0.1 in the frequency range of 20% in centimeter 
wave range. The number of HDL at the various frequencies of centimeter and millimeter wave range was devel- 
oped in IRE of NAS of Ukraine. These devices are intended for the radar systems. The created HDL of the 
three- and ten-centimeter wave range are shown on the Fig. 1,2. 

The space radar engineering development requires that HDL should be developed with super long de^ 
lay time of more than 1 ms which corresponds the time interval of electromagnetic signal propagation at a dis- 

tance of 10 km. This problem was solved at first in the world. As a result a new class of the microwave mem- 
ory devices - cryogenic hypersonic delay lines (CHDL) having the super long time delay were developed [11]. 
The effect which was discovered and realized in IRE of NAS of Ukraine and referred to as a reversal scattering 
of the longitudinal hypersonic wave in dielectric crystals at low temperatures has provided the basis of CHDL 
development [12]. As is known the hypersonic wave dissipation in dielectric crystals decreases with the dielec- 

tric crystal cooling and at low temperatures has the frequency-temperature dependence in the form coT [1] 
where co is the angular frequency and T is the crystal temperature. But with the temperature decreasing below 
that of order of 0.01© where © is the Debay temperature the absorption decrease falls sharply and the curve 
of the absorption temperature dependence come out to the plateau. The temperature-independent hypersonic 
dissipation on the plateau area is usually called the residual hypersonic absorption (RHA). The RHA is the limit 
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absorption from the point of view of it decreasing by cooling a crystal acoustic line which is normally used by 
the HDL development. RHA is determined by the crystal defects (structure inhomogeneity, crystal axis devia- 
tion etc) and practically limits the HDL time delay to 100 us by with allowance for the acoustic line deep 
cooling In consequence of this it was believed that the creation of HDL having the delay time over the 1 ms was 
impossible. The use of the effect of reversal scattering of longitudinal hypersonic wave in dielectric crystals at 
low temperatures allowed to solve this problem and to increase microwave signal delay time (which is required 
for the space radar systems) by one or two orders. The concept of the stahiWy hypersonic wave propagation in 
crystal acoustic line makes it possible to   get a better understanding of oils effect. 

The hypersonic wave propagation in the 
acoustic lines of an typical geometry takes place 
between the two piano-parallel end faces. It ap- 
pears to be unstable in relation   of the cpm£l1 

inhomogeneities  and the deviation of "lU faces 

from the rigid parallel alignment   Owing to this 
the inhomogeneities whicH ^ways occur in "^ 
talline acoustic line* *"*d t0 the hypersonic wave 
front deflect»-    from the normal t0 the end 

faces ^ a result' the efficiency of the hyper- 
^„.ic'wave transformation into microwave elec- 

tromagnetic field decreases that results in the 
delayed microwave signal losses. The studies of 
the reversal scattering effect shown that in 
crystal one could create conditions for the sta- 
bility propagation of hypersonic wave and to 
decrease the RHA significantly. This is achieved 
by using the new form of reflecting surfaces us- 
ing instead of the usually piano-parallel geome- 
try. In a new geometry one surface is plane and 
second is spherical with the curvature radius 
greater then the double distance between of the 
reflecting surfaces. In this case the plane and 
spherical surfaces were oriented so that the crys- 
tallographycally axis of 3-fold symmetry 
passes trough the center of the spherical surface. 

With this geometry of reflecting sur- 
faces the hypersonic wave propagation takes place 
in the area limited by caustic surfaces and due to 
this it is stable in respect to the crystal inhomoge- 
neities and to the deflection of the reflection sur- 
faces form. As a result of the piano-spherical ge- 
ometry of reflecting surfaces using there was a 
significant decreasing of an attenuation for the 
longitudinal hypersonic waves in the crystals of 
quartz, lithium niobate and sapphire at a fre- 
quency of 3 GHz. The lower hypersonic absorp- 
tion was achieved in the high quality lithium nio- 

X J 
10 Figure 3. 

bate crystal and amounts to 0.0055 dB/u?.[l2] Using this crystal as a acoustic line of HDL the 12-ms delay was 
achieved at the liquid helium temperate as a result of total losses on the signal propagation of 60 dB. The 
echo-signals corresponding to the acoustical way of order of 100 m which is equivalent to the run distance of 

104 km for an electromagnetic s&nal. Besides, it was found that the super long delay time can be realize in 
the niobate lithium acoustic Iine'iot alone at the liquid helium temperature but at higher temperatures up to the 
liquid hydrogen temperature 2J-4 K. This permits to use the self-contained micro-cooling device of XM-20B 
type with the operation temperature 20-30 K for the HDL acoustic line cooling. The XM-20B device operates 
with the reverse closed theniodynamical Sterling cycle by using an invariable quantity of helium gas. The low 
power consumption, small clearances and weight and self-contained supply make this microcooling device very 
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suitable for the development for the super long-time delay of microwave signals based on the CHDL. The crea- 
tion of such CHDL developed on the bases of the microcooling device is shown on the Fig, 3. Its main pa- 
rameters are following: the operating frequency is 3 GHz, delay time (total) is 2.2 ms, the time interval between 
the echo-impulses is 12 us, frequency bandwidthis 0.1%, tuning range is 10%.[13] The CHDL was used for the 
development of the impulse-coherent side looking radar system with synthetic aperture. Using the cooling sap- 
phire acoustic line and hypersonic transformers on the thin piezoelectric film based it is possible to create at first 
the HDL in eight-millimeter wave range at the frequency 36.7 GHz with the delay time of 4 us. [14]. 

It was also found that the line with the super long delay time can be realized by using the polyhedron 
acoustic line made of quartz crystal. In this acoustic line the time delay up to 3 ms was produced at the frequency 
100   MHz' and   room   temperature.   The   way   rays   in   acoustic   quartz   line   is   shown   on   Fig   4. 

Now consider the HDL is applied to the 
remote sensing radar system that were designed 3    , 
and developed in the IRE of the NAS of Ukraine 
to measure the parameters of microwave signals 
scattered from the Earth's surface. These systems 
exhibit a resolving power ranging from units of 
meter to kilometers and are capable of addressing 
a great variety of research and, practical is sues. 
The dependence of back-scattering   coefficient 

(a  ) and the radar image contrasts upon a type 
of the surface being studied and its electrophysi- 
cal properties is the basic factor in interpreting XR 
remotely-sensed data. 

Therefore, the development of a radar system calls for a high accuracy in the measurement of scattered 
radio-signal characteristics. This accuracy is heavily dependent upon the calibration of a potential. 

1 9 

Figure 4. 

1 is transmitter impulse, 
2 is the directional cou- 
pler, 
3 to antenna, 
4 is the circulator, 
5 is the HDL 

8 12 
Figure 5. Block diagram of the SLR calibrator. 

6 is the controlled at- 
tenuator, 
7 is control circuit, 
8 is the synchroimpulse, 
9 is the reflected signal, 
10 is the directed coupler, 
11- is the HF amplifier, 
12 to the image channel 
filter of receiver, 
13 is the microwave line 
load 

The most effective method for internal calibration is the use of time- delayed sensing pulses simulating 
the target-scattered signals generated by the HDL . The HDL-based calibrators'were found their applications on 
airborne SLRs of the «Analog» [15] and «MARS» [16] types and on the spaceborne SLRs of the «Cosmos- 
1500», «Okean» and «SICH-1» satellite series. 

To calibrate the receive-transmit channel a transmitter pulse which was attenuated'for a certain magni- 
tude was utilized and delayed for a period required to restore the receiving -system potential. In this case part of 
the transmitted power was applied to the HDL to generate the calibration signal, and a delayed pulse was fed to 
the receiver input. The block diagram of the calibrator is presented in Fig.5. 
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The calibration signals are passed through the entire measuring channel and are being recorded in syn- 
chrony with the returned signals [17]. This signal is automatically generated by changing the controlled attenua- 
tor, and its magnitude spans the whole range of the SLR input signals. This type of calibration ensures that the 
receive-transrhit channel characteristics are automatically controlled in the course of experiments and does not 
necessitate any absolute measurements of transmitted and received signals. A high degree of measurement accu- 
racy has been achieved through the thermostabilisation of the HDL device and calibration channel components. 

The error estimation in defining the a ° from the images acquired by the SLRs installed on the «Cosmos-1500» 

satellite, using the HDL-based internal calibrator, indicated that a ° measurement mean-square error caused by 
the equipment instability parameters does not exceed 1.5-2 dB. Similar results have been obtained for the air- 
borne system as well. The spaceborne SLRs installed on the «SICH-1» satellite enable the processes that occur in 
the ocean-air system to be efficiently monitored on the sea surface [18]. In this case it is possible to record and 
evaluate the parameters of active atmospheric processes such as atmospheric fronts and storm zones. The SLRs 
can equally be utilized to record extra-topical and tropical cyclones (hurricanes, typhoons) which are exceed- 
ingly hazardous and deadly natural phenomena that are most likely to cause considerable material damage and 
trigger off innumerable losses of human lives. 

Figure 6. The Radar image of the Black Sea Eastpart obtained by SLR installed on the «SICH-1» satellite 
(October 27, 1996).. 

Many years of experience in ana'/zing and using the spaceborne SLR data strongly suggest that these 
processes can be traced not only over #e sea surface in the initial stages of their development but also serve as 
the precursors of the nascent tropic^ and extratropicäl cyclones. Of significant importance is the application of 
the SLRs to monitor extratropic?' cyclones known to seriously affect the weather conditions across the vast ex- 
panses of any country [19]. T-le storms and squalls resulting from these cyclones tend to pose great threat For 
instance, just one stormy e*ent tnat broke out in the wakes of the intensive extratropicäl cyclone on November 
15,1992 was highly mmöas for Ukraine and the resultant damage was put at more than 100 mln. hryvnas. 
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An example of the radar image of the intensive cyclone over the Black Sea waters, which was detected 
by the «SICH-1» SLR in the night-time is illustrated in the Fig.6 .The image clearly displays a peculiar structure 
of the near-sea surface cyclone-induced wind. The maximum wind speed was recorded in the eastern region of 
the Black Sea close to the Turkish coast. 

Thus, the SLRs abroad the spaceborn carriers make it possible to provide reliable data on the processes 
of ocean-atmosphere interaction. Specifically, the excellent SLR performance results from using the HDLs whose 
high technical parameters are conducive to the precise measurements of the microwave scatterine characteristics 
on the Earth's surfaces under study. ■ 
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ABSTRACT. We present here the recent results on the development of efficient millimeter wave 
transmitters, which employ spatial-harmonic magnetrons with cold secondary-emission cathode and solid-state 
modulators. Design and characteristics of 94 GHz transmitters with the output power level of several kilowatts 
and suitable for radar applications are described. 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, a number of potential applications has appeared in using radar systems operating at 
frequencies of 94 GHz and higher for civil applications, such as vehicle guidance systems, meteorological and 
navigation radars, environmental monitoring systems, etc. [1-3]. The development of such radar systems is 
strongly limited by the lack of cost-efficient, compact transmitters with a kilowatt output power level and 
higher. It is clear now that only vacuum devices can satisfy the needs for such sources for these, frequencies. 

For lower frequencies, the problem has been solved to a large extent by utilizing classical magnetrons, 
which have demonstrated a number of clear advantages compared to other types of vacuum tubes. However, 
such magnetrons cannot fit many of the requirements for the frequencies of 94 GHz and higher from the point 
of view of reliability and output power. It was found that spatial harmonic magnetrons with cold secondary- 
emission cathode [4, 5] are superior to the classical magnetrons from this point of view. Although magnetrons 
with cold secondary-emission cathode are known from the 50ies, but only recently they became suitable for the 
development of compact and highly efficient transmitters for radar applications [6, 7]. A substantial advance in 
the performance of the transmitters has been achieved due to several factors. At first, the magnetron design has 
been optimised and the technology of the magnetron manufacturing has been essentially improved what have 
resulted in improving reproducibility of the output characteristics and upgrading reliability and stability of the 
magnetrons. At second, recent advances in semiconductor devices and, in particular, the advent of high voltage 
MOSFETs, have opened a way for the development of solid-state modulators. All these have culminated in the 
development of efficient, reliable, and cost-effective transmitters with the output peak power of several 
kilowatts at the frequencies around 94 GHz and higher. In the present paper, the research activities, which 
have led to the development of the transmitters, are described. Characteristics of these transmitters are 
discussed along with the description of the transmitter main units - the solid-state modulator and the spatial 
harmonic magnetron with cold secondary-emission cathode. 

IL SPATIAL HARMONIC MAGNETRONS WITH COLD SECONDARY-EMISSION CATHODE 

It is well known that the dimensions of the oscillatory circuit of the classical magnetrons scale 
proportionally to the operating wavelength X, and the dc magnetic field is proportional to V1. For example, at 
frequencies around 94 GHz the anode block of classic magnetrons should have diameter about 1 mm, and the 
operating magnetic field of 20 kGs. Another problem is related with a thermal cathode, which is placed usually 
inside the magnetron interaction space. The life time of the cathode is rather short because it is difficult to 
provide its effective cooling. This is due to both a large amount of heat produced by the cathode itself in a 
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small volume and a severe bombarding of the cathode by electrons rotating in the interaction space. Due to 
these factors the classical magnetrons with highest frequency equal to 94 GHz are commercially available. 

The radical solution to these problems came from the spatial-harmonic magnetrons with cold 
secondary-emission cathode. The distinctive features of these magnetrons are as following: (i) they utilise a 
backward-wave harmonic of the nil resonator mode for the magnetron operation, distinct from the 
conventional rc-mode, and (ii) a cold secondary emission cathode is introduced instead of the conventional 
thermionic cathode. It was found that these solutions result in a number of advances, like: the dimensions of 
the oscillatory system can be increased, the frequency separation between neighbouring modes is improved, the 
needed values of the dc magnetic field is smaller, a higher stability of magnetron operation is achieved, and the 
life time of the magnetrons is essentially extended. 

Type of magnetrons classical proposed 

Wavelength, mm 3.3 -   6.3 3.1 6.8 

Anode diameter, mm 1.27 2.44 3.3 4.5 

Magnetic field, kGs 25 13 6.25 6 

Anode voltage, kV 8-13 10-16 18 20 

Pulse power, kW 20 44 20 60 

Efficiency, % 15 19 12 17 

Life time, hours 100 200 800 2000 

Table 2. The operation conditions and characteristics of classical and proposed magnetrons. 

Wave- 
length, 

mm 

Peak 
output 

power, kW 

Average 
output 

power, W 

Pulse 
duration, 

us 

Peak 
anode 

voltage, kV 

Weight, 
kg 

Life 
time, 
hours 

8.1 150 40 0.1 23 2.5 1000 
8.1 75 80 0.2 19 2.0 2000 
8.1 75 20 0.2 19 2.2 2000 
8.1 20 80 3 13 1.7 2000 
8.1 20 20 1 13 2.0 2000 
6.8 120 30 0.1 26 2.7 1000 
6.8 40 50 0.2 19 2.2 2000 
6.8 40 20 0.2 19 2.5 2000 
4.1 35 20 0.1 18 2.0 1000 
4.1 20 30 0.2 16.5 2.0 1500 
4.1 20 15 0.2 16.5 2.2 1500 
3.1 20 20 0.1 18 2.0 800 
3.1 13 20 0.2 16.5 1.8 800 
3.1 13 10 0.2 16.5 2.0 800 
3.1 5 5 0.3 15 1.5 1000 
3.1 5 20 1 12 2.0 1000 
3.1 1 1 0.3 6.5 0.3 1000 
3.1 2 2 0.2 7.5 0.3 1000 

3.1 4 4 0.2 9.5 0.6 1000 

2.2 10 10 0.07 15 1.7 500 
2.2 3 3 0.1 13 1.5 500 

Table 3. Specifications of mm-wave spatial-harmonic magnetrons with cold secondary-emission cathode. 
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As for the cold secondary-emission cathode, it was found that a platinum foil placed on copper core 
serves as an effective cathode providing a high level of the secondary emission under electron bombarding. The 
secondary emission is initiated by an auxiliary thermal cathode placed outside the interaction space. For 
comparison the typical operation conditions and characteristics of classical magnetrons and spatial-harmonic 
magnetrons with cold secondary-emission cathode are summarised in Table 1. 

It should be noted that the proposed magnetrons operate with the magnetic field values, which are 
smaller by factor around 4 for 3 mm-wave magnetrons, what gives possibility to decrease the weight of the 
magnetic system by factor 4. This resulted in an essential decrease of the magnetron dimensions and the 
weight as well. The anode diameter is larger by factor 2 compared to this value for classical magnetrons. The 
dramatic improvement in life time of the magnetrons is also evident from this table. 

Fig. 1. Photograph of 10 kW, 140 GHz magnetron. 

The above mentioned approaches have resulted in the appearance of magnetrons capable for efficient 
operation throughout the whole millimeter wave band. Characteristics of the magnetrons developed and 
produced at the Institute of Radio Astronomy of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine are summarised 
in Table 2. A photograph of 10 kW, 94 GHz magnetron is shown in Fig. 1 as an example. Magnetrons are 
water or air cooled depending on the level of the averaged power. Usually, if the averaged power is below 5 W, 
then air cooling is sufficient. The authors call the reader's attention to low voltage 3 mm-wave magnetrons, 
which operate with the anode voltage of 9 kV and lower. The weight of these magnetrons is only several 
hundred grams. Such magnetrons have been developed recently, and they accumulated the latest advances of 
the theoretical and experimental studies in this field [6-8], 

III. SOLID-STATE MODULATORS 

To drive the magnetrons, two kinds of lightweight solid-state modulator have been developed. The 
first type is a switch modulator, which uses a series stack of high voltage MOSFETs as power key and a direct 
coupling to magnetron. This modulator is used to drive magnetrons having the anode voltage of 10 kV and 
below. 

The modulator scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The scheme comprises such sub-assemblies as high voltage 
converter, filament power supply, MOSFET switching stack, and a driver for MOSFETs. Some features of the 
design should be mentioned. The required high voltage is procured by using a single ended backward 
converter, which is synchronised at the pulse repetition frequency (PRF). This allows achieving small 
physical dimensions of the modulator along with a high efficiency (about 80%). The slow high voltage built-in 
within power turning on has been used to provide a safe start-up process of the magnetron oscillation. The 
filament power supply is based on a converter operating at doubled PRF, which is produced by using a phase 
lock loop circuit. In order to provide a high degree of stability of the heating current, linear pre-regulator is 
used owing to a small power consumed by the auxiliary cathode. The high voltage switch consists of ten 
MOSFETs connected in series. A transformer coupling is used to drive these transistors. 
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The second modulator is used to drive magnetron with anode voltage over 10 kV. It is a line 
modulator built by using thyristors and transformer coupling. 

The scheme of the modulator is shown in Fig. 3. It contains high voltage converter, switching 
thyristor stack, filament power supply and a driver for the thyristors. Due to a greater power consumed by the 
filament of this magnetron the converter operates at a multiplied transmitter clock frequency that allows 
reducing physical dimensions of the filament transformer. 
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1 
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Fig. 2 Scheme of transistor modulator. 

Low voltage 
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Fig. 3. Scheme of thyrystor modulator. 
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The delay line is charged from a high voltage supply via a charging choke what implies the necessity 
of using a smoothing capacitor at the output of this supply. The application of such choke and the capacitor is 
undesirable, especially for airborne systems, since both are high voltage components and they have'large 
dimensions and weight. An advanced solution has been introduced in the modulator design. Namely, the pulse 
synchronous charge of a delay line by using intermediate inductive storage has been implemented. This 
resulted in a decrease of dimensions and weight of the modulator and gives a possibility to increase the duty 
cycle compared to the conventional approaches to the modulator design. In the described scheme these 
components are absent at all, moreover the delay line charge becomes possible directly from a low voltage DC 
source. Since it is necessary to provide a comparatively large average power level, the delay line is charged by 
four pulses, i.e., the high voltage converter operates at equivalent frequency of 20 kHz. 

The following solutions have been included in the described modulator. To improve efficiency and 
make easier the operation mode of the thyristors a saturated reactor was used. This is especially important for 
the operation with small values of the pulse duration at a large duty cycle. Varistors are introduced to shunt the 
magnetron and to provide a better matching of the magnetron with the delay line during pulse leading edge. 

To summarize, all above mentioned approaches allow us to achieve the following advantages: (i) A 
charge choke and a smoothing capacitor are rejected, thereby, the modulator dimensions and weight are 
significantly reduced, (ii) The thyristors are recovered under a non-current mode, which enables us to increase 
significantly the duty cycle values, (iii) In the absence of the synchronisation there is no high-voltage applied 
to the circuit elements and the magnetron. Remote control of the modulator is also realised. 

IV. PERFORMANCE OF THE TRANSMITTERS 

The low-voltage magnetrons have been used to develop and produced 94 GHz transmitter suitable for 
radar applications. The modulator is built as a direct drive unit with a series of standard 10 MOSFET stacks as 
power key. Parameters of 1 and 4 kW transmitters are given in Table 3. 

Peak output power, kW 1 4 

Average power (mas), W 1 2 

Pulse duration, ns 50-200 50-200 
Pulse repetition frequency (max), kHz 10 5 

3 
Volume, cm 2000 3000 

Weight, kg 2.5 4 

DC supply voltage, V 28 28 

Watt consumption (max) 80 120 

Table 3. Parameters of the 94 GHz transmitters. 

Fig. 3. Photograph of the 94 GHz, 1 kW transmitter. 
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The transmitters are built as single units with a forced-air cooling system incorporated in them. The 
cooling for both switch elements and magnetron is relied by using a single, low- power fun. A photograph of 
the 94 GHz, 1 kW transmitter is given in Fig. 3. 

CONCLUSION 

The development and realisation of effective mm-wave transmitters have become feasible due to the 
availability of several recent achievements. First of all, a new generation of compact mm-wave spatial- 
harmonic magnetrons with cold secondary-emission cathode has been successfully developed, including low 
voltage magnetrons. Advances in semiconductor technologies and novel circuit solutions have enabled the 
creation of compact and reliable solid state magnetron modulators. The realised transmitters by its combined 
characteristics (weight, dimensions, reliability, power, efficiency and spectral characteristics) have no 
analogues and can find a wide application in practical systems. In this paper, 3 mm transmitters have been 
mainly described, however transmitters for other frequency bands with attractive characteristics are now 
available as well. 
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Abstract 

A superconducting receive filter and duplexer are described with application in a mobile 
communications receiver. The design of an 8-pole quasi-elliptic filter is outlined, and the filter performance 
given. In addition, the design of an associated superconducting duplexer is discussed together with appropriate 
measurements. The components are for a DCS1800 base station. 

Introduction 

High temperature superconducting (HTS) passive microwave devices have been of interest for over 10 
years [1]. However, it is only recently that a promising mass market for these high performance, miniature 
devices has begun to emerge. This market is in mobile communications base station applications. There have 
been a number of companies in the US set up to exploit HTS technology, and they are now producing mobile 
communications base station receivers. Operators around the world are currently evaluating these products. A 
European project partly sponsored by the European Commission entitled "Superconducting systems for 
COMunicationS" or SUCOMS is developing a superconducting air interface for DCS 1800 base stations. It is the 
receive passive components that this article describes. 

The reasoning and advantages behind using superconducting materials in the mobile communications 
environment will not be described here. This has been detailed in a number of other publications [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. 
All the advantages come from the reduced surface resistance of the superconducting material, giving filters and 
other components with low insertion loss together with an ability to have filters with very steep skirts. There 
have been only a small number of filter designs previously reported for mobile communications applications M 
8,9,10]. w L 

Main antenna Diversity antenna 

Figure 1 The SUCOMS reciever front end showing how it interfaces with a conventional DCS 1800 base station. 
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The SUCOMS project Initially involves the production of a receive front-end, consisting of six receive 
channels. Three channels consist of a duplexer, bandpass filter and amplifier and three channels consist of just 
the filter an amplifier for the diversity antenna. Two channels are shown in Figure 1. The design and 
performance of the filter and duplexer are briefly described in this paper. A description of the rest of the system 
including the amplifiers, microwave packaging and cryogenics can be found elsewhere [11]. The whole receive 
front-end will be tested by three separate operators as an antenna mounted system during 1998. 

Filter Design 

The DCS1800 receive band frequencies are 1710-1785MHz, the bandpass filter is designed to work in a 
15MHz sub-band from 1770MHz to 1785MHz. A simplified specification for the filter is 

Centre frequency 1777.5MHz 
Bandwidth 15MHz 
Insertion loss <0.3dB 
Return loss <-20dB 
30dB rejection bandwidth 17.5MHz, 
Transmit band (1805-1880MHz) rejection >66dB 

A quasi-elliptic function filter was chosen to achieve this specification. Careful consideration of other 
filter types was given [12,13,14]. However, the quasi-elliptic filter gives passband nulls which provide a very 
sharp roll-off close to the band edge, although this is at the expense of stopband attenuation. The specification 
above can be met by using a significantly lower number of poles than other types of filter. 

The structure of the microstrip filter is shown in Figure 2, it consists of 8 meander loop resonators 
above a ground plane. The particular structure was chosen in order to minimise the size of the filter whilst still 
retaining the required performance. The quasi-elliptic filter design requires unloaded Q values of 50,000 for the 
resonators. Measurements on a single packaged resonator at 60K, show the meander line resonator achieves this. 
This unloaded Q value has been obtained by careful consideration of the losses associated with the dielectric, the 
HTS material and importantly the housing for the filter. 

Figure 2: A microstrip 8-pole quasi-elliptic function filter using meander open-loop resonators. 

The coupling structure of the quasi-elliptic function filter is shown in Figure 3. The cross coupling M36 

shown as a dotted line is required in order to give the quasi-elliptic response. This cross coupling has to be 
electric coupling rather than the magnetic coupling of the other resonator couplings. This is achieved by placing 
the open circuit of the resonators close to one another, rather than the high current regions as in the other 
resonator couplings. 

The filter synthesis starts with a low pass prototype, consisting of shunt capacitance and J inverters. The 
low pass prototype is converted to bandpass with parallel resonant sections of the same value. The J inverters 
provide values of the coupling coefficients between the meander loop resonators. The required distances between 
the resonators are then found by using a full wave electromagnetic simulator [15,16,14]. 
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M„        M M.,        M„        M. 

Figure 3 A general coupling structure of the filter of Figure 2 

Filter fabrication and Measurements 
The filter is fabricated out of 350nm thick YBa2Cu307 thin film superconductor on both sides of a 

0.3mm thick MgO substrate. The substrate measures 22.5mm by 39mm. In order to match thermal expansion of 
the MgO, it is mounted in a titanium box, the outer dimensions being 50x38x13mm. For the final system six of 
these filters plus their amplifiers fits in a box measuring 113x85x19mm 

A sensitivity analysis has shown that the thickness of the substrate is the most important parameter 
regarding the performance of the filter [14]. The sensitivity of the centre frequency to the change in substrate 
thickness has been calculated to be 0.7MHz/um. The tolerances on the substrates are only ±5%, therefore the 
filter must be tuned. This is done by a series of 16 sapphire tuning screws placed above the resonator. 8 of the 
screws are over the coupling gaps, and 8 over the open circuit ends of each of the resonators. 

Measurements of S21 and Sll for a filter tuned in liquid nitrogen are shown in Figure 4, The filter 
shows a good response approaching the required specifications, cooling to 60K with appropriate tuning will 
improve the response further. Out of band rejection is above 70dB and no spurious responses are observed up to 
a frequency of 3GHz. The shape of the passband response does not change up to input powers of 5dBm; the 
specification requires a power handling capability of Odbm. Further measurements at lower temperature and of 
power handling performance are underway. 
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Figure 4 Frequency response of the superconducting DCS 1800 filter in liquid nitrogen at 77K. 

Duplexer Design 

A duplexer is required in order to use a single antenna for both transmit and receive operations. 
Traditionally, duplexers have been large and cumbersome and can in some cases contribute to a reduction in 
system performance. The superconducting duplexer described here is very small and has an excellent 
performance. It is integrated into the cryogenic encapsulation together with the other components described 
above. 

The layout of the microstrip duplexer is shown in Figure 5(a). It consists of two 3dB couplers and two 
bandstop filters. An individual coupler is shown in Figure 5(b). The coupler used is a tandem coupler rather than 
the conventional hybrid coupler, this is in order to reduce the size of the element and also to increase the 
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bandwidth. The disadvantage of using this coupler is that bond wires are required to bridge the two-coupled 
lines. The coupler has the action of power splitting the input signal into two, with a 90° phase shift between the 
outputs. 

An individual bandstop filter is shown in Figure 6(a) and is designed from the prototype circuit shown 
in Figure 6(b). It consists of three resonators placed a quarter of a wavelength apart coupled to a transmission 
line. The bandstop filters are at the receive frequency band. As the resonators do not resonate at the transmit 
frequency, the 12W maximum transmit power only travels along the transmission lines, hence the power 
requirements for the HTS is minimised. 

Tx Port 1 

50Ü load Port 2 

□ pq 

TTUTT 

Input 

RxPort3 

Antenna Port 4   isolated 

Output (-90 deg.) r 
Output (-180 deg.) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5 (a) Duplexer, including two tandem couplers and two bandstop filters (b) Tandem coupler used in the 
duplexer 

ÜELQ 
Port 1 Port 2 

(a) m w 
(b) 

Figure 6 Bandstop filter, (a) Layout (b) Prototype circuit 

Duplexer fabrication and measurements. 

The duplexers are fabricated out of YBa2Cu307 HTS on 0.5mm thick LaA103 substrates. The tandem couplers 
measure 15.5mm by 22.5mm each and the pair of bandstop filters measure 38mm by 13mm each. The four 
elements are packaged together with bond wires connecting the components. Tuning screws are used to tune the 
bandstop filters. 

The tandem couplers and the hybrids were tested separately. The tandem couplers were tested by 
replacing the bandstop filters in Figure 5(a) by two superconducting transmission lines. This produces a 
component that should produce transmission from port 1 to port 4 and port 2 to port 3, over the coupler 
bandwidth. Measurements indicate that all the isolations S21, S34, S24 and S13 are >30dB and all the return 
losses SI 1, S22, S33, S44 are better than -20dB. The values of S14 and S23 could not be differentiated from the 
connectors and bond wires. Individual measurements were also made on a single bandstop filter shown in Figure 
6(a). When tested and tuned as an individual component, it shows S21 to be almost -30dB at the receive 
frequency and SI 1 to be -20dB in the transmit frequency band. 

The performance of the full HTS duplexer is shown in Figure 7. The transmit and receive bands are 
shown as shaded areas. The transmitted signal to the antenna, S41, shows very low attenuation in the transmit 
band and an almost 30dB rejection in the receive band. The path from antenna to receiver shows low loss in the 
receive band, and almost 20dB rejection in the transmit band. The isolation between the transmit port to the 
receive port, S31, is mostly greater than 30dB, but increases to almost 50dB in the receive band. Measurements 
of the return loss of all four ports are better than -20dB over all the bands. All the above measurements we done 
in liquid nitrogen. 
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Figure 7 Performance of the superconducting duplexer 

Conclusions 
Measurements on a HTS bandstop filter and duplexer for mobile communications have been given. 

These initial measurements show that an excellent performance can be achieved. Further measurements are in 
progress on the power handling capability and at lower temperatures. These components are currently being 
integrated into a cryogenic system that will go on field trials with telecommunications operators. 
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Heat emission of the many natural objects is partially polarized. This fact was found 
by Arago at 1824 [1]. The microwave emission of the both water surfaces and nonspherical 
raindrops is a good examples of this natural phenomenon. In general case this polarization is 
elliptic However so far the microwave emission polarization parameters dependence on the 
natural sources state characteristics are studied insufficiently. Four parameters (the angle 
inclination y the ellipticity angle s=arctan(b/a), where a is the larger axis and b is the smaller 
axis of polarization ellipse, the phase difference between electric field orthogonal components 
and the full electric field amplitude) determine both the location and shape of the microwave 
emission polarized component polarization ellipse completely. 

The quantitative description of the partially polarized quasi-monochromatic waves is 
based on the coherence matrix conception. The linear combinations of this matrix elements, 
so-called the Stokes parameters are used successful in radio-astronomy, as well as hdar and 
radar polarimetry .The relations between the both polarization and Stokes parameters are 
expressed by the formula [2] 
I=Iu+Ip,...Q=I-P'COs2^-cos2s,...(-7r/2<Y<7t/2),(-^l4<€<7r/4), 

U = I-p-sm2y/-cos2£,...V=I-p-sm2s, 
where I is the total radiation intensity;Iu,Ip are non-polarized and polarized   components 

Jo2 + U2 + V2    I 
intensity, respectively; p = ~ = y ,-(0 < p < 1) is the polarization degree, 

and^ = ^arctan(-^),£ = -arcsin ,   2 ,the sign of Q is equal to sign of v. 
2 (J £ -yJQ   +U   +V 

The angle \|/ is determinated by the principal value of arctan y/0 with expression 

y/ = y/0+n(\- signQ)sign UI4, 
Within the Stokes parameters (Q,U,V) subspace the quasi-monochromatic wave 

polarization state is presented by the point with the polar coordinates (p,nl2- 2s,2^/). The 
unity sphere (p=1) within the Stokes subspace is called the Poincare sphere. In [3] was 
proposed to use the three first Stokes parameters for the presentation with pseudo-color the 
polarization state of the observed scenario radiation like color TV. 

All the Stokes parameters have dimension of intensity. The third Stokes parameter U 
similar to the second parameter Q define the linear polarized orthogonal components intensity 
difference but the third parameter relate to the intensity difference in coordinate system 
rotated around the propagation direction on angle   ±;r/4 compare to reference system. 
Fourth Stokes parameter indicate the circular polarized orthogonal components intensity 
difference. .   ^ 

It is clear from the rotation (at angle <j> around propagation direction) transformation 
Stokes parameters expressions [2]  Ip,I,V are invariant. The parameter U at <j)=0 is 

expressed with value at <t>=7i/4 by means relation 
U(<H>)=2(U(*=±7t/4)-I) 
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For the passive microwave remote sensing using it is suitable the concept of the 

brightness temperature   vector  f- {TI,TQ,TU,TV}  which proportionate to the Stokes 

parameters due to linearity of the Rayleigh-Jeans expression for the microwave range. 
There are both surface distributed and volume sources of the microwave emission at 

Tv * Owithin the system:" rainy atmosphere over underlying surface". Up-welling and down- 
welling microwave emission are formed within top- and down-lying layer of the system, 
respectively. These layer optical depth value is order ~ 1. If the rain layer optical thickness 
more than 1 there is intermediate screening layer where both the up-welling emission from 
the underlying surface and down-welling emission from the top layer attenuate. The principal 
cause of emission at Tv * 0 is the azimuth asymmetry of the environment emission. The 

microwave emission with Tv * 0 from surface is conditioned by the asymmetric distribution 

of the small-scale roughness slopes. Its distribution function described by Gram-Charlie 
series in case sea surface, as shown by Cox and Munk. The atmosphere emission back- 
scattered by these roughness carries in additional contribution to the up-welling emission third 
Stokes parameter. The microwave emission volume sources with Tv * Oare partially oriented 

non-sphericai particles (raindrops, hail, melting snowflakes and so on). The volume source 
intensity in this case is proportionate ~A/lsm/? where AA is the difference attenuation at 

horizontal and vertical polarization and ß is the particle symmetry axis declination from the 
local vertical angle. Additional mechanism of generation radiation with Tv * 0 is the volume 
scattering (including multiple scattering) microwave emission by the non-spherical partially 
oriented particles (ice crystals, raindrops, hail and so on). The two scattering mechanisms the 
coherent forward scattering and non-coherent (diffuse) scattering take place. The coherent 
forward scattering by non-spherical particles is described with attenuation matrix in radiation 
transfer equation. Due to this effect the initial non-polarized Sun microwave emission after the 
passing through raindrops layer is polarized. The incoherent (diffuse) microwave emission 
scattering by the raindrops and ice cloud crystals transformed the polarization state too. 

The precipitation microwave emission third Stokes parameter (Tu) contributions from 
rain, hail and ice crystals value estimations have been carried out in order to investigate the 
possibilities for its measurement. The calculations are based on the approximate solutions of 
the boundary problems for the set of radiative transfer equations which describes the 
propagation of polarised microwave emission through homogeneous plane parallel layers of 
oriented, non-spherical rain, hail and ice particles. The general problem formulation is 
considered in [4]. 

The thickness of the rain layer was supposed to be 4 km, and 3 km both for the hail 
and ice crystal layers. The rain drop size distribution was described by the Marshall-Palmer 
law. The hail and ice crystals were considered as monodisperse with major particle 
dimensions of 6.5 mm and 2 mm, respectively. The raindrops were modelled by spheroids 
which are close to the Pruppacher-Pitter shape. The shape of hail was assumed to be the 
same as for raindrops with equal dimensions. Plate form ice crystals were modelled as 
described by Auer and Veal. 

The calculations have been carried out for frequencies of 6,13, 20, 35 and 90 GHz at 
rain rates of 2.5, 5,12.5. 25, 50 and 100 mm/h. The ice water content was set to 0.13 g/m3 

for hail and to 0.15 g/m for ice crystal clouds. The thermodynamical temperatures of the 
layers were +20° C within rain volume, 0°C within hail cloud and -15° C within ice crystal 
cloud. The particle orientation effective diclination angle was assumed equal to 5 degree . 
Results are presented on Fig. 1 for an observation angle of 50 degree (from zenith for down- 
welling radiation and from nadir for up-welling radiation ). Fig. not contains the results of 
calculations for hail. Only the curve which describes the ice crystal scattering rain emission is 
relate to up-welling emission. The scale of the rain down-welling emission TUrain and the ice 
crystal scattered up-welling emission curves is indicate at right-hand side of fig., and the scale 
of the raindrop scattered the Sun emission curves is indicate at the left-hand side of fig. 
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It is shown that Tu depends both on the shape and orientation of the particles. For the 
third Stokes parameter of microwave emission from precipitation the sin-component of the 
first azimuthal harmonic is predominant among the azimuthal Fourier harmonics. For 
comparison, in the case of microwave emission from sea surface the predominant harmonic is 
the second one. The Tu maximum values are located near 2-3 K at rain rates R=5-25 mm/h 
for the rain microwave emission and 25-60 K for the Sun microwave emission scattered by 
rain. The contribution into third Stokes vector component of the upwelling microwave emission 
increase due to scattering by the ice crystal clouds from Tu=1K at 35 GHz to Tu=2.5K at 90 
GHz. For the dry hail these values are 2-3 times larger. The Sun emission scattered by hail 
decreases with frequency from Tu=30K at f=20 GHz to Tu=20K at f=30 GHz. 

It is clear from the Fig. the Tu maximums in case rain scattered Sun emission 
increase and remove to lower frequency range if rain rate increase. Opposite rain layer 
microwave emission Tu maximums demonstrate tendency to move into more high- frequency 
area a little. The Tu value of the rain layer microwave emission scattered by ice crystal 
monotonously grows with increasing of both rain and surface microwave emission intensity 
and grows of radiation frequency. 

The results of our calculations show real possibilities of measurements of microwave 
emission third Stokes parameter due to precipitation. The obtained values exceed essentially 
the sensitivity threshold of modern microwave radiometers. 

Third Stokes parameter measurements of microwave emission from precipitation 
enable an additional independent channel to obtain information about the shape, orientation 
and phase state of precipitation particles. 
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1. Ground-based remote sensing of the atmospheric ozone at millimeter (MM) waves is necessary for 
continuous day-and-night monitoring of the ozone layer. A valuable feature of the method and its advantage 
over observations at shorter wavelengths is low dependence on weather conditions because of low influence of 
aerosols and clouds on propagation of MM waves in the atmosphere. Low-noise heterodyne MM-wave radio 
spectrometer [1,2] was built at the P.N.Lebedev Physical Institute (LPI) for ground-based measurements of the 
atmospheric ozone spectral line of 142.175 GHz central frequency. High sensitivity and frequency resolution of 
the spectrometer allow to get accurate pressure-broadened ozone spectra which are used for solution the inverse 
problem - retrieval the vertical ozone distribution (VOD) in the atmosphere. 

Regular ground-based ozone measurements are being carried out at the LPI since 1987 to study 
various processes and changes in the Earth's ozonosphere. The VOD for altitudes about from 15-20 to 75 km is 
retrieved from the spectra measured. The upper boundary of the altitude range is essentially higher than one for 
balloons and ozone sondes (about 35 km), ground-based optical spectrometers and lidars (up to 40-50 km). The 
LPI MM-wave spectrometer was incorporated to ground-based network for ozone measurements during 
international campaigns DYANA (1989-90), CRISTA/MAHRSI (1994), and CRISTA/MAHRSI-2 (1997). 

2. The ozone spectrometer (ozonometer) is mounted before radio transparent window in a laboratory 
room at the LPI in Moscow. The instrument measures thermal emission spectra of the atmospheric ozone 
molecules in 283 MHz band centered with the 142.175 GHz [1,2]. Its 80-channel filter-bank spectrum analyzer 
is adapted to shape of the spectra measured due to stepped increase of frequency resolution towards the line 
center. Additionally a broadband channel is used for measurements of brightness temperature of the 
atmospheric background radiation (oxygen and water vapour thermal emission). The broadband data are 
necessary to determine tropospheric attenuation and to calculate the "above-troposphere" ozone spectra which 
are used for following retrieval of the VOD. Typically zenith angle of the observations is of 60°. 

The retrieval procedure is based on the iteration algorithm [3] where the Tikhonov's method in form 
of generalized mismatch is used at every step. Accuracy of the VOD retrieval by the procedure is no worse than 
5-7 % for altitudes of 20-50 km and no worse than 15-20 % for other parts of the altitude range covered. 

3. Regular ground-based ozone observations at the LPI allowed to obtain detailed altitude-temporal 
picture of the ozone distribution over Moscow and its variations. Some examples of the VOD (relative ozone 
content in ppm units (10-6) versus altitude) for various states of the atmosphere in 1996-98 are given in Fig. 1. 
A graph of annual behaviour of the relative ozone content at 35 km altitude (i.e. close to its normal maximum 
for the Moscow latitude 55°N [4]) for the period is presented in Fig. 2. Qualitatively the annual VOD variations 
observed are constituent with the Keating's model [4]. Additionally short-term changes in the VOD were 
detected. In summer seasons deviations of the measured vertical ozone profiles from the model ones were 
essentially smaller than in winter seasons, and the summer profiles were close to model [4] in average. 

A new effect of strong and long-term ozone depletion in stratosphere over the Moscow region in 25- 
45 km layer in winter seasons was discovered for the first time by the MM-wave observations (Fig. 1). 
Comparison with results of our ozone measurements in 1987-90 [5] shows that so noticeable and long-term 
ozone content decrease in stratosphere over the Moscow region was not observed in late 80s. 
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When comparison of the VOD measured at the beginning of 1996 (Fig. 1, a, curves 1-5), and in cold 
seasons of 1996-97 (Fig. 1, b, curves 1,2,4,5,7) and 1997-98 (Fig. 1, c, curves 1,2,3,5,7) it is important to note 
coincidence of altitude regions (25-45 km) where the most prominent ozone decrease occurred for all the 
periods.. Shape of the VOD measured in cold seasons of 1996-98 is essentially different from VOD of both the 
model [4] for proper winter/spring months and vertical ozone profiles of summer seasons. The recurrence of the 
altitude region (25-45 km) where the most strong relative ozone depletion was observed in stratosphere of 
middle latitudes together with repeating the unusual VOD shape for the periods of the cold seasons indicate 
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that the effects discovered were of some general nature. 

4. An analysis of the VOD variations (Fig. 1) has 
shown that changes in VOD observed at MM waves 
coincided with movement of air masses connected with 
main baric systems of the stratosphere. Noticeable decrease 
of relative ozone content in the 25-45 km layer occurred 
every time the stratospheric polar wortex shifted to Moscow. 
The vertical ozone profiles with pinched out ozone content 
in the middle stratosphere similar to curves of Fig. 1 were 
observed at high latitudes of the Northern hemisphere 
inside the polar wortex at the beginning of 1996 [6]. It 
means that chemical processes inside the polar wortex 
resulting in considerable loss of ozone over the polar region 
influence the ozone la>er state of middle latitudes, including 
the Moscow region, as well.The processes and effects 
discovered allows to explain the observed ozone depletion 
in stratosphere of middle latitudes by transport of poor in 
ozone air from high latitudes. 

The remote sensing of the atmospheric ozone at MM waves open unique possibilities for monitoring 
the ozone layer and continuous control of its changes un*er unlimited industrial pollutions to the atmosphere. 

The research was supported by Grant No. 96-02-19093 from the Russian Foundation for Basical 

Research. 
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1. Introduction 

Millimeter Wave (MMW) electromagnetic signals are the most appropriate ones to be used when 
solving various practical problems of our daily life on the basis of radar sensors, such as environment 
monitoring, remote sensing, target detection, vehicle collision warning systems, automatic landing and 
docking systems and many others. Development of a light, compact, low energy consumption and low cost 
MMW sensor, having capability of a coherent radar with half of meter range resolution and 10 cm/s 
velocity resolution is a challenging problem for today's radar technology. Such kind of radar sensor will 
provide a new ability for radar system design and find a number of applications. Optimal reception of 
coherent (pulsed or CW) radar signals and pulse compression technique are the principles formed the basis 
of the modern radar design. Avoidance of ambiguities in range and velocity measurements, as well as 
minimization of ambiguity function side lobes are the primary goals for a radar designer that, being properly 
achieved, supply him with big benefits in the radar performances. From those viewpoints, the noise 
continuous waveform (NCW) is known to be a most appropriate one for the radar design. In spite ofthat, 
the NCW was not used mainly because of the lack of the hardware needed for its realization. However, 
today's advances in chaotic dynamics and fast digital electronics make it possible to revise the idea of Noise 
Radar Technology (NRT) and implement the development of noise radars with performances allowing 
their realistic applications. 

In the paper, we present main results of theoretical and experimental development of the NRT for 
MM Waveband which has been studying in the Laboratory of Nonlinear Dynamics of Electronic Systems 
(LNDES) of the Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine since 
1990 [1]-[10], The key points of the NRT developed are the use of chaotic waveform generator as a source 
of noise signals and digital-analog correlator with electronically controllable delay line as the main part of 
correlation receiver of the noise radar. Besides, so called double spectral processing of NCW has been also 
using for the development of the noise radars and range measurement devices. 

2. Noise Radar Technology 

The NRT is the radar technology which uses the NCW as a probe signal and correlation processing 
( or double spectral one) of the radar returns for their optimal reception (matched filtration). Its 
development includes the following main sub-tasks: 1.Theoretical consideration of the NCW generation and 
simulation of NCW optimal processing 2.Numerical simulation of the noise radar working regimes. 
3.Development of the NCW generals with required parameters. 4.Design and development of the 
correlation receiver for the NCW optimal reception. 5.Development of the noise radar for specific 
application. 

2.1. Theoretical Considerate and Development of the Noise Radar 

The radar sign*& sucn as coherent pulses, linear frequency modulated (both pulsed and CW) and 
bi-phase coded wave*1™8' etc> nave received wide acceptance mainly because they don't need controllable 
delay lines for the optimal processing of radar returns, on the one hand, while developments of single 
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frequency and pulsed signal generators have made a considerable progress, on the other hand. Those 
signals, allow to perform with a good approximation the optimal reception and pulse compression of the 
radar returns, simultaneously. However, they normally have the power spectrum of rectangular shape which 
gives raise side lobes in both range and Doppler frequency measurements. At the same time, it is well 
known that the NC W with a wide enough Gaussian power spectrum and fast decay of correlation allows to 
regulate independently the signal compression, its optimal reception and minimization (or even elimination 
) of the ambiguity function side lobes. Besides, the use of the NCW provides such an advantages as single- 
validity of the radar ambiguity function, no peak power in the transmitted signals and simplicity of its 
forming scheme, etc. However, many experiments which have been carried out before 90's years showed 
very restricted abilities of the noise radar under development in comparison with conventional radars. This 
was because of availability at that time only narrow band NCW generators and correlation receivers. 
Meanwhile, quick developments in the science on dynamical chaos gives the methods for generation of 
wideband NCW, while the integrated circuit electronics provides fast digital components for design the 
appropriate digital correlator allowing to perform the optimal processing of the NCW. This gives the chance 
to go around the mentioned above difficulties of the NRT development and take its advantages for the 
design of various remote sensing systems. 

Theoretical evaluation of the performances of the noise radar main units has been carried out 
before its development. The following sub-tasks have been solved analytically and numerically: a. Noise 
Radar Power consideration; b.Affect of the NCW power spectrum shape and width on the Ambiguity 
function, its side lobes, etc.; c.Affect of the sampling rate, number of quantiazation levels, integration time, 
etc. on the SNR and other parameters. Numerical simulation of the noise radar working regime and 
evaluation of its performances showed its feasibility, high performances and provide theoretical basis for 
the NRT development. 

The noise radars of several types have been developed in the LNDES on the basis of the 
approaches described above. Generally, the noise radar developed consists of the following main units: 

1 .Transmitting and Receiving Antennas. 
2.The NCW Generator-Transmitter. 
3.Workingband-to-Baseband Frequency Converter. 
4.Correlation Receiver. 
5 .Processor/Display of Receiver Output Signals. 

The Units 1,3 and 5 are similar to those of conventional radars. The main effort have been spent to develop 
the Unit 2, containing the NCW generator, as well as the Unit 4, the main part of which is the Digital- 
Analog Real-Time Correlator. 

2.2. Generators of Noise Continuous Waveforms 

The advantages of NCW generators developed in comparison with, say, thermal noise signal 
sources consist in the much higher spectral density of the generated signals, as well as availability of their 
parameters control and simplicity of the generator construction, etc. For the correlation processing, it does 
not matter how the NCW has been obtained, if it has no any auto-correlation during measurement time. This 
statement has been completely confirmed by the experiments carried out with the use of millimeter wave 
NCW generators developed on the principles of the dynamical chaotization of nonlinear system motion 
[1],[5]-[10]. The MMW solid-state NCW generators of two kinds were designed on the basis of IMPATT- 
and Gunn-diodes. Chaotic regimes are provided via special design of the coupled resonators, as well as by 
the use of the special working regime of the diode itself. These generators allow to generate NCW with 
output power up to 100 mW and controlled frequency bandwidth from 30 MHz up to 300 MHz. The NCW 
having much higher power could be obtained from the NCW generatof-developed on the basis of the weak- 
resonant backward wave oscillator (WRBWO) [5]-[7]. The WRBWO noise generators produce the tunable 
NCW with bandwidth from 50 MHz up to 1000 MHz with central frequency about 36 GHz and 60 GHz and 
output power up to 15 W and 3 W respectively. The IMPATT noise generator of special design generates 
NCW having bandwidth up to 2 GHz and integrated power about 40 mW. 

2.3. Digital-Analog Correlator 
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For the correlation processing of the received quasi-stationary NCW radar returns the digital- 
analog real-time correlator was designed and constructed on the basis of fast digital components with clock 
frequency up to 500 MHz. To avoid the use of analog-to-digital converters the principle of two-level 
quantization of the reference signal has been used. The correlator designed and constructed [l]-[4], allows 
to process the NCW with bandwidth about of 250 MHz. The clock frequency used allows to provide the 
accuracy of time delay measurements about of 2 ns. Additional channel for measurements of Doppler shift 
of the carrier frequency caused by a target movement (or vibration) is available and allows to measure this 
shift in the range of 100 Hz to 200 KHz . This corresponds to the velocity range of 0.4 m/s to 750 m/s for 
the carrier frequency 40 GHz. Integration time con'** be varied from 5 us to 1500 us. To perform 
measurements for bi-static radar version, as wel' ** to evaluate the NCW auto-correlation function the two 
additional channels for the NCW correlati<« processing have been also constructed. The controllable digital 
delay lines (CDDL) of two kinds w*"* designed, namely: the CDDL on the basis of shift registers has been 
developed for short distance while CDDL on the basis fast RAM memory has been used for long 
distances. Note that H a possible on the basis of the GaAs-technology to design digital delay lines in a 
single chip v'tu required delay times and the clock frequency up to 4 GHz.. 

2.4. Test Experiments 

In the case of the correlation processing of the NCW radar returns the target's distance is defined 
via the time delay measured as the coordinate of the cross-correlation function maximum. To perform the 
corresponding experiments the noise radar was constructed using the NCW generators and digital-analog 
real time correlator developed. The cross-correlation of the reference and received signals as a function of 
the CDDL delay time is observed on the oscilloscope screen. Observation time (oscilloscope swiping) could 
be varied from 0.32ms to 32 ms. The Doppler signal from the moving reflector was observed on a second 
oscilloscope screen and spectrum analyzer, simultaneously. Digital output for input into a computer is also 
provided in the correlator. Experiments carried out showed that the noise radar designed provides the 
distance resolution value of 100 cm with accuracy about 50 cm. The Doppler signal was observed from the 
moving target, having velocity within the range from 0.5 m/s to 50 m/s. The cross-correlation function of 
the signal, reflected by a moving car, people and dog was observed in the form of Gaussian-like curve 
moving across the oscilloscope screen in real time scale. Immunity against interference was tested by the 
feeding into the receiver antenna an external NCW having the same power spectrum bandwidth. Normal 
working regime of the noise radar took place when the voltage in the HF mixer-diode caused by the 
interference exceeded the useful signal voltage by 30 dB for the integration time about 0.5 ms. 

3. Applications 

The NCW with a wide and smooth enough power spectrum, having fast decay of correlation allows 
to perform simultaneously the signal compression with a high rate, its optimal reception, providing high 
SNR values, and minimization the ambiguity function side lobes. Besides, the NCW ambiguity function has 
no additional maximums, while for the periodical waveform* this is always the case. From that, particularly, 
follows that there is no contradiction for the NRT when providing the optimal conditions for simultaneous 
measurements of target distances and velocities; no tleoretical limitations on the non-ambiguous working 
range; no needs in the high peak power in the trai«mitted signals for a given working range. Besides, that 
means the ability of the noise radar to perform coherent (preserving a phase) measurements even for 
negative (in dBs) SNR values provided a lo«# enough integration time. Also, the correlation processing of 
the NCW in the time domain perfora"d ty the correlator developed provides always their optimal 
reception, maximizing the SNR values 10 the most important of the expected advantages of the noise radar 
implementation we can relate the fo'-«wing: 

a. Simplicity and low cost Jl" tne forming scheme for the NCW, in this sense the NCW generator is 
' equivalent to a single «quency CW oscillator. 

b. Correlation receiv- ^ l°w power of the radiated NCW give possibility to use a low voltage and low 
energy cons»«^011 components; 

c# High ej~<rojflagnetic compatibility characteristics of noise radars and their resistance against external 
electromagnetic interference, allowing simultaneous work of many similar devices at the same area. 
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d. The use of the suggested NCW generators, digital-analog real time correlator, as well as MMW solid 
state electronic components allows to employ the IC technology for the development of a fully solid- 
state radar having high performances for a short and super-short range radars. 

The advantages of the NRT and the results in the noise radar developments described above, in combination 
with those of the MMW technology (small sizes, light weights of antennas and other RF components, etc.) 
makes MMW Noise Radar Technology to be very promising technology for the development of the 
compact, low energy consumption and low cost radar systems for many different areas of civil applications. 
For example, they could be used for the development of the efficient MMW sensors for the following 
remote sensing systems: 

• Car collision warning and intelligent traffic control systems, where high resolution, accuracy 
and fast processing, as well as small sizes and light weights are required. 

• Navigation and surveillance systems with a high range resolution, as well as high reliability and 
environmentally save characteristic. 

• Ground Based Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar. 
• Noise radar-reflectometer for measurements of the cut-off layer position in fusion 

plasma reactors. 
• Forward Looking Radar for the aircraft automated landing systems. 
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1. Introduction 

Millimeter and submillimeter wave astronomy is one of the most rapidly developing areas of astrophysical re- 
search. In recent years we see an enormous progress in the equipment: the noise level of receiving systems is 
approaching the fundamental quantum limit; the available frequency range is extending to higher and higher 
frequencies; the efficiency of mapping observations is greatly increased by introducing multibeam technique. 
Further important developments are foreseen in coming years: new large ground-based facilities will be con- 
structed and there are ambitious space projects in this field. 

What is the scientific motivation for these technical efforts? One of the most important is understanding 
the process of star formation which is a basic problem of modern astrophysics. The stars are born in so-called 
"molecular clouds" where most of hydrogen is present in molecular form. These clouds contain a number of 
various molecules which emit line radiation mostly at millimeter and submillimeter waves. In addition, some fine 
structure transitions of important interstellar atoms and ions fall in this range too. Observations of these lines 
provide an information on density, temperature, mass and other physical parameters of interstellar medium. The 
peak of cold dust emission lies at submillimeter waves. As a result millimeter and submillimeter wave observa- 
tions turn out to be the most efficient tool for studying the regions of star formation. 

Of course, there are other areas of astrophysics from cosmology to solar system studies where spectral 
millimeter and submillimeter wave observations provide very important and sometimes crucial information. They 
might be helpful in other fields too, e.g. for molecular spectroscopy. Some unstable molecules have been discov- 
ered first in space and some spectroscopic parameters can be most easily derived from such observations. 

The radio astronomical groups from the Institute of Applied Physics RAS and Institute of Radio Astron- 
omy NASU collaborate for several years in this area. Here we review the main results of these studies and de- 
scribe the general situation in this field with the emphasis on the topics which seem to us the most important 
(though the selection might be subjective). 

2. Facilities : 

Spectral line millimeter and submillimeter wave observations impose severe requirements for the facilities. First, 
the system noise temperature should be as low as possible. Normally, the aim is to reduce the noise below the 
background level. Most of millimeter and submillimeter wave observatories are located high in mountains to 
reduce the atmospheric opacity. At normal conditions the atmospheric emission constitutes several tens K. For 
astronomical instruments in space this level is determined only by cosmic background radiation which is close to 
3 K microwave background at these wavelengths. However, this 3 K blackbody emission at millimeter and 
submillimeter waves is below the quantum limit on the noise temperature (~ hv/k). Thus, we need receivers with 
the noise temperature close to this quantum limit. At present the basic type of receivers which fulfills this re- 
quirement is a heterodyne receiver with the superconductor-insulator-superconductor (SIS) mixer. At frequencies 
below ~ 700 GHz they are approaching the quantum limit on the noise temperature (Fig. 1). At X ~ 3 mm masers 
provide equally good or even better noise level. However, at frequencies > 700 GHz the performance of niobium 
SIS mixers deteriorates fast since the photon energy exceeds the superconducting gap. The most promising way 
to improve the receiver performance at these higher frequencies is the usage of hot electron bolometer (HEB) 
mixers (Fig. 1). In principle their parameters do not depend on frequency since a thermal effect is used. 

The required spectral resolution depends on the physical conditions in the sources and observing fre- 
quency. In order to investigate narrow features in cold clouds at ~ 3 mm wavelength the resolution of ~ 10 kHz 
might be needed. At the same time the total extent of the emission including the line wings and/or extragalactic 
sources can reach ~ 1 GHz. This shows the requirements to spectrum analyzers which are to be used for these 
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measurements. The easiest way to approach them is to use acousto-optical spectrometers (AOS) which provide 
several thousands channels within wide bandwidths. However, it is problematic to achieve resolutions better than 
-100 kHz. Higher resolutions are frequently realized now by digital devices (autocorrelators). Traditional filter 
banks are still in use too. 

Next, the substructure in molecular clouds exists at all scales down to at least -0.1 pc which corre- 
sponds to few tens of arc seconds at the distance of- 1 kpc. Moreover, there are much smaller clumps, e.g. ma- 
ser spots in the vicinity of young stellar objects. To investigate this substructure we need large antennas and even 
interferometers. 

In most cases it is necessary to map the sources in order to understand their structure and to derive the 
physical parameters. The mapping efficiency can be greatly improved if we have a possibility to observe several 
positions simultaneously. This is the reason for introducing multibeam technique. Focal-plane receiver arrays 
have been developed in several laboratories. At present they comprise up to 16 elements with a common local 
oscillator. 

There are several very efficient millimeter and submillimeter wave observatories in the world (e.g. 
IRAM 30m, CSO 10m, JCMT 15m, SEST 15m, NRAO 12m, FCRAO 15m, BIMA, IRAM Plateau de Bure inter- 
ferometer, etc.). There are ambitious new projects including instruments in space (e.g. Large Millimeter Array, 
Large Millimeter Telescope, SWAS, Odin, Millimetron, etc.). 

The best antenna within FSU appropriate for these researches is RT-22 CrAO. We used it regularly with 
our own receiving systems based on 3 mm maser and SIS mixer. The noise performance of these receivers is 
close to the best world results. The maser receiver [2] noise temperature was - 60 K (SSB) and the tuning range 
was 85-93 GHz. However, it consumes a large amount of liquid He which makes its exploitation rather costly. In 
the SIS receiver [3] the mixer developed at the Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics (Moscow) with 
niobium junctions is used. The receiver noise temperature is ~ 80 K (DSB) and the tuning range as determined by 
the local oscillator (BWO) is about 80-115 GHz. The photo of the receiver and its block diagram are presented in 
Fig. 2. 

As a backend we used for many years a filter bank of 120 channels with 100 kHz resolution developed 
at IAP. Recently an acousto-optical spectrometer (AOS) developed at the S.-Petersburg technical university was 
successfully attached to this system. It has a total bandwidth of about 70 MHz and ~ 150 kHz spectral resolution. 
An example of the spectra obtained with AOS in combination with the SIS receiver in presented in Fig. 3. 

3. Studies of dense molecular gas in regions of star formation 

Regions of star formation are divided traditionally into 2 categories: low and high mass star forming regions. It is 
not well known which factors determine the mass of a new star but it might be that the underlying physical 
mechanisms are significantly different for low and high mass star formation. Myers and co-workers (e.g. [4]) 
investigated a number of dense cores in nearby dark nebulae where low mass stars are bom. As a result the basic 
parameters of these cores have been determined, some correlations between them revealed, etc. Studies of dense 
cores in regions of high mass star formation have been limited to a few the most prominent objects like Orion 
Molecular Cloud. This approach does not enable to investigate the general properties of these cores. 

For systematic studies of dense cores we need first a representative sample of these objects, i.e. we have 
to search for dense cores in regions of high mass star formation. There are several commonly used indicators of 
such areas: powerful IR sources, H II regions, water masers. We used all of them in our studies. In the beginning 
we surveyed about 100 Sharpless H II regions in the HCN and HCO+ lines with the RT-22 CrAO [5,6]. These 
lines are excited at enhanced densities and, therefore, trace dense cores within molecular clouds. We detected an 
emission in these lines in about a half of our targets. 

The next survey was performed in the CS line towards H20 masers both in the southern and northern 
hemispheres [7,8]. The observations have been performed with the 20-m Onsala radio telescope and 15-m SEST 
in Chile. The CS emission indicative of dense gas was detected towards practically all (90%) of the target masers. 
Most of the detected sources have been mapped in the CS line. In addition, the CS emission peaks have been 
observed in CO and optically thin C34S lines. As a result the basic physical parameters of the cores (size, mass, 
mean density, velocity dispersion, kinetic temperature) have been derived. The statistical distributions of these 
parameters have been constructed. In particular, it was found that the mean density of the cores is rather low, 103- 
10 cm"3, which is 1-2 orders of magnitude lower than the density in regions of line formation derived from multi- 
transitional data. Most probably this is explained by strong small-scale density inhomogeneities in the cores. An 
analysis of these data shows that the mean density decreases with increasing galactocentric distance [8,9]. There- 
fore, the local properties of star forming regions are determined to a great extent by large scale processes in the 
Galaxy. 

These surveys provide important statistical information on the dense core properties. However, under- 
standing details of the star formation process is impossible without thorough investigations of individual objects. 
It means that we have to map selected cores in various molecular lines with adequate angular and spectral resolu- 
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tion. Different species are sensitive to different parameters. For example, CO lines give information at first about 
the kinetic temperature. Even better estimates of this temperature in the cloud interior can be obtained from am- 
monia. Abundances of some molecules (e.g. SiO) are very enhanced in shocks and in post-shock gas. Otherwise, 
N^H* and some other species trace probably a quiescent gas. This explains why maps in many different molecular 
transitions are needed to understand the source structure. 

Moreover, investigations of the physical conditions in the vicinity of young stellar objects require an 
angular resolution of a few arcsec. It can be achieved with interferometers which operate now at frequencies up 
to ~ 300 GHz. Another way to obtain a high angular resolution is to use higher frequencies and special deconvo- 
lution technique, e.g. Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) [10]. 

For our studies we selected a few both high mass and low mass star forming cores. A good example of 
the latter category is TMC-1. It has been investigated in many lines already. However, our HCN data obtained 
with the very low noise maser reveal new features, especially in so-called hyperfme intensity anomalies [11]. We 
observed very unusual ratios of the hfs components (Fig. 4). 

One of the most interesting phenomena in regions of star formation is high velocity bipolar outflows 
detected mostly in CO lines in a large number of objects. Its significance for the process of star formation is in 
the fact that most probably it removes an extra angular moment from the system. We attempted to investigate 
bipolar objects in the lines of high density tracers like HCN and CS (Fig. 5). 

4. Conclusions and perspectives 

Millimeter and submillimeter wave astronomy is a powerful tool for investigations of star formation and other 
astrophysical phenomena. This is a rapidly developing field of research which imposes severe requirements to the 
facilities. The main directions of the technical developments include multibeam receivers, high frequency (up to 
~ 1 THz) systems, interferometry. A large amount of important information on the physical and chemical proc- 
esses in the vicinity of newly bom stars and protostars is expected from these new techniques. 

This work was supported by INTAS (grants 93-2168 and 93-2168-ext) and Russian Foundation for 
Basic Research (grants 96-02-16472 and 97-02-31011). 
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groups as summarized in [1]. The vertical dashed line marks the frequency corresponding to the energy gap in 
Nb. 
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TMC-1 HCN 

Fig. 4  A spatial distribution of the HCN molecular radiation toward TMC-1 dark molecular cloud. 

to 
< 

Fig. 5. An example of the source map with an apparently bipolar structure. The grey-scale image represents the 
total intensity map. The solid contours correspond to the blue part of the emission and the dashed contours corre- 
spond to the red part. The data are obtained in the SO line at 3 mm with Onsala 20-m antenna. 
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Advances in design and performance of millimeter (MM) and subMM wave receivers result in 
appearance of new applications of the devices in various branches of science and technique. MM and subMM 
receivers are used now in communications, radar's, radio astronomy, remote sensing, medicine, ecology, plasma 
physics, military technique, navigation, etc. [1-5]. In most MM-wave applications, when frequency increasing, 
problems connected with radiometric measurements of noise emissions become the main ones in comparison with 
detection of coherent signals, and extremely high sensitivity of receivers is necessary typically for the MM-wave 

radiometry. 

General trends of evolution of MM and subMM wave receivers are increasing their operation 
frequencies, improving sensitivity within the operation bands developed, and design of devices suitable for serial 
manufacturing taking into account various operation conditions. Especially high sensitivity of the receivers is 
required in radio astronomy. Impressive progress of MM and subMM wave receivers (their noise decreased by 1- 
2 orders for the last two decades) was caused in large part by tasks of radio astronomy. 

At present heterodyne receivers with an input mixer are widely used at short MM and subMM waves, 
and HEMT amplifier following with a mixer became the typical receiver at long MM waves. State of art of 
heterodyne receivers employing main usable types of input mixers together with data on various MM-wave 
amplifiers are presented in Fig. 1. The figure includes data on receivers based on (1) superconductor-insulator- 
superconductor (SIS) junction mixers [6-14], (2) Schottky barrier diode (SBD) mixers employing (i) honey comb 
diode structures at room temperature [15-20] and under cooling [15-17, 20-23] and (ii) planar Schottky diodes at 
ambient [24-28] and cryogenic temperatures [24, 25, 29-31] as well, (3) Josephson mixers with external local 
oscillator (LO) pump [32, 33], and (4) semiconducting [34-36] and superconducting [37-42] bolometric mixers. 
Single sideband (SSB) noise temperatures of the heterodyne receivers TRSSB are given in Fig. 1 versus 
frequency. Data on amplifier noise temperatures Tamp are presented in Fig. 1 for (5) masers [43-45], (6) high 
electron mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifiers operating at room temperature [46-52] and under cooling [46, 53- 
55], and (7) parametric amplifiers, both room temperature [56-59] and cryogenic ones [57, 58] as well. 

When studying data of Fig. 1 it is necessary to take into account some important features. Firstly, in 
many cases in Fig. 1 twice values of double sideband (DSB) noise temperature were used for the heterodyne 
receivers instead of true SSB values. This could result in underestimating of the true SSB values up to 1.5-2 
times because contribution of image termination noise was not included in the cases. Secondly, for almost all 
amplifiers the noise temperature given represent only their own noise without contributions of input units and 
following stages of the receivers. Additionally, noise temperature of heterodyne receivers built before middle 80s 
could be much more better today provided modern ultra-low-noise intermediate frequency (IF) amplifiers were 
used with the same mixers (especially it concerns Josephson mixer receivers). 

Main results, advances and trends of development the MM and subMM wave receivers for the last 
decade commenting data of Fig. 1 may be summarized as follows: 

1) Progress in MM-wave mixers and amplifiers resulted in pushing detector receivers out of many 
practical applications in the range. For today detector receivers are rarely used at frequencies lower 100 GHz. At 
higher frequencies they are helpful mainly for those applications when very broadband signals should be detected 
with low noise level and for various measurements where extremely high sensitivity is not so important. For 
applications where high relative frequency resolution f/Sf is necessary heterodyne receivers provide better 
sensitivity. Boundary dividing regions of 'low" and "high" relative frequency resolution and determining choice 
of detector or heterodyne receivers goes now approximately from f/Sf values of lö'-lO2 at 100 GHz to 10 -10 
at 3 THz [3]; 
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2) HEMT amplifiers (especially those based on InP) having gate length about 0.1 urn reached 
frequencies up to 140 GHz without cooling and to 100 GHz under cooling. The amplifiers are planned for 
frequencies up to 220 GHz [48]. At long MM waves receivers based on the HEMT amplifiers have now lower 
noise temperature than traditional Schottky diode heterodyne receivers. Monolithic MMC technology allows to 
make extremely compact HEMT modules for various applications; 

3) Technically complex long-MM-wave masers operating with considerable running costs, are being 
replaced by more practical and less expensive receivers using cooled HEMT amplifiers or SIS mixers having 
noise temperature approximately as the masers. Additionally, HEMT and SIS receivers typically have broader 
instantaneous input bandwidth in comparison with the masers; 

4) Receivers employing quasiparticle SIS tunnel junction mixers based on Nb technology with barrier of 
Alu» (both single junctions and various arrays) reached frequencies close to 1 THz. They have demonstrated 
excellent performance at frequencies of 50-700 GHz. Really, at 100-300 GHz their DSB noise temperature of 17- 
23 K is only 2-4 times of fundamental quantum limit hf/kT; and the factor grows smoothly to approximately 10 
when frequency increases to 700 GHz. At many MM and subMM wave radio telescopes, especially ones placed 
in mountains at altitudes of 2-4 km, the SIS receivers are used now instead of previous cooled SBD receivers. It 
occurred that Josephson mixers actively studied in 70s-80s couldn't compete with the SIS receivers because of 
increased intrinsic noise level of Josephson junctions. It is believed that using of SIS junctions based on NbN 
technology with increased value of energy gap in comparison with Nb will allow to increase operation 
frequencies of SIS mixers up to 1.2-1.3 THz; 

5) Traditional receivers with GaAs-based honey comb Schottky diode mixers moves to 3-5 THz 
operation frequencies due to progress in diode manufacturing and design of quasioptical mixers. At MM waves 
performance of SBD receivers employing honey comb diodes practically weren't improved since middle 80s. In 
early 90s planar diode mixers covered all MM range where they have now performances close to ones of the best 
honey comb diode mixers. Both waveguide and quasioptical planar SBD mixers are being designed for 
frequencies up to approximately 1 THz. Despite of impressive advances in development of superconducting 
receivers, the Schottky diode receivers remain the most widely used devices in practical short-MM-wave 
applications because only they provide good sensitivity at frequencies above 100 GHz without cooling the 
receivers; 

6) Superconducting bolometric hot electron mixers are intensively studied in 90s. It is expected now that 
the mixers will be the most sensitive receiving elements at frequencies above 1 THz. Using the NbN thin (1-100 
nm) and short (0.1-10 urn) films allowed to increase intermediate frequencies of the mixers up to 1-10 GHz [40]. 
Traditional limitation of the IF value by 1-10 MHz for InSb-based MM and subMM wave bolometric mixers was 
overcame by using semiconducting GaAs-based heterostructures with two-dimensional electron gas. It was 
demonstrated that the IF may be increased up to 1-2 GHz for the MM-wave mixers [60]; 

7) Persistent and continuous efforts are directed to development of integrated and matrix (array) MM 
and subMM wave receivers which can radically decrease observation time when mapping objects or space 
surveying. Every element of matrix receivers may include antenna, mixer or amplifier, and auxiliary matching 
circuits and filters (see for example [61-64]). Integration of IF amplifiers for heterodyne array receivers is 
possible as well. Planar integrated circuits may be used together with both horn-waveguide and quasioptical 
planar or lens antennas. 

Gunn diode oscillators using varactor frequency multipliers are developed up to 800 GHz [65]. They 
became the main type of LOs for heterodyne receivers employing SIS junction mixers and SBD mixers at 
frequencies up to 600 GHz. MM and subMM oscillators and frequency multipliers using diode arrays and quasi- 
optical elements are actively studied as well. At frequencies close to 1 THz and higher optically pumped subMM 
lasers are used usually as LOs [66]. Else one prospective type of oscillator for frequencies higher than 100 GHz 
is flux-flow oscillator (FFO) based on long Josephson junction. The FFOs were successfully used in SIS 
receivers at frequencies up to 500 GHz [61]. They may be integrated to monolithic SIS receivers. 
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INTEGRATED SOFTWARE PACKAGE FOR SYNTHESIS, ANALYSIS AND OPTIMIZATION OF 
FREQUENCY-SELECTIVE DEVICES OF MILLIMETER AND CENTIMETER WAVES 

A.A. Kirilenko, L.A. Rud, V.l. Tkachenko, L.P. Mos'pan, and D.Yu. Kulik 
Institute of Radiophysiks and Electronics of National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine 

12 Ac. Proscura St., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine 
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The state of the art of theory and practice of signal frequency selection in the millimeter and centime- 
ter wave ranges can be described from one hand as going to more sophisticated schemes of filter building and 
from another hand, especially in millimeter waves, by extensive usage of practically non-tuning configurations 
The first direction as well as the second one is based on the powerful software and on modern production proc- 
esses, that provide minimal tolerances. Below is a summary of the results that have been obtained in IRE 
NASU regarding to one of this two sides if filter problems: the short description of the set of software packages 
for the synthesis and analysis of low-pass (LPF), wide-band and narrow-band band-pass (BPF), and band-stop 
(BSF) rejection waveguide filters. 

These packages have been performed as unitary system, that consists of six main subsystems: 
1). SES-library (the first version of such a system of electromagnetic modeling has been described in [1]) for 
exact modeling of complicated components in rectangular, circular, ridged and partially filled waveguides 
based on S-matrix technique and wide set of algorithms for the calculation of key-building elements Among 
them there are such twoports as steps in rectangular, circular and ridged waveguides, junctions of above men- 
tioned waveguides; such threeports as bifurcations and tees in rectangular waveguide; such multiport as multi- 
furcations, and plane junction of three and more different waveguides and crosses in rectangular waveguides 
2). The programs for the synthesis of filter and multiplexer prototypes, basing on circuit theory and the algo- 
rithms by Conn, Rhodes, Levy, Wanselow, Williams, and other. 
3). The set of program modules for the searching of the geometry of objects that are physical equivalents of 
prototype elements. Among them there are the procedures for searching of AT-invertors physical equivalents on 
one free parameter, the procedure for searching the dimensions of a resonator with the given qualities and cen- 
tral frequencies on two free parameters; the program for determination of diaphragm aperture sizes that pro- 
vides the given coupling between two cavities or between two orthogonal modes within the same cavity and so 
on. 
4). The set of tuning or optimizing procedures, beginning with different iterative procedures for tuning of filter 
central frequencies and passbands and ending with gradient procedures of sophisticated "pulling" one fre- 
quency response to another one or with conventional procedures of frequency response optimization. 
5). The program modules for on-line response processing with the aim of determination of generalized charac- 
teristic data about frequency response and the data that are some derivatives of response, for example standing 
wave ratio, the variation of the group delay within given frequency band, and so on. 
6) "Internal" and "external" Windows interface software that is intended for the debugging and tuning different 
actual problem-oriented packages as well as for the users of CAD packages with fixed topology of the device 
With the aim of problem-oriented language and "internal" interface the various versions of frequency-selective 
device building may be verified and investigated. The best configuration is accepted as the physical base for the 
final version of CAD software and equipped with user's interface. 

Such a tool for software creation and investigation of different new filter and diplexer configurations 
made it possible to find some new solutions or new configurations even in this, relatively well-developed field 
of microwave technique. Do not claim for the completeness of state of the art describing we will give an ac- 
count of the peculiarities of the design, physical backgrounds or frequency responses for filters and diplexers 
that were considered in IRE NASU. 

Band pass filters on all-metal inserts 

The main configurations of millimeter waves BPFs are basing on planar (or fin-line) technologies The 
most known studied BPF is the filter with all-metal it-plane inserts (Fig. la). Peculiarities of design of such 
BPF are described in [1]. Owing to the possibility to use the calculation of the waveguide bifurcation S-matrix 
only and slow dispersion of its elements, it makes possible to use exact interpolation for the coefficients of nml- 
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timode matrix. The process of design, tuning and optimization such a filter takes 20-30 sec. on Pentium 200. 
At possible bandwidth up to 20% such a configuration has essential drawback caused by proximity of higher 
parasitic pass bands. If passband of such a BPF lies in low part of waveguide operation band then the parasitic 
pass band may appear in the upper part of operating band. The worse performances are characteristic for the 
filters, based on unilateral fin-lines, however they maybe more exactly fabricable (Fig. lb). 

d) e) f) 
Figure 1. Configurations all-metal band-pass filters 

Some improvement of situation may be achieved by stepped construction of filter housing [9], when different 
sections of the filter have distinguishing wide walls (see Fig. lc) and, correspondingly, the different frequencies 
of second resonances due to differing dispersions (see, more detailed report in this Proceedings). There is also 
the possibility to design some complicated constructions based on double metal inserts (Fig. Id, increasing a 
suppression in upper part of stop band) [2], on decreased cross-section of housing (Fig. 1 e, increasing a suppres- 
sion in low part of stop band) [3], and on widened cross-sections (Fig. If, some reduction of insertion loss 
within pass band) [3]. 

Band-pass filters on ridged waveguides 

The BPFs on ridged waveguides made it possible radically to. solve the problem of extra-band suppres- 
sion. The matter is the resonators of such filters are based on very short sections of ridged waveguides and the 
second resonant frequency of the filter resonators may dispose very far. As the result, we obtain the frequency 
response with increased stop band attenuation and range of suppression that extends up to second-third fre- 
quency harmonic. The physical reason of the possibility radically to short the resonators is the value of phase of 
reflection coefficient for the junctions between resonator waveguide and bounding loads. Usually corresponding 
phase corrections, that provide Xgj2 electrical length of the section, led to some geometrical shortening of 

actual section. However for the case of ridged waveguide sections, bounded by evanescent mode sections, end 
phase corrections led to the lengths some more than Xg/2, and consequently to the possibility to reduce the 

section length by entire Xgjl and obtain very short sections. Such resonators are known as bar resonators, our 

contribution into the design of such kind filters consists in new design technology based on initial üT-invertors 
approach, determination of new g-factors of filter resonators, that are reducing due to Xgjl -shortening, and 

finally, on redesign the filter geometry basing on the new set of £-invertors, that provide required g-factors of 
each section. 
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Another essential issue of described LPFs on ridged waveguides is the in/output transformers of a new 
A type. They can be used in BPFs too and are the sec- 

tions of ridged waveguide with the external dimen- 
, ~ sions equal to the ones for rectangular waveguide and 

* ' with the ridge thickness equals to the one for other 
ridges of the filter. Thus the transformer ridges may 
be performed on the same septum, as the filter as it- 

y self, without additional steps of external waveguide 
walls and, consequently on the base of simplest 
housing. 

Band-pass and band stop filters on resonant win- 
dows 

Figure 4. Low-pass filter onridged waveguide. Conventional resonant windows with stan- 

dard rectangular slot (Fig. 5a) can not be used in mil- 
limeter wave range because of very small slot Widths that are required to provide the needed qualities of full- 
transmission resonances [6]. It impedes their usage even in centimeter wave range. Except of the software for 
the synthesis of conventional BPFs on rectangular resonant windows the new one for multiapertore windows 
and for the windows with special configurations are developing. The matter is that there are the physical possi- 
bility (see the more detailed report in this Proceedings [7]) to increase essentially ß-fectar of full-transmission 
resonances at the same width of slot by means of a U-shaped slots with possible non-centered placement 
(Fig.5b, c). This increasing may be so essential (one-two orders) that such a filter may be used even in long- 

wave part of millimeter waves. 

a) b) c) d) 
Figure 5. U-shaped and multiaperture diaphragms. 

Another interesting phenomenon has been found at the investigation of multiaperture diaphragms 
(Fig 5d). It turned out that electromagnetic interaction of several apertures or, in other words, overlapping of 
two or more full-transmission resonances leads to the appearance of the full rejection resonances in between. It 
is very important that the geometries that provide wide frequency bands with good matching below and upper 
rejection point may be successfully found numerically. Another valuable feature is relatively wide slots of corre- 
sponding diaphragms. Together they open the way to create a new type of filters of centimeter and, may be, 

millimeter waves. 

Non-tuning dual-mode band-pass filters 

The filters with elliptic or pseudo-elliptic characteristics provide the solution of the most complicated 
problems of frequency selections. The existence of the couplings between non-adjacent sections makes it possi- 
ble to improve the skirt selectivity, placing the poles of insertion loss near edge frequencies of pass band. On 
the other hand, the usage of dual (or three)-mode resonators permit to reduce the weight and the dimensions of 
filters and multiplexers. The main problem of dual-mode filters was the complexity of their exact design and 
the problems associated with their tuning. At the present time some new configurations were proposed that can 
be precisely calculated and therefore are not needed any essential tuning after exact fabrication. One of them is 
four-pole dual-mode filter that was firstly described in [8]. Its special feature consists in replacement conven- 
tional tuning screws by large-aperture tilted rectangular diaphragm that can be precisely calculated by mode- 

matching technique. 
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Plain of 
symmetry 

a) b) 
Figure 2. Band-pass filters on ridged waveguides. 

There are two geometries of BPFs on the ridged waveguides: with additional in/output transformers 
(Fig. 2a) and without them (Fig. 2b). The matter is the transformer free configuration has indeed the upper 
boundaries of possible values of in/output AT-invertors, defined by the step junction between main and given 
ridged waveguide. The wider pass band of the filter the bigger the value of in/output BPF ^-invertörs and con- 
sequently we obtain that simplest configuration Fig. 2b can not be used if pass band is more 10-12%. 

Low-pass filters on tapered corrugated waveguides 

Low-pass filters (LPFs) on tapered 
corrugated configurations may be used up to 
short millimeter waves, taking into account 
the possibilities of electric discharge or elec- 
troforming machining. These filters are 
based on the series of successive it-plane 
symmetrical steps in rectangular waveguide 
with thin capacitive irises in between (Fig. 
3). Using the lumped-distributed Levy's cir- 
cuit theory prototypes and exact 2D electro- 
magnetic models for actual configuration it 
is possible to obtain very fast algorithm for 
the design of these LPFs [4]. Even without 
using the more time-consuming optimization 

procedures, i.e. immediately after the reconstruction of Z-invertor geometries and some adjustment of section 
lengths taking into account mulltimode iris-to-iris interaction, it is possible to obtain a low insertion loss within 
passband and good suppression up to fourth frequency harmonic of the main signal. For example, for 11- 
sections filter the return losses are non worse than 20 dB practically within entire waveguide operating band 
and calculated insertion loss within stop band, which begins closely to the end of operating band, lie in the 
range 60 to 100 dB. The exception is possible parasitic resonance between second and third harmonics bands, 
however it may be shift on frequency placement or essentially suppressed by changing set of heights of succes- 
sive steps or some parameters of prototype. In the worse case the band of bad suppression can be placed be- 
tween the bands of harmonics of useful signal. 

Low-pass filters on ridged waveguides 

The main features of LPFs on ridged waveguides (Fig. 4) derive from the fact of very high second 
resonant frequency of shortened sections (see above) that provide very efficient rejection of the signals includ- 
ing the fourth harmonic with more than 80 dB level of insertion loss (more detailed information see in special 
report in this Proceedings [5]). Corresponding software is based on the same algorithms as in tapered- 
corrugated case, however it is supplied by power optimization procedure. It turned out possible owing to special 
program SES-library tools that provide the possibility to save S-matrixes of a set of discontinuities in the hun- 
dreds of frequency points. 

Figure 3. Tapered-corrugated low-pass filter 
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We succeeded in the development software for the design not only four-pole filters, based on such a 
configuration, but for much more complicated six-pole and 8-pole filters as well (Fig. 6). Creation of general- 
ized software has required to solve a lot of separate problems and to elaborate the set of special algorithms and 
procedures- 1) procedure of synthesis of circuit theory prototypes according to the filter specification, taking 
into account possible nonstandard cases of specifications, for example non-symmetrical ones; 2) procedure of 
preliminary estimation of possible fields of diaphragm geometrical parameters and creation of the data base for 

■ the following multidimensional approxi- 
mating models (the latter makes possible 
to design such a filter even on Pentium 
200); 3) procedure of intermediate fine- 
adjustment of prototype on the base of fre- 

.   . quency response, obtained with electro- 
-y^  f magnetic model, aiming to take into ac- 

count possible response distortion due to 
diaphragm-to-diaphragm interaction. At 
the final stage of the filter fine-adjustment, 
the multidimensional optimization proce- 
dure is used directly to whole geometry of 

m-i the filter. The software was repeatedly used 
^ÄlUi^' for the design of filter the different fre- 

quency ranges from decimeter waves to 

Figure 6. 8-poles dual-mode band-pass filter millimeter waves. 
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Exclusive kind of microwave radiation generators continuously covering whole millimeter and 
submillimeter wave range are backward wave oscillator (BWO) tubes. Series of such tubes was developed by 
Golant with coauthors [1] in sixties and now are commercially available from "Istok" (Fryazino, Moscow 
region). The report is devoted to a new developments of phase lock loop (PLL) kind of frequency stabilization 
systems for these sources in the range up to beyond Terahertz as well as application of these systems for 
scientific and technical measurements. 

The operation of the first PLL stabilization system of millimeter and submillimeter-wave BWOs of kind of 
[1] in the range up to 350 GHz was demonstrated by our group in 1970 [2]. Then the operation range of the 
system was extended by steps up to 500 GHz in 1976 [3], up to 600 GHz in 1979 [4], up to 820 GHz in 1984 
[5]. Next considerable step towards high frequency range we made after joint development with Institute of 
Electronic Measurements "Kvarz" (Nizhny Novgorod) of series of commercial millimeter-wave frequency 
synthesizers covering all together the range 35-178 GHz [6]. The synthesizers are based on BWOs of kind of 
[1] stabilized by PLL system against stable radio signal. The synthesizers were used as source of reference 
radiation for stabilization of submillimeter-wave tubes as well as primary radiation sources. In 1994 working in 
collaboration with Cologne's University (Germany) we introduced the BWO PLL system operating up to 970 
GHz [7]. Later the range of the setup was extended up to the range of highest frequency tube - 1267 GHz [8- 
10]. Block-diagram of the system is presented in Fig. 1. 

BWO 
Power-supply 

Synthesizer 
78-118 GHz 

Multiplier 
Mixer      jp 

BWO 
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HV   (l-6kV) 

+      IEEE-4 
PC-control 

Beam 
Splitter 

BWO 

Control 
Signal 

Submillimeter-wave 
Radiation Output 

El Magnet 

100 Ohm 

Fig. 1. Block-diagram of submillimeter wave frequency synthesizer. 

The system performs stabilization of sumbillimeter-wave source radiation frequency against harmonic of 
radiation of millimeter-wave synthesizer, so function of controlling of the source is passed to the synthesizer. 
The synthesizer is one of the crucial part of the system since the basic properties of output submillimeter-wave 
radiation such as spectrum purity and bandwidth, frequency stability and accuracy, scanning abilities and step- 
width etc. are determined by corresponding properties of the synthesizer but multiplied by number of harmonic 
used for the PLL stabilization. The synthesizer and consequently output submillimeter-wave radiation is 
computer controlled through standard GPIB interface. Another crucial element of the system is specially 
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developed in our laboratory broad-band quasi-optical multiplier-mixer. The multiplier-mixer consists of a 
planar Schottky diode, mounted at the end of ridged 3-millimeter waveguide. The diode is placed in the focal 
point of a semiparabolic mirror illuminated by submillimeter-wave radiation. Once the mixer is properly 
adjusted, no further tuning is required. Construction of the mixer is shown in Fig. 2. 

IF Output 
and Bias 

150 -1000 GHz 
BWO Radiation 

Input 

IF Output 
Planar Diode in Parabolic 

Mirror Focal Point 

Ridged Waveguide for 
78-118 GHz Reference 

Signal 
78-118 GHz 
Reference 

Input 

Fig. 2. Broad-band multiplier-mixer for submillimeter-wave range. 

Synchronizer includes low noise intermediate frequency amplifier, phase sensitive detector, output amplifier 
and serving electronics. For the first time this system was installed and used for the high resolution spectroscopy 
at Cologne's University (Germany) and later spread all over the world from Canada, to Japan. A sub-Doppler 
spectral resolution, a few kilohertz accuracy of frequency measurements, availability of non-stop single 
frequency scan length up to 200 GHz with a minimum step of 500 Hz, were demonstrated [7-10]. At present 
time the spectrometer has highest performance in the world. 

Similar but a bit different approach to output radiation control we used developing the laboratory prototype 
of commercial frequency synthesizer in the range 178 - 370 GHz (covered by two BWOs of corresponding 
range). The device is designed by analogy with, and as continuation of aforementioned series of "Kvarz" 
synthesizers [6]. Block-diagram of the device is presented in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Block-diagram of 178-370 GHz frequency synthesizer. 
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Three previous examples demonstrate as frequency stabilization of radiation source leads to development of 
high precision frequency measurements. Two following examples shows that use of precise frequency methods 
allows to perform precise "amplitude" measurements. 

While working on BWO radiation frequency multiplication [13] and having precisely controlled by use of 
PLL system source of radiation in the range of 1-3 mm we developed universal method of measurement of 
conversion losses for every separate harmonic with numbers from 2 to 5 produced and radiated by multiplier. 
The method is based on measurement of absorption of radiation in spectral lines with known intensity and 
acoustic detection of this absorption. Block-diagram of the experiment is shown in Fig. 5. 

Acoustic 
Cell - ^, 

Multi- 
plier 

Frequency 
Synthesizer 

cLb 

Recorder 

Fig. 5. Block-diagram of radiation frequency multiplication experiments. 

The radiation of the source passed through the multiplier and containing both fundamental radiation and 
harmonics is directed into acoustic gas cell (radio-acoustic detector [4]) commonly used in our spectroscopic 
experiments. The cell is filled by gas with well known spectrum. Observed spectral lines are recorded and 
analyzed by PC. Following properties of the acoustic detector in addition to its high sensitivity make it crucial 
element of the method: i) sensitivity of radio-acoustic detector is independent from frequency range, 
polarization and space mode of the radiation; ii) there is no signal from the acoustic detector if there is no 
absorption in the spectral line of gas inside the cell; iii) output signal has linear dependence from the radiation 
power which was absorbed inside the gas cell. Thus a minor power of a few nanowatt at any particular harmonic 
may be detected in spite of the fact that at the same time hundreds of milliwatt of fundamental power and other 
harmonics are passing through the cell but do not produce any signal. So spectral lines of the gas are that 
frequency-selective element which allows us to distinguish one harmonic from another and those from 
fundamental. The main criterion of identification of observed line is coincidence of its frequency with 
calculated line frequency taken from the spectrum data base. The use of PLL stabilization of the fundamental 
radiation source supports the method with so high accuracy of line frequency measurement that the line 
identification is undoubted. The observed spectral line width is an additional criterion for the line identification. 
Due to the principal of lines observation the frequency step of radiation scanning through a range is determined 
by frequency step of fundamental radiation, but for radiation on harmonics the value of the step should be 
multiplied by corresponding harmonic number. So if higher is the harmonic number then narrower is the 
linewidth of observed line. The amplitude of observed line is in direct proportion to the line intensity (except 
the case of too strong absorption which can be estimated beforehand) and to the power of radiation. So 
comparison of amplitude of observed lines with known intensities allows us to perform quantitative comparison 
of power in different harmonics. In particular such important characteristic of multiplier as conversion losses 
can be determined. Dynamic range of such measurements is limited by the acoustic sell sensitivity and in our 
experiment it was about 55 dB. Accuracy of the method is limited by variation of power of radiation inside the 
acoustic cell due to parasitic interference when frequency of radiation is changed from one line to another. In 
our experiments the accuracy of measurements was about 20%. Use of this method for the first time gave 
possibility in real time to make tuning and ajusting of submillimeter-wave multipliers at every harmonic. 

Computer controlled and stabilized by PLL system microwave source of radiation in combination with 
spectral line shape processing software and Fabry-Perot cavity with quality factor more than 600000 helped us 
to develop method of ultralow absorption measurements in dielectrics [14]. Open Fabry-Perot resonators are 
uniquely suitable for studying dielectric properties of low-loss materials. The absorption measurements in this 
case comes to measurements of quality factor of the empty and loaded resonator. There is a sufficient variety of 
measurement and calculation techniques to obtain a dielectric properties of gas, liquid and solid samples but in 
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Conventional BWO tube from Istok of kind of OB-24 or OB-30 is placed in a compact permanent magnet 
system. The output radiation of the tube is stabilized by PLL system against harmonic of 10-12 GHz signal. 
This signal is generated by base block of "Kvarz" synthesizer which is in fact precise frequency synthesizer of 
this range. The base block produces also a signal for the BWO power supply to address the radiation of the tube 
to required frequency range where it will be automatically caught and locked by PLL system. Further precise 
control of the tube output radiation is performed by controlling of the 10-12 GHz signal of the base block by PC 
through GPIB interface. The multiplier-mixer is of balance type based on couple of planar Schottky diodes 
glued on a fin-line inside a 3-millimeter wave-guide. The synchronizer is of the same kind as we use for 
stabilization of submillimeter-wave BWOs. Workability of the synthesizer in such configuration was 
demonstrated up to_ 500 GHz. Main parameters of the synthesizer output radiation are following: relative 
frequency stability -10'8 with inner quartz reference oscillator and 10'11 with use of external 5 MHz signal from 
rubidium standard; radiation bandwidth - 1 kHz; minimal frequency step 100 Hz.; output power 5-50 mW 
(depending from BWO output). The synthesizer was successfully used for high resolution spectroscopy [11]. 

In close collaboration with spectroscopy group of Lille's University (France) the aforenamed PLL technique 
developed for frequency stabilization of BWOs was successfully used for stabilization of continuous wave far 
infrared laser. The preliminary work done in this direction is described in ref. [12]. The FIR laser working in the 
range 0.6 - 2.5 THz and serving as radiation source in sideband spectrometer was for the first time stabilized 
against harmonic of 78-118 GHz synthesizer. Block-diagram of the setup is presented in Fig.4. 

Cavity Length 
Control 

VL-nVs = 
350 MHz 

Far Infrared Laser 
VL 

78-118 GHz 
Synthesizer 

Multiplier- 
mixer 

Coupler 

Fig. 4. Block-diagram of FIR laser stabilization. 

Minor part of laser radiation is split and mixed with radiation of 78-118 synthesizer by quasi-optical 
multiplier-mixer of the same kind as described above. The beat-note signal at frequency 350 MHz after low 
noise preamplifier is analyzed by commercial HP spectrum analyzer. For the laser stabilization achievement we 
used two facts. First, that internal frequency-meter of the analyzer allows to measure frequency of beat-note 
signal in a "marker tracking" mode with accuracy 1 kHz, and second that the full information about the beat- 
note signal may be in real time transferred to computer through GPIB interface. The computer in a real time 
processes the information and through fast GPIB card and special interface controls micro-step motor. The 
motor changes the laser cavity length and consequently frequency of radiation of the laser by such way that 
frequency of beat-note signal remains constant. As it's seen, such stabilization is not of PLL kind but just 
ordinary so called frequency stabilization, when the system reacts in proportion to frequency difference between 
stable reference signal and signal which has to be stabilized, so the frequency of the last one is constant only in 
average. Nevertheless in such frequency lock loop we achieved the frequency stability of the laser radiation 
better than 50 kHz Such good result became possible due to the fact that emission of the laser itself has narrow 
bandwidth and is quite stable in a short time but its frequency is slowly drifting due to temperature effects which 
can be easy eliminated by our stabilization system. Advantage of our system in comparison with other systems 
with frequency stabilization loop is - it doesn't need frequency modulation of the laser radiation. The 
stabilization increased accuracy of frequency measurements of the spectrometer in about order of magnitude. 
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any case all the information about absorption is contained in a broadening of resonance width of loaded 
resonator in comparison with the empty one. For achieving the highest sensitivity of absorption measurements, 
the highest quality factor of the resonator together with precise method of the resonance curve width 
measurements should be developed. In course of the work we concentrated on increase signal-to-noise ratio, 
optimization of radiation source and resonator geometry, coupling, detection and signal processing. Special 
work had been performed to reach the highest possible quality factor of the cavity. We minimized coupling, 
diffraction and atmospheric losses and maximized the reflection coefficient of mirrors. Quality from 560000 up 
to 670000 depending from working frequencies and different resonator geometries (which is practical limit of 
the quality factor of the Fabry-Perot resonator with non-cooled mirrors) has been achieved. To increase signal- 
to-noise ratio we used 100% amplitude modulation of radiation, selective amplifier at the modulation frequency 
and synchronous detection of the signal from detector as well as data accumulation and long time averaging. 
The software used in this measurements was developed earlier for precise studies of molecular collisional 
broadening. Block-diagram of the experiment is given in Fig.6. 

IBM PC 

Oscilloscope 

Fig. 6. Block-diagram of ultralow absorption measurements in dielectrics. 

"Kvarz" microwave synthesizer [6] of 78-118 GHz range is used as source of radiation . The resonator is 
connected with synthesizer and detector by quasioptical 3 dB splitter. Amplitude modulation of the synthesizer 
radiation is made by pin-diode. The teflon film placed under 45 degrees angle to the resonator axis serves for 
coupling the resonator. A plane parallel sample of a dielectric is placed in the center of the resonator 
perpendicular to its axis. Computer controls the synthesizer scanning step-by-step over frequency range of 
resonance band of the resonator and for each step captures the amplitude of the signal from detector. Digital 
synchronous detector (DSD) mounted in plug-in PC board was used for data acquisition. Resonance curve 
obtained by such way was fitted to the Lorentzian profile by least-squares method. 

After optimization of experimental conditions the absolute accuracy of measurement of the cavity respond 
width was increased up to 500 Hz at 110 GHz frequency of radiation. Total measurement time was 130 sec. (15 
resonance curve records). The limit sensitivity recalculated from such accuracy corresponds to the loss tangent 
less than 10"8 minimal detectable absorption for case of completely filled by dielectric cavity. Counting in 
absolute units it means that absorption of 0.1 dB/km can be detected by use of Fabry-Perot resonator of 300 
millimeter length. For the interpretation of obtained accuracy in terms of absorption measurement in solid or 
liquid dielectric sample situated in the resonator a real case must be considered. We used the method when a 
plane-parallel dielectric placed in the resonator perpendicular to its axis has "resonant" optical thickness: i.e. 
constituting exactly integer number of half wavelengths at one of the resonator eigenfrequencies. In this case 
rather simple expressions for calculation of loss tangent from experimental data may be used [15]. The 
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condition of "resonant" thickness can be easy obtained by tuning the synthesizer frequency. Then assuming 10% 
of standard deviation of measurement error (what corresponds to about 7 kHz resonance curve difference of 
loaded and empty resonator) we get following loss tangent values: 6.9 10"7 for sapphire plate and 5.510"7 for 
silicon plate both of about 3 mm thickness and 610"6 for diamond plate of thickness 0.57 mm. (This estimation 
is made for materials and their thicknesses practically used for windows of powerful gyrotrons.) Such accuracy 
is more than sufficient for loss tangent measurements at the present state of low-loss materials development. 

The achieved level of sensitivity exceeds the one obtained earlier by more than two orders. The method, can 
be used not only for gyrotron output windows analysis (the problem of developing of ultralow absorbing 
windows was mentioned as the main difficulty at the creation of 1 MW CW gyrotrons) but for diagnostics of 
high purity semiconductors, for measurements of thin films properties, for investigation of absorption 
temperature dependencies etc. 

The same method may be used for precise measurements of radiation reflection coefficient from highly 
reflective surfaces. 

Although the experiment was made in 3 millimeter-wave range, similar technics exist up to frequencies 
exceeding 1 THz, so described measurements are affordable at the whole millimeter and submillimeter wave 
bands. 

The work described at this report was supported in part by Russian Fund for Basic Research (RFBR) Grant 
No 97-02-16593 and joint RFBR-DFG Grant No 98-03-04072 and State Program "Fundamental Metrology". 
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES IN THE MILLIMETER RANGE. 
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Here we present some results of our investigations of the different material properties (complex 
refractive index, permittivity, transmission and reflection coefficients) of dielectrics, semiconductors, ferrites, 
composite materials, and materials for practical use at wavelengths from 3 to 0.6 mm [1-4]. 

We have used beam waveguide technique [1] and backward wave oscillators as the sources. The 
interval of the real part n of the complex index is from 1.05 to 20, and the interval of loss tangent 

tan (5 = Inkjyn2 - k2) is from 10 "5 to 1. Here n and k are real and imaginary parts of the complex 

refractive index. For «, k and tan 5 determination we have used beam waveguide versions of complex 

transmission t - \t\e"p'  and reflection r - \r\e"Pr  measurement methods including interferometers. The 

measurement errors are about (1-2)% for \t\  and \r\2, and 3°-5° for arg t and argr. 

Tables 1-5 present the measured values of n and tan£ ore e' = n2 

main materials under test. 

Table 1. Low loss liquids properties 

k2 and s" - Ink of the 

No liquid n ±0.3% tan£  xlO3  ±10% X, mm 
1 octane 1.396 0.74 0.63 
2 nonane 1.405 0.93 0.63 
3 decane 1.407 0.83 0.63 
4 cyklohexane 1.424 0.5 0.63 
5 crude oil 1.47-1.51 0.8-1.5 2.0 

Here we present the liquids with the. minimum loss in the near millimeter region. 

Table 2.Lossy liquids properties. 

No liquid S' ±5% S"  ±10% A, mm 
1 H20 6.3 8.8 2.0 

H20 5.1 5.1 1.03 
H20 4.7 4.0 0.74 
H20 4.5 3.5 0.58 

2 DMCO 3.39 1.6 0.9 
3 (CH3)2CO 3.04 3.23 0.99 
4 CH3COC2H5 2.69 2.19 1.02 
5 CH3N02 3.19 5.16 1.02 
6 C6H10O 2.62 1.06 1.02 

We investigated also water-alcohol solutions, NaCl -water and KC1 - water solutions, and water crude 
oil emulsions. 

For water content determination we use some methods and biockdiagrams: modus and phase of 
transmission coefficient measurements using different types of waveguides and coupling with material under 
test. 
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For example, moisture meter in spirit is based on dielectric waveguide prepared from Si and has 
sensitivity 0.5-0.7 db/1% H20  for moisture <10% at frequencies 26-30 Ghz. 

The Table 3 presents low loss solid dielectrics properties. 

Table 3. Low loss dielectrics properties. 

No Material n ±0.5% tan«? xlO3 ±10% X, mm 

1 Teflon (unsintered) 1.35-1.44 0.23-0.26 0.63 

2 Teflon (sintered) 1.43 0.7 1.3 

3 Polyethylene 1.53 0.6 0.63 

4 Polypropylene 1.51 0.6 0.63 

5 TPX 1.44 0.41 1.3 

6 Polystyrene 1.59 2.4 0.9 

7 Rexolite-1422 1.59 2.4 1.0 

8 Duroid-5880 1.48 0.9 3.0 

9 Teflon -4MB 1.42 1.2 0.63 

Here unsintered Teflon had density from 1.3 to 2.2 g/cm3. 
The Table 4 presents the measured values of« and tan 8 of low loss materials with «>1.7. 

Table 4. Low loss solid. 

No Material n ±0.5% tan<5 xlO3 ±10% X, mm 

1 Si02 (crystal) n, =2.45 0.55 2.18 

Si02 (crystal) no=2.10 0.56 2.18 

2 Si02 (fused) 1.95 1.4 0.85 

3 Si02 (ceramic) 1.92 0.67 1.0 

4 A1203 (ceramic) 3.10 0.26 2.18 

5 BeO 2.63 1.2 1.0 

6 MgF2 1.16 0.6 1.2 
7 A1N 2.88 0.7 1.4 

8 GGG 3.51 1.3 1.15 

9 NB 1.72 1.5 0.87 

10 MgAl204 2.90 1.0 1.0 

11 GaAs (p>108 Om-cm) 3.60 0.2 2.24 

12 Si (p=25-104 Om-cm) 3.42 0.08 1.46 

13 YIG, Ni-Zn, Li- ferrites 3.54-3.95 0.8-1.5 2.0 

Table 5.Building materials characteristics, X=2 mm 

No Material n ±1% tmS xio2 ±20% 

1 Brick (p=1.5 g/cm3) 1.8 3.5-4.2 

2 Concrete (p=1.7 g/cm3) 2.4 5.0-5.5 

3 Asphalt (p= 1.3 g/cm3) 1.5 8.0 

4 Sand (p=1.8 g/cm3) 1.6 2.5 

5 Pine-tree wood (moisture <7%) 1.4 3.4/2.0 
6 Glass 1.45 5.0 
7 Veneer fd=7.6 mm) 1.5 2.6/1.4 
8 Marble 1.5 1.0 
9 Organic glass 1.6 1.5 
10 Cardboard 1.8 6.0 
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There are many lossy solids materials with s' up to 300, and absorption up to 100 db/mm (BaTi03. 
TGSS RDP, La0 5Lio.5Ti03, ferroepoxy). Some of these materials are anisotropic, other are composits. 

Building materials properties (Table 5) are of interest for communications and other applications as 
well as for nondestructive test. 

In Table 5. less value of tan S for pine-tree wood corresponds to electrical field perpendicular to 
wood fiber. For some application it is interesting to know clothes and other common use materials 
characteristics at millimeter wavelengths. 

Transparency of clothes decreases, as frequency increases, from 99-84% at A. =1.6 mm to 76-37% at 
X=0.4 mm. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Important aspects in future automotive concepts are comfort, reduced energy consumption and 

particularly improved safety. To optimize these points a precise sensing of the vehicle 

parameters and the environmental conditions is necessary. For example the velocity of a 

vehicle, the tilt angle, the height above ground and especially for active distance control and 

for autonomous driving the road condition have to be known. Well suited to carry out these 

tasks are radar sensors in the millimeter wave range. However, separate sensors for each 

purpose are uneconomic. Thus the merging of such sensor types to one multifunctional sensor 

system is needed. Therefore a millimeter wave radar system which is mounted at 'the bottom 

of a car was conceived to measure the mentioned values and to get information about the road 

condition- The sensor consists of two modules with a combined bistatic/monostatic 

arrangement. Module 1 acts as a transceiver whereas module 2 is a receiving frontend. A 

schematic view of the arrangement of both modules is shown in Fig.l. 

Transmit frequency fs        f +Af 

^.Sensor. 
Module 1   Ik Jff   Module 2 

w \:]/' -. * - /     Roadway 
ii        ■ i Jf jm?mm\ ■■ i i   \   /■■■■■■■i    in  »n ■■um 

Mgurel: Schematic view of the arrangement of the bistatic (module 1) and monostatic 

(module 2) frontends of the multifunctional radar system. 
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The transmitting part (module 1) radiates a frequency modulated signal alternately in two 

orthogonal polarizations at the frequency fs. The receiving parts work with an LO frequency 

fs-Af and detect both polarizations of the scattered signal simultaneously. From the resulting 

Doppler spectra and a distance measurement, the velocity, the tilt angle and the height with 

respect to ground and the direction of the movement of a vehicle can be derived as is 

described in [1]. From the polarimetric information a classification of the road condition is 

possible. The polarization of the backscattered signals is projected on the Poincare-sphere. 

Qualitative changes of the polarization state for transitions from smooth to rough asphalt and 

dry to wet surface are depicted in Fig. 2. 

In a first approach the sensor was built in conventional waveguide technique. In this 

evaluation system, the transmit signal in the ISM-band at 61 GHz is generated by a varactor 

quadrupler. The transmit polarisation is changed by a pin-switch. The transmit signal is 

radiated by a corrugated feed horn which is fed by an orthomode-transducer. Isolation 

between transmitted and reflected signals is realized by circulators. The received signals are 

downconverted in subharmonically pumped mixers. Photographs of the transmit and receive 

frontends are shown in Fig. 3a, b. The corresponding block circuit diagrams of the modules 

are also depicted. 

smooth-*- rough asphalt 
Road condition dry-»-wet asphalt 
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X 
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X 
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if 

M2: 
receive mode 
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rtgure 2: Change of the polarization state of the backscattered waves for the transition from 

smooth to rough asphalt and from dry to wet roadway. 
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Figure3a: Photograph and block circuit diagram of the bistatic frontend (module 1). 

Figure3b: Photograph and block circuit diagram of the monostatic frontend (module 2). 
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To meet the low cost requirement for mass production SIMMWIC (Silicon Millimeter-wave 

Integrated Circuits) technology is a promising way [2]. The monolithic integration of active 

devices combined with antenna structures on high resistivity silicon leads to complete single 

chip transmitter or receiver circuits. Therefore the second step was to realize the millimeter 

wave circuits of both modules with monolithic SIMMWICs. To achieve a flat arrangement 

which can easily mounted at the bottom of a car a leaky wave antenna [3] was developed and 

coupled to the SIMMWTC chips. The antenna consists of a dielectric plate with a thickness of 

nXdiei I 4 and a relative permittivity of 20, which is located at half a free-space wavelength of 

the radiated signal above a conducting plane. With this configuration, an antenna gain of 

20 dB is achieved. A schematic cross-sectional view of the integrated frontend is depicted in 

Fig. 4. 

Leaky-wave structure dielectric plate 

HäSHBSr 
impart B^^KmCj 

llliifiiliiifi 
"* w*sJffl&Sli!!m waveguide. 

:utoff-channel , SIMMWIC-circuits 

LTCC ceramic carrier 

Figure 4: Cross-sectional view of the integrated frontend 

The planar silicon millimeterwave oscillators are located in cutoff channels. The generated 

signal is guided by a waveguide section. The chips are protected from environmental 

influences by a A/2 dielectric plate through which the rf-signal is coupled to the leaky-wave 

antenna structure. Phase coherence of the system is realized by subharmonic injection locking 

[4] of the millimeterwave circuits to a source at a third (20.4 GHz) of the operating frequency 

of the radar system which could, for example be realized by a phase locked SiGe-HBT 

oscillator, hi the receiver frontends, the received signals are downconverted to an intermediate 

frequency by application of the self-mixing properties of the SIMMWIC-oscillators [5]. A 
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block diagram of the millimeterwave frontend is shown in Fig. 5. A view of a milled structure 

for evaluation purposes and a photograph of the realized injection moulded frontend structure 

are depicted in Fig. 6. 

20.4 GHz 
SiGe-HBT 
Oscillator 
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i_ SIMMWIC- 
Oscillator 

Balun/ 
Matching 
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61.2 
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Balun/ 
Matching 
Circuit 

61.2 
GHz 

IF-Signals, 
DC-Bias 

Figure 5: Block diagram of the integrated radar frontend 
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Figure 6: Left:    Milled structure for the evaluation of the frontend concept 

Right: Powder injection moulded frontend housing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As a rule, an advent of new high-power sources of coherent electromagnetic radiation is followed by 
development of novel technological applications. The invention of a gyrotron made it possible to master the 
millimeter wave range (frequencies from 10 to 300 GHz). Until recently, the main application area of high-power 
gyrotrons was plasma heating in nuclear fusion reactors. A radically new interest in the use of the millimeter- 
wave (mm-wave) radiation arose in the late 80's. New expectations were associated with the potential offered by 
the mm-wave power for industrial applications. Owing to an intermediate position of the mm-wave radiation on 
the frequency scale, this radiation can be used either as a wave beam similar to the laser beam, or for feeding 
applicators in which the microwave energy is spread over a large volume. In the former case, intense wave beams 
can be utilized for surface treatment of materials. In the latter case, volumetric heating of materials provides a 
basis for various applications. Along with the benefits for applications provided by the controllable, inertialess 
nature of the mm-wave heating, there is much evidence in favor of specific nonthermal influence of the high- 
frequency electromagnetic fields on the materials, which may further increase the industrial potential of the mm- 
wave processing methods. This paper outlines the research in the field of mm-wave processing of materials 
undertaken at the Institute of Applied Physics (IAP) over the last decade. 

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES 

Since the invention of a gyrotron, IAP has been keeping leadership both in the fundamental studies of 
gyrotron operation and in the development and production of gyrotrons. In addition to gyrotrons operating in 
pulse mode with the output power up to a megawatt at frequencies 50-170 GHz, a specialized 20 kW CW, 30 
GHz gyrotron for the processing of materials was developed [1]. As a result, today IAP has a unique set of 
facilities for the feasibility studies in the potential application areas of the mm-wave power. 

The 20 kW CW, 30 GHz gyrotron is a key component of the Gyrotron Heating System (see Fig. 1). The 
System includes the following major components: 

- gyrotron with variable output power, complete with a warm magnet system, 
- three-mirror quasioptical transmission & focusing line, 
- microwave furnace 50 cm in diameter and 60 cm in height, 
- furnace vacuum system for operation in the pressure range (1 - 2-105) Pa, 
- temperature measurement and computer-based process control system. 

The same structure of equipment is used in the systems operating with gyrotrons having the output power about 
20 kW CW at frequencies 37 and 84 GHz. These gyrotrons (available commercially from the GYCOM company, 
Nizhny Novgorod, Russia), have built-in converters for shaping the output radiation as a Gaussian wave-beam. 

The set of equipment currently available at IAP allows implementation of a broad-scale study of both 
volumetric and surface processing of materials. The diversity of the radiation parameters, viz. frequency, power 
range, modes of operation, is of paramount importance whenever the research pursues either of the two goals: to 
clarify the specific effect inherent to the mm-wave processing, and to determine optimal conditions for yielding 
high-quality final products. 
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Fig.l. 20 kW CW 30 GHz Gyrotron System. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH 

The volumetric nature of the microwave heating is a distinctive feature that underlies virtually all 
industrially implemented processes. From a physical standpoint, volumetric absorption of microwave radiation 
eliminates the need in energy transfer by thermal conduction which is relatively slow in dielectric materials. 
Technically, the absence of massive furnaces and heaters leads to significant reductions in process duration and 
energy consumption. These and other factors contributed to broad utilization of microwave energy for such 
industrial applications as food processing, wood drying, rubber vulcanization etc. [2] All processes industrially 
implemented to date utilize decimeter-wavelength or radio-frequency (rf) radiation which is efficiently absorbed 
in the mentioned materials due to high content of water and/or organic substances in them. The temperatures 
needed for these processes are relatively low (< 100 - 200 °C). 

In recent years, application of microwave energy to high-temperature processing of materials, such as 
sintering and joining of ceramics, deposition of various functional coatings, etc., has been extensively 
investigated. The interest drawn to these applications is not even due to potential energy savings (although these 
can be especially substantial for high-temperature processes) but mostly due to the prospects of creating materials 
with novel properties. For example, densification of ceramic materials during sintering is always accompanied by 
recrystallization grain growth, which leads to the coarsening of microstructure and deterioration of mechanical 
properties [3]. A reduction in the sintering time due to volumetric heating results in obtaining ceramic materials 
with fine and uniform microstructure and enhanced mechanical properties. 

The advantages of the use of mm-wave power for high-temperature processes based on volumetric 
heating of materials are well recognized now (see, for example, [4, 5]). Mastering the new frequency range 
means a significant extension of the range of materials which can be processed effectively with electromagnetic 
radiation. For example, among the structural ceramic materials most promising are those based on silicon nitride 
and pure oxides. It is well known how low the dielectric losses of these materials are at frequencies < 2.45 GHz. 
Their processing by microwaves in that frequency range is only possible with the so-called hybrid systems which 
utilize at the initial stage of heating additional heat sources or additional objects with high microwave loss. 
However, since microwave absorptivity of the ceramic materials increases rapidly with frequency, they can be 
directly processed by the mm-wave radiation. 
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Another advantage of the mm-wave processing is higher uniformity of the electromagnetic energy 
distribution within the applicator. Because of productivity requirements, for most industrial purposes it is 
necessary to utilize overmoded cavities as applicators. The degree of uniformity of electromagnetic field in such 
cavities depends upon the ratio LIX, where L is cavity dimension, and X is wavelength. In the mm-wave range it 
is possible to use untuned multimode applicators with LIX ä 100. High uniformity of the electromagnetic energy 
distribution is achieved as a result of the superposition of hundreds modes excited simultaneously. Perhaps the 
most convincing demonstration of the feasibility of mm-wave processing for producing large-size and complex- 
shape ceramic parts was the sintering of silicon nitride buckets 0 200 mm x 200 mm performed in Japan [6]. 

The volumetric nature of mm-wave/microwave heating, combined with surface heat losses, gives rise to 
a specific dome-like temperature distribution within the material undergoing processing. Under these conditions, 
processes involving the gas phase, such as reaction sintering and infiltration of porous structures, occur in the 
form of propagation of the reaction/transformation front from the (hotter) core of the material towards its surface. 
Due to slower densification at the periphery, the gas phase retains access to the core, which results in a drastic 
reduction of the total process time. In particular, a more than an order of magnitude rate enhancement has been 
observed in reaction synthesis of silicon nitride, sintering of HTSC ceramics, and membrane infiltration [4]. 

In our studies of mm-wave sintering of ceramics we were mostly interested in the physical aspects of the 
processes and in those factors which could be responsible for their specific features. The existence of such 
features follows directly from a comparison between the regimes of the mm-wave and conventional sintering of 
various ceramic materials. As seen from Table 1, mm-wave sintering typically requires significantly shorter hold 
times (about an order of magnitude less than the conventional sintering times) and a lower temperature. 
Apparently, the duration of the high-temperature stage of sintering is reduced by about an order of magnitude for 
virtually all ceramic materials, independent of their chemical composition, atomic bond type, and crystalline 
structure of the initial powder material. Higher heating rates and shorter hold times reduce the duration of the 
entire thermal treatment phase of the production cycle from 20 + 40 hours (typical in conventional sintering) 
down to 5 + 10 hours; energy consumption is reduced by more than an order of magnitude. 

Table 1. Comparison between the regimes of microwave and conventional sintering [7-10] 

Material 
Heating rate, 

°C/min 
T      "C 1 max»   ^ 

mm-wave / conventional 
Hold time, min 

mm-wave / conventional 

A1203 

BaTi03, Pb(Zr Ti)03 

Si3N4(+Al20,.&Y203) 

50 -r 200 

50 + 100 

50 

1500/1550 

1250/1350 

1700/1800 

10/120+150 

5+10/120 

10+15/120 

As a typical example of the difference between the microstructures of the mm-wave and conventionally 
sintered materials, shown in Fig. 2 are scanning electron microscopy images of technical grade A1203 ceramics. 
As a consequence of a finer and more uniform microstructure obtained via the mm-wave sintering, structural 
A1203- and Si3N4-based ceramics possess noticeably higher strength and fracture toughness, whereas 
piezoceramics and electroceramics exhibit enhanced functional properties [10]. 

''5n« ■** *%* .V ^ M   ■•"'■""r' 'i 

Fig. 2. Microstructure of Al203-based ceramics (x4000): a) sintered conventionally, b) sintered with mm-waves 
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High thermal treatment rates and short sintering times make the mm-wave heating a promising method 
for obtaining nanostructured ceramics. The ductility and deformation rates of polycrystalline materials increase 
with decreasing crystallite size, d, as d'2... d A. A transition from a 1 um grain size (as in today's fine ceramics) 
to grain sizes on the order of tens of nanometers would render the ceramic material ductile at moderate 
temperatures. This would facilitate net-shape forming of ceramic parts and eliminate the need in expensive and 
ecologically hazardous finish machining. The results of experiments with Ti02 ceramics [11] have demonstrated 
that by mm-wave heating at rates 100 -s- 300 °C/min it is possible to obtain a sufficiently dense ceramic material 
while retaining the average grain size in the nanometer range. The mechanical properties of the nanostructured 
Ti02 are noticeably different from those of common ceramics; in particular, its microhardness exceeds the 
microhardness of a single crystalline rutile by more than 30 %. 

Processing of materials with intense mm-wave beams has been studied at IAP since the 80's [12]. In 
principle, processing of materials based on local heating with mm-wave beams can be considered as one more 
method for surface treatment of materials by intense energy flows, which is alternative or additional to such 
widely used in practice techniques as electron and ion beams, plasma processing, and laser irradiation. The 
systems using intense mm-wave beams appear to be very similar to the systems based on infrared lasers. In fact, 
when exploiting an up-to-date gyrotron, a power density as high as 106 W/cm2 can be achieved by focusing the 
radiation in a spot of about X2 in size. Wave beams can easily be transported virtually without attenuation over a 
distance of tens of meters and scanned across the surface using a simple guiding system. The processing itself can 
be performed in any atmosphere and at any pressure. Yet, mm-wave systems possess a number of advantages 
from the viewpoint of their potential application. Among them are: higher efficiency of the source of radiation 
(>40 %; 60% for gyrotrons with a depressed collector); higher output power from a single source (when 
necessary, power on the order of 100 kW can be produced); much simpler quasioptical systems for wave beam 
transmission. Such systems are capable of transporting the radiation virtually without any loss and hence without 
their own heating, which is very important for applications. The most serious limitation of the use of the mm- 
wave beam system is a lower threshold for the microwave gas breakdown, which decreases even more in the case 
of high-temperature surface processing of materials. 

An example illustrating wavebeam processing of materials is an experimental study of the joining of 
high-temperature superconductive layers to metal tapes [13]. Tapes of various metal alloys were covered with a 
slurry of YBaCuO mixed with an organic binder. By varying the processing conditions, viz., the wavebeam 
intensity, tape motion velocity, temperature value and temperature profile along the tape, different types of 
joining conditions were achieved. Among them were the joining via solid-state reactions, via partial melting of 
the YBaCuO layer, and via melting and subsequent crystallization in a temperature gradient. In the latter case, 
layers with a well-textured structure which had good adhesion to the metal tape and the critical temperature of 
transition to the superconductive state above 90 K were obtained. However, as it is common for the YBaCuO 
ceramics, the critical current density was low (about 100 A/cm2). 

It is easy to roughly estimate the output that can be achieved in such energy-demanding process as 
melting of a refractive coating layer on a substrate. Taking typical values for the coating layer parameters and 
assuming that 50 % of the incident power is absorbed in the layer, from energy balance considerations it follows 
that the melted area is linked to the wavebeam intensity as S (cm2/ s) ~ P (kW), i.e., when using a gyrotron with 
power of several tens of kilowatts, the output of the process is quite acceptable for industrial applications. 

On the whole, it can be argued that the use of the mm-wave beam technique for surface processing of 
materials possesses a considerable potential, and only a few of possible appplications have been investigated to 
date. 

THEORETICAL STUDIES 

The search for the physical mechanism(s) underlying the field-specific (non-thermal) effects in the 
microwave processing of materials involved theoretical studies. These started from the observation that in the 
solids with ionic crystalline structure, electrically charged vacancies can act as the recipients of the microwave 
field action. The vacancy flux, J, thus consists of the diffusion and drift parts: 

J = -£»V' N+DNqE/kT, (1) 
where D is diffusivity, N is concentration, and q is effective electric charge of vacancies, E is the vector of 
electric field. Even in comparatively weak electric fields, the amplitude of the drift part of the vacancy flux 
exceeds the characteristic value of the diffusion part [14], However, since vacancy drift in HF fields is 
oscillatory, a non-zero averaged effect can only exist due to a nonlinear "rectification" of currents. The 
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nonlinearity in ionic crystals can originate from the field-induced space charge perturbations. This effect can be 
described quantitatively within a model consisting of the continuity equations (written for each sort of vacancies), 

dN±/dt + (V-J±) = 0, (2) 
and the Maxwell equations, 

(V-E) = 47ip/e, (3) 
(VxE) = 0, (4) 

where p = (\q+\N+-\q.\NJ is density of space charge, and s is the lattice dielectric constant of the material 
under consideration. The quasistatic approximation used here corresponds to an ionic crystalline body (i.e., a 
powder particle in ceramics) whose dimensions are small compared with the electromagnetic wavelength. 

In a uniform single crystal the electromagnetic field, varying sinusoidally in time, does not perturb the 
concentration of vacancies and induces only homogeneous oscillatory fluxes of vacancies. At the same time, in 
the vicinity of a grain boundary (or interface) oscillatory fluctuations of the concentration of vacancies arise due 
to their oscillatory drift. These fluctuations are in phase with the HF electric field. Therefore, net (averaged over 
the field period) drift flux is non-zero. The direction of the net flux is same for both positive and negative 
vacancies, which means that a transport of neutral mass occurs. Since the mobility of positive and negative 
vacancies is generally different, there should also be a charge transport. 

The final result for the net drift flux can be presented as a product of the effective mobility and the 
average volumetric ponderomotive force: 

'-   Z)+D-   <pE>. (5) 
£>+ + £_ 

A general measure of the ponderomotive action is the magnitude of the radiation pressure of the electromagnetic 
field, E2

/8TI. However, in contrast to mechanical stresses, the ponderomotive force in the ionic crystalline solid is 
applied directly to mobile vacancies. It can be shown [14] that its efficiency with respect to the mass transport 
drive is enhanced by a large factor, N0/N=105, compared to the value of the radiation pressure (here N0 is the 
concentration of atoms in the solid). An additional enhancement of the ponderomotive mass transport drive is 
caused by the action of the tangential component of the HF electric field [15]. This component induces net fluxes 
of vacancies only within the near-surface layer where the HF space charge is localized. The mobility of vacancies 
in that layer is much higher than in the bulk. This results in an additional mass transport enhancement factor, 
(PVIDS + a/R)'\ which may reach several orders of magnitude (here Ds is the diffusivity in 'the near-surface 
amorphized layer, Dy is the diffusivity in the bulk crystal, a is thickness of the amorphized layer, and R is a 
characteristic size of crystal). As a result, the ponderomotive action of an electric field of about 1 kV/cm, which 
is a typical value in the microwave sintering, can influence mass transport in ionic crystalline solids significantlly. 

The efficiency of the ponderomotive effect on mass transport depends upon the correlation between the 
values of field frequency and ionic conductivity of the solid. Estimates show that depending on the material type 
and temperature, the optimum frequency range for the effect can vary from rf to microwaves and mm-waves. 

Recent numerical studies [16] have revealed a considerable intensification of the electric field in the 
neck regions between individual grains in ceramics undergoing sintering. Depending upon the dielectric 
properties of the material and the relative neck size, the energy density of the microwave electric field has been 
demonstrated to be 1..3 orders of magnitude higher in this region than the energy density averaged over the 
volume of the grain. Since the mass transport in the course of sintering occurs predominantly within the neck 
region, this result suggests that the role of ponderomotive forces in microwave sintering is even more significant 
than it was anticipated. Another study [17] has shown that the microwave ponderomotive action facilitates 
removal of stable faceted pores from ceramic thus enhancing the sintering process rate. 

An interesting application of the solid-state ponderomotive effect was suggested in [18]. It was shown 
that a microwave field with the E-vector directed tangentially to a surface of a solid (or an interface of a doped 
layer inside a solid) can develop a deformation-type instability. This results in the formation of a corrugated 
profile on that surface (interface) with the spatial period on the order of 1 urn. The period can be controlled by 
adjusting the microwave power. 

CONCLUSION 

Development of material processing methods is a promising application area for the mm-wave 
technology. Order-of-magnitude reductions in process duration and energy consumption determine high 
industrial potential of mm-based methods. Specific features in the interaction of the electromagnetic field with 
materials during processing open prospects for engineering novel materials with enhanced properties. 
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The intensive mastering of submillimetric range stimulates the development both measurement 
equipment of this range and metrological assurance equipment for high-precision measurements of frequencies 
and frequency characteristics. 

The method of direct multiplication of frequency from standard sources has a number of essential 
limitations which makes impossible its use for standard frequencies transfer into submillimetric range and higher 
as when multiplication ratios are 104 the phase noise increases intolerably. The complicated problem of high- 
stable generators development for realization of such sources in the metrological systems take a particular place 
in the problems of submillimetric range systems realization. The creation of sources for metrological systems and 
also for the united time, frequency and length standard is realized by the use of various-type generators which are 
stabilized by means of phase lock. We suggested the method of phase lock multiringed optimal systems 
computation, which permits to maximize the stabilized generator output signal S/N ratio. The generalized 
formula of output phase fluctuation power spectral density determination at various numbers of phase lock rings 
is: 

i-7 atse     L~J m 
K^ +N 

^   n K2 ix,n|44 
'org 

Yin- 
i=i /=i 

The results of calculation are presented in table 1. 
The principles of high-stable sources of oscillations construction for metrological purposes are 

discussed. The result of the investigation of some metrological high-stable on frequency sources of oscillations 
are adduced. The inherent relative instability of output frequency of one of the realized metrological sources on 
the frequency of 70 GHz is (1-2) 10"14 for measurement time of 100 s. 

The problems of creation of metrological assurance equipment which permits to measure the main 
metrological characteristics of oscillation sources in the wide range of carriers (1 MHz to 300 GHz) are 
discussed. 

It is known that source frequency characteristics including LF are characterized most completely by the 
spectral density of phase fluctuations power (SDPFP) - S,,(F) which may be represented for the most known 
generators as: 

f 
1 + 

V 
.+Ki+. 

-,0,5+   p   + ,1,5 ,«/2 

AFV 

where ko - k „ are the noise constants defined by the generator scheme and noise characteristics of its elements; F 
is amplifier bandpass. The exponent (n=0,5 to 8) characterizes source phase noise spectrum and is typical for the 
laser phase noise spectrum at large n (n=5 to 8). 

Frequency instability is defined by the characteristic series and may be estimated both by measurement 
results in the time domain and by measurement results in the frequency one. The method with use of the phase 
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discriminator (FD), i.e. the method of determining the parameter, which characterizes instability in the time 
domain ("Allan dispersion") by means of filtration which is realized in the frequency domain, has the large 
resolution and a number of advantages: high dynamics which is typical for FD, the absence of data statistical 
treatment (statistical averaging is realized by r.m.s. voltmeter), less measurement time than one at the 
measurements in the time domain. In common case the expression for the "Allan dispersion" with account of 
"dead time" may be presented as following: 

2, x    %K SoT    / sin2 x• sin2 Mx , 
ovfr>= /   V-"  J » dx- 

\7TT)    *F? X 

The results of integral value calculation for various values of exponent N and "dead time" M show the 
essential contribution to the "dead time" instability determination error, permit to take into account this error 
and indicate the possibility of the noise character determination by "dead time" change. The device H7-42, 
which permits measurement of frequency relative instability (1-3) 10"14 for measurement time Is, has been 
developed in SSIA "Metrology" and is turned out serially for the purpose of excluding the essential error which 
is related with "dead time" and measurement error decrease and realizes the upon mentioned theoretical 
consideration. The measurement of frequency longtime instability for T=10

3
 with resolution 10"15 is possible. 

It is intended for automated measurement of the main characteristics of signals of oscillation 
stable and high-stable sources (frequency instability, phase and frequency fluctuations power spectral density, 
parasite and determined deviation of phase and frequency, microdeviation of phase and frequency and so 
on). It is used at scientific & research, experiment & design works conducing under the conditions of 
production and verification practice. The equipment complex corresponds to the world technical level. 
The operating principle is based on the use of the methods of phase detection, parallel analysis and fast Fourier 
transform. A basic set includes: input amplifiers, phase detectors, low-noise amplifiers, band-pass filters, 
interface system, mean square value voltmeters, a phase shifter, a phase lock system and a number of 
auxiliary units, software set and IBM compatible PC. The basic set measures signal characteristics 
(phase fluctuations power spectral density (PFPSD), frequency microdeviation and instability) for carries 
of 1 to 20 MHz in the analysis frequency band of 0.001 Hz to 60 kHz. PFPSD measurement is carried out 
both with the use of fast Fourier transform and with the use of a built in two-channel spectrum analyzer 
with a variable analysis band. The use of SHF1 synthesizer permits to enlarge the carriers range to 100 GHz 
and, if necessary, to 300 GHz. Meter software system provides measurement mode selection and tuning a 
number of parameters, automatic measurement of noises in the given analysis band, representation of results 
in a table and diagram form on the display, diagrams and tables copies on the paper. The system is 
simple for study    and control. 

CONCLUSION 

Methods of increased stability of frequency of generators in a wide range of frequencies are developed. 
Generators in microwave range (above 70 GHz) with stability (l-2)-10'14 for a time of measurements 100 s are 
created. A complex of equipment for measurement characteristics of such generators is created. 

Table 1.-Comparison of characteristics Super High Frequency Sources. 

GHz Wimber a phase lock 
system 

Retiones multiply "Allan dispersion" for 
T=l s 

dB/Hz 

5,9 1 1130 - - - 1,2-10-12 51,0 

7,5 1 1521 - - - 0,9-10"12 48,3 

43,51 2 6 1460 - - 2,0.10-12 46,0 

48,7 2 7 1202 - - 1,9 1012 45,2 

74,2 3 9 69 24 - 0,8-10"12 48,4 

94 3 10 79 2 - 0,H0"12 43,5 
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Table 2. - Oscillation sources frequency characteristics meter. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Frequency range in Hz 
Frequency instability is determined 
for any interval of measurement 
time which is in the range of s. 
Mean square relative random 
frequency deviation measurement 
resolution at the frequency of 
5.0 MHz for measurement time of 1 s. 
Phase fluctuations power spectral 
density measurement resolution at 
the analysis frequency ofl kHz in 
dB/Hz 
Display screen (and the table) show 
phase fluctuations power spectral 
density diagram which is taken 
without information loss at the 
analysis frequency band in Hz 
Phase fluctuations power spectral 
density shown on the display screen 
(table) is measured in the transmission 
band of at the level of - 3 dB in Hz 

106 to 4.1010 

10-5 to 103 

3.10-14 

-176 

2.5 to 600,000 

5 ± 2 
150 ±40 

1500 ±200 

Table 3. - Spectrum analyzer comparative characteristics. 

Characteristics 
SPECTRUM ANALYZER TYPE 

Hewlett Packard SSIA 
HP3048A "Metrology" 

Frequency range 5 MHz to 40 GHz 1 MHz to 40 GHz 
Analysis frequency 
range 10-2Hzto40MHz 10-3Hzto600kHz 
Resolution of po- 
wer spectral densi- 
ty on the analysis 
frequency: 

100 Hz -150 -160 
1kHz -160 -176 
10 kHz, dB/Hz -170 -176 

Frequency instabili- 
ty is determined for 
any measurement time interval which 
is within, s . 10-5 to 103 
Resolution of fre- 
quency mean 
square relative 
chance variation 
measurement on 
the frequency of 
5 MHz for measu- 
rement time of 1 s i                   3.10-14 
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MECHNISM OF INTERECTION OF EHF RADIATION WITH BIOLOGICAL 
SYSTEMS 

O.V.Betskii, N.N.Lebedeva, Yu.G.Yaremenko. (IRE RAS) 

Address: ul Mohovaya 11, Moscow, 103907, Russia 

tel: 2034489, fax: 2038414, E-mail: ygyl69@ire216.msk.su 

Per last years in medicine large attention to therapeutic possibilities of electromagnetic waves of EHF 
(extremaly high frequencies, 30-300 ITu, length of a wave of 1-10 mm) range is given. For optimization of 
methods of EHF-therapy and magnification of its effectiveness understanding mechanisms of action of mm 
waves on living organisms, including, human are being necessary. 

It is possible are to state with confidence, that perception and radiation of electromagnetic oscillations 
are not only possible, but also essential properties of an alive substance. In the complicated process of perception 
of electromagnetic radiation it is possible conditionally to select some stages conventionally. The first of them is 
biophysical. It is primary mechanisms of interaction electrical component of field with dipol molecules and also 
with separate fragments of biomacromolecules, having except a dipol moment, some degrees of mechanical 
freedom. 

Today it is possible to speak seriously about the several approaches to the explanation of biophysical 
mechanisms of action of mm waves on a living cell. Complete and agreed is the hypothesis offered and 
developed in works by N.D.Devyatkov and M.B.Golant (1981), consisting that homeostasis of an organism is 
connected to generation by cells of electromagnetic fields in mm range, which are used for a synchronization of 
functions of separate cells and coordination of work of multicell-like formations. Parameters of radiation of ill 
and healthy organisms are different, as any pathology is a pathology of cells. The exterior medical EHF-radiation 
from a device for EHF therapy imitates the radiation of a healthy organism, fulfilling a synchronizing role and 
imposing an organism lost for want of disease "healthy" rhythm. The exterior radiation affects the informative 
and controlling system of an organism. 

The primary events take place in cell membrane and consist in coherent energization of sites of a 
membrane (G.Frolich) as acustoelectric waves. Q-factor of a cell membranes, as a resonator defines frequency - 
dependently biological effects of mm radiation. Under an operation of these waves the synthesis of various 
substances in a cell varies, there are new structural elements fulfilling a role of antennas for connection between 
cells. These elements remain until a cell (cells) restores the normal functions. 

Other approach to the explanation of primary mechanisms of an operation of mm waves is advanced in 
the works O.Betskii and Yu.Khurgin and co-authors (1985). It is based on a representation about a primary 
absorption of mm-wave radiation by free molecules of water with a large dipol moment (1.84D). It will be 
recalled, that a flat stratum of water by a thickness 1 mm loosens an electromagnetic energy at the length of a 
wave X=2 mm inlO4 times and at X=8MM inlO2 times. According to this hypothesis the basic events also occur at 
a membrane level of cell, but the principal elements are albuminous molecules of membrane, which under the 
action of a mm-wave radiation change their conformation, reset in a functional active condition, control the 
processes of metabolism and thus normalize vital functions of cells. 

Immediately mm-wave radiation in a skin is perceived by molecules of a free, untied, quasigas fraction 
of water, which increase the kinetic (rotary) energy. Such thermalisation of mm-wave energy by molecules of 
water strengthens interchanging by energy between these molecules and molecules of water which is included in 
a hydrative shell of albumins. For albuminous molecules there is a critical (trigger) point of hydration, for which 
the connected amount of molecules of water on the surface of albumins does not exceed 1/3 full hydrative shell. 
As this takes place under an action of mm-wave radiation is formed functionally active conformation of 
albuminous molecules. Such molecules under functional-active condition control natural and chemical processes 
included in the common scheme of metabolism and normalize the vital functions of cells through albuminous 
receptors. 
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Skin consists of water approximately on 65 % and mm waves practically completely damp in it outside 
stratum, which thickness is ~0.5 mm. And, it is consequently just here in zone of a direct operation of mm waves 
the primary physiological targets, specialized cells realizing the whole varieties of biological effects of mm 
waves. Therefore skin is key plant for understanding the second biochemical stage perception of a mm-wave 
radiation by a human organism. Now it is possible to allocate at least four primary physiological targets. They are 
1) receptors of a central nervous system (mechanoceptors, nociceptors, free nervous terminations); 2) cells of a 
diffuse endocrine system (must cells, Mercel-cells); 3) immune cells (T-lymphocytes, Langergance-cell) and, at 
last, 4) microcapillary channels. 

Studies of immunological response and reactions for mm-wave radiation were begun in an extremity BO- 
S', by V.Govallo and his collegues (CITO, 1991). They found out that under the action of mm-wave radiation on 
human limphocites and flbroblastes in vitro the factor increasing growth and functional activity of these cells - 
fitokin is produced in citoplasm. They demonstrated that the concentration of lactatdehydrogenese in irradiated 
cells increases as much as 3-5 times. Clinical investigations done by several groups of medical workers 
(V.Zaporoghan et al. 1991; Pivovarova et al. 1991; L.Guedymin et al. 1995; S.Zaitseva and S.Donetskaia, 
1995) confirmed an important role of the human immune system in forming a responce for mm-wave radiation in 
treatment of a number of various diseases. 

There exist some biochemical effects observed in the process of irradiation of some biological objects. 
LPetroff (1992) reports in his works with wegetable cells that some increase of ATF (a universal sourse of energy 
of any cells) synthesis was observed. In agreat number of works devoted to mm-wave irradiation of bllue-green 
aqlgal (spirulina) A.Tambiev and N.Kirikova (1990) proved convincingly, that after mm-wave radiation 
biologically active substances having medicinal properties are additionally produced. Experimental data and 
clinical studies obtainedat present make it possible to state, that the mm-wave radiation at this (biochemical) 
reception stage first of all initiated increase of medicinal substances synthesis in organisms. 

The following level is the physiological reception, when through receptors of the CNS (central nervous 
system), located in the skin, apudoreceptors, skin depot of T-lymphocytes, capillary channels hemovascular and 
lymphatic systems basic regulatory systems get included, i.e. CNS, neuroendocrine (apud-system), immune and 
vascular systems. The physiological mechanisms of mm-wave ineraction with the organism of humans and 
animals were studied in works of I.Rodshtat, N.Lebedeva and N.Temur'yanz. It was shown, that the nonspecific 
reaction of activation developed on the various functional systems of an organism under the influence of mm- 
wave radiation. 

The leading role among the regulatory- adaptation systems of human organism belongs to CNS. 
Experimental researches of N.Lebedeva with the employees (1990-98) show, that CNS reactions for a 
pheripheral action of low-intensity mm waves can arise both at subsensory, and sensory levels. At this 
pronounced character of these reactions depends on the wavelength of electromagnetic stimulus. The greatest 
response is observed at the impact of all therapeutic wavelengths. The resulting pattern of the cortex bioelectric 
activity testifies that both an advantageous participation of the nonspecific (extralemnisk) sensor system in the 
mm-wave radiation reception and the development of a nonspecific activation reaction, that is increase of the 
tonicity of the cortical area, can be observed. This opens perspectives for use of the mm-wave application in the 
treatment of depressipus as well as a whole number of psychosomatic diseases. 

The original physiological concept is developed LRodshtat (1991). A key moment of his hypothesis is 
molecules of the skin protein-collagen fibers and its brightly expressed piezoelectric properties. They manifest 
themselves at the absorption of mm-wave radiation by the hydrate envelope of collagen, which results in 
exitation of the sensitive nervous termination in skin receptors - Ruffini corpuscules. Further on the excitation of 
preganglionary sympatic neurons of the side horns of the spinal cord, excitation of the myth-neurons, which 
reliase adrenalin and noradrenalin into synaptic rinnal and vascular ducts. 
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HARMONIC MODE OPERATION OF GaAs-EMPATT DEVICES ABOVE 200 GHz 

M. Claassen and H. Böhm 
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Arcisstraße21, D-80333 München, Germany, E-mail: aet@ei.tum.de 

Technische  Universität München 

1. Introduction: IMPATT diodes deliver highest output power at microwave and mm-wave frequencies. Cw- 
power generation of GaAs devices in the fundamental mode is, however, limited to frequencies well below 
200 GHz. This is due to the oscillation condition which requires a negative dynamic device resistance that 
exceeds the loss resistances of device contacts and resonator. The negative diode resistance decreases with 
frequency and cannot be further enhanced by higher dc-current density because of thermal considerations. 

The operation principle of IMP ATT devices bases on periodic carrier generation by impact ionisation and 
transit-time delay of drifting carriers. The carrier multiplication by impact ionisation causes a strong nonlinearity 
that acts as a nonlinear inductance in the avalanche region. This effect can be used for internal frequency 
multiplication in the oscillating device thus generating output power at harmonic frequencies. There exists only 
few work about this specific property of the IMP ATT diode [1], whereas for Gunn devices harmonic mode 
operation is a well practised method to achieve output power at elevated frequencies [2]. 

In this paper, the harmonic operation of self-pumped mm-wave IMPATT diodes is described and the power 
conversion is explained. Numerical calculation of both, active device and resonator, is compared with the 
experimental result of lmW output power at 210 GHz. 

2. Diode Simulation: In order to study the harmonic mode operation of IMPATT devices, a time domain 
large-signal drift-diffusion model [3] was applied which had been adjusted to Monte Carlo simulations in the 
high-field high-frequency regime. For the device structure, a double-drift Read-type diode (Fig. 1) with variable 
drift-region lengths is chosen which is similar to devices that have been applied experimentally with success for 
fundamental mode operation above 100 GHz [4]. To the active region of this device, fundamental as well as 
second harmonic voltage excitation at 105 GHz and 210 GHz, respectively, is applied with a dc-current density 
of 50 kA/cm2. The corresponding ac-currents are determined by Fourier analysis. 
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Fig. 1:   GaAs double-drift Read-type IMP A TT diode structure with doping and electric field distribution 

Optimum operating conditions are found as follows: At the fundamental frequency, the oscillation condition 
must be fulfilled which determines fundamental frequency and amplitude. The capability of harmonic power 
generation improves with increasing fundamental amplitude. Therefore, a purely reactive resonator impedance is 
advantageous at the fundamental frequency leading to high oscillation amplitude. In the simulations, this is 
attained by choosing in each case a fundamental amplitude where the negative device resistance just compensates 
the losses. At the harmonic frequency, it is found that the active region of the device can in the interesting 
operation range be represented by an ideal current source 72o (driven by the fundamental voltage) and a constant 
internal admittance Yi2 (Fig. 2). To this, the loss resistance Rioss has to be added in series. 
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Fig. 2:   The equivalent circuit of the self-pumped IMP A TT device at the harmonic frequency. 

Maximum output power at the harmonic frequency is achieved when the load impedance ZL2 is matched to the 
sum of l/Yi2 and i?loss. The attainable harmonic output power Pu.mm is thus easily found from the equivalent 
circuit elements: 

I     I2 

K20 
rL2,max 

,     |2       I   1 
\Ya\  ■Re\—+Rloss 

To calculate 72o and Yi2, only two simulations are required: one without harmonic voltage to attain 720 and one 
with arbitrary harmonic to derive Yi2 from the change of harmonic current. This is sufficient to describe the 
device capabilities in harmonic mode operation and can be used for optimisation of the device structure, 
primarily of the appropriate drift region lengths. The lengths of the drift zones must be reduced with respect to 
the optimum lengths at the fundamental frequency, but they should be larger than for fundamental mode 
operation at the double frequency. Lengths of about 100 nm were found to be advantageous for both drift regions 
(n plus n"-zone and p plus p"-zone adjacent to the contacts in Fig. 1) for a selected harmonic frequency of 210 
GHz (from which an optimum frequency in the fundamental mode of about 140 GHz would arise). 

The further results for optimum harmonic operation at 210 GHz are as follows: Using a device area of 
410"6 cm2, a purely inductive resonator impedance of j 10 Q is needed at the fundamental frequency. This leads 
to a fundamental voltage amplitude of nearly 10 V, whereas the dc-voltage is about 11 V. The internal current 
source amplitude amounts to |/2o| = 120 mA and the internal admittance to 7i2 = (0.026 + j 0.227) 1/Q. With a 
typical contact loss resistance of Ri0Si = 1 Q, this results in an attainable harmonic output power of Pi^max = 23 
mW. The corresponding resonator impedance at the harmonic frequency is ZL2 = (1.5 + j 4.35) Q. 

3. Resonator Simulation: For harmonic mode operation, the resonator should exhibit an inductive load at the 
fundamental frequency, whereas at the harmonic frequency an appropriate impedance for power matching is 
desirable. The resonator used for the experiments has a disc structure in a full height D-band waveguide (Fig. 3). 
In order to minimise mounting parasitics, a self-carrying structure is applied. This mounting technique - three 
monolithically integrated diodes below a common cap - can be achieved with high precision and reproducibility 
using monolithic processing which has been applied successfully for fundamental mode power generation in the 
mm-wave range [5]. 

wavequide    Hi——,        '   "■—-JB     post with a «        i,fiÄ;sAis:?t,-r^     B     resonator cap , 
and low-pass filt« 

self-supporting 
structure (gold)diode # 2 

diode # 3 

diamond heatsink 

Fig. 3:    Waveguide mount with self-carrying structure of three monolithically integrated diodes 
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The resonator impedance as seen from each single diode was numerically calculated by the help of the High 
Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS) from Hewlett Packard. At the fundamental frequency, the desired 
inductive load of j 10 Q is quite well achieved independently from sliding short position. The impedance at the 
harmonic frequency can be shifted in some range by the sliding short, but the minimum attainable value amounts 
to about (10 + j 55) Q. This is fairly far from the above calculated optimum impedance for power matching, but 
some output power can always be extracted form a device as characterised by the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2. 
This property of harmonic mode oscillators differs distinctly from the fundamental mode, where impedance 
matching to the oscillation condition is necessary to get any oscillation. In Fig. 4, the output power Pu of each 
diode is shown versus the load impedance ZL2. With the calculated impedance of the experimental resonator, only 
0.5 mW output power can be expected per diode. 

Fig. 4:   Output power PL2 at harmonic frequency versus load impedance ZL2 

4. Experimental Results: For the first experimental investigations, a D-band disc resonator as described 
above with three monolithically integrated double-drift Read-type IMP ATT diodes is used. The diode structure is 
similar to a typical 140 GHz double-Read IMP ATT diode [4]. The diodes (device area 4-10"6 cm2) are driven 
with a dc-current density of 50 kA/cm2. The achieved total output power is 1 mW at the harmonic frequency of 
210 GHz [6]. This fits quite well to the calculations. 

5. Conclusion: In this work, theoretical and experimental investigations concerning power generation by 
second harmonic operation of self-pumped IMP ATT diodes are described. The active device is characterised by 
a time-domain drift-diffusion model driven at fundamental and superimposed second harmonic frequency. The 
applied disc-type resonator structure is investigated by a commercial simulation program. Using a low parasitic 
encapsulation method and power combining of three active devices, 1 mW cw-output power at 210 GHz were 
obtained, a value which was not achievable in fundamental mode operation so far. 
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Abstract 

Difference frequencies up to 176 GHz between C02-laser 
transitions at 28 THz (10.7 urn) are generated by thin-film 
nanometer-scale Ni-NiO-Ni diodes (MOM, MIM) with 
integrated bow-tie antennas and rhodium waveguides. 

The mixing of infrared radiation with point-contact Metal- 
Oxide-Metal (MOM) diodes was first demonstrated by 
Hocker et al. in 1968 [1]. Since then, the range of 
operation of these devices has been extended to the visible 
[2]. These diodes have been intensively used in absolute 
frequency measurements and high-resolution spectroscopy. 
In 1973, Javan and co-workers [3] reported the first 
fabrication of thin-film diodes and demonstrated their 
mixing capability at approximately 1 THz. In this paper 
we report on the first successful mixing of two 28 THz 
(10.7 am) C02-laser transitions in the 10P branch with 
difference frequencies up to 176.2 GHz performed by thin- 
film Ni-NiO-Ni diodes with integrated bow-tie antennas 
(Fig. 1) and new integrated rhodium waveguides. The fast 
response of our Ni-NiO-Ni diodes is due to their extremely 
thin NiO layer required for nonlinear electron tunneling 
and to their sufficiently small contact area of 110 nm X 
110 nm that implies a short RC time constant. The 
fabrication and development or our thin-film Ni-NiO-Ni 
diodes with integrated dipole, bow-tie and spiral antennas 
and their application to the detection of 10 urn C02-laser 
radiation is described elsewhere [4-6]. First mixing 
experiments with our thin-film diodes are reported in [7]. 
They resulted in difference frequencies up to 85 MHz. 

For the measurements described here, the diode is based on 
a high-resistivity (> 3 kii-cm) silicon substrate with weak 
losses in the microwave region [8] and low attenuation of 
the antenna currents at infrared frequencies. The previous 
connections to the diode with bond-wires [7] have now 
been replaced by coplanar rhodium waveguides and indium 
solder flip-chip connections, which guarantee excellent 

high-frequency transmission and permit the illumination 
of the antenna from the back side of the substrate. 

Fig. 1: Electron micrograph of our thin-film Ni-NiO-Ni 
diode with integrated bow-tie antenna 

The radiation of two C02-lasers with wavelengths near 
10.7 um was focused on the diode. The total infrared 
power on the diode was approximately 400 raW. The two 
lasers constitute part of the permanent frequency- 
measurement chain of the PTB (Braunschweig, Germany) 
[9], Part of the mixing performed is shown in Table 1. In 
the second-order mixing experiment, the difference- 
frequency signal of two adjacent laser lines at 58.7 GHz 
was externally mixed with microwaves and measured with 
a spectrum analyzer. The higher-order mixing processes 
required irradiation of the diode with the microwaves 
produced by a Gunn oscillator working at the frequencies 
58.8 GHz ± 50 MHz. The measured mixing signals listed 
in Table 1 show significant signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios, 
especially in the third-order mixing with 47 dB for a 
bandwidth of 100 kHz (Fig. 2). The highest difference 
frequency of 176.19 GHz was generated by mixing the 
10P(30) and 10P(36) emissions with the third harmonic of 
the Gunn oscillator in a fifth-order mixing process. 
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104.0 106.0 112.0 

Our experiments represent the first mixing of 10 um CO2- 
laser radiation with thin-film MOM diodes with difference 
frequencies in the 50 to 200 GHz range. 

108.0 110.0 
Frequency (MHz) 

Fig. 2: Third-order mixing signal with a laser difference 
frequency of 58.7 GHz and a 100 kHz detection bandwidth 

The mixing signals as a function of the polarization of the 
incident 10.7 urn C02-laser radiation are represented in 
Fig. 3 in the case of third-order mixing. The perfect 
polarization dependence demonstrates that our bow-tie 
antennas show almost complete polarization as predicted 
by the antenna theory of microwave techniques [10]. This 
can be explained by the fact that in our range of difference 
frequencies, the polarization-independent thermal effects are 
too slow to influence the mixing signal. 

10000.0 - 

5000.0 

-30.0       0.0 120.0     150.0     180.0 30.0      60.0      90.0 
Polarization angle 8 (°) 

Fig. 3: Polarization dependence of the third-order mixing 
signal with a difference frequency of 58.7 GHz between the 
two G02-lasers 

Mixing process Mixing 
order 

Lasers difference 
frequency Av 

S/N 
ratio 

Bandwidth Pol. 
contrast 

10P32-10P34 (external mixing) 2 58.7 GHz 22 dB 100 kHz 34.4 dB 

10P32-10P34 + MW 58.8 GHz 3 58.7 GHz 47 dB 100 kHz 34.4 dB 

10P30-10P34 + 2 X MW 58.8 GHz 4 116.7 GHz 19 dB 100 kHz >25dB 

10P36-10P30 + 3 X MW 58.8 GHz 5 176.2 GHz 14 dB 300 kHz - 

Table 1: Mixing with our thin-film Ni-NiO-Ni diodes. 
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Stimulated Raman scattering is a nonlinear process, that has been studied extensively by many groups. Nevertheless, the 
presence of soliton-like pulses in the depletion region of the pump pulse is not yet completely understood. The origin of 
such spontaneous solitons is the rapid phase variation of the Stokes field induced by the quantum fluctuations of the 

electromagnetic field in vacuum. 
With the aid of a pulsed C02-laser system [1] including a fast plasma shutter we have observed the first spontaneous Raman 

solitons in the forward stimulated 

Raman scattering (SRS) by the far- 
infrared-active laser gas NH3. The 

measured SRS processes are 

rotational transitions at 58 Jim and 

72.6 jim optically pumped with 

pulses of preselected duration and 

__     ZnSe          FIR cell      Gas Inlet   SIQ„   Mej'h    Off-Axis Focusing 
•  "-—rT'^g U ^ Mirror 

FIR Shottky-Barrler 
Diode Detector D3 

Fig. 1: Experimental arrangement for SRS of CC>2-laser radiation in NH3 

wavelengths of 10.37 |im and 10.35 |im respectively. Our experimental arrangement shown in Fig. 1 enables us to measure 
the depleted pump pulse with the SRS solitons and simultaneously the scattered far-infrared radiation (FIR) with the 

corresponding dip. Such a measurement is shown in Fig. 2. 
In addition we have measured the statistics of the relative delays and relative amplitudes of these spontaneous Raman solitons 

at 10.37 urn wavelength. We performed these statistics of 1000 shots with a shot to shot variation of the pulse intensity 

within the limit of 10%. They are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig.2: Multiple SRS solitons in the depleted pump 
pulse with the corresponding dips in the FIR 

Fig. 3:  Distribution of spontaneous SRS soliton 
fractional heights a) and soliton delay times b) measured 
relative to the duration of the temporal depletion region 

For 260 of these 1000 shots we observed unambiguous multiple solitons within one pump pulse. In total we measured 550 
solitons in our 1000 pump pulses. Subsequently, we compared these results with earlier measurements performed by 
MacPherson et al. [2] in para-hydrogen pumped by a frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser and with the calculations by Englund 

and Bowden [3]. 
As reported by Girdauskas et al. [4] the mutual diffractive focusing of laser and Stokes beams has a strong influence on the 
gain of  the observed SRS as well as on the process of Raman soliton generation. Therefore, we have measured the 
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magnitude of self focusing shown in Fig. 4 for two different intensities of the CO2 10(R4) laser transition. In this figure the 

relative intensity is the intensity transmitted through an aperture at the end of the FIR cell versus the total intensity of the 
laser beam. In order to determine the nonlinear refractive index n2 for NH3, we have measured for the first time the 

corresponding self-phase modulation with the set-up shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows the result for the 10.37 urn (10R4) 
CO2 emission. The total self-phase modulation is a linear function of the NH3 gas pressure due to the maximal relative 

refractive index change of Anmax/no = 5*10"7. Making use of these data we evaluated the cubic refractive index n2 as a 
function of the NH3 pressure. Thus we determined the nonlinear refractive index n2 for the CC>2-laser emissions 10(R4), 

10(R6) and 10(R8). No phase change could be observed at 9(P20). This is in agreement with the fact that NH3 has no 

vibrational resonance at that wavelength. 
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Fig. 4: Self focusing of a TEMrjo C02-laser pulse with a 
transversal radius of the intensity re = 8.4 mm and a 
duration of te = 88 ns. 
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Fig. 6: Self-phase modulation of 10(R4) CC>2-laser pulses 

as function of the NH3 pressure in the 7.5m FIR cell. 

Piezo Translator 
Fig. 5: The set-up for the measurement of the total self-phase modulation in NH3 includes 
BS: beam splitter, BC: beam combiner, M: mirror, A: aperture ,D1-D3: fast HgCdTe- 
photoelectromagnetic detectors for 10 ujn radiation. Aperture A insures that only the onaxis 
modulation is measured. 
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Abstracts: The paper introduces some progress on semiconductor microwave devices in 

Hebei Semiconductor Research Institute (HSRI) of China. The scope of this paper will 

include silicon power transistor, A3B5 materials and devices, InP crystal, GaAs and InP 

based heterostructure epi-wafers, power microwave transistor and MMIC as well as 

Various 8mm monolithic IG 

1. Introduction 

HSRI was found in 1956, Beijing. In 1963 HSRI was moved to Shijiazhuang, the capital city of Hebei 

province. The main developing direction of the Institute is to develop various semiconductor devices. In the 

recent years, we have got some progress in the area of Si VDMOS high power transistor and power GaAs 

MESFET. We also got some results on the GaAs and InP based heterostructure epi-wafers and devices. The 

main result is stated as following. 

2. Silicon power VDMOS RF transistor 

Si VDMOS power transistor has good future. It has been widely used in the electronics systems, 

because of it's special features on the electrical performance and excellent reliability . We developed Si 

power VDMOS RF transistor with Mo-Al gate electrode using normal diffusion and ion-implantation 

process. In order to improve the parameters of the transistor, special oxidation and some additional 

annealing steps also adapted. We developed VDMOS transistor with one chip from which could get 80W 

output with 1 ldB gain under 400MHz and class B configuration. The transistor with two or four chips also 

gets good results. The main typical parameters of these VDMOS transistors are listed in table 1. 

Table 1. typical parameters of VDMOS transistors 

Transistor 

number* 

Test Conditions Pout 

w 
ID 

A 

TlD 

% 

GP 

dB VDD   V Pin     W 

1-34 50 6 82 2.7 60.7 11.4 

1-35 50 6 80 2.65 60.4 11.2 

2-26 50 12 146 5.2 56.2 10.9 

2-28 50 15 156 5.2 61.1 10.2 

4-14 50 35 302 11.1 54.4 9.4 

4-15 46 25 250 10.0 54.3 10.0 

* The first number means the number of chips. 
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All of the multichip devices without internal-matching give some flexible selection on the frequency- 

band. But losing some power capability. Some necessary improvement will be done in near future. 

3. Microwave power GaAs MESFET 
Power GaAs MESFET could be mainly used in the C, X and Ku band, it also could be used in the L 

and S band even more lower frequency band with excellent performance under reasonable electric circuit 
design. For manufacturing of the power GaAs MESFET we start from MBE multilayer epi-wafer with n+ 

contact layer, the chip manufactured with 0.5|jm TiPtAu recessed gate, AuGeNiAu multilayer Ohmic 
contact metallization, silicon nitride passivation, plated via holes and 50(jm-thick chip with additional heat 
sink to provide excellent thermal performance and very low source-grounding inductance. HSRI has 

developed a series of power GaAs MESFET products for different frequency band. Some of them are listed 

in table 2. 

table 2. Performance of GaAs MESFET products 

Type RF Test Condition P-ldB 

(dBm) 

G-ldB 

(dB) 

Idss 

(mA) 

Gm 

(ms) (V) VDS Idss f 

CS0467 8 0.4-0.6 Idss 12GHz 21 7 170 60 -3 

CS0536 8 0.4-0.6 Idss 4GHz 27 13 300 150 -2.5 

8GHz 26 10 

CS0513 8 0.4-0.6 Idss 4GHz 

8GHz 

32 10 800 350 -2.5 

31 8 

DX0012 8 0.4-0.6 Idss 4GHz 

8GHz 

34 9 1000 600 -2.5 

33 7 

All the devices listed in table 2 were assembled with single chip. HSRI also uses chip and some larger 

gate-width chip internal matched power transistor. HSRI has developed 4GHz 25W, 6GHz 20W, 11- 

12GHz 15-16W, 12-14GHz 8-10W internal matching power GaAs MESFET in the laboratory, but now we 

are going to produce these high power GaAs MESFET, if some customers request these internal matching 

devices. 

4. A3B5 hetrostructure epi-materials and devices 
A3B5 heterostructure epi-materials has been researched for more than 10 years with MBE and 

MOCVD system in HSRI. We use SI GaAs and InP substrate to growth different structure mainly for 
HEMT(PHEMT) combined with 0.1-0.25nm T-gate technology. HSRI has developed HEMT low noise 
monolithic amplifier at f0=36GHz with Fn<4dB and Ga>20dB as well as PHEMT medium power devices at 
35GHz with Po=80mW and Ga=5.1dB. But these devices are only the samples in laboratory. HSRI wish to 
speed up the development of these new devices and make it to be more practical and useful in the nearest 

period. 

5. InP crystal 
HSRI has more than 20 years experience on pulling InP crystal. These InP crystal could be used for 

microwave and millimeter wave devices as well as optical-electronics devices. Their typical parameters are 
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listed in table 3. The feature of the pulling process is high purity Indium and Phosphide directly composed in 

the high-pressure chamber then directly pulling out single crystal ingot to avoid additional contamination. 

High quality of the crystal has been confirmed by several labs both in domestic and abroad. 

Table 3. Some performance of InP crystal ingot. 

Conductive type N P Semi-insulator 

Dopant None S Sn Zn Fe 

carrier 

concentration 

(cm"3) 

2-10xl015 3-10x10" 5-30xl017 4-6xl018 

Resistivity 

1. >106 

2. älO7 

(Q.cm) mobility cm2/V.S 3500-4500 800-1500 1200-2500 50-100 

E.P.D.an2 104-105 1. <5xl03 

2. <500 

<5xl04 <5xl03 5xl04 

Diameter 035mm   $50mm   (075mm) 

Orientation <111>,<100> 

6. Conclusion 

Some good result on semiconductor material and microwave device has been gotten in HSRI, our 

institute is going to look for the new cooperation partners. 

Thanks for your attention. 
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ANTENNA - COUPLED SCHOTTKY DIODES FOR 
MILLIMETER WAVE RECEIVERS 

E.O. Iounevitch, V.E. Lioubtchenko 
Bildg.l, Vvedenskii sq., Fryazino, Moscow Region, 141120, Russia 

Tel.: 8(095)526-92-17, E-mail: dvll76@ire216.msk.su 

One of the most actual tasks in creation of communication and imaging systems in millimeter wavelength 
range is the creation of miniature receiving modules, including antenna and nonlinear element. These modules 
can be dipole planar antenna loaded directly by the detector diode (rectenna). For increasing an effective area the 
receiving rectennas can be coupled in arrays. A dipole log-periodic rectenna at thick dielectric lens was investi- 
gated in [1] and a slot antenna, coupled with a cavity 0,21A in depth was investigated in [2]. In both cases the 
antenna has smooth unidirectional radiation pattern (RP), however its width is rather large ( 50 - 60°). In [3] it 
was shown that metallization of back side of dielectric plane increases rectenna sensitivity, however the effect of 
such metallization on RP and dependence of it on dielectric thickness were not studied. 

In this work a microstrip log-periodic rectenna was formed by photolithography at dielectric substrate and 
microwave diode 3A147B was mounted directly in the arms of it (fig. 1). 

DETECTOR 

Fig. 1. Model of tuned rectenna. 

A metal screen layer was deposited on the back side of the substrate. Substrates were made as wedges 
with angle of 2,2° and shifting them relatively to each other one could change the distance from rectenna to the 
screen smoothly, with cavity being tuned under rectenna. Rectenna response dependency on dielectric thickness 
expressed in wavelengths in dielectric is shown in figure 2. 

From this figure one can see that rectenna sensitivity is minimal at the dielectric thickness of 0,5A and A 
and reaches its maximum at those of A/4 and 3 A/4 that in general corresponds to the picture of standing waves. 
Investigation of the radiation pattern of rectennas with different thickness and in frequency range shows that at 
the absence of the screen RP is rather wide (~ 60°) and very nonuniform (fig. 3), the position of maxima and 
minima depending on frequency. This results in strong frequency dependency of the response when the antenna is 
stable. 
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Fig.2. Rectenna response on dielectric thickness (dA,). 
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Fig. 3. RP of rectenna without screen at 42 and 45 GHz. 
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Fig. 4. RP of rectenna: 1 - without screen; 2 - the screen is at the distance of 0,31A,; 
3 - the screen is at the distance of 0,59L 
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Using of the reflecting plane allows to get an antenna with much more narrow and smooth radiation pat- 
tern. RP of rectennas at 60 GHz in E-plane without a screen and with the screen at two different dielectric thick- 
ness are shown in figure 4. 

According to measurements of general parameters the log-periodic rectenna without the screen has the 
width of the main peak 60° at the level of 0,7 and sensitivity in maximum is equal to 600 mV/(mW/cm2); rec- 
tenna with the screen at the distance of 0,3IX has correspondingly 40° and 1500 mV/(mW/cm2), and rectenna 
with the screen at the distance of 0,59^ - 12° and 2000 mV/(mW/cm2). It is necessary to note that all rectennas 
with the reflective screen are narrow-banded (~ 2 GHz) and there can be some narrow bands of receiving in the 
frequency range under investigation (30-60 GHz ). Despite a general complexity of the picture the measure- 
ments allowed to discover some general features. So while using rectennas with dielectric thickness 0,25 - 0,4A 
RP in E-plane has large width ( 30 - 40°) and a large level of side peaks is sometimes more than the main peak. 
RP in H-plane has as a rule two main peaks. 

At the dielectric thickness about 0,6^. RP becomes narrower up to 10°, the level of side peaks decreases 
too up to -15dB. In this case the radiation pattern in H-plane is formed with a centralized and very narrow peak. 

The results obtained qualitatively can be explained as follows. With a quite large thickness of a dielectric 
and the presence of a reflective screen conditions for propagation of a surface wave in a dielectric are formed, 
with a power part being transformed into the antenna increasing its sensitivity. Contradiction in sensitivity re- 
ceived in this work and shown in [ 3 ] and [ 4 ] where sensitivity was obtained of the order of 300 mV/(mW/cm2) 
is probably explained by this phenomenon. The conditions of wave existence in a dielectric are of resonant char- 
acter and depend both on the angle of incidence of a space wave and the distance between the antenna and the 
screen, it determining strong dependency of the RP form on a substrate thickness. 

For increasing of the output signal and consequently the distance of communication rectennas can be 
coupled in arrays. This coupling was made either in series or in parallel. The parallel coupling provides individ- 
ual bias and optimization of diode operation regime, operation reliability being maximum. In this case failure of 
certain diode does not affect the operation of the others. However the creation of individual bias network for 
every diode is necessary and output impedance decreases that makes difficult matching with amplifier at a low or 
intermediate frequencies. At coupling in series in this case one bias source is necessary but reliability decreases 
and impedance increases. Furthermore because of diode parameter dissipation a common current of bias is not 
optimal. Experiments show that an output signal grows proportionally to diode amount only for to 3 - 4 diodes. 
Compromise can be achieved at mixed switching as parallel chains of 3 - 4 diodes coupled in series. Using of low 
barrier diodes appears to be very prospective, as their maximum response takes place at zero bias. In [5] detec- 
tive characteristics of diodes with different barriers were investigated and it was found that optimal barrier height 
is the value of 0,25 - 0,35 eV. 

Multielement arrays of antenna-coupled diodes may be applied for portable telecommunication systems 
instead of microstrip antenna arrays like used in [6]. In contrast to them rectenna arrays allow to summarize the 
signals from detectors at low and intermediate frequencies, that simplifies the technology and design of the re- 
ceiving devices. 
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The development of a modern microwave semiconductor electronics in a direction of increase 
power level of the generated oscillations results in necessity of use in the circuits of power addition at a 
level of a common resonator multistructural Impatt diodes (MSID). Specific features of the impedance 
performances of MSID of a short-wave part of a centimetric range are presence of a resonance of a 
parallel type near to the top border of a working range of frequencies, the high meanings of resonant 
resistance (thousands Ohm) and Q-factor (tens units) oscillatory system MSID, formed by the reactive 
elements of the case of the diode. The brightly expressed resonant properties and essential reactance so 
distinguish MSID from one-structural analogues, that direct use of results earlier carried out researches 
on problems of the matching, frequensy retuning, power summation, decrease of noise and designing of 
adders as a whole appears impossible. These circumstances cause significant difficulties with creation of 
the tunable generators of the indicated frequency range having an increased level of power and a low level 
of noise. The overcoming of these difficulties causes the necessity of introduction into known designs of 
power adders ( in particular, in the Kurokawa waveguide-coaxial circuit) the principal changes 
influencing to a certain extent on various output parameters. It is necessary to take into consideration 
that the realization of the given complex of generator output parameters needs the quite certain changes 
in a design. For clearing up of a parametrical potential of various modifications two-diodes waveguide- 
coaxial adder on MSID and possibility of a choice of the circuit with an optimum combination of output 
parameters appropriate to a functionality of generator, the several variants of its constructions were 
carried out and comparative experimental investigated. 

A Kurokawa circuit was used as the initial design of the power adder. Coaxial modules of the 
initial design containing MSID of the type 3A748 at one end and matched load at the opposite end were 
placed in the planes of the narrow walls of the rectangular waveguide resonator. Diode fastening unit 
allowed to adjust its displacement along an axis of a coaxial and by that to change the length of the 
reentrant coaxial resonator. The steady generation of such design was observed only with use in the 
coaxial resonator of a complex matching chain — impedance transformer containing three sections of a 
coaxial line. The similar generator was characterized by criticallity for tuning and its complicacy; 
difficulty of the selection of geometry matching circuits with three degrees of freedom and coupling 
element with waveguide; low efficiency ratio owing to losses in matched load, impedance transformer and 
coupling elements; insignificant mechanical ( by short-circuiting piston of the waveguide) and electrical 
(by feeding current of the diodes) retuning on frequency; high noise level. While diod power of the order 
2,5 W, the level of generated power reached only hundreds of milliwatts, frequency retuning was 
restricted to several megahertz the level of amplitude noise at 10 KHZ from the carrier was equal 
to (-125) dB/Hz, the level of phase (frequency) noise for a named tuning off a carrier was equal 
to - (50+55) dB/Hz. 

The second design of the power adder differed from the previous one by the construction of 
coaxial modules. The central conductor of coaxial was cut off. It means that it was a pin radiator with 
adjustable depth of immersion in the summing resonator. The matched load at the end of coaxial was 
replaced by a short-circuiting coaxial piston, which was an additional element of the matching and tuning 
of the generator. The design provided an opportunity of independent change of lengths both of the 
coaxial reentrant resonator and of the short-circuited coaxial line. The indicated constructive changes in a 
design provided the possibility of easier tuning and stability in operation of the generator, occurrence of 
electrical retuning of frequency, high power and noise parameters. The power output level reached 4,6 W, 
factor of summation — 0,92. The electrical frequency retuning band was within the limits of 10-30 MHz. 
The mechanical frequency retuning range has remained insignificant. The level of amplitude noise 
at the mentioned tuning off a carrier has decreased to -(147+150) dB/Hz, level of phase noise — 
to - (87+90) dB/Hz. 

The basic difference of the third variant of the adder from the second one was that the pin 
radiator was changed by an extended central conductor, which passes through all coaxial module from 
the diode up to short, but has an adjustable capacitance gap in the field of the summing resonator. With 
some reduction of quality of the power and noise characteristics in such design there is a mechanical 
retuning  of frequency in a band of width 260 MHz, and the electronic retuning band extends up 
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to 45 MHz. The power of generated oscillations was 4,15 W, factor of summation — 0,83. The level of 
amplitude noise was equal (-150) dB/Hz, level phase noise — (- 65) dB/Hz. 

With the purpose of expansion of a band of mechanical retiming of frequency the fourth 
modification of the adder was developed. This modification differed from previous designs both 
composition and arrangement of coaxial modules. Coaxial modules were displaced from planes of 
narrow walls of the summing resonator to its centre at a distance of a/4 (and a - size of a wide wall of 
the resonator). The central conductors of coaxials were continuous. For increasing the quality factor of 
the reentrant coaxial matching resonator the diaphragm was been put at the plane of intersection of each 
coaxial module with a wide wall waveguide from the side of the diode. Possessing much higher quality 
factor then at the summing resonator, the reentrant coaxial matching resonator ordains the parameters of 
the generated oscillations, including their fluctuation level. Therefore the increase of its quality factor 
partially compensates the reduction of output power and the increase of noise level of generated signal, 
which, as a rule, accompany with the effect of extension of the frequency retuning range. The bandwidth 
of the mechanical frequency retuning of the similar adder (on a level 3 dB) reached 1,2 GHz, 
and electrical — 100 MHz, i.e. accordingly 6% and 0,5% of carrying frequency. Power output reached 

4,75 W, and summing factor -0,95. Fluctuations level of signal remained approximately such as in the 
third version of the unit. The amplitude noise level was -(145*150) dB/Hz, and a phase noise level 
was (-65) dB/Hz. 

The comparison of the parameters of the investigated modifications of the waveguide coaxial 
generator showed, that from the point of view of power and noise parameters, the second variant of a 
design was the best. The fourth design is most attractive from a position of a range of mechanical and 
electrical retuning of frequency. Besides, the fourth unit version is preferable because of the best complex 
of all output parameters. 

The experimental researches also have shown, that the last three modifications of the two-diod 
oscillators are able to effective work both autonomously and as a part of a multiunit summing device, 
when they are connected in a sequent chain. It leads to a significant increase of output power while 
keeping high enough summing ratio and other output parameters. 

The constructive principles of power summing, frequence retuning and noise decrease in power 
adders with MSID, designed for short wave part of a centimetric band, seems to be promising 
for millimetric band (some experimental samples of such diodes worked at the frequency range up 
to 30 GHz). Taking it into consideration we may say, that the results of the present study will find a use 
for solving such problems of generatorsa on the base of MSID also in millimetric band. 
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One the methods of increasing the output power and enlarging the work range frequency of Gunn 
diodes is search of optimal diodes construction. There were shown research works of GaAs diodes use with 
different semiconductor compounds in InxGal-xAs, InPl-xAsx, AlxGal-xAs cathodes in references [1-2]. If 
length and consentration of admixtures are close to means in cathode and active regions, this diode should be 
browsed as diode with two active regions. Output diodes characteristics will be determined of the active region, 
were could appeared unstable current. There were taken m-n:In0.45Ga0.55As-n:GaAs-n+:GaAs structure of 
diode for tins research. The purpose of research is to check assumption about spreading work range frequency 
opportunities, to discover physical processes, winch are going in it and to obtain output characteristics. 

Two-temperature model was used for characteristic calculations, that was enlarged for heterojunction 
[1-2] and metal cathode contact [3]. There were used semiconductor parameters [2], temperature of crystal 
lattice T,,=300K. diodes length, doping profile, generation frequency (f), voltage (U0, V\) as initial data. 
Concentration of admixtures was equal to 1016 cm"3 in mlncusGao«As (1) and n:GaAs (2) active regions. The 
length of first active region is 1.5 and 2.5 urn, and of the second active region 2.5 um. The heigh of potential 
band is 0.06 eV on the metall-semiconductior contact. 

The research works had shown, that dipole domains and accumulation layers can appear only in first 
or second active regions of diode in dependence of displacement U0 and amplitude Ui. 

Accumulation layers spread by the high voltage in the first region. Regime is predominated over 
output power and efficiency of generation in dependence of work frequency. The diode work is determined with 
dipole domains regime on the low-frequency layers and with accumulation layers on the high-frequency layers. 
The frequency diode work range is -55 GHz (from -27 to -82 GHz) by the equal length active regions 2.5 urn. 
Two transit-time region diodes have been provided for future spreade-freuency range use different of transit 
regions length (the n:Ino4jGao5jAs-region less than n:GaAs-region). The first (low-frequency) corresponds to 
dipole domains regime, the second one (high-frequency) determined by accumulation layers regime. Dipole 
domains determine diodes work on less than -70 GHz frequency at the second region. Increase of diode 
frequency work take place by loosing of efficiency and output power generation. 

Taken researches were shown that specific characters of diodes have heavy current unsteady 
interconnection in different transit-time regions, what strongly changed its output data. 

There were obtained following results. 
1. Two works regimes could be in dependence of voltage in m-n:Ino,45Gao,55As-n:GaAs-n":GaAs 

diode. There are one regime with dipole domains in n:GaAs and second one with accumulation 
layers in n:In:,.45Ga,.55As. 

2. Output diode characteristics have been determined by regime with dipole domains on the low- 
frequency range. Output diode characteristics have been determined by regime with accumulation 
layers in the high-frequency range. 

3. Diode with equal transit-time region lengths of l[=ln=2.5 urn has frequency range -55 GHz (from 
-27 to -82 GHz) at the maximal generation frequency -5.6%. Diode with mlno^Gao.sjAs region 
length 1.5 um and n:GaAs region 2.5 um has frequency range -103 GHz (from -22 to -125 Gliz;. 
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POWER AND FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTICS OF GUNN GAAS- 
DIODES WITH TUNNEL INJECTION OF COLD ELECTRONS. 

Yu.V.Arkusha, E.D.Prokhorov, I.P.Storozhenko 
Radiophisycal department of Kharkov State University 

4, Svoboda sq., Kharkov, 310077, Ukraine 
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To use Gum diodes in mm-wave range it is necessary to decide two problem: inertia of the electron 
intervalley transfer and presence "dead zone" -initial electron heating region near the cathode. To decrease of 
the "dead zone" length it is usually used the local increasing of the cathode electric field [1-3]. Other method to 
remove the "dead zone" and electron transfer inertia influences is the active zone conductivity control. One 
from such methods of the conductivity control is electron injection of the active zone, for example, through the 
tunnel p^-n^-junction [4]. There p^-n^-n-n+:GaAs-stracture it was considereded. The research purpose is to 
study the physical processes that take place in the diode with tunnel cathode and to obtain it output 
characteristics. For research it was used the two-temperature model [1]. In this model p^-n^-junction presence 
was taken in to account by follow way [5]: 

1. Electron tunnelling to the conductivity band central valley having energy. 
2. Any processes in the degenerating p4"" and n^ regions is not taken in to account. 
3. Presence of p^-h^-junction is written by sertain boundary conditions determination [5]. 
4. Voltage are given both to the diode and to p^-n^-junction independently. 
5. All processes are considerated for second period of microwave oscillations. 
The diodes having active region lengths 1.0, 0.8, 0.5, 0.4 urn and 2.5, 3.1, 5.0, 6.2 1016 an3 impurity- 

densities are considered. The contact potential difference on p^-h^-junction was equal 1.44 V, GaAs diode 
parameters were taken from [3,4]. 

The tunnel injection influence to the diode work has been studied in detail for diode having 0.8 um 
length. It was found the accumulation layers are propagated in the diode what is an interesting fact at the such 
active region length. 

It was shown that there is optimum voltage on p^-n^-junction when oscillation efficiency is 
maximally. It is conditinced by such facts that when voltage increases the amplitude characteristics are charged 
for the worse but the phase characteristics the wrong way are improved. 

To find the frequency possibilities it was researched the output characteristics of the diode having 
deferent lengths. The electron injection leads to the "dead zone" length shorting. It the diodes having different 
lengths if the cathode electric field is low the electron energy in the central valley and the side valley electron 
population are enough to form the accumulation layers. Out of this the "dead zone" length is shortened without 
the electric field local increase. So far as the accumulation layers propagation velocity higher them dipole 
domains velocity the tunnel cathode diodes have the frequency limit higher and frequency range wider. 

Thus preliminary researched of the Gunn diodes having tunnel injective to the active zone give the 
foundation to think about their effective using in the mm- and submm-ranges. 
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COMPENSENTED GaAs DIODES OSCDLLATOR 

O. V. Botsula, E. D. Prokhorov 
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The purpose of this work is to examined influence of impurities on operate of high frequency oscillators 
based on Gunn diodes (in particular, GaAs diodes doped with chromium (GaAs:Cr)). Unfortunately, it was small 
paired attention to this problem the more so that in the real semiconductor together with main impurities (donor 
for n-type semiconductor) are always present other impurities. The present of impurities in semiconductor led to 
strong dependence of electron concentration in conductivity zone. If electron-capture coefficient of the deep level 
increases with increasing electric field the electron concentration decreases. Since concentration can't be smaller 
than one being determined by Kromer criterion: nL>10"cm"2( n - carrier concentration, L - active region 
length) for high frequency instabilities to arise, it led to halt of oscillators. This case have being investigated very 
well. 

The electron-capture coefficient of deep level associated with chromium in GaAs weakly depended on 
electric field and traps electron in slight fields and when field is absent. Thus, in the thermodynamic equilibrium 
state, values of electron concentration in conductivity zone is small and product nL may be smaller than 10 cm"". 
Due to energy position of chromium associated levels in the forbidden zone GaAs, an impact ionization of 
electrons from traps resulting in a superiinear current increase may occur even in rather weak fields (several 
kilovolts). In result of the Kromer criteria is true and instabilities take place [1]. The possibility of appearance of 
high frequency instabilities in GaAs diodes compensated by chromium have been considered in work [2], It have 
being showed that instabilities in the diodes determined by impact impurities ionization. 
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Fig. 1. The maximum efficiency versus dc voltage component for operate in fundamental harmonic Al- 
A3 and second harmonic - B1,B2. The curves Aland Bl for ß=0, A2 for ß= 0.6, A3 and B3 for ß= 0.9. 
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A one - dimensional computer simulation of compensated GaAs Gann diodes operating in resonance circuit has 
been made. We considered the operate of Gunn oscillators on the basic two diodes with different donor doping 
profiles of an rT - n - n+ and n+ - n - n - n+ types. The active region length and donor concentration are taken as ~ 
9 \i and an order of 1015 cm"3, respectively. The both of diodes have being doped uniformly by chromium. A 
mathematics model for investigation has been described in [2]. The voltage waveform consist of only a 
fundamental and second harmonic components: 

U(t) = U0 + Ul sm(2n:■f-t)-U1 COS(4,T-f-i) (1) 

where U0, Ub U2 are amplitudes of dc , fundamental and second harmonic voltage components, / - frequency of 

the fundamental component of applied voltage weveform . The influence of the degree of compensation 
(/? = N0/ND , N0, ND are compensating impurities and donor in active region concentration) on efficiency of 

oscillation on fundamental and second harmonic have being investigated. The efficiency have being calculated by 
method described in [3], The results of a calculation have being compared with ones obtained for same diodes 
without deep impurities. The maximum oscillation efficiency versus dc voltage plotted in Fig. 1 for n+ - n" - n - n 
diode operating on fundamental Al-A3 and second Bl- B2 harmonica. As may be expected oscillation 
efficiency decreased when ß increase. First, ratio maximum to minimum current in compensated diodes is small 
and observed only dynamic state. Second, the active diodes region are determined by impart ionization region. 
Since, length of the last may be reduce , a times of a. formation and extinguished will be grow and domain width 
will be grow too. 

AI-V diodes characteristics is modified when impact ionization take place. Therefore, may be possible a 
operate in higher current harmonic component. For this purpose the diodes of n+ - n" - n - n+ type has been 
selected. As seen from figure 1 operation on second harmonic efficiency drops if value of impurity concentration 
increase but it is approximately the same one in fundamental frequency operation. Thus , may be hope using other 
semiconductor parameters , for example higher donor concentration, if value of ß have being constant , to 
reach high efficiency. 
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FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE of MM-WAVE GaAs GUNN DIODE OSCILLATORS 
EFFICIENCY OPERATED on 2-nd or 3-rd HARMONIC 

Dyadchenko A.V., Mishnjov A.A., Prokhorov E.D. 
Kharkiv State University, 4, Svoboda sq., Kharkiv, 310077, Ukraine 

phone (0572) 47-19-88 

One from different ways of moving to the short wm-wave range is an working out the oscillator on 
harmonic frequency [1]. As has been shown in the series works [2...4] when Gunn-diode operates in some 
resonator giving several contours it is possible to obtain considerable increasing of the efficiency and frequency 
range widening. 

The results of numerical calculation of the efficiency dependence on frequency of GaAs Gunn-diode 
placing to the double-contour resonator are shown in this note. The first resonator contour was tuned on 1-st 
harmonic frequency fi (main frequency), second - on 2-nd f2 = 2fi (or on 3-rd f3 = 3f,) harmonics. The main 
frequency microwave power was picked out on the load pi matching with first contour but 2-nd (or 3-rd) 
harmonics power - on the load p2, matching with second contour. It was used two-temperature model of Gunn- 
diode, in which kinetic Boltzman equation with displacing Maxwell function of the electron distribution was 
averaged taking into account it space change caused by electron diffusion (accounting «non-localization»). 

It was researched the operation of Gunn diode with n+-n anode contact and m-n metalic cathode contact 
(in these cases «dead zone» near cathode is absent) and active n-region length L„ = 2,5 urn and L„= 1,0 um. The 
transit regime of generation ensured by choice of electron concentration in active n-region Gunn-diode: n,, = 
l»10I6cm'3 (La=2,5 urn) andno= 2,5»1016cm"3 (L„ = 1,0 urn). At the same time transit frequency was: f, = 45 
GHz (Ln = 2,5 um) and f, = 110 GHz (L„ = 1,0 urn). The anode n+-region concentration was n+

0= (8...10>1016 

cm"3. 
It is obtained when Gunn-diode operates in the double-contour resonator on 1-st and 2-nd (or 1-st and 3- 

rd) harmonics it is observed maximum efficiency on any from these frequency while efficiency on other 
harmonic is lower and so the wrong way. This may be explained by redistribution of the microwave power 
between connected resonator contours and is defined by that contours parameters in particular by correlation 
between their wave resistance pi and p2. Thus for each harmonic frequency it is possible to find optimum 
efficiency rj. Therefore it were calculated and analyzed frequency dependencies of Gunn-diode optimum 
efficiency on 1-st (ft) and 2-nd (f2) (or on 1-st ft) and 3-rd (f3)) harmonics that are shown on Fig.l...Fig4. 

Lower fj and higher fu boundaries of T|(f) dependencies define the Gunn-diode frequency range Af = (fö - 
fj) on corresponding harmonic. So far as these curves usually are crossed it is may be say about the common 
frequency range of Gunn-diode operation: when it operates on 1-st and 2-nd harmonics it is Aft,2 = (ft, - ft,), 
when operates on 1-st and 3-rd harmonics - Aft,3 = (f^ - fti). 

Follows results had been obtained: 
1. Gunn-diode with L, = 2.5 urn. 

When Gunn-diode with such parameters operates in one-contour resonator (f, = 45 GHz) it gives 
efficiency rjimax» 8%. 
a) an operation on 1-st and 2-nd harmonics: 
Tita« = 11,5% (f, = 45 GHz; p, = 4,7 Ohm; p2 = 25,3 Ohm); T]2max = 5,1% (f2 = 66 GHz; p, = 32,2 Ohm: p2 = 5,4 
Ohm); on level r),, r|2 = 1%: Af, = 44 GHz; Af2 = 42 GHz; Af1<2 = 68 GHz. 
b) an operation on 1-st and 3-rd harmonics: 
riimax = 11,6% (fi = 31 GHz; p, = 9,3 Ohm; p2 = 21,4 Ohm); r\Zmlx = 0,85% (f3 = 123 GHz; Pl = 19,4 Ohm; p2 = 

8,6 Ohm); on level r\h r|3 = 0,4%: Aft = 36 GHz; Af3 = 50 GHz; Af,,3 = 126 GHz. 
2. Gunn-diode with L, = 1.0 urn. 
a) an operation on 1-st and 2-nd harmonics: 
TW = 3,1% (f, = 125 GHz); ri2max = 1,85% (f2 = 225 GHz); on level n,, n2 = 0,5%: Af, = 100 GHz; Af2 = 265 
GHz;Aft,2 = 335GHz. 
b) an operation on 1-st and 3-rd harmonics: 
TW = 2,8% (f, = 125 GHz); n3m3X = 0,6% (f3 = 335 GHz); on level m, lfe = 0,2%: Af, = 95 GHz: Af3 = 310 
GHz;Af,,3 = 435GHz. 
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The inductance of resonator contours in the optimum regimes were changed from 10 pH to 130 pH 
and capacitance - from 0,07 pF to 0,5 pF. 

On base obtaining results it is possible to give follow conclusions: 
L  On each harmonic frequency it is possible to have efficiency higher than in one-contour resonator. 
2.  Maximum efficiency on 2-nd (or 3-rd)   harmonic take place on the frequencies lesser (or higher) than 

transit frequency. This may be explained by change for the worse of the phase correlation between Gunn- 
diode current and voltage. 
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1 Maximum efficiency is reached on that harmonic frequency whose resonant contour has lower wave 
resistance. 

£ Decrease of Gunn-diode active region length leads to increase frequency and essential expanding of the 
frequency range. 

1 It is possible to obtain sufficiently wide frequency range passing from main frequency oscillation to 2-nd 
(or 3-rd) harmonic oscillation. 

These theoretically obtaining dependencies is confirmed by experiments and they may be useful! 
when GaAs mm- and sab-mm waves generator is elaborated and it parameters are optimised. 
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Efficiency possibilities of the RTD generators. 

E. D. Prohorov, V.V. Medvedev 
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One from perspective active element for the mm- and submm-wave generation is the resonantly- tunnel 
diode (RTD) - some structure with double barrier quantum wells. It is interesting to estimate efficiency of RTD 
both on main frequency and on harmonics frequency. Since the oscillation power on main frequency is limited by 
influence of the diode capacitance and resistance of losses it is actually to research the oscillation of the RTD on 
the harmonics. By means of analyses of current-voltage characteristics of different RTD Al0.2Ga0.sAs/GaAs/ 
Al02Ga08As that has Imax at 0.3 V and the extensive region with small current and GaAs0.4Po.6/GaAs/ GaAs0.4Po.6 
that has two current maximum with small current region between them (it is two levels in the quantum well) was 
chosen. It was investigated the oscillation efficiency both on main frequency and on harmonics. Dependences of 
the generation efficiency of RTD Al0.2Ga0.gAs/GaAs/ Al0.2Gao.8As generator for diferent constant diodes voltages, 
diferent amplitudes of the variable signals, diferent diodes parameters: width of well and bariers were presented 
on fig. 1-4. Were demonstrated the existing of variable signal amplitude optimum (maximum of efficiency) for 
every voltages. Were presented the maximum efficiency dependences from voltage for optimum agreement 
between generator and burden. The first harmonic efficiency higher in 2-2.5 times then efficiency of Gann-diode 
generator, that caused by quantity of RTD minimum current (the maximum current in some orders higher then 

minimum current). . 
Same dependences were obtained for generation on harmonics (2, 3-th), the diode were under influence of 

first and n-th harmonics of signal (RTD worked in double contour resonator). Efficiency in 2-3 times less than on 
main frequency. . 

RTD generator on GaAso^oVGaAs/ GaAsa4Po.6 were analysed. It was shown the possibilities of 
maximum efficiencies on 4-th harmonic for certain voltages and amplitudes of the variable signals. 

The influence of the capacity and the resistance of losses on the RTD frequency properties were shown. It 
was estimated on what frequencies begin to evidence the influence of the external parameters on the RTD 
negative differential conductivity. 

Figure 1. Dependences of efficiency from voltage for different barriers width bl ,b2 
Figure 2. Dependences of efficiency from voltage for different well width a 

Figure 3. Dependences of efficiency from voltage 
Figure 4. Dependences of efficiency from voltage for different N 
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Resonant oscillations of homogeneous isotropic dielectric ball was investigated analytically and 
numerically [1]. It was shown that at big polar index n whispering gallery modes (WGM's) are excited in it. 
The special peculiarity of these modes is electromagnetic field concentration along the ball interface. It is 
known that WGM's have high Q-factor. At the first time they were observed in stimulated radiation of a 
spherical pattern, later in nuclear cavitation experiments , Raman light scattering in aierosols, and in ruby 
ball and so on {2-4]. High Q-factor , discovering the areas of the field localization of the resonant modes 
allowed to suggest set of devices with new unique properties, to calculate quite small losses in crystals and 
liquids [2-5]. 

It the present paper we consider a ball with radius r0 , which is made of a single- crystal. 

For azimuth - homogeneous modes 
dE    dE 

Kdcp     d(p      J 

\Hr = OJ.   We introduce a potential V by following correlation     Er ■ 

The investigation of Maxwell equations leads to the solution of the equation 

the anisotropy influences only on   TM modes 

Qß     V 
f& 

a-2   c2 a1. 
v 

Y" dr2+ r2$m6dB 
sin# 

d (        d a2 
£„£~ a2 

r drdd a2 \V = 0      (1) 

Here e„. = £+ + s_ cos2#, £ee = e+~ £- cos2#;      sr6 - s_ sin26>,     2e± -ea±eXI. 

ea and S^. are the dielectric permittivities of crystal along the parallel and perpendicular directions to the 

anisotropy axes. 
The solution Eq. 1 we are looking for in the form 

V - £exp(-/<y f)/>a(cos0) (2) 
UA(^)   r>r0 

where An and Bn are constants, k = (OI c, q is radial component of wave vector at r <r0, P„{y) is 

Ugander polynom. jn(y) = ^Jjy) I   K™W = ^f ^\ (y); J (y) and H^(y) are 

cylindrical functions of Bessel and Hankel of first kind. 

Substituting Eq.2 into Eq.l, using recurrent relations for j„[y) and P„\y) we obtain for r < r0 a 

system of algebraic equations for amplitude An 
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s^s^k 
K+   (2« + 3)(2«-l)J 

A.+ 

2cJ     <rt-\) {n + \)(n + 2) 
~q [{2n-l)(2n + 3)A^+(2n-3X2n+5)A 

(3) 

= 0 

For the big values of polar index n the system (3) has the approximate solution. 

4,+2=4,-2 = £C    £=±1,   <?=e3a8a(e.-ej*j'lk7 (4) 

Satisfying the boundary conditions at r = r0, we obtain a dispersion equation , which determines resonant 
frequencies of whispering gallery modes (xQ = kr0, x = qr0 ) 

(x7-2£_^)Ux)-nxjn(x)       /£>,(*,) 

■     fe-^kw        ~X°h?(x0) 
■~n 

7,0 

6,5 

-0-5=1 
-A~?=-1 

^ A' .<* 

gQ 6—Q—0—o-o-ln-o-o-o-nj-r 

0,0 

A' 
M. 

ruby! 

^ 

»>' 
>' 

-Q-Q-Q-Q-0   ., 

0,1 0,2 
Ae/s 

0,3 

(5) 

The dependence of value £r0 for IM modes on (^ - e„) feaat£B = l 1.53 • (l + ilO-4); w = 15, 

is shown in Fig..   At the fixed polar index n and the variation number along of radial coordinate in the 

isotropic ball (s^ = ss) there exists the only one resonant mode. The influence of anisotropy (^ * sa) 

leads to appearance two TM modes with different frequencies. 
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12, Proskura Str., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine 
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Introduction: Several effective methods of analysis of quasi-optical open resonators (ORs) with smooth mirrors 
exist. The analysis of the OR with the diffraction grating is a more chalonging task, because the grating is an 
additional dispersive element in the OR and has a inhomogeneous surface [1,2]. There are many such ORs of a 
complicate configuration, where the inhomogeneous mirrors can be conceived as a step-like regular surface. 
Several ORs of this type are [resented schematically in Fig. 1. 2-D models are shown here. The period / of the 
structures being studied is commensurable with the wave length Ä or it is far beyond that of A As will be noted, 
that the condition \«X can be used for the approximation of curved surfaces specifically for spherical mirror 
[3]. An efficient rigorous solution of the excitation problem of the complicate OR is presented in this report. As 
an example, the spectrum and the mode field topology of the corner-echelette OR [4] are calculated and several 

results are shown. 

4 y 

rümMfoi 

+ y 

Figure 1. 

Principle: The waveguide conception of keeping back electromagnetic field' in the OR in the vicinity of critical 
frequency proposed by L.Vaenshtein [5], and the generalized scattering matrix method [6] represent the basis of 
this solution. From this standpoint, the complex electrodynamical problem of the OR excitation is reduced to the 
equivalent waveguide problem and to the subsequent decomposition of the component object into elementary key 
blocks with known scattering matrices (S-matrix). The open-ended plane waveguide, the elementary one-sides 
and bilateral steps in the plane guide, £-and //-plane tees and others guide components are defined as the key 
blocs in the current problem. Basically, the S-matrices of listed blocks are well known [6]. 
In the thermin of quasi-optics a waveguide model has the same special features: 
- the higher-order matrices are applied in the quasi-optical problems as opposed to the waveguide problems; 
- the necessity of the minimum OR field distortion involves to use the small excited aperture; for this purpose 

the narrow-height dominant mode waveguide (for H-polarization) and standard-size waveguide with the 
inductive diaphragm (for E-polarization) are applied to the OR excitation. 

Theoretical analysis: We have considered this method as an example of the solution to the corner-echelette OR 
excitation problem. The corner-echelette OR is employed in the quasi-optical solid-state mm-wave devices [4], 
and has numerical positive points. Among all choose the scheme of the corner-echelette OR decomposition where 
is shown in Fig. 2. It comprises of three successive stages. The echelette model is produced in the first stage as 
the set of the step-type transitions to the open-ended waveguide. For this purpose, the computational algorithm of 
the generalized S-matrix of the guide know is formed by the two quadripoles M and N. These quadripoles are 
connected by the ;'-th regular waveguide piece and are located between the i—1th and / + 1th regular waveguide 
pieces (see Fig. 2a). In the matrix element form we obtain 
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M M N   — 
/+1 

M 
M N 

/+1 

Figure 2. 

^'-''''-'(MAA) = SMlM(il/) + S'-
1
''(M)£,S'

V
(JV)£,X,. (1) 

s'+u-,(M\r)=s'+u(^)£,JsrJ (2) 

S'+,'i+,(i^) = 5/+,-'+1(^) + 5'+1''(JV)£/5'-'(M)£^ (3) 

5,'",,/+1(ACV) = 5'",,'(M)£,i; (4) 
where the matrices X, and Y, is the solution for the simultaneous linear equations 

X,. - S'J(M]E,SU (N)E,Xl = S"''M (M) (5) 

and 
^ - S" (N)E^SiJ (M)Ei Y, = SiM (N) (6) 

The diagonal matrix £, describes the phase progression or the exponential amplitude taper of the ;-th waveguide 
wave between the reference planes of the unified objects M and N. This process is illustrated in Fig.2a. 
The algorithm of the unification of the quadripole M and the three-port N is used in the second and third stages. 
The W-plane tee or £-plane tee with the inductive diaphragm in the lateral shoulder appear as the three-port 
network. Assume that the three-port N loads on /, i+\ and ;'+2th waveguide and the quadripole M loads on / and 
/—lth waveguides (see Fig. 2b,c). This fact indicates that the eqn. 1-6 is valid for the cells ^'"'(MN), S+1,l~' 
(MN), Si+,,hl (MN) and S1'1,1*1 (MN) of the generalized scattering matrix S(MN). Other cells S(MN) are obtained 

S'+2J(MN) = SM'(N)E,XI (7) 

Si+2-M(MN) = S'*2M(N) + SM-'(N)EiS
iJ(M)EiXi (8) 

S'J*2(MN) = S'-lJ(M)ElZl (9) 

SM-'+2 (MN) = Sl+hi+2 (N) + SM' (N)EtS
u (M)EiZi (10) 

SI+2J+2 (MN) = Si+2M2 (N) + Si+V (N)E,SiJ (M)EiZi (11) 

where the matrix Z, has been obtained from the solution of 
Z, - Su(#)£,.£'''(M)ElZi = Sl'M(N) (12) 

Numerical results: The realization of this method is performed by the System Electromagnetical Simulation 
(SES-04) [7]. The corresponding calculated procedure 1-11 is implemented using the SES-04 compilator 
automatically as a transformation from the problem-oriented input language. The accuracy of the key blocks 
computational algorithm and the accuracy of the exponent convergent relations 1-11 are chose no worse them 
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1% in the S-matrix elements of the OR, in so far as this analysis of the 2-dimensional OR model is intended to 
determine of the quality characteristics of a real physical phenomenon. Furthermore, this system provides 
different servicing means for a computing result processing, notably the production of amplitude-frequency 
characteristics (AFC), a field topology, an outer radiation diagrams, ets. As an example, the result of the 
investigation of the corner-echelette OR model, having the length L=5h, the mirror aperture 2a=7h, where h is a 
step height, is presented. The OR is loaded on the outer space from the lateral aperture l'=2h. The dimensionless 
frequency k=L/A is used as a independent parameter. The spectrum of the corner-echelette OR as the AFC 
singular points is shown in Fig. 3, from below. The typical field topology of waveguide mode and quasi-optical 
//-polarized fundamental mode is depicted in Fig. 3a,b. The so called quasi-fundamental modes are of great 
interest. These modes have high Q, because the energy of these modes is concentrated into the immediate vicinity 
of a resonator axis. It can be easily observed in the Fig. 3c. The excitation of the ^-polarized oscillation and the 
concentration of the field for the next modes in the corner-echelette OR was predicted by this particular method 
and experimentally verified in the orotron [7]. 

Conclusion: The method involving the use of the waveguide concept and decomposition of the complex-shapes 
model into the key blocks is very useful medium for the analysis of the OR with a step-like deformation of its 
constituent surfaces in the quasi-optic. It permits to obtain accurate results for a small-size aperture OR (a~10X) 
where the application of the regroups diffraction theory is incorrect. This method is best suited to the problem of 
the OR excitation by the outer source, which maximally correlates with the elaboration of mm wave devices, e.g. 
the quasi-optic solid-state generators and the orotrons. 
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MILLIMETER WAVE SIGNALS DETECTION BY MEANS OF MONOCRYSTAL 
HEXAGONAL FERRITE ELLIPSOID 
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Frequency-selective 'panorama* devices on base of gyromagnetic converters (GC) for detection, 
visualization and measurement of power parameters of middle and high-intense microwave signals in wide 
frequency band (several octaves) have found application [1]. 

The principle of the GC operation is based on stable nonlinear resonance effects (SNLREs) at 
ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), taking place in ferrite resonators (FR) at power levels less than that of spin-wave 
instability. At interaction of microwave irradiation and FR with unmodulated resonance frequency ("resonance 
detection") or modulated resonance frequency ("cross-multiplication") nonlinear relations between transversal and 
longitudinal components of the FR magnetization vector are evident [1]. Thus, the longitudinal component and 
envelope of microwave signal, reradiated by the FR, contain information of spectrum power density of microwave 
radiation at the resonance frequency. 

SNLREs have been already studied in crystallographically 'isotropic' ferrogarnet FR [2], employed in the 
frequency range of 300 MHz to 30 GHz. Application of prospective hexagonal monocrystal ferrites with large field 
of crystallographic magnetic anisotropy leads to the possibility of the GC design for mm waveband (from 30 to 
200 GHz) without massive external magnets. This paper deals with the analysis of a more general case with taking 
into account both crystallographic HA and form HF anisotropy of HFE as well as its arbitrary orientation of the 
main crystallographic axis 8 with respect to the constant field of external magnetization H0. 

Let us consider the HFE to be a single-domain, magnetically uniaxial saturated small (compared to 
wavelength) ellipsoid. For an arbitrarily oriented HFE with arbitrary modulation frequencies the solution of the 
problem is intractable. So we make some simplifications, which correspond to real situation in GC design: (1) 
HA>H0\ and modulation frequency is essentially less than relaxation one (Q«ar). (2) We consider small angles of 
magnetization vector precession and small deviations of the HFR resonance frequency,   €Om « COres. 

The HFE resonance frequency can be controlled ('modulated') in two ways. One way is the same as used in 
GC with ferrogarnets, that is, 'field' control by alternating current in the microcoil surrounding the FR The second way 
is specific for the HFE, it is 'angular' control via deviation of the angle 6 ofHA orientation. 

The resonance frequency of the uniaxially anisotropic HFE with arbitrary oriented crystallographic axis and 
ellipsoid axis in respect to the external magnetic field H0 is determined by method of effective demagnetization factors 
(sum of demagnetization tensors of form and crystallography), 

N = NF+NC 

and the solution of a static problem for the equilibrium magnetization moment M0 [3]. 
For both "field" and "angular" resonance frequency control with modulation frequency Q we can represent 

the resonance frequency at small amplitudes of deviation as following: 

(»res = Ü)ro+Ü)mCOSnt, (1) 

am is proportional to the magnitude of bias magnetic field variation hz at "field" control and to the deviation of the 
HFE crystallographic anisotropy field orientation A0at "angular" control. 

The mm-wave magnetization vector components have slowly varying amplitude and phase [4], 

ma = Ga cos(at + <pa ), at a = x,y (2) 

where Ga = A, a Km  + XTtl X ay ym   '        xm  ym^ x (3) 
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and h ,h   are components of mm-wave field (for instance, mode Kw in rectangular waveguide), each component of 

the HFE susceptibility tensor  ^written in Cartesian coordinates in 9-component form with Landau-Lifshits 

dissipation term [3, 5], contains real and imaginary parts, A x = %m z^ ~ ZcxXay 

The amplitude Ga can be expanded into Fourier series, 
CO 

Ga = g" 12 + Z(g" cosnQt + fn
a sin nQt) (4) 

71=1 

Harmonics of the envelopes of mm-wave signals, coupled by the HFE into the waveguide (transfer and 
reflection coefficients), also carry information on the input power at the certain frequency. They are determined via the 
HFE representation as an elementary magnetic dipole radiating into the waveguide, using the technique of eigenwaves 
and the solution of 'self-matched field' problem [3]. Then the modulation coefficient of the transferred wave 
approximately is [4], 

Q « 0.5(-^£)2(Gxh
2
xm + Gyh\m), (5) 

where Vf is ferrite resonator volume, N is the main wave norm, hxmvm are amplitudes of the mm-wave magnetic field 

components. 
Spectra of Gxy determine the spectra of modulation coefficient Q. The form of the modulation coefficient 

harmonic amplitudes versus the relative detuning a=(co-m)/8 coincides with the form of correspondent harmonics of the 
susceptibility tensor components and with the forms of analogous dependencies for the 'isotropic' case [2]. The 
harmonic amplitudes almost linearly increase with the normalized amplitude of modulation q=a> m/£2 growth at low 
modulation frequency Ü. Amplitudes of the harmonics in the envelope of the transferred signal are proportional to the 
intensity of the input signal. They also depend on the HFE physical parameters: anisotropy field, relaxation frequency, 
orientation, value of the external field of magnetization, waveguide path parameters, point of the HFE placement in the 
waveguide, etc. Maximum amplitude of any harmonic is achieved at certain combination of H0 and angle of orientation 
0 for the ferrite with given HA. Computations for the spherical HF resonator (which has the only resonance response due 
to the only main magnetostatic type of precession) show that at the 'field' control maximum modulation depth on the 1- 
st harmonic of modulation frequency corresponds to the 'zero' orientation, 6=0. And at the 'angular' control, with the 
fixed angular deviation the optimum angle of orientation this angle lies in the interval 30-70 degrees [6]. 

Now let us assume the HFE to be excited by the modulated mm-wave signal having the following 
components of the magnetic field 

{K=hxm(l + Q)cos((ot + 0) 

\h}=hym(l + Q)sm(cDt + ®)' () 

where Q(t), <J> (t) -modulated amplitude and phase, correspondingly. 
Since the variation of the Mz follows from the geometry of the problem (see [5]): 

ml + m2 

AM2=^—^cos9M , (7) 
2M0 

then   taking into account the relation between mm-wave components ma amd ha via susceptibility tensor voltage, 
we get E induced in spiral microcoil with the constructive coefficient Z : 

E^^y-cose^'il + QXhJgl+h^gl)   , (8) 

where 

2MS 

Sx     (coa\ -a>2(l + a2))2+(coa(a>1 +co2))2 

(o)coMa)2 +(coMco2 cos2 6M)
2 +((ocoM cos#M)2 

^2 _ \"JWM™'>    ^\<JJUUJ2^VJ'D   WM 

{coa\ -co2(I + a2))2 + {coa{a>x + co2)) Sv =  ~.        ,.2/1   .   _.2XN2   ,  ,„„.,,.    ,   „ ^2 • (10) 

This output voltage has resonance character and reaches maximum at the FMR by choosing corresponding 
external field of magnetization and angle of orientation. The voltage increases with the reduction of the parameter 
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a, i.e. with the decrease of the HFE FMR width line. If the signal is non-modulated, the voltage is equal to 0. If the 
signal has amplitude modulation 

Q{t) = mcosQ.t, ,JJS 

then the voltage E contains the 1-st and the 2-nd harmonics of the modulation frequency, because 

Q' (l + ö) = -Üwsin^ + (/w2Q/2)sin2Q?, (12) 

and with the increase of the modulation frequency the voltage rises linearly (in the limits of 'quasistatic' 
approximation at relatively low modulation frequencies). With the growth of the modulation depth m the amplitudes 
of the voltage harmonics also increase: the first one - linearly, the second one as a square. 

There is no dependence upon the phase of mm-wave signal, because of the square-law relation between the 
longitudinal and transversal components of the magnetization vector. Harmonics of the voltage contain information 
on the mm-wave power at the certain frequency. These results coincide with the solution of the same problem for 
'isotropic' ferrite at low frequency and depth of modulation [2]. 

The processes of modulation and demodulation considered above lay the principles of design of an 
automodulation measuring system on HFE with feedback on the intermediate frequency and narrow-band amplifier in 
the feedback loop. This system operation and analysis (choosing the elements of the feedback loop, amplitude and phase 
relations m the circuit, threshold power level of signal detection, analysis of the generations zones width versus input 
microwave power) and experimental results on getting zones of generation are described in our paper [7]. 

The device has a number of advantages in comparison with the conventional GC and cascade junction of the 
GC with the crystal detector in mm-waveband: high sensitivity (1(T7 W), high selectivity, due to the automodulation 
comparable to that realized in the GC on base of YIG resonators with narrow line width, about 5 MHz), larger linear 
dynamic range (about 50 dB), independence of the output voltage amplitude on the input power, leading to better 
measurement reliability. Tolerance control and power measurements become more reliable. The described system 
application reduces strictness of demands to the preselectors at the input of mm-wave measuring devices and thus 
eliminates difficulties connected with the technology of their production. 
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By sole method basing on two-temperature model [1] n+-n, n+-n" -n - cathode contacts, bloking and 
antibloking metalic cathode contacts, bloking and antibloking heterojunctions on the cathode contact in the GaAs 
diodes working as on the fundamental frequency so on second and third harmonics it were investigated. 

Let us examine some fundamental results for each contact when diode length is equel to 2,5um or less. 
1. n+-n cathode contact in the diode having unhomogeneous doping of the active region [2]. 
If electron density near the cathode nk is equal to the anode electron density na then diode is homogeneous 

doped and there are accumulation layers are propagated in it. In this case maximum efficiency is equal to -3,4% 
and it was obtained on the transit mode f=45 Ghz. When k = na / nk < 1 then initial heating region (IHR) near 
cathode is increased and efficiency is decreased quickly. When k > 1 the dipole domains are propagated in the 
diode and oscillation frequency are increased. Max efficiency ~ 8,2% at 300K was obtained for k - 1,5. 

2. The metalic cathode contact [ 3,4,5], 
In dependence from the output works correlation on the cathode it is formed either blocking metalic 

cathode contact ( cpm > cp„/n) or antiblocking (<pm < $„/,, )• 
a). Blocking metalic cathode contact (m-n). 
For the diode having la = 2,5 um the optimum potential barrier height is 0,03 eV and efficiency at the 

optimum voltage is equal to ~ 8% on the 33 Ghz frequency. When the potential barrier height foil the cathode 
electric field is^decreased and consequently the initial heating region length is increased and the diode efficiency 
is decreased. When the potential barrier increase the cathode field is increased but at the sametime increases the 
cathode region carrier charge deplection. An application of the blocking m-n contact in the diodes having ~1 urn 
and less lengthe does not percpective. + 

High electric field near cathode it is possible to obtain by help the blocking m-n -n contact havmg high 
potential barrier height on m-n+ boundery. Whith this high contact field on m-n+ boundery is decreased owing to 
n+ rerion presence and from it magnitude dependes the complex m-n+-n contact properties. The maximum 
efficiency is equal to ~ 5% (la = 2,5 um )< but frequency range expanded from 10 to 65 Ghz. 

b). Antiblocking mmetalic cathode contact [ m-n ]. 
This contact is analogi to n+-n cathode contact and also has one defect - low field near the cathode what 

undesirable in case of the short sample.  Therefore m-n cathode contact is unfit for the diode having 
submicrometer length. . 

For the increase cathode field it is created narrow low doping region (n - region ). In dependence from 
n" - region length impurity concentration in it and from the output difference there are the dipole domaines or 
occumulation layers can propagate in the diode. With active region length 2-3 urn m-n'-n diodes have efficiency 
higher then m-n diodes. The frequency range of the m-n diode is wider then it has m-n'-n structure. 

3.Heterojunction on cathode contact [ 6,7 ]. 
It is possible to create high cathode field by help isotype inversely biased heterojunction. 
a) Blocking isotype heterojunction on the cathode contact. 
It is studied GaAs diodes with I^Ga^As and InPi.xAsx heterocathodes. It was shown for different 

diodes lengthes and different semiconductor compounds in the cathode that it is optimum conductivity zone gap 

( ASC) when the diode efficiency is maximum. GaAs diode with la -2,5 um and with I^Ga^As cathode has 
-12% max efficiency ( for optimum x ) and with InPi.xAsx cathode - - 9%. Frequency limit of such diodes is : 
for diode with I^Ga^As cathode it equal to - 190 Ghz, with InPj.xAsx cathode - - 180 Ghz. 

b). Antiblocking isotype heterojunction on the cathode contact. 
GaAs diodes with ALGa^As heterocathode and with different active region length were studied. In the 

diode with such contact the accumulation layers are propagated. IHR near the cathode a few shortenes owing this 
it is possibible to use the diodes having active region length less then lum. The frequency limit of GaAs diodes 
with ALGa^As cathode is equal to ~ 160 Ghz. 
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It is big interest call the influence of the cathode contact type and active region doping profile to second 
and third harmonic oscillation. It is studied the diodes with m-n cathode contact, with n+-n"-n cathode and with 
unhomogeneous active region doping profile when la = 2,5 urn and less. 

It was shown using compex firm of the volltage on the diode leads to shortening IHR near the cathode 
and to efficiency increase on fundamental frequency by ~ 30-80%. The best diodes on second harmonic are 
diodes having m-n contact but on trird harmonic - diodes with n+-n"-n contacts. Diode having la = 1 pm and m-n 
contact has frequency range from 70 to 550 GHz on both fundamentall and second and third harmonics but a 
frequency range of the diode with n+-n"-n contact is 90 - 580 GHz. 

A problem of mm- and submm-wave range mastering by Gunn diodes it is possible to decide appllicating 
the diodes based on perspective A3B5 semiconductor compounds. It is such compounds as InxGai_xAs, InPi.xAsx, 
Ini.xGaJPi.yASy. Conducting reseaches were shown that when x and y in the complex A3B5 compounds are 
optimum then diode efficiency preparing on base such compounds are higher then GaAs diodes efficiency. 
InxGa!.xAs diodes with dipole domain mode can work on fundamental frequency to ~ 250 GHz, InPi.xAsx diodes 
- to ~ 180 GHz frequency. The efficiency of InxGai.xAs and In^GaxP^yASy diodes with accumulllation layers 
mode by two factor higher then efficiency GaAs diode having la = 2,5 pm. 
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Introduction 
Rapid increase in the number of people using personal communication systems has pushed the capacity 

of all channels to their limit and the problem will become even more severe with the implementation of high- 
speed data/video transmission services. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop systems that use millimeter 
waves range. Such systems have several attractive features beyond those offered by microwave or UHF-wave 
systems [1]: 

1) they have a wide frequency bandwidth, therefore, a large transmission capacity can be obtained. This 
solves the frequency bandwidth shortage problem faced by existing systems when high-speed mobile 
communication are considered. 

2) they have large penetration losses through walls and diffraction losses. This result in compact and 
well-defined cell boundaries. Micro cellular or Wireless Local Area Network systems, in particular, 
benefit from this characteristic. 

3) the small wavelengths allow miniaturise of the size of components - such as antennas and active 
devices. Miniaturized components are very important for portable sets as well as Base Station 
facilities, which need to be readily installed. 

Therefore, many applications in the millimeter-wave frequency range (above 50 GHz), such as low- 
power radar and sensor systems, car navigation, noncontact identification, mobile communication, indoor Local 
Area Network, etc., require highly stable mm-wave sources with reasonable output power. Although the Gunn 
and IMP ATT diodes are the conventional power sources for mm-wave radio-systems, their DC to RF conversion 
efficiencies, cost and power supply is not optimal. Perfectly justify using a low cost MESFET for the active 
device in miniature VCO [2]. 

Modeling 
In the generalized problem of VCO design using a two-port active device that the embedding networks 

for oscillating systems are those that result in net power flow out of the active device. 
The total power delivered to the device is given by: 

P = ^Re(V1I1+V2I2) (!) 

where P is negative for net power flow out of the device. 

Il h             L2 L! 
n 

V, 

r.;,''-'VÄctiye;':;;:';: 

device ■."'■: V2         Ve2 

Passive i I 

v., 

Figurel. Equivalent circuit for generalized two-port oscillator design 

The complex ratio of the port 2 voltage (V2) and the port 1 voltage (VO is defined as: 
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A = — =Ar + jAi (2) 
" 1 

The active device is described by Y-parameter matrix: 

(3) // y„ y,2 v, 
h_ >« y22_ y2 

The total power delivered to the active device can be expressed in terms of Vb Ar, A; and the Y- 
parameters: 

P = (g,i + g22 (Ai+Aj)+ (g12 + g21 )Ar - (b12 - b21 )Ai )■ \Vj\2 (4) 
where gy and by are the real and imaginary parts of yy, respectively. 

When V! is assumed to be a constant, the values of the real and imaginary parts of A that result in the 
negative minimum of P correspond to the maximum power output from the device. The value of A that 
corresponds to this optimum point can be found from the partial derivatives of (4) with respect to Ar and Aj. This 
value is: 

y2i±_y,2 
2g2 

Aopt —        *)„ (5) 

An oscillator at steady state will have the following relationships between the voltages and currents of 
the active device and the voltages and currents of the embedding network: 

Vi = vel   v2 = ve2 

1—1     I--I (6) 
ll—      l el      12-      *-e2 

A good starting point for designing the embedding network for an oscillator is to use the Y-parameters 
of the active device at the gain compression point corresponding to the maximum oscillator power. This value of 
gain is given by: 

Go-1 
GME = ,  „ (7) 

In Go 
where G0 - small signal uncompressed value, GME - large signal compressed value of the maximum 
efficient gain 

The Y-parameters at this point can be estimated by reducing the transconductance in the equivalent 
circuit of the active device or by simply reducing the magnitude of the S-parameter S2i until the desired value of 
gain is obtained. 

It is not clear that the magnitude of the port 1 voltage (V]) will remain constant for all values A. A better 
way to maximize the output power is to determine the value of A, which gives the maximum two-port added 
power for the oscillating system. The two-port added power is defined as: 

PaJd=Pou,-Pin (8) 

The added power in a two-port oscillator design can be maximized by the next method [3]: 
The power delivered to port 2 (P2=-P0ut) is taken to be any arbitrary negative constant, (power is going 

out), and the power delivered to port 1 (Pi=Pin), which is positive (power is going in), is minimezed. Since the 
phase in the oscillating system is arbitrary, we can select the phase angle of V2 to be zero (V2=V2r). This 
establishes a relationship between the real part of I2 (denoted by I2r) V2r and the negative power delivered to port 

2 (P2). 

P2 = ^Re(V2I2)=^V2rI2T (9) 
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2r ~ V2r (10) 

The imaginary part of I2 (denoted by I2i) and V2l are taken as independent variables. The real part of I2 is 
a function of P2 and V2r. The imaginary part of V2 has been set to zero. The current and voltage at port 1 (Vj I,) 
are functions of the port 2 variables as determined from the Y-parameter matrix. The power delivered to port 1 is 
given by: 

P^-RefVJj) (U) 

ii = yn(IiZffi)+yBv3 (13) 

The input power can be minimized by taking the partial derivatives of P, in terms of V2r and I2i and 
setting them equal to zero. The corresponding values of the independent port 2 variables for maximum added 
power are: 

12, = ~ 
V2 (g12b2i + g21bl2 -2gnb22) 

2g„ <") 

y^-ff- (.5, 
N=4gugn(gng22 + b12b21-g12g21)~ (gI2b21 + g21b12f (16) 

The port 1 variables (Vi, Ii) can be calculated from these optimum port 2 variables through the Y- 
parameters. The value of Aopt is given by V2 / Vi: 

A -2gny2j 

JÜ + 2811822 + j ■ (8nb2i + g21b12 ) 
(17) 

The ratio of the arbitrary constant P2=-PoM and the minimum input power at port 1 (P{) is equal to the 
maximum power gain of the active device. This optimization of A is equivalent to simultaneously matching the 
input and output ports for maximum added power in the feedback loop. 

Results 

The final circuit was constructed on waveguide-microstrip performance. Voltage controlled oscillator 
based on 0.25 um GaAs MESFET. When biased at Vds = 3 V and Ids = 25,5 mA, this VCO oscillated at 62 GHz 
with an output power of 5 dBm. The DC to RF conversion efficiency is estimated to be 4,2 %. Out of oscillator is 
fabricate like standard waveguide 3.6x1.8 mm. 
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One way decreasing the frequency stabilization is to use the oscillating contour of generator with high-unloaded 
g-factor. This way is manifested in the development of quasi-optical solid-state oscillators [1]. However, the 
problem of the matching of the active nonlinear element (Gunn-or IMPATT-diode) and the distributed - 
parameter system such as an open resonator (OR) up to now has not optimum solution. The matching circuits 
consists of several components. A typical flowchart of matching circuit and OR shows in Fig. 1, where 1 is active 
element with eigen oscillating contour, 2 is matching circuit, 3 is quasi-optical oscillating system and 4 is load. 
The system depicted here has a several losses at the matching and radiating components. 

1-2-3-4 

Figure 1. 

The matching function combination with h high unloaded g-factor of the oscillating system is effected by OR 
with impedance transformation on the one of mirrors [2,3]. In this situation the quasi-optical flowchart will be 
presented as indicated in Fig. 2. Here, OR plays a broad spectrum of roles. Under this flowchart, we list basic 
principles of elaborated of solid-state millimeter wave sources. 

3 
4 

_ 
21 

Figure 2. 

1. A dispersive mirror allows one to rarefy the spectrum of eigen mode of OR and increase the g-factor of 
operating mode while retaining the fundamental advantages of OR with smooth reflectors, which have the same 
reflecting factor in the wide frequency band. This improves the spectral characteristics and the dynamic stability 
of oscillators. There fore, a dispersive mirror OR is more advantageous for application in oscillation systems 
with matching components. 
2. The frequency of quasi-optical oscillator determined by OR. The influence of the tuner on the frequency 
oscillation can by expressed by 

Aö) -, r- in condition co«cür, 

I dco 
where Aco is the variation of the operating frequency of the oscillator du to the shift of the mirror or variation of 
the matching parameter, B, is the susceptamce of OR and B2 is the susceptance of the matching circuit at the 
diode terminans. Let us take unto account that (in resonance condition asxoi) 

dco    cor 

where G is the active conductance of resonance circuit. The g-factor of the OR is greater by several orders of 
magnitude than the matching circuit g. Hence, the OR controls the generator frequency. 
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3. A multicircuit impedance matching can best be allow in quasi-optical solid-state oscillators. The circular-disk 
resonator is used as a first matching circuit for IMPATT-diodes. In consists of a metal to ceramic diode case and 
radial cap with a bias pin. A Gunn-diode is matched without a circular-disk resonator. A rectangular waveguide 
section serves as an intermediate matching element. 
The key feature of the corner-echelette OR is in the matching properties of the corner-echelette mirror, by virtue 
of impedance transformed property one [3]. 
The high Q of several modes and the field transformation near the impedance transformed mirror are a new 
quality of the open resonator with additional restriction of resonance space of OR. They allow one to improve 
both the spectral and power characteristics of the quasi-optical oscillator 
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1. 90 -th XX century in optical astronomy is note by the system appearance, allowing get the image with 
millyarcsecond angular resolution. At present the projects such system with the efficient aperture scale 
subkilometer and size subaperture before ten metre already are realized [1]. The projects with the size of aperture 
up to 100 km are discussed [2]. 
Particularity these system - use rarefy aperture. Using the rarefying apertures is stipulate by the desire to reach a 
high angular resolution with the minimum area very costly optical surface. 
2. As the aperture is the filter of space frequencies its rarefying leads to defects in the frequency area and to 
worsening of the quality of the received image. The optimization of the rarefied aperture for the improvement of 
the quality of the image may be achieved on the basis of one from the existing criterions developed as in the 
theory of the synthesis of the antennas as the adaptive optics: minimization of mean or maximum value of the 
lateral lobes of the directional diagram, the criterions of the sharpness of the image or the integral 
interferometrical criterions. All these criterions are rather effective for the one pointlike source. For the more 
complicated objects the application of these criterions does hot guaranteeig the maximum similarity of the 
received image to the investigated object. Therefore optimization of the aperture should be based on the 
criterions which are taking into account the space frequencies properties of the objects. 
The existing assessments of the efficiency of the vision systems (imaging systems, system of vision with before 
and post detection processing, system of aperture synthesis) are based on the Reley criterions defining minimum 
size of an independent pixel [3]. However this criterion is applicable only at a qualitative level to modern 
astronomical systems as corresponds to a case of the circle and filled aperture at rather large (order 10) signal-to- 
noise ratio. The modem reconstructive interferometrical systems has the rarefied apertures. The conditions of 
registration are characterized by a low level of a signal and strong photon noise accordingly. 
In this work the generalization of the resolution criteria on the basis of the decision theory and the space 
frequencies properties of the investigated objects carried out. On particular examples the efficiency of these 
assessments is shown. 
3. The imaging system effectiveness can be defined as a posteriory probability of the correct recognition of the 
objects on the registered image. On the basis the decision theory the binary problem [4] about observation of the 
objects HI and H2 the probability the correct choise can be recorded as 

P(R\H1) = [1+2 /TC
1/2

 o/z exp{- x2} dxJ/2, (1) 
Z = l/2 ff[F{H2 -M}*T(f)fdf/D(R\Hl)f/2, (2) 
where Ttf) ~ f/A(r-ß*A(r) /dr//jh(r) dr/2 (3) 
There F {*} - Fourier-transformation, T (*) - the optical transfer function of the aperture,   A (*) - the aperture 
function, D (R | HI)] - the dispersion of the obtained image relative to the priori image HI. 
From here follows, that two objects can be distinguished one from other if the spectrum of the difference image is 
nonzero within the passband of the optical system. The influence of the optical properties of the aperture on the 
probability of the correct choice can be appreciated on the basis of this equation. Besides it is possible to use a 
spectrum of the difference image as a value space - frequent standard for optimization of the aperture. 
4. For the measure of influence of the aperture on the efficiency of the system it must to execute the Reley test 
experiment, at which the object HI is 8(x, y), that is one pointlike object emitting Is of photons per the 
subaperture; H2 is 5(x - x/2, y)+ 5(x + x/2, y), that is two pointlike objects each of them, emitting Is 12 photons 
per the subaperture. 
For this case 

F{Hl-H2}=2*I*8*sin2(n/2fxAx). (4) 
Substitute (4) in (2) receive 

Z = (a*S)2/DfFsin4(n/2fxAx)T(fJy)
2 dfx dfy)

m (5) 
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Let's brings the relative spatial frequencies (v = & / frnax, u = fy / frnax, p = (u2 + v2), \)/ = arc tg (v/u)) and the 
factor of a posteriory resolution as the relation of the given system resolution to the diffraction limited resolution 
with the aperture size R = 5x * fmax. Taking into account (1), (2) and the photons registration process of submits 
to the Poison statistics (I*S = D) the results for verisimilitude of the image is 

P = (l+Erf{VfIs* M * U(R)]})/2, (6) 
Here Erf {*} - the integral of probability (Gaussian integral), M - the number of the subapertures in the whole 
aperture, U - effectiveness factor of the aperture structure. 

U = of1 ^(p, V)p dp0P
nsin4(n/2 R p Cos(y))d¥. (7) 

5. It is possible to install from expressions (6) and (7) follow. 
• The system effectiveness P depends on the light flow intensity on one subaperture Is, the number of the 

subapertures M and the efficiency factor of the aperture structure U by an identical way. 
• The efficiency factor of the aperture structure U is a function of the aperture configuration, spectrum of the 

difference test image and the factor of the posteriory resolution R. 
• The spectrum of the difference test image can be considered as the measure of the value of the received 

information and to use for optimization of the aperture. 
6. Obtained results may be illustrated by a few examples. 
=> Ideal system with the circle aperture and large signal-to-noise ration. There are for the parameter of efficiency 

of the structure and the verisimilitude of the received image assuming the optical transfer function of the 
aperture as a circle cone T (p) = 1 - p, (1> p> 0,) for the circle aperture (M = rcN2) is 

Vm = f(l-pf P dp fsin4(n/2 R p Cos(y/))dy. (8) 
Pm = 0.5*[1+ERF{NV(X1S *Uid)} ]. (9) 
In this case the aperture efficiency U does not depend on the size of the aperture N. The growth of the 
verisimilitude of the obtained image P is depended on increasing of the test spectrum value on the high 
spatial frequencies and the general energy of the image. 

=> For assessment of the effectiveness of the system in conditions of the phase instability with recovery of the 
specie interferometry method we take the results of [5] 

<\T(p)\2> = 0.4* T(p) /N2, (10) 
There N - the linear size of the apertures in the numbers of the Fride parameter (which corresponds to 
diameter of the coherence field area). It is obtained for case of the circle aperture (M = 7tN2) 

USP = 0.4J(R)/N2, (11) 
PSP = 0.5*fl+ERF {rfOJnls *J(R)]}]. (12) 
J(R)= f(l-p)pdp }sin4(n/2 R p Cos(y/))dy/, (13) 
It is resulted from these expressions that the efficiency factor USp varies in inverse proportion to the size of 
the aperture N. The verisimilitude PSp does not depend on the sizes. 

=> The nonredundant aperture. A geometric properties of the such aperture structure is enough well 
approximated by the properties of the fractal cluster [6]. It can be written the relationship for the circle shape 
of the aperture 

M=nND=xNe
DrD,   N=N0*r,   0<r<l, (14) 

Here M - number of elements ('weight' of a cluster), N - linear cluster size, D - fractal dimensions. 
Let's enter the concept an cluster aperture function as a probability density of the arrangement of the 
subapertures 

A (r) = dM/dN/(2 nN)=D*(N0r)M/2; (15) 
The expression obtaining from (3) and (14) for an optical transfer function is 

T(p) = (D-l)2*0(p); (16) 

0(P) =/y2J1dxoP1-x*x)[(p-x)2+y2)*(x2+y2)f/2-1*dy (17) 
UNSD = (D-1)4 0(D); (18) 
PNRD = 0.5*fl+ERF{(D-l)2* ^N0

D *I$*®(D)]}]; (19) 
where 0(D) = 0P ®(pf pdpJSin4(n/2R*p*Cosy) dy/) (20) 
The expressions (18) and (19) allow to determine the effectiveness of the system depending on a level of the 
signal, the size and the structure of the aperture. They are brought on drawings, from which is seen that 

• efficiency of aperture decreases with the growing of it fractal dimentions; 
• plausibility grows with increasing the size of the aperture; 
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•   for smaller values the fractal dimentions the plausibility is more 
This result becomes understandable if to taking into account that quantity of light energy per one passing 
window of the space frequency    (and accordingly on one the Fourier component of the image) decreases 
with the size of the aperture as 1 / (N-l). Thence follows that the more rarefied apertures with the alike 
number of the cubapertures are more efficient 

7. As the efficiency of the filled phase outraged or rarefied aperture decreases with increasing the size it is more 
perspective strategy to partition of the aperture with large number of the subäpertures into a set of partial systems 
with small number of the subäpertures and independent registration for the further synthesis of the resulting 
image, as it was offered in [7]. 

x10 efficiency - U image plausibility 

0.2        0.4        0.6 
fraktal dimentions 

0.7 
plausibili 

500 1000 
fraktal size 

1500 

Figure 1 Efficiny factor and plausibility of rarefied apertures 
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GYROTRON AS A SOURCE OF PROBING RADIATION FOR COLLECTIVE THOMSON 
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Collective Thomson scattering (CTS) of electromagnetic radiation from thermal electron density 
fluctuations in principle allows to measure the velocity distribution of plasma ions and their composition. The 
main concept of CTS diagnostic is based on the measurements of CTS spectra in some fixed scattering 
geometry. Because of extremely low level of scattered radiation a powerful source of probing radiation and a 
sensitive spectrum analyzing system are required for CTS. Powerful gyrotrons of mm wavelength region 
developed for electron cyclotron heating and current drive seem to have also good prospects to be used 
in collective scattering experiments. Their advantage as compared to infrared range generators is possibility to 
use 90 degree scattering geometry, providing the opportunity of local measurements with good spatial resolution. 
These sources at present deliver a power approaching 1 MW in a few seconds pulse duration and are challenging 
cw operation. The long pulse duration gives additional opportunity to increase essentially the sensitivity of CTS 
system based on gyrotron due to averaging procedure. These are the main reasons why CTS experiments with 
gyrotron as source of probing radiation were widely planned and even performed at a number of installations. 

There are, however, some essential differences in gyrotron radiation features required for CTS in 
contrast to plasma heating. Additional rather strong requirements to the source of probing radiation for CTS 
experiments are: high mode purity, low frequency drift during RF pulse and very high shot-to-shot stability of 
operating regime. 

Before starting CTS experiments at W7-AS (Garching, Germany) a number of 140 GHz gyrotrons 
designed for ECRH and ECCD experiments were examined from point of view their applicability also in CTS 
experiments. In the course of upgrading ECRH system newly arriving gyrotrons were also tested. As a result 
characteristics of the seven 140 GHz gyrotrons routinely operating during different periods in W7-AS ECRH 
system were examined. The most of data were obtained using the detection system designed for registration of 
CTS spectra with the total band of the spectrum analysis from 50 to 1200 MHz (more information about it is 
presented in the report "Detection system for the measurements of collective Thomson scattering spectra in 
fusion plasma"). With receiving CTS antennas being installed at W7-AS the stray gyrotron radiation scattered 

from the  empty  vacuum  chamber  was 
cjg • - r — 1 r 1 ] 1 1 1      mainly used in this analysis. 
-20 ~—~ \  First we present results concerning 

" ~ ' ~ the mode purity of the gyrotron output 
radiation. Five of seven tubes investigated 
demonstrated no signs of spurious modes in 

-40-j f|i            the bandwidth of ± 1.2 GHz from the line 
center. One of the tubes ("CI" namely) in 
every shot demonstrated two satellites 130 
MHz  apart  from  the   line  center.   The 

-60JWftWtS^I flMffirtJWfttfffiy1 'ftftW91!^^1 'Jjffift^WsWffi      spectrum of "CI" RF pulse measured with 
the spectrum analyzer of low sensitivity is 
shown in Fig.l. It was impossible to use 
this tube in CTS experiment. More 
sophisticated behavior was demonstrated 
by "EH" tube. In the course of CTS 
measurements it was discovered that in 
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Figure 1. Spectrum of gyrotron "CI" output radiation. 
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Figure 2. Gyrotron "AH" frequency evolution during RF pulse. 

identical operation regimes in some shot no spurious modes were seen with a rather sensitive CTS detection 
system, while in other shots the system was overloaded in channels corresponding to the frequency about 130 
MHz and its 3-4 harmonics. It was not clarified either these harmonics were presented in the spectrum of 
gyrotron radiation or they were generated by the overloaded detection system itself. 

Another point important for CTS 
application is frequency variation during RF 
pulse and shot-to-shot stability of operating 
regime. Minimum frequency drift and the best 
reproducibility of the operation regime are 
obtained from the tube with inertial cathode 
cooling ("AI", "AH" and "AIII"). After few 
millisecond of transient regime all of these 
tube demonstrate very high shot-to-shot 
repetition stability varying in the generated RF 
frequency by less than 5 MHz in the 
corresponding parts of the pulse. The 
frequency variation during the pulse generated 
by "AI" tube is shown in Fig.2. It can be 
clearly seen that the total frequency is varied 
by not more than 25 MHz during 0.5 sec RF 

pulse. "AH" tube demonstrated the frequency drop with approximately constant rate about 100 MHz/sec during 
Isec RF pulse. Similar behavior is typical also of "AIII" tube but with lower frequency drift, - about 40 MHz in a 
1 sec RF pulse. 

For tubes "CI", "CII", "EI", "EH" (long pulse tubes up to 3 sec pulse duration) with the intense water 
cooling of the cavity and programmed establishing of quasi-steady-state regime of microwave power generation 
two significantly different stages of RF pulse can be distinguished. In the initial stage frequency is decreasing 
with a rather high rate after which the quasi-steady-state phase of RF pulse is established. The latter stage is 
characterized by random slow variations in the central line frequency with not more than 10 MHz deviation and 
reliable shot-to-shot stability of operating regime within the same limit. Transient stages are significantly 
different for tubes «C» and «E»: for "CI" and "CII" the duration of transient stage is a few hundred ms, and the 
drop in the central line frequency during it is about 600 MHz. The corresponding values for "El" tube are 70 ms 
and 100 MHz, and for "EH" - even less than for "El". Very fast frequency variation in the transient stage makes 
it impossible to use CI" and "CII" tubes for CTS measurements in a short pulse (which are preferable for 
moderate-size installation like W7-AS). Gyrotrons "El" and "EH" demonstrate tolerable repetition stability also 
in the transient stage, which allows to use them in a short pulse for CTS measurements. 

As a summary plots of frequency evolution during RF pulse for tubes of «C» and «E» types are 
presented in Fig.3 together with the same characteristics of «All» tube shown for comparison. 

To provide opportunity of short pulse 
operation of «CII» tube in a short pulse 
operation a specific regime was found with a 
programmed variation of output power. 
Corresponding frequency characteristics in 
such a pulse were suitable but in reality this 
pulse was not used in a real CTS experiment. 

Frequency drift during RF pulse 
measured for 140 GHz gyrotrons designed for 
ECRH at W7-AS put some limitations to the 
fraction of generated RF pulse which may be 
used in CTS measurements. Gyrotrons of 
"A"-type are quite suitable for such 
experiments both in short and long pulse 
operation regimes. A quasi-steady-state 
fraction of RF pulse from gyrotrons of «C» 
and "E" types can be used in CTS, but 
additional limitations from conditions of W7- 
AS operation put severe restrictions for such 
measurement procedure. Gyrotrons of «E» 
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Figure 3. Frequency evolution for gyrotrons: "AH" ■ 
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type with a special care may be used also in a short pulse operation regime. 
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Figure 4. The spectrum of eigen noise of gyrotron "El". 

A serious problem for CTS in a moderate 
size installations is the stray radiation which couples 
from emitting antenna to the receiving one via side 
lobes and multiple reflections from the chamber 
walls. This radiation can disturb the operation or 
even destroy the detection system; this problem can 
be treated, in principle, by introducing the notch- 
filter at the receiver input. But the other problem is 
intrinsic noise generated by the gyrotron outside the 
central frequency in the same frequency range as 
expected scattered signal. The level of this noise is 
defined by the gyrotron and decoupling between 
emitting and receiving antennas only; the ratio of the 
signal to this noise is practically impossible to 
improve by some additional procedure. The 
measurements of gyrotron noise spectrum were also 
performed with the same detection system calibrated 

by ECE at the second harmonics. As an example the spectrum of eigen noise of "El" tube is presented in Fig.4. 
The specific noise intensity drops approximately as 1/f being of order of is ~10"18 Hz"1 at the frequency shifted 
by 200 MHz from the line centre. Other tubes demonstrate similar behavior with the absolute values differing by 
the factor 2-3. With the expected level of scattered signal in the range few tens eV such noise characteristics 
allow to perform CTS measurements if decoupling between emitting and receiving antennas not less than 40 dB 
is provided. Such a possibility was successfully demonstrated in a poof-of-principle experiments at W7-AS, both 
thermal and nonthermal CTS spectra were registered gyrotrons "AH" "El" and "EH" [1,2]. 
So even gyrotrons designed for ECRH and ECCD can be successfully used for Collective Thomson Scattering 
experiments. Nevertheless the quality of CTS measurements can be essentially improved with using a specially 
designed gyrotron which should possess not extreme RF power and the pulse length but instead provides 
negligibly small frequency variation during RF pulse and high shot-to-shot reproducibility of operating regime. 
Besides, in order to perform CTS measurements in ECRH regimes the frequency of diagnostic gyrotron should 
be different from the frequency of radiation delivered by ECRH system. At present all the gyrotrons have 
slightly different frequencies (with the spread Af/f» 10"3) and if one of them is used in CTS measurements stray 
radiation from other tubes produce enormous strong disturbances in the measured spectra. A compromise could 
be the construction of a step-tuneable tube which in the heating mode provides powerful long pulse radiation and 
in a second operating regime provides output power at a different (by 10-15 %) frequency with the power and 
pulse duration ensuring a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for CTS. 
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Abstract 

A moderately relativistic high-harmonic Large Orbit Gyrotron (LOG) has been considered as a source of 
high power radiation in the millimeter/submillimeter wavelegth range. The experiments on a LOG designed to 
operate at 5th cyclotron harmonic at the wavelength of 2 mm with output power of 50-100 kW are in progress. 
The LOG electron-optical system with a thermionic cathode is constructed and checked experimentally. It 
produces a thin rectilinear electron beam with an energy of 250 keV, current of 18 A, pulse duration of 10 |is and 
diameter of 0.6 mm in an axial magnetic field of 16 kG. A pumping system transforms the straight beam into a 
beam of electrons gyrating around the axis with a velocity ratio of 1.5 and sufficiently small velocity spread. A 
possibility of selective excitation of the 5th cyclotron harmonic at the wavelength of 4 mm has been proved in a 
short-pulse experiment on LOG driven by 300 keV/30 A/20 ns electron beam. 

Indroduction 

A gyrotron is usually the most natural solution for production of coherent radiation at millimeter waves with 
high averaged power. But for submillimeter waves, in spite of impressive gyrotron achievements [1-3], the 
preference is given to construction of rather expensive Free Electron Lasers with electron energies at least of 
several MeV. Meanwhile conventional gyrotrons with a strong magnetic field and electron energy of a few tens 
of keV has provided a power up to 100 kW at a wavelength of 0.46 mm (fundamental resonance [1]) and several 
tens W at 0.35 mm wavelength (second cyclotron harmonic [3]). Of course, when realizing such gyrotrons, 
difficult and non-completely solved new electron-optical and mode selection problems arise. These problems are 
especially complicated for operation at higher cyclotron harmonics whose excitation at low relativistic particle 
energy is not sufficiently effective. It is well-known that the excitation of the harmonics is significantly 
simplified at moderately relativistic energies of a few hundred keV. In order to provide a single-mode operation 
at higher harmonics, along with the electron energy increase a gyrotron selectivity should be enhanced. One of 
the possible ways is the use of a Large Orbit Gyrotron (LOG) configuration [4, 5] where a thin electron beam 
encircling the axis of an axi-symmetric electrodynamic system is utilized. Such a beam excites only co-rotating 
modes with azimuthal indices equal to the resonant harmonic number. A theoretical analysis and modeling 
experiments in millimeter wavelength band with a short-pulse LOG proved a possibility of selective excitation of 
higher harmonics. 

Selective excitation of harmonics 

According to the theory in a gyrotron with a traditional cavity for pitch factors, g=V|/V||, (vj_,n are the 
transverse and axial electron velocities respectively) of order of 1-1.5 and electron energies of several hundred 
kilovolts, the starting currents for first few harmonics are of the same order of magnitude. A significant mode 
selection is achieved in a LOG, where electrons excite only co-rotating modes which azimuthal indices are equal 
to the resonant harmonic number. Due to non-equidistant spectrum of gyrotron modes, resonant values of 
magnetic field for different harmonics can be separated by the magnitude of order of the corresponding 
resonance lines (Fig. 1). In this case, one can hope for selective excitation of a higher cyclotron harmonic, at 
least for a small excess of the operating current over the starting current. The latter is confirmed by numerical 
simulations based on a time-domain multi-mode code. 

A possibility of separate excitation of harmonics from 1st to 5th in a LOG was proved also experimentally 
[5]. The experiment was performed on the basis of high-current direct-action "Sinus-6" accelerator with the use 
of an explosive-emission cathode. The electron-optical system produced a 300 keV/30 A/20 ns thin rectilinear 
electron beam with a diameter of 1.5 mm, which was then transformed into a beam of electrons gyrating around 
the axis with a pitch factor up to 1.2 by means of a kicker. A few different LOG cavities was checked in the 
experiment. As a result, when decreasing the magnetic field from 12 kG down to 8 kG, we clearly observed 
successive excitation of the TEsi modes at the harmonics s=l-5 with wavelength from 14 mm to 4 mm 
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Fig. 1. Starting current of modes TEPii for the LOG. 

respectively. The most selective excitation of the 5th 
harmonic with the power of 100 kW was obtained at the 
2-3 time excess of the beam current over the starting 
one. 

Basing upon theoretical and experimental results a 
LOG for operation at the 5th cyclotron harmonic (TE51 

mode) at 2 mm wavelength was designed (Fig. 2). 

System of electron beam formation 

Taking into account parameters of an existing high- 
voltage power supply [6] the following requirements for 
the electron beam for the LOG were determined: energy 
of 250 keV, current of 15-20 A, beam diameter of 
0.6 mm, electrons should gyrate around the axis with 
minimum displacement of guiding centers and a pitch 
factor g=\ .5 in a magnetic field of 16 kG. 

In order to produce such a beam, a two-stage 
electron-optical system similar to that for the short-pulse 
LOG has been designed. First, a thin rectilinear beam is 
formed, and then the electrons acquire the necessary 
transverse velocity passing through a kicker. The use of 
a thermionic cathode, the necessity of utilizing the 
whole electron gun current and decrease of a beam 
diameter (because of double reduction of an operating 
wavelength) make a problem of the rectilinear beam 
formation for the long-pulse LOG significantly more 
complicated in comparison with the short-pulse one. 

Assuming a conventional current density for thermionic cathodes, 5 A/cm2, one obtains a very strong 
compression, over 1000, for the beam cross-section. To achieve such a compression without parasitic transverse 
velocities before the kicker a system providing particle trajectories parallel to the guiding magnetic field lines 
has been designed and constructed. 

Following the chosen concept we find that the magnetic field at the cathode should have a very low 
magnitude of 0.015 kG, which corresponds to about 8 m Larmor period. The adiabatic magnetic compression in 
this situation is very inefficient. Therefore, the electron-optical system has been designed such that particle 
motion in the near-cathode region is mainly determined by fields of the quasi-Pierce gun and the space charge, 
while a system of coils provides the matching of axial magnetic field profile to the particle trajectories. After 
achieving a sufficiently strong magnetic field a conventional adiabatic compression is used for decreasing beam 
diameter to required level (Fig. 3). 

/ The kicker is located in a region of adiabatic compression, in a relatively weak field, of about 5 kG. After 
tiie kicker, the electron transverse velocity is further increased in the tapered guiding field (Fig. 4). The kicker 
was optimized to pump the beam up to necessary pitch factor with minimum displacement of electron guiding 
centers from the axis and minimum sensitivity to electron position spread. For the operating parameters, 
simulations predict a transverse velocity spread, (Sv^N^nas^lVo, which is sufficiently small for an effective 
operation of the 5th harmonic LOG. The kicker can effectively pump the beam within a very wide range, about 
50%, of the axial field. 

The operation of the electron-optical system was checked experimentally. The gun volt/ampere 
characteristics showed that at the cathode temperature of 1600 °C the designed space-charge limited regime of 
the operation with 18 A beam current at 250 kV voltage was achieved. The beam compression was checked by 
measuring of a straight beam diameter for a few points along the system in a modeling regime with a low voltage 
and current (22kV/0.3 A/10 us). Imprints produced by the beam on a perpendicular scintillator plate were 
observed. Results of the measurements are in a good agreement with the corresponding simulations. 

Fig. 2. Cavity of the LOG (sizes are given in mm). 
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Fig. 3. Schematic of the electron-optical system and 
spatial profile of the axial guiding magnetic field. 
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Fig. 4. Magnetic field of the kicker, pitch factor for the 
near-axis electrons, and particle trajectories in the 
helical beam formation region. 

The operation of the kicker was checked at 
the beam voltage of 250 kV and a very low beam 
current (low temperature of the emitter surface). The 
measured mean diameter of more than 2 mm and the 
thickness of 0.5-0.8 mm of the observed axially 
centered Larmor rings in the field of 16 kG proved the 
correspondence of the obtained beam parameters to the 
designed ones. 

Conclusion 

A high-harmonic gyrotron with a strong magnetic 
field is one of the simplest candidates for development 
of powerful sources in the whole submillimeter 
wavelength range. The developed concept allows 
elaboration of relatively compact powerful sources in 
millimeter/submillimeter wavelength band. According 
to simulations and modeling experiments the use of 
moderately relativistic electron energies of order of 
several hundred kilovolts allows an effective 
generation of higher cyclotron harmonics at the 
wavelengths down to 0.1 mm. The experiments on the 
5th harmonic LOG at the wavelength of 2 mm with an 
unique electron beam are in progress. 
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Diffraction electronics devices of millimetric wave band on coupled open resonators (OR) in 
comparison with single-resonator diffraction emission generators (DEG) have a number of advantages: they 
have a wider band of electronic frequency change, may be effectively used as power amplifiers and frequency 
multipliers. Figure 1 shows schematically two possible versions of arrangement of such devices on coupled OR 

[1]. 

a) b) 
Figure 1. 

In case of series connection of open resonators relative to axis of electron beam (EB) 1 (Figure la) 
electrodynamic system of generator consists of anamber of spherical (or other form) mirrors 2 and a common 
mirror 3 with diffraction grating (DG). Electron flow, being focused in interaction field by magnetic field, is 
transmitted near the grating. A scheme at parallel connection of OR relative to axis EB 1 is given in Figure lb, 
where open electrodynamic system is arranged as two coupled spheroidal resonators 2. Electron beam is 
moving here between two mirrors, on which strip DG 3 are located. In both cases, when the beam current 
exceeds the starting value, electromagnetic oscillations are excited in the device. If a signal from outside source 
is fed to input of one of the resonators and self-excitation condition is not provided, then the device operates as 
an amplifier. Besides, these devices can fulfill functions of frequency multipliers due to availability f two 
coupled OR. 

Investigations of identical systems on coupled OR were carried out for the described schemes by 
simulation method within the frequency band of 45-49 GHz. In this case EB 1 (Figure 1) was replaced by a 
planar dielectric waveguide which was energized by microwave oscillator. Extraction of power from the system 
was carried out through coupling slots of spherical mirrors. Vibration and frequency spectra of OR were 
investigated at different distances between mirrors and parameters of DR. Also measurements of similar 
characteristics for single hemispherical and spheroidal OR were carried out, which were considered basic ones 
for the systems being investigated. 

Comparative analysis of spectral characteristics and resonance curves given in Figure 1, coupled OR 
with basic resonators allowed to find out both common and distinctive features. Similarity of the systems under 
consideration consists in the fact that axially-symmetrical oscillations, which by their structure qualitatively 
coincide with the fields formed by single OR, are excited in coupled OR as well. But introduction into OR of 
surface wave scatters as reflecting and semi-transparent DG and also availability of coupling between the 
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resonators results in a significant change of frequency spectrum and resonance curves of oscillations for the 
systems being investigated: rarefaction of frequency spectrum, variation of steeples of frequency mechanical 
change, convergence and overlap of resonance curves take place. In particular, oscillation spectra of single 
spferoidal (plot 1) and two coupled through strip DG (plot 2) OR with fixed distance between the mirrors are 
given in Figure 2. 

49 50   f, GHz 

Figure 2. 

The plots demonstrate that when a coupling is introduced between the resonators convergence of 
resonance frequencies is observed. This effect was achieved due to frequency pulling of one resonator by 
another and can be used for extending the bandwidth of electrodynamic system in case of its use in amplifiers 
of miHimetric wave band. 

1.  reHepaTopw AH$paicirHOHHoro rajrvHemm / Uoa pea.  B.n.  IIIecTonajiOBa;  AH YCCP. 
paaH0(})H3HKH H 3jieKrpoHHKH. — KHCB: HayKOBa ayMKa, 1991. 
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One of the problems in the field of physics and engineering of and submillimeter wave ranges is the 
creation of high-efficient sources of electromagnetic oscillations and element base of radiosystems. The 
theoretical and experimental research indicates an opportunity of using Cerenkov radiation (CR) or a 
combination of diffraction and Cerenkov radiation in some schemes of EHF [1, 2]. Periodic metal-dielectric 
structures (MDS) of the dielectric layer (resonator) — band diffraction grating (DG)-type are user in such 
devices for converting EB surface waves into volume waves. 

In a general case the energy characteristic of excited radiation is represented by the energy density 
determined by average value of Pointing vector stream: 

S„ = -ViExH*], 
8^V^ 

where n— number of radiation space harmonic, c — speed of light, s — relative dielectric permeability of the 
medium; E and H — vectors of electromagnetic wave excited by a monochromatic current of the space charge. 
It is possible to separate various regimes of radiation excitation which are realized by changing o fthe such 
parameters of system as s, I (period of DG), and ß =V/c (relative velocity of EB). 

The numerical modeling carried out has provides for the investigation of the radiation properties in a 
wide interval of changing MDS and EB parameters used practically (e = 2*100; ß = 0.1*0.9). The 
dependencies S0s I S£ on s and ß for various values of DG filling factor u = cosxd/l {d — width of DG bands) 
were obtained and analysed. As the analysis has shown one of the main factors influencing the density of CR 
energy is the screening influence of DG deposited on the dielectric surface along which EB is moving. 

The MCD experimental model investigated is presented in Figure 1. In this case monochromatic EB is 

1 / _2_ 

Figure 1. Experimental model of investigated MDS. 
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replaced by one-mode planar waveguide 1 locate along the band DG 2 deposited on the surface of the dielectric 
prism 3. The present model was used to realize the regime of simultaneous excitation of DR (radiation angles y. 
iE and r-\ in Figure 1) and CR (radiation angle y0 in Figure 1). In this case the electrodynamic system of MDS 
was investigated under the frequency range of/=68+75 GHz and it had the following parameters: 1=3 mm, 
y#=0.9; dielectric prism («=2.05) with the basis sizes of 70 x 70 x 100 mm and the hight of 40 mm; band 
diffraction gratings witch had various values of u were deposited onto the side of the prism 70 x 40 mm. 
Besides to identify of null diffraction harmonic with CR a prism without DG excited by the dielectric 
waveguide was investigated. 
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Figure 2. Effect of DG filling factor on the density of CR energy. 

Figure 2 present the results of numerical analysis and experimental simulation in the form of 
dependencies S0e/ Se related to the frequency at various a. The dependencies presented illustrate the screening 
influence of DG and demonstrate the qualitative conformity of theoretical and experimental results. 
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INSTALLATION FOR INVESTIGATION OF ELECTRON BEAMS OF VACUUM 

ELECTRONIC DEVICES OF MILLIMETER WAVE BAND 

G.S. Vorobjov, D.A. Nagorayi, K.A. Pushkaryov 
Sumy State University, 2, Rymski-Korsakov St., Sumy, Ukraine, 244007 
Tel. (0542) 39-23-72, fax 38.0542.33-40-58, E-mail kpe@ssu.sumy.ua 

Ye.V. Belousov, V.G. Korzh, 
Institute of radiophysics and electronics of NASU, 12, Ac. Proscura St., Kharkov, Ukraine, 310085 

Tel. (0572) 44-85-48 

During the last years attention of investigators has been attracted by transient radiation which can be 
used effectively enough for diagnostics of EB [1,2]. 

Block diagram of the installation implementing this method is given in Figl. Electron beam 1 is 
formed by gun 2 installed in such a way as to provide the possibility of angular movement relative to plane of 
movable target 3. For present mode of currents on it and on stationary target 4 that indicates to arrangement of 
lower boundary of target 3 on beam axis. During installation of movable target for preset cross-section of EB 
recording of optical radiation shall be performed which is taken out through peephole 5 and optical system 6 to 
radiation detector 7. Recording of currents on both targets is carried out simultaneously by indicators 8 and 9. 
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Figl. 

Photographic camera, television camera, photomultiplier tube or devices with solid-state image probes 
for example, charge-coupled devices may be used as radiation detectors. Radiation detector shall be chosen in 
accordance with requirements to electron beam analysis: accuracy of measurements, data processing rate, 
evidence of information, etc. Processing procedure of beam glow trail on the target in the course of carrying out 
a series of measurements for determination of geometric dimensions of beam cross-section and current density 
distribution depends on the type of radiation detector. So, for example, determination of relative intensity of 
beam radiation on target in the main task during measurement of EB parameters by photographic method. 

Particularly, Fig.2 presents current density distribution over the length of strip beam in minimum 
(curve 1) and maximum (curve 2) of static pulsation of EB being formed by diode gun with plane with plane 
geometry applied in devices of millimeter - wave band like diffraction radiation generator and backward wave 
tube. 
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It clear from the plots present that in case of cathode use with no defects current density is rather 
inhomogeneous which is especially evident in maximum of static pulsation. A similar phenomenon observed 
both at operation of current limitation by a space charge and at the mode of complete current take-off. 

The current density of axially symmetric EB is less inhomogeneous, which connected with specificity 
of forming of such beams: axially symmetric optics, absence of magnetic field in the area of EB forming. Thus, 
Fig. 3 present distribution of current density in relative units for three cross-section of the beam formed by 
three-electrode electron gun with axial symmetry applied in traveling wave tubes of millimeter-wave band. Plot 
1 corresponds to cross-section of EB arranged at the distance of 4.4 mm from second anode, the rest two 
characteristics have been formed for cross-section arranged at 5.5 mm interval from the first cross-section. 
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The plots show that in spite of availability of local and common inhomogeneities at distribution of 
current density over the EB diameter they develop to a sufficiently lesser extent than for strip beams. 

1. Patent 4086 of Ukraine, International Classifier Ni>6 - 1/94 of 27.12.94, published in Bulletin of Ukraine 
«Industrial property» 
2. G.S. Vorobyov, A.A. Borisenko, Ye.V. Belousov, V.G. Korzh, I.A. Kulik, and K.A. Pushkaryov, "Method 
for Measurement of Static Parameters of Axially Symmetric Beams in Devices of Millimeter Wave Band", 
Infrared and Millimeter Waves, Vol.19, No.2, pp.243-250, February 1998. 
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INVESTIGATION OF PHASE-LOCKED DIFFRACTION RADIATION 
GENERATOR 

M.Yu. Demchenko, G.P. Ermak, I.D. Revin 
Institute of Radiophysics and Electronics NAS of Ukraine 12 Ak. Proskura Str., 310085 Kharkov, Ukraine, e- 

mail: ermak@ire.kharkov.ua 

A number of millimeter-wave measuring systems require high stability, high-power sources. New opportunities 
for the plasma diagnostics, high-resolution spectroscopy and coherent radars can provide a new type of high- 
stability medium-power electromagnetic oscillator: the Diffraction Radiation Generator (DRGs) 
The operation of the DRG is based on the phenomenon of diffraction radiation (Smith-Purcell effect), in which 
an electron beam passing over a periodic structure (e.g. diffraction grating) radiates as a result of interaction with 
the grating. The emitted radiation is collected by a high-Q open resonator that encloses the grating. To provide 
the frequency returning in a wide range the second mirror of the open resonator is made movable. 
At this time, DRGs that operate over the 30-250 GHz frequency range are available with power levels from 50 
down to 0.3 Watt at input voltage of about 3 kV and cathode current of about 0.12 A. The relative long-term 
frequency instability of the DRGs is about 5xl0*6 [1]. 
There are two methods of improving the long-term frequency stability of the source without reducing of the 
output power. The. first method is injection-locking, the second one is PLL-locking. The results of development 
and investigation of a PLL-locked V-band 10 Watt DRG are presented, in this paper. The scheme of the PLL- 
locked source is presented in Figure 1. 

Fig.l 

The PLL of the DRG consists of two loops, which are coupled by the harmonic-mixer(l). The first loop contains 
the components which are necessary to stabilize the DRG operating in the V-band. The second loop stabilizes a 
frequency synthesizer operating in C-band and the reference oscillator to the 5 or 10 MHz frequency standard. 
One part of the DRG power coupled to a harmonic-mixer(l), is downconverted by the output signal of the 
frequency synthesizer. The output signal of the mixer is fed to the phase detector, where it is compared in phase 
to a stable signal of the reference oscillator to generate a phase error signal, which controls the power supply of 
the DRG. 
The investigation of the long-term frequency stability of phase-locked DRG provides by V-band high-resolution 
frequency meter 'RCh-3-72' with measurement error 5x10"10'. Figure 2 presents the long-term frequency stability 
of 10 Watt 60 GHz DRG measured at locked (♦♦♦♦) and unlocked ( ■■■■ ) mode of operation. In the locked 
regime the long-term error of+/-10 Hz was achieved. 
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The investigation of phase-locked spectrum of the DRG was realized by high-resolution receiving system. The 
operation of the high-resolution receiving system can be described as follows. The output signal of DRG passed 
through attenuator is mixed in the receiving mixer (2) with the signal coming from the coherent heterodyne. The 
measurement of the probing signal is carried out at an intermediate frequency by spectrum analyzer. The 
receiving system can measure the transmitted and reflected signals by a simultaneous analysis of amplitude and 
phase of the probing signal. 
In figure 3 the phase-locked spectrum of the DRG measured with an audio spectrum analyzer with a transmission 
band of 3 Hz is presented. It demonstrates a good spectral purity of the DRG. The noise level is -80 dB in the 
bandof+/-60kHz. 
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The PLL locked DRG can be mechanically and electrically frequency tuned. The frequency timing with the 
minimal frequency steps of 1 Hz is possible within the electrical tuning band of about +/- 15 MHz at any 
frequencies within the mechanical tuning operating band of the source. So the source can be used as frequency 
synthesizer with frequency step up to 1 Hz. The receiving system operates in the 55-75 GHz frequency band. 
The changing of the frequency band of the source and receiving system up to 150 GHz can be realized" by 
replacing the DRG, waveguid components and harmonic mixers with the components of the required band. 
The main specifications of the locked DRG and the receiving system are as following: 

-operating band of the DRG 60+/-5 GHz; 

-output power < 10 Watt; 

min. frequency step 1Hz; 

-operating frequency band 

of the receiving system 55-75 GHz; 

-dynamic range 120 dB; 

-frequency resolution <3Hz 

The phase-locked DRGs well suited for plasma diagnostics, for investigations of the substances with great losses, 
for radar remote sensing of the atmospheric pollution and high-resolution spectroscopy. 

References: 
1. .V.P. Shestopalov, A.A. Vertij, G.P. Ermak, B.K. Skrynnik, G.I. Khlopov, A.A. Cvyk Diffraction Radiation 
Generators; Academy of Science of Ukraine; Institute of Radiophisycs and Electronics.- Kiev: Naukova Dumka, 
1991.-320 p 
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On Mechanism for Oscillation Excitation by Electron Beam in Cavity. 

ButsV.A. Kovalchuk I.K. 
NSC 'Kharkov Physical and Technical Institute', Bild. 1, Academicheskaya street, 310108, Kharkov, Ukraine. 

Tel (05 72)404-414, E-mail: kova!chuk_ik@kipt. kharkov. ua 

The study of mechanisms for the development of the beam instability, which causes the oscillation excitation in 
various electrodynamics systems, is necessary for the effective control of the procfess of the instability 
development. The understanding of the mechanisms itself is based on the following: the elementary mechanism 
of the radiation emission of the beam single particles, the number of bunch particles emitting coherently and 
the number of bunches emitting coherent radiation. The letter two components may be combined into the one— 
the total number of particles emitting coherently. 

As it has been shown in [1,2] the correct employment of these three (two) components allows to 
describe not only the process of the beam instability development, but to obtain just correct analytical 
expression for the instability increment. 

In the presented report, the physical mechanisms for the electromagnetic wave excitation by the 
electron beam in the cavity (monotron) are investigated. It is reaching basing on the simple physical 
consideration by the above mentioned principles. Monotron is one of the simple and interesting system. It was 
proposed long ago for the excitation of the electromagnetic oscillation and is enough studied in the present 
time. 

Vavilov had been shown in work [3] that radiation can be generated in the matter by charged particle 
moving with constant velocity, which is less then light velocity in this matter, when one is limited in 
longitudinal direction. In first, probably, this radiation was considered quantitatively in [4], It was named 
Vavilov radiation by authors. The article is difficult of access, The energy losses of the one charged particle in 
the rectangular cavity was obtained only in this work. The expressions for the electromagnetic field components 
are necessary for us. 

In the presented work we define the increment of the beam instability in the monotron basing on the 
elementary Vavilov mechanism radiation emission of the one charged particle and the mechanisms of the beam 
bunching. In this case we use simple physical consideration. The obtained expression differs from exact one in 
the factor of the order of unit. 

Let's consider a cylindrical cavity with radius R, length L and ideally conducting inner surface. At the 
moment t=0 an electron flies into the cavity through one of the butt-ends and is moving with constant velocity 
V along cavity axis. We consider only axially symmetric field of the E-type (Er,Ez,H ). The field 

components expression are defined from Maxwell equations using Lapllace transformation and Fourier series. 
When electron has flown through the cavity, the electromagnetic field in them is the superposition of the 
natural one. The expressions for the field components are employed for the definition increment, using simple 
phycical consideration. These components are obtained with help of the Mellin transform, as functions of time. 

To obtain the exact increment we consider the linear self-consistent theory of the oscillation excitation 
in monotron by the uniform in the cavity cross section electron beam, which fully fills cavity and moves with 

constant velocity Valong the cavity axis. The constant external magnetic field which provides co\ » co2 is 

applied along the cavity axis. This allows to consider the electron movement as one dimensional. In order to 
describe this process we consider Maxwell equations for the electromagnetic fields and hydrodynamic equations 
for the small disturbances of density ft and velocity V of the beam. This set, besides electric field boundary 
condition, must be supplemented with condition for beam: the disturbances of the beam density and velocity are 
equal to zero on the input butt-end. The expressions for disturbances of the density and velocity of the electron 
beam was obtained from hydrodynamics equations. It substitute to the Maxwell equations. After that we 
obtained integrodifferential equations for longitudinal electric field component. Using the boundary conditions 
we can obtain exact increment for the beam instability of the electron beam in the cylindrical cavity. Analagous 
problem was obtained in [5]. 

The increment of the beam instability may be obtained on the base simple physical consideration too. 
The expressions for the radiation emission of the one electron and beam density disturbance can be used in this 
case. The letter may be obtained from movement and continuity equations and is following: 
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Where Tt -the beam density disturbance, n0 -the nondesturbed density of the beam, y -relativistic factor, V- 

beam velocity, m,e -mass and charge of the electron, Ez-longitudinal component of the electric field in the • 
cavity. In other hand, it can be obtained as sum of radiation fields of the individual electrons which are in the 
density disturbances: 

R 

E,(z) = \u*mr)rdr\E?\z,z>)n(z>)dz> 
0 

"     '0* where X -radial wave number, ,/0 (x)-Bessel function of the zero order, El°\z,z') -radiation field in the 

point 2 generated by electron which is in the point z'. As a result, Ez(z) may be expressed itself in the 
algebraic equation. From letter the expression may be obtained for the frequency imaginary part, which is 
increment. One differs from the exact increment in the factor of the order of unit. 

Thus it may be conclude that the monotron instability is based on the elementary effect of the Vavilov 
radiation emission, and the beam particles bunching is the result of the linear collective processes. It take place 

in the 'dense' beam, when ^y2n0 » 1 (A -wavelength of the radiation) 
Another mechanism which provides the bunching and coherence of radiation emitted by single 

particles has been studied as well. This mechanism exists in the 'rare' beam. It's conditioned by a specificity of 
the nonlinear dynamics of the individual particles in the radiation wave field. The essence of this mechanism of 
the particle interaction with the electromagnetic field is the particle nonlinear dynamics asymmetry with 
respect to the accelerating and moderating phases. The approximation of the given field may be used in this 
case. In the simplest one it can be obtained the set of the ordinary differential equations for the beam particle 
motion and the phases of the wave interacting with the particle. This is following: 

de 

d$    M cos^ + cos 
V.     vphJ 

d^_JL__L 

where £ = V2-IV2, V0—the initial particle velocity, JU = 2EImcoV0,E electric field amplitude, 

<]> = cot - kz, £, = za> I'V0, 0)(k) is determined by the solution of the dispersion equation for the 
corresponding electromagnetic structure. This set can be solved by the method of the disturbance theory when 
|n| «1. The efficiency which being defined as a ratio of the beam average energy density variation to the 

initial energy density, is the most importent characteristic of the field excitation by an electron beam, which is 
following: 

.  in 

ri=\-(e\  (e) = — [edq>0 

Hear averaging is fulfilled over the initial phases  <p0 of the particles inlet into the cavity. The case 

(e) < 1 corresponds to the oscillation mode of operation, if (E ) > 1 the beam is on the average accelerated. 
The energy losses for one charged particle was calculated earlier. The energy losses formula and 

increment one contain the identical principal expressions. Thus it may confirm that elementary effect - Vavilov 
radiation dominates at the nonlinear stage. 
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ABSTRACT 
A source of millimeter (mm) waves with a peniotron mechanism of electron-wave interaction on high harmon- 
ics of cyclotron frequency for generation of high stability coherent radiation is suggested. An adiabatic elec- 
tronic-optical system (EOS) is applied in the generator desiga The EOS produces a large helical-orbit axis- 
encircling electron beam (EB), which gives up power to a high-frequency field in the interaction space of a 
generator electrodynamic system (GES). GES is constituted of the field-coupled resonator systems based on the 
gridwork cylinder waveguide with an azimuthally periodic structure of cutting slots and coaxially arranged 
barrel-shaped open resonator. The generated power is extracted from the barrel-shape cavity by a standard 
waveguide. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
At present, the problem of design of the mm-wave source that meets the requirements of the fre- 

quency high stability Af/f ~ 10"6, the opportunity of synchronous work of several sources ^vith a phase spread 

of about 1 , remains actual. In this paper the first results of development of the mm-wave, source with a penio- 
tron mechanism of electron-wave interaction on high harmonics of cyclotron frequency for generation of high 
stability coherent radiation is suggested. The results are obtained at the Usikov Institute of Radiophysics & 
Electronics of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine. 

2. DESIGN OF AN OSCILLATOR, 
The large-orbit EB are not sufficiently investigated, but attract attention due to their use in gyrode- 

vices operating on high gyro-harmonics.In this paper we present results of simulation and experimental 
breadboarding of the EOS three-electrode design producing a large-orbit EB for pulsed peniotron-difratron, 
operating in a through-gyroresonance mode at a frequency of about 100 GHz on the 10-th cyclotron harmonic 
(Yeremka at al.[l]). 

The selection of modes and the predominant extraction of an operating harmonic having m azi- 
muthal variations in an oscillator peniomagnetron - diffratron can be ensured by using the coupled electrody- 
namics systems based on the waveguide with an azimuthally periodic structure of two types and a coaxially 
arranged barrel-shaped open resonator with respect to the waveguide. The electromagnetic coupling between 
them is provided by the slots. An electric component of the HF-field in the above listed magnetron-type 
waveguides is large near the cavity vanes and is exponentially decreasing in an axial direction of the resonator 
system. A large helical-orbit axis encircling EB formed by the adiabatic EOS is passed as close to the tops of 
the vanes as possible to effectively interact with the RF-waves. The interaction with 27t-mode on the 10-th cy- 
clotron harmonic requires the 22-vane cylindrical magnetron-type cavity. 
The coupling slots are cut into an external wave of the magnetron-type cavity with the barrel-shaped open 
resonator which makes it possible to bring out the HF energy generated on the TEn, x mode into the load 

through an open resonator. In the barrel-shaped cavity a spectrum is produced with the same functional de- 
pendence as in a circular cylindrical cavity in radial and circular directions, but this spectrum is Gaussian in 
an axial direction. The field attenuation in an axial direction, caused by the walls curvature makes it possible 
to use the end walls to install the resonance frequency change systems. 
The output of the microwave energy from the barrel-shaped cavity in a load is realized through the coupling 
slot and the standard waveguide with a vacuum-dense ceramic window on the TE, 0 

Electromagnetic coupling between the resonators is provided by the slots. The electric component of the HF 
field in a magnetron waveguide is high near the vane tops and is exponentially decreasing exponentially in an 
axial direction of the EOS. The large-orbit EB, formed by the adiabatic EOS, travels as close to the tops of 
vanes of electrodynamics system as possible to interact effectively with HF field. The interaction with the 2n- 
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mode on the 10-th harmonic of a cyclotron frequency requires a magnetron cylindrical resonator with 22 
vanes. There are 11 coupling slots in an external wall of the resonator which allow one to remove the HF 
energy of a TEnxi type in a load through an opened resonator. The analysis of the oscillation spectrum in 

the barrel-shaped resonator indicates that the spectrum of the resonator is similar to that of a cylinder resona- 
tor in radial and circular directions, but is Gaussian in EOS the axial direction of EOS.. The attenuation of 
the field in an axial direction, caused by the curvature of walls, allow to use the end walls for the placement of 
the resonance frequency change systems. The output of the HF energy from the barrel-shaped resonator in a 
load is carried out through the coupling slot and the standard waveguide with a vacuum-dense ceramic win- 
dow on ZZ^o mode. A quarter-wave transformer is installed between the barrel-shaped open resonator and a 
standard rectangular waveguide. 

Of peculiar interest is the use of small-slot-cavity waveguides in a resonance oscillator acting as an 
interaction space of electrons and RF-waves. This waveguides ensure the T-wave propagation and autoreso- 
nance mode (Yeremka et al.[l,2]). In order to find the optimal efficiency operating modes of such a peniomag- 
netron-diffratron a study has been made into the interaction of a large-orbit magneto-directed EB with a stand- 
ing field of the coaxial resonator under the initial conditions corresponding to the peniotron resonance mode 
with a forward-traveling partial wave T mnp - oscillation. In the resonance mode the condition of gyroresonance 

with the backward and forward-traveling waves is simultaneously met, which are not necessarily ones of the 
same order: 

«•(!-&) =  r 
where co is the circular frequency of the electromagnetic field, ß is the longitudinal electron velocity normalized 
to the velocity c of light, Q is the electron cyclotron frequency, y is the relativist factor, s, M=1,2,3,... 

Of greatest practical interest is the case when the peniotron resonance with the forward-traveling wave 
and the gyrotron resonance with the backward wave are achieved, thereby resulting in the dependence of power 
characteristics of the electron motion upon an initial phase. The influence of the backward wave brings about 
the substantial change in the election efficiency. In the case of the nonsynchronous mode along with the effects 
caused by the nonsynchronous interactions in the electron power exchange with forward wave the effects 
which are only typical of the backward wave can be clearly observed. In order demonstrate this phenomenon 
consider an equation describing the time-varying dynamic factor y included in the gyroresonance condition 
(1): 

[y(l-A)],-2s/(zXQ«/ro«)2R«(w*""V«**) (2) 

rae p+ =CCt + kz:, w = (p/a)e"p; k = afc ; £=(eAy$)/(meri2a) : f{z) is the function describing an 

profile of the amplitude^ of the standing wave field; p, <p are polar coordinates; • - is the sign of differen- 

tiation over the fast time t = Qt/y0;  * - is the sign of the complex conjugation; 0- is the index of initial 
conditions. 

In the case where the backward wave does not exit, the right-side of equation (2) goes to zero, thus 
describing the autoresonance process. Otherwise, if the process of the resonance power exchange is considered 
to be slowly changing, the approximate solution of the equation can be obtained. As the solution shows, the 

inintial value of the dynamic factor y (l - ß g Jß averaged over the fast oscillations differs from the undis- 

turbed value y0(l - ß!0) by the magnitude 

1 \~       / \ 2eAQa(pQ/a)   cosfffipo)      /   \ 
r(i-A)o-ro(i-Ao)=-     2( , ° *\A'o) O) 

This is equivalent to the frequency drift by Aa> from the precise gyroresonance, which is proportional to the 
magnitude of the phase of electron coming into the interaction space. The magnitude Aß» depends on the am- 
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plitude of the backward wave non-resonance field. As follows from the (3), the action of the backward wave 
can be substantially reduced by using the resonators as an electromagnetic system in which the profile of the HF 
field amplitude is equal to zero or a minimum at the beginning of electron and wave interaction space. The 
above-mentioned requriment are met by the barell-shaped resonator we have used in the oscillator design. 
Fig.l shows the dependencies of the electronic efficiency l]e upon the number of electron orbits N=10 which 
were obtained by solving the non-averaged integration equations for the two variants of the HF amplitude 

distribution function along the resonator system f(z) for q=l,3; r/R = 0,8; <D = 27r.6.1010GHz; the pitch- 
angle of 60 °; the operating voltage of 20 KV, and the field strength amplitude of the standing wave A = 

9.10 V/m for the cyclotron harmonic n=10. The figure 1 suggests that the use of the sinusoidal (or near- 
smusoidal) distribution of the HF field amplitude along the interaction space allows one to eliminate the de- 
pendence of the electron power exchange with an electromagnetic wave upon the phase of the particle coming 
into the interaction space. It is hoped that neutralization of the distributive effect of the electron interacting 
with the backward wave will ensure that the operating autoresonance mode is maintained in the peniotron os- 
cillator system with a barrel-shaped resonator on the high cyclotron harmonic with a relative high efficiency. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have presented the first results of the studies on the novel type of the mm-wave source, which 
is expected to be widely used as a millimeter wave oscillator in the different areas of science and engineering. 
The high efficiency (nearly 40%) with the peniotron oscillator operating on the 10-th harmonic with a fre- 
quency about 100 GHz was predicted theoretically ( Yeremka et al. [3,4]) and confirmed experimentally 
(Ishihara at al.[5]). Specifically, we are planning to construct a pulse resonance oscillator that could be operated 
at a frequency of 100 GHz with a power output of about 40 kW and a higher stability of the signal frequency in 
small-size resonance linear electron accelerators (linacs).  "".' 
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3. 

Figure 1. Electron efficiency versus the number of electron turns in the case q=l,3 for two types of the 
profile of RF field (taking into account the backward wave (solid curve) and without taking into account 
one (dotted curve)): 

a)/(*) = !; b) f(z) = sinf *—)    (A = 9 x 105 V/m,  N=6 ) 
V   zout) 
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ABSTRACT 
The processes in the cylindrical magnetron with smooth anode have been considered. The 

investigation shows that the space charge in the system is the active nonlinear medium The equations 
describing the excitation of oscillations in this medium have been derived. The autosoliton solution for the 
system is obtained. The results allow to take a new look into the mechanism of generation of mm-oscillations 
in the magnetron with a surface wave. 

1. INTRODUCTION. 
The conventional (classical) magnetrons generate with the operating magnetic field H>Hk. (where 

Hk is the critical magnetic field). At the same time, oscillations of the cyclotron-frequency type are 
described. These oscillations take place in the magnetrons with smoothbore anode with H~Hk.It\s noted in 
the literature that this type is of no practical interest [1,2,3]. The reason for that is the noticeable lower 
efficiency compared with the traveling wave type oscillations which are used in the conventional 
multiresonator magnetrons. 

On the other hand, over the last decades significant results were obtained on the millimeter wave 
generators - the surface wave magnetrons (S WM) which operate directly with H ~ Ht and with the very high 
experimentally confirmed values of efficiency [4]. Unlike conventional magnetrons, the SWM operate not 

with a 7E-mode of oscillations. Probably, in these devices some other mechanism of electron-wave interaction 
is realized, which differs from the traveling wave type oscillations. 

In order to understand this mechanism, it is seems necessary to analyze in more detail the processes 
in a magnetron with H~Hk under static condition of the slow-wave system (there exist no oscillations 
caused by the multiresonator anode block ). Just this topic is the aim of the work 

2.THE EQUIVALENT DISTRIBUTED LINE. 
The experiment conducted on the cylindrical magnetron with slots curled in the cavity [5] showed the 

following: in the case, where the disturbing potential A<p is applied to one of the anode segments, the 

difference in current between the segments may be approximate as (here SltS2 are the coefficients of 
approximation): 

A/ = -5!A(p+52 A93 (1) 

Thus, the space charge in a region between the cathode and anode is the active nonlinear medium 
With low disturbances, the medium is characterized by a negative conductivity, as a disturbance increases it is 
characterized by a nonlinear absorption 

It is necessary to note that these results were obtained under the condition that was static for the 
anode slow-wave system, i.e., when the generation of usual magnetron oscillations of resonance type does not 
arise. Basically, this case is equivalent to the cylindrical magnetron with a smoothbore anode in which the 
space charge is exposed to some disturbance. Therefore, the origin of negative conductivity is not directly 
associated with the peculiarities of slow-wave system and is fully determined by the properties of a magnetron 
space charge. 

During investigating the inter-electrbde interval conductivity, real averaging of this parameter take 
place because a measurement time multiply exceed the period of cyclotron frequency oscillations occurred in 
the system The value of the conductivity G(U) calculated from experiments characterize, in feet, the static 
component of the conductivity. For full system analysis it is necessary to take into consideration additional 
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resistance R, which caused by high-frequency oscillation processes and become apparent as varied in sign 
additions to measured anode current (during the measurement process these additions are mutually 
annihilated as result of averaging and not included in the value A/ determined from these experiments). 

As follows from said, when H~Ht and the electron cloud border (virtual cathode) is in vicinity of 
positive electrode, magnetron with smooth cylindrical anode may be presented by the equivalent distributed 
line which is schematically showed in fig. 1: 

Figure 1. Equivalent distributed line 

Here following designations are introduced: G(U) is the nonlinear conductivity of the medium between the 

anode and the virtual cathode of the magnetron, C - is the capacity of this medium, L - is the inductivhy of the 
anode, R - are the high frequency losses (all above-mentioned values are related to the unit of length). 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE THEORETICAL MODEL 
The system of equations describing propagation of the oscillations in the above^noted line, has the 

following form: 

dU       dl 
—- + L— = 0; 
ox       ot 

dl    dQ      ,  , dU 

dx    dt ot,  C ot 
i0Q.n*j>0*Q +RAx' ae (2) 

where X is the direction of the electron drift, Ar is the characteristic length of disturbance, Q is the charge, 

related to the unit of length, U  is the potential of disturbance,  Its the current of disturbance, 

G{u) = -8+Sr U   (we designate —=g; — = gy ). 

We will seek for the solution of the system in the form of the wave, for which the correlation is 
justified: 

.     ICTT d 1    d 
Its.f—U ;      —=—==— (3) 

U ot      4ÜCdx 
(we assume that nonlinearuy caused by the conductivity G{Ü) is compensated by the dissipation processes) 
In the case, which is of some interest for us, the dissipation is completely compensated by the positive 
feedback. Proceeding from this, one can obtain the solution of the initial system of equations (2), having the 
form of the stationary solitary wave relating to the separatrice on a phase plane. This is kink: 

(4) 

orantikink: 

-HS^-f)] (5) 
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The case corresponding to the kink-antikink combination is the topologic advantageous (fig.2) (the 
stability of such bound state for equations of the type (14) is proved by numerical methods [6]) 

Figure 2. Kink-antikink combination 

The wave presented at fig.3 is the autosoliton, which is the disturbance auto-supported by the system 
positive feedback [7]. The autosoliton parameters are completely defined by the system parameters and are not 
dependent upon the character of some externally produced disturbance. 

At fist sight, such solution seems to be one of the particular solutions. However, the essential 
peculiarity of this solution is that different nonstationary disturbances in the analyzed system, as they are 
being evolved, are closely approximate to the autosoliton shape. 

The quantity of emerging autosolitons is determined from the condition of a complete compensation 
of losses by the feedback. 

4. CONCLUSION 
Are the obtained solutions of any practical interest? As we previously noted, there are some 

experimental data on the low efficiency of generation in the smoothbore anode magnetrons [3]. However, all 
these data were obtained when the conditions of the two-flow state of an electron cloud were realized in the 
magnetron. At the same time, in the SWM which also operate with H ~ Hk , but demonstrate a very high 

efficiency in the mm-wave band, the one-flow state occurs. This state is characterized by the relatively higher 
space charge density and by the negligible dispersion of electron velocity, which, to a large extend, is inherent 
to the two-flow state (the electron cloud is the current tube rotating around the cathode and the electron flow 
is approximate to the laminar type) [4,8]. It goes without saying that in this case a higher efficiency of the 
autosoliton regime is available. 

The high efficiency of the SWM should-be directly attributed to the fact that the nonlinear system 
constituted by the space charge and the anode resonator system, which are equally important to these mm- 
band generators, do not appear to be competing with each other during the oscillation generation process, but, 
on the contrary, successfully interact. So, one is led to the conclusion that the subsequent investigations in this 
field may be useful for improving the generation mechanisms for mm and sub-mm bands. 
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The effect of the mode index or. the electromagnetic characteristics of a loaded magnetron cavity with the 
side resonators ofsectorial geometry is studied. Some features which are peculiar for the complex natural 
frequency spectrum are revealed and analyzed. 

1. Introduction 
A choice of the operating mode is the problem of great practical importance at designing the cavity 

for millimeter-wave magnetron. Although 7i/2-mode is of the most frequent use [1], the other modes can 
also be used in practice. A value of the cathode radius is usually determined by taking into account its 
emission properties. Choosing geometry of the anode block and the operating mode, one must provide the 
required values of the working frequency, rarefaction of the frequency spectrum and slow-wave 
characteristics. Therefore the modes corresponding to the first resonance and the cavities with sufficiently 
deep side resonators are usually used, so that the operating mode is one of the groove modes [2]. 

In the present paper we study the effect of the mode index and geometrical parameters of the anode 
block on the natural frequencies and external Q. The ohrnic losses are not taken into account in our study. 
Besides, we suppose that asymmetry due to the loading does not lead to a strong variation of the real part 
of the corresponding natural frequency of azimuthally-periodic cavity, as it usually occurs in practice [3]. 

2. Formulation 
Consider the case when the cavity has N side resonators (grooves) of sectorial geometry, so that the 

walls coincide with coordinate surfaces in the polar coordinates. The minimum and maximum radii of the 
anode block are denoted by p, and p2, respectively, the radius of cathode by p0. The aperture opening of 
each resonator is <p0. The considered cavity is supposed to be axially-homogeneous, with perfectly 
magnetic wall at end-faces. We analyze the external loading through a coupling hole in the back wall of 
one of the side resonators. Supposing that the real part of the natural frequency slightly varies with taking 
into account the external load, one can consider the eigenvalue modal problem for azimuthally-periodic 
lossless cavity as the key one. Then we search for the natural frequencies, as for the eigenvalues of the 
Helmholtz equation with the Neumann or Dirichlet boundary condition. In the case of TE-modes, the use 
of the mode-matching technique leads to the following infinite-matrix equation [4, 5]: 

CO 

AP- I Sp
mNAsaps = 0, p=0,±l,±2,...,   q=0,±J,...±(N/2-l),N/2. (1) 

=-00 

Here   $s+qN   is   *he  Kronecker   delta,   the   coefficients   aps   are   given   as   aps = N(2x(p0)~'* 

bs(kp1,kp0)Zb'v
1(kpi,kp2)cps„     where     v=m/cp0,    bm{xhx2) = Zm{x1,x2)z~J{x1,x2)     with 

Zm{xi>x2) = Jm{xi)Ym{x2)-Ym(x1)ja(x2),   zm(x„x2)=--zm(x},x2)       ,   and   Cpsn = 4psT   with 
ax *-*• 

T=V/r.(s<Po/2)wn(p<Po/2)\V!-s2)  W~P2)', ¥„{x) = sin x if« is even and cos x ifwisodd. 
In the formula for Zm, the Bessel functions of the first and second kinds are denoted bv  /„,  ¥ 

respectively. For definite sake, we search for the eigenvalues of kp, for a given geometry of the cavity. 
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To simplify a study of the loading effect, one should invoke the equivalent impedance approach. In 
line with this approach, the wall having a coupling hole is replaced by the homogeneous impedance wall 
while a rigorous representation of the field is used in both the regular coaxial region and the region with 
corrugations, including the loaded resonator. In this paper we consider the case of ideal matching with the 
load when there is no wave in the loaded resonator, which is travelling in the direction of decreasing p. 
Rigorous formulae for the external Q are given in [6] but omitted here. The use of the fundamental- 
harmonic approximation of the field leads to the following estimation: 

a« ={kpo)\*NS0/2) e^U-<!
1b-o1{kp1>kp2)-¥e^zf{kp1,kp2) (2) 

with S0=f0(kp1)+Yl(kp), U^ZJfo^zfaMl «t)= 1 xZ2
q(kp^,kp0)dx, $= j xzfk^kp^. 

1 Pi'Po 

Although Eq.(2) allows us to estimate Q^ only at sufficiently large value of & = N<p0 / (2n) [7], it gives 
a possibility of qualitative analysis of the effect of geometrical parameters on Qext, that is carried out in 

the next Section. 

3. Results 
As it follows from (2), Q^ does not depend on &, and N is the only parameter taking into account 

the angular geometry of the cavity. Thus if there is a pair of the values of &, at which the eigenvalues of 
kp, are the same, the corresponding values of g«, are equal to each other. Furthermore if the energy 

stored in the interaction space (~ J^) is small compared to that stored in the resonators (~ eo), Qext 
does not depend on q, so that a peculiar degeneracy can appear. It occurs for the groove modes, i.e., just 
for the modes of the most practical interest. The first kp, -eigenvalues are always limited by the first pole 
of the characteristic determinant, zo > which is equal to the first root of the equation Zo (zo,zoP2/Pi)=0. 
The zo-value is decreasing with p2 / p,. As is shown in [2], the difference between Zo and kp, -eigenvalue 
at q->N/2 can be made as small as desired by increasing N, so that the eigenvalue of kp, becomes 
weakly sensitive to the variation of q. Since the kp, -eigenvalue can differ from zo by a small value, one 
should expect that the steep increase of Q^ occurs with increasing q in this case, in line with (2). As for 

the modes with comparatively small q, their Qm is much smaller than that at q->N/2. It is so due to 

the fact that since the kp, -eigenvalue is increased with q, at least for the first resonance, the value of Z2
0 

steeply increases when kp, is decreasing from Zo. Then the second term in (2) gives the main 
contribution to Q^,. Contrary to the case when S varies, no degeneracy is expected when p2 / p, varies. 

Numerical results obtained by using rigorous field expansions confirm the predictions obtained by the 
use of (2), which are related to the steep variation of Qext as a function of q and to the degeneracy 
appearing at varying S. Figures 1 (a), (b), 2 (a), (b) show the eigenvalues of kp, and the corresponding 
values of T = l/(2Qext) for the cavities with realistic geometrical parameters. Each circle on the plane 
(kp, ,T) represents the complex normalized natural frequency. Each frequency is marked by a twin index, 
(qj)j-l. The frequencies corresponding to the same value of a (Figs. 1(a), (b)) or p2/ p, (Figs. 2(a), (b)) 
are connected by a line. One can see that the dependencies shown in Figs. l(a}, (b) only differ in the 
values of q and 9 starting from which the connecting lines superimpose each other, that is due to the fact 
that the number of the modes whose kp, -eigenvalue is located in the vicinity of zo *s larger in the case of 
deeper grooves. Comparing Figures 2 (a), (b), one should notice that T can strongly depend on p0/p,. 

The r-value shows a steep decrease with q even at sufficiently small p2/pr As an example, the modes 
with q=l and NI2 differ in the value of g^ by the factor of 7 when p2/p, = 1.5. Although the simplest 
model of the load was used here, the same behavior of T and Qat versus q also occurs for millimeter- 
wave magnetrons with more realistic kinds of loading [3] so that the modes with q=NI4 and NI4+1 which 
are frequently used in practice can differ in g^ by the factor of 2. 

4. Conclusions 
The effect of geometrical parameters on the natural frequencies and external Q has been studied for 

ideally-matched magnetron cavity. We found that the degeneracy appearing with varying 3 is caused by 
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groove nature of the modes with q-+N/2. The same reason results in the fact that the mode index exerts a 
strong effect on gOTt., even though the kp, -eigenvalue is weakly sensitive to the variation of q. These peculiar 

features must be taken into account at the stage of design of the output circuit, since the output characteristics 
can substantially vary if one uses the other mode than that, for which the output circuit was originally 

designed. 
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Figure 1. Eigenvalues of kp, and T at N = 16, p0/p, = 0.5, p2/p, = 1.5 (a), p2/p, = 2.0 (b). 
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Figure 2. Eigenvalues of kp, andTat N = 16, p0/p, = 0.2 (a), pg/pj = 0.7 (b), 9 = 0.62. 
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The paper presents the results of experiments with a HCN-laser. The design of a radiator of the laser 
allowed simultaneous pumping by the direct contained an anode and a cathode for connection to the direct 
current sources, that were placed on special branch pieces [1]. Between these branch pieces, external electrodes 
for connecting HF pumping were established [2]. The length active medium was equaled to Im. HF generator 
(13,5 MHz), a source of the direct current supply, a source of the alternative current supply (50 Hz) and a 100 Hz 
pumping source were used as the sources of pumping. Combined pumping consisted in simultaneous switching- 
on of the HF discharge, on the one hand, and direct current or 50 Hz alternative, current, or pulse current, on the 

other hand. 
The investigations have shown that when one type of pumping is used, pumping by HF radiation appears 

to be most preferable with respect to the temperature-energy characteristics. It is worthy to note that at pumping 
by 50 Hz alternative current, positive pulses of discharge current of pumping have been about 20% less by the 
amplitude that the negative ones. In compliance with this, the pulses of a laser radiation signal have also been 
less, what is, obviously, connected with the direction of pumping of the working mixture of gases [3]. 

At pumping by the pulse current, in case of inverted medium, the discharge current pulses have been 
distorted. This distortion was reflected in emergence of a bend on the current pulse at the moment when the 
generation pulse appeared. Probably, this phenomenon is connected with a cathode shape, since no sign of this 
effect has been observed when a hot hollow cathode [1] was replaced by a rod-shaped one having a disk on its 
end. 

Investigation of the laser with combined pumping at every regime have been carried out on the levels of 
amplitude power quantity ~ 2 mW. It is necessary to point out, that at pumping in the form "HF + direct 
current", one observed the decrease of energy contribution to the discharge as compared with the contribution on 
the direct current, however, it appeared to be greater than at HF discharge. At combined pumping in the form 
"HF + 50 Hz alternative current", the total energy contribution appeared to be slightly less than in each separate 
case of pumping by HF radiation or alternative current. Using pumping in the form "HF + pulse current", a 
regime has been discovered, at which the total energy contribution decreased 1,5 times as compared with the 
energy contribution at one HF pumping. It should be emphasized that regimes with combined pumping at which a 
threshold regime of HF pumping is used (on the level when generation appears) are of great interest too. In this 
case, the minimum energy contribution from the second type of pumping is required. 

The given results could apparently be applied to investigations of the regimes in the form of HF 
pumping with different duration and (pulse period-to-pulse duration ratio; relative pulse duration) of pulses, as 
well as the regimes in the form of "HF + LF". 
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Submillimetre HCN lasers are used in physical investigations of plasma and for other special scientific 
purposes[l,2]. At a last time they are used in biologies and medicine too [3-6]. We designed the submillimetre 
discharge HCN laser with low frequency (LF) alternating current pumping. The frequency of the pumping 
current is 50 Hz. This laser is specially adjusted for laboratory and clinical biomedical investigations [7]. 
Carried out with its help the experimental investigations of the irradiated biomedical objects have corroborated 
biological efficiency of laser submillimetre radiation. The further improvement of consumer qualities of such 
lasers it is necessary for their broader introducing in the medical practice. The increasing of reliability, 
reduction of cost and reduction of size of lasers are some of the main problems. 

One of the most high-priced elements of the HCN laser is its resonator. Size of the laser is basically 
conditioned by size of resonator. The resonator of the LF pumping laser used in medical studies include a glass 
discharge tube with two soldered-in glass branch pipe to which are installed electrodes of excitation. Similar 
discharge tube is used in lasers with direct current pumping. Using a soldering when making the glass 
discharge tube is a shortcoming of these lasers since it raises a resonator cost and reduces its reliability because 
destruction of the discharge tube is most likely in places of soldering. Besides electrodes installed on the 
branch pipe of the tube enlarge size of the laser. The lasers with high frequency (HF) pumping have a vastly 
more simply and reliable design of resonator as far as a continuous section of glass tube with installed outside 
cylindrical electrodes is used us discharge tube. However high-priced HF generator is used for pumping such 
lasers. It creates the powerful radio-frequency radiation, which can mask an effect from submillimetre radiating 
under biomedical studies, that is, of course, inadmissible. To eliminate the above-mentioned shortcoming we 
used the section of glass tube without the branch pipes as a resonator. To excite the gas discharge the internal 
film electrodes with defensive layer were applying. They were not use earlier in HCN lasers. Resonator of such 
laser is shown on Fig.l. Two cylindrical electrodes 2,3 made from the metallic foil 0,1 mm thick and 120 mm 
width are installed inside the glass discharge tube 1. This electrodes tightly adjoin to its internal surface. The 
electrodes cover with thin (thickness near 1 nun) self-repair protective layer which prevent from corrosions and 
not preventing excitation of discharge. Sufficiently efficient cooling of electrodes is realized owing to the big : 

area of contact of electrodes with the discharge tube. The feed of electrodes is realized by means of the film 
conductors 4,5 with the dielectric covering, which are entered inside resonator through the admittance and 
pumping out branch pipes 6,7. Conductors are connected to contact junctions 8,9 joined with the power source 
10. Step-up transformer working from network of single-phase alternating current with voltage of 220V and 
frequency of 50 Gz serves us power source of laser. Output voltage of transformer is 1500 V when the pumping 
current is 0,4 A. Two mirrors 11,12 installed in adjusting units 13,14 on opposite ends of discharge tube form 
the resonator of laser. Mirror 11 is supply by the mechanism 15 for translational movement along the axis of 
the resonator when adjusting the laser. Mirror 12 represents a partly-transparent one-dimensional wire grating 
used to take out the radiation from the resonator. In adjusting units there are the branch pipe 6,7 through which 
the working mixture is pumped. The mixture composition is adjust with the help of two needle-shaped 
regulators 16,17. An air enters into the resonator through the regulator 16 and the methane is given from the 
reservoir 18. Mixture pumps by the vacuum pump 19, checking of a vacuum is realized by the thermocouple 
vacuummeter 20. The radiation go out from the resonator through the teflon window 21. Check of the laser 
radiating is produced by means of the optical-acoustic receiver or crystalline detector with the amplifier 

.Single-line-polarized laser radiation represents the periodical sequence of bell-shaped pulses with 
100Hz repetition rate when relative pulse duration is near 5. When shortening the resonator by moving a 
mirror from optimum tuning, a gradual bifurcation of top of pulse is observed from the distance near 5mm 
(0,141). This may leads to appearance of two separate pulses which are approximately quarter of pumping 
period apart. This effect is stipulated by changing density of active medium during flowing through it 
alternating current of the pumping. This cause change of resonance length of radiating way in the resonator, 
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and the conditions of the laser generation occur twice (during an increasing and during decreasing a pumping 
current). For instance this effect possible to use for the reduplication of modulation frequency of laser radiation 
without some constructive or circuital complicating. Average power of laser radiation is 3mW when the 
wavelength is 337 mkm and irradiated area is about 1 mm2 when the power level is 3dB. Changing of radiating 
power caused by thermal disalignment of the resonator does not exceed 25% during 8 hours of continuous 
work. In the laser it is provided installing a remote control system, semiautomatic system of a cleaning 
resonator from the polymeric raid and automatic system of feed of a methane. Admission of laser radiation to 
irradiated objects as well as checking and control of parameters of radiation are realized by means of specially 
developed quasioptical tract made on the basis of a hollow dielectric waveguide [8]. 

In the laser there are constructive and technological decisions which are not earlier used in similar 
devices. They allows substantially to simplify and to reduce the price of process of laser resonator making. This 
results to higher reliability and electrosafety of laser. This decisions permit to use the processes of evaporation 
and chemical precipitation for making of electrodes of resonator. It may be useful under the serial making of 
such lasers. 

Figure 1. 
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Quantum chaos (QC) effect consists in the manifestation of stochasticity in the quantum properties of 
dynamic system. The investigation of this effect which attracts a great attention at present time is of principal 
interest. This is associated with the following. Firstly, the investigation of QC effect gives the possibilities to 
study practically the relation between the classic and quantum description of dynamic system and to realize in 
such way the conformity principle. Secondly, the macroscopic systems which permit to model and to study ex- 
perimentally the many unknown early properties of QC effect have been found at last time. The specially con- 
structed quasU>ptic closed electromagnetic resonators billiard type having the locally and total instability are 
belonged to the such systems. Earlier in [1] the QC effects in the two dimensional (2D) electromagnetic resona- 
tors were studied. The description of the electromagnetic field distribution in these resonators and natural fre- 
quency spectrum is reduced to the solving of Maxwell equations which is similar in this case to the Schrodinger 
equation with the corresponding boundary conditions. Therefore the problem about the studied stochastic phe- 
nomena of 2D resonator systems belong to QC does not arise. It is more complicated problem in the case of the 
three dimensionai (3D) electromagnetic systems described by means of Helmholtz equation which can not re- 
duce to the scalar Schrodinger equation. As it was demonstrated early [2,3] the stochastically effects are also 
observed in the such systems but in order to establish the implement of these effects to QC it is necessary to 
choose as an object for investigation the qualitative definite system and to study how the characteristics of sto- 
chastic phenomena in it satisfy to the QC criterion's [4]. 

1 2 

Figure 1. Schematic of S-system similar 
to the Sinaj's billiard. 1 - the copper   sphere 
cavity, 2 - the metal sphere, 3 - antenna. 

Figure 2. Schematic of B-system similar 
to the Bunimovich billiard. 1- the sphere- 

cavity part, 2- cylindrical part, 3 - antenna 

With this aim the two quasioptic electrodynamic 3D systems were chosen for the experimental inves- 
tigation of the QC effects. The propagation of electromagnetic wave in the first system take place in the condi- 
tions of locally instability similar to the particle instability in the scattering Sinaj's billiard (S-system). The sec- 
ond system is an analogy to the focusing Bunimovich billiard (B-system). The study of the QC effect in B- 
system is stimulated by the recent Bunimovich's work [5], where it has been theoretically shown that in the 3D 
systems similar to the focusing billiard the conditions when the Lapunov's coefficients are positive can realized. 
Due to this the effects of instability resulting to the field stochastization can observed in the such systems. The 
hypothesis was proposed in [6] and consisted in that the degree of quantum stochasticity of system has signifi- 
cant depended on the Kolmogorov-Sinaj's (KS) entropy h. With the aim of the verification of this hypothesis the 
value of h for the chosen S-system exceeded the KS entropy for the B-system. It will be emphasized one 
more significant moment in the choose of objects for the QC effects investigation. For the purpose of the insta- 
bility conditions in electrodynamic system would be similar to the same conditions of the particles moving in the 
appropriate billiard it is necessary to provide the ray character of wave propagation. In connection with this the 
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characteristic dimension D of the system was chosen satisfying to the inequality!) » X, where X is the length 
of electromagnetic wave in the free space. The QC effect investigations were carried in the eight millimeter wave 
range at the frequencies 35GHz - 37 GHz where the ratio D/A > 10. 

The electrodynamic S-system represents the closed spherically cavity having the inner surface made 
from copper and polished. The metal sphere with the surface covered by the silver layer which thickness signifi- 
cally exceed the value of skin layer was placed into the cavity. The diameter of the copper sphere cavity is of 95 
mm and the diameter of metal sphere is of 30 mm. The antenna has served for the exciting and receiving of 
electromagnetic oscillations in cavity. It was built in the cavity wall and represented as a thin dipole on the end 
of coaxial line connected this cavity with the standard waveguide and matched over the wide band. The two 
identical antennas were mounted in the wall of spherical cavity for the measuring of cavity electromagnetic char- 
acteristics in two regimes «on reflection» and « on transmitting». The B-system is installed similar and for it 
excitation the same antennas as in the case of S-system were used. The B-system was represented the copper 
cavity consisted of two half-spherical parts of diameter 95 mm. The copper cylindrical section of 100 mm 
long is placed between them. In according to [ 6 ] one can estimate the values of the reduced KS entropy for the 
S and B systems. 

hs-lnj     hB=ln(±f) (1) 

where h$ and hß are reduced KS entropy for S and B systems, D and p are the diameter of spherical sur- 

face and diameter of metal sphere placed inside the cavity, 21 is the cylindrical section lenght in cavity of B- 
system, a is the diameter of cylindrical section, b is the height of spherical part in B-system. As it was estimated 
the values of reduced KS entropy for the S and B systems are 1.8 and 1.4 respectively. The spectrums of natural 
oscillations of two systems were measured in the pointed frequency range. The standard apparatus in the form of 
the VSWR panning meter of P-65 type was used for these measurements. This VSWR panning meter permits to 
record in the automatic regime the spectral characteristics of electrodynamic system in the given frequency range. 

The stochastically character spectrum takes place both in S and B systems. The 504 and 416 resonant 
lines are observed in frequency range of 35 GHz -37 GHz in the S and B systems correspondingly. The quality 
of observed resonant lines was change in the wide range. The greatest value of quality of these resonance's is 

4 
the order of 10   . The evaluation of the stochastic spectrum data has held a prominent place in the work. The 
spectrum processing deals with the relative interval between the neighboring resonance's 

s«=(VVM-l)/?(V„) (2) 

where p(Vn) is the density of frequency spectrum. The distribution functions of the relative intervals for the S 

and B systems are represented on the Fig. 3. As it is shown from given data the both functions have nonmonically 
character with the maximums by S < 1. 

In this case for the S system the maximum takes place by the smaller values of S in comparison with B 
system. The both functions differ qualitative from the Poisson function distributionP(S) ~ exp(S) which is pe- 
culiar to the frequency spectrum with the noncorrelated accidental frequency distribution. As it follows fromP ( 
0) =0 the effect of frequency repulsion which is characteristic for the system with QC takes place. The quantum 
character of stochastic processes in the measured S and B systems is manifested also in that the distribution 
functions have the same character as the Wigner distribution 

P(S) = ^Sexp(-^S2) (3) 

which characterizes the distribution function of interlevel intervals in the spectrum of stochastic ensemble of 
real symmetrical matrixes invarianted by orthogonal transformations - Gaussian orthogonal ensemble.(GOA). In 
this manner the both system satisfy to the QC criterion concerned to the distribution functions of the interfre- 
quency intervals. 

The investigation of these systems were carried in the relation to the second QC criterion concerning 
of the orderliness of the spectrum frequencies. The characteristic of such orderliness serves the spectral rigidity 
which is determined by following expression 
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z+L 

A3(z;L) = ^min^5    \(n(v)~ Av-B)2dv 
(4) 

where n(v) is staircase function which is equal to the frequency number in the spectrum with vn < v. The 

function ^(z,L) is determined as a minimum of square-law deflection of spectral distribution from the 

straight line. The value of <4fz,Z;> averaged on thez from the measured spectrum area depends onZ only 

and designated ^(L). For the chaotically distributed noncorrelated frequencies with the Poisson distribution 

4 (L) = L / 15, whereas for GOA incidental to QC by L » 1,, 4 (Q <*-\lnL [4] 

Q(l) 

0.38 

0.23 

0.13 

Figure 3. Distribution functions P(S) 
W(s) - Wigner function, PI- for B-system, 
P2 forS-system. 

Figure 4. Spectral rigidity 
Q(l) - for GOA system, S- for S-system 
B - for B-system 

1 ♦ >tS^0Vm °n the CUmS Presented on *e Fig. 4 for the both systems the spectral rigidity curve is 
close to the GOA curve in the reasonably degree. The spectral rigidity curve for the B system is more close to the 
GOA curve m comparison with one for the S system. 

Thus in the result of the investigations of electrodynamic 3D systems similar to the scattering and fo- 
cusing billiards it was established that in the stochastic spectrum of both systems the QC effects are manifested 
They show the closing of the distribution function of interfrequency intervals and the function of spectral rigidity 

1 dlT°fPm\r    T^PS f°n °?A-[t iS eSSential t0 n°te that the Pr°P°sed in M hypothesis about the de 
CtS.0f*TT St0Chf'«^ **" on value of KS «*W does not find the confirmation. In spite of 
PropeSe t   GOA        m    ***** * Sma"er *" ** COmparis0n with the S system the B ^^ is closer on it 

in    billiards    studied    by    microwave    absorption. 
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The vacuum generators and amplifiers for millimeter and submillimeter wavebands such as FEL, DRO, 
orotron etc. [1] are based on interaction of an electron beam with a fast electromagnetic wave. The angle between 
the directions of propagation of an electron beam and a fast electromagnetic wave constitutes usually ~ 90°. For 
a nonrelativistic electron beam, the phase synchronism is provided by the use of a periodical structure with pe- 
riod L<%. The periodical structure guides a fast wave, while the electron beam interacts with spatial harmonics 
of a field concentrated near to a surface of a periodical structure. It is natural, that the correct information on 
characteristics of propagation and critical regimes of fast waves in periodical structure is necessary for reaching 
of optimum conditions of such interaction. 

In the given report, the new approach to consideration of a periodical structure of FEL is offered. We as- 
sumed, that the periodical structure is formed by coupled grooved waveguides, that are located parallel each 
other with period L, and the common gap between planes of waveguides forms a channel for an electron beam 
flowing (see. Figure 1). In such electrodynamic system, the directions of propagation of fast wave and electron 
beam are orthogonal, while the phase synchronism is provided by equality of velocity of an electron beam and 
phase velocity of one of spatial harmonics of fast wave. So, the electron beam flows along an axis OX in a 
channel of periodical structure, while the fast wave propagates along an axis OZ through the coupled grooved 
waveguides, that are formed by opposite slots of a periodical structure (see Figure 1). The insertion of a periodi- 
cal structure in an open resonant system of FEL results in the analysis of a standing wave in coupled grooved 
waveguides and, therefore, the correct information on modes and critical regimes of the fast waves in coupled 
grooved waveguides is necessary for maintenance of an electron beam in a maximum of an electrical field of a 
standing wave. 

T 

17 
A 

2B 

Figure 1. The periodic structure of FEL, formed by coupled grooved waveguides. 

For one-grooved waveguide with rectangular form of groove, the wave modes and their characteristics 
nowadays in details are investigated [2]. So, for a wave with a structure of a field similar to Hoi-mode in the 
closed waveguide, an increase of a gap between planes leads to a decrease of critical wavelength A^ in compari- 
son with the geometric sizes of the groove region (4A + AC). The further increase of width of a gap provides a 
penetration of a significant part of energy of a wave in lateral areas, and the characteristic of propagation for Hoi- 
mode comes nearer to the asymptote Aa = 4C (see Figure 2). It is necessary to mark, that the greatest drop of A& 
in comparison with the geometric sizes is observed for one-grooved waveguide with narrow width of slots and 
for a small gap between planes. This case is of interest at the analysis of an electrodynamic system of FEL, where 
the width of slots is small IB « A, and the depth of slots comes nearer to the resonant value A * XI4. 
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Figure 2. Characteristics of propagation of H0i-wave in one-grooved waveguide: 

\~B/A = 0,25; 2-B/A = 0,75;  3 - B/A = 1,5; 4 - asymptote X* = 4C. 

For the analysis of critical modes of fast waves in a periodical structure consisting from coupled grooved 
waveguides with any cross section of grooves, the experimental method for measurement of Xa was used. For 
this purpose a section of a periodical structure was closed on two ends along an axis OZ (see Figure 1) and was 
transformed into a resonator. The resonator was excited through a variable slot of coupling, that is located in 
parallel and symmetrically to a channel for an electron beam. The resonant frequencies fr were determined for 

several values of coupling <T inside the range 0 < a < 0,5 , and the own resonant frequency of a section of a 

periodic structure was determined by a linear regression of fr(<j) for a = 0. The given method provides high 
accuracy of measurement of Xa in coupled grooved waveguides: Afr/fr ~ 0,1%. 

The testing of a method of measurement of X^ was carried out for the one-grooved waveguide with 
rectangular groove. The obtained experimental data and the data of theoretical calculations were compared. The 
all measurements were carried out in 8-mm waveband. The geometric parameters of the one-grooved waveguide 
are the next: 25 = 0,51 mm; A = 2,71 mm; the width of a channel can be changed within the range 0 £ 2C <, 
3,0 mm. The good agreement of experimental and theoretical data for X^T is observed (see Figure 3). 

Jicr/(4A+4C) 
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Figure 3. Critical wavelength of Hoi-wave for the one-grooved waveguide: 
1 - B/A = 0,25;  2 - B/A = 0,095; x - experiment (B/A = 0,095). 

The experimental data obtained for >^r of Hoi-wave in a periodical structure are shown on Figure 4. The 
periodical structure was formed by coupled grooved waveguides with the rectangular form of grooves (L = 1,00 
mm;  A = 2,71 mm; IB = 0,51 mm). For small width of a channel (0 < C/A < 0,15), the values of A^-of Hor 
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wave in a periodical structure are slightly less than for the one-grooved waveguide because of field coupling of 
adjacent grooves. The further increase of a width of channel leads to the exceeding of Aa for a periodic struc- 
ture in comparison with the one-grooved waveguide, and for a large value of channel width the critical wave- 
length comes nearer to the asymptote K* = 4[C+AQ.BI L)]. 
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Figure 4. Critical wavelength of Hoi-wave for the periodical structure, formed of coupled grooved waveguides: 
1 - one-grooved waveguide; 2 - periodical structure. 

The experimental data for the critical regimes in a periodical structure formed of H-waveguides are 
shown on Figure 5. Here are used the following designations: X& - critical wavelength of Hoi-mode measured in 
experiment, AH - calculated value of a critical wavelength for the closed H-waveguide. The geometrical pa- 
rameters of a periodical structure were selected the following: period of a structure L = 3,00 mm; A = 1,56 
mm; a = 1,18 mm; 26 = 0,97MM; 2Z> = 0,21MM. The width of a channel can be changed within the range Q<, 
2C £0,70 mm. 
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Figure 5. Critical wavelength of Hoi-wave for periodical structure, formed of coupled H-waveguides 

In summary we shall mark, that the offered experimental method of the analysis of critical modes of fast 
waves is applicable to periodical structures, that are formed of coupled grooved Waveguides with any form of 
cross section of grooves. 
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The oscillatory circuit of a diffraction radiation oscillator (DRO) represents a composite two-level 
hemispherical open resonator (OR) whose plane mirror is partially covered with a periodic structure in the 
form of reflection grating. The latter much changes the original OR field. 

This communication presents the field distribution and the mode structure of the DRO oscillatory 
circuit depending on the reflection grating lifting above the plane mirror. 

Measurements are performed in the Am.m wave range. The aperture and the curvature radius of the 

spherical mirror are 60mm. A reflection grating 10mm wide occupies the central area of the plane mirror. 

The grating period is 0.4mm, the grating grooves are of width 0.14mm and of depth 0.86mm. Measured 
with accuracy 0.01mm, the grating lifting is varied within A = 0 -r 0.9mm. The OR is fed by a klystron 

oscillator through a slot coupler 3.6 x 0.16mm2 placed at the spherical mirror center. The circuit is tuned to 
resonance in any change of the grating location. The OR signal is extracted with the aid of the other coupler 
which is offset by 7mm from the first one. A quite large mirror spacing serves to derive the most stable 

quasi - TEMZ0   and quasi - TEM4Qq oscillations and describe the field distribution near the plane mirror 

in maximum accuracy. 
The resonance mirror spacing   D0R  measured for quasi -   TEM20q   and quasi -   TEM40q 

oscillations in shown versus the grating lifting A in Fig.l. The field distribution is displayed for typical 

(characteristic) points 1 4- 4 with curves l-i-4 in Fig. 2. As the grating rises, complex quasi - TEM20q 

oscillation gradually changes into fundamental oscillation TEMQOq (see curves 1,2, and 3). When the mirror 

surface is level with the grating equivalent plane which is at a distance Z0 from the grating upper boundary, 

i.e. when A = Z0 , TEMQOq exists in the nearly uncombined form. In the present context Z0 =0.55 for 

^ = 4.07mm [1]. The farther lifting causes the side spots in the field distribution, and the ftmdamental 

oscillation TEM00q gradually changes into quasi - TEM20q (see curve 4). The dotted lines in Fig. 2 plot 

the field strength square of TEM00q and quasi - TEM20q oscillations calculated using normalized Hermite 

polynomials [2]. A good agreement between the calculations and measurements is evident, 
The change of the resonance spacing caused by the grating lifting above the mirror and calculated 

with the constraint SD0R = SA implying that the power of the desired mode is almost completely reflected 

from the grating is shown with the dotted, tilted 45 degrees lines in Fig.l. This situation occurs when the 
grating width is twice as large as the diameter of the field major spot, but it is impossible in the discussed 

OR. So the angular position of the measured dependences is off SD0R = SA . The relationship a between 
the power reflected from the grating and the total power reflected from the whole composite mirror depends 
essentially on the field distribution: as can be easily found from the measured dependences, c = 0.9 for 

quasi - TEM20q and (7 = 0.25 for quasi - TEM40 . These values fit the relationships between the areas 

enclosed by the corresponding experimental curves in Fig. 2 and they also fit the dependences calculated 
using normalized Hermite polynomials [2], 

As far as the DRO oscillations, except for the fundamental oscillation   TEM00q, cannot be 

identified with the calculation results for the basic (without grating) OR [1], every mode excited in the 
composite OR may be regarded as a «bush» consisting of two and more oscillation types. These oscillations 
progressively change as the grating is lifted or the wavelength is varied, In this case, any field distribution in 
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the composite OR may be considered as a superposition of the basic OR modes with different coefficients. 

Thus the field distribution of the most common DRO oscillation that is quasi - TEM20q is interpreted to be 

a half-sum of the fundamental oscillation TEM00q and classic TEM20q described by the Gaussian function 

multiplied by a Hermite polynomial. In this case, the width of the central spot increases 1.4 times, and the 
amplitude of the side spots grows smaller than the central spot amplitude. 

Thus in the same fashion that a complex (modulated) signal can be decomposed into the sinusoidal 
components of different frequency and amplitude, the complex «bush» oscillations can be represented via he 
basic OR oscillations of common frequency but different amplitude. It follows from that any oscillation of the 
composite OR represents the interference picture of the OR steady-state field. 

The similar situation takes place for the higher modes, e.g. quasi - TEMAOg (see Fig.l). The 

dispersion dependence becomes much more complex when two "bush" oscillations turn into coupling, 
which occurs as used here at A S 0.8mm. This phenomenon is interpreted with the special theory [3] of the 
Morse critical points of dispersion equations. The MCP vicinity is characterized by the intensive power 
exchange, and as soon as the MCP is passed, one can see the mutual transformation of the modes. 
In the passage through the critical points, the "bush" composition changes but this bush remains as a unit. 
The modes replace one another, and their total number in the "bush" may change. 

%%,MM 

31,5 

0,8 A,MM 

Figure I. Resonance spacing D0R measured for two oscillation types in a composite two-level open 

resonator versus the grating lifting A above the plane mirror. The dotted lines comply with 8D0R = ÖA . 
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Figure 2. The distributions of the field strength square over the cross section of a composite two- 
level open resonator. Curves 1,2,3, and 4 are plotted for typical points 1-^4 indicated in Fig.l and 

corresponding to Aj = Omm , A2 = 0.20mm, A3 = 0.55mm , and A4 = 0.15mm.; the fundamental 

oscillation TEM00q and for quasi - TEM20q oscillation are displayed with the solid lines, the dotted lines 

are for the calculation results. 
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Until the present time the direct experimental detection of the Morse critical points ( MCP ) of 
dispersion equations of open electrodynamical structures has been lacking. In the millimeter wave region, this is 
because the proper theoretical analysis [ i ] performed for H 0 3 and H 4 1 oscillations of a simplest open 
structure like a confocal resonator calls for impractical geometrical dimensions . This disadvantage has been 
overcome through the use of a suitable electrodynamical structure like an open resonator involved in a diffraction 
radiation oscillator The constructional feature providing the experiment feasibility is the reflecting diffraction 
grating which is embedded in one of the resonator mirrors and much changes the spectral characteristics of the 
canonical structure. 

The considered open resonator consists of a plane mirror with aperture 60 mm and a spherical focusing 
mirror whose curvature radius and aperture are both 60 mm . The reflecting diffraction grating of width 10 mm 
occupies the central area of the plane mirror . The grating period is 0.4 mm, the grating grooves are 0.14 mm in 
width and 0.86 mm in depth. The excitation is realized through a slot coupler which is embedded in the spherical 
mirror centre and measures 3.6 mm x 0.16 mm. The other similar - sized coupler is placed some distance apart to 
extract the resonator signal. 

The measured resonance transmission factor K r of the three first oscillation types is shown in Fig. 1 as 
a function of the mirror spacing L / R. Since the lowest oscillation TEM0oq (where q is a number of the half 

Fig-1 

Resonance transmission of TEM 0 0 q (curve 1), TEM 2 0 q (curve 2) and TEM 4 0 q (curve 3) 
oscillations as a function of the mirror spacing of the open resonator involving the 

reflecting diffraction grating. 

wavelengths which are present along the length of the mirror spacing ) is maintained only within the narrow 
limits L / R = 0.992 ... 0.923 ( curve 1 ) , it is quasi - TEM 2 0, oscillation ( curve 2 ) that is recognized as 
dominant. The first high oscillation TEM 4 0, ( curve 3 ) is illustrated for comparison . As seen , a sharp K r 
change occurs in the vicinity of the point L / R = 0.324 for all these oscillations . When this point is approached 
from large mirror spacings the dominant oscillation is TEM 40q as it features the higher transmission factor K r 
and , consequently , higher loaded Q . Once the coincidence point has been passed , the oscillations turn into 
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coupling of the two high - Q oscillations of the open electrodynamical system of a diffraction radiation oscillator 
was experimentally observed for the first time . Indicative of the event is the MCP appearance characterized by 
certain spectral parameter XIL and nonspectral parameter L / R'. ■ 

Fig. 2 shows the loaded - Q logarithm as a function of the mirror spacing L / R for quasi - TEM 2oq 

( curve 1) and quasi - TEM 4 0 q (curve 2 ) oscillations .As L / R is decreased, the loaded - Q factors of both 

/gQL 

Fig. 2 

Loaded Q factor of quasi - TEM 2 o q (curve 1) and quasi - TEM 4 0 q 

(curve 2) oscillations in the condition of the resonator retuning near the MCP. 

oscillations do the same until they are comparable at L / R = 0.324 . The further decrease of L / R makes the 
loaded Q of quasi - TEM 2 0 q oscillation 1.5 times greater, whereas the loaded Q ofquasi-TEM40qkeeps its 
falling. 

Dispersion curves ( Fig . 3 ) of the analyzed oscillations were measured in the MCP vicinity where 
parameter L / R exerts influence on the resonance wavelength ( frequency ) of the system ; here X 0 is a fixed 

WA0 

1,006 

1,002 

0,998 

0,994 

0,990 

~i r 
quasi-TEM 40q quasi - TEl^g,, 

0,26 
Fig. 3 

Relative change of the operation wavelength of the examined 
oscillations in the MCP vicinity versus the mirror spacing. 
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wavelength of the preceding measurements . The examined oscillations are interconverted and they exchange 
energy when passing through the MCP . With the further L / R decrease, the oscillations take sharp turns along 
different branches of the dispersion characteristic . 

Of practical interest is the field structure of the considered quasi - TEM 2 o q  and quasi - TEM 4 0 q 

oscillations near the MCP. For this purpose, the test body method [ 2 ] was used. The field distributions 

( Fig. 4 ) of quasi - TEM 2 o q and quasi - TEM 4 0 q oscillations were measured in the plane of the H vector of 
the 

:max 

8 
a) 

16 8 d,mm  0 

Fig. A 

The field structure of the examined oscillations near the MCP. 

16 
B) 

d,mm 

dominant wave of the feeding waveguide . Away from the MCP , the examined oscillations do not couple and 
exist in uncombined form ofquasi-TEM 4.0,1 (L/R = 0.413 ;Fig.4, a, curve 2) and quasi - TEM 1012 ( L / R 
- 0.41 ; Fig. 4 , b, curve 1) oscillations . Once the MCP has been passed, the interconversion of the oscillations 
occurs . Namely , quasi - TEM 4.0.11 converts into quasi - TEM XM ( L / R = 0.307 ; Fig. 4, a, curve 1 ) and 
quasi - TEM 2.0.12 becomes quasi - TEM 4.0.8 (L / R = 0.304; Fig. 4 , B , curve 2 ). 

Thus the mutual coupling of the two high - Q oscillations has been experimentally observed in the 
conditions of the resonator retuning due to the presence of the reflecting diffraction grating embedded in one of 
the resonator mirrors . The grating essentially changes the spectral characteristics of the open electrodynamical 
system, which eventually allows the MCP detection. 
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Ormotron is the microwave M-type generator with an injected electron beam and an open resonator [1, 2]. 
The simplified scheme of the ormotron is represented in Fig. 1. The solid line in Fig. 1 represents the snapshot of 
the infinite-thin electron beam in the interaction space, which is formed by the plane mirror of the open resonator 
and the transparent (for the fast spatial harmonics of the field) ladder-type diffractional lattice. In this paper the 
analysis has been made in the framework of the approximate analytical nonlinear theory is carry out analysis of 
the ormotron mode of the stationary oscillations. The analysis based on the using of the quasilinear and asymp- 
totic expansions for the evaluation of the interaction integral [3]. It is shown that the ormotron is a generator with 
the hard self-excitation. 

k 

<8> ö* 

Fig.1. 

One may suppose, that the field of the following synchronous surface harmonic, interacting with the electron 
beam, has the form: 

Ex = -R-exV[ß(x-x0)]-sin(cDt-ßz); (1) 

Ez -R-exp[ß (x-;*:0)]-cos (cot-ßz); 

Here R is the amplitude on the level of the aimed distance x0 of the electron ray, which is to be determined 

(in accordance with the method of the predetermined field); ß-(oB^IEü-2nl£\ Ea and B0 are the in- 

tensity and the induction of the crossed static fields, £ is the period diffractional structure. 

The expressions for active P a and reactive Pr of the components of the interaction power of the infinite- 

thin electron beam with the field (1) and the expressions for the amplitude £ = RIE 0, the electron efficiency 

T] e and the frequency shift A CO 0 in the steady-state mode resulting from the shortened equations of the reso- 
nance systems excitation then have the form: 

Pa=-I0E0\G(F)dF/ß = -I0E0F-f(F)/fl; 
o 

F 

Pr = I0E0j[Cos<pl(F)+\]dF/7rß; 

(2) 

(3) 
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Z0=D-f(F0); (4) 

Ve=Fo-f(Fo)!ßd~^l (5) a   D 

Aa>0=2L—.   \[oos<p1(F)+l]dF/   \G{F)dF; (6) 

Here      f(F0)=\G(F^dF/F0       is     the     oscillatory     performance     of     the     generator, 
o 

D = 2QI0 L/a>' N E 0 is the feed-back parameter, «2, N, co' are the loaded quality, the norm and the own 

frequency of the working oscillation, 10=p0-E 0/ B0 is the full static current of the electron beam, L and d 
are the length and the width of the interaction channel, 

1       * 
G(F)= — -    \sin<p-ctg(<p- Fsm.<p)d(p: 

Pi (F) 

(7) 

F-^ßz; Fo=^0 ßL are the parameters of the electron beam grouping [4]. The initial phase of the elec- 

trons q>,, settling on the periodic structure, is determined by the solution of the transcendental equation: 

A-sin^j = sin(^!-Fsin^s»,);   F>F* =l-h; (8) 

where h = exp [ - ß ( d - x 0) ]«1 is the small parameter of the theory, F * is the point of the break of the 

curve G(F) . The electron settling on the negative electrode (flat mirror of the open resonator) is not taken into 

account (it is supposed that ßx0» 1). 
The analytical solution of the problem can be obtained, using the approximate expressions for the interaction 

integral G(F) on the various sites of the representation area, which have the form [3]: 
9 

G(F) = F + — F   ; (0<F<F   ) in the area of the quasilinear expansions in the Taylor series on the 

parameter of the grouping; 

G(F)=a, / TJ l-F ; (F  <F< F   ) in the area of the asymptotic evaluation, which uses (according to 

the Laplace method ) the expansions of the integrand functions near the singular point of the denominator 

G(F) = G'(l-a3^F-F"   );    G * = a, / J~h ; ( F * < F < 1) in the area of the expansions in 

the Taylor series on the parameter ^ F - F *     ; 

G(F)= a 5 / F    ;   (.F> 1) in the area of the asymptotic expansions near the point (p-(p^  , deter- 

mined ( when h « 1) by the simplified equation <p} = ( F+ h ) smcpl. 

The coefficients   flr1; «3, a5   is the result of the slow factors averaging [3]. For example when 

ß[d-x0) =3; (h = 0,05); F°= 0,7 they are equal: a,«l, a3*2..2 , «5«2,27. The exact (7) and 

approximate dependencies G(F) for this case are reduced in Fig. 2 (continuous curves). 
For the oscillatory performance of the ormotron shall receive: 

1   -      *    -3 .     rs^ T?^. zrO. f(F) = -F + -Fi;   0<F<F 
i       6 

f(F) = [F0-f(F0)-2a](JT^F-J\-F°)]/F;   F°<F<F'; 

f(F) = [F*-f(F*) + G'-(F-F')-l< 

f(F)^[f(\) + a5-a5/F]/F;    F>\. 

(9) 

/(f)-[F-./(jr-,+ 0-.(,-,-)-|a>0-.(^-)X]/f;    ,'sFsl; 
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This performance is represented (for the case h=0,05; F  -0,7) in Fig. 2 by the dashed curve. One can see, 

that she describes the hard excitation mode. 

Fig.2. 

From (4), (9) the cubic equation for the steady-state amplitude £ 0 follows. From the conditions of the self- 

excitation and the stability of the oscillations it is possible to find the bifurcation values of the feed-back pa- 
rameter, at which happen the excitation and the failure of the oscillations (for example, at current retuning of the 
generator): 

Dslart=2lßL; 

Dfailur^(ßL)2ej{2a5-ßL[f(\) + a5}^}. 
The maximum electron efficiecy and the frequency shift, accordingly, are equal: 

*le*n=Cm/ßD; 

„,' F0>>1 

Aco, 

(10) 

2Q    ,i ' 2ß 

(ID 

(12) 

where C„, = [- (F°)2 +- (F° )4 +a , (2^1 -F° -Jh)--al a3 h + as ] 
2 6 3 

(13) 

Forthecase ß (d - x0\ =3  from (13) follows Cm »3,37 and, for example, if ßd = 5 we shall receive 

Thus, the analysis shows that the ormotron can be a highly effective coherent microwave sourse, having both 
the high efficiency and the high stability of the oscillations. 
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Xi itf.» 
E|B< 

4. 
o X 

a) 

Increasing a gain of the crossed-field amplifiers is one of the most important problems [1]. To solve 
of this problem the various approaches are used. The main attention has been given to the advancement of the 
existing tubes and improvements in use of new technological processes and new materials. However, the theory 
of the tubes with improved characteristics is not sufficient advanced to evaluate in full measure their limited 
opportunities. 

In present paper the processes of electron- 
wave interaction in the cathode driven crossed-field 
amplifiers are studied. These tubes have a higher gain 
due to the use of the weakly coupled delay lines placed 
on the anode and negative electrode (cathode). As a 
result the r.f. signal of same frequency is applied to the 
input of a cathode delay line (or to the inputs of the 
anode and cathode delay lines) and after an 
amplification the signal is coming to the output of the 
anode delay line (the mode of cathode excitation). 

The interaction space of a classical crossed- 
field amplifier and cathode driven amplifier is 
schematically shown in Figure 1. As can be seen the 
areas of the input of r.f. wave ( y = d ) and the 

injection of electron beam ( y = yo ) at the classical 
tubes are spatially separated (Figure 1, a). The use of 
the cathode excitation permits maximally to bring 
together these areas and hence to increase the value of 
r.f. field at the point in which the electron beam is. As 
a result we can decrease the power of input signal 
without deteriorating of the bunching and thus to 
increase the gain of the tube. 

To analyze the physical processes in the cathode driven amplifiers let us use by coupled-mode method 
[2]. According to given method the system of differential equations will be written in the following form: 

y yL 2 

^3 

E |B® 

5 

b) 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of cathode driven 
crossed-field amplifier: 

1,2-cathode and anode delay lines; 3 - r.f. 
input; 4 - r.f. output, 5 -matched load 

d A 

d z 
-^-JCuA, 

N 

.ilcikA 
A- = l 

k ' /   = 1,2,3, ...,N, (1) 

where Cu =ß ,is the phased constant of the i-th wave propagating in a delay line without the electron beam; 

C ik is the coupling factors between i - th and k - th normal waves (i & k) ; N is the number of the coupled 

waves. As was shown by Sasaki and Van Druzer [3], in the classical crossed-field tubes the electron-wave 
processes with consideration for the effects of space-charge are described by six normal waves (N = 6) : two 
cyclotron-waves (fast and slow), two space-charge waves (growing and decaying) and two waves propagating 
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to the positive and negative direction of the circuit, respectively. To simplify the problem let us suppose that the 
coupling factor between the cyclotron-waves in a beam and the waves in the circuit is weak (their coupling 
factors are less than to unit [2]). In this case we can take into account only four waves (N' = 4) : two waves in 
the circuit (the main waves on cathode Aj and anode A2 delay lines) and two waves in the electron beam 
(growing .4 3 and decaying A4 waves). As a result the complete solution of the equations system (1) is given by 
the expression: 

A{z) = Ja ,4'(0)exp( -irtz\ (2) 
/=! 

where A ' (0) and y , =/?, +ja , are the initial amplitude and complex propagation factor of the i-th normal 

wave. For a determination of the phase constants of the normalized waves and coupling factors Cik the results 
of the reference [3] were used. The expressions for these constants are indicated in Appendix. 

To find the propagation factor of the normal waves y, ( i = 1,2,3,4) we can use the non-trivial 
solution of the system of equations (1) (compatibility condition). As a result the dispersion equation for the 
propagation factor can be written in the following form: 

(ß. -rYiß: -r)(ß2 -r)+ ß?(ßi -r)(ß2 ~r)s2 + 
+ (ß.-rXßi -r)ß{Dl

2 + (ße-y)(ß2 -y)ß2
2D2 = 0. 

(3) 

To define the initial amplitudes of a normal waves A ' (0) it is necessary to use the initial conditions 
on the input (or output) of the forward (backward) wave amplifier as the following system of the equations: 

X4(0) = £2(0);    X4(0) = ^(0);   £4(0) = 0;   £4(0) = 0, (4) 

K,dB 

where    E1,2 (0) are the r.f. amplitudes of the waves on the input of the cathode and anode delay lines of the 

forward-wave amplifier (or on the output of the backward-wave amplifier). 
Figure 2 shows the gain as the function of 

the mismatch parameter b} for the case, when 

D{ =0.03, D2
2=0.01,.S'=0.U2=0 (curves 1 - 4). For 

comparison in this figure the similar dependence 
is submitted for the classical crossed-field 

amplifier, when D2 =0.03,5=0.1 (curve 5). As 

can be seen the gain of the tube with the cathode 
excitation exceeds its value, received for the 
classical amplifier in cases, when the interaction of 
the electron beam takes place with forward waves 
of the cathode and anode delay lines (the case 
positive dispersion) (Figure 2, curves 1 and 2). The 
use of the delay lines with negative dispersion in 
these tubes deteriorates the process of interaction 
between the electron beam and r.f. waves. As result 
the gain reduces and does not exceed the gain of 
the classical crossed-field amplifier (Figure 2, 
curves 3. 4 and 5). 

On the other hand it should be noted that non-monotonous nature of a variation is specific for the 
dependence A' = A' (ft,). The gaps on this dependence the most strongly present themselves in the cases when 
the cathode and anode delay lines have the negative dispersion (backward wave interaction). It is connected 
with the amplifying influence of the interference phenomena when the normal waves propagating in the 

■0.08 ■0.04 

Figure 2. Gain versus the parameter of mismatch 
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electron-wave system with the different phase velocities are either in the phase or in the antiphase. This effect 
manifests stronger itself in the area of the positive values of the parameter b,, i.e. when the electron beam is 
ahead of the waves, propagating on the anode and cathode structures on condition that b2 = 0. Variation of the 
parameter b2 offers a shift of the dependence K = K (b,) according to the behavior of roots of the dispersion 
equation (3). The analysis shows that the gain depends on the mismatch parameter h2 and decreases with its 
growth (| b21 > 0 ). As a result the maximum gain of the tubes with the cathode excitation takes place in the 
case of a synchronous movement of the waves on the anode and cathode delay lines, when v, = v2 . Thus the 
use of the cathode delay lines with the positive dispersion permits to increase the influence of r.f. field on the 
bunching. As a result the gain of the tubes with the cathode excitation increases and the anode voltage zone, 
corresponding the stable gain, expands. The negative influence of r.f. wave, propagating in the cathode delay 
line, to the electron-wave interaction process exists and connects with a grow of wave interference 
phenomenon. 

Appendix 

Expressions for the coupling factors: 

C23 = jK2 Jal{\ + j), C2A = jK2 TöTO - j); 

C31 = -jKx V^(l - j), C32 = -jK2 J57(l - j); 

C41 = -jK, yfc(\ + j); C42 = jK2 ^(1 + j), 

A   \co IpZ, J2   la /0Z~     D _2Kiyfc     ^  _2K2yfc 
2AU   2t//        2      2AU2J//       ' ße     '      

a p,     , 

ße =-; A =-; Ä =-; fr =Jß. -Äi Ä =jß.+ß. 
V„ V, V-, 

S - — is the space-charge parameter; ßs =■      ' h 
2U0 

is the growth (or decay) factor for the 

space-charge waves, a1 = cth(ßey0) and cc2 =cih\ße{d - y0)] are the circuit parameters; 

h — ——— and b-, = ——— are the parameters of mismatch of the electron beam and waves in the 
A A 

cathode and anode delay lines; coc = rjB is a angular cyclotron frequency; U„ is a dc anode voltage; I0 is a dc 

beam current; Z,,2 is a coupling impedance of the anode and cathode delay lines; d is a distance between anode 
and cathode. 
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The processes of forming and transporting electron beams calls for further investigation of two inde- 
pendent problems. In the former case the problem of selection of efficient emitter, which possesses required 
emission capabilites and life are solved. The problem complicated considerably in the case when axially sym- 
metric electron beams are used. For forming such beams thermionic cathodes are in common used as emitters. 
Along with it there are works in which the autoelectronic emission were used for forming linear beams [1]. The 
use these emitters allows significantly to increase a life of the cathodes and to go to crucially new methods 
forming of the electron beams. However, unstable character of autoelectronic emission and problems connected 
with unsolved questions of technologies of cold cathode production does not permit to go to their wider use. 

Solution of the second problem is connected with calculation of the configuration of system of the 
driving electrodes , creating the distribution of the electrostatic field which is necessary to form of an electron 
beam. Under these conditions the complicated configuration of electrodes, which forms the axially symmetric 
electron beam, is the reason which makes necessary the search for more simple and technologically effective 
designs of guns. 

In this paper a simulation of secondary electron emission in inverted cold cathode magnetron gun 
are presented These investigations are considered as continuation of work which was begun from [2] and car- 
ried out for the usual cold cathode magnetron gun. 

Schematically the interaction space of an axially symmetric magnetron gun and its geometric and 
electric parameters are shown in Fig. 1. Cathode is made of copper. 

0.5 us r' , 
 y „ /2 

..■',.■■'         .--..''   .  ■     .-■  ..■'.'. .--' "* 

c BO ->       fE 
••   ..-■         .-•"       .-'■■                   .■•:■•■•' ,■    II 

,.-•   .   ■■-   /,,// ,'•;■■" /:■■■ ■• -    i 

l' 
'*'    -■'        -■''   ' ■ /''      '.■'.-'".■ / . / 

LI  3 

tO        tl    t2 
1 - anode; 2 - cath- 
ode: 
3 - collector 

LI = 133 mm; L2 = 90 
mm; 
rc = 6,5 mm; ra=l,25 mm 
B„= 0.2 Tl 

Fig. 1 Fig. 2 

For operation of gun the pulse of anode voltage, that is represented in Fig. 2, is fed to its anode at 
moment of time t=0. The process of secondary emission takes place when this pulse decays away in moment of 
the time ti<t<t2- In order to form the sequence of electron bunches it is necessary to fed sequence of these 
pulses. To simulate the magnetron gun the mathematical model in two-dimensional and non-relativistic ap- 
proximations is used. The self-consistent system of equation forms the basis of this model and in the normal- 
ized form in the case of inverted system can be written as: 

du>     A ~      £* ■ G* (#+*xi+0)[i-r *(i+0)] (i) 
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d$     ö> _0 (3) 
<IT    G>c 

dR    co C 
— = ——% (4) 
dT    co0 y 

d2V       d2V      ,    1 
<?T        ^Q sua 

where   s = /;/ra, £=l-e, G = E"0/(v*B0),        * = */£   <T=^    <?* =|, 

er^E,.jE;,   f=a>l(a>cY),   E; =Uj(raln(\/s))    a,e=rß0 

k        Ua 
ve = ; non - exited drifvelocitj'ofbeam tat the level of cathode. 

>">-■ 

Solution of these equations carries out with moment of the time t=to (see Fig. 2), with the proviso that 
by this moment a formed electron cloud with uniform distribution of particles exists in the interaction space. 

To solve the Poisson's equation the Hockney method and FFT are used [4, 5]. The results of a solution 
of this equation are the values of space charge potential at each point of the space grid. These digital values of 
the potentials are approximated in the region (/ -1 i+l;j-l -j+1) by the analytical polynomial 

V(x',y') = al + a2x'+a3y'+a4x' y'+a5x'2 +a6y'2 (6) 

where 
<&-<D. R-Ry 

x'=        and y' = y'  are normalized valiables of coordinate system connected with point 
AO AR 

(i,j),   R tj and <?,■, are the coordinates of the point, nearest to the place where is the particle with the coordi- 
nates R and d> ai,a2,...,a6 are the polinomial factors which are calculated by a least-squares method. 

Finally, the expressions for the components of space charge field can be written as: 

. (M-l) dV 

- in(i/g)y(^-i)^ (8) 
S* 2n    Ciz + R)^ 

To solve the motion equation the forth-order Runge-Kutta method is used. The initial coordinates and 
velocities of particles vc = Eti IB0,EQ = U0 /(r\n(rc lra)) are determined from the following expressions 

for the coordinates: 

AR 
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where ij = 1, 2, 3,..., - are number of layers for every particle j = 1, 2, 3,... Pe, and velocities of particles 

^°\j     _:_e (11) 
«)u=' 

(0°),,= 

V 

n 

= sin£ 

= cos( 1 - £ ) (12) 

respectively where x is a random number having equally probable distribution from 0 to 1. 
Hereinafter, when t>t<, additional insertion of particles from cathode (secondary electron emission) is 

considered. As a model of secondary electron emission we take the model which is described before in [3]. The 
scheme of realization of the self-consistent system of equations is presented in Fig. 3 

C      START       ) 

1 
U =U|i-i. 

1 . 
Solve Poisson's 

equation 
[ 

Solve motion 
equation 

Ö-U+AU 

<:;' Next? 7-> 
""""""TNO 

> i'es 

C       STOP       ^ 

1400 

Fig. 3 

Nl- usual design of gun 
N2 - inverted design of gun 

Fig. 4 

The energetic distributions of primary electrons impacting the cathode of the inverted gun is a result 
of simulation. These results are depicted in Fig. 4. The similar distribution for the case of usual design [2] are 

shown in Fig. 4. for comparison. .     . . 
The carried model experiments demonstrates that the process of electron beam forming in the inverted 

magnetron gun goes on in more effective way, comparing to the same in usual one, providing larger number of 
electrons in interaction space. In doing so, maximal quantity of electrons getting cathode has the energy which 
is matched bv the value of coefficient of secondary electron emission more than 1 (see Fig. 4). 

Therefore the application of the inverted design is promising way for solving problem of forming 

dense axis-symmetrical beams. 
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ABSTRACT 
The distinctive features of the peniotron device - a millimeter wave source with a peniotron 

mechanism of the electron-wave interaction on the high harmonics of the cyclotron frequency are considered. 
This device uses an adiabatic electronic-optical system (EOS) with a cold cathode. The EOS generates a large- 
orbit helical electron beam which releases the energy to the high frequency (HF) field in the space interaction 
of the source electrodynamic system (EDS). The EDS represents a coaxial cavity based on the round-shaped 
waveguide with an azimuthal periodic vane structure and slot-type resonators (magnetron waveguide). The 
scheme of the source makes it possible to operate in the modes of through gyroresonance or autoresonance. The 
first results of the investigation into the cold-cathode electron gun holds a greater promise for the devices 
based on such a system. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The high performance of the peniotron mechanism of the electron-wave interaction of the high 

harmonics of the cyclotron frequency has been theoretically and experimentally demonstrated [ 1-3 ]. As part of 
an experiment the scheme of the highly efficient giroresonance device has exhibited a good advantage offered 
by following three attributes: 
a) a magnetron waveguide with an axially directed rod (which provides the mode selection with a required 

azimuthal index); 
b) a peniotron interaction mechanism (which makes for the equality of all beam electrons); 
c) the mode of through gyroresonance (which helps achieve a high electronic efficiency). We have called this 

type of the device a «peniomagnetron» [ 2 ]. 
A possibility of developing the peniomagnetron with an EOS comprising a non-heated («cold») cathode is 
discussed below. This paper is the result of the conceptual evolution in [ 4 ]. 

2. ADIABATIC ELECTRON-OPTICAL SYSTEM 
The results of the studies on the EOS with a termionic cathode for peniotrons have been previously 

presented in [5]. We have utilized them in the development of the triode construction (Fig.1), of the cold- 
cathode EOS that forms a monohelical, tubular EB for a pulse oscillator peniomagnetron operating in a 
through-gyroresonance mode at a frequency of 100 GHz on a 10-th cyclotron harmonic. The expression 

2 11       U'W9 £ fc = 4,5 5 • 10~   • was derived, which established the relation between an average diameter (Dk ), 
IB-Bkl 

the induction of the magnetic field on the cathode (Bk), the potential of the interaction space (U) and ä 

relative value of the EB rotational energy (W^ =   2      2). The average balanced diameter of the EB in the 
vz+v„ 

file \V2. interaction space is determined by the known relation D = Dk (—)   '. In order to obtain a small spread of 
B 

the EB energy rotation and the required cathode current density the width of the ring-type emitter should be 
significantly less compared to the average diameter of the cathode( A / D^ < < 1) [ 5 ]. 

The analytical relations given in [5] were the main criteria for selecting the parameters of a tree- 
electrode cold-cathode gun. These criteria were implemented by the computer simulation of the EOS and the 
magnetic focusing system (MFS) and by matching the gun with the magnetic field in the interaction space to 
reduce the radial EB pulsations. The construction of the gun (Fig.l) incorporates a cathode assembly with the 
ring-type emitting surface (RTES) 1, the focusing electrodes 2,3, the accelerating electrode 4, the matching 
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electrode 5 and the anode 6. The matching electrode 5 ensures that the tabular EB is electrostatically focused to 
a certain degree and consistent with the magnetic field when there is a slight rise in the field (around 0.5 
T/mm) in a transition region. The accelerating electrode 4 provides the prescribed magnitude of perveance. The 
focusing electrode 2 is combined with a field disc edge emitter (FDEE) made from refractory metal. The ring- 
type emitting surface is manufactured from the material having a high secondary electron emission factor 
S> 1. With a voltage pulse being fed across the electrodes 1 and 2 there occurred the pulse of the field 
emission current. The secondary electron emission process proceeded at the beginning of each anode voltage 
pulse with a duration of 0.5 to 3 ß s between the electrodes 1 and 4. The main current of the monohelical EB is 
set up by the secondary-emission electrons. A possibility of utilizing the chemically pure metals Pt, Mo, Ni, etc. 
as the materials for the ring-type emitting surface (RTES) has been examined. A comparison of the primary- 
emission electrons current to the FDEE and the secondary-electron emission current to the RTES indicates that 

their multiplication factor is on the order of \(f. To form the FDEE a technique for low-temperature metal 

evaporation has been employed. A study on the FDEE made from Mo, Cr, W, Nb is currently being performed. 

3. PENIOTRON INTERACTION MECHANISM IN STATIC CROSSED FIELD 

The peniotron mechanism may probably occur in static electric and magnetic crossed fields [ 4 ]. 
Consider the electron-wave interaction in a coaxial waveguide with a longitudinal rib-type periodical structure 
in which the field of the electromagnetic wave, having azimuthal variations, is rotating counter clockwise 
(fig.2). The central coaxial is integrated with a secondary-emission cathode. The EOS forming the tubular EB 
is mounted at one end of the coaxial waveguide whereas the electron collector is placed at the other end. The 
central EOS pin has a galvanic connection with a secondary-emission cathode. The thin tubular EB formed by 
the EOS receives the cyclotron rotation by the static magnetic field reverse, placed at the input to the coaxial 
waveguide [ 4 ]. The EB also rotates counter clockwise under the action of the radial electric, E, and the axial 
magnetic, B, static fields. The particles outrun the wave for one period of its azimuthal variations for one 
revolution about the axis of the system. In this case the electric high frequency (HF) field is sensed by electrons 
as the complementary static electric field E of linear orientation. 

Now let us see how the preuminary circular path of electrons is influenced by the disturbing HF field 
TjE. We presented the non-relativistic system of equations for the electron motion in the fields EQ ,BQ ,E, 

but we will simplify the problem in such a way that the inhomogeneous stationary field will be approximately 
replaced by a field value corresponding to the stationary trajectory: 

•• • 
x + Qy-Cx =-r\E 
••      • 
y-Qx-Cy =0. (i) 
Instead of the system (5) one equation can be written for the complex variable z=x+jy [7]. 
•• • 
z- jQ.z- Cz = - rjE'. (2) 
The general solution of linear equation (1) with constant coefficients takes the form: 

z=aeJtvl+ßeJtVi + 7jE/C,       . (3) 
where tt,ß are the complex random constants, v12 is the angular rotational speed. 

We select the initial conditions as the ones corresponding to the case where the \ electrons (which 
rotate at a great speed) receive the rotating HF field as being constant with an axially oriented electric vector 
(fig.2): 

z(0) = p, z{0) = 7>2A- (4) 

Then Z = -^1^.0M 
v.rjEIC  ,.„,,/       vxrßlC\ 

A     v2-vj 
grt'+JE., or       at    V!«V2 

^(l-e*<) + p0e™. (5) 

Here, the second expression describes the fast rotation of the circle of the radius pQ, whereas the first one 
describes the slow drift of the driving center of this circle.. It is easy to follow the drift direction by showing 
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the curve £= 1 - je}n'on. a complex plane (Fig.3). The center of an electron orbit is seen to be moving 
around a certain circle. The commencement of the drift occurs as the electrons become displaced towards the 
brake HF-field, thereby specifying the positive energy balance sign. This is a good indication that even in 
crossed fields the electron-wave and related peniotron interactions can be observed. A study into the possibility 
of integrating the positive features of magnetron - and peniotron-type interactions in the above-described device 
(peniotron) has been made. A large-orbit EB is injected into the peniomagnetron interaction space, and in this 
case the beam tube thickness is chosen as sufficient for its electrons to be involved in both of the parallel 
processes. A layer of electrons adjacent to the periodic structure provides an effective electron - wave 
interaction which is characteristic for the peniotron. In the region close to the system axis the drift of the 
electron-orbit driving centers is conducive to the electron bombardment of the secondary-emission cathode and 
the formation of the secondary-electron beam interacting with the HF-field in peniotron and magnetron modes. 
In this case by selecting the parameters of the electric and magnetic fields the secondary electrons can be phase- 
sorted in such a way as to get the latter involved in the effective energy exchange with the HF-field. 

The design pulse of the devices output power is equal to 50 KW with an efficiency of 40% at a 
frequency of 100 GHz with a pulse operating voltage amplitude of 14 KV and a magnetic field strength of 0.36 
T on a 10-th cyclotron harmonic. 

4. CONCLUSION 
The combined peniotron and magnetron interaction mechanisms in a single system may appear 

beneficial in developing the efficient oscillators and amplifiers that are operated in short-wave bands. 
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Fig.1. A scheme of the EOS. 
1-secondary-electron emission cathode; 

2,3-focusing electrodes; 4-accelerating electrode; 
5-matching electrode; 6-anode. 
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ABSTRACT 
A description is given of the power millimeter-band TWT system comprising a slow-wave structure 

(SWS) (formed by spiraling two, coaxially arranged, slotted circular cylinders into a helix). The results of the 
investigation into the dispersion characteristics of the above system are presented. They were obtained by 
numerical simulation using the equivalent - circuit method. 

INTRODUCTION 
The development of the medium and high-power millimeter-band TWT continues to be an imperative 

issue of the up-to-date microwave electronics. An increase in the average power of the millimeter-wave TWT 
output signal is limited by the thermal dissipation capability of the SWS and the impedance of the interaction 
between the EB and the slow-wave field. This work is aimed at designing and developing the SWS of the 
millimeter-band TWT, which ensures a sufficient heat removal and an effective interaction between the 
powerful EB and traveling wave. 

SLOW-WAVE STRUCTURE 
The helical SWS for the high power TWT based on a standard rectangular waveguide are sufficiently 

known devices. The merits and limitations of the standard waveguide spiraled into a helix and utilized in the 
TWT as a SWS were first positively assessed by V.Valterson [1]. In the modified helical waveguide which was 
used as the SWS of the microwave amplifier the circular slot for the tubular electron beam was provided in its 
wide wall [2,3]. The findings of investigations into this SWS in the TWT suggest that an effective 
amplification can be achieved in a limited frequency range due to the backward wave excitation. The electron- 
backward wave interaction occurs with the TWT self-excitation and the deterioration of its amplifying 
properties. One of the major shortcomings of the SWS is the low coupling impedance. Therefore, we had to 
make an extensive search for a suitable SWS circuit design incorporating a spiraled waveguide built on a new 
concept. 

We have utilized two round-shaped, slotted helical and coaxialy arranged waveguides placed opposite 
each other (Fig.l), which served the purpose of the SWS of the mm-wave TWT [4]. The frequency range at 
which the wave-guiding properties of such an electrodynamic system remain unchanged is on a par with that of 
the standard rectangular waveguide. The input and output of the signal being amplified in the SWS of the 
experimental TWT breadboard are provided by the standard rectangular waveguide with transitions to a round - 
shaped waveguide. The amplifier signal input and output are matched to the load. 

Now write the lateral resonance frequency of a slotted cylinder: 

/o=—4=; C = -T=L=; (1) In^Cj, Ä Mo 

where c is the light velocity in a vacuum; Q is the slot capacity; L is the inductivity of a cylinder surface 

n 
•f + lln 
d, 

f2dy 
s0;   L 

&d? qd, 
"IT Mo ; Cf 

2e0 
In 

4i+<Ji-dl 
(2) 

|_"; «        \  «|   • J L        • -    j V--, 

where c is the light velocity in a vacuum; Cx is the slot capacity; L is the inductivity of a cylinder surface 

turn. The capacity Q constitutes a capacity sum: the end slot capacity Cx
{1), the interior cylinder surface 

capacity C™ and the exterior flat cylinder surface capacity Cf} (which is defined as a half the capacity of 

the TWO parallel plate lying in a single plane). 
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Cj — £0 

q     2, 
-7 +-In 

/^(Ji + Jl-d,) 
(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The capacity of coupling between the slotted cylinders has this form:    C2 = 

The coefficient of coupling between the slotted cylinders is equal to    K = 

l-d, 

2s   ' 

C» 
2C,+C2 

The coupling frequencies are f^f0^K;   /2=/0VTTZ 

For the system spiraled into a helix of the diameter D with the pitch 1, we find the relation between the 
phase velocity of the wave propagation along the axis of the spiral and the velocity of light: 

"Ph fl 
(7) c   V(/2+^x/2-/2

2) ' 
where / is the operating frequency. 

The latter formula is derived allowing for the fact that the wave velocity along the helical axis is 
related to the phase wave velocity in a spiral turn by the formula 

v» = 7i 
V 

+ D2 where v„ 
cf 

4? ■A2 

(8) 

The form of the dispersion SWS characteristic calculated by the MATLAB system in a quasi-static 
approximation are shown in Fig. 3. 

In the 5-millimiter band the electromagnetic fields in spirals was excited by a probe antenna, and the 
SWR measurement was performed by a panoramic analyzer of P2-69 type. The wavy form of the SWR 
dependence /(/ //0 ) .results from having the waveguides coiled into the helices. The attenuation magnitude 

of the circular (04 mm) copper spiral, slot-free waveguide is about 2 dB/m away from the critical frequency. 
In selecting the size of the interaction gap we proceeded from the fact that the electron transit angle 

in it way equal to 2ß vz < nl 2. All the coils of the coaxial spiraled waveguides are assumed to be identical 

and in the helical interaction gap 2& the electrons meet with the waves in one and the same phase. The 
relation for the electron transit angle © between the gap of the two coils is given as 

© = 2;rm, (9) 
where m is the number wavelengths being laid along the coil. Using (1) we find that the pitch L of the helical 
waveguides is determined from the relation: 

III. =m ^—2- (10) 
505 

CONCLUSION 
It is shown, that 10-50% of the power radiated by a probe antenna may be transferred to the SWS. It is 

assumed that a tube electron beam will transfer the same quantity of power to the above motioned helix SWS as 
well. The 3 -mm-wave TWT parameters were calculated by using the techniques described in [3] for the width 
of the electron beam channel dl = 0,6 mm with the channel occupations coefficient 0.6 and the electron beam 
current 0.8A, m=19 for the average frequency of the amplification band being equal to 10%. The design value 
of the output signal average power was 2kW at an operating voltage of lOkV with an amplification coefficient 
of. 18 dB. 
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Abstract 
To enable the output signal frequency of surface wave magnetrons to be controlled within a pulse 

length with no power consumption in the control circuit, we suggest that the lens optic facilities with no metal 
obstacles to the electron movement should be applied. It is shown that using the electrostatic lenses one can 
regulate the geometric and electric parameters of that electron cloud part which is responsible for the effective 
interaction between the particles and the high-frequency field of a slow-wave structure. 

By investigating the electron lens behavior in the crossed electric and magnetic fields, we determine 
and explore the ways of using such facilities for the non-power control of the surface wave magnetrons (SWM) 
output signal frequency without transit-time effects. 

Introduction 
In the field of millimeter wave electronics, much attention is paid to the pulse electromagnetic 

generators - the miniature SWM, which have some positive peculiarities: relatively good power characteristics 
in the millimeter wave band [1] with not high accelerating voltages[2] and operating magnetic fields. Due to 
such circumstances, these devices have small-size dimensions and low weight. On the other hand, the inability 
to control the amplitude and frequency of an output signal without power being consumed in the control circuit, 
which is inherent in such generators, is the limitation for the SWM use in the information systems. 

Attempts to design the centimeter - band magnetrons with electromagnetic oscillation parameters 
being controlled without power consumption in the control circuit have already been made. But the scale 
modeling method shows that the possibility to develop the millimeter wave grid-controlled magnetrons is very 
limited. 

Experiments demonstrate impossibility to use grids in this case because of phenomena, caused by an 
electron bombardment: with the positive grid potential the grid is deformed; with the negative grid potential 
the deformation occurs in the anode block bars arranged above metal grid parts, where a magnetic field for 
electrons in the grid-anode gap is below the critical field. 

In this paper the search activity and investigation results are briefly described. 

The control of the SWM output signal parameters without transit-time effects 
One of searching investigations results is the realization in experiments the method to control the 

SWM output signal parameters without transit-time effects. This method is based on the use of the lens 
electron-optics system (EOS) to control the electron flow in a magnetron interaction space [4]. The magnetron 
oscillators of the new class were named «magnetron triodes with lens optics» (MTLO). In the magnetron 
triode with electron lens optics (Fig. 1) the electric field V(z,y, Vcontr) is inhomogeneous along a device axis and. 
Therefore, consequently the electron motion is three-dimensional. Here the following designation introduced: z 
is the distance along cathode, Vcontr is voltage on control electrode; y = y(z,x, V^tr,, H). By analyzing the 
potential distribution V(z,y, Vcor,tr) in the interelectrode interval of the MTLO, we introduce concept of the 
limiting potential surface, for which y = y(z,x, Vco„tr,, H). The potential distribution on this surface is limiting 
in that: if the potential in a space point is below the limit potential, then electrons emitted by cathode cannot 
reach this point. Analysis of the limiting potential surface shape and its location allows the electron flow to be 
qualitatively determined in a static mode as the function of a control electrode voltage and to obtain 
information about the MTLO geometry and modes which are required for practical application. 

With a negative lens potential that is below the natural potential, the system operated as a focusing 
lens, with a positive potential in the symmetry plane at the lens center the minimum of potential occurs and the 
system is a scattering lens. We designate as natural the potential of a given point in the inter electrode space of 
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H = HK « const;   0 > fy > Vy2 > ^y3- 

Fig.l. The circuit of a magnetron triode with lens optics: 
A - anode; K - cathode; CE - control electrode 

Fig.2. The surface of the potential at 
different voltages on a control 

electrode 

0,05 D.1S HJ 

A.f*fHz 

\JcOnt-Vf  \Ja 

Fig. 3. Function Ia(H) at different negative 
voltages on a control electrode. 

Fig.4. Amplitude and frequency 
of MTLO characteristics. 
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the idealized model of the magnetron diode with infinitely extending electrodes. For practical purposes a 

focusing lens is of certain interest. 
The electron motion near a cathode surface is specified basically by the electron potential distribution 

in a region close to a cathode. As the control electrode voltage decreases, the line, where the limiting potential 
surface crosses the cathode, is shifted to the symmetric plane running through the device center perpendicularly 
to the cathode axis. At the same time the cathode effective (emitting) length I, decreases (Fig.2). The electron 
escaped from the cathode near the limiting potential surface electrons are able to arrive at the anode only after 
they were specularly reflected from this surface, many times over that results in a decrease in their contribution 
to the anode current. Fig.2 show that the limiting potential surface are mirror symmetrical about the plane 
running trough the device center perpendicularly to the cathode axis. In the critical mode the limiting potential 
surface (LPS) are drawn as a tangent to the anode and the anode surface is their extension. 

The dependence of an anode current upon a magnetic field is presented in Fig. 3. One can see that with 
the constant lens control voltage when the magnetic field H increases up to a critical mode, the anode current /„ 
decreases (because of increasing the transit time of electrons and changing in the position of the LPS). The 
derivative dIJdH is maximum with H=HK (here HK is the critical magnetic field) and is not dependent upon the 
control electron voltage. Within limits of measurement accuracy the calculated and experimental values of 
critical magnetic field are in agreement irrespective of voltage Vcotrtr on the control electrode, though an upper 
bend on the cut-off characteristics is shifted towards the lower magnetic fields. 

In the regime after a critical mode the LPS is separated from the anode and shifted to the cathode. 
Crossed dimensions of the electron occupied region decrease although the value of the emitting cathode part is 
not changed (with a growth of H, the peripheral electrons contribution to the anode current decreases and the 
complete emission current becomes more non-uniform).By changing the control lens voltage, one can provide 
the effective control on the lens optic SWM parameters with no current to the control electrode and without 
power being consumed in the control circuit. 

The electromagnetic generation by the MTLO is realized in the 8-millimeter wave band in a 
continuous and pulsed operating mode. Amplitude and frequency characteristics were investigated by 
experiment. The power PyIP0 and the frequency change A/ in generated oscillations as functions of the control 
voltage value | Vyl Va | are given in Fig.4. It is seen that when a negative potential on the control lens grows, 
the output signal power decreases, but the frequency increases. With the 80%-amplitude modulation of output 
signal the frequency change was about 20MHz. And up to modulating voltage frequencies about 10 MHz the 
transit-time effects have not observed in the amplitude control. In an other MTLO model when the device 
operates in a pulse mode, with a slight (about 10%) amplitude change one can to vary the output signal 
frequency within the voltage pulse duration without power being consumed in the control circuit. In the latter 
case the pulse- to- pulse frequency change is provided. 

Specifically, in a 8-mm wave band with an anode voltage amplitude of 5 kV, an output power of 2 kW 
(efficiency of 10%) and the pulse duration of 0.3 (is, pulse-to-pulse variations in the output signal frequency 
varied are in the range of 60 MHz when the lens voltage did not exceed 50 % of the anode voltage. 

Conclusion 
The millimeter band surface wave magnetrons of with the frequency output signal modulation without power 
consumption in the control circuit have opened up new prospects for their to practical application in the pulsed 
generator mode. We plan to pursue on investigations aimed at designing of this type of pulsed magnetrons. 
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Abstract 
We experimental show that output characteristics of non-relativistic Diffraction Radiation Generator 

(DRG) are greatly perfected when we create a local inhomogeneity of focusing magnetostatical field in the 
interaction space of electronic beam. We conclude that it is perspective to use a thick electron beams in the 
DRG of SubMM frequency range. 

1. Introduction 
The Smith - Purcell effect1,2 stimulated a progress in the electronics of MM and SubMM band range in 

different countries. In Ukraine the possibility of Smith - Purcell effect utilization in the electronics have been 
studied since 1963. Currently in IRE NASU on this principle there is proposed, created and explored a complex 
of new non-relativistic sources of electromagnetic oscillations, named by the Diffraction Radiation Generator 
(DRG)3. These types of generators include a passed DRG, a reflective DRG, a pulsed DRG and other devices. 
Some types of those generators were named "Orotron" and "Free-electron laser" in some countries *~8. DRG 
works in 30 - 370 GHz frequence range and has a number of improved output characteristics in comparison 
with known classical device. However when the generation wavelength of X is decreased, an efficient thickness 
of electron beam is decreased as Aeff=//7t, where l=vkfc is a period of diffraction grating, v is the velocity of 
electron beam, c is a velocity of light. So actual problem is to study the possibilities of using a thick electron 
beams (A>Aeff) in DRG. We offer to decide this problem creating a specific inhomogeneous magneto-static field 
in the interaction space of DRG. 

2. Experiment 
Here we show the results of experimental study for DRG, that has a magnetic inhomogeneity of focusing 

magneto-static field created in the interaction space of fine ferromagnetic cylindrical stem. This set named 
DRG-MI uses a well-known DRG with spheric-cylindrical open oscillator, in which stem is located under 
diffractional grating in region of electromagnetic field pot on the surface of cylindrical mirror of open resonator. 
A stem diameter is 3 mm, its length is 10 mm; a width of grating is 10 mm, a length of grating is 34 mm. An 
electron beam of section 5x0,2 mm2 is created by the diode electronic gun and is focused in the interaction 
space by uniform magneto-static field. Studies are conducted within the 50-=-78 GHz frequency range. 

We obtained that output characteristics of DRG-MI are greatly perfected. In particular, a start current Is 

decreases in two times, an output power P increases in 1.5 times, a spectrum width AF of generation signal 
being observed during 0.3+5 s decreases in 1.5-2 times and approximately comes to 5+20kHz; a long instability 
is perfected and comes to 10"7 (fig. 1,2). 

The figure 1 shows the dependencies of start current (/,) from the generation wavelength (X) (or 
accelerating voltage U) and the output power (P) from the value of induction (23) of focusing magneto-static 
field. The graphs 1 - 4 correspond to values 5=0.4, 0.25, 0.16, 0.1 T. A dotted line (5) characterizes the DRG 
without magnetic inhomogeneity for 5=0.4 T. From these graphs we may conclude that DRG-MI can work 
under smaller focusing magnetic fields. 

The figure 2(a) shows the dependencies of DRG-MI output power from the frequency of main type 
oscillation arisen in the open resonator under the current of electron beam is 130 mA. There is seen that the 
range of continuous realignment of frequency, that we take by changing a distance between mirrors of resonator 
and accelerating voltage, approximately comes to 20%. The figure 2(b) shows the particularities of changing the 
DRG-MI output characteristics within one range of generations (f=65.5GHz). The graphs 1-3 correspond to the 
currents 1= 70, 110, 170 mA. The shaded area corresponds to values of spectrum widths AF of generation 
signal. We obtain besides this generator keeps the characteristics on deposition relative to the focusing magnetic 
field axis that improves exploitation properties of DRG. 
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(a) (b) 
Fig.l Particularities for changing (a) the start current from the generation wavelength and (b) the output power 

from a value of focusing magnetic field for DRG (dotted line) and DRG-MI (utter line). 
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(«) 

3050 3100     3150       3200  U,V 

Fig 2. (a) Dependency of DRG-MI output power from the generation frequency; (b) DRG-MI 
characteristics changing within one generation band. 
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In the table 1 we show the comparative output parameters of known GDR and GDR-MI being investigated 
(under equal standard specifications) on the frequency of 67 HHz. Here Is is activate current, P is output power, 
AF and AF/f0 are width of spectrum to generations and long instability of frequency within a time 0,3 with 
respectively; a current is 160 mA, voltage is 3,2 kV. There is used diode electronic gun creating the band 
electronic flow of section 5x0,2 MM

2
 and we use a constant focusing magnetic field of 0,4 T. 

Table 1. Characteristics of generators. 

Generator Is,mA P,W AF,kHz AF/fo 

GDR 

GDR-MI 

36 

18 

5.2 

8 

40 

10 

5.10"7 

io-7 

From these and other results it follows that DRG-MI is highly perspective to use for getting the 
electromagnetic oscillations in short-wave band of MM and SubMM ranges. 

These results come satisfactorily to the agreement with the first of experimental investigation on influence 
of local disturbance of focusing manetostatical field on excitement of oscillations in DRG and with the next of 
theoretical investigations reported in papers 9"u. 
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Quantum paramagnetic amplifiers (solid - state masers) which are regarded as the most sensitive 
microwave - devices remain to be characterized by a relatively narrow passband [1]. The bandwidth 
Af is primarily determined by the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) line of an active crystal AfL 

=60 to 150 MHz. The above - mentioned characteristic in the millimeter - wave range compares 
unfavorably with the amplification band of other types of low - noise amplifiers, particularly, of 
paramagnetic ones. 

The aim of the present paper is to describe the quantum amplifiers operating in a bandwidth 
which exceeds the EPR line width Af>AfL due to the improved efficiency of interaction between an 
electromagnetic wave and an active crystal in the periodic slow - wave structure (SWS) with the use of the 
non - uniformity of the static magnetic field and disorientation of magnetic complexes in an active crystal. 
This paper is an advanced addition to the investigation that had been previously carried out [2,3]. The 
amplifiers employ the same number of our traditional maser elements [1-3]. 

A traveling wave maser (TWM) was developed on the basis of a comb - type slow - wave structure (SWS) 
with an active andalusite crystal doped with Fe3+ ions ( Al2Si05: Fe3+) and a nonreciprocal element made 
of textured hexagonal ferrites for the frequency range 40 - 46,5 GHz. The nonreciprocal element, i. e. 
isolator, which is an integral part of the TWM brings about the inhomogeneity of the static 
magnetic field in the active crystal volume. This phenomenon in combination with the microwave magnetic 
field distribution plays an important part in forming the amplitude - frequency characteristic (AFC) 
of the amplifier. This type of influence is dependent upon the shape and position the ferrite isolator 
(FI) in the SWS. The investigations of different FI configurations from perpendicular to tangent 
orientation of the magnetic field in relation to a magnetized ferrite plate indicate that the EPR line of the 
active crystal can be broadened 2 to 3 times. The effect appears to increase if the ferrite plate is arranged on 
the dielectric one having a large value s. The reasonable restriction of Af is determined by the 
disturbance of AFC smoothness or prohibitively low meaning of the net gain of the TWM. 

The presence of to magnetic complexes in the andalusite crystal [4] enables the amplification band 
tobe further broadened. In this work a three - level pumping scheme with the magnetic field being 
oriented at 90° to the axes zi and z2 of the two magnetic complexes in the crystal has been employed. 
The axis zi of one of the complexes was lying parallel to the longitudinal SWS axis whereas the field B0 

was perpendicular to the axis zi and could be rotated with respect to the plane of the axes z, and z2. And 
in this case the line was seen to be additionally broadened. However, it should be born in mind that as the 
angle rotates by a > 6° a trough in the amplitude - frequency characteristic is clearly visible. This is due to the 
fact that the quantum transition frequencies of the signal fs and the pumping fp of the second complex tend 
to change their magnitude with the variation in the angle of rotation about the axis z2, and the frequencies of 
the transition of the first complexes remain unchanged. The broadened line of the signal transition 1 -2 
falls into the trough between the lines of the pumping transitions 1-3(1-4) of the complexes zi and 
z2, thereby causing the difficulties over the inversion of the transition line 1-2. Therefore, in order to 
obtain the limit values Af it is necessary to be provided with additional pump sources or the 

frequency pumping modulation. 
The most important problem one has to deal with in developing the TWM is to ensure that the 

pumping source power is reduced. The basic pumping losses tend to occur in the input channel and 
the SWS. 

Apart from the technological improvement of the above elements an E-polarised wire grid at the 
SWS output was employed. This grid allowed a signal at a frequency fs to be easily conducted, and 
it reflected  the  pumping  radiation at a  frequency  fp,   thereby  creating  in  the SWS the condition 
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SiS^pS^^ÄJi the pumping-wave polarisation plane resulted m an power 

^to^St had been performed in this work and earlier made it possible to develop the 
™ batd S tie ilusite natural crystals featured by the following characteristics. 

TBAVW.T.TNR-WAVF, MASER 
Gain Factor (Net Gain) 
Amplification Band 
Frequency Range 
Pumping Power 
Noise Temperature 
Pumping Frequency 
Operating Temperature 
Overall Losses * _L 
Crystal Length  L 

*) The overall losses in the amplifier, U , include such in the SWS, the waveguide with 
transitions to the SWS, the filter and also the signal and pump powers combiner. 

source did not exceed wu mw.   w       y &      * it has been shown that there is an additional 

ZESSZ ££ £ bSTC Z mZ£Z& ■*-**« *~ -»*< - * 
" TheTSon serrsidvi» of.be radiometer with a maser a, ft. output»* O- » * «-™ 
MHz  T„-25K   a noise temperature of tie intermediate - frequency amphfier T, < 1000 K anna 

Ü\TZl^ll"JT£JnTJel^ rrl tnebroadb^sof U, mm-wave nrasem 
rrjoe clot oCS= tTthat of semiconductor amplifiers. The developed TWM amplifierscan be used 
rral^onom" measnremems and specific microwave earalow-noise laboratory mvestrgatrons (see for 

example [6]). 
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Abstract. The results of research of temperature dependence of surface resistance RS(T) of epitaxial films 
YBa2Cu307.5 deposited onto sapphire substrates are presented. The measurements were made at a frequency 
135 GHz. It is shown that the obtained results in a low temperature range can be satisfactory explained by 
means of existing theoretical model of losses in high-temperature superconductor films connected with a 
presence of normal domains like spherical inclusions. 

Introduction 
It is shown in a number of works that one of directions of practical use of high-temperature 

superconductor films is the creation of ultra low noise receiving devices of a millimeter wave range [1]. Thus, the 
small own losses of passive elements based on high-temperature superconductor films are realized, in comparison 
with the films of normal metals. Basic phenomenological model which is used for calculating surface resistance 
of a high-temperature superconductor at microwave frequencies is the two-liquid model. Under this, the 
following dependence of current on field takes place [2] 

j = 5E (1) 

Where 5 = aN = i((ö(J.X)"' > 

aN = %e2xN / mk\ = m/(nseV0)
2; (2) 

nN and ns are concentrations of charge carriers at T<TC. For fields possessing the harmonical temporal 
dependence, the utilization of the equations (1), (2) gives a possibility to introduce the effective dielectric 
permittivity of superconductive film: 

s-r=.e,e'+^-(fflVX)"1 (3) 

Here e' is a dielectric permittivity of a crystal lattice of a superconductor, "kh is Londons'penetration depth 

of a field. For the analysis of losses of energy of a microwave in a film, suppose that the plane wave propagates 

in it. Under this, the surface impedance Rs = ^/|J,0/so of vacuum and wave number k = W^/J^e,, are taken 

into account. Substituting the value of S0 from expression (3), we canl determine a surface impedance Rs and 

wave number k for a defectless film of a high-temperature superconductor [2] 
Rs=kü|a08 ; k = i/8 (4) 

8 = (*,;'+2i5;,)~V\   5   =M— (5) 

The technology of deposition of HTSC films affects on properties of produced films [4]. So, in dependence 
on frequency and duration of a laser pulse under deposition a HTSC film, the normal domains are formed in a 
film which make an influence on losses of microwave energy by this film. Taking into account that the sizes of 
normal domains and distance between them are less than Londons' penetration depth of a field, it is possible to 
determine the effective concentration of normal domains of spherical form in a HTSC film [5]: 

SextVSin + £extj ,,. 
Geff = Sext + Tl       /  \ <6> 

Sin +X\Sin      Gext/ 

Where 8    = — is dielectric permittivity of a HTSC film; s   = -p1 is dielectric permittivity of the normal 
ext     ioo 1© 

domain; crd - is conductivity of the domain; % - is form-factor equal to 1/3 for spherical normal domains. 

Therefore, the effective dielectric permittivity of a HTSC film with spherical domains is equal to: 
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1 
(7) cff     ico     ^(»V. 

The substitution of values of seM and Sin into the expression (6) allows to get the values of effective 

conductivity C7cD. and penetration depth of a field into the composite film with spherical normal inclusions. These 

results allow to determine a surface impedance of a composite film with a thickness h: 

i(D(l05 
Z = 

under ~« 1, Z 

h/6 

ia>n0 
82=-—-^ 

co2 s_ 

(8) 

(9) 

The substitution of values of effective conductivity G^  and effective penetration depth XL     gives a 

possibility to get an expression for a surface impedance of a composite film: 

z«=^ 

1 1 

s' =■ 

R. 

X   co2u„ 

Veefty      ho s'2 +e" 

CO 

(10) 

^(^A,^ .)' 
Near the superconductive transition T=TC under X     -> °o, R 

ha. 

In the low temperatures region, the surface is equal to: Rs 

CT 
cff   14       ,.2,, 

(ii) 

Results of measurements and their discussion 
The samples YBa2Cu307.5 films were produced by a method of pulse laser sputtering onto sapphire substrates 

with a sub-layer GdBa2Cu307.5 - with a thickness 200 Ä, to prevent mutual thermodiffusion of components of a 
film and a substrate during the synthesis of a film YBa2Cu307.8 [4]. The critical parameters of investigated films, 
their geometrical sizes, conductivities of films and normal spherical clusters are given in a Table 1. 

Table 1. Parameters of investigated HTSC films 
Sample TC,K AT,K Jo xlO6 

A/m2 

(77 K) 
P300'P10( 

Thickness of 
film h, nm 

Specific 
conductivity of 

filman 

T=100 K, 
(Ohm-m)"1 

Specific 
conductivity 
of film an 

T=300 K, 
(Ohmm)"1 

Conductivit 
y of normal 

spherical 
clusters a\n 

rOhm-mV1 

1523 89,3 1,0 ~106 3,2 110 2,5-10' 8-107 6-10' 
1526 89,3 0,5 >106 3,0 100 4,3-10' 1.3-106 6-10' 
1529 90,0 0,5 >106 3,0 150 1,4-10' 4,2-10' 6-10' 
1535 90,0 0,25 >106 3,5 150 2-10' 7,0-10' 6-10' 
1539 88,8 0,3 >106 3,3 150 1,6-10' 5,3-10' 6-107 

The investigated samples had a high critical density of a current at a temperature of Tc = 77 K, high values of 
a critical temperature and small temperature interval of transition of into superconductive state. The high level of 

Ps, the used technology of producing film is specified by high value of parameter y = characterizing the 

efficiency of scattering of normal charge carriers by defects of a crystalline lattice and impurities within a film of 
a high-temperature superconductor. 

The measurements of surface resistance of samples were carried out at frequency 135 GHz in a temperature 
range 10...90 K using a technique described in [4]. The results of these measurements are presented in a Fig. 1. It 
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is shown that the value of temperature dependence of a surface impedance of all samples has a minimum which 
magnitude is determined by conductivity of investigated films measured at a temperature 300 K, that fact is in 
good agreement with known dependence given in expression (4). Besides, the absolute values of a surface 
impedance of measured films in the low temperatures region pointed out in expression (11) agree with values of 
specific resistance of measured films, as it is shown in a Fig. 2, 

1000 r R«' m0hm L~ " 

100 

1523 1526 ♦  1529 X  1535 

10 

n 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 T,K 

Fig. 1 Temperature dependence of surface resistance Rsefffor samples No 1523,1526, 1529,1535,1539. 

Mismatch of the obtained experimental results with theoretical representations near Tc, accordingly to 
expression (11), can be connected with a character of penetration of a field into normal domains and its 
inhomogeneity in an environment of normal domains in high-temperature superconductive film. 

Ks 

J 

t.o l 
0.5 .    „~J 

0.1   0.2   0.3 0.4   0.5   0.6   0.7 0      0.1   0.2   0.3 0.4   0.5   0.«   0.7 0     0.1   0.2   0.3 0.4   0.5   0.«   0.7 0       0.1   0.2   0.3 0.4   0.5   0.6   0.7 0     0.1   0.2   0.3 0.4   0.5   0.6   0.7 0 

Fig. 2 Temperature dependences of a surfacel impedance of films YBa2Cu307.5 at frequency 135 GHz; a) - 
sample Jvrsl523, b) - sample Ml526; c) - sample Ml529; d) - sample M1535; e) - sample M1539; C -' 
experimental results; O - theoretical representations). 

Conclusion. The comparative analysis of temperature dependence of surface resistance of YBa2Cu307.5 films 
on sapphire substrates is carried out. It is shown that the measured level of a surface impedance of films in the 
field of low temperatures is described by a specific resistance of a film and it is connected with an existence 
of normal spherical domains in a film. 
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The first observation of radiofrequency (if) response (RRSMI) of high-temperature superconductors 
(HTS) to microwave (mw), including millimeter-wave, irradiation one has been reported in [1]. The effect 
consists in that the response of the HTS sample to mw irradiation is registered with a help of weak probing 
radiation with frequency Ü which belongs to radiofrequency band (i.e. MHz-band) and differs from the mw 
field frequency m some orders, w » Ü. Of course, the samples must be quit thin (the sample thickness and 
the field penetration depth are approximately equal) because the rf and mw fields act on opposite sides of the 
sample. 

Further investigations have shown that RRSMI consists of two components, bolometric and 
nonbolometric. The nonbolometric component was found to cause by microwave-induced motion of magnetic 
vortices in the HTS sample [2]. Evidently the nonbolometric component can be conditioned also by the other 
physical mechanisms of dissipating mw energy in dependence on the experiment conditions and the sample 
properties. Particularly, the effect of heating electron system in both LTS and HTS films is known (see for 
example the review [3]). However there is no any analytical approach to description of RRSMI which gives 
rise to certain difficulties at both analyzing measurement results and comparing them with the another 
experimental data. The work proposes the phenomenological approach to description of the discovered 
phenomenon. 

A traditional bolometric effect when variation AR of dc ohmic resistance R at influence of 

electromagnetic irradiation of the sample is registered can be presented as 

AR(Pa) = 
dR dT, 

dTL dPm 
P CO ' 

where Pa is the mw power absorbed by the sample; TL is the sample lattice temperature depending on Pm. 
Evidently the bolometric component of RRSMI may be described in a similar fashion 

(\    dRtzr. dT, _ 

Here Rsn is the surface resistance of the HTS sample at the O radiofrequency. 
Consider the nonbolometric component of RRSMI caused by microwave-induced movement of 

magnetic vortices. In addition we characterize state of the vortices structure by temperature Tv which in 
general case differs from temperature TP of the system of the pinning centers. As far as the latter is connected 
with the basic HTS lattice one may think that 7> = Th . Then average temperature of the vortices structure 
under conditions of interaction with the mw field can be written as 

TV=TP+Tva>, (2) 
where Tva> is increase in the vortex system temperature due to the microwave irradiation. Suppose, 7> does 
not 
depends on Pm . Then energy balance for one vortex obtains a form by analogy with energy balance for one 
electron in semiconductor [4] 

dt nvVs       
v      "' 

where e is the average energy of the vortex; Pm is the average rate at which power is absorbed by the sample; 
«„is a number of vortices per unit volume of the sample; P^is the sample volume; P(TV, TP) is the average rate 
at which a vortex loses energy to the lattice. 
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Expansion of P(TV, TP) into Taylor series in the vicinity of TP point with retention of only the first 

order term yields 

dTv  dt      nvVs dTv 

In the no-signal condition (Pa = 0) Tv0 = 0 and dT/dt = 0. Bearing in mind that ds/dTv = Cv, where Cv is the 

-T (4) 

vortex specific heat we obtain from (4) 

dz.    i 0*{TV,T,)       Pm(t) 
Tvw   nyr 

-0. 
dt     Cv      dTv 

Here the equality (2) has been used from which dTv = dTvtu follows. In stationary case the equation (5) yields 
f ._/ \>-i 

1 

(5) 

n,V. 
\ 

Pm. (6) 
/ 

If to use a definition of the energy relaxation of the vortices as 

a 
ap{TWrp) 

then it is convenient to rewrite (6) in a form 

T 
nV£„ 

The dependence RsdTvJ follows from experimental data, therefore one can write 

Rsa(Tj = Rsa{Tp)- 
dR ■so 

dt 
from which 

or 

/     \     dRSQ 

, + 2  dTv
2 

2 dT1 

Sd   rp2 . 
1   va> T' 

(6a) 

(7) 

ÄÄaj(P.) = aP.+|fl2P.a, (8) 

where 

a = tJ{nvVsCv)- 
Thus, the phenomenological approach to the description of RRSM allows to obtain the dependence 

of variation A RSn(Tva) against the mw energy absorbed by the sample. There are experimental indications 
that magnitude ARsn(TvcJ at small levels of Pa can be changed proportionally to Ha~ Pj'2. Evidently, in this 
case a term with Pjß in (8) can arise if the second-order term in Taylor expansion of P is kept. In addition, 
it is worthly of note we supposed here that «v was independent value on Pa which is generally speaking 
incorrect. In order to be more rigorous we must determine what part of Pa is expended for generation of 
vortices. Though this aspect must be studied else, by now one can see that it can change the dependence of 
ARsa versus Pm noticeably. 

Presence of the vortex finite mass (see for example [5]) can be in our opinion a justice ground of 
introducing temperature Tv of the vortices structure. The concept of temperature of the vortices system may 
be applicable when the average temperature of the vortices will increase above the lattice temperature due to 
the fact that the rate at which the energy is redistributed among the vortices is much higher than the rate of 
transfer of energy from the vortices to the pinning centers in the lattice. 

Notice that analogous approach can be used for considering nonbolometric component of the 
response conditioned by heating of normal electrons. Herewith it can be to use dependence of the sample 
resistance Rs n against rf conductivity a which in its turn depends on interaction of electrons with mw field. 
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Assuming that HTS crystal lattice has close contact with a thermostat (i.e. cryocoolant), average temperature 
of electrons can be written as ^       F 

where J^is increase of electron temperature caused by the mw irradiation. The approach is analogous to one 
in [4] for semiconductor detectors with mw bias. 

Experimental details of studying RRSMI were given in [2]. The experimental set-up could be 
divided into three parts: microwave and radiofrequency (radiowave) monitoring circuits and a cryogenic part 
The mw circuit makes use of the quasioptical dielectric resonator (QDR) which allows to use two different 
resonances for mw pump application and for the additional mw response registration. It should be mentioned 
that despite a relatively small mw magnetic field amplitude (HJ" = 10 Q) we easily obtain the mixed state 
(at least at the edges of the film) due to a special field distribution in the resonator. 

The if part makes use of an inductance coil included in a resonance circuit. This coil is attached to 
the other side of the sample in the form of a disk shaped plate. When the losses of the sample change due to 
interaction with the radiation, it leads to changing the quality and frequency of the resonance circuit The if 
response is monitored with the help of a Q-factor meter. 

The YBaCuO films and ceramic RRSMI was studied by means of QDR of A1203 single crystal for 
application of radiation (at about 34.9 GHz) and probe mw signal (at 37.6 GHz) and inductance coil included 
in a rf resonance circuit for the response measuring at a frequency of 9MHz. QDR with HTS samples was 
excited with mw signal from the pump generator with output power to 5W in 8mm wave band 

♦i, ♦ ™>I^ug int° aCTnt ^ a Purdy bolometric resP°nse « given by ARsn = (dRsn/dt)ATone can note 
that RRSMI has a mixed nature including a strong enough non-bolometric component. It is seen [2] that peak 
of the response is shifted to lower temperature relative to Tc by about IK, while the maximum of purely 
bolometric component is closer to Te. A shift between the maxima is about 0.5-0.7K. The quantity AT = ARso 

/(dRSn/dt) is an effective temperature rise in the case of purely bolometric effect. AT increases sharply below 
fc while the thermal properties offne substrate, film and interface between the film and the substrate are not 
expected to vary noticeably in the relevant temperature range. The latter fact also confirms the presence of a 
nonbolometric component in the response. 

Calculation from experimental data yields values of AT which equal to several kelvins [2] Certain 
part of these values is TV01 of our approach. We cannot say that AT = Tvm in accord with the abovementioned 
remark concerning the possible dependence of the vortices number on the microwave power. 
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INTERACTION OF MAGNETOSTATIC SURFACE WAVES WITH 
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Interest shown in surfase magnetostatic waves (SMSV) is aroused due to their practical application [1,2]. 
Nowadays various elements and devices are created on the basis of surfase magnetostatic waves: tunable filters, 
x nonreciprocal, delay lines and so on. An important property of surfase magnetostatic is 
.,  the dependence of their dispersion characteristics on the state of the impedance layer 

*    *    •   * deposited on the surface of the magnetic film. Considering the later structure HTSC - 
B T c n *    " magnetic films it is possible to define more accurate definition the electrodynamics 

characteristics granular HTSC media and to consider the possibility of creation con- 
trol devices. We shall now derive the dispersion for a SMSV propagation in a ferrite 
film of thickness d, bounded a semi-infinite HTSC layer (Fig. 1). Let the surfase MSV 

Fig.l propagate perpendicular to a magnetic field H0 in the direction of the y axis. The mag- 
netic potential of the wave is written as 

¥(x, y) = T(x)exp[-i(öt - ky)] (I) 

where ra and k-angular frequency and wave vector SMSV. Potential in a magnetized ferrite, in this case, satisfies 
the Laplace equation. The magnetic field of the supercoductor loses its potential nature and is defined instead by 
the wave equation. 

A2H + ks
2H = 0,     ks

2=i^8sn, 8sn=on+4- ® 
«A s 

where ks is the transverse wave vector supercoductor, u0 is the vacuum magnetic permeability , 6SI1 - complex 
conductivity of the HTSC layer 8n-normal conductivity of HTSC ceramic. In a granular film the contacts between 
the granules play an important role, and it is absolutely necessary that the induction of these contacts be taken into 
to the account [5,6]. If a contact is regarded as a Josefson junction with a critical current jc, then the specific in- 
duction due to the contact is [ 7 ]. 

As = u0Xs
2      * *=__»_ (3) 

2ejo|J.0S 

where S is the size of the HTSC granular, e is the electron charge, fi is the Plank's constant. For HTSC materials 
the values are jc= 102 -f 104 A/cm2, S = 0.1 -s- 0.5 UM. Using the standard boundary conditions we obtain disper- 
sion equation for a surfase MSV propagation in a layer structure of a YIG film in a semi-infinite HTSC layer. 

P(^,2-^2-^a) + (^a-l) (4) cth(kd) = 
Hfe+D 

k. where  p=_i,kx = Jk2 + k2 , \ = sgn(k) ua and (^ component of the magnetization tensor .When ks -» 0 
k 

and Ik  I » Ik I an a Eq. 5 gives the Damon - Eshbach dispersion from a free film and for an ideal metal. The 

dispersion Eq. 5 describes nonreciprocal propagation of SMSW: for forward waves k>0, £ = 1 and for reverse 

waves ky<0, £ = -1. If the infinite HTSC layer is replaced with one of thickness h, then the dispersion equation 

becomes 
. 2 

cth(kd) = '^ ^ tf-    v-     ^v-*> ' *>ra    v (5) pcth(k MK ~ fx2-i) + p2(u2-a2-guj + (faa-l) 

u(2pcth(k xh) + l + p2) 

From this solution we can obtain all the cases considered , by using the limits. We shall now calculate the tem- 
perature dependence surfase waves velocity and damping, using Eq. 5 close to the critical temperature, where we 
assume that close to T = Tc we can represent the critical current as a linear function temperature and the conduc- 
tivity, due to the normal electrons, is written in the Kasimir - Gorter approximation 

Jc(T) = Jc(77) IzZL.        a „  = a n (^)4   npH T<TC (6) 

The calculation were done for H0 = 270 G and d=10 UM and 47tMo=1000 G and for HTSC film having the follow- 
ing parameters: h=0.1 UM and S = 0.1 UM, jc=103 A/cm2, Tc = 86° K, CT„ =3.3 104 cm/m. In Fig. 2,3 we show the 
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temperature dependence of the phase velocity and the linear damping of SMSW in a structure containing a mag- 
netic film and HTSC film. The curves correspond to various frequencies (curves 1,2,3,4 - f = 1665, 1675, 1690, 
1700 MHz). 
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As a rule in designing the devices the film structures with finite size are used . Consider the reflection from 

SMSW strip of HTSC. We shall assume that on the surface of a ferrite plate 1 thickness d (Fig. 4) there is a layer 
of a granular high-temperature supercoductor 2, whose thickness is described by the equation 

t(y) = ydf (7) 
where fmax(0)=l and y = h/d «1. SMSW propagate along the y axis and constant magnetic filed H0 lies along the z 
axis. We will assume the layer of HTSC ceramic to be thin h « A«X, where A is the penetration depth of the 

field into the granular supercoductor. In the approximation of a thin layer of HTSC 
ceramic, the boundary condition at x =0 can be written in the form. 

x 

,"» Blx = B2x,       Hly = H2y + t(y)K + i 1/(0^V)]EZ; (8) 

K^ 
X 

Fig.4 

Here Bx is the normal component of the magnetic induction vector, which to the first 
order remains continuous, Hy is the tangential component of the magnetic field 
which undergoes a jump due to the currents induced by the SMSW in the superco- 
ducting film, Ez is the component of the electric field which induces a conduction 

current (first term) and a Josephson current (second term). In the boundary condition (8), index 1 refers to the 
region of the ferrite, and index 2 to the vacuum region x>0. At the smooth boundary x =-d , the boundary condi- 
tion takes the usual form. The solution will be sought by the method of indignation. The scattered field of poten- 
tial will be represented in the form of integrals Fourier. 

^P
1,2,3(x,y)=I^1,2,3(k)exp(iky)dk, (9) 

»P1(k)= A(k) exp(-kx),  ¥2(x,y)= B(k) exp(kx) + C(k) exp[-k(x+d)],  ¥3(k)= D(k) exp[k(x+d)]. 

Using the boundary condition Fourier's transforms , B(k), C(k), H D(k) is obtained. We substitude the transforms 
in the Eq. 9 to get the scattered field of potential 

r/ u Wx    ,   , ,, -|kjd -|kj(x+d) 
„[fc-^+Qe1 '  +(n+lia-l)e '1 e"       ] 
J kD^) K OOe^dk' ^(x,y) = 

ih(x0 to 

2n 
(10) 

+ 1 i(k+-k)y 
dy> where F2(k) = A(e"qd + ^   ^      eqd) ff(y)e 

H + Ha-1 -a. 

and D(|k|)=0 the Damon - Eshbach dispersion and |k| =k±,k+ corresponds to the forward wave which 

propagates along the y axis, k. corresponds to the reverse wave which runs opposite to the y axis. The coefficient 

reflection of the wave is written as 
_ T2

p(-d,0) _ h^ow  osnF(k -> k.)exp(dk _)|i 
P"   ¥2(0,0)   " dk.[(u-l)2-u2

a] 
b 

where F(k -> k.) = lim k^K Jf(y)exp[i( k+ - k)]dy ■ 
-b 

At the rectangular distribution f(y) we have 
hb2ßj/u0  <rsn exp(-k+d),usm(2bk+) 

(11) 

P = 
dk. [(//-l)2-^z

fl](2bk+) 
(12) 
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We calculate the electronic waste SMSW for their propagation through the granular film. The resistance of 
waste in film is defined as follows 

^ 03) 
R = - 

4bhk 
p sin (k+b) 

(k+b)2 

We shall now calculate the frequency and temperature dependence of coefficient reflection modules, using Eq. 12. 
The calculation were done for H0 = 270 G and d=10 UM and 47tMo=1000 G and for HTSC film having the follow- 
ing parameters: h=0.1 UM and S = 0.1 UM, jo=103 A/cm2, Tc = 86° K, on =3.3 104 cm/m, 2b=100 UM. . In Fig. 5 we 
show the frequency dependence of the coefficient reflection modules. The curves correspond to different tem- 
peratures (curves 1,2,3,4 - T =88°, 84,5°, 83.5°, 77.5° K). From the graphs it can be seen that the strip of the HTSC 
ceramic in the high temperature region T>Tc (curve 4) has properties of the conductor with low conductivity. In 
the low temperature region T>Tc there is substantial reflection of SMSW from HTSC strip. In Fig. 6 we show 
temperature dependence of the. (MOflyra) coefficient reflection calculated in frequency f=1.64 GHz, with different 
meaning critical current granular HTSC film. 
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Curves 1,2,3 correspond to the critical current Jc = 5 10°, 10°, 10" A/m". As if evident from Fig. 6 at Jc = 5 

106 A/m2 (curve 1) the film posseses blunt expressed superconductor properties, Jc = 5 105 A/m2 (curve 3) actually 
it loses its properties and behaves itself as a common conductor. In the intermediate regime (curve 2, Jc = 10 
A/m2) HTSC film posses the minimum coefficient of deflection. This property has more expressed the character 
at the following parameters of the film: a0 = 2.1 104, Cm/m Jc = 5.5 105 A/m2, S = 0.8 UM (Fig. 7 ). The present 
effect can also be used for constructing the specific devices, for example, bolometric photodetectors. 

The high frequency-selective properties can show themselves at the reflection of SMSW from the periodical 
structures. The analysis of MSMW propagation in periodic planar structure of granular high-temperature super- 
conductors formed on the surface of a magnetic film which have been carried out showed that in the region of the 
N-S transition there is a resonant dependence of the MSMW parameters on the frequency and temperature [9]. In 
the region low temperature with propagation of SMSW into the depth of the lattice substantial resonant absorp- 
tion. The studies done have both practical and purely physical significance. By studying the propagation of 
SMSW allows a granular HTSC structures, one can obtain additional information about the nature of granular su- 
percoductor, which allows one to construct a more precise electrodynamic model granular media. The results 
found can also be used for constructing frequency - selective structures such as filters and resonators. The high 
sensitivity of the damping with respect to temperature allows one to the use these structures to make fast bo- 
lometric photodetectors. 

In conclusion, the authors would like the thank Prof. E. S. Kovalenko for detailed discussion of these results. 
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EVOLUTION OF OSCILLATIONS OF SEMIBOUNDED ELECTRON PLASMA 
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1. For the most comprehensive study of electromagnetic oscillations in confined plasma-like media, 
it is necessary to solve a general problem on an evolution of an initial disturbance in it. Such problem 
for an unbounded homogeneous plasma was formulated and settled by L.D.Landau [1]: a nonequilibrium 
electron distribution in the intire plasma volume was given at the initial intant and the electron distri- 
bution function and electric fields were determined at subsequent instants of time; the dependencies of 
frequencies and a damping decrement of the oscillations on a wave vector were found. The oscillations 
of a semibounded plasma were considered in lots of papers ( see the monography [2]), but the initial 
conditions were not taken into account and, in consequence of this, the obtained spectrum of the natural 
oscillations could not be accepted as comprehensive. 

2. Let us consider an heterogeneous structure, consisting of two semibounded media: a solid-state 
or gas plasma and nonabsorbing nondispersive medium (dielectric or vacuum). At the initial instant 
t - 0 the nonequilibrium distribution function of the electrons f^\f,p) is given (p is the momentum 
of the electrons). We study the evolutions of the electron distribution function f(t,r,p) and electric 
fields E(t, f) in such structure at all subsequent instants of time. We shall restrict our consideration to 
Coulomb plasma when one can neglect by delay effects of of electromagnetic interactions. Electromagnetic 
properties of the plasma (the medium " 1", y > 0) are described by the set of the Maxwell's equations 
and the linearizing kinetic equation for the nonequilibrium distribution f(t,f,p). 

The electric fields in the dielectric (the medium "2", y < 0) are determined by the equations of the 
electrostatics. The boundary conditions are the continuity conditions for the tangential components of 
the electric fields and for the normal components of the complete (displacement and conduction) currents 
at the interface y = 0, and also the irradiation conditions at y ->■ ±oo . We suppose the conduction 
electrons are specularly scattered by the surface y — 0. 

All the function of the ^-coordinate in the equation set depend on x as exp (iqxx) and their depen- 
dences on time t may be expanded into Fourier integrals for t > 0 with integration on the complex plane 
of frequency u (q) is the wave vector). As a result, the Fourier transform of the equation set contains the 
values of the electric fields and electron distribution function at the initial instant t = 0. 

Owing to the symmetry of this task, the S-wave and the H- wave propagate independently. We shall 
study the E-w&ve as it only makes possible a solution associated with the surface plasma waves. 

We have obtained expressions for the electric fields in the both media from the boundary conditions 
in the form of the Fourier integrals over variables w and qy. The pequliarities of the evolution of the 
function E(r, i) are determined by the singularities of the integrands on the complex plane u which are 
connected, in their turn, with the properties of the semiconductor longitudinal permittivity cl{w,q). The 
function e!(w, q) essentially depends on the concrete form of the equilibrium distribution function of the 
electrons, /o(p), and the conditions of the spatial dispersion. The results for the cold, Maxwellian and 
degenerate plasma are given below. 

3. The cold plasma 
First we shall consider the most simple case of a cold plasma (a spatial dispersion is absent). The 

electric field in the semiconductor has the form: 

£i^,2*,2/) = -—cosu^e-*'  r dqy^P-(e^y-e-^)- (1) 
£0 J-oo 1 

*»?Z-a»U.te-V--   f  ^dqy     (y>0) 
£o + £d J-oo      9 

Here up = ■%§- is the frequency of the volume Langmuir oscillations; u2 = 4lre
m
n"; n0 and n^(y) are 

the equilibrium and disturbed at the point t = 0 concentrations of the electrons; e, m are the charge 
and the mass of the electrons; eQ and ed are the dielectric constants of the semiconductor lattice and the 
dielectric, correspondingly; q2 = ql + ql- 
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It follows from the formula (1), that in the plasma, along with the volume Langmuir oscillations of 
the frequency up, two surface modes of the different frequencies up and 

Us = -7J* (2) 

exist ( ios is the surface plasmon frequency). The compensation of the electric fields of the volume and 
surface oscillations at the frequency u = wp takes place near the boundary y = 0. As a result, in the 
dielectric only the field of the surface plasmons with the frequency us (2) is formed. The damping of the 
fields in the both media are due to the electron relaxation frequency v. 

4. The Maxwellian plasma 
Inclusion of the spatial dispersion of the dielectric permeability brings to appearance of additional 

modes (in comperison with the cold plasma).  When the conditions of the weak spatial dispersion are 

fulfilled: 
wp > qxvT > v, (3) 

the field is the superposition of the oscillations of the different frequencies: un(q) and Qs : 

_   i 

Reun=up(l + -q2r2
d)       Imu„=-wp^^ (4) 

Refis = u.[l+ „    ,e\ rq,rd]       Imßs = -7, = -\ ~^VT (5) 
2e0(eo+sd) V TE0 

( vT is the thermal velocity of the electrons; rd = gt). It should be mentioned that in the plasma there 
are the volume as well as the surface oscillations of the frequency u>„ (4). Here we do not write the 
expression of the volume oscillations because its analytic formula can be obtain only for the concrete 
form of the initial function /(o:)(g,p). The field of the surface oscillations of the frequency un (4) in the 

plasma, E[f(t,qx,y), is equal 

/ 

J-i P+qln 

dp- 

£0 

(/ signs the main value of the integral; £ = qyrd) 
The field of the surface oscillations of the frequency Qs (5) in the plasma may be written as 

E&\t, qx, y) = £<*>(*, q.)G(Q„q., y) (7) 

,W(1,,,)=„,le-^£ ^/^ <*> 
The Green's function G(u,qx,y) describes the spatial distribution of the .field: 

G{^y) = -j_xW^ (9) 

Taking into account, that at v -»■ 0 the contribution to £]{u,q) from the resonance particles, for which 
qv = w (the Landau damping), Ime', is small in comparison with the contribution from nonresonance 

ones, Ree1, we can represent G(u>,qx,y) as the expansion in terms of the small parameter 1 m(ü% \- 
Then we obtain in the case of the weak spatial dispersion (3): 

The first term in (10) is the contribution of the pole q2 = 0 to the integral (9), and as in the cold plasma, 
it describes the penetration of the longitudinal-transverse field which is due to the collective behaviour 
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of the electrons. The second term is a result of taking into account of the pole e'(u, q) = 0 at the large 
values qy (qy> ^-). The third term, G3, defines a ballistic transfer of the field along the y-axis by the 
charged particles (the waves of Van Kampen [3]). We can estimate it at large y 

y > l/?« > l/rd (11) 

using the steepest descent method 

GJns>qx>y) = j /»*'*     e-»/4«W.T)»" 00^^1(^)2/3 _ ^ (12) 

As Eq (12) indicates, the electrons form the field which falls off at the distances (11) accordingly the 
exponential law with y2!3 in the index and involves the oscillating multiplier, along with the damping 

factor. This field component exceeds the first term in Eq (10) at the distances y > (|)3p^r, and we shall 

denote it as the field of the anomalous penetration at the surface plasmon frequency fiä. The smallness 
of its amplitude is due to the small quantity of the dissipative part of the dielectric permeability, Ime'. 

A comparison between the expressions for the fields and the damping decrements of the surface 
oscillations of the different frequencies un and fi5 (with the same penetration depth equal to l/qx) shows 

that the amplitude E^ is smaller, than E['J one, but the field EfJ exists longer. 
The surface oscillation field in the dielectric (y < 0) is the sum of the oscillations of the different 

frequencies, wn and Qs, which damp at the length ^ along the y-axis. 
5. The degenerate plasma 
In the case of the degenerate plasma with the Fermi distribution function, the dielectric permeability 

£l{u,q) has the branch points w = ±qvF on the plane of the complex variable u (vF is the Fermi 
velocity of the electron). They bring to a new term E[pJ(t, qx, y) in the field expression in addition to the 

contributions of the poles (4) E^J and (5) E['J. In the component E[
S
J the imaginary part of G(u, qx, y) 

(9) is negligibly small in comparison with the real part. 
The field E^J(t, qx, y) at large distances y, but less than the electron path in time P. 

tvF>y>— (13) 
qx 

has an oscillating nature 

,-,,1. .      .    4^2      . u^EJuQ,qx,0)      ,     [~T~2       Z    ir .   . 

*33/%AV K')3/2 V     F 4 

w(0) = qo(t,y)vF<Up      goft, y) - qx  ,   2     2 
v' VF ~y 

At the greater depths, y > tvF, the field E^J exponentially damps (E\PJ. ~ exp[-qxy/y
2 -t2vF]). 

It should be mentioned that the field of the anomalous penetration (14) has another physical nature 
than the oscillating component in the Maxwell plasma (12), since it is connected with the nondissipative 
part of the dielectric permeability, Ree'. All the electrons, drifting from the boundary into the plasma 
depth, perform the ballistic transfer of the field energy, interacting with a large set of spatial-time 
harmonics of the field. Owing to the abrupt boundary by velocities in the Fermi distribution of the 
electrons, the group of the particles from the vicinity of the maximum value vy ~ vF are separated out 

( contributions of the rest ones are mutually compensated) .The smallness of the amplitude EfJ has the 
power character and is determined by the small quantity of the separated group. 
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Nonlinear dynamics of the ballistic electrons in classical and semiquantal superlattices 
(SL) excited by a strong microwave field of the frequency / have been studied. Although 
the problem of microwave excitation of different kinds of SL has been treated by many 
authors, we consider some new effects possible, supposedly, in a special kind of lateral SL 
created 'in 2D electron gas of extremely high mobility. _ 

The classical dynamics of the electrons in the cosine SL potential are shown to be 
chaotic when the electrons are excited by a strong microwave field. Quantum effects, 
generally, destroy the chaos when the electrons are delocalized either in the real space 
(for two or more periods of SL) or in the energy (when they are localized in the real space 
within a region small as compared to the SL period L). 

However, if the electrons are properly localized in both the energy and the real space, 
i.e. their thermal or Fermi energy e is within the range (2irh)2 j(2mL2) < s < Vp where 
Ti is the Planck's constant, m is the electron effective mass, and Vo is the amplitude of 
the SL potential V(x), some time r is required for the transition from irregular quasi- 
classical motion to the regular quasi-quantum one. So, if r > 1// and both the energy 
and momentum relaxation times, re and r,, respectively, are comparable to the transition 
time r, the electron dynamics are mainly classical, ballistic, and chaotic. 

To simulate the electron motion in SL, we apply the concept of semiquantal dynam- 
ics [1] which is an advanced approximation accounting for the effect of spatial delocaliza- 
tion of quantum particles. It is based on considering the evolution of generalized Gaussian 
wavepackets 

*(«?,t) = (2V)-1/4exp [ ip(q -x)-(q- x)2 /a2(p,Il)] (1) 

where x and p are the 'average' coordinate and momentum, respectively, p and II are the 
'fluctuation' coordinate and momentum, and cr2(yd, TI) = 4/?2/(l - 2ipIL) is the squared 
complex width of the wavepacket evolving in time. 

The evolution of the wavepacket is reduced to the dynamics of four variables .r, p, p 
and IT which form the Hamiltonian system with the motion equations [1] 

*E-V IP        _y, JP_y(2k+l),T) (2) 

dt "P'       dt tomk 

where the particle of unit mass is assumed. 
For the purpose of our research, we transformed Eqs. (2) and (3) into the form which 

is more suitable for the analysis of the electron dynamics in a periodic potential. 
When V(x) is expanded in the sine and cosine series as 

CO 

V(x) = J2 [Vcn cos(nx) + Vsn sin(nx)], (4) 
n=0 
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the summation in Eqs. (2) and (3) can be done explicitly, and we obtain 

ft ~ °°   __ ~ 
-rS   =    V [Vfc* sin(n5) - VSn cos(nx)]n exp{-n2p2/2) 
dt2 

dt2 

n=l 

4jr 
■ + /»£ ^ cos(n5) + Vsn sm(nx)]n2 exp{-n2p2/2) 

(5) 

(6) 
71=1 

where x = 2irx/L, p = 2TTP/L, t = 2irft, ft = 2xh/(mL2f), and V' = V/(mL2f2). 
Further, we assume the cosine SL potential and harmonic microwave excitation so that 

V{x.t) - -Focos(j) - excos(f) where e = E0/(2irmLf) and E0 is the amplitude of the 
electric field. In this case, Eqs. (5) and (6) take the closed form as follows 

fx 
dt2 

dt2 

=   -Vo sin(z) exp(-p2/2) + e cos(f) 

f 
4/r 
^     t/0cos(5)^exp(-p2/2) 

(7) 

(8) 

Notice that in the classical limit (ft -+ 0, p -»• 0), Eqs. (7) and (8) are reduced to the 
equation of nonlinear pendulum driven with an external force. 

d2x ~ 
-=- + V0sin(z) = ecos(i). 
dt2 K 

(9) 

Equations (7)-(8) were solved by the Dormand-Prince method [2] with automatic 
choice of integration step providing the local accuracy of a solution up to e = 10~12. 
Some results of the computations are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

=3 

Figure 1: (a) The trajectories of semiquantal (solid curve) and classical electron when 

the initial conditions are x = 0, p = 0, p = 0.1, fi = 0 and the accuracy of a solution 
is e = 10-10 (dashed curve) and e = 10~9 (dotted curve). The model parameters are 
L = lfim, V0 = 20meV, E0 = l.2kV/cm and / = 60GHz that corresponds to V0 = 1, 

e = 1 and ft = 10~3. (b) The same for the case of E0 = OSkV/cm (e = 0.5). 

Numerical simulation has shown a possibility of the chaotic dynamics of classical 
and, partly, semiquantal electrons in ballistic superlattices under the strong microwave 
excitation. 
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Figure 1 shows the chaotic trajectory of the classical electron and illustrates the im- 
portance of using microwave field of high power. The latter is essential since the electrons 
at equilibrium have to be excited properly to achieve the regions of the chaotic dynamics 
in the phase space of the system. _ •  . • „ 

Figure 1 shows also that semiquantal electron follows the classical trajectory initially 
but deviates from it later and propagates further in its own way. Semiquantal motion is, 
however, rather regular as compared to the classical one. 

In Figures 1 and 2, one can see an example of sensitive dependence of the electron 
trajectories on accuracy of solution and on initial conditions. The effect is recognized as 
a signature of the dynamical chaos in the system. 

Semiquantal electron reveals some sensitive dependence on initial conditions, too. It is 
similar to the classical particle since semiquantal electron follows the classical trajectory 
initially for some time r. 

100 

t, rel.un. 

(b) 

100 

Figure 2: (a) Comparing the trajectories of semiquantal and classical electrons when the 
initial position is x = -0.2 (solid and long-dashed curves, respectively) and x = 0.2 (short- 
dashed and dotted curves). Other parameters are the same as in Figure 1, a (e = 10~10). 
The value of x = 0.2 is the halfwidth of the ensemble of nondegenerate electrons ma 
valley of SL at the temperature T = 4ÜT. (b) Momentum variations of semiquantal (solid 
curve) and classical electron (dashed curve) in the case of Figure 1, a (e = 10 10). 

The requirements for the chaos to appear are rather restrictive (in particular, a strong 
microwave field of high frequency / > T"

1
,^

-1
^-

1
 is needed), although they could 

be satisfied in some structures, e.g., in a lateral SL with 2D, electron gas at very low 
temperatures when the electron mobility can reach 107'cm2V~xs-1 and ballistic motion 
up to lOOfim is possible [3]. 

In experiment, the dynamical chaos of this kmd could be observed as the current 
fluctuations of abnormally high level, and the structure could be used as a noise generator 
operating by means of conversion of a coherent microwave field into the chaotic, current 
of the ensemble of ballistic electrons. 
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Analysis of electronic states in a periodic potential is the central problem of the theory 
of solids. However except of solids physics wave processes in periodic structures occur in 
many areas of physics and technology: quantum- and nanoelectronics, acoustoelectronics, 
optics and integrated optics, low-dimensional systems and many others. 

The problem is often analyzed in the cases of unbounded or layered media [1-3]. 
The theoretical studies of bounded periodic media reported in the literature are usually 
based on the coupled-wave equations [4]. In this connection we should like to note 
the coupled-wave model is a good approximation while we are not interesting by the 
harmonic interaction. The interaction is initially fell out from the consideration. 

We show in the Report that the more exact approximation let to take into account 
the interaction of harmonics. The approach used in this paper let to reveal electron 
resonances in a bounded periodic medium. 

Let us study electron states in an infinitely deep potential well in which one of walls 
has one-dimensional periodically irregular form y0(x) = £cos(qx) , where q = 2ir/a, £ 
and a are an amplitude and a period of irregularity. So an electron moves in the potential 

well U(x, y) 

v ,yj    \.oo, y>yo{x), y>d. 

Where d is the quantum well width. 
The electronic eigenfunctions $(x,y,z) and eigenvalues E can be found from the 

tree-dimensional Schrodinger equation 

AV + 2£[E-U(x,y,z)}* = 0 (2) 
n 

with the usual boundary conditions 

*{x,yo,z) = *{xid,z)=0. (3) 

Since the potential and the boundary conditions do not depend on the variable z, one 
can separate the variables in the Schrodinger equation. Then, because of the periodicity 
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of the boundary relief, $ must be invariant for the translation x -► (x + a). Therefore, 

\P may be represented as 

# = £(an cos(kyy) + bn sm(kyy))exp[i{kx + nqx)x + ikzz\. (4) 
n 

Where k is the electron wave vector. Substituting (3 ) into the Schrodinger Eq. (2 ) 

gives the relation between E and k 

kin = 2-^-(h+nqxr-ki (5) 

and the boundary conditions (3) impose a relation on kx, kz and defining allowed values 

ky<n, hence, the dispersion law E(k). 
Substituting *(j/0) and tf (d) into (3) we obtain the system of linear algebraic equa- 

tions for coefficients an and &n, the determinant of the system yields the allowed eigen- 
values kyin. In the case of small values of the irregularity £/d < 1 it is easy to obtain an 

analytical solution. 
Expanding (3) into a series with respect to the small parameters we obtain ( further 

we omit the index y in the wave numbers kytV,) 

tan (dko) = jMfc-i cot(dfc_i) + k+1 cot(dfc+1)]. (6) 

We shall solve (6) by means of successive approximations about £ : k0 = k0 +Sk+... 

If £ = 0 we have tan(fc^d) = 0 therefore 

W = ?±, p = 1,2,3... (7) 

The solution (7) describes 2D energy subbands in a smooth quantum well [5]. 

_ ny^   %\ki + ki) , 
v      2md2 2m       ' 

The next approximation gives Sk which defines a desired solution. In the paper we 
will give the main attention to analysis only of resonance cases, and the energy level 
shifts will be described in a separate paper. 

In zero approximation the wave numbers k±\ can be written as 

k±1 = ^if T 2kxq - q\ (9) 

From Eq.(9) we see that at kx = ±q/2 the Bragg resonances occur in all 2D subbands. 
It gives the usual zone structure of the electron energy spectrum in the quantum well. 
However we will analyse resonances which are caused by the electron movement in the 

?/-direction. 
From Eq.(6) and (9) we see that the general resonance condition is 
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k±i = ki0) + j,   fc±i>0,     Z = 0,±l,±2,±3... (10) 

The case 1 = 0 corresponds the Bragg resonance. It is seen that the relations (10) 
and (7) correspond the electron wave resonances. From Eq.(10) we can find resonant 
values k^(p,l), e.d. the values of the wave numbers kx at which electron resonances for 
the k+i and fc_i harmonics take place correspondingly 

£(P,0 = =Ff(l + /W,    ^=f(2(^)a)ffa»     l + P>°- (") 
Combining Eq.(ll) and (8) gives resonance energies ET

V<1 

E;il = Ep + EB(l + ßPiiy + ^-. (12) 

In Eqs.(ll) and (12) I denotes the number of the resonance for the p - 2D subband 
in the quantum well; EB = % q2/8m. 

It is easy to see from Eq.(13) that at I < 0 and ßPti —> — 1 the resonance electron 
energy in the p-2D subband (££ 2 — Ep) —> 0, e.d. the resonances occur in all energy 
range starting from zero. 

In a vicinity of the resonances the Eq.(6) reduces to the quadratic algebraic equation 
which describes the spectrum splitting and appearance of the forbidden gaps SEpj 

6EP<1 = 
24-Ep

l-±P. (13) 
a        p 

The energy range AEPJJ+I between / and I + 1 resonances in the p-2D subband can 
be derived from (12). It has a more simple view in the case of the wide quantum well 

ßP,i < 1 

2(2p+.2l + l)^ 
A£p,,,/+i -  7-^3 EB. (14) 

Two last equations show that the electron energy spectrum takes miniband character. 
In the above analysis we have shown the periodic boundary essentially effects on 

electronic states in 2D quantum well. Resonant interaction of different harmonics results 
in appearance of forbidden gaps in the electron energy spectrum. 
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In some works a resonant tunneling phenomenon application in the semiconductor field emitters have 
been considered ',2. The higher field emission efficiency at definite fields has been shown in these investigations. 
We present more thorough theoretical and experimental analysis of the field emission processes in Si-Si02-Si- 
Si02 multilayer cathodes (MLC) with quantum well (QW). The tunneling processes only from the three- 
dimensional emitter conductive band electron states have been accounted disregarding tunneling processes from 
localized in space charge region two-dimensional electron states. One analized the influence of the external 
electric field value (E), temperature (T), MLC layers parameters, emitter and QW doping level (Ne,Nw) on the 
field emission current. MLC was modeled, as two Si02 trapezoidal barriers with QW layer between them and 
vacuum tringular potential barrier. Stationary Shredinger equation with boundary conditions of wave function 
and its derivative continuity has been solved. MLC field emission density current has been calculated as a sum of 
resonant and nonresonant components. 

Jt,rt=!E   (47iqm3iKT/h3) J  Di
t,rt(E)xln[l+exp((Ers)/KT)xdE 

i 

where m3i - longital electron mass in i-th valley of emitter conductive band; q - electron charge; h and K - 
Plank and Boltzman constants; £f and s - emitter Fermi energy and tunneling electron energy; D'n, D't - resonant 
and nonresonant MLC transmission coefficient of conductive band i-th valley electrons. 

Investigations have shown that MLC current on field dependences of MLC with QW have current 
resonant maxima (CRM). Decreasing of Ne from 5x 1019 to 5.6 x 1017 cm"3 (Fig.l, curves 1,2) of MLC with 
bi=b2=0.5 , w=lnm and Nw=5.6 x 10,7cm"3 leads to considerable decreasing (about 102) of as the resonant as the 
nonresonant current, narrowing and shift of CRM to aside smaller electric field values about 7x 106 V/cm 
without changing of current resonance overfall. It is stipulated by the less free electron states band width and less 
dependence of states density on the energy in nondegenerated semiconductor conduction band, than in 
degenerated one. That is why for nondegenerate emitter electron gas CRM has place under the greatest 
overlapping two-dimensional electron states miniband in QW with three-dimensional states density tail of emitter 
free electron. And for degenerate emitter electron gas CRM has place under coincidence two-dimensional 
electron states miniband in QW with emitter conductive band bottom. 

An amount of CRM increases with the width of QW (w) increase. They are shifted towards the lower 
electric field values with increasing both widths of QW and potential barriers (bi,b2). Width of CRM is less 
under less resonant electric field value and greater width of potential barriers. For every MLC parameters set 
there is optimum number of resonant level in QW, resonant tunneling through that corresponds to greatest CRM 
value and resonant current overfall in CRM and following minimum. The greatest values of CRM 105-106A/cm2 

and current resonant overfall 102 take place with T = 300K and E in the interval from 4.5 x 107 before 
8.5 x 107V/cm for MLC with b,=b2=0.5nm ( Fig.2, curves 2-5), Ne and Nw 1 5 x lO'W3 and 5.6 x lO'W3 

correspondingly. With increasing b] and b2 current resonant overfall and CRM are decreased. 
The resonant current density of MLC with quite thin potential barrier layers (0.5nm) and QW width 1-3rim 

for resonant electric field values more than 3.5 x 107 V/cm'3 is a few times higher, than current density general 
cathodes (Fig.2, curve 1) under the same electric field values. It is stipulated by the resonant tunneling electron 
nonperceptibility as potential Si02-barriers as insulator-vacuum energy barrier. In contradiction to that in general 
cathodes emitting electrons must overcome Si-vacuum output work potential barrier. It points on the possibility 
of work function reduction when using MLC with optimum parameters. 

Calculations for T = 300, 77, and 40K were conducted supposing that electron impulse relaxation time 
constant in Si equals 5 x 10"'3, 1.8 x 10"12, 2.5 x 10'12 c. The resonant current temperature dependence decrease 
with increasing resonant level number or resonant electric field value. This is stipulated by increase of resonant 
level natural broadening contribution in comparison with its relaxative broadening contribution. With 
temperature lowering from300 to 77K nonresonant current level reduces and resonant current overfall increases 
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in three times and CRM narrowes (in 1,5 times) because of the electron mobility increasing and redistribution of 
electron state density in emitter conduction band. For T = 40K CRM is narrower in comparison with T = 77K 
because of the higher electron mobility. 

Dependence of current-voltage characteristic MLC on Nw has been calculated. Conduction band bottom in 
QW layer rises with comparison on that in emitter layer under decreasing Nw. It leads to rising of resonant 
electric field value for every resonant level in QW. For MLC with bi=b2=0,5nm and intrinsic QW layer with 
width w=lnm resonant level in QW is at field 8.3 x 107V/cm and for QW doping level 5.6 x 1017cm*3 its value is 
at field 5.75 x 107V/cm and CRM is a some narrowed, because less electron dwell time constant. 

Experimental investigations of electron field emission from MLC have been performed using silicon tip 
emitters. Silicon tips were prepared with wet etching of silicon and following sharpening by thermal oxidation 3. 
The ultrathin Si02 and Si layers in MLC structures were formed using low pressure chemical vapor deposition 
technique (LP CVD) and measured with ellipsometer. The thickness of separate layers in MLC structures were 
varied. The measurements of emission current from MLC structures were performed in the vacuum system which 
could be pumped to the stable pressure of 10"6 Torr. The emission current was measured in the diode structure. 
The emitter-anode spacing was constant and equals to 20 um. We fabricated a test diode construction by the 
sandwiching of anode and cathode plates. A silicon wafer with MLC structure was used as the cathode and a 
quartz plate coated with ITO (indium-tin oxides) as an anode. 20 urn high fluorplast film spacer are used to keep 
the two plates separated. The field emission was obtained from tips in the drive voltage range from 100 to 1500 
V and in the current range from 5 nA to above 20 uA. A 0.56 M£2 resistor was placed in series with the cathode 
to provide a short-circuit protection. 

During the electron field emission into vacuum measurements the resonant tunneling have been observed 
for some MLC structures. Fig.3 shows the measured current-voltage characteristics and corresponding Fowler- 
Nordheim plots. To compare with theory the electric field strength have been calculated. For this the field 
enhancement coefficients obtained from Fowler-Nordheim plots according to procedure described in4 have been 
used. The two separate resonant peaks can be seen in experimental curves (Fig.3). 

As a result of theoretical calculations and experimental investigations the resonant current peaks in Si- 
base MLC structures have been revealed. Resonant tunneling process over n-th resonant level in QW is 
characterized by own time constant value of electron dwell in QW T„. The value of T„ increases with increasing 
QW width because of lowering electron resonant energy and mostly with decreasing potential barrier 
permeability. For MLC under research and electric field value in interval 3 x 107 - 8.5 x 107V/cm value T„ is 
within the range lO^-lO'^c depending on parameters of MLC and resonant level number. Finite delay time of 
electrons in QW and sufficiently large average negative conductivity value on the falling interval of current 
resonant dependency, witnesses on perspective use MLC with the QW for the electromagnetic oscillation 
amplification or generations within the millimeter and submillimeter wave lengths range. 
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Figure 1. Theoretical current density on electric field dependences: 1 - Ne = 5x10 cm" ; 2 - N, 
5.6x 1017cm°, w=lnm, b! =b2= 0.5nm, Nw = 5.6x10 V, T = 300K. 
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Recently, an interest to high-frequency oscillations generation and amplification in matrix cone structures 
on base of autoelectron emission has risen '. Mostly the solid-state structures permitting to receive oscillation 
amplification and generation up to a middle part of the millimeter range up to 100 GHz frequencies are used as 
the sources of oscillations. In the given work the possibility of diode structures with cone cathode application for 
obtaining negative dynamic conductivity and consequently of high-frequency oscillations generation in a short- 
wave part of the millimeter range and in submillimeter is investigated. The principle of such diode operation is 
similar to that of the solid-state injection-transit diode, where to provide oscillations generation or to obtain 
negative conductivity it is necessary that the time of electron transit between the cathode and the anode was 
approximately 0.75 oscillation period. 

However in contradiction to semiconductor injection-transit diodes, where the carriers velocity is equal to the 
saturation velocity, in vacuum diodes carrier motion velocity is much higher because of absence of scattering 
mechanisms. Therefore the standard cathode - anode electron transit time in autoemission structures is 0.1-lbs. 
Hence it is difficult to receive negative dynamic Conductivity and high-frequency oscillations generation out of 
0.75-7.5THz frequency band in diode cone structures. So the possibility to obtain negative dynamic conductivity 
of the cone cathode structures with a quantum well in a broad frequency interval of 200MHz -lOOTHz was 
studied. In this case, resonant character of tunneling allows to obtain electron delay time from lOfs to Ins and 
depending on well parameters and applied voltage. That allows in optimum to phase an inducted current and the 
applied voltage. Here the maximum of the inducted circuit current will be biased relatively to the applied voltage 
one. That allows to receive negative conductivity in a broad band of frequencies by selection of parameters of 
multilayer cathode. 

On the fig. 1 the curves I and 2 shows typical statical field emission current on the field dependences of the 
Si-Si02-Si-Si02 flat cathode with quantum well, the width of that and of the alike potential barriers are 3nm and 
0.5nm (curve 1) and Inm and Inm (curve 2) accordingly. As it is visible from fig. I, in the presence of resonant 
tunneling the current has several maxima appropriate to electron tunneling through 5-th, 6-th, 7-th, 8"th (1-th, 2- 
th, 3-th, 4-th maxima of the curve I in the fig. I) and through 2-th, 3-th (1-th, 2-th maxima of the curve 2 in the 
fig. 1) resonant levels in the quantum well with width 3nm and Inm accordingly. The own dwell time of an 
electron in the quantum well corresponds to each resonant level. The dwell time 12ps corresponds to the most 
low-voltage level, and consequently 3.35ps, 0.l5ps, and 7.5fs do to the next ones in quantum well with the width 
3nm. And the electron dwell time on 2-th and 3-th resonant level in quantum well with the width Inm is 2.5ns 
and 40fs. If such structure is applied with alternative voltage with frequency, which period is equal to the double 
dwell time, the induced circuit current will have a sharp peak shifted on 0.5 period relatively to the maximum of 
the alternative voltage. The first harmonic ofthat current will be in opposition with the applied voltage, and this 
causes negative conductivity. 

The calculations of statical the emission current on the field dependences were performed by the solution of 
the stationary Shredinger equation with appropriate boundary conditions and of dinamical that by the combined 
solution of the Poisson equation and continuity equation with necessary boundary conditions. The Poisson 
equation was solved by the numerical method on base of the fifty-point difference scheme, and the continuity 
equation was done by Euler method. The cathode was approximated by a liyperboloid of revolution. Carriers 
diffusion was neglected. Peculiarity of cone cathode field emission in comparison with the flat case shown on the 
fig.l is that, under change voltage, the resonant field value corresponds to various cathode segments. Under small 
voltage the resonant field emission has place from an cathode edge, and under voltage increase it does from a 
lateral area of the cathode. Thus static current on the field dependence of the cone cathode with the quantum well 
is a little smoother in, comparison with the flat cathode with the quantum well. 

On the fig.2 the dependences between applied voltage phase and induced electron emission current through 
the sixth resonant level in.the quantum well (the second maximum of the curve I in fig.l) with the width 3nm 
and the barier width 0.5nm is shown. The voltage U (t) = U0 + U| x sin (2nft) is applied, where U0, U, - applied 
direct and alternative voltage, f - frequency, t - time, U0 = 240V, U| =  40V. The curve I corresponds to the 
frequency (f = 149GHz), which period two times as much as the electron dwell time on the sixth level in the 
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quantum well. As it is visible from the fig.2, in this case the sharp current peak is opposite to the applied voltage, 
that causes high value of negative differential conductivity with efficiency 10%. Curves 2 and 3 correspond to 
frequencies accordingly on 25% below and above than that of the curve 1. As it is visible from the figure 2, in 
these cases the peak of the induced current is also in the part of a negative halfcycle of applied voltage, that also 
provides negative differential conductivity, though with smaller values of the efficiency (7% and 6% 
accordingly). 

In case of the resonant field emission through the seventh level in the quantum well with the width 3nm and 
barier width 0.5nm maximum negative differential conductivity has place on the frequency 3.3THz with 
efficiency 7% . Generation frequencies 42GHz and 67THz correspond resonant emission through the 5-th and the 
8-th levels in this quantum well. And 250MHz and l2.5TMz correspond resonant emission througt the 2-th and 
3-th levels in quantum well with barrier and well width Inm. It is necessary to mark, that the peak width of the 
induced current is determined by the time of electron transit from the cathode to the anode, that leads to 
efficiency change at different resonant levels owing to changing of the first harmonic value relative to the direct 
current value. 

The least and the greatest frequency of negative conductivity region is 1.5 times less and more consequently, 
than the maximum negative conductivity frequency. In the case of the resonant fild emission through the 8-th 
resonant level in the quantum well with the width 3nm and barier width 0.5nm the greatest frequency of the 
negative differential conductivity region is near lOOTHz. And the minimum frequency of negative conductivity 
region under the resonant emission through the 2-th level in quantum well with barrier and well width lnm is less 
200MHz. Therefore, it is possible by change of the quantum well and barrier parameters of multilayer cone 
cathode to obtain negative dynamic conductivity and oscillation generation in wide frequency band from 
200MHzup to lOOTHz in the diode structure on the base of cone cathodes with resonant field emission through 
the quantum well. 
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3 I* r 
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Figure 1. Current on the field depedences of the Si-SiCh-Si-SiC^ flat cathode with the quantum well. The 
width of the well and of the alike potential barriers are 3nm and 0.5nm (curve 1); lnm and lnm (curve 2). 
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Figure 2. The dependence between phase of applied voltage and induced current through the sixth resonant 
level in quantum well with the width that and barrier 3 and 0.5nm. The direct voltage is 240Vand alternative 
voltage amplitude and frequency are 40V and 149, 112, 186Ghz (curves t, 2, 3). 
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Introduction 

In various low loss materials the theoretical lower limit of lattice loss (absorption) at millimeter (MM) and 
submillimeter (SMM) wavelength ranges is determined by the multiphonon (mainly two-phonon) absorption in 
corresponding ideal crystal [1,2]. This type of loss may be referred to as the "intrinsic" lattice loss (ILL). In 
practice an additional lower bound on the loss may be imposed by absorption on lattice disorder, defects and 
impurities or free charge carriers [3-5]. It had been predicted theoretically [1,3,4] that in the crystals of diamond- 
type lattice (diamond, Si, Ge) extremely low ILL values at MM and SMM ranges can be expected. Furthermore 
the diamond is characterized by the lowest limits both for lattice and free charge carriers induced losses among 
various diamond-type crystals [3-5]. The progress in the synthesis of poly crystal line diamond films by the 
method of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) made available the diamond plates of large diameter (5-10 cm) and 
thickness (up to 1-2 mm). This allows to measure low loss diamonds in MM range and opens opportunities for 
design of diamond windows for the most powerful MM waves sources (gyrotrons). The results of the loss 
measurements in CVD diamond in MM range [6-9] and also at lower frequencies [10] are available in literature. 
But the temperature and frequency dependences of the loss, the effect of synthesis conditions on the loss value 
were not practically researched. The loss nature was not revealed, and the possibilities of significant loss 
reduction were not studied. The present work is devoted to these problems. The lower loss limit in diamond have 
been considered and series of low loss synthetic diamonds at 1.75-6.8 mm range and T = 20-500 C have been 
researched. 

Theoretical estimations of intrinsic lattice loss in diamond 

In [4,5] the rough theoretical estimations of absolute loss tangent tanö values have been obtained for the 
—9 —8 —7 

ILL in diamond, silicon, germanium, respectively: tan8 ~ 10   , 3-10    and 2-10    at the wavelength X = 2 mm 
and room temperature. Up to date the lowest losses among solid state materials at those conditions have been 
observed in the gold-doped silicon (Si:Au) [5,11]. These losses, including the record breaking lowest loss (tanS ~ 

3-10~  at X = 2 mm and temperature T = 20 C [11]), are due to free carriers of charges as it follows from the 

measured temperature and frequency dependences. Hence in silicon the ELL tan8 < 10" . From the theoretical 
estimations, it follows that the ILL in diamond is approximately 1/30 ofthat in silicon. From the comparison with 

the mentioned experimental data it follows that tan5 value for the ILL in diamond should be < 3-10    at the same 
conditions. 

Experimental results 

At the present work the series of low loss synthetic diamond polycrystal plates have been grown at GPI 
from the CH4-H2-O2 mixtures in a microwave plasma as described elsewhere [12]. The diamond deposition rates 

17        —3 were 2-5 um/hour, nitrogen impurity concentrations was varied in the range of (2-30)-10     cm ". The 
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specimens, separated from Si substrate, had the form of disks of 55-60 mm diameter and thickness of up to 1.3 
mm. The macroscopic dc resistivity of the diamond plates was in the range of 1012-1014 ficm. The loss 
measurements in the series of plates (as-grown, ungrinded) were carried out at IREE using an open resonators [5] 
in the wavelength range of 2.15-6.8 mm. The results presented in Tables 1 and 2 show that the losses in this 

-4 
diamond samples are in the range of tanS = (1-10)-10   . The tendency have been observed of the loss decrease 
with the decrease of deposition rate and nitrogen impurity concentration. In addition, a considerable reduction of 

loss after annealing in air at T = 550°C has been found, in particular tanS decreased from -1.5-10   to -5-10" 
for specimenNo.l 11. 

The lowest loss have been observed in the specimen No. 113 (deposition rate 2.4 urn/hour, nitrogen 
17      —3 concentration 2-10    cm  ) that was measured at IAP (see Figure 1). In order to improve the measurement 

precision in connection with low loss, this disk has been grinded on both sides, which have made parallel to the 
accuracy of 5 um on diameter of 55 mm. During the grinding its thickness has been reduced from 1.05 mm to 
0.74 mm. At the final thickness the measurement frequency 170 GHz was "resonance" one (the thickness was a 
multiple of one half of wavelength in material). After mechanical treatment the disc had been annealed in air. The 

measurement technique [13] have been modified to reduce the tan8 measurement error down to ±10" . The loss 

determined for this specimen, tan5'~ 8-10" (170 GHz; 20 °C), is on the level of the lowest value among known 
in literature for diamond [9] and approaches the lowest value observed among various materials to date (tan8 ~ 

3-10- in Si:Au, see above). The estimation of transmission power shows that the best investigated diamonds are 
applicable for windows of gyrotrons at power ~ 3 MW and higher in continuous wave regime. 

Interpretation and conclusions 

The loss dependence on frequency f (see Table 2) can be approximated by the 1/f law. The observed loss 
in CVD diamond can be explained by the loss on the electric conductance in the inclusions of nondiamond 
phases containing amorphous carbon and nanographite. The spatial distribution of those inclusions with enhanced 
local conductivity a is assumed to be very inhomogeneous. Based on Raman spectroscopy data the relative 

volume concentration of nondiamond phases is less than 10" . According to the proposed loss mechanism the 
more weak frequency dependence (compared with the 1/f law) at f « 10 GHz [10] is due to decrease of a 

number of local regions that satisfy the condition TM~ «(fl (where: TM = EEO/CT and E are the local values of the 

Maxwell's electric relaxation time and dielectric permittivity, respectively; so is the dielectric constant; o = 27tf). 

The relatively weak loss dependence on temperature at T < 400 °C can be naturally explained by the weak 
dependence of the conductivity in the nondiamond inclusions. 

The observed losses differ by its temperature and frequency dependences from the ILL (the latter must 
considerably increase with rise in frequency and temperature [1-4]) and significantly exceeds the estimated 
values for ideal crystal (see above). So the intrinsic lattice loss in diamond, as well as in other diamond-type 
crystals including silicon [5,11] are not experimentally revealed to the present time. From the obtained data and 
consideration and also from the ILL estimations it follows that there are possibilities of further significant loss 
reduction in diamond and achievement of lowest losses compared with other materials in MM and SMM ranges. 

This work was supported in a part by the Russian Foundation of Fundamental Researchs (Grant No. 96-03- 
32798) and Russian Scientific-Technical Program "Microwave Physics" (Projects No. 3.3 and 3.19). 

Table 1. Losses tanS at A, = 2.15 mm and room temperature in unpolished CVD diamonds. 
Specimen 
number 

Mean 
Thickness 

rum] 

Deposition 
rate 

rum/hour] 

tanS 
[i<r*| 

92 1280 5,0 8 
83 190 4,6 10 
79 490 4,5 1,5+3 
70 230 3,9 <5 
111 490 3,7 1+2 
93 430 3,2 2 
56 270 2,7 2 
100 640 2,6 1,5+3,5 

AST 180 2,5 <2 
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Table 2, Losses at X = 2,15-6,8 mm fa specimen No.79, 
X,[mm] 2,15 3,9 6,0 6,8 

tanS [10~4] 1,5*3 4 5 9,5 

Refractive 
tanS [10~] index     [GHz] 

35—i + Resonance frequency      2,400-p-170,5 
■ Refractive index 

30- 

25- 

20- 

15- 

10- 

2,3951- 

2,390-- 

2,385- 

2,380- 

2,375-' 

100 

—I      I      |      I     |— 

200       300       400 

Temperature, °C 
500 

■170,0 

■ 169,5 

■ 169,0 

168,5 

600 

Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of tanS, refractive index and resonance frequency 
for grinded diamond disc of 0.74 mm thickness. 
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In this paper, the polariton excitations associated with magnetoplasma and cyclotron oscillations in a 
homogeneous two-dimensional (2D) electron layer surrounded by two dielectric half-spaces with different 
dielectric constants e\ and ti are theoretically studied. As it follows from previous works of the others 
[1,2], the 'ID magnetoplasmon-polariton frequency goes to zero as its wave vector goes to zero for both 
cases Z\ — £2 and £1 ^ £2- It is shown below that, contrary to the conclusions of Ref.[2], a low-frequency 
band gap exists in the 2D magnetoplasmon-polariton spectrum when £1 ^ £2 and the dc magnetic field 
is nonzero. 

The 2D magnetoplasmon-polaritons are in essence the surface non-radiative electromagnetic waves. 
Unlike them the homogeneous cyclotron oscillations in the plane of 2D system are accompanied by 
electromagnetic radiation into surrounding media. The frequency and radiative damping of homogeneous 
cyclotron oscillations have been calculated in Ref.[3]. In present paper, nonhomogeneous radiative 
cyclotron oscillations (radiative cyclotron-polaritons) are studied for the first time. 

Let us consider the 2D electron layer placed in the plane z — 0 between two dielectric half-spaces 
1 and 2 (for definiteness sake, we assume £j > £2). The dc magnetic field H0 is directed along the 
2-axis into medium 2. The time and space dependence for the polariton fields is taken in the form of 
exp(-z'wi — ikx ± ai^z), where upper and lower signs before the transverse wave numbers »1,2 refer to 
media 1 and 2, respectively. The fields are assumed as uniform ones in y-direction. 

One can obtain the dispersion relation for the polariton excitations in the structure under consideration 
from self-consistent solution of the Maxwell equations in media 1 and 2 with the boundary conditions 
in the plane z = 0 which account for the response of the 2D electron magnetoplasma. Neglecting the 
electron scattering in the 2D system, the dispersion relation can be written as 

u2_     aia2r,o    W vo        \ _    , = Q> } 

ai£2 + a2£i / V       (ai+ a2)c'J 

where »70 = 4irNse
2/m*, N, is the areal density of electrons in the 2D layer, e and m* are the electron 

charge and effective mass, c is the light velocity, wc = \e\H0/(m*c) is the cyclotron frequency. 
The relatioship between the transverse wave numbers «1,2 and in-plane wave vector k is given by 

ttl = ±y/k>-(%)'eu 

(2) 

a2 = ±^P-(£)2£2. 

It should be noted that the dispersion relations obtained in Ref. [1,2] can be brought into the form 
of Eq.(l). However a solution u(k) of the set of simultaneons equations (1), (2) crutially depends on 
the signs choosen before the radicals in Eqs.(2). Just this point was not received adequate attention in 
Ref. [1,2]. 

Let us start with the non-radiative 2D magnetoplasmon-polaritons. In this case one should look for 
the real solutions u(k). For the surface non-radiative electromagnetic wave, both transverse wave numbers 
«i and a2 have to be real and positive. These conditions can be met only when k > w^/iT/c and while 
positive signs are choosen before the radicals in Eqs.(2). Hence it follows that for any positive value of k 
the magnetoplasmon-polariton frequency falls into the interval 0 < w < u»i, where u»i = cfc/y^T- If the 
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real unique solution u(k) exists for a given k, the left side of Eq.(l) has to have different signs at u> = 0 
and w = wi. Denoting the left side of Eq.(l) by f(k,u>), one has, for a1|2 >x 0, from Eqs.(l), (2) that 

/(*,0) = - 
'   a >?ofc     A        »?0 <0 

for any values of k > 0. From the other hand 

/(*,«!) = 
.   £1 C2k\le1-£2j 

>0 

only for k > ko, where 

with 

ko = a2 + 
4wc

2£i 
(3) 

^o a = 7\el 
£i 

£2 

In Fig.l, the 2D magnetoplasmon-polariton dispersion (curve J) terminates at the point (&o,u>a), 
where UIQ = cko/y/ei < wc. It follows from Eq.(3) that k0 = 0 and hence wo = 0 only when o>c = 0 or/and 
Z\ - £2 ( lim k0 = 0). 

El—fi 

Note that one can find a solution w(k) for 0 < k < ko (curve 2 in Fig.l) but only when e*i is negative. 
Obviously, such a solution has no physical meaning since it is infinitely growing away from the surface 
z — 0 into medium 1. Perhaps just this solution was mistaken by the author of Ref.[2] for an extension 
of the surface 2D magnetoplasmon-polariton dispersion into the low frequency band 0 < u < u>o. 

The cyclotron-polariton dispersion dependencies (curve 3 and 4 in Fig.l) are obtained upon transition 
to the complex-valued frequencies u —* w, where w = u + iy in Eqs.(l), (2) in deciding on negative 
sings before radicals in Eqs.(2). Dispersion curves u>(k) almost entirely reside inside the region u> > 
kc/y/e~\. The imadinary part 7 of the complex-valued frequency refers to the radiative damping of the 
cyclotron oscillations. For the radiative polaritons, the transverse wave numbers «1,2 are the complex- 
valued quantities with Re« 12 < 0 and Imai^ < 0 which correspond to the outgoing electromagnetic 
waves with growing amplitudes away from the 2D electron layer into media 1 and 2. Such amplitude- 
phase pattern is a common one for the radiative eigenmodes in open electromagnetic resonant systems 

It follows from Fig.l that the cyclotron-polariton radiative damping increases roughly as N,. When 
N, grows, the cyclotron-polariton dispersion curve progressively penetrates into the region k > Wy/il/c. 
At smaller Ns, a well-defined dip on the radiative damping curve appears as the dispersion curve «j{k) 
intersects the light line u> = ck/y/e^. The depth of the dip increases when N$ grows smaller. The physical 
reason for the dip in the radiative damping may be clarified as follows. At a sufficiently small 2D electron 
density, the radiative damping is much less than the cyclotron-polariton eigenfrequency. It follows from 
Eq.(2) that is this case Re«2 <C Im«2 which means that a nearly uniform plane electromagnetic wave is 
emitted into medium 2 at an angle of — arctg(Ima2 A) to the plane of the 2D system. One can see from 
Eq.(2) that arctg(Im«2/£) a 0 as k = Uy/s^/c. In this situation the electromagnetic wave is emitted 
along ^-direction, i. e. along the axes of dipoles resulting from nonhomogeneous cyclotron oscillations in 
the plane of 2D system. Clearly the emission intensity (it is proportional to the radiative damping) is 
vastly reduced at such angles. 

Using the term introduced in Ref.[5], one can relate the radiative cyclotron oscillations to the virtual 
excitations. These excitations can not exist in the system for long since they are subjected to radiative 
decay. However, such excitations may reveal themselves as absorbtion resonances when an external 
electromagnetic wave is transmitted through the 2D electron layer. In order to excite the nonhomogeneous 
2D cyclotron oscillations one has to use the oblique incidence of the electromagnetic wave. 

This work has been supported by the Russian National Foundation for Basic Research through grant 
No. 96-02-19211. 
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Fig. 1. The frequencies (w) and radiative damping (7) for the non-radiative surface magnetoplasmon- 
polaritons (curve 1) and for the cyclotron-polaritons (curves 3, 4). Curve 2 refers to the "non-physical" 
branch. N, = 1012cm-2 for curves J, 2 and 3, and Ns = 1010cm~2 for curves 4 
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Dielectric resonators with waves (or oscillations) of whispering gallery type, which are named as the 
quasioptical dielectric resonators (QDR or WGR), initiate stable interest from a point of view of both 
electrodynamic study and various applications [1]. The perturbed QDR is special interest, because its 
properties manifest themselves in real physical systems. The QDR perturbation can be local or distributed^ 
The local perturbation with a narrow radial slot have been studied and used for quality monitoring of 
dielectric films [2] Details of QDR with two radial slots studied in [3], It was shown by experiment that QDR 
with one or two slots can be used for Isotropie dielectric permittivity measurements of large-area substrates 
including single crystal ones for HTS films [4]. . 

Low dielectric losses, moderate value of dielectric permittivity, low temperature coefficients of 
dielectric constant and linear expansion along with high thermal conductivity make sapphire (A1203) 
substrate more attractive for HTS microwave devices in comparison with the others [5]. However anisotropy 
of dielectric constant leads to complex design problems, limiting application of sapphire-based HTS devices. 
Thus nondestructive methods necessity of monitoring the anisotropic substrate characteristics arises. 

This work describes study results of QDR with narrow radial slot containing thin sapphire substrate 
with arbitrary orientation of optical axis relative to the substrate plane. Resonance frequency was measured as 
a function of both C-axis orientation angle, a, with respect to the substrate and angle, <p, of substrate rotation 

about substrate geometric axis in the slot. 
Measurements were carried out at 8mm waveband by means of teflon QDR with diameter ot 75 mm 

and hight of 5 mm. EHlln-mode of the higher-order azimuthal oscillations was used («=14 -16). The slot 
width was equal to 0.5 mm. The sapphire substrate diameter was * 50 mm. Herewith C-axis and the plane 
substrate made the angle, a, of: 0° (parallel orientation), 34° (tilted orientation) and 90° (normal orientation). 
At substrate rotation about geometric axis of the substrate the resonant frequency was changed and at that 
trend of the dependence of frequency /against jangle was influenced by the ot-angle (Fig. 1). 
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Fig.l. Dependence of the resonance frequency of QDR versus p-angle at three meanings of a-angle as a 
parameter. 
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Analysis of the data on the Fig. 1 allowed to have noted a number of points. Firstly, as we waited, the 
frequency,/ did not depend on rotation p-angle for normal C-axis orientation. Secondly,/as function of cp 
was sine, and the sine amplitude 

£y ~ Jmax~ Jmin 

depended on the a-angle i.e. on C-axis orientation in the substrate. Thirdly, at some values of the p-angle the 
frequency,/ did not depend on a-angle. 

The latter must be commented. The matter is that in the general case of radial, Er, and azimuthal, 
E9, components presence, relative position of the curves on the Fig. 1 must be another. Analysis of obtained 
experimental data on Fig. 1 gives a cause to state that, at the last at the slot area, Er»Eg,. Only in this case 

we can to understand wonderful, at the first sight, independence of the frequency, / on C-axis orientation, 
when magnitude of dielectric permittivity along the iSp-component varies between ssl and Sj.. 

Fig.2 shows öf as a function of a-angle. Experimental data have been obtained for the substrates with 
three different C-axis orientations. As analytical expression for dependence öf (a) is unknown yet we have 

a   - angle, degree 

Fig.2. Dependence of normalized frequency maximal variation for QDR with sapphire substrate in radial slot 
versus a-angle between C-axes and the substrate plane. 

used some functional dependences for effective dielectric permittivity, £$ . On the Fig.2 solid line 
corresponds to expression 

Esff = £jsin2a + sfoia. 
Although total validity of above approximation now can be established only by the more detailed experiment, 
this circumstance does not obstruct to use experimental dependence Sf(a) for microwave measurements of C- 
axis orientation in the sapphire substrates and the other analogous single crystal ones. The obtained results 
show an evident procedure of determining the substrate optical-axes orientation. The minimal (maximal) 
frequency corresponds to position of the substrate cross-section plane with optical axes that is parallel 
(normal) to the QDR plane. The average of these two measurement results identifies the plane with the 
optical axes. At last, the C-axes orientation with respect to a plane or geometric axes of the QDR is 
determined after difference of Af=fmax-fmi„. An average derivative, da/df, equals to ~ 0.4° per MHz and 
somewhat decreases at a<20° and at a>70°. 
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In papers [1,2] the investigation of the surface wave properties in the plasma like media has been 
carried out taking into account the spatial dispersion of permittivity under condition of the specular 
reflection from the media interface. Here it was shown that the spatial dispersion leads to the collisionless 
damping (the Landaw damping) of the surface plasmons whose decrement differs from that for langmuir 
oscillations in the infinite medium. Collisionless damping of plasmons in the quantum case when electrons 
are specularly reflected from the boundary and plasmon energy exceeds the temperature of the electron 
gas was considered in papers [3,4]. In spite of the fact that collisionless wave damping was discovered 
more than 50 years ago this interesting phenomenon calls attention of physicists as before [5]. 

The paper proposed is devoted to studying the mechanism of collisionless damping of the surface 
plasma oscillations at an arbitrary character of the electron reflection from the media interface. It was 
found the dependence of the decrement on a parameter characterizing the electron scattering process at 
the boundary. It is shown that the damping of the surface plasmons is caused by their transformation 
into Van Kampen waves [6,7] propagating from the interface with particle velocity. 

Let region y > 0 be occupied by the plasma medium. The situation when the waves are slow and the 
delay effect can be neglected is of the most interest here. In this case the properties of the medium are 
described by the following system: 

rotE(x,y,t) = 0;    SodivE = 4-iren;    e-^ + div/=0; (1) 

x,y,t,p)dp; (2) >jm 

— + S— + eESf'0 = -uf, (3) 

were e0 is the laccice permittivity, f0(p) is the equilibrium function of the electron distribution, f0 is its 
derivative with respect to energy, / is a small addition to the distribution function in a perturbed state, 
v is the electron collision frequency. 

Hereafter the dependence of all values appearing in equations (l)-(3) on coordinates and time will be 
represented as: 

E(x, y, t) - E(u, qx, y) exp[i(qxx - ui)]. 

Here axis x is parallel to the boundary and for the defmiteness we suppose: u>0,q1!>Q. 
The general solution of kinetic equation 3) can be written as 

f = -^- [EVexp[i-(y-y>)]dy', 
<Jy     J Vy (4) 

were ü = u — qxvx + iv. 

Constant C is determined from the boundary conditions for the distribution function at y = 0 and 
y = oo. Let us denote the distribution functions by /" and /+ for the particles with vy < 0 H vy > 0, 
correspondingly. Then we obtain from the condition that /" is the finite quantity at y = oo 

„ r/       /*0O 

r = TT /    ^exP[*—iv - 2/')] dj/, (5) 
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Taking into account the fact that the surface oscillations exist under conditions of a cold plasma and 
their damping caused by the thermal movement of the particles is small [1-3], one can restrict oneself to 
the approximation of a weak space dispersion. Here u » qxvx> the depth of the field penetration into 
medium isjarge as compared with the scale characterizing the spatial dispersion, and coupling between 
f(y) and E{y) can be made local. Then expression (5) can be simplified. Changing variables y' - y = z 
and expanding the field E(y + z) in z series we obtain 

/- = ?fi-S$;    u > v. 

In order to find C at vy > 0, let us formulate the condition at the surface y = 0. If we denote the fraction 
of particles reflected from the boundary specularly by 6 and diffusely by 1 - 6 then can be written [7] 

f+(vx,vy,y = 0) = Sf-(vx,-vy,y = 0). (6) 

Hence we find: 

, y 

f+ = ~~£ J ^Pfr'f (» - M ^ + ^[Ex(Q)vx - Es(0)vs] exp(^). (7) 
o y vy 

Having performed the corresponding change of variable in formula (7) and holding the largest terms of 
the field expansion we finally obtain for /+ 

ef 
f+ = 17^^ + F(u'>4x'y>P)exP(i^-y), (8) 

where 

F(u, qx, y,P)=e-h {&[vxEx{Q) - vyEy(Q)] - vE{y)} . 

In expression (8) the additive containing the multiplier exp i—y, described the Van Kampen waves 

excited and propagating along the positive direction of the axis y near the plasma boundary. 

As a result the conductivity current and electric induction of medium D = e0E+ —j take the form 

](u,q*,y) = ~E(u,qx,y) + e /i?F(W>g,j2/;p)exp(—y)dp (9) 
J Vy 

D(u,qx,y) = e{io)E{uj,qx,y) + — J vF(u>,qx,y,p)exp(—y)dp (10) 

u, 
where e(w) - e0 - -£, w0 is the Langmuir electron frequency, integration is performed with respect 

to positive values vy. 
The system of equations (1) is transformed to equation 

d2Ex 

dy2 
2 „       4irieqx   f u 

-ix^=-^rr-J E{u>qx,y,p)exp(i—y)dp (11) 

where Ey — x 

ix   dy ' 
As far as the oscillation decrement is small as compared with frequency this equation can be solved by 

the method of successive approximations. Supposing the right part to be small we obtain at — » q2 

Ex = A{eM-1xy) + ^^^   / v*yf0eM^y)dp} (12) 
«v>0 

This solution is worth only near the boundary when 0 < y < — 
qx 
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In this approximation the normal vector component of electrical induction appears to be equal to 

Dy(u,qx,y) = is(u>)Aexp(—qxy), that is for Van Kampen waves bias currents £O-Q— 
and conductivity / 

along axis y compensate each other. 
In the domain y < 0 (with non-dissipative media with permittivity ed) F(u, qx, y,p) = 0, the fields 

take form 
Ex = B exp(qxy); Ey = -iB exp(qxy) (13) 

By using further the continuity conditions of the tangential component E and the normal component 
D at the boundary y = 0, we find the following dispersion equation for surface plasmons 

.  , 4irie2qx(l + S) f    , „,   ., ew+e*=—XU  £d 1 vvf°dp ^ 
Vy>0 

Thus we obtain the natural frequency of the surface plasmons and their decrement 

Wo 
+ *T (15) 

V£0 + £d 

where 
2Te2fe f    3 

T = -—;a—(1 + 6)   /   »tfodP- 
Vy>0 

It appears to be equal to yM = /7r- ix^T in the case of the Maxwell particle distribution with 
yLT! 

the average thermal velocity vT or jF =  ' x F for the degenerated gas with fermi velocity vF. In 

the case of the specular reflection of particles these formula go to the known results [1-3]. The decrement 
of the surface plasmons is reduced in two times at the diffusion reflection 6 = 0. 

In conclusion the authors express their gratitude to Dr. V.L. Falko and Dr. Yampolsky for discussing 
the results of the paper. 
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Recently close attention has been paid to the two-dimensional electron systems (2DES), the funda- 
mental properties of which have a number of interesting peculiarities (phase transitions, electron localization 
effects, surface polaritons (SP) and others). It is evident that some of them will be revealed while investigating 
the losses of energy by the charged particles, going through the 2DES, for instance, their transition radiation. 

In the present paper [1] the transition radiation of SP is theoretically investigated, which appears when 
the charge is moving through the homogeneous isotropic medium with the dielectric constant e, into which the 

two-layer 2DES, placed in the transversal quantizing magnetic field B (i.e. hfl »T, where h is Plank's con- 
stant, Q is the cyclotron frequency of the electron, T is the temperature in energy units), is implanted. The two- 
layer 2DES consists of two GaAs infinitely deep quantum wells separated by a AlGaAs potential barrier of 
finite width and height. The quantizing magnetic field and the direction of the charge movement are perpen- 
dicular to the 2DES. The energy spectrum of the electrons in such system is fully discrete, and this leads to 
stepwise dependencies of Landau level filling factor K and Hall's conductivity of the two-layer 2DES aH on the 
magnetic field B. In its turn, as it is shown in the paper, the stepwise character of the dependency K(B) (see the 
dash curve on Fig.2) leads to the quantizing of the spectrum density of the SP transition radiation energy flow 
(see Fig.l) and to the non-monotonous (saw-like) dependency of the SP energy flow (see Fig.2) on the magnetic 
field. 
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Fig.l. The spectrum density of the SP transition radiation energy flow dW / do . Fig. la is the case of 
presence the all Hall's plateaux on dependency K(B). Fig.lb is the case of absence the Hall's plateau with K=6. 
Arrow indicates the direction of increasing of filling factor K. 
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Fig.2. The dependency of the SP energy flow W on the magnetic field (solid curve). The dependency 
of X(B) is shown by the dash curve. The case of absence the Hall's plateau with K=6 is considered. 

As it has been discovered by the authors, some values of the geometric dimensions of the 2DES can 
lead to the situation when the point of intersection of two spin-splitting Landau levels will lie at the Fermi 
level. This will lead to the disappearance of the plateau on the dependency K(B) with a certain value of Landau 
level filling factor X (both with even and odd values) and to the disappearance of the plateau on the depend- 
ency CTH(B) as the Hall's conductivity CTH(B) is proportional to X: 

<TW   =■ 
X 

h    l + f (1) 

were %= (v-/co)/Q, v is the momentum relaxation frequency. Let us note that the effect of the Hall's plateau 
disappearance with odd value of X was observed in [2]. 

The absence of the Hall's plateau with a certain value of X is shown to be the reason of the disappear- 
ance of the spectrum density curve (see Fig. lb) with the same value of X as well as the step of maximum value 
on the dependency W(B) (see Fig.2). 

The spectrum density of the SP transition radiation energy flow was found to be described by follow- 
ing expression: 

dW 
dco 

.2 /?3 
tifi'a 

8ev2
0c

2y2[ß2 + co2 Iv]\ 
-\sQ2 + (aOK + cß)2\ (2) 

were ß   — y   - sa>2/c2, y is the solution of the dispersion equation describing the SP propagation [3]. 

In the case of slow SP (when vph « c, where vph is the phase velocity of the SP, c is the light velocity 
in vacuum) in high magnetic fields (X ^ 10) the transition radiation energy W is described by the following 
equation: 

W=^oVd«Mln(jr0_.) 
(3) 

where a = e2/(ch) is the fine structure constant, e is the electron charge, q0 is the charge of the particle inter- 
secting the two-layer 2DES, v0 is the velocity of the charge,  vd =c I -Je is the light velocity in the dielectric, 

/ = (eft I eB)U2 is the magnetic length. 
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From (3) it is seen that the dependency of W on the magnetic field B is practically linear and it expe- 
riences steps, conditioned by the stepwise dependency K(B). To each of the linear sections of the dependency 

W(B) corresponds its value of N. 

The value of K of the disappearing plateau can be easily found from (3). From the condition of the 
spin-splitting Landau levels intersection at Fermi level the authors have found the relation between the width of 
the potential barrier, the value of the electrons g-factor in the 2DES and the value of the K filling factor for the 
disappearing plateau on the dependency cH(B) (see Fig.3). With the help of this relation, the value of the elec- 
trons g-factor in the 2DES can be found from the known values of the system geometric dimensions and the K 
value of the disappearing plateau. 

Fig.3. The relation between the half-width of the potential barrier (a), the value of the electrons g- 
factor in the 2DES and the value of the K filling factor for the disappearing plateau on the dependency CTH(B). 

The symbols I and t shows the electrons spin orientations of intersecting energy levels. 

Thus, the authors the effect of disappearing of some Hall's plateau on the dependency cH(B) (both 
with even and odd values) have been predicted. Besides, the effect of quantizing of the SP transition radiation 
energy flow have been predicted too. A new contactless method for determining the electron g-factor in the 
2DES has been proposed. This method is based on the properties of the slow SP energy, radiated by the charge, 
intersecting the two-layer 2DES. 
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Surface polaritons on the boundaries of the two-dimensional electron systems (2DES), in the external 
magnetic field, attract close attention [1-3]. The case of high magnetic field, when there is the integer quantum 
Hall effect (IQHE) in 2DES, is of particular interest [2,3]. Under the IQHE conditions the components of 2DES 
high-frequency conductivity tensor are quantized, i.e. they exhibit step-wise behavior with the change of mag- 
netic field. As the result all the characteristics of the SP are becoming quantized, too. The properties of the SP 
under IQHE conditions have been investigated in detail for two cases: a single 2DES [2] and a double 2DES [3]. 
In these papers it has been shown that the SP group velocity under IQHE conditions experiences steps, which are 

proportional to the fine-structure constant, a = e2 Ich, where e is the electron charge, c is the light velocity, 
h = h I 2K , h is Plank's constant. 

The properties of the SP have been investigated in [2] under the assumption that the surface taken by 
2DES is placed into homogeneous medium with dielectric constant s. In reality, the actual structure of 
GaAs/AlxGa t.xAs heterojunction, which is modeling the 2DES, is more complex. Actually, the doped AlxGa j. 
xAs layer has finite thickness. As the result, the electrons forming the 2DES, lie between the GaAs layer (this 
layer forms substrate and its thickness can be considered to be infinite) and the AlxGa i.xAs layer, which has a 
boundary with vacuum/air. Besides, in [2] it has been pointed out that dielectric constants AlxGa j.xAs and GaAs 
are different. In these papers the ratio of AlxGai.xAs dielectric constant to that of GaAs was equal to 0.95. These 
circumstances can lead to new qualitative peculiarities in the propagation of surface polaritons along the real 
GaAs/AlxGa i.xAs heterojunction. Besides, in real situation the dissipation in 2DES must be taken into account. It 
can lead not only to quantitative change in SP spectrum, but also to the emergence of new types of non-radiative 
polaritons (both surface and bulk types), electromagnetic field of which exponentially decreases from both 
boundaries of AlxGa i.xAs layer. 

In this paper, we investigate the non-radiative polaritons in real GaAs/AlxGa ].xAs heterojunction under 
IQHE conditions. The influence of AlxGa i.xAs layer thickness and the degree of energy dissipation in 2DES over 
the existence conditions, the spectrum and damping of non-radiative polaritons is investigated. It is shown that in 
addition to SP, which are localized at GaAs/AlxGa i.xAs boundary, another type of SP can exist in the hetero- 
junction, and they are localized at AlxGa ].xAs-vacuum/air boundary (Brewster's modes). It is found that in addi- 
tion to these two types of SP, bulk polaritons of various orders can propagate in GaAs/AlxGa i.xAs heterojunc- 
tion, which possess one or several maximums of energy flow in AlxGa i.xAs layer. It is pointed out that under 
IQHE conditions all the characteristics of surface and bulk polaritons are quantized. It is determined that if the 
wave number changes, surface and bulk polaritons can continuously transform one into another. 

As a model for GaAs/AlxGa i.xAs heterojunction we consider the structure shown in Fig.l. It consists of 
two semi-infinite media: 1 (z>d) wd3 (z<0) with dielectric constants ex and e2, accordingly. Between 

these media there is a semiconductor layer of d thickness (medium 2) with dielectric constant e2. Let medium 

2 represent the AlxGa i.xAs semiconductor, and medium 3 represent the GaAs semiconductor. These two semi- 

conductors form a 2DES at the boundary z = 0. The external quantizing magnetic field B is directed along z 
axis, perpendicularly to the 2DES. We assume that the polaritons in the structure considered are non-radiative, 
i.e. their electromagnetic field in media 1 and 3 decrease exponentially with the increase of the distance from 
layer 2 boundaries. We consider that non-radiative polaritons propagate along x axis. The dependence of all 
electromagnetic fields on x co-ordinate and time t we describe by the expression exp[i(bc-at)], where k is 

the wave number, a is the wave frequency. 
In order to obtain the dispersion equation, describing the propagation of non-radiative polaritons in 

GaAs/AlxGa i.xAs heterojunction, two wave types must be considered: TE- and TM-waves. This is conditioned 
by the existence of surface electric current at the 2DES boundary z = 0, which mixes both TE- and TM-waves. 

We believe that at the boundary z = d the tangential components of electric field E and magnetic field H of 
the non-radiative waves are continuous, and at the boundary z = 0 the tangential components of magnetic field 
experience a break: 
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Figure 1. Geometry of problem 

Now we present the results of numerical solution of 
the dispersion equation, taking into account the dissipation 
in 2DES. We consider that wave number k is a real value, 
and frequency a = a>'+i(o" is a complex value. For the 
convenience of numerical solution of the dispersion equa- 
tion we introduce the following dimensionless values: 
?=a>'/n,    ?=a"/n,    c = ck/n,    x=zaic, 
S = dQ/c, r = Wfi. Here v is the relaxation frequency. 

All the calculations are made for GaAs/ AlxGai_xAs 
heterojunction with s2 = 12.0 and £2=12.9. It is assumed 

that AlxGai„xAs layer (medium 2) has a boundary with 
air/vacuum with dielectric constant ex = 1.0 (medium 1). 

In Fig.2 spectrum £'(£) (solid lines with ' index) is 

shown along the left ordinate axis, and damping 
4°(0 (dotted lines with " index) is shown along the right 

ordinate axis, in the case «5=0.1, T =0.1 for three values of the Landau-level filling factor N: 1 - N = 1;    2 - 

N = 5; 3 - JV = 10. Dashed 
line 4 corresponds to light 

line for GaAs (<f = £/Ji%). 

In the absence of dissipation 
(r = 0) this line serves as a 

boundary   between   the   re- 
gions of radiative and non- 

-        radiative polaritons. Disper- 
ii sion  curves  with  °   index 
S (dashed lines in Fig. 2) corre- 

=        spond just to the case of the 
£5        absence of dissipation. For 

N values mentioned above 
all of them start at light line 
4. 

In Fig. 2 it is seen that 
the presence of dissipation in 
2DES leads to broadening of 
the existence area of the non- 
radiative polaritons: they 
exist for all values of g. To 

the right of the light line 4, 

Figure 2. Spectrum and damping of non-radiative polaritons 
for different values of N. 

dispersion curves change slightly in comparison to the non-dissipative case. In this region electromagnetic field 
of the non-radiative polaritons decreases exponentially from the 2DES boundary (z = 0 ), i.e. here we deal with 
surface polaritons. With the approach to light line 4, dispersion curves %(£) shift up in comparison to the non- 

dissipative ones and they continue non-monotonously up to the ordinate line % - 0. In papers [2,3] it has been 

pointed out that in the vicinity of cyclotron resonance (£ «1) dispersion curves intersect, in the first approxima- 

tion, in one point. In Fig. 2 it is seen that taking into account the 2DES dissipation leads to the emergence of two 
points of dispersion curves intersection. One of them lies to the left of light line 4, the other one lies to the right 
of it. When going through these points, the dependence manner of non-radiative polaritons frequency <fon N 

(for fixed value of g) changes into the opposite. Thus, to the left of the first intersection point of the dispersion 

curves, polaritons frequency § increases with the increase of N; in the region of wave numbers £", lying be- 

tween the two points of dispersion curves intersection, polaritons frequency decreases with the increase of N. 
Finally, to the right of the second intersection point of the dispersion curves, wave frequency £', once more in- 

creases with the increase of N. We point out that in region of wave numbers £, lying to the left of the first in- 
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tersection point of the dispersion curves, there is a region on the curve £,'{£) in which dg'/d£ > 0. The length 

of this region increases with the increase of N. We assume that the dispersion curve region with dg'/dg > 0 is 

connected with the emergence of surface polaritons of Brewster mode type at the boundary z = d. The possibil- 
ity for Brewster mode emergence of TM polarization at the boundary of 2 dissipative media, the real parts of 
dielectric constants of which are positive has been pointed out in scientific literature. The particularity of our 
case is that the polarization of the SP of Brewster mode type, considered by us, is mixed, and their «attachment» 
to the z = d boundary appears due to the dissipation of in the 2DES, located at z - 0 boundary. It is shown in 

Fig.2 that Brewster modes emerge if £" « -je^ = 1. 

Fig. 3 shows for the case N = 5,S = 0.1 the change of the spectrum %'(Q (solid lines with ' index) and 

the damping £"($")  (dotted lines with " index) of non-radiative polaritons for a number of T values: 1 - 

r=0.01; 2 - T=0.03; 3 - 
r=0.05; 4 - r=o.i. 
Dashed lines represents the 

light line g=ql -[e~$   for 

GaAs (medium 3). It fol- 
lows from Fig. 3 that for 
low values of r(r=0.01- 
0.03) dispersion curves 
£'(£) have the of spectrum 

start p3= 0, located to the 

left of light line 5. In this 
point electromagnetic field 
of nonradiative polaritons 
becomes delocalized, and 
their   damping   turns   into 

zero: £" = 0. For further 

increase of T the point of 
spectrum start of non- 
radiative polaritons shifts to 
the left and at T=0.05 it 
reaches the coordinate axis 
C = 0. At point 4" = 0 we 

observe surface electro- 

magnetic oscillations, which are circularly polarized in 2DES surface (E xilEy2 =i, HxlIH j= i\ and the fre- 

quency of which depends on the values of 8. 
Thus, in the GaAs/AlxGai_xAs heterojunctions various types of rapid and slow non-radiative polaritons 

can exist. They can be used for contactless diagnostics of heterojunction parameters: determining the value of 
Landau-level filling factor, the thickness of the AlxGai_xAs layer, and the frequency of electron momentum re- 
laxation. Besides, due to the step-like change of non-radiative polaritons properties, they can be used for creating 
various nanoelectronics devices. 

Finally, we point out that experimental investigation of non-radiative polaritons in semiconductors can be 
carried out by various methods. For instance, with the help of attenuated total reflection method, as well as ine- 
lastic light scattering method. The latter method allows to conduct SP investigation for higher values of wave 

number k ~ 2 • 105 cm'1, which correspond to slow polaritons with phase velocity of the order of 0.01c. 
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FEATURES OF A SPECTRUM OF MAGNETO-PLASMA 
WAVES IN PERIODIC SEMICONDUCTING LATTICE 

A. A. Bulgakov, 0. V. Shramkova 
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12 Ac. Proskura St, Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine 
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The research of stratified - periodic mediums has been rousing constant interest for scientific literature [1- 
6] for many years. Quoted papers apply to various materials and various frequency ranges, but the availability of 
a transmitting symmetry in researched structures is common in these papers. The interest for such researches is 
due to the fact that the periodic structures represent a new type of artificially created materials. The properties of 
such structures are easy for operating while changing structure of layers or their dimensions. 

The specific pass-band zone arising in stratified - periodic semiconductor - dielectric structure located in 
a magnetic field is being examined in the paper. The existence of this zone is conditioned by the distribution of 
surface magneto-plasma waves along the boundaries of a structure, by percolation (or tunneling) of the fields of 
these waves through layers of a structure and by formation of a "collective" mode. 

Let's consider the stratified - periodic structure, that was derivated by a periodic recurring of a 
semiconductor layer of a thickness dj and of a dielectric layer with a thickness d2. Let's direct an axis Z 

perpendicularly to boundaries of stratums. The external magnetic field is supposed to have applied in a direction 
of an axis OY. Let's examine the distribution of magneto-plasma waves in a plane XOZ, that is perpendicularly to 
the magnetic field. 

Then, in consequence of homogeneity of a medium in a direction OY, it is supposed, that dA = 0. The 

result is that the Maxwell's equations disintegrate on the equations for two polarizations: first — with 
components of fields EX,EZ, Hy, second — with componentsHx,Hz,Ey. The first polarization is 

investigated hereinafter. 
From the Maxwell's equations with allowance of continuity of a tangential components of electromagnetic 

field on the boundaries of a structure with the help of Floquet's theorem we shall receive a dispersion relation: 

coskd= coskz\d\ cosfc,^ 
__f/i£2_ 

2*zl*z2 

'K* '^1  -*? U2 

£1 = -lS0< 
Q>l">H 

ft> (ft) + iv) - 

Kef\J 

k,\ = 

^22 = 

s/i = em + suieu\, 

( 

, en = *o* 1- 

1/ 
^,2 /■> 

2 kx 
c 

r.,20 % 
ft) E2 

„2 ~kx c _ 

°>H 

en 
£ii\£f\) 

]smkzXdxs\nk22d%i     (1) 

(ft) + iv) 

ß) (ß) + iv) 2        2     1 

kz] X-ü — wave numbers in a direction Z, 

S{ — voigt's permeability, 

cojj —cyclotron frequency, 
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(Op — plasma frequency, 

v —collision frequency. 
To investigate the equation (1) it is necessary to take into account, that this equation can have a solution 

both by real and by imaginary significances kzl and k^ . If the dielectric permeability of layers is positive, the 

solution (1) is possible only, when kzl and ka are real numbers. For existence of a solution by imaginary 
kzl and kz2 jt is necessary that s{ (or eu by H0 = 0) should be negative. It is possible to analytically prove 

[4], that in this case there are solutions, when surface magneto- plasma waves are distributed along the 
boundaries of a structure. Thus, there are pass-band zones that are bound up with surface waves, the fields of the 
latter" percolating" through layers of a structure. 

In this research work we pay attention to the fact that the appearance of a feature in a spectrum is possible 

close by the frequency of a hybrid resonance CDX = ^a2
H +co2

p , by which et turns into infinity. As can be 

seen from the equation (1), in this case kzld» 1 and the correspondent trigonometrical functions oscillate fast. 

As a result, numerous pass-band zones and stop-band zones arise. Close by the frequency m „ the breadth of 
these zones tends to zero. 

To make it visual, we carried out a numerical solution of the equation (1). In the work the accounts were 
made for a structure with parameters: the first layer— semiconductor of a type InSb (f01= 17.8 ), second layer 

— dielectric (f2 = 2). 

Zonal structure of a spectrum with allowance for finiteness of speed of light is shown in figure. The pass- 
band zones are marked out by line drawing. A sloping direct line — kzl = 0, to the left of this line the fields in 

the second layer having waveguide character; kz2 is a real number, to the right of the line—kz2 < 0, kzl is an 
imaginary number, and the field "tunneling" through the second layer. 

The kind of dispersing curves depends on the character of distribution of waves through a structure. If the 

distribution of waves in layers of a semiconductor and dielectric goes on as it does on a waveguide (k^ 2 > 0), 

the formation of pass-band zones and stop-band zones is determined by the number of half-waves, packing across 
layers . Consequently, the condition of a geometric resonance takes place, the integer of half-waves stacking 
across each of the layers. 

The second characteristic area of dispersing dependences relates to the "collective" surface 
magnetoplasmons area, when the wave numbers in both layers are imaginary magnitudes, that is in each layer the 
field of a wave falls down exponentially in a depth of a layer from both boundaries. In this case the surface 
polaritons fields" tunnel" through the both of a layers of a structure, and £/ <0 . With increase of longitudinal 

wave number kx the frequency of magneto- plasma waves tends to frequency of surface magnetoplasmon m s. 

On a picture of dispersing zones it shows clearly that the breadth of pass-band zones tends to zero with growing 
kx , and the frequencies tend to frequency mps . In this area the delaying can be neglected. 

The changing of magnitude of an external magnetic field allows to control the process of zones formation, 
as HQ determines all characteristic frequencies of a spectrum. 

In the real structure the forming of zones are to be under the influence of collisions. It can be assumed, 
that the narrowest stop-band or pass-band zone may appear to be a kind of an effective collision frequency. The 
breadth of pass-bands, as to the frequency, cannot exceed an effective collision frequency v, therefore, close to 
ü)w, the band with a v breadth is formed, the damping of waves being great. 
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Surface polaritons in the finite superlattice placed into the quantizing 
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Surface polaritons (SP) in semiconductors with superlattice (SL), consisting of two-dimensional elec- 
tron systems (2DES), are the object of great interest of physicists [1,2,4]. Earlier the SP in finite SL 
have been theoretically considered both in absence [1] and in presence [2] of external constant classical 
magnetic field. Besides, in papers [3,4] the SP in the isolated 2DES [3] and the SP in the system, con- 
sisting of two 2DES [4], placed into the high quantizing magnetic field, have been investigated. This 
paper deals with the theoretical investigation of surface polaritons (SP) in the finite superlattice (SL). 
We consider the SL, consisting of a finite number M of infinitely extended 2DES, arranged on the equal 
distance d from each other at planes z = Q,d,...,(M— l)d. The constant quantizing magnetic field B 
is directed perpendicularly to the 2DES along the axis z (the axis of SL). We suppose, that the space 
0 < z < (M — l)d is occupied by the dielectric with the dielectric constant e, the space z < 0 is occupied 
by the dielectric with the dielectric constant £i and the space z > (M — l)rf is occupied by the dielectric 
with the dielectric constant £2 (geometry e\ — £ — £2). We admit that the Landau-level filling factor N is 
equal in all 2DES (H = irl2n, I = (cft/eB) '   is the magnetic length, n is the electron density in 2DES). 

The solutions of Maxwell's equations in such structure for TE- and TM-waves take the form: 
a)TM-wave 
0 < z< (M - l)d 

Hy{k,Lü,z) = 5™e*>(*-™<0 + Bme-P{z-md)t 

z < 0 

z>(M - l)d 

Ex(k,w,z) = -i— [Br£ep(-z-mV - B?e-p<-z-md>] , 

Hy(k,u), z) = Ale*1*,        Ex(k,u,z) = -i—Aie
PlZ, 

0JS2 

b)TE-wave 
0<z<(M - l)d 

z < 0 

z>(M- l)d 

Ey{k,UJ,z) = £)™eP(*-md) + Drne-p{z-md)^ 

Hx(k,LJ,z) = i—  \Drnep{>-md) _ Dme-p(z~md) 
LO 

Ey(k,u>,z) = de?*',        Fs(z) = *'—de"1*, 
U) 

Ey{k,w,z) = C2e-***-(M-W,        Hx{z) = -i^Cac-"^*-^-1^, 

where p = y k2 - — s, p, = y k2 -£;, i - 1,2, m = 0,1,...,M - 2. 

To obtain the dispersion relation we used the standard boundary conditions. The tangential compo- 
nents of the electric field Ex, Ey were considered to be continuous across the interface and the tan- 
gential components of the magnetic field Hx,Hy are considered to be discontinuous across the in- 

4TT A.7T 
terface and the values of discontinuity are equal to Exi - Hxi  —  —jys  =   —(ffyxEx + ayyEy) H 

_        47T  . 47T. 
Hy2 — -Wt/i — 2x) — \CxxEx + uxyEy). 
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The application of above-mentioned boundary conditions gives the following equations in unknowns 
D?, D?, B%, B?, Au A2, Ci, Ct: 

at the interface z = md 

Bm_Bm_ (Bm-lepd _ ßm-l £-pd^ _ 0_ 

Dm + Dm_ (Dm-lepd + jjm-l^pdj _ Q> 

Aw Ait 
D™-D™- (D^-hr* - D™-le~vd) = -i™ayy(D™ + EF) - -<ryx(B™ - 5™), 

C p £C 

B™+B™- (5?-V + S™_1c-pi) = i^<r**(B+ - B-) - —**»(!>? + D™), 

at the interface z = 0 
^ = 

eJl{Bl - B° 
Pie 

C0 = D°++Dl, 

Dl _ Do_ _ ElCo = -i^cyy(D°+ + D°-) - ^{B\ - BfL), 
ec 

B°+ + B°_-A1 = Ä„(5° - S°) - ^<rSB(£>° + 13°), 

at the interface z — (M — \)d 

p2£ + ~ ' 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

DM-iePd_DM-ie-Pd+    uC2=    i^Layy{DM-lepd + DM-le-pd) + 

c p 

+ -ayx(Bf-1e"d - BM-1e-Pd), 
EC T ' (9) 

BM-lepd + BM-le-Pd_     M=     _i^l(Txx{BM-lepd_BM-le-pd)^ 

+ -a*y(DM-1e>>d + DM-1e->>d). (10) 

The analysis of SP dispersion properties in the finite SL we will carry out, using the formula for aaß{ui), 
obtained in [3,4] using the Wigner distribution function formalism. Since all effects we are interested in 
take place under the condition kl « 1, the spatial dispersion of the 2DES conductivity tensor can be 
neglected. In this case the non-zero components of the 2DES conductivity tensor <rag(u) will take the 
form [3,4]: 

"W(W)   =   <Tyy(Ui)   = 
h  1 + 72' 

<Jxy(u) = -<Tyx(ui) = 
2es     N 
h  l + 72' (11) 

, v - iu eB  . 
wnere j = —-—, S2 = —— ls the cyclotron frequency, m* and v are the effective mass and the electron 

relaxation frequency, K is the Landau level filling factor, which value is to be the integer only (N=l,2,...). 
From equations (l)-(4) it follows, that the coefficients ß™""1, ßü1-1, D+-1, D™'1 andßy, B™,DT, 

D™ are connected by such matrix relation: 

( B™-1 \       I e-"d{l - a)       ae~rd 

~aepd e?d(l + a)        ebe"d £be"d 

-be~Pd       be-?d e-P
d(l + s) se-"d 

ber>d       -6epd -sepd epd(l - s) ) 

Bm-i 

jyn-l 

\ D™-1 ) 

zbe~Pd       ebe-pd       \   ( J3™ \ 
Bm 

\ D™ ) 

( 5+   \ 
Bm 

\ D™ ) 

where f is the transfer-matrix, a = i—-crxx, s = i—r—<rxx, b = —axv. 
LO£ c2p ec 

(12) 
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So, the relation, which connects the coefficients 5$., BQ_, D%, D°_ and B+   \ B_   1, D+
J -\M-1 D ,M-1 

using (12) can be written in the form: 

= F 

BM-I x 

Bfc-i 

,M-1 

,M-1 

(13) 

where the general transfer-matrix F = (f)M~2. The transfer-matrix f can be raised to the M - 2 power 
using Abeles theorem [5]. 

The linear uniform system of equations (1-10) have a solution only in the case, when it's determinant 
is equal to zero. So the dispersion relation, describing the SP propagation in SL, formed of the finite 
number of 2DES, can be deduced to the form: 

det 

Gi G2 G3 G4 

Pi P2 ^3 Pi 
eP<*(l + 02 + 2a) e-Pd(l-92-2a) -2ebe^d -2sbe~Pd 

2be"d -2be~Pd ePd(l + p, - 2s) -e"Pd(l -/x2 + 2s) 

= 0. (14) 

Here 
- 2a)Fu + (1 + 0i + 2a)F7i + 2eb(F3i + FM), 

Fa) + (1 - m + 2s)F3i - (1 + m - 2s)FM, 
P2 

Pi = 2b{F2i - 

El. H2 - —.  In the case when SL consists of two 2DES (M = 2) and 
P P 

i — e), the dispersion relation (14) coincides with the dispersion relation, 

a   - e±P   a   - £2P   .„ 0\   -    ,   02   -    1   ^1 
Pie p2e 

£i = £2 = £ (geometry e 
obtained in [4]. 

The properties of SP in the finite SL are characterized by the below-mentioned features. Firstly, under 
the integer quantum Hall effect conditions all characteristics of SP are represented by the quantized values. 
Secondly, the SP spectrum in the finite SL consists of the number of modes which is equal to the number 
of 2DES in SL. At the same time in the vicinity of the CR the phase velocity of the SP decreases and the 
group velocity is quantized into fundamental steps, defined by the fine-structure constant a, the values 
of the dielectric constants e,£i,£2 and the distance between 2DES d. 

We considered two cases: the case, when the dielectric constants of the media inside the SL and 
outside it are equal (geometry e-e-e) and the case, when they are different (geometry e\ -s-£i). In 
the case of geometry e - e - e all the SP modes lie inside the zone of the SP propagation in the infinite SL. 
Also the SP spectrum in such SL has no the low-frequency non-propagating gap. In the case of geometry 
e1 - e - £i the SP spectrum contains two particular modes lying outside the zone of the SP propagation 
in the infinite SL. These particular modes lie above (in the case e\ < e) or below (in the case ex > e) the 
zone of the SP propagation in the infinite SL. Consequently, the phase velocity of the SP in the finite SL 
can be considerably less (in the case e\ > e) than the phase velocity of the SP in the infinite SL. 

In conclusion the author expresses his gratitude to Dr. N.N. Beletskii for discussing the results of the 
paper. 
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Non-linear magnetoplasma excitations in compensated metals: 
periodic and solitary waves 

N. M. Makarov, G. B. Tkachev and V. E. Vekslerchik 
Institute for Radiophysics and Electronics NASU, 

12 Academician Proscura Str., Kharkov 310085, Ukraine 

It is known [1] that in compensated metals (or semi-metals) in the presence of an external magnetic 
field H0 there exist linear electromagnetic excitations - so-called magnetoplasma waves. Their frequency«) is 
much larger than the electrons and holes relaxation frequency v, 

co» v. (1) 
If the magnetoplasma wave propagates transversely to the external magnetic field vector H0, its magnetic field 
is parallel to H0. In this geometry the wave spectrum is determined by the conductivity in the plane 
perpendicular to Hc. In the case when the phase wave velocity- V is much larger than the Fermi velocities of 

electrons vj and holes v£, 
V»vf, (2) 

the spatial dispersion effects are negligible, and the transverse part of the conductivity tensor in the Cartesian 
coordinate frame x, y, z\\ H0 is of the form [!]: 

aa = CF„ = (Nec/Htfy.a+rc
2rl +r*a+r*2r1} ^ = -^ = {Nee/H$ri+r?r -fl+r.2;-1}     ; 

re,h = {y-i^}(eHa/f\i,c) ■ 
Here c is the light velocity, e is tb.s elementary charge, the quantities me and mh are effective electron and hole 
masses correspondingly andJV is the concentration of either electrons or holes. Using (3) and Maxwell 
equations, one can deduce the following dispersion relation between the frequency a and waveveetor q of the 
saagaetoplasaia wave [1] (for defmiteness the vector q is chosen to be parallel to the x -axis): 

According to (4) .the phase velocity V = to/q of the wave is always less than the Alfven velocity VA, From this 
result and the inequality (2) one can coffiehide that the magnetoplasma waves can be observed in such strong 
external fields H0 that the Alfven velocity is much larger thaa the Fermi velocities, both electron and hole, 

VA»vf. . ^ 
The results for the transverse magnetoplasma wave described above have been obtained in the limit of 

infinitesimal amplitudes, i.e. in the linear case. The question arises of what kind of magnetoplasma oscillations 
will take place in the non-linear regime. It is already known that metals possess rather peculiar non-linear 
electrodynamic properties (see, e.g., review [2]). Usually, in plasma or semi-conductors, a non-linear response 
to electromagnetic perturbation is achieved owing to the considerable departure of the electron system from 
equilibrium. In metals, because of the high concentration, electrons are always in a near-equihbrium state. 
Nevertheless, it is easy to observe a non-linear regime there, which is due to the fact that in metals sources of 
non-equilibrium and non-linearity are different. The former is caused by a weak electric field, while the latter is 
caused by a strong magnetic field of an electromagnetic wave. The Lorentz force, determined by the magnetic 
wave component, affects the dynamics of charge carriers. Hence, the conductivity of a metal depends on the 
configuration of the magnetic field. Such a magnetodynamic mechanism of non-linearity is typical for pure 
metals under low temperatures. On the base of the work [3] in the present paper we study the propagation of the 
transverse magnetoplasma waves taking into account the magnetodynamic non-linearity. 

We have solved the Boltzmann kinetic equation in the case of a high-frequency finite-amplitude 
electromagnetic wave and calculate the current density in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field 
S(x,t) which is the sum of the external magnetic field H0 and the magnetic field of the wave. The expressions 
for the components of the non-linear conductivity turn out to be similar to the formulae (3). However, in the 
non-linear tensor, instead of the constant HQ, the total magnetic field H(x,t) appears. Moreover, in the 
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expression for feAthe quantity -ia> is replaced with the 

operator for differentiating with respect to time, d/dt, 
This takes into account temporal dispersion effects in non- 
linear, and hence non-monochromatic, wave fields. These 
distinctions lead to qualitatively new properties of 
er«,0^,0^,0^. They are not the operators for multiplying 

any more, but differential operators acting on the electric 
field of the wave. This theory of the non-linear high- 
frequency conductivity enables one to perform self- 
consistent analysis of the dynamics of the transverse finite- 
amplitude magnetoplasma waves. 

We have obtained and analyzed analytical solution 
0   '— ^——™~—"——*      for the travelling non-linear magnetoplasma wave in the 

case in which the total magnetic field is of constant sign. It 
Fig 1 The range of admissible values of the has been shown that the wave profile - the dependence of 
amplitude and velocity of the magnetoplasma A* wave magnetic field on the running variable x-t-xfV- 
wave (the unshaded part of the ■% -Vplane), is specified by two parameters, namely the amplitude •» of 
The dashed curve is the boundary of the   the wave magnetic field and the phase velocity V. Besides, 
quasilinear      excitation      region. 
V/VA=1 + 1?/ H0     corresponds    to 

sollten. 

H(rj/H0 

Line  the wave period T depends on "% and V as well. Therewith 
the   the range of admissible values of the amplitude and velocity 

is givea by the inequalities (Fig. 1) 
Q <,■»<«>,   Q<.V<Vjl + ^lH0}. (5) 

We see that the velocity of She non-linear magnetoplasma 
wave can be either less or larger than that the AlfVen one, 
y, - In other words, the domain of existence of the 
magnetoplasma waves is wider in the non-linear case than 
in the linear one, in which electromagnetic waves propagate 
only when V < VA (see (4)). 

In. the case of sufficiently small amplitudes 

and V<,VA our solution is reduced to the linear 
magnetoplasma wave which described by the dispersion law 
(4). The range (6) of existence of the linear excitation is 
situated under the dashed curve is the Fig 1. The condition 
(6) is broken when the amplitude "% increases, as well as the 
velocity V increases. In both cases the higher harmonics 
begin to play a significant role in forming the wave shape. 

In Fig.2 the dependence of the dimensionless total magnetic field H/H0on x/T, when the 
amplitude is fixed, ■&=Q.2H0, is presented for two different values of the velocity V. Carve "a" corresponds to 
quasiharmonic oscillations. Curve "b" represents the waye profile in the non-linear regime. One can see that 
the non-linear wave is a series of separated pulses, and its period T increases infinitely with growth of the 
velocity V, The aperiodic regime occurs when the phase velocity V takes a maximal - for a given amplitude 
•#- value (see (5)). At this moment the point (&,V) in Fig. I reaches the line V/VA = l + &/H0 along the 
path "A", and the magnetoplasma wave transforms into a solitary pulse, i.e. a soliton, 

f   ....   r   .'-"   \i/2 
1 v - 5 L 

H(x,t) 

Fig.2 The shape of the magnetoplasma wave 
at the fixed amplitude ^=2H0 and different 
values of the velocity:  (a)  V~Q,1VA , (b) 
V=l,WA 

■ H,+2H)~WM^CUü. 

PI    J     v* \v]   1  V  v. (7) 

From this expression one can see that the soliton propagates against the external magnetic field ff0. Its typical 

width AT is, in order of magnitude, equal to InO^flf1 /V2
A - l)~m , The phase velocity V is larger than the 

AlfVen one, VA, and depends linearly on the amplitude »? according to law V = VA(l+1# / H%). Thus, the 
solitary wave (7) is a distinguished single-parameter solution. 
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H(T)/H0 
For growing ■& and fixed V one can observe 

transformations of the wave shape which are inverse to the 
ones described above. As follows from Fig. 1 it is 
necessary to analyze two distinct cases: V <,VA (path"B") 
wAVzVA (path "C"). In the first case the point (#,V) 
in Fig. 1 moves away from the quasilinear region, located 
under the dashed curve. Fig. 3 demonstrates a crossover 
from the harmonic wave (curve "a") to the non-linear one 
(curve "b") for V=0.WA. We can see that with ■» 
growing, the maxima of the function H(vT) become 
sharper, and the wave period decreases. 

Consider now the magnetoplasma wave with a 

Fig.3 The shape of the magnetoplasma wave at  Yeloci% lar*er *** ^ ***** one' V ^ ■ ™s case 

the fixed velocity V*H.WA and different values  mQTS &om te Previous one, since the point 0,V) in 
of the amplitude: (a) «H).2fl"0, (b)flM).8#0 Fig. 1 starts from the line V/VA = l+&/H0 correspon- 

ding to the soliton (7), and does not leave the non-linear 
region. Such a wave for V=\2VA and two values of the 
amplitude # is depicted in Fig. 4. It is seen that for any * 
magnetoplasma oscillations have the essentially non-linear 
form of isolated pulses. Their period decreases with growth 
of the amplitude. 

Like the soliton, the periodic magnetoplasma wave 
with a velocity larger than VA has no analogue in the linear 
case. It is formed exceptionally due to the self-action, 
caused by the magnetodynamic mechanism of non-linearity. 
Fig. 4 convincingly demonstrates the fact that in the non- 
linear case the magnetoplasma wave possesses two 
characteristic scales of r. The first one is the wave period 

'..„,,        ...      ■      .   , ■   .   T, while the second one is the interval Ax, during which 
Fig. 4 The shape of the magnetoplasma wave at  ^ .-,.. , .     r ,       ,      , , 
the fixed velocity V=l.2VA and different values   ^ ™v° ^ ch^ges \& f"***.of ^ order of ^ 
oftheampUtude:(a)*=0.3F0,(b)^0.8/f0.       ^ff NatUK?' m ^ hnear hmt ** *" SCaleS' T and AT , coinade. 

We pay special attention to the fact that the strongly non-linear regime can occur even in the case in 
which the wave amplitude is small in comparison with the external magnetic field. This enables experimental 
observation of the predicted non-linear excitations to be achieved. Indeed, the non-linear waves with small 
amplitudes have the phase velocity V close to VA (see Fig.l). In such a case, the condition (2), which allows 

one to neglect the spatial dispersion effects, is reduced to the inequality VA » \f, Therefore the non-linear 
excitations can be observed in the same range of the external magnetic fields H0 as the linear waves exist in. 

In the bismuth-like semi-metals the Alfven velocity VA exceeds considerably the Fermi velocities vf, if the 

external magnetic field H0 is of the order of few thousands oersteds (or higher). At the same time, the 
amplitudes of the alternating signal in today's experiments attain values of tens or hundreds oersteds (see, e.g., 
review [2]). For just this reason, it is important that the non-linear effects discussed in our paper take place also 
in the case where 9«Hn. 
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Acoustic Wave Resonances in a Solid Layer with 
a Periodically Irregular Boundary 

A.S.Bugaev, V.V.Pogrebnyak 
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology, Moscow, Dolgoprudny 

141700, Russia, seva@oscar.kharkov.ua 

Abstract.Interaction of acoustic wave harmonics in a solid layer with one-dimensional 
periodically irregular boundary is studied in detail. Resonances between different modes 
of the harmonics has been predicted in such structure. Due to the resonances the acoustic 
spectrum of the layer takes miniband character with densely spaced forbidden gaps. 

There are a lot of papers devoted to the investigation of wave propagation in bounded 
periodic structures. In the case of the plane acoustic waveguide the problem is usually 
analysed in the coupled-wave approximation [1,2]. This method is applied to many cases 
of wave propagation in waveguide geometries with a periodic purtubation [3-6]. However 
the coupled-wave model describes behaviour of the system only near the Bragg resonances 
and it does not describe the mode interaction in the frequency range far from the Bragg 
resonances. 

In the Report we show solving the problem in the multimode approximation let to 
analyze this interaction and to reveal resonances between different modes in a waveguide 
with a periodically irregular boundary. 

Consider an isotropic solid layer with free boundaries one of which has the one- 
dimensional periodically irregular form yo = £cos(qx), where q = 27r//, £ and / are 
an amplitude and a period of the irregularity. The layer occupies the space of yo <y < 
d,   — oo < x, z < oo. The mean thickness of the layer is d. 

It is known that the acoustic shear wave with the single displacement component uz 

can propagate in the layer. The elastic displacement amplitude u2(x,y,t) = u satisfies 
the wave equation 

d2u       2fd2u     d2u\ 

W-S[dx-2 + w)U==0 (1) 

Where s is the transverse sound velocity. It is necessary to supplement Eq.(l) with the 
boundary conditions: an equality to zero of a pressure at the both boundaries of the layer 

i=d 

= 0 (2) 
y=yo(x) 

Where n is the normal to the surface of the layer, a^ is the stress tensor. 
Since the boundary has a periodic form one may seek the desired quantity u as the 

Fourier series 
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u — ^2{an cos(ky)ny) + ibn am(kyiny)}exp{i[(kx + nqx)]x - tut} (3) 
n 

Where coefficients an, 6„, wave numbers ky>n and the frequency w are subjected to be 
determined from the input equations. 

Substituting (3) into the wave equation (1) and boundary conditions (2 ) we obtain 
the system of linear algebraic equations for the coefficients an and bn. In the case of small 
irregularities, £/d <C 1, we can restrict ourselves to the approximation of the main three 
harmonics with the wave numbers kyp and kVt±i. This simplifications let to derive the 
dispersion equation in an implicit form 

f / (feii + q2 - **g)(*o.+ hq) , (*+i + q2 + **?)(*£ - kxq) 
h tan (dko) = - {^ + fc+ltan(Ä+l) ) •       (4) 

Here we have denoted ky>n = kn. In the right-hand side of (4) we have neglected by more 
small order terms which contain the second harmonic wave numbers k±2, since in the 
short Report we restrict ourselfs only by analysis of resonance cases which depend on the 
first three main harmonic contribution. 

The relation between the wave vector components and LO follows from (1) and (3) 

u> 2 

K = —-(kx + nqY (5) 

Eq.(4) can be solved by means of successive approximations about £ [7]: ko = &o + 

6k + ... . If £ = 0 then tan(&o d) = 0 and we obtain the known solution for a layer with 
smooth boundaries 

. (o)      rmr      , /w       mir ,2 v-K12/7r2 

Substituting zero solution in the right-hand side of Eq.(4) we obtain in the next ap- 
proximation the correction 6k which describes the effect of the periodic boundary. 

From Eqs.(4) and (5) we see that the general resonance condition is 

k±i = ki0}+1-^,   *±i>^»     f = 0,±l,±2,±3... (7) 

At these values of k±\ the tangen in the right-hand side of Eq.(4) vanishes. It is obvious 
Eqs.(7) and (6) express the condition of a resonance between different modes of zero and 
first harmonics of the acoustic wave in the layer. Substituting (7) into (5) we find the 
resonant values of kx at which the resonances occur 

^(m,0 = =F|(l+<?m,0,    <W = — 7<fr)a)7r2'     m + l>0- (8) 

The particular case m = I = 0 corresponds to the Bragg resonance. 
The resonant frequencies we obtain from Eq.(5) and (8) 
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From Eq.(9) we can see that at I < 0 and 0ro,, -> -1 the resonant frequency umj -* um. 
Thus, we come to the important conclusion the mode resonances occur in all frequency 

range starting from zero. 
Near the resonance Eq.(4) reduces to the quadratic algebraic equation which gives two 

roots . 
Sk(l,2) = ±^-iK + 2ü;2B(l+em,l)). (10) 

which describe, just as in the case of the Bragg resonance, spectrum splitting and ap- 
pearance of the forbidden gap (stop band) Su. The expression for SLO takes a more simple 

view in the case of the thick layer 9mii < 1 

,       £<L±^! (11) 

The frequency range Aw between two sequantial resonances I and I + 1 (pass band) 

of the ra-mode of the thick layer may be derived from Eq.(9) 

/w=(2n. + a + i).rt4    tml<1. (12) 
{qdytOm,i 

In the important for acousto- and quantum electronics cases, U>B > wm , Eqs.(ll) and 
(12) become quite simple and suitable for experimental verification 

f           A         (2m + 2/+l)7r2a;B (    , 
fc = 2iu,B,    A„=> ^ . (13) 

These equations show the acoustic spectrum of the layer takes miniband character with 
densely spaced stop bands, since Aw«wB. In connection with it acoustic properties of 
the layer will change in accordance with the new features of the spectrum. 
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1. The absorption of electromagnetic radiation (EMR) in a system of small metal particles reveals the 
characteristic resonance caused by existence of surface mode (SM) of a single particle on a frequency 

as = (äpj4l [1]. This mode corresponds to dipole electron oscillation in a metal particle. This absorption 

turns out to be sensitive to the value and features of direct multipole interaction between particles even 
though their concentrations are quite small [2]. 

Interaction mechanism consists in changing the acting electrical field in particle's location place due to 
polarization of neighboring particles. Account of the direct dipole interaction between particles leads to 
appearance of two different SM - longitudinal and transverse - shifted in opposite frequency sides, which 
calls some definite peculiarities in absorption in a system of metal particles [3]. 

Here, we consider changes in the spectrum of SM caused by particles interaction in a system of non- 
equivalent particles, differing by their sizes and dielectrical properties (permittivities). 

In our previous paper [4] we developed rather general approachment starting from Maxwell-Garriett 
approximation for finding the system effective dielectric function with account of direct multipole interac- 
tion between particles. The principal point of our treatment consists in using quasistatic approach together 
with the account only pair interaction between particles whereas this interaction is accounted exactly in all 
the orders of the perturbation theory. 

By that the effective dielectric function as well as the mean dipole moment are presented through two- 
particle polarization found from the solution of a problem of two metallic spheres in alternating electric 

field        ■       ■       -    ' Z* 
For dipole moment P of a single particle in the presence of 

the other particle we find limiting ourselves with only dipole 
interaction 

Pm = X1n.m. +XJnxmx +n m )', (1) 

where m = r/r, n is the unit vector in the external field E0 

direction, /•,, r2 are spherical particles radii, R is a distance 

between spheres centers, Xx and X| are transverse and longi- 

tudinal components of the dipole moment, correspondently. 
Geometry of location of two particles in an external field is 
shown in a Fig. 1. 

Under account of only dipole interaction we have [4] 

x   =_   a2
l
+2R~3 

(o,a2 )-!-«" 

Fig. 1. Two spheres in external electric 

field £0 

(2) 

Xll = 
a, -R~ 

(aia2)-l-4R -6 ' (3) 
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where a ,• = - -o ,3   ,. 

e,+2ef 
r( , 0-1,2) is polarizability of a single particle (when /?-*•<», Xx = X,| =ct,); e/ is 

dielectric permittivity of particles, e0 is permittivity of dielectric matrix, r, is a radius of a particle. 
The value a2 accounts for the other particle's influence on the magnitude of the dipole moment of the 
first one. 

2. Surface modes spectrum is defined by polarizability singularities, that is 

/*,(co),42(co)-a-AV=0, (4) 

transverse modes, corre- where A,(e>)= e'((o)+2e(l  (i=i,2); A = -^-;cT = -^;a = {4 for longitudinal and 
s,(co)-e0 ■ rx R [1 

spondently. 
These relations determine frequencies of electron homogeneous oscillations in particles with different 

sizes and permittivities. 

co„ 
In following we use the simplest Drude kind of metal permittivity e(co) = 1 —-, where to _ is a plasma 

CO 

frequency. 
2.1. In a case of equal particles (ri=r2 =/•,£, = s2 =s) we find known result [3] for longitudinal and 

transverse SM: 

<°\\=?2s 
i-2(r/Rf 

CO , =co 

l-2(r/Rfax ' 

l + (r/RfaK' 

(5) 

(6) 

where a„ 
em+2sn 

is Clausius-Mosotti factor, co is Fröhlich's mode of a single particle. 
•v6» +2so 

Dipole interaction between particles leads, first, to doubling of SM, and, second, to their non-symmetric 
shifting to different frequency sides. 

2.2. For particles of different sizes and equal 
dielectric properties equations (4) give in distinc- 
tion from case of equal particles not two, but four 
SM: 

Fig. 2. Surface modes in a system of two non-equivalent 
particles    with    account    of   dipole    interaction 
(R = ri+r2): 

i. ß>n _; ii- <»||i+; in. a1+;   iv. co^_ 

coj[,±=co2 

co1± -a 

1T2A3^2 (rjRf 
S lT2^(ri/Rfaa 

2   l±A*(n/RY 

^A^k/RfoL. 

(7) 

(8) 

As seen, interaction between particles turns to 
splitting of transverse and longitudinal frequen- 
cies and to their shifting to different frequency 
sides. The situation is very like to the appearance 
of optical modes in one-dimensional infinite ring 
of two kinds of atoms with.different masses In 
the same cell. The dependence of SM for differ- 
ent size particles on their radii ratio is shown at 
Fig. 2. 
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2.3. In the case of particles of equal sizes but with different dielectric functions, e, .■* s2, we find equa- 
tion for SM: 

E,(co)+2e_0_ e2 (co)+2E1 = jVj6 .„ 
6i(ü))-E0     s2(co)-s0        \R 

2 

which in non-dimensional variables x = —— transforms to a kind 

(x-l)(Tx-\) = y(j\ , (10) 

where T = 
f       A2 

co. 

V    f2 

, and we put e0 =eK =1, 

Analysis of this equation shows that region between SM of single particles cos]' and as2 creates a 
"forbidden zone". There is analogy also with the appearance of forbidden zones in one-dimensional 
bound oscillator rings. 

Thus, we see that symmetry breaking, connected with particles non-equivalence, leads to the increase of 
the number of proper modes in a system. Correspondently, the dipole moment of a system of two non- 
equivalent particles is presented as a sum of inputs of dipole momenta of four independent oscillators with 
frequencies found above. It gives evidence in appearance of fine structure in EM absorption. 
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I. Introduction. 
The practical application of many solid compounds is based on changing their physical properties 

under the action of external fields. From this viewpoint solid-state structures possessing ferroelastic properties 
are very promising materials for the SubMM wave electronics. The characteristic feature of ferroelastics is the 
presence of spontaneously strained domains that build the bulk of a crystal. Such a peculiar domain structure 
exists only at temperatures T<TC, where Tc is a Curie temperature, and therefore ferroelastics can be regarded 
as the mechanic analogues of ferroelectrics [1]. The compounds on the base of KH3(Se03)2 , KD3(Se03)2, 
DyV04, BiV04, Nb3Sn , V3Si, RbMnCl3 can serve as the examples of materials of this kind. 

Dielectric properties of ferroelastics in the SubMM range are not determined by a reaction of the 
electron subsystem. Unlike the majority of "traditional" radioelectronic materials ferroelastic solid-state 
structures display anomalously sharp susceptibility to the external action if the latter changes with frequences 
of the SubMM range. This is due to the fact that the energies pf structural transformations (ST) at ferroelastic 
phase transitions exactly correspond to the SubMM frequences. Therefore the processes of propagation and 
refraction of the SubMM waves in ferroelastics depend very strongly not only on the frequency a of the wave 
but also on the temperature of a solid. The subject of this paper is the theoretical study of the nature of these 
dependences. Here we choose the complex dynamic dielectric susceptibility k(m) = k' + ik" as the principal 
quantitative characteristic of the wave propagation in ferroelastics . 

II. Thermodynamic aspects of ferroelastic transformations in solids. 
Any ST in a solid can be regarded as a certain "distortion" of the crystal lattice. The most 

convenient way of describing distortions of this kind is based on the use of the so-called ordering parameter 
[2]. Its concrete meaning is determined by a demand that it must describe the peculiarities of a ST äs 
completely as possible. Here we choose the spontaneous strain x as the ordering parameter. 

We suppose that the change of state at the ST is continuous. Then we can represent the change of the 
free energy F of the solid in the form 

F = F0 + ax2/2+bx4/4 + ...   + F*     . (1). 

F0 is a regular part of F and is not susceptible of ST ; b is a positive constant ; F* corresponds to the 
additional energy of a solid due to its interaction with external fields. In the vicinity of Tc the coefficient 
a = aj( T-Tc) changes its sign. This temperature region corresponds to a metastable intermediate state of a 
ferroelastic and is characterized by strong fluctuations of x . For the SubMM waves the reverse time of 
relaxation of x exceeds strongly the frequency of the wave field. Therefore we can consider the interaction of 
x with the field E as quasistatic and describe it within the classic quasi-equilibrium thermodynamics. Within 
the scope of a quasi-equilibrium approximation the interaction of x and E can be interpreted as electrostrictive 
( a model of a quasi-equilibrium electrostrictive coupling) . Then 

F*   = - Zij x Ej Ej - (kx)ij Ei Ej, 

where kx is a constant dielectric susceptibility for hyperhigh frequences, and we obtain the final form 
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F = F0 + ax2/2+bx4/4-ZijxEiEj-(kx,)ijEiEj . .  (2) 

Zy are the constants which determine the interaction of x with the SubMM wave field and are independent 
on frequency and temperature. 

III. Fluctuations and Landau-Khalatnikov kinetic equation. 
From (2) we find the fluctuation of polarization : 

8Pj = -dF/dEj = (d2F/dEj2)SEj + (d2F/dEjdx)8xE . (3)' 

If the changes of SE are harmonic then SP(t) is harmonic too , but its phase won't coincide with the phase of 
SE. This will result in fading of the SubMM wave, and this-fading will depend both on the frequency of the 
wave and on the temperature of a solid it passes through. According to the adopted model we consider that 
fluctuations SxF follow the oscillations of the field : 

öEj.Sx* ~ exp(i®'t) • .  (4) 

Then we can write (3) in the form : 

SPj = (fr„)jj + Akjj)SEj ; (5) 

where Ak arises    due to the interaction of relaxational and fluctuational processes developing in the ST 
region.  To  find the expression for SxFfco, T) we use the Landau-Khalatnikov equation [3] 

dx/dt^-lr1 dFldx . . (6) 

I is a kinetic coefficient independent on frequency and temperature. Further we can approximately write : 

dF/dx = (d2F/dxdEj)SEj + (d2F/dx2)5x     . (7) 

Then from (5) - (7) we have : 

5X
E
 = -ZJEJTL-1(1 +im)~1 . (8) 

Here 

T = L(a + 3bx„2)-} (9) 

is the relaxation time of the spontaneous strain, x0 - its equilibrium value : 

x0 = [aT(Tc-T)/b]^2  ,      T£TC 

(10) 
xo = 0 ,      T>TC 

IV. Frequency dispersion in ferroelastics. 

From (3), (5), (8) we have 

Akjj = Zj2 (1 + icor)-] (a + Sbxo2)-1 Ej. (11) 

Then, if we write 
Akjj = Ak'jj + iM"jj, 

from (9) - (11) it follows : 
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Ak'jj = Zj2 r(l + CO
2

T
2

)-
1
L-

1
, 

(12) 

Ak"jj= -Zj2 (1 + (O
2

T
2

)-
1
L-

1
 a r2   . 

Since r depends strongly on the temperature ( see (9) , (10) ) we obtain an opportunity to controll the 
SubMM response of a ferroelastic material by a simple change of its temperature . If COT« 1. ( millimeter 
waves) then 

Ak'~\T-Tc\-
} ,Ak"~\T-Tc\-

2. 

With account of a coupling between k and complex refractive index    n=m + ih 

m ■■ [(VAk'jj2 + M"jj2 +Ak'jj)/2J1/2  , 

h = f(VAk"jj2 + Ak"jj2      ■ -Ak'jj)/2J1/2  , 

we can also briefly analyze the peculiarities of the SubMM wave refraction in the region of ferroelastic ST . 
The formulas ( 9) , (10) , (12) yield that due to ST in the region T<TC n(a>) acquires an additional 
anomalous part with a strong temperature dependence . The influence of ST manifests itself not only in 
a sharp response of m(co) and h(a>) on petty changes of the temperature at T<TC but also in abrupt kinks of 
temperature dependences of m(co) and h(co) at T=TC since in the region T>TC no significant temperature 
dependences of m(a>) and h(co) are expected . For higher frequences these kinks tend to blur due to the 
increase of the dispersion factor (1 + G>

2
T?)~1 . For hyperlow frequences ST^induced relaxational fading of 

the SubMM waves is neglectible : 

Ak" ->0  and  h ->0 when m->0. 

Author thanks to Dr. S.V. Shalupayev for attention and support. 
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PECULIARITIES OF ELECTRON-WAVE INTERACTIONS 
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The way of the multifunctional scheme creation using wave phenomena in, semiconductors and a 
search of new physical principles of generation, amplification, electromagnetic wave transformation is the de- 
velopment of mm and submm ranges with the semiconducting devices. 

This report deals with electron-wave interactions in an active spatial-periodical semiconducting system 
placed in longitudinal electrical and strong magnetic fields. The key element of the electrodynamical model of 
the system under consideration is an A thickness semiconducting sample with a spatial-periodical structure hav- 
ing the period 1. By virtue of system nonequilibrium the spatial charge disturbances arising in the semiconductor 
propagate in the form of electrokinethic waves which are transformed, in their turn, into electromagnetic radia- 
tion, a part of which interacts again with the carriers and so on. 

1. Within the framework of general electrodynamical formalism of spatially bounded plasma media, on 
the basis of quasi-hydrodynamical model of a drifting electron beam in a semiconductor and the rigorous solu- 
tion of the boundary problem using the method (1) there has been obtained a characteristic equation of the sys- 
tem under investigation 

detHj^-^Uo, (1) 

where    Tn=l + V-^^-QnXA„ ; m,n = 0, ±1,±2... 
« *« 

co2 

Uni,!      Dn\e XI}n2e '   Sns ~     2   Es      Km > 
c2 

Smn=\ ; 5 = 0,1,2,3. 
[1 m * n 

A-x-Q        Z»2e 'g"2   -1   g2g»l n    .   j.   __2 fzz. 

B„u=\(LA2e-'k'h+Ln2S
2

2^
h}, 

LnU =-^r[zn{engn0kn ±g2
ny

s"f +(e3g„0kn +s„23>H; 

c    _s1g„0±sig„ik„. B   _„ aP 
«»n — ^ J   b 

g»\Sa co^co'+ivj-v2^ 

j.     CO 
b\,2       ± £«0,2 

z„i,2 = —r\ ' <°l» = w - VdKz » 
£l,2 + 8n0,2 

km - is the wave propagation constant along the system, cop and CO the frequencies of plasma and electromagnetic 
oscillations, £o=l, £3 is the static semiconductor permeability, E\^ is the permeability of substrates placed under 
a semiconductor film and a periodical structure, correspondingly,/and a, fare the distances from a semicon- 
ductor to screens with the impedances £1 and %2, ft is the distance from the film to the structure, vis an effective 
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frequency or collisions with the pulse transfer, vd is the carriers' drifting velocity, Vr is the heat velocity. The 

values V^,Vg ,Rm ,RS are defined in [1], The equation (1) has been obtained supposing a cyclotron frequency 

to be considerably greater than all the characteristics of system frequencies. The characteristic equation allows to 
study a spectrum of volume and surface waves supported by the system. 
From the asymptotic solution (1) when m, n = 0, -1, -2 in the first approximation of the perturbation theory we 
obtain the complex constants of wave propagation in the case of plasma and relaxation mechanisms of oscilla- 
tion swing in a drifting beam of charge carriers in the semiconductor. Note, that depending on geometrical, dy- 
namical and electrophysical parameters of the system the growth and attenuation of waves is possible as they are 
propagating. The presence of growing waves of a spatial charge in the semiconductor indicates the formation of 
modulation of the drifting charge carriers and the appearance of coherent radiation. Under the influence of the 
radiation field the carriers' modulation increases (in virtue of an inverse effect of the radiation on medium) along 
with the increase of the coherent radiation in the system. As far as radiating "bunches" are formed by the field 
itself the radiation is the induced one. However, the system in which there appear the induced radiation possesses 
a fundamental property, i.e. a possibility to obtain amplification. The spatial amplification coefficient is deter- 
mined from the solution (1). It is shown that based on InSb samples where the highest drifting velocity is 

achieved at T= 77 K, a considerable spatial signal amplification is possible, when Vd ~al/2n, v~ 10nc"'. 

2. Any mechanism of the inverse feedback (interior inverse feedback, external inverse feedback, 
boundary inverse feedback) in the system leads to the regime of self-excitation. 

The drifting flow is described in the frames of a quasi-hydrodynamic model in a semiconductor. Deter- 
mine the complex power of the interaction in the form 

'^Zfl/Ä (2) 
here 8n is the coefficient of using the drifting flow; B„ is the amplitude of average of the cross-section of flow 

of the synchronous harmonic's field, E(K) is the spectral density of the synchronous field, K - is the spectral 
wave number: 

V Mi+;-j + (-iyV a T - is the propagation constant of waves of the space charge (WSC): 

VI 1/2 
w 

h=T7\ K = 
CO 

r=\aT—T 
03 

P  <- 

a. 1 + /^|- 
CO 

( 
1+i- 

2co 

w, wp are the electromagnetic and plasma frequencies, correspondingly. The first addend (2) determines the 
efficiency of the power-exchange of slow WSC with space-inhomogeneous fields of OR, the second one is the 
quick WSC. To separate a real and imaginary parts of tie expression (2) and an imaginary part of the expression 
(2) one may by means of the expansion of its analytical function determined by the catchy integral along the real 
axis on degrees h" [2] and using the integral Gilbert transformation. 

A complex power of the interaction of the drifting carriers flow in a semiconductor with a wave beam 
of OR at v~2wp one may represent in the following form 

P=P0Fm(<p,<pv), 

_ wgenB
ljly  m 

2Vn 

*m(Mv) : 
^   J2mHmJz)rr^     Hm(z) 

2m+2w! 1    Hm(z) £(*)- 
Hm+i(z) 

■dy, 

£fi(*) 
<p+i<pv. 

Tm = H2
m(z)w(z) + ^Hm(z)Y(-iyCm-Hm.s(z)-Hs_l(-iz);   C"m=- 

4n {m-s)\ 
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9 = 
las    1% 

a TJ 
- the parameter of missynchronism; cfy - is the diameter of the field's spot of the main os- 

cillation type; v = £ v,, vt are the frequencies of collisions corresponding to the concrete mechanism of carri- 
i 

ers scattering in a semiconductor; VT - is the heat velocity; w(z) - is the complex integral of probability. 
In the case of the given field distribution in the system under investigation with plane mirrors from the 

condition of self-excitation we find a value of the threshold current, necessary for the support of the autoo- 
scillation regime. 

T~—£<L   4) „2„2. 

, = yl? s -       DVäl2sna 
v    vp-l + exp(-vpy   >    ß4l-exp(-2^0A)]' 

. vL 
where vp - —; L is a length of the sample in which the interaction of waves and carriers takes place; A„ - is 

the harmonics of the field spectrum of the resonance system; s0 - is a simple cross-section: Q - is a loaded of the 
system; D - is the spacing between mirrors; m  - is an effective mass of the conductivity electron. 

3. If a complex information signal with the frequency difference mM - a » Aco ~ lO'Mo'V1 comes 
to the input of the system performed on the samples with the non-linearity resulted from the non-paraboloidal 
character of energetic zones, it transforms into a signal on the Aco frequency. After falling into the range of 
spatial system amplification the signal will be essentially intensified, as shown in T. 

Thus, a semiconducting system having spatial periodicity and performed in the single technological 
cycle may amplify, generate and transform the oscillations in the submm range when matching the correspon- 
dent parameters. All the necessary pure semiconductor materials, high drifting velocities, small spacing of a pe- 
riodical structure are obtained using an advanced technology. 

Note, that the kind of a periodical structure (strip, reflecting ridge, echellete, V-type, mosaic, etc.) made 
of metal, dielectric or semiconductor is not important, however, it affects the system output characteristics. 
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THE THEORY OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION BY A 
SEMICONDUCTING HETEROSTRUCTURE WITH PERIODIC SCREENS 
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Within the framework of general electrodynamical formalism of spatially bounded plasma media and the 
rigorous solution of the boundary problem using the method (1) there has been obtained a characteristic equation 
of the system (Fig. 1) under investigation 

det{Hl"^»-^Uo 
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r2     „2 CO' 

0) +^-p;; 
a>' = a>-V0K„; 

k„z - is the wave propagation constant along the system, cop and a the frequencies of plasma and electromagnetic 

oscillations, &f=l, 83 is the static semiconductor permeability, £1,2 is the permeability of substrates placed under a 

semiconductor film and a periodical structure, correspondingly,/The values V„ , Vg ,Rm,Rs are defined in [ 1 ]. 

The equation (1) has been obtained supposing a cyclotron frequency to be considerably greater than all the char- 
acteristics of system frequencies. The characteristic equation allows to study a spectrum of volume and surface 
waves supported by the system. 

In the local approximation, wich is valid for plasmon wavelengths large as compared to the average 
interelecrron spacing, ojdoes not depend on the subscript m and can be written in the Drude form 

e2iV,     T 

m 1 + icor' 

where 1 is a phenomenological electron scattering time. 
In the long wavelength case the reflection caefficient is equal to.. 

An  — " 
- i<PoD 1 

^oi(^o^ + Äo)®oi 
-e ©n ig0„(a+b+h) ^02 

©01 

where D=VSR0-V0
aRs. 

The structure under study is shown in Figure... 

(6) 

EQHQ 

Fig. Structure under consideration. 61,82,64,85 are the dielectric constants of the media: s3 - are the plasma layer: 
6 - are the grating periodicity. 
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A Regularization Method for a Class 
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The paper is devoted to the development of a regularization technique for the following class of dual series 

equations 
+00 

YJX^"9 =0,9<\<p\<n, (D 

(2) 

„=; n=-l n=-°° 
+00 

p. - / + Yv x (3) 
m=-°o 

The two-dimensional problems of electromagnetic wave diffraction on metal screens located on the interface 
between anisotropic dielectric media, some contact problems in the theory of elasticity, etc. are reduced to the 
equations of the form (1) - (3) or to the systems of the equations of this kind. 

1. The solution x = (x„)^ of equations (l)-(3) is sought in the spase 

^ = \x = (xj^; JT|*»f (M + 7) < °°[' The coefficients f = (/»C~ and   **** °Perat0r 

«=-» 

V = (V   )*°        are found under the following conditions: first, / eJ2(l) and the matrix operator 
V m"/m,«=-=o 

V:l2 ->l3 is a compact one; second,   series   (1) is a Fourier series of a function which belongs   to 

L r - K n 1 and  series (2) is the Fourier series of the similar function which belongs to L\-n,7t\. 

Note that the limitations imposed on the solutions of equations (1) - (3), on matrix operator V and coeffi- 

cients / are usual for the considered problem. In any case, these limitations form the sufficient conditions of 

the existence of a unique solution of equations (1)- (3). 
2   An idea of the equivalent reformulation of these equations in terms of the conjugation problem of analytic 
functions which is the Riemann-Hilbert problem for an unclosed contour forms  the basis of the suggested 

method of the regularization of equations (1)- (3). 
The formal scheme of the reduction of equations (1) - (3) to the Riemann- Hubert problem is following.. Once 

equation (1) has been differentiated with respect to <p, we denote y„=nx„-,n = ±1+2,...,y0=x0   and 

reduce (1) - (2) to the following equations 
+00 

Ydy„ein,p=0,9<\(p\<n (4) 

+00 

^y^-a-£y^=^gne^,\<p\<0 (5) 

»=7 n=-J 
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+co 

X t^-n- (6) 

n=-<x>,T&0 

Condition (6) is obtained from (1) at (p = 7t. Let us introduce the two functions of a complex 

variable Z 
+00 +°= 

n=J «=; 

which are analytical inside and outside the circle \z\ < 1, respectively. Let an arc L2 of circle \z\ = 1 

connect points e"'0 and e,$ and run through the point z = -l; Lj is the rest of the circle. With the intro- 

duced functions, equations (4)-(5) can be rewritten in the form 

X+(e*)-X~(etp) = 0,ei9 sL2 (7> 

+» 

where «(«*)= Sä/" • 
n=-co 

From (7) it follows that 

x^-\x-{z)\z\>i 
extends to the function analytical in a complex plane having a slit along arc Lj. This function descends as 

Z -» oo , i.e. X(z) = ~ + °("T) • 

Once the limit values of this function on arc Lj have been obtained from condition (8), equations (1) -(3) are 

reduced to the problem of reconstruction of function X(z) which is analytical outside the arc Lj. 

3. Let constant a > 0 and the right hand side of (2) be known. Then the solution of the Riemann- Hubert 
problem (8) can be obtained in a closed form. That is 

X{z) = K(z) 
2m.i K*(t 

y{i)dt 

i^'X'-*) 
+c (9) 

where K(z) = (Z- e16)'' exp (0.5 - iß)\ J-—T is a canonical solution of the homogeneous problem 

corresponding to (8), ß = — ,C is an arbitrary constant, K+{t) is the limit of K{Z) when approached 
2it 

from the inside of the circle \z\ = 1. Note that   solution (8) is valid for a class of functions admitting an 

integrable singularity in the vicinity of the ends of arc Lj. With the Plemel - Sokhotsky formulas for (9) and 

under condition (6) we obtain the solution of equations (1) - (2) in an analytical form 

%tn ~~   7 jtnn&n ' 
(10) 

where 
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Rm - 

p:=b 

e^Pm(ß,0),m >0 y(-J)mW:        _ y HX 
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e-2^Rm+]-Rm,n = -J 
-n-l 

e-2/3&*Z»-„-P-i(-ß,0)Rm+P+j,n<-i 
p=0 

Here Pm{ß,0) are the Pollaczek polynomials (PollaczekF. 1950, C.R. Acad. Sei. Paris 230, p. 1563-1565) 

and b = . Coefficients ju„(ß,$) can be expressed in terms of the Pollaczek polynomials by the for- 
2a 

mulas 
MO = J, p, = -p1(-ß,e), ju„ = p„(ß,e)-2cosep„_j{ß,0)+p„_2(ß,e),n>2. 

Using the asymptotics of P„ (ß, 9)   for n -» <x>   one can prove that, first, the matrix A = (am„ )m H=OO 

defines    the    compact    operator    in    the    space     12    and,    second,    if    g = \gn) __M e l2 \1), 

X = (xn ) __    e 12 (i) ■ Then series (2) converges uniformly within [-7T, Tzj with the exception of an arbi- 

trary small vicinity of the points (p — —9,9. 
Notice:   1.  If the  constant   a <0,  the  solution  (8)  of the Reeman-Hilbert  problem  is  writen  as 

*(*)f     gfr>* X{Z): 
2m 

where K{z) - exp\ iß\ —- 
V   L/ 

ln(-a) 
is a canonical solution,ß - —-—-, and K.+{t) is the limit of function 

2n 

K(t} when approached from the inside of the circle \z\ < 1. 

2. The Pollachek polynomials Pm\ß,9) are replaced by elements Bmiß,9\ defined as follows 

B0(ß,e) = ,,B,{p,e) - 2hHo\B,{ß.e) - ^^f^^^fvMÄ«) 
for m > 2. 
4.Using the solution of equations (4) -(5) in an explicit form (see (10)) one can obtain x + Hx = h, 

where H= AV:l2 —> l2 is a compact operator, h = Af , and, consequently,  (11) is a second- kind equa- 

tion in 12- 
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The paper is devoted to the method and results of design and analysis of evanescent mode lowpass 
filters (LPF) that may be used as higher frequency harmonic filters (up to the fourth harmonic). Configuration of 
low-pass filter (LPF) is based on shorten ridged waveguide sections (resonators) with a ridge profile varying 
along the longitudinal axis (in a general case). Resonators may be performed on single- (see Figures 1, la, c) or 
double-ridge (Figures lb, d) waveguide sections with a symmetrical (Figures la, b) or non-symmetrical (Figures 
2c, d) distribution of their gaps along a filter longitudinal axis. Resonators are separated from each other by 
notches formed by other ridged waveguide sections (in a general case) or by rectangular waveguide sections (in a 
limiting case). The ended sections of LPFs are bounded at external sides by one-step transformers. The latter 
have the housing dimensions equal to the ones of main rectangular waveguide. These ended transformers are not 
conventional transitions from the main waveguide to the filter waveguide as they simultaneously play the double 
role of transitions and the ended £-invertors of LPF. Introduction of such a type of transformers does the 
proposed LPF configurations differ from the known ones [1-3] and leads to the significant decreasing of overall 
filter length and widening of the pass and stop bands. The exact full-wave models are used for the obtaining of 
generalized S-matrices of all components, and analysis of LPF as a whole structure is carried out on the base of 
the generalized S-matrix technique. 
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Figure 1. Low-pass (harmonic) filters on single-ridged waveguides with a symmetrical (a) 
and non-symmetrical (b) distribution of filter sections along longitudinal axis. 

Z~^^p 
d) 

Figure 2. Longitudinal cross-sections of low-pass filters on single-ridged 
waveguide sections (a, c) and double-ridged ones (b, d). 
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The design algorithm has some stages. At the first stage the search of ridged waveguide housing is done 
according to the given values of ridge thickness t, minimal gap size w,^, and the specified frequencies of pass 
band beginning Fb and stop band edge Ft. The selection of width ar and height br of ridged waveguide 
housing is based on two following requirements: 1) the cutoff frequency of dominant mode for the ridged 
waveguide with the specified minimal gap w^ must be below Fb; 2) the next higher cutoff must be above the 
stop band upper limit Ft. The procedure of ar and br definition is performed with the aid of preliminary 
calculated database and consists in the choice of these values, satisfying the conditions 1) and 2) simultaneously. 
At that, the geometry with maximal ar is considered as the best one. 

At the second step, the maximal gap size wmax is found reasoning from the requirements that the ridged 
waveguide with dimensions ar, br t, and w = wmax must be above cutoff within pass band. The laws of section 
gap distribution along the filter may be assorted ones: from the uniform distribution with equal gaps 
w = w^ - w^ to a non-uniform law, for example the exponential one. The notch depths, i.e. the values of notch 
ridged waveguide gaps are chosen according to the requirement that these waveguide sections should be cutoff 
ones above the filter pass band. However they need not be cutoff through the whole stop band. Simply removing 
the ridge from the notch sections, i.e. the choice of wnl0 =br is usually satisfactory. At that, the calculation time 
is essentially decreased, as instead of time-consuming calculation of junctions between two ridged waveguides 
we have to calculate the junctions between rectangular and ridged waveguides. 

After that the initial filter synthesis is performed with the aid of scheme proposed by Levy [4] and then 
used in [5] to design lowpass filters on tapered corrugated rectangular waveguides. Levy's procedure provides 
the set of w+1 £-invertors (»is a number of filter sections that may be defined by prototype synthesis procedure 
or may be set as the fixed value) and electrical lengths of waveguide segments in between. Notches model the 
internal £-invertors of lowpass prototype if to consider the AT-invertors as segments of evanescent mode 
waveguides between single-mode ridged waveguides. The external £-invertors have usually greater values than 
the internal ones, as they play a matching role. As a consequence, in the majority of cases the value of reflection 
coefficient for a junction between the main rectangular waveguide and the ridged waveguide of the first (last) 
filter section is too large. It has to be reduced by implementing an additional matching section of ridged 
waveguide with the cross-section of main rectangular waveguide. This matching section may be considered as a 
transformer and its ridge is fabricated in the same septum as internal part of the filter. The search of transformer 
dimensions is performed by two steps: 1) the first global rninrmum of reflection coefficient within the range 
^nu« s M\rs br 

aa^ different lengths /,, ä 0 is roughly defined; 2) the final dimensions are being found by exact 
estimation of /fr to provide the required AT-invertor value at the maximum possible transformer gap. The latter 
requirement is necessary to avoid some possible restrictions at the optimization. The initial synthesis is carried 
out at the given filter cutoff frequency F = Fmt. 

If all elements, playing the role of £"-invertors, are defined then the stage of searching filter section 
lengths is performed. It should be noted that obtained lengths are essentially less than Ag/2 where Xg is the 
operating mode wavelength. That's why the lowpass filters as well as bandpass filters based on ridged 
waveguide sections are widely used today in the microwave and millimeter-wave technique. 

More often than not, the characteristics obtained after the synthesis, based on the circuit theory, are not 
completely satisfactory mainly within the stop band. The reason consists in fringing field interaction within filter 
sections and some frequency dispersion of filter elements. To reach the specified response, the initial geometry is 
optimized on the base of full-wave exact model and the following goal function 

N (*k,h 
9=1 

2     /    ,       N2 _  »' ( r    } / 

Ufo)J   u wJ 
Lqr 

Fc<F,<Fj 

where W defines the relation between the role of pass band and stop band in goal function, N is the number of 
uniformly placed frequency points in a pass band, L\Fg) is an insertion loss value at the frequency point Fq, Nr 

is number of points between the edge frequency of pass band Fc and the beginning frequency of stop band Fd. 
Value of Lqr is calculated at above points according to a linear law. Usually Nr = 2 - 4 is enough to reach the 
required steepness of filter response to be optimized. 
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The design algorithm was realized as the C++ source-code software with a possibility of operation in 
the media of BORLANDC 4.5, VISUALC++ 5.0, and GNU-LINUX SLACKWARE 3.4 compiler. The set of 
concepts and principles described in [6] were used at creating the software. Except of the above described design 
stages the software contains tools for creating and saving databases for the ridged waveguide mode bases and for 
the given order ^-matrices of all filter components. It essentially decreases the CPU time on the optimization 
procedure operation and calculation of frequency response of the optimized filter. The latter is exposed to the 
additional analysis to obtain the information on possible parasitic resonances within the specified filter stop 
band. The output text file is provided for saving the results of filter design and calculated frequency response. 

As an example of the created software possibilities, the characteristics of one designed lowpass filter 
with wide transmission and rejection bands are presented in Figure 3. The filter was designed for the 7.2x3.4 mm 
rectangular waveguide operating band 26 - 40 GHz (return loss >20dB) and the specified stop band 52 - 160 
GHz (suppression >60, 50, 40 dB for the second, third, fourth harmonics, respectively). The filter topology is 
similar shown in Figure 2b and has eleven ridged resonators the gaps of which are varying from »^=0.2 mm 

(edge sections) to w^O.08 mm (central section) according to the exponential law. At the ridged waveguide 

housing 2.6x1.6 mm, overall filter length including two transformers is 18.04 mm. As one can see, the designed 
filter satisfies the required specification in the whole frequency range practically. Breaks in the response curve 
within stop band are caused by appearance of new propagating modes in the input and output rectangular 
waveguides. The most depth spikes are observed at the end of stop band but their large g-factors (more than 
10000) allow saying that they will not appear on the response of the fabricated filter owing to ohmic loss. 

It should be noted that other topologies, in particular based on single-ridged waveguides (see Figure 
la), are suitable for the design of harmonic filters with the narrower pass and stop bands. 

300 

20       40       60       80      100     120     140     160 

Frequency, GHz 

Figure 3. Frequency response of the optimized harmonic filter on 
double-ridged waveguide sections with a wide pass and stop bands. 
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Introduction 

Band pass filters are base elements of receiving-transmitting systems for wireless telecommunications. 
Designing such systems in millimeter wave range greatly differs from standard approaches, developed for the 
technologically carefully studied centimeter range. Band pass filters based on the all-metal inserts placed in E- 
plane of rectangular waveguide (Fig. la) are the most technologically acceptable in the millimeter range, due to 
well reproducible planar technology of resonator fabrication. But, essential defect of such filters designing 
ideology is a restrain factor of their broad utilizing. At first, it is necessary to point to the presence in them of the 
closely situated parasite pass band that gives a problem of compacting and compatibility of some datapaths in 
theiruse. 

I 4 -L *| 

31      —    21 2r 3r 

Al A2 31 21 2r 3r A3 

b) 

Fig. 1. Band-pass filter designs based on E-plane longitudinal strip diaphragms: 
a)- classical structure; b) - new structure 

Classical structure physics and new filters design 

The frequency responses (FR) of the all-metal classical filters, based on strip diaphragms, are shown in Fig. 2. 
The big value of the parasite bandwidth is conditioned by "strong" modes coupling having two field variations on 
the length of the resonator, formed by two adjacent diaphragms. Coupling turns out to be strong as far as at the 
parasite mode frequency, the waveguide arms, formed by dividing of waveguide by the diaphragm, become non- 
cut-off. It is characteristic, that with increasing the thickness of diaphragm (r) a certain increase of maximum stop 
band attenuation level and some shift of close situated parasite resonance in the higher-frequency area and some 
diminution of parasite pass band occurs. However, it is impossible to develop given positive effect in classical 
designs, because in this case the length of input strip has already decreased twice. The above mentioned filters FR 
change are explained by the fact that when increasing a thickness of the strip, the sizes of the coupling 
waveguides decrease and they turn out to be more cut-off. Simple reduction of waveguide housing width, on 
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which the filter is built and which can increase arms cut-off, is limited due to the fact that the length of input 
diaphragm turns out to be so little, Üiat technologically it cannot be realized. For solving this research problem, a 
new design, has shown in Fig. lb, is offered here. As one can see, now adjacent resonators (31 and 21; 21 and 
1; 1 and 2r; 2r and 3r) have been placed in different waveguide screens. Besides, a possibility of essential 
increase of the central resonator cut-off appears. In this filter parasite modes in adjacent resonators do not 
coincide in the frequency and are mutually suppressed. In this work some efficient algorithms of rigorous 
analysis and exact synthesis of such structures have been proposed, that actually has created a possibility for 
the deep physical study of parasite modes suppression effects. 

In addition to this, the designs of presently popular filters, based on ridge waveguides have been analyzed and 
optimized [1]. Their high electrical parameters are conditioned by the unique possibility to form low-frequency 
resonances at the small phase retarding on the length of the resonator, due to the big value of phase of reflecting 
factor on metallic elements. 

Physical analysis of the new structure parasite mode suppression effects 

In Fig. 3 the typical FR (the solid line) of the new filter designs (Fig. lb) is shown. In contrast with the 
preceding case (the dashed line) the effect of mutual parasite mode suppression is graphically shown. Here 
already the broad parasite pass band is not observed. Some areas with very narrow bands widths remain here, 
whose attenuation will be greatly increased in the real design due to the ohmic losses. Note that with thin 
diaphragms in this case, significant number of high order resonances, the dynamics of which weakly changes at 
variations of the strip thickness from 0,1 mm up to 0,25 mm are observe. At the end of the frequency range a 
rather broad parasite band, whose frequency is equal to the doubled working frequency is observed, while in the 
classical case it is removed only to 1,4 of its values. Increasing the thickness of the diaphragm up to 0.5 mm 
increases the number of "narrow" resonant areas at the expense of a more intensive transformation of waves on 
these inhomogeneities and enlarges the loaded-Qs of parasite modes. For increasing a length of an input strip, 
the variant with the increased input waveguides, has been calculated. The further increasing of the diaphragm 
thickness up to 2 mm intensifies an effect of increasing the loaded-Qs of parasite resonances and, therefore, their 
attenuation. The best suppression result is observed at the 3-mm strip thickness, however in this case we have to 
essentially increase the input waveguide size. It is important to note, that besides the parasite mode 
suppressions, a big increase of the FR steepness is observed In Fig. 4 the FR of the ridge filters, based on the 
n-waveguides with the reduced height of housing waveguides is shown. Similar FRs for the filters based on H - 
shaped ridge have been received. The stop band attenuation's of the former are better when their height is 
reduced two times, but the letter one - on the contrary, is better when their height is equal to the height of the 
input waveguide. This is conditioned by specifics of wave transformation at the junction of the regular and ridge 
waveguides. It is important to note that filter reliability on strip diaphragms is better, than on ridge 
■waveguides, that especially manifests itself in millimeter range Consequently, the final choice of optimum 
designs must be done considering all these factors. Design technology development of original filter fabrication 
shows that is their mass production the most acceptable method is stamping or the method of molding of 
separate sections. 

Conclusion 

It has been shown that the new filters design can considerably improve the stop band attenuation up to double 
working frequency, that is why they have a good chance of being widely used in receiver - transmitter wireless 
telecommunication devices in centimeter and millimeter wave band. The described here effect of suppression 
parasite modes is similar in its physical nature to one found for the filters, based on resonators of different classes 
[2]. 
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Abstract- Adapted, nonuniform meshes are introduced in a full wave analysis of planar 
microwave circuits. The meshes are designed for improved accuracy and conservative use 
of computer resources. The calculations are further accelerated by means of nonuniform 
wavelets. Several numerical examples are given. 

I. INTRODUCTION - The method of moments in conjunction with a mixed potential integral 
equation is a well-established tool for the numerical analysis of planar microwave structures. Nevertheless, 
calculation of the reaction integrals and inversion of the impedance matrix is still a time-consuming task, 
in particular for large scale two-dimensional problems. As a possible relief, wavelets have been introduced 
as basis-functions for the unknown current distribution leading to very sparsely populated system matrices 
[1, 2], With iterative equation'solvers and advanced storing techniques both memory requirements and 
CPU time can be reduced. Furthermore, by employing a-priori estimates of the wavelet elements, only a 
small fraction of them needs to be calculated, thus reducing matrix fill-time. 

In this work we report on the application of wavelets based on B-splines of second order and defined 
on non-uniform knot sequences. Because of the higher approximation order and the better suited mesh 
we achieve a much faster convergence as compared to the popular equidistant rooftops. The exclusive 
use of non-uniform instead of uniform wavelets increases the computational cost because of the lack of 
translational symmetry [3]. Therefore, we restrict non-equidistant meshes to small but important parts 
of the structure under investigation to benefit from the advantages of both discretization types. Several 
examples are presented to demonstrate use and advantage of the non-uniform wavelet method. 

II. NON-UNIFORM WAVELETS - The wavelet property of vanishing moments is related 
to their good localization in both space and frequency domain. This allows for a better redundancy 
reduction in the system matrices as compared to conventional discretization schemes. As a consequence, 
a large number of matrix elements can be neglected [1,2]. The basic steps for the construction of locally 
supported, piecewise linear wavelets are as follows [4, 5]: 

1. Construct the linear B-spline basis (hat-functions) on the finest knot sequence. 
2. Set up a coarse knot-sequence by omitting every other knot; keep the knot multiplicities. 
3. Construct the scaling functions, i.e. coarse B-splines, from three adjacent fine hat functions. 
4. The dimensions of the fine and the coarse spaces are (Nf) and (Nc). The difference (wavelet) space 

must have (Nf - Nc) dimensions. 
5. The wavelets are the shortest fine B-spline sequences that are orthogonal to the coarse space. 

The above scheme leads to a semiorthogonal wavelet basis. It can be applied recursively for 
additional levels of resolution. No further steps are required to realize inhomogeneous boundary wavelets 
as they are needed, for instance, to approximate the current at the edges of a strip. However, special 
care has to be taken, when vanishing functions are required at the bounds. In order to get the correct 
dimension of the wavelet space, shorter homogeneous boundary wavelets without vanishing mean but 
with a vanishing first order moment have to be introduced. 

III. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS - As a first example, we consider a microstrip line of 
width w = 0.635 mm, substrate height h = 0.635mm, and dielectric constant er = 9.8. The strip is 
divided into two parts, the first being discretized equidistantly with 5 basis-functions in the transverse 
direction, the second with n additional equidistant knots near the edges. Fig. la shows the reflection 
coefficient \R\ of the terminated line for (a) n=0, (ß) n=l, (7) n=2, (S) n=5 additional knots in the outer 
cells. Deviations are observed between 5 and 15 GHz, where the reflection is barely detectable (|Ä| «-46 
to -47.5dB). Not shown here are the results for a quadratic and geometric (factor 2) mesh refinement 
towards the edges. Also here, the reflection remains below -45 dB. However, the value of the reflection 
coefficient for all cases considered has no practical significance and thus allows transverse refinement 
without meanigful errors. The influence of a matrix compression after a basis transformation with one 
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wavelet level in transverse and two in longitudinal direction is shown in Fig. lb. Already a rather coarse 
discretization of 10 functions per effective wavelength in longitudinal direction leads to errors larger 
than 2 dB for sparsities above 50% in case (a). The effectiveness of the compression increases with the 
resolution in the transverse direction because of the higher redundancy in the moment matrix. In case 
(5) one reaches a sparsity of up to 70% for an error less than ldB. 

At next an open ended, 30 mm long microstrip line (parameters as above) was investigated. Fig. 2 
shows the phase angle of the reflection coefficient for different grids. These consist of an equidistant part 
(I) and a nonuniformly refined mesh (II) at the end of the strip. For comparison, two completely uniform 
meshes are included. They have a longitudinal grid size of 0.25 mm (a) and 0.5 mm (/?), respectively. In 
both cases 7 transverse functions are used. In cases (7) and (<$) region I has the same longitudinal mesh 
as for (a) and (/?), respectively, but with only three transverse functions. In region II, however, the grid 
is much finer and geometrically refined in both cases: 7 (9) functions and a refinement factor of 2 (1.2) 
are taken in the transverse (longitudinal) direction. In the latter, the minimum grid size is 0.0488 mm. 
Region II is 1 mm long. The results demonstrate that a finer discretization close to the discontinuity 
allows for a coarser mesh in the uniform portion without loosing accuracy. The primed curves in Fig. 2b 
show the effect of matrix compression via wavelets in the cases (a), (7) and (5) of Fig. 2a. The case (7) 
is included for reference. Obviously, the errors introduced remain very small. A large numer of matrix 
elements can be neglected, though: in (a) 693,889 elements have to be stored, whereas in (7') 63,544 and 

in (S1) 37,072 suffice. 
The last example is an end-coupled band-pass filter (Fig. 3a). The gaps measure 0.25 mm, the 

inner strip is 4 mm and the feed lines are approximately 20 mm long. The transmission characteristic 
is shown in Fig. 3a for different resolutions. Again, a uniform grid is chosen in regions I and various 
(non-)uniform ones in regions II. In the cases (a) and (ß) the same grid is used in regions I and II. The 
longitudinal grid size is 0.25 mm; in transverse directions 7 (a) and 3 (ß) functions are used. In the 
remaining cases the sections II are kept 0.5 mm long. In comparison to case (ß) their mesh is modified 
as follows: 

• Case (7): 3 geometrically refined functions (factor: 1.2; minimum cell size: 0.138mm) in longitu- 
dinal direction; 3 transverse functions. 

• Case (<5): 5 geometrically refined functions (factor: 1.2, minimum cell size. 0.0672mm) in longitu- 
dinal direction; 7 geometrically refined functions (factor: 2) in transverse direction. 

With a finer grid at the ends a lower resonant frequency is predicted. The mesh size is much less critical 
further away from the discontinuities. In Fig. 3b we show the effects of wavelet thresholding. The number 
of significant matrix elements is reduced from 1,500,625 (a) to 180,501 (a'), from 204,543 (7) to 55,890 
elements in (7'), and from 148,996 (6) to 43,883 in (6'). It is observed that wavelet transforms and 
impedance matrix compression may be applied without sacrificing much accuracy. 

IV. CONCLUSION - Various planar microwave structures were analyzed with non-uniform 
wavelets as basis functions. It is found, that the transverse resolution can be refined almost without any 
numerical reflections at the junction. This encourages the use of a fine resolution close to discontinuities 
such as open circuits, gaps or filters. It is demonstrated that the prediction of the reflection in these 
cases is much more accurate with an adapted mesh close to the end of the strips. Furthermore, the 
computational effort can be reduced by the correct application of wavelets on non-uniform grids. 
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FUNDAMENTAL AND APPLIED SYNTHESIS PROBLEMS 
FOR PERIODIC STRUCTURES 

L. G. Velychko 
Institute of Radiophysics & Electronics, 12 Acad.Proskura St., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine 

Tel.: 38 0572 448 557, Fax: 38 0572 441 105, E-mail: sirenko@ire.kharkov.ua 

This paper is devoted to the investigation of model synthesis problems for quasioptical systems with diffraction 
gratings as frequency selective elements. For some model structures (see Fig.l) we construct the electrodynamic 
models and optimize them in accordance with the operation requirements. For the model of efficiently absorbing 
coating (Fig.l,a) the reflected energy is minimized in various operating conditions of the system "dielectric layer 
- grating". For the plane pattern-forming structures (Fig.l,b) the periodic surfaces are synthesized that yield a 
desired radiation pattern of the grating illuminated by a beam of plane waves or placed in a field of point 
sources. In the construction of resonators with a considerably rarefied spectrum (Fig.l,c) and with a given 
electrodynamic characteristics at a basic operating frequency the prototype principle is used. The basis for this 
principle i* t&e equivalent replacement of nonselective mirrors in selective gratings at a chosen operating 
frequency. As a result of the optimization process we get a set of requirements imposed on complex amplitudes 
of diffraction spectrum of gratings. By this means we reduce the model synthesis of the system involved to the 
solution of the inverse synthesis problem for a periodic grating. 

•A/A^A': 

Figure 1. The examples of quasioptical systems with diffraction gratings 

In this work we suggest two schemes for solving the inverse synthesis problem for perfectly conducting 
grating realizing given electrodynamic characteristics (complex amplitudes of a scattered field) for the 
frequencies K contained in some interval [K^^] [1]. These schemes are based on the integral representations 

relating the complex scattered amplitudes an 0 with the continuous current density r\(y) on the boundary S 

(see Fig.l): 

2n 

4*r, 
J±}iT„f(y0)  -toy», jn(yohim"nyo!^mdy0, n = 0,±1, (1) 

»   0 

Here, Tn = ^K
2
-<J>„

2
 , Rer„ > 0, Imr„ ^0, $, = n + Ksincp, cp is the angle of incidence of the plane 

wave exp(z'(<J>0y-r0z)), K is a dimensionless frequency parameter (the ratio of grating's period to the incident 

wavelength), On and T„ are the propagation constants of the scattered harmonic with a number « in y and z 

directions, respectively, the function /(■>) describes a profile of the grating. 
The first step is the same foröoth algorithms and consists in expanding the exponential functions under 

the integral sign in the second region (1) in power series. Remaining only the highest terms in these series we 
obtain the approximation fw the density r)(y,ic), which does not contain the information about scattered 
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amplitudes Taking into account this approximation, we get the classical nonlinear problem for the unknown 
function f[y), and we have to invert a Urysohn operator. The solution is obtained by the Newton-Kantorovich 
method with the help of Lavrent'ev a -regularization. 

The second scheme is based on the use of the approximation for TI(V,K) in a combination of both of the 
equations from system (1). In this case the integral equation of the first kind is reduced to the integral equation of 
the second kind by the method of Lavrent'ev a -regularization. The solution exists, it is unique, and it gives the 
desired profile f{y) as a -» 0. 

If we have M amplitudes a^0,a^fi,...,aHufi of the scattered field on the frequency interval 

[KJ , K2 ], then the solution takes the form: 

/(y) = Re (2) 

Numerical examples of the use of this algorithm for different M (a number of scattered amplitudes in the input 
data) are presented m Fig.2. The problem is to synthesize a periodic structure having scattered characteristics 
closely approximating the given complex amplitudes a„n,o(*) (curve 1 in Fig.2) at 0.652 < K < 0.952 and 

cp = 10°. As input data for solving the inverse problem the solutions (complex amplitudes) of a direct problem 

for perfectly conducting grating from semicylinders (curve 1 in Fig.2,a) are used. The profiles of synthesized 
structures and their diffraction characteristics (by the example of "-1" scattered harmonic) are depicted in 
Fig.2,b,c by curves 2 - 4. The sets of input data {a_lj0(K), a00(K), M = 2J, {a±hM a0fi(K), M = 3}, and 

ia-5,o (K)> • • •»o5;0 (K), M = 11 j correspond to curves 2,3, and 4, respectively. 

-0.4 

Figure 2. The profiles of synthesized gratings (a); absolute values (b) and arguments (in degrees) (c) of 
the corresponding scattered amplitudes 
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AN EFFICIENT EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR A FIN LINE COUPLER ON 
SEMICONDUCTOR 
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Abstract - Computer programs are developed in FORTRAN 77 language, given the results in 3-D of the 
dispersion and of the coupling, as functions of the frequency, conductivity and permittivity for the unilateral fm 
lines coupler asymmetric in E-plane, on semiconductor substrate. The characteristic impedance and complex 
propagation constant, for the odd and even-^odes excitation are obtained by Transverse Transmission Line 
method - TTL. These programs are eas^ used in graduate and undergraduate courses with good efficiency. 

1. INTRODUCTION Aw>oJ5VELOPMENT 

in this work are used computer programs to obtain the main characteristics parameters of structures with 
the finline and was developed for application in coupler structures. 

The structure is basically a slotline inserted in the E-plane of a rectangular waveguide, shown in Fig.l. 
This report pertains to application of computer programs in design of directional coupler, most particularly the 
Parallel-Coupled Fin-Line Coupler shown in the Fig 2. This type of coupler offers forward wave coupling, i. e., 
if a signal is fed to port 1, port 3 is the coupled port and port 4 is the isolated port. 

Fig. 1 - Cross section of arbitrary unilateral 
finline with coupled slots. 

Fig. 2 - Top and internal view of the 
unilateral fin-line coupler. 

In the direct and concise TTL method, the Maxwell's equations in Fourier transform domain, are firstly 
used to obtain the electromagnetic fields in terns of the transversal electromagnetic fields [1]. By applying the 
boundary conditions, the fields in all dielectric regions are determined as functions of the electric fields in the 
slots. 

An inhomogeneous equation system is obtained, in which the current densities in the fins are related to 
the electric fields in the slots. By expanding these fields in terms of suitable basis functions and using the moment 
method and the Parseval's theorem, the current densities are eliminated, and an homogeneous equation system is 
obtained with two variables. 

The complex propagation constant is obtained by setting the determinant of the system matrix equal to 
zero. The effective dielectric constant £ determined by means of the relation between the phase constant and the 
wave number of the free space. 

2. THEORY 

For the unilater* fib-line with two coupled slots in the Fig 1, when used to be a parallel coupled fin-line 
coupler, the results oKained for even and odd modes of the phase constant using this TTL method, are used to 
given the coupling Hgth L [2], where a complete transfer of power from port 1 to port 3 is present: 
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L- Jt / (ß even - ß odd) 

The amplitude of the coupling coefficient between ports 1 and 3 is: 

|s13|=sin(7tl/2L) 

where the length of the coupling region 1, for any L can be calculated by using (2). 
The expression for the coupling is defined as: 

(1) 

(2) 

C3=20.1og 
'  1 N 

US] 
(3) 

13 U 

3. RESULTS 

Computer programs were developed to given the numerical results of the planar structures analyzed. 
In Fig. 3, curves for the two excitation modes of the characteristic impedance of the unilateral finline are 

showed. The structure is a WR-28, da = 7.112 mm and db = 3.556 mm, g = 0.254 mm, s = 3.302 mm, xl = 
0.789 mm, x2 = 2.567 mm, wl = w2 = 0.2 mm. Was considered a dielectric substrate with relative permittivity 
Sß = 2.22 and values of CT2 between 0 S/m and 1 S/m. The range of frequency is 25 GHz until 40 GHz. 

2a     0 G2 (s/m) 

35" 

f(Ofc)   3i 

25"b 

0.6 
0.4 

0.2 (72 (s/m) 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 3 - Results in 3-D of the characteristic impedance Zci = Zc2 = Zc, as functions of the frequency and of the 
conductivity of the coupled unilateral finline for a) odd mode end b) even mode. 

Results of the coupling in the port 3 as functions of the frequency and conductivity, in 3-D, are shown in 
Fig 4. In these results are considered, WR-28, Wi = w2 = 0.2 mm, relative permittivity in region 2, e^ = 12.0, L = 
0.5 mm, g = 0.254 mm e s = 3.302 mm. 
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Fig. 4 - Coupling as functions of the frequency and conductivity. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Computer programs, with good appeal, are developed for to be used in graduate and under graduate 
courses. The theory and numerical results were presented to the unilateral fm lines and coupler with 
semiconductor substrate. The full wave analysis of the Transverse Transmission Line method - TTL in the FTD 
was used in determination of the electric and magnetic fields in all dielectric regions. Good results were 
presented and compared with that of the literature [3]. This work was supported by CNPq and CAPES. 
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MICROSTRIP LINE WITH SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN MULTILAYER 
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Abstract - The theory of the multilayer shielded and open microstrip lines considering the superconductor strip on 
semiconductor regions is presented. The Transverse Transmission Line (TTL) is used in the analysis. The 
superconductor effect is included with the boundary condition of the surface impedance that is related to the complex 
conductivity of the material, calculated from the advanced two-fluid model. Applying the moment method the complex 
propagation constant of the structure, including the phase constant and the attenuation constant, is obtained. Results 
are presented for the complex propagation constant, versus the frequency and the temperature, of this multilayer 
superconducting microstrip line. 

1. Introduction 

The microstrip line is a structure normally utilized in Microwave Monolithic Integrated Circuits MMIC's. The 
utilization of high-Tc superconductor films in the structures has practical applications [1] and permits a reduction of 
ohmic losses and low dispersion. Different methods have been proposed in the Fourier transform domain ( FTD) and 
others scheme [2]-[8], for the microstrip and stripline characterization. In this work is used the full wave analysis of the 
Transverse Transmission Line (TTL ) method, developed by the author recently with success [2], [8]. This TTL method 
permits an exact and concise analysis to obtain the dyadic Green matrix impedance of the structure. For microstrip with 
the superconductor film thickness, as shown in the Fig. 1, much thinner than the effective penetration depth, the 
introduction of this superconductor can be analyzed by considering a Complex Resistive Boundary Condition [4]. The 
conductivity of the superconductor film is complex and is given by the Two Fluid Theory [4]. 

1. 
n Ili|il||i °4 h< 

', fc- T*-* 
"> h£ 

- «rZ ikJ'CTZ*; h: 

Brl B;'«*!^ h- 

~-   -vS- J w 

Fig. 1. Cross section of the overlay 
shielded superconducting microstrip line on 
double substrate with losses. 

The superconductor effect is included with the boundary condition of the surface impedance, that is related to the 
complex conductivity of the material, calculated from an advanced two-fluid model [2],[4]. In the TTL method the 
electromagnetic fields in X and z directions (Z is the direction of propagation with complex constant T=a+jß) are 
obtained as functions of the transverse electromagnetic fields. Applying the magnetic boundary condition with the 
surface impedance is obtained a matrix system that relates the tangential electric fields with the surface current densities 
resulting the impedance matrix. In the sequence, the moment method is used conducing to a characteristic equation, such 
that their roots are numerically calculated to given the complex propagation constant, including the phase constant and 
the attenuation constant. 

2. Theory 

In the TTL method, applying the Maxwell equations, a set of equations that represent the electromagnetic fields, in the 
direction xand z, in the regions of the structure are given as a function of the fields in the direction y, transverse to the 
interfaces, in the Fourier transform domain (FTD), as follow: 
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4 = 
K

2
+KI 

^TEy)-jmii?TxHy) 
cy 

(1) HT 
K2+K2

y 

^THy)+jco^TxEy) (2) 

j  — 

Applying the boundary conditions and the Heimholte equations, the electromagnetic fields of the microstrip line are 
obtained. After application of the magnetic boundary conditions the matrix equation is obtained relating the fields and 
the current densities, 

LZZX 

xg Jxg 
(3) 

Where [z| represent the dyadic Green impedance matrix in the FTD, obtained by the TTL method. 

After to obtain this matrix, the Complex Resistive Boundary Conditions model [2-4] is applied to include the 
superconducting characteristic of the microstrip structure. The tangential components of the electric field on the plane y 

=g (b.! +h2) are given as 
p      _ pin    I po 
cxg - ^xg "*" ^xg 

Ezg = E£ + Ezg 
(4) 

Where E° and E° are the electric fields out of the superconductor, and, E™ and E"g are the electric fields in the 

superconductor. These last fields are related with the current densities by the presence of the impedance surface, since 
the superconducting film thickness is much thinner than Xeff [2], [4]. This impedance surface is given as 

Zs=^~ (5) 
tsÄ 

where CTSC is the conductivity of the superconductor and is obtained of the Two Fluid theory [4]: 

f T N4 

-J 
1 

^coßZeS(0)/ 

[-my] (6) 

CTn Is the conductivity of the superconductor, Tc is the critical temperature of the superconductor; and, Xeff (0) is the 

penetration effective depth when T = 0 K. The Two Fluid theory is used for high-temperature materials with success at 
the present time, appears of the originally applied in low-temperature materials [4]. The «enhanced» Two Fluid theory is 
used by others authors for corrections in materials parameters obtained experimentally [7]. 

After the inclusion of the superconducting   impedance, considering the algebraic modifications, the matrix 

equation   (3 ) is changed for: 

L fcz-4 
'xg 

-zg 

^Xg 

Jzg 
(7) 

where [J] is the surface current density in the superconductor strip, [E] is the tangential electrical field in the lateral of 
the superconducting strip, and [Z] is the impedance matrix. The Moment method is applied at the equation (7), 
resulting in the homogeneous matrix equation. In this matrix the surface current densities was expanded in terms of 
basis functions, The complex root of the determinant is the complex propagation constant, T = a + jß, where a is the 

attenuation constant and ß is the phase constant. 

Using a Pentium, 133 MHz microcomputer, programs in the FORTRAN 77 language were created to calculate the 
complex propagation constant of the shielded overlay superconducting microslrip line including multilayer substrates 
with losses. The numerical results are presented for the effective dielectric constant and attenuation constant as a 
function of the frequency to various temperatures and conductivity. ...... 

In all the figures the superconducting material used is the (YBCO), where the effective penetration depth at 
temperature of 0 K is 5leB(0) = 150 nm, the conductivity at normal temperature (T > Tc) is <j„=2xl0 S/m and the critical 
temperature Tc = 90 K. In the fig. 2 are used a WR-28 (da = 7.112 mm, db = 3.556 mm), s=0.154mm, g= 0.1 mm, r - 
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10.0 nm and Wi = 0,4 mm. The substrates used are the RT-duroid 5880™ where sr = 2.22, and the sr.=10.5 to substrate 
with losses. The temperature used is T=70 K. 

9.0 

Eeff 

8.0 

3.0 

Erl = 2.22 / 
-       Er2=10.5 /   ■ 

Br3 = 1.0 y 
Oi — ai = Gi — 0.0 S/m 
da = 7.112 mm 
db= 3.556 mm                    y 

jf— T=10K 
yf         S»T=80K' 

±±-T= 88 K 
KKT-89K. 

zzzzsz? ■ 

40. 60. 80. 
Frequency(GHz) Frequency(GHz) 

(a) (b) 
Fig.2. Temperature of the superconductor, to: (a) effective dielectric constant, and (b) attenuation constant, versus 

frequency of the shielded microstrip line with two layers. 
4. Conclusions 
In conclusions the utilization of superconducting film in microwave devices, as microstrip, open a variety of new 
applications. The advantages include low attenuation, low distortion and the propagation of slow waves. The 
comparisons realized shows this advantages. The inclusion of the semiconductor substrate with the complex variables, 
permit the use of these superconducting microstrip line in solid state devices. A new conjunction of methods is utilized 
for the characterization of these structures that use high-Tc superconducting : the TTL — Transverse Transmission Line, 
and the Complex Resistive Boundary Condition model. The analysis have been concise and objective, producing 
excellent results, that were compared with that obtained in another works.This work was supported by CNPq. 
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Summary: The Transverse Transmission Line (TTL) Method in the Fourier transform domain is used to project 
and analyze unilateral power dividers with three-ports in millimeter wave by the first time. In addition, 
broadband power dividers have been analysed by using series connections of two fin lines, having essential 
applications to divide power and to work like an impedance transformer. Results of power at each output arm 
are obtained to different ratios of slot widths power dividers. 

1. Introduction 

This work presents an electromagnetic application to obtain the effective dielectric constant, the 
attenuation constant and the characteristic impedance of the arms of the power divide in millimeter wave 
frequencies, consisting of the unilateral fin lines with semiconductor substrate as shown in Fig. 1. The power in 
the output aims of this device to different ratios of slot widths utilizing the TTL [1] method, by first time, is also 
presented. In addition, broadband power dividers have been analysed by using series connections of two fin lines, 
having essential applications to divide power and to work like an impedance transformer [2]. Broadband power 
dividers having unequal power divisions can be designed by choosing different ratios of slot widths, 
corresponding to different line impedances. 

Fig. 1. Cross section of an arbitrary bilateral fin lines with semiconductor substrate. 

The TTL method, the Maxwell's equations in Fourier transform domain, are used to obtain the 
electromagnetic fields in terms of the transversal electromagnetic fields. 
By applying the boundary conditions to the tangential electric fields, the fields in all dielectric in all dielectric 
regions are determined as functions of the electric fields in the slots. Applying the boundary conditions to the 
magnetic fields at the interface, an inhomogeneous equations system is obtained, in which the current densities in 
the fins are related to the electric fields in the slots. Applying the boundary conditions to the magnetic fields at 
the interface, an inhomogeneous equations system is obtained, in which the current densities in the fins are 
related to the electric fields in the slots. By expanding these fields in terms of suitable basis functions and using 
the moment method and the Parseval's theorem, the current densities are eliminated, and an homogeneous 
equations system is obtained [3]. The LLUSSE.FOR and POWDF/.FOR computer programs, are developed in 
FORTRAN 77 language and the results obtained show rapid convergence and exactness. 

2. Development 
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In the TTL method starting from the Maxwell's equations in Fourier transform domain, the tangential 
electromagnetic fields are obtained in terms of the transversal electromagnetic fields in the i-region of the 
structure [3]. 

Ei = E»+Eyi+E!i (1) 

H1=H»+Hy) + H2i (2) 
Then are obtained the electromagnetic fields in the directions x and z, as function of the fields in the 

direction y. 
By applying the boundary conditions to the tangential electric fields, the fields in all dielectric regions are 

determined as functions of the electric fields in the slots. An inhomogeneou equation system is obtained,  by 
applying the boundary conditions to the magnetic fields at the dielectric interface, in which the current densities 
in the fins are related to the electric fields in the slots. 

M-M-p] (3) 
By expanding these fields in terms of suitable basis functions and using Galerkin's method and Parseval's 
theorem, it is possible to eliminate the current densities. Then an homogeneous equation system is obtained with 
two variables. 

The characteristic equation for determining the complex propagation constant (T = a + jß), is obtained by 
setting the determinant of the system matrix equal to zero. The effective dielectric constant is determined by 
means of the relation Eeff=(ß/ko)2 PL 

The characteristic impedance is then determined 
V2 

Zc=— (4) c    2p w 

where the voltage in slot and the transmitted power are given by the expressions shown below: 
' "1/2 

vx = jExtdx (5) 
-Wl/2 

P = öReZ  j(ExHy-EyHx)dy 
8      _„Lo 

The powers in the output arms are obtained by analysing series connections of two fin lines [2]. 

(6) 

3. Results 

Computer programs are developed in FORTRAN 77 language, and the results obtained for the effective 
dielectric constant and of the attenuation constant are presented as a functions of the frequency, of the arbitrary 
dimension s (mm), and of the dimensions of the slots Wi and w2 (mm), in 3-D. The results were compared with 
references in 2-D, in which the substrate is a loss less material and for the symmetric not arbitrary structure [1], 
and the agreement was observed. 

Results of the power at each output arm are obtained to different ratios of slot widths power dividers, in 2- 
D, also. It's important to note that such power dividers are reactive devices. For example, a 1:1 power divider 
that uses 300 Ohms input line and two 150 Ohms output lines is reported to a power division of 3.4 ± 0.2 dB at 
each output arm over entire Ka band, for comparison with the literature [2]. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusions, results in 3-D were presented, and compared with references in 2-D, for an unilateral 
finline on semiconductor substrate, using the TTL method and applied to results of power dividers. These results 
increase the possibility of application in millimeter wave devices [4]-[5]. This work was supported by CNPq. 
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Abstract - An analysis and design for HTc superconducting planar antenna, particularly microstrip patch antenna, 
is presented in this work. The rigorous Transverse Transmission Line (TTL) method in the Fourier Transform 
Domain (FTD) along with the Transmission Line Model are applied. However, the analysis can be extended to 
others planar structures using materials with losses, as semiconductor, or lossless dielectric substrate. Since the 
TTL is a concise full wave method and very much suitable on microwave and millimeter-wave components 
study, it gives accurate effective dielectric constant which contributes definitively to obtain all others antenna 
parameters with higher precision such as length, efficiency, bandwidth, quality factor, radiation patterns. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Modern societies depend principally on an efficient communication system, capable to transmit, receive and 
handle information with reliability, precision and each time fester. As a consequence, devices and equipments are 
required to supply those needs, and must conciliate lightweight, to be highly efficient with low cost and reduced 
dimensions. 

HTS Microstrip patch antenna holds these characteristics, can be used in many applications, including 
cellular, satellite and wireless communications, over the broad frequency range from microwave to millimeter- 
wave and HTS antenna shows a substantial improvement over an identical antenna made with normal metals, 
with a higher gain and radiation efficiency [1], especially when the number of radiating elements increases, due 
to superconducting thin-films have quite lower microwave surface resistance (Rs) compared to normal 
conducting films [2],[3]. 

A microstrip patch antenna consists of a very thin metallic patch or superconducting thin-film, placed a small 
fraction of a wavelength above a conducting ground-plane with a dielectric substrate between them. The radiating 
patch can assume any shape, but simple geometries are generally used in order to simplify the analysis and the 
performance prediction. 

The applied theories are the Transverse Transmission Line (TTL) method [4] in conjunction with the 
theory of the rectangular-patch antenna [5] to design and analyze the related antenna. Various applications using 
the rigorous TTL method has been presented by H. C. C. Fernandes et al.[4],[6]. This complete and efficient 
method provides appropriate analysis for various others planar structures, giving precise effective dielectric 
constant (e^ for these structures, which is quite important to design and to calculate antenna parameters with 
accuracy. 

II. THEORY - TTL METHOD 

Considering the microstrip patch antenna, as a session of a microstrip line, a set of equations that represent 
the electromagnetic fields in the x and z direction as function of the electric field in the y direction are obtained 
applying the TTL method. Starting from the Maxwell's equations, two components can be used to represent the 
electric and magnetic fields: the transverse (y) and tangential (t = x and z) components to the patch antenna and 
after various algebraic manipulations the general equations for the structure in the FTD is obtained, for example 
for the* direction: 

-;   (    d ~ ~ ) 
(i) 
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( 
Hxi 

kf+rr 
(2) 

where y2 + k2 = ai
2 • r2 and aj is the spectral variable. 

After the application of the boundary conditions, the Moment method is used to eliminate the electric fields 
and to obtain the homogeneous matrix equation for the calculation of the complex propagation constant. The 
roots of this matrix are the attenuation constant (a) and phase constant (ß). The effective dielectric constant is 

obtained from S =(ß/ko)2, where ko is the free space wave number. 

III. RESULTS 

A microstrip antenna can be fed by a coplanar microstrip line, which is the simplest method, or a coaxial 
cable. Coaxial feeds are widely used, where the inner conductor is connected to the patch while the outer 
conductor is connected to the ground plane. Other method is to use aperture or electromagnetic coupling. The 
matching between the supply line and the antenna is generally necessary and can be done by using several 
techniques. One method is to use a microstrip quarter-wave transformer section, a software was developed a 
theory and a computational program that provides a transformer sections number and its principal characteristics, 
being necessary the knowledge about the input and output impedance that are evaluated by a computational 
program that uses the TTL method also [6], or simply by adjusting the position of the probe feed. 

The results are shown in 3-D, demonstrating the accuracy of the superconducting microstrip patch antenna 
parameters due to the dynamic method application. 

x   0 

e    ~^^^cyr °-8 

1.e °      io '1 reght(mrn) 
frequency (GHz) 

Fig. 1. Element length Comparison between HTS antenna (red) and metallic patch radiator (green). Details: 
W=9.8 mm, e  = 2.32, natural scale. 

Notice that the difference raises mainly at higher frequencies. 
The repeated and sequential usage of this rigorous method [2] contributes to design and to model such devices 

with higher precision. 
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hfiiglh(cm) 0    10 frequency (GHz) 

Fig. 2. 3-D presentation of Bandwidth as function of frequency and height 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The rectangular patch antenna are analyzed using The TTL Method. Results for the patch antenna design and 
bandwidth are presented, confirming the exactness of the TTL method applied to such devices. A more accurate 
value of the effective permittivity gives a better value for the element length which contributes definitively to all 
others parameters to achieve higher precision. 

To sum up, The Transverse Transmission Line - TTL is an efficient and accurate method for rectangular 
microstrip antenna patch analysis and design. This is a very versatile method that can be used with a lossless or 
semiconductor substrate in various planar architectures. This work was supported by CNPq and CAPES. 
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The analysis of physical phenomenon of waves interaction in complicated electrodynamics systems 
(in particular which working in a resonance range) requires application of strict methods of the mathematical 

theory of a diffraction. 
The wide class of wave diffraction problems which have large importance for engineering is a non - 

coordinate problems. For such ones the boundary of field determination domain cannot be described by 
coordinate surfaces of one system of coordinates. Although sometimes it is possible to apply a method of partial 
overlapping regions, the non - coordinate character of region boundary is the reason for application the more 
difficult mathematical apparatus, which is connected to a way of introduction of the geometrical information at a 
stage of statement of the problem [ 1 ]. 

In this paper the new method of applied electrodynamics for solving the two - dimensional non - 
coordinate problems is described. This technique is a development of the method of the product of elliptical 
regions [ 2 ]. According to basic idea of the method the each of rectilinear parts, making a boundary of complex 
domain, is possible to cover by convex compact - a parabola. It allows to conceive the whole area of field 
determination as a common part of parabolic regions, which are external in relation to compact. It gives a 
possibility to construct the solution of a problem for the whole complex geometry domain. 

The class of problems under consideration includes the exterior problems of wave diffraction on the 
systems of rectilinear semi-infinite screens and interior electrodynamics problems of computing of waveguide 
discontinuities, the geometry of which supposes description in some local Cartesian frames. 

Theory 
Let we have system of N ideally conducting half-infinite plane-surface screens, the part of which is 

represented on fig 1. Some screens can be joined with each other under a corner 0 < a < n. 

Figure 1. System of half- infinite plane - surface screens 

We set each / - th screen the local systems of rectangular coordinates (*/,>'/) and coordinates of the parabolic 

cylinder (^ ,t]l), as it is shown in fig. 2. The centre of rectangular system of coordinates is on sharp edge of the 
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screen, along which axis OZ is directed. The coordinate surface t]l = 1$ forms parabola, the focus of which is 

located on edge of the screen. At 1$ -> 0 the parabola degenerates in bilateral half-line. 

Figure 2. Local systems of rectangular and parabolic cylinder coordinates for screen 

Each half-plane on fig.l we consider as the degenerate parabolic cylinder, and area of wave diffraction 
is the product of external areas of degenerate parabolic cylinders. According to general idea of a product regions 
method [ £] the desired solution is represented as a sum of the partial solutions 

U{$,r]) = UM,i) + lLutt>i\ 
M 

where Us - is an inside source field. 

Each partial solution is the solution of the homogeneous wave equation outside of / - th degenerate 
parabolic cylinder. In coordinates of the parabolic cylinder we have representation 

Ufötj) = 
ffrf, 

9}-*' 

"I Gl 

where G, - the Green's function of the Helmholz equation for infinite external area of /- th parabolic cylinder, 

the designation D and N corresponds to a Dirichlet or Neumann's boundary problem. 
On the basis of a limiting absorption principle we come to representation for partial solution as 

where Dm,D_m_r wave functions of the parabolic cylinder. The representation of the solution is meaningful 

expansion on radiate waves, as at |q, |^| » ■sjm 

-ikR 

that corresponds to Sommerfeld radiation condition. 
To satisfying the boundary conditions on the system of screens we require the vanish a complete field 
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for Dirichlet problem or its normal derivative 

alt      M &li all 

for Neumann's problem. 
Substituting this expansion for a field into integral equations, we receive infinite system of the linear 

algebraic equations 

]*l m=0 

rather desired complex coefficients. Here we have 

00 

f„v=-Mn\Us\    Dn{^p)d^ 
-<*>        n,=0 

for Dirichlet problem and 

*--£2M^)](^ 
fll)=-Mn\ äJ. 

pdr], 
Dn({lPH, 

.,=0 

for Neumann's problem. 
The properties of the final matrix operator are investigated. 
Notice, that for the method of product of the parabolic regions the each equation in final system is 

possible to interpret as a result of the inversion of a part of the operator of the diffraction problem, connected 
with a separate screen. 

The problem of the electromagnetic wave diffraction on a system of two screens are solved. 

Conclusion 
The new effective technique for solving two-dimensional non-coordinate electrodynamics problems was 

developed and substantiated. 
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Introduction 

The methods of the resonant quasioptical interferometry based on the use of open resonators (OR) can 

be effectively used in the non-destructive testing of dielectric materials. The investigated object can be placed 
both inside the OR and outside it [1]. The high measurement accuracy is necessary for testing the dielectric 
parameters of thin films. In this case it is advisable to place the object inside the resonator. 

In permittivity the present paper the mathematics of the resonator method of analysis and reconstruction 
of permittivity function S = S(r) of thin (h<< A) dielectric samples is considered (here h is a thickness of the 

film, X is an operative wavelength. The results of the model experiments in the two-millimeter range of 
electromagnetic waves are presented. 

Description of the method 

The essence of the method consists in the use of the multimode millimeter-wave open resonator as the 
analyzer of the spectrum of spatial frequencies of the waves passing through the object. It is known that in an 
empty two-mirror resonator with square-law phase correction the axial-symmetric modes TEMlpq (1, p and q is 
the indexes of modes) are exited. These modes are Gaussian wave beams [2]. In the infinite aperture mirror 
approximation they are described the Laguerre-Gaussian functions in a cylindrical coordinate system with 
sufficient accuracy. At a smooth change of frequency or distance between the reflectors at the certain 
geometrical parameters of the resonator, in the OR the set of modes TEMiOT with different indexes l,p,q and 
corresponding configurations of fields in cross section are exited. The modes with different indexes represent the 
elementary linearly independent fields. 

In the case when a thin dielectric film with the permittivity S = e(r) is placed inside the resonator, its 
resonant properties change. The object presence changes only the mode resonant frequencies (wiM.) provided the 
absorption and dispersion losses in the object are not taken into account. Thus the frequency shift Awlpq 

depends on the mode configuration and function s(r) . With the experimentally measured Awlpg and using 

well known expressions of Laguerre-Gaussian functions the function s(r) is restored. 
The action of the object on the OR properties, namely, on the resonant frequencies determined executed on the 
basis of the theory of small disturbance [3]. As the result we have the Fredholm-type integral equation of the first 
kind 

)K(p,s)Y(s)d(s) = g(p) (1) 
o 

in the unknown function F(i)sÄ£(r) = f(r)-l. 

. l,„ ...     wAvt\ 
Here K(p, s) =(Lp(s))2e"s; Lp(s) is Laguerre's polynomials ; g(p) = - -f- M{r,p)(—)p ; 

n w 
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M(r,p) = 2 \Ü {s)e~'ds ; t and l,p are geometric parameters of the electrodynamics system "OR plus 
o 

(Aw) 
sample 

w A 
is    comparative value of the mode frequency shifts measured experimentally. The 

reconstruction of the behavior of function 8 — s(r) implies the solution of equation (1). It is necessary to note 

that the function g(p) is a discrete function and it can be experimentally determined only at some of points pt 

with limited accuracy. Therefore this integral equation represents a non-correct problem. The solution depends 
on the experimental data involving the measurement errors and the requirement of stability of the exact solution 
in relation to insignificant changes of the initial data is not carried out. Nevertheless, function y(s) can be 

determined by the method of regularization with some accuracy [4]. Than we introduce a smoothing operator of 
type: 

here 

I-        I2        f 
Fa(y>g)r=\Ay-g\ +<x\y (x)dx, 

0 
T 

Ay = JK(p,s)y(s)ds ; 

(2) 

K(p,s) and   g(p) are approximate values accordingly K(p,s) and g(p) , a > 0 is a regularization 

parameter. Accordingly with [4] the next extremely problem was examined: 

Fa(y>g) -> M> when y=ya eL2(O,T) (3) 

1.2 

1.0 
-■_ -._ v—■.—.— ■-—•--- --a)_- 
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Figure 1. 

It has a single solution *> satisfy the integral equation of the second kind: 
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T 

yaif)cc+\ \K(p,t)K(p,s)dp 
d 

■ya(s)ds = a JK(p,t)g(p)dp (4) 

Here y'a{0)-y'a(r)=0, and regularization parameter a is defined by well-known method of generalized 

discrepancy [5]. The integral in (3) can by substituted by their discrete analogs obtained by the rectangle 
formula. And then we arrive at the system of linear algebraic equations of the form 

(Ca + H)ya=z. (5) 

Here C is a diagonal unit matrix and H is a positively definite matrix. This system is solved by the method of a 
square root. 

Model experiments 

Based on the obtained formulas the calculation algorithm for function Ae(r) was developed. Some 

model experiments in the two-millimeter wave range were carried out with the multimode two mirror open 

resonator as a gauge. The OR with mirror curvature Rl2 = 30/1, aperture size 2b = 3(U, intermirror space 

llp S 24/1 was taken to work at wavelength A = 2,2mm. Resonator was operated in a transmission mode, 

with transmission spectra obtained using CSW Analyzer. Input and output coupling to the OR was achieved with 
narrow slots m the center of the mirrors. The mirrors of the resonator were designed in adjustable headers and 
were placed on the stand to possibility of its smooth moving to tune the resonator. The space distribution of the 
resonance mode electromagnetic fields was mapped out using a perturbation technique. 

The Teflon film of h»0,0lmm was located at a maximum of the electric component of the resonance 
mode electromagnetic field and in the area of plane phase front. The frequency shifts of 10 axially symmetric 
modes with radial index p = 0 - 9 were measured. 

Fig. la shows Ae(r/w0) for a homogeneous Teflon film with the uniforme(r) distribution. The solid curve 

is for the restored function As, the dotted curve shows the Teflon permittivity As = S,f-1. The curve for 

As(r/w0) of an inhomogeneous Teflon film is in Fig lb. The permittivity inhomogeneous Teflon film was 

modeled by varying the film thickness in the center of the film. The function restoration accuracy can be raised 
by increasing of the modes number. 
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On the base of rigorous numerical models multiaperture irises in a rectangular waveguide have been 
investigated in order to obtain new electromagnetic features with the aim to use them in waveguide filter 
design. Rigorous models for a multiaperture iris has been developed on the base of the scattering matrix 
formulation. S-matrix of key-building block of the double-plane multifurcated discontinuity, has been obtained 
by solving appropriate diffraction problem by known mode-matching technique of the moments The number of 
basis functions of the waveguides, providing required accuracy in numerical studies, has been chosen according 
to their cross-section dimensions 

Numerical investigations were carried out for multiaperture irises with both rectangular and 
complicated apertures. The irises with two, three and five rectangular apertures were considered (see Fig. 1). 

r i 
«ssl                                               fete 

, r    "i 

Figure 1. Multiaperture rectangular irises under consideration 

Numerical studies were carried out for two-aperture iris, shown that iris frequency response has two 
resonances, corresponding to full transmission, resonant frequencies of which are defined by geometries of iris 
apertures. While studying an influence of mutual positioning the apertures of the iris it turns out changing the 
distance between apertures leads to a shift of both resonant frequencies but response character remains the 
same. 

If lengths of iris aperture are essentially different, a rejection band is formed between two resonances 
of full transmission. On the base of obtained results a two-bandpass filter based on two-aperture irises has been 
designed. Frequency response of three-section two-passband filter is presented in Fig.2. 

■ 
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Figure 2. Frequency response of two-bandpass filter based on two-aperture irises 

If iris aperture lengths are close the rejection band is transformed into rejection resonance. Numerical 
study for a lot of multiaperture irises was carried out in order to make clear a mechanism of forming such a 
rejection resonance. The salient feature of such an iris is following. Each aperture of the iris is not resonant by 
its nature because of its sufficiently large dimensions but all they together form sharp rejection response. This 
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resonance is formed by all the apertures of the iris. Varying aperture dimensions does not change the character 
of the response and results in changing resonant frequency and frequency band of the resonance. Studies of 
quality factor and bandwidth of such an iris depending on dimensions of iris apertures were carried out. 
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Figure 3. Frequency response of rejection filter based on three-aperture 
irises 

For example it was turned out that three-aperture iris with relatively large aperture dimensions can 
provide sufficiently high quality factor (of order of 300 and more without ohmic loss accounting). As an 
example of practical application, three-section rejection filter on three-aperture irises was designed. It provides 

u nOi u 

Figure 4. Multiaperture complicated irises under consideration 

return loss of not less than 80 dB in the rejection band of 5%. Frequency response of the filter is presented in 
Figure 3. 

All above-mentioned frequency-selective devices can find a wide application in the centimeter 
wavelength range. In order to broad an application area of such devices, complicated multiaperture irises were 
investigated (see Fig4.). Ridged iris has been chosen as a special case of the iris with complicated cross-section. 
Studying electromagnetic features of such an iris shown that complication of shapes of iris aperture makes 
possible to develop the irises, quality factor of which is essentially higher than one of classic irises. It was 
appeared that the magnitude of iris quality factor 
is determined by the ratio of horizontal and 
vertical arms of the iris aperture. The smaller is 
the ratio, the higher is quality-factor of the iris 
(see. Fig.5).. Such irises with complicated 
apertures have one more attractive feature. 
Complication of shapes of iris aperture makes 
possible to design frequency selective devices 
operating in shorter wavelength range. Operating 
range of both rectangular and complicated 
aperture irises is limited by aperture length. So 
the irises with complicated apertures have more 
wide operation range. For example, ridged iris, 
which resonant wavelength exceeds the resonant 
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Figure 5. Q-factor and resonant frequency of a ridged iris 
versus the ratio of its vertical and horizontal arms 

wavelength of classic iris at least in two times higher, can be easy designed. So bandpass and bandstop devices 
on the base of multiaperture irises, cross-section of which contains apertures of different shape for shorter 
wavelength range can be designed. 
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The present development of UHF-techniques is characterized by the widespread of composite 
materials, thereat the perspectives of the chiral media use is particularly interestedfl]. 

The rigorous solution method is suggested for a number of problems dealing with the wave diffraction 
by systems incorporatig diffraction grating with chiral medium. 

l.Let us consider this method by the example of the following problem. Let the XOY plane 
separates chiral (z<0) and nonchiral (z>0) media. A periodical grating formed by infinitely thin and 
perfectly conducting elements parallel to the OX axis is located at z=0, its period is 1 and element spacing 
is d. 

The E-polarized plane wave E = E0 exp(-ikz), where E0|jOX, |E0| = 7 (time factor 

exp(-7ß>0  is omitted), is normally incident perpendicularly  on this grating. The problem is  to find the 

scattered field. 
Due to the symmetry property the desired fields are independent of the X coordinate, so the considered 

problem is two-dimensional. 
2. An isotropic chiral medium is described by the following constitutive relations [2] 

D = s 0e E + ir^e^oB, 

where £ and ju are .respectively, the permittivity and permeability , y represents the chirality parameter 

which characterizes the magnetoelectric interaction. 
For the problem under consideration, the following relations describing the field in a homo-geneous 

chiral medium have been obtained 

E- =ir(y,z),     E =+———,    EZ =±———, y       k'   dz k~  oy 

E = E++E~,   H = -/-(E
+
-E-)( 

where    ** = k0\^ejx ±y],   k0 = CD ^Js0ju0,    T] = ^fi0^/s0s. 

So the electric field is described by the sum of the so called "wave" fields E*. It is worth noting that 
notwithstanding the problem is two-dimensional, all the components of the required fields are kept. Thus the 
vector problem is considered. 

3.Due to the periodicity of the grating along the OY axis, the solution can be expanded into the 
Fourier series. Therefore the problem is reduced to the finding of the Fourier coeffitions. 

Using the boundary conditions on the z=0 and z=h surfaces one can obtain the two following 
systems of the dual series equations: 
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2>, {*»K +Ä"]+y»[A« +A22]}exp(ikyy) = 2kexp(-ikh), \y\<d/2 
rt=-oo 

n=-oo 

, ©//, M+       .   _  '    .  '_   con, AT . 
where Au=l,   4,==-——,   A21 = 1,   A22=-——, 

^=——,   B„—l,   B2!-     ^    k_,   B22-i, 

Q£=l±ey(2k}i), k=^,(0, ky^wjl, k=^k], &=\l?-%, £,/£0and Mi/Mo a«, res- 

pectively, the permittivity and permeability of the z>0 half space; x„,y„ are the Fourier coefficients 

describing the field in the chiral medium and giving all the unknown values. The obtained systems show 
that the diffraction fields consist of both E- and H-polarized waves despite the fact that the only E-wave 
is incident. 

4.1t was proved that these systems can be simplified by the method of the Rieman-Hilbert 
boundary value problem [3]. Applying this method to each system separately, the following system is 

obtained 
H=+a> 

Xm="ZVmn(u){anXn+ß„Yn} + bm, 
M=-00 

Ym=Yymn(u){änXn+~ß„Yn\ 

"~° m = 0,±l,... 
M=+» 

where 

Xn =xn[Q
+

nAn +d-Aa] + yn[a:A3l +Q^], 

yn=xn[Bu+B12] + y„[B21+B22], 

V00=-W0(u),   V0n=V^{n)ln,   Vmn=V-){u)jm, 

v00 = -w0(u), v0n = (-;)"v;-(u)/n, vnn = (-irv::l(u)lm, 
W0 = /«((; + u) / 2),   u = cos(n d/l),   u = -u, 

a0 = ixKln,   an = \n\{snK +K exp(2ik2h)}/T;, 

ß0 = 2iXA0 exp(2ikh)/T0
+,   ß„ = -2\n\(l- sn)An exp(2ik2h)/T;, 

b0 = 2iXW0{u)exp(-ikh),   bm = -2i%Vm[, exp(-ikh)/m, 
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a0 = 2iZB0 exp(2ikh)/7Z,   a„ = -2\r\(l-sn)Bn exp(2ikzh)/t, 

ßn=H{enCH-T:eq(2ikth)}/i:, 
A„=AnA22-A12A21,Bn=BnB22-BnB21, 

c„ =[n;A1+"^12]h;^1+^^]-kA1+^42jkA1+aA2| 
Rt =[AU ±An] [B21 +B22]-[A21 ±A22][Bn + Bn\ 

T* =[Q;4I +n~«A2}[Bn ±B22]-faA*i + ^A]K ± Bn\ 

X = l/A,     l + e„= 4l-{x/nf,     V£ were defined in[3]. 

So, we have arrived to the infinite   system   of    the linear inhomogeneous equations   of   the 

second kind (whenH^oo;««,/?«^^^ ^"~7/H l ThiS 

system gives X„and7„ and thus all the unknown coefficients. 
Using this system, various diffraction values (reflection and propagation characteristics, etc.) can be 

calculated by the reduction method in any necessary accuracy. Having chosen the smallness parameter, for 
example y , an analytical solution of the problem can be found by the method of successive approximations. 

The given approach permits to consider a number of following problems: the wave oblique 
incidence; the involvement of optional layers, the more complicated grating geometry, etc. 
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In the present paper we apply the concept of fractional calculus to one of the basic problems in 
electromagnetics, the problem of radiation of the fractal radiators and their corresponding potentials. 

The concept of a radiating contour fractal geometrical structure is the physical basis of our consideration. In 
this connection, we assume the occurrence of fractal distribution of the contour in current. In space such current 
forms the appropriate electromagnetic field. 

The directional pattern of the fractal analogue of electrical Hertz dipole we have investigated. The features 
of our fractal model and it differences from classical Hertz dipole are discussed. 

We make comments on the model of the fractal magnetic radiator. The numerical account of the directional 
patterns of fractal electrical and magnetic radiators is compared. 

Introduction 

The Hertz dipole is known as a variant of the circuit which ensures an intensive radiation at a rather small- 
connected part of energy. For mathematical simulation of such dipole usually the idealized elementary electrical 
vibrator is used, which is located in an unlimited homogeneous isotropic nonconducting medium. The vibrator is 
presented as wire, short in comparison with wave's length, the amplitude and phase of a current being constant 
along itslength. In inconsistency with this classical model there is a problem of practical creation of a vibrator with 
amplitude and phase of a current being constant along its length. Nor it is obviously possible to ensure the presence 
of a material medium with properties of a homogeneity, isotropy and non-conductivity. 

The study of properties of an elementary vibrator is important for understanding the process of antennas' 
radiation even in such idealized statement of the problem, the antennas considered as consisting from a set of 
vibrators. The principle of superposition allows studying an emitted field as a sum of fields of elementary vibrators. 

Hereby we try, proceeding from fractal conceptions of the current's structure in a conductor and the field in 
a semiconducting medium, to enter a-features of an electromagnetic field ([1], [2]) and to develop a differintegral 
model of an electrical vibrator. 

Construction of differintegral model 

As well as in a classical case, we shall assume, that an indirect current creats the monochromatic field 

/>"»'. (1) 

We shall place a vibrator so that 1 the beginning of a spherical frame r, 8, (p is in middle of its length 1. 

The polar axis coincides with axis of the vibrator 8 = 0,G = rc • 
Instead of a classical vectorial potential, used in such case, 

where jLl - magnetic permeability of a medium, k = 2% / X,     X -length of a wave, 

BfrAfy^r1+g-2%casQ, -//2<£<//2, 
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we consider a-features (differintegral, 0 < a < 1 ) till a 0   (see [1], [2]): 

A?(r,B,t) = BlaDgAz(r,B,t), (3) 

where ,DZf(x)* 1- f(u) 
T(l-a)dB}

a(B-u)a 
-du 

is fractional derivative of the a-order (definition see in [3]), T(x) - Gamma-function. 
Thus, 

e 

"* (   '"' '      ° T(\-a)dB]
a(B-B')a 

9p   5 1 

4iide[r(i-a)(e 
ni 

11« B') 

1/2      i(at-kR) 

J 
-1/2 

777^ R(r,B'£) 
dB' 

(4) 

Potential (4) we call a-feature of potential Az(r,Q,t) • Obviously, at a = 0 of (4) we obtain a classical 

potential. 
The introduction of a-features can be proved through reviewing the two new physical and mathematical 

models corresponding with two statements of the problem of radiation of the Hertz dipole: 
1) Electrical dipole has a geometric fractal structure. It implies modification of magnitude of current (1) 

in the direction of the angle 9 under the law 

,Dg(constQ) = B%-— & 
1 

T(\-a)(B-a)a 
(5) 

where constg =ImS     , magnetic permeability \i - constant. 

Here we use the formula of a-order fractional derivative for a constant. It is obvious, that fractality of the 
current distributions a on <p and r is necessary to take into account in models of a vibrator with a defined thickness 
AS. 

2)   Electrical dipole - ideal (thickness AS = 0, current vary on (1)) and is in a medium with a permeability 
H, which has a fractal structure of type (5) on cone to 9=const. 

a-features diagrams of a vibrator field 

For   determinancy,   we   shall   consider   the   field   of  the   vibrator   in   a   distant   (wave)   zone 
( r > > /,/<<  X ,2 nr >>  % ) ■ 

In this case 

In view of that 

A    - ~t    _y_ jin   i(mt-kr) o A, -  Z o   ,       lme 
4%r 

E = -J—rotH,     H = — rot A 
CDS U 

(6) 

(7) 

Having  disregarded the  addends  (1/krf and   (1/krf , it becomes possible to obtain 0- and a-feature of  6- 
component of strength electrical vector [4]: 

E =    lllL JEsin*   ei<»t-*r 
6 2 % r   V s 

(8) 
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E? L-JZ—i 
IXr T(a + I) 

dFjCl/a + l;iQ)-iF}(l;a + 1/-/6;) 
(9) 

(   yF^aic-.z) - hypergeometric function (Kummer)). 

We have obtained the graphs of amplitudes of strength of a field, normalized to assotiations' maximum 
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value, from direction to the viewpoint (at r=const in distant zone 2nr»X). 

Figure 1. The 9-component of wave is shown as function of the z=0 
in Cartesians and polar coordinates 

In Fig., curves g(z)= EQ , gl(z)=-g(z) correspond to 0-feature; curves f(z)= EQ , fl(z)=-f(z) correspond to 

0.5 -feature. The graphs Je and £0
a completely coincide when a = 0. The stream of waves is noticed in 

direction 0 = 0 and 9 = n, when a*0 (this radiation is absent in a classical model). 

Conclusion 

For deriving differintegral models   of  the   elementary magnetic vibrator, in the formula for ZSQ we 

substitute I'£ with I™8, u <-» s. Therefore, we obtain a-feature for a 6-component of a magnetic field. 

Obtained in paper a-features can be used for development of differintegral model of Huygens element and 
for solution of such a diffraction problem, as [5]. 
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The spectral problem of a flat dielectric layer with ever varying permittivity is solved. The initial prob- 
lem is equivalenüy reduced to the second-kind integral equation in the sought function. By applying quadrature 
method, we arrive at the homogeneous system of the second-kind linear algebraic equations with the nonlinear 
entrance of spectral parameters. The resulting dispersion equations yield not only the regular spectrum points but 
the Morse critical points (MCP) as well, here dispersion curves can be constructed providing effective algo- 
rithms of analysis and synthesis of the dielectric layer properties. 

The problem is considered using a dimensionless space-time coordinate system, E-polarization case 
(Ey = E2=Hx=0). The layer thickness is An8, €(z) = {?'(z) + ie'(z),\z|<2n8\ and 

X, | z |> 2n8} is a piecewise continuously differentiable function of z characterizing relative permittivity of 

the layer, in which e\z) = Re£(z) > 0, e"(z) = 1ms(z), and Im£(z)-Rex: > 0. The time dependence is 

chosen to be exp(-*fi)f), where (O-KC is the dimensionless circular frequency, K is the dimensionless 
frequency parameter. The structure has no X - dependence, the layer quasihomogeneiry is assumed to be y - 
directed. 

If a semitransparent structure e (z) possesses a plane of symmetry z = 0, its eigenfields may be ei- 
ther symmetric or antisymmetric. The possibility of symmetric and antisymmetric quasieigenfields is caused by 
the symmetry of the considered dielectric structure (permittivity s(z)) about plane z = 0. The analytical na- 

ture of a relationship between spectral parameters K, $, and (K,<f>) and nonspectral parameters r,,..., zM 

describing the structure geometry and/or physical characteristics provides an adequate investigation into disper- 
sion   properties   of   spectra    K(T1,...,TM)<=Q.K(T1,...,TM),   <J>(TX,...,TM)eQ^(rIv..,rM),   and 

(x",^)[r1,...,fM]eQ(ll.^(r1,...,rM) of both regular and anomalous wave-oscillation processes. It also 

provides the classification of quasieigenfields of dielectric structures with symmetric or antisymmetric permit- 
tivity s (z) = £(z,r, ,...,TM) depending on the possibility of a quasieigenfield formal reference to a specific 

class of symmetry (for example, in varying nonspectral parameters r,,..., rM, the relevant dispersion charac- 
teristic continuously approaches that corresponding to the eigenfield of one of possible classes of the structure 
symmetry). 

Of particular interest is the analysis of quasieigenfields of open electrodynamical structures, effects of 
"interaction" and interrype coupling of eigenfields [1]. The considered dielectric layer with asymmetric about 
z = 0 permittivity e{z) represents a simplest scattered (spectral parameter is frequency K G QK ), a simplest 

waveguide (spectral parameter is quasihomogeneiry constant # e Cl^ ), or a simplest oscillating-guiding struc- 

ture (with generalized spectral parameter (f.^eßj^) that naturally fit this requirement [2]..The mathe- 

matical model to solve spectral problems 
{E-B{K,<I,))U = Q, (1) 

/(*,0 = det(E-5(ir,0) = O, (2) 
(nontrivial solutions U of problem (1) correspond to the isolate discrete points of spectra QK, Q^, and 

fl(A. ^ obtained by the solution of the relevant characteristic equations (2)) is capable of analyzing structures 

with both symmetric and asymmetric about z = 0 permittivity e(z). 
A solution of (1M2) as spectral problems of analysis implies the investigation of spectral properties of 
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the structure with permittivity ß(z) given. On occasion a perittivity functional dependence is conveniently 
considered depending not only on the space coordinate z but also on a finite number of nonspectral parameters 
TX,..^TM     describing    a    family    of    dielectric     structures    to     approximate     the     examined 
S(Z) = S(Z,TX = const,.., xM = const), for example, e(z) s e{z, rx = const) = 2+1 r, \{z + In8). 
The problems of synthesis and analysis of dielectric structures fitting certain anomalous conditions of electro- 
magnetic field near the MCP center around the search for the permittivity s(z) and the appropriate dispersion 
relations describing spectral characteristics of oscillating, wave, and wave-oscillation processes near the MCP. 

Permittivity s(z) is sought in the form e(z) = e'(z) + is"(z), where 

e'(z) =\ax<px(z) + a2<p2(z) + ... + aR<pR(z% 

sXz)^ß]y/l(z) + ß2¥i(z) + ... + ßJyJ(zj(sign{ReK), 
are in agreement with the physical requirements imposed on the permittivity. The real continuous functions 
within the modules symbols in (3) are given through their expansions in systems of the basis functions 

Wi(zyfU aa^ Vi(z)*=i- As basis functions {9>,(z)}j=, and {y,(z)} , for the approximation of the con- 

tinuous functions on the interval   [-2x8,2x8], the Chebyshev systems like   {l,z,z2,..,z",...}   or 

{z        z        2z   .   2z nz      nz    I 
l,cos—,sin—,C0S—,sin—,...,cos—,sin —,... > are most frequently used in numerical analysis. 

25      28      28      28 28      28   J 

The unknown coefficients fo)?, and {/?,}[_, are chosen so that the model given by (3) meets the physical 

requirements imposed on the permittivity. When the choice of the coefficients {a,. J^, and \ßt )[=1 is identified 

with  the   search   for   nonspectral   parameters   TX,T2,...,TU eC   specifying   the   layer   permittivity 

e(z) = s(z, 7",, r2 ,.., rM ), coefficients £z; j^ and \ßi ^, in (3) may be related to nonspectral parameters 

TX,...,TM as follows: CCX=TX,   a2=r2r.,   aR=TR, ßx=TR+x,   ß2=TR+2r~,  Ä-i = *W-i> 

As a rule, the anomalous eigenfields of a dielectric layer with s(z) = e{z,rx,...,TM) are inter- 
preted     via     singularities     in     the     regular    behavior     of    the     dispersion     characteristics 
'.*(^f|r.,t-J/)eflie(^eÄ,rIr.,Ti#), t(K,Tx,..,TM)eCl+(fceR,Tx,..^M),imd (K0XV■■,*!,]€ 

Q.^K ^ (r,,..., tM ). This permits their descriptions in the vicinity of the mapping critical points 

/(^,rlv.,Tw) = det(£-5(«r,^Tlr.,rA/)):Hxa)xCM->C (4) 

or, similarly, in the vicinities of the critical points of the complex hypersurface 

ßfc^7iI-,^)={W,r,.-%)eHx<DxCM#J^r1>..,g=0}. (5) 

Here R and C are sets of real and complex values; the consideration is given to the analytical continuation of 
function (2) to the domain of complex values (jr.^r,,^,..,^) e H xO xCM. 

Let change the variables {K,<j>,tx,x2,..^TM)s{xx,x2,..^xM+2) and expand f(xx,x2,...,xM+2) 
(see (4)) into a multiple Taylor series in the vicinity of the isolated and nondegenerate point, ie. near the MCP 

, (Xx, X2,.., XM +2 ) — {Xxo, X2fi,.., XM+20 J, (6) 

det/ (xx ,x2,..^ xM+2) & o,(Xj, x2,..., xM+2) = {xxo, x20,.., xM+2 0). (7) 
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Here J(xl, x2,...xM+2) = [{/;, {^f, ] = [{? 2f/dx,dxpf**i J is the Hessian matrix of mapping (4). Then 

the hypersurface Q(xitx2,..^xM+2) (see (5) and [3]) is represented with accuracy to the cubic-smaUness 

terms in the form 

M+2M+2    zl zz VT_£/. 
dXidx J=l  p=\ WA1y*f 

I SXl ~ Xl,o)(Xp ~ Xp,o) + 2f(h0>X2,0r;XM+20) = 0, (8) 

Problem (6)-(8) involving the search for the MCP (^o>^o>ri,o>r2,ov»rji/,o) m whose vicinity the 
spectral characteristics of the corresponding structures can be represented in form (8) may be viewed as a prob- 
lem of synthesis of the family of dielectric layers £ (z) = s (z, xx, x2,..., xM ) specified by nonspectral pa- 

rameters r j, T2,..., xM near the discovered MCP. In the domain of the anomalous behavior of dielectric layer 
eigenfields (in the MCP vicinity), the analytical representation of dispersion relations of the synthesized struc- 
tures is given by (8). 

For dielectric structures e(z) = S(Z,T10,T20,..^TMO) whose parameters xx,x2,..^xM  coincide 

with coordinates of nonspectral values of the discovered MCP (*,o»^ojri,05T2,o>--jTw,o) dispersion relation 
(8) becomes 

(9) 
+ 2•^(*:0^o^l,o»•^■2,ov■•,Vo)•(Ä:-*ro)•(^-^o) + 2•/(^o^o.^l.o5'^■2,or••,7A/,o) = 0• 

Note that equation (9) is common for both problems of synthesis and analysis of dielectric media. The 
problem of analysis of dispersion relations of a given dielectric layer e (z) is focused, with the aid of (6)-(8), on 

the search for the MCP (K0,$0), where the anomalous dispersion behavior takes place. The problem of syn- 

thesis of the layer s(z,T,>0, x20,..., XM0 ) may be viewed as a problem of medium diagnosis in some range of 

values of the spectral parameters in order to know how close is this medium to the "degenerate" condition, that is 
the medium whose eigenfields obey anomalous dispersion law (9) near the MCP (K 0, $ 0, r, 0, x2 0,..., xM0 ). 

The above-stated approach solves both the problems of determinate synthesis for e(z) with the preas- 
signed z -dependence and the problems of synthesis of the dielectric layer € (z) involving the search for the 
unknown coefficients in the 6 (z) expansion in a system of basis functions (3). 

The obtained results can be useful in diagnosis problems, wave propagation problems for layered di- 
electric waveguides within the Kerr approximation, nonlinear dielectric, semiconductor superlattices. 
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Abstract 

A new strong mathematically rigorous and numerically efficient method for solving the 
boundary value problem of scalar wave diffraction by a flat system of infinitely thin circular ring 
shaped screens is proposed. The method is based on trie combination of the Orthogonal Polynomials 
Approach and on the ideas of the methods of analytical regularization. The solution is generalization of 
the investigation done for one ring (see[6]). As a result of the suggested regularization procedure, the 
initial boundary value problem was equivalently reduced to the infinite system of the linear algebraic 
equations of the second kind, i.e. to an equation of the type (1+H)x = b,x,bel2 -in the space l2 

of square summable sequences. This equation can be solved numerically by means of truncation method 
with, in principle, any required accuracy. 

Axially symmetrical system considered consists of N infinitely thin rings on z=0 plane 

having the origin of the coordinate system as their center points and surface of that 

system can be represented like 

S= [JSj ,  Sj = \z,r,p):z = 0,re[ij,bj\q>e[-x,x\bj+l <a .\j=l,2,...,N (1) 

in cylindrical coordinate system. A combination of Orthogonal Polynomials Method 

[1-2] and Analytical Regularization Method as used in [3-5], is applied to solve the 

problem. The following integral equation of the first kind is equivalent to the 

diffraction problem posed: 

\jD(p).G(q,p)dsp=-ui{q);     q<=S (2) 

S 
where, u\q) is known incident wave, JDip) is unknown function i.e. current density 

like, 

Jrtp)=[d(p)]~m H(p) peS. (3) 

where Hip) is a smooth function on surface S, dip) is the distance to the nearest edge 

of a ring, G(q,p) is the Green's function of free space. 

The axially symmetricy of the system of obstacles leads to an infinite system of one 

dimensional, non-interacting integral equations of the first kind below, 
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^tUn(rp)Gi-'(rp,rq)rpdrp=g'„(rq), rqe[a„b],   l=l,2,3,...,N   (4) 
•/=* aj 

where, g'n is the Fourier coefficients of incident field on /-th ring, JJ_n is the Fourier 

coefficients of unknown function where (-) sign of the index originates from 

orthogonality requirements, G„yVis the Fourier coefficients of Green function of the j- 

th ring with respect to /-th ring. 

It can be proved easily that kernels G]
n
J   are infinitely smooth for / #j and G'„J are 

kernels with singular behaviour of the kind ln|r? - rp 

Solving the system by means of orthogonal Chebyshev polynomials approach is done 

by introducing one-to-one mapping of all points in each of the intervals 

the points in the interval [- l,l] that Chebyshev polinomials are valid in. 

aj,bj 
>r 

..to 

The singularity of the system kernels in eq.(4) originates from the ring that has both 

the integration and the observation points on itself. When integral for this ring is 

extracted from the system, the remaining integral equation kernels in the system are 

infinitely smooth ones. The final form of this system of integral equation for the 

considered problem can be written, extracting the singular integral from whole system 

and treat it in the same way as one can follow from the investigation in [6] held for 

just one ring: 

)\--]4u-v\ + Kl/(u,v)}x'n(v)dv+   Z   J^'(«,v>i(v)rfv = g„'(W), 
_ i L   «■ J 7 = 1-1 

u 4-1,1], 1 = 1,2,...,N        (5) 

where K'„J are sufficiently and KJ
n
J are infinitely smooth functions and it is possible 

to express those functions and the unknown function xJ„(v) using Fourier-Chebyshev 

series. Then eq.(6) can be reduced to the infinite algebraic system of the first kind, i.e. 

Yq   Xnq 
p=0 

k„'„x„„ + 2_j kq'p xm qp   »P np 
7=1 

= h, q=l,2,3,...; 1=1,2,3,...N (6) 
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where, y0 =(ln2) yi; yq = |#| , # *0, for every n=0,±l,±2,±3,...; xl
m and *£, 

are the Fourier - Chebyshev coefficients of the unknown function, bq is Fourier - 

Chebyshev coefficients of the excitation term, k£j and k'^ are Fourier - Chebyshev 

coefficients of the smooth kernels in eq. (5). 

Problem reaches to this point using the classical features from Orthogonal 

Polynomials Method (see Ref. [1,2]). In the next step, eq. (6) which is a linear 

algebraic equation system of the first kind is reduced to a linear algebraic equation 

system of the second kind by means of Analytical Regularization procedure similar to 

the ones in [6-7]. This procedure in the case under consideration can be done in a very 

easy way: by introducing new variables y'nq =x'nq/yq and multiplying each term in 

eq.(7)byyq. 

As a result, final algebraic system is obtained as an equation of the second kind in 

/2.of the type (I + H)x = b, x,bel2 where / is the identical operator and H is a 

compact operator. Problems of numerical implementation of the algorithm and 

numerical results will be presented. 
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A RIGOROUS APPROACH TO THE ANALYSIS OF TRANSIENTS 
IN COMPLETE-PARAMETRIC PERIODIC STRUCTURES 

A. O. Perov 
Institute of Radiophisics and Electronics of National Academy of Sciences 

Address: Bildg. 12, Ac. Proskura Str., Kharkov, 310085, Ukraine 
Tel. 38 0572 448 557, Fax. 38 0572 441 105 E-mail sirenko@ire.kharkov.ua 

Investigation of the E-polarized electromagnetic waves in periodic structures ( Figure 1) is reduced to 
solution of the initial-boundary problem 

ml '0t   0z2    dy1 

0, 
(1) 41^ jtu(g,tU=Hg)' 

in region Q - R \ iatS, R = ig e R2:0 < y < 2K, \Z\ < x\; S is a boundary of ideal metal generatrixes of the 

grating on the period 0 < y <> In; R2 is the plane of the variables y z; 4> is the real parameter of the Floquet 

channel R; s(g) is the relative dielectric permeability of the grating material; a(g) = (ju0 I s0) cr0(g); s0 

and fi0 are the dielectric and magnetic permeability of vacuum, respectively, er0(g) is the specific 

conductivity; U(y,z,t) = Ex; Ey=Ez=Hx=0 ; and nonzero components of the vector of magnetic 

intensity are given by expressions 

'-    t-tfA.. ei"'- UJ   e,E-- *-&) 

1/2 

•ßs; 
_0_ 
0t"*~Kßo)     dy' 

F(g,t),   <p(g), and y{g), are functions of sources of non-stationary waves. With certain restrictions on 

F{s,t)> <p{g),, w{g)> s{g) -1, and a{g) [1], the problem (1) is unique solvable with respect to U(g,t) in 

Sobolev'sspace W\[QI\QI = QL x(0,T) . 

Assuming that the carriers of functions of 
sources are located inside a limited area 
QL -(g &Q'\g\ <L} in all times /, present the 
total field formed by the grating in the zone of 

_,  reflection z > 0 as [ 2j 
U(g,t) = Ui{g,t) + Us(g,t), 

where functions 

^M=£vn(z,/k(>,); 
ft cy\ 

Figure 1. uig,t) = Y,*>n(z,t)/Jn(y}> 
n 

Mn (y)=expQ®ny)> ®* = « + $> »=o>±i- • • 
describe the incident and reflected non-stationary    wave, respectively. 
Having employed the exact formula (see works [2,3]) 

r 0__ 
02 

"»(*, t) = - f Jo [*» ((' - T)2 - (z - c)2 )V2 ]z[(t -T)-(Z- «J -f w„ (z, A dr,      z£a>0       (3) 
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representing general properties of elements w„(z,t) of the evolutionary basis [2] of non-stationary wave 

Us(g,t) "going away" from the scatterer, and representations (2), after simple transformations, the following 

expressions are obtained on fictitious boundary z = L: 

-V'&LÜ+j-U'iyM ^{jj^nit-r^KiL^dr}^)^ (4) 

(t-(L-Q) 

Us(y,L,t) =-£      J.  ;,[1>„((f-f)2-(i-fl)2)V2K(ar)rfrWy),0<n<I; (5) 

2»   . 

Here w'„(z,t)= \—Us (y,z,t)p„(y)dy, Jm(...) is Bessel function; %(..) is  Heviside's function; and the 

horizontal line means complex conjugation. 
Application of conditions (4), (5) allows to reformulate problem (1) valid in the unlimited area Q into 

a problem in the limited area QL, which can be effectively solved with application of the method of the finite 

differences. 
In some cases, representation of fields using (3) can allow to solve the problem (1) analytically. In the 

subsequent considerations, a wave of the type (2) incoming from above out of the region z > 0 having 
v„(0, t) = ö£ö(t - tj) is chosen as a wave of excitation U* (g, t). An integer p and tj > 0 are both fixed 

quantities. 

cfr-^M   2%e   hi 

Strip grating (Figure 2). Having been formed in region A 
(z > 0) and then passed into region B (z < 0 ), the total 

—*     field U(y, z,t) can be presented as 

B 
Figure 2. 

V   J n   o      L -" 
rpBA 

(T-T])dTfln(y) + 
,0 

where RM and TBA are unknown functions of transformation of evolutionary basis of non-stationary wave 
coming from above (from region^), the transformation being on the boundary z=0 of the nonuniformity of the 
channel R. From both the boundary condition and the continuity condition of Ex component of electric 
intensity vector on the slot 2nd <, y <. In, there follows 

Rfp(t-n)-Tn
BA

p(t-v)=sZvP(o,t). (6) 
Substitution of (6) into the sewing-together conditions of the second tangential component of field vector 
results in 

n 

The functional equality can be expanded up to the complete period by differentiating the boundary condition 
with respect to t. 

£ J'o W' ~ +(' - *X(* - v)dTMn{y) = 6{t - r,)fip{y) 
"   0 

As a result, we can obtain 
, i(m-n)2n9    ,   [ 1 

(7) 

Included in the right-hand part of (7), the unknown vector-function elements influence the function value at the 
time t only by their values at the times r that are strictly less than r. It allows us, by fixing t (the next step in 
moving along the time layers, start in a point f = rj) to consider (7) as the exact solution of the problem of the 
non-stationary excitation of the strip grating. 
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Grating of thick half-planes (Figure 3). In the problem 
y' for a strip grating the fields on the boundary of two 
"* identical half-infinite Floquet channels were sewed 

together. Though the problem considered here is a 
little bit more complex, it can also be solved without 
basic changes in the approach used. In region A, we 
shall write down the total field as 

^)--ij4^(('-'),-*ar}*-r)-,iÄ->-')rf,^w+i/' 
In the waveguiding channel B, the representation is true (see work [2]) 

m=l o 
^-V* 

(8) 

(9) 

where   Äm,=m/2(l-0), MM = H^))'   sin^-^(^-2^), m = \,2... 

By both sewing the temporal derivatives of the tangential components of vectors of intensity of the complete 
field (#//# and 0UI&) on the plane z = Oand matching the boundary condition (dU/ä=0) at the step 

0 <. y < InB, we can obtain 

o 

+f^-JJ»[A«('-TW'-r)r->-')*,F- *; "=0,±1- 
m=l 

2«- 2» 

^»* = J^W-P»W*      *»«i= J f Ay)-p»{y)4y 

Substitution of (9) into (8) results in exact solution of the problem within the framework of a scheme of 
consecutive moving along the time layers. 

The methods proposed are easily realized in numbers. 
Figure 4 shows results of testing of the algorithm for a strip 
grating. A result obtained at the time domain, with the help of 
Fourier transformation, was translated into the frequency 
domain, where the comparison was carried out. The solid lines 
represent frequency dependencies of the absolute value of 
reflection coefficient |ö0(#)| of a plane wave e'izz, obtained 
by the most effective and reliable method of analysis of similar 
structures in frequency domain, i.e. by the method of the 
Riman-Gilbert problem. Dashed lines depict the solutions 
\a0 (%)\ obtained by transition from time domain. The different 
6 values (0 = 0.3 H 0 = 0.7) determine the degree of filling 
of the structure period by metal. 

Figure 5 shows reaction of the strip grating both 
having 0 = 0.7 on the plots of Figures 5.a and having 6 = 0.3 

0.00 1.00 2.00 

Figure 4. 

on the plots of Figures 5b under excitation by a pulse 

U\g,t) = ex&.~-ix*T), r = (r-f0) + z f0 =0.6, T0 =02, Xo =0. 
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Recording the values w„(z,r) at different z values (2=0 and z=3) allows to look after the field transformation 

as it moves away from the grating in direction of increasing z. 

|w0(z,t)j 

a. 

IWÄ 

0,20 • ■ j    Z=0 

0,15 ■■ lr-3 

0,10 ■■ 
, k 

0,05 ■ ■ r] \r\ 
Ü.O0 ■' is J£St =?^= 

0,00 2,93 5,86 8,79        11,72 

l^.t)| 

11,72 11,72 

Figure 5. 
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RESONANCE EFFECTS IN ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE DIFFRACTION BY 
A THIN STRIP WITH ANISOTROPIC CONDUCTIVITY 

A. D. Shatrov, P. A. Malyshkin 
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 

1 Vvedenskii sq., Fryazino, Moscow region, 141120, Russia, 
Tel. (095)5269266, Fax (095)7029572, E-mail vsolosin@ms.ire.rssi.ru 

The problem of diffraction of a planar linearly polarized wave by a strip with anisotropic conductivity is 
considered. A strip of a width 2a is situated in plane x - 0. The unit vector T = (0, sin \f/, COS \//} (See 

Fig.l) indicates the direction in which the strip is perfectly conducting. 

Fig.l. Strip with anisotropic conductivity. 

The incident wave propagates in the specified direction which is determined by the angles &0, <p0: 

E° = n expf- ik(x sin 00 cos<p0 + y sin 0O sin % + z cos 60)]. (1) 

The unit vector n specifies the electric field orientation in the incident wave. 
Scattered field E? is induced by the strip surface current. When r-»oo this field behaves like cylindrical wave. 
For example, its Ez component is given by 

0(fi?)       , , , 
Ez «    ,— exp(- iKT - ihz), (2) 

where h - k cos 60, K - k sin 00. 

The surface current density in the strip \y\ < a is described by the fanction /(£] exp(-/Az), ^ = ya . Let 

ha  (h \ ka  (h . 
u-- 1 — cos^ + 1 , v = -T777( -COS0/-1J, w = -Kasinq>0. 

smy/\k~~~r  ' ')'       sin^-VÄ: 

Function fygj satisfies the integro-differential equation 

(3) 
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-m 
\d^      KdE, 

d V 1 
— -ivUG(Z,{<)f(t')d4' =1nT(u-v)2 exp(n^), 

where 

G(^io4^2)Hi-ri) 

(4) 

(5) 

and nT is a scalar product of vectors n and t. Equation (4) should be supplemented with the condition that the 
surface current vanishes at the edges of the strip: /(+1) = 0. In the case of narrow strips (ka «l) , one can 
use an asymptotic representation for the kernel (5): 

G(£4')«—In   '    ',       '   ,where y = 1,78. (6) 

Then, equation (4) has an explicit analytical solution, which, is expressed in terms of Bessel functions. In 
particular, Fourier transformation of the surface current 

F(s)=]f(Qe«d£, (7) 
-l 

is expressed by 

n (w-v) nT 

F(S) = 2 (u-w)(v-w)h(u,v)fÖ(M
'
V)P(W'S) + ß(v'W)P("'S) + Q{W>U)P^$ ' (8) 

where 

Q(u, v) = (II - v)j0 (uy0 (v) + wv[/0 (u)Jx (v) - J0 (v Vi («)]ln^ 

P
(

W
'
5

) = ^TTK(
W

>
/
O(*)-^O(WVI(')]- 

^/^raz 

W + Ä 

(9) 

(10) 

When <2(«, v) = 0, expression (8) becomes infinite. This occurs when the frequency and the incidence angle 

60 are determined by 

ka = : sin^, cos#0 
vm-vn m n 

(ii) 2 —'-'-—« {vm+V„)cosy/ 

where Vm are zeros of the Bessel function J0 (V) : Vx - 2,4; V2 - 5,52; V3 - 8,65; etc. We assumed that 
ka« 1. Therefore, it follows from (11) that resonances occur only when y/ «1. The fact that the currents 
become infinite under conditions (11) is due to approximation (6). Using the first two terms of the Taylor 
expansion of the Bessel function in representation (5) and applying a variation principle, we obtain more 
accurate solution in the neighbourhood of resonances. As a result, we obtain that the term 

in 
^("M(v)(K-«rin[-VJ (12) ^u-vp^J^^afln^f- 

should be added to Q(u, v) in the denominator in (8). Therefore, the resonance value of expression (8) becomes 
finite: 

2inT(u-v)2sw 

uvQca) 

A vector diagram of scattered field can be expressed in terms of the function F(KCI sin <p). For instance, when 
n 

&0-<p0= — ,-ws obtain (See (2)): 

©(?)=- 
2V2   in- 

4n 
e * sirup. (14) 
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This means that in spite of the condition ka «1 the total scattering cross section is not small: U-—A. 

The problem of diffraction of a circularly polarized wave (H° = ±/E°)by a strip with perfect electric and 

magnetic conductance along the direction r is considered similarly. In this case, surface currents of electric 

(fe) and magnetic (/m) types are induced in the strip. They are related by /„ = ±ife. Expression (8) 

obtained also gives a solution to this problem; in this case, fe= f ■ 
The numerical implementation of the analytical results obtained is illustrated in Fig. 2. This figure 

demonstrates the total scattering cross section versus frequency for y/ = 0.1, 00 - 1.16 in two cases: (pQ - 0 

(dashed line) and^0 = % (soM Une )• The resonance phenomena manifest themselves at the frequencies 

ka 
given by (11). The figure shows that there exists an additional resonance at the point — < 1, which is not 

described by (11). The amplitude of this resonance is close to those of others when 60 «1. Similar results 

/2- were obtained in the case when 9Ü — 

ko- 

Fig. 2. Total scattering cross section vs frequency. 

£ ka/sin¥ 
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PROPER AND IMPROPER WAVES OF STRIP WITH ANISOTROPIC 
CONDUCTIVITY 

E. N. Korshunova, I. P. Korshunov, A. N. Sivov, A. D. Shatrov 

Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 
1 Vvedenskii sq., Fryazino, Moscow region, 141120, Russia, 

Tel. (095)5269266, Fax (095)7029572, E-mail vsolosin@ms.ire.rssi.ru 

A wave-guiding structure in the form of a per- 
fectly anisotropically conducting strip is investigated 
(see Fig. 1). The strip has a width of 2a and is located in 
the plane.* = 0. The direction in which the structure, is 
perfectly conducting makes an angle y with the i axis. 
Across the strip, the Vladimirskii boundary conditions 
are imposed, i.e., 

E;=E;=O, E;=E;, H;=H;  W 
As is known, these boundary conditions are well justi- 
fied for a small-period metal grating, provided that the 
values of the filling factor lie in a certain interval. Thus, 
an anisotropic strip can be implemented in the form of a 
system of parallel conductors of length 21 = 2a I sin^ . 
The problem of the description of the waves [with the z- 
coordinate dependence exp(-/te)] guided by an ani- 
sotropic strip is reduced to the following homogeneous 
integral equation in a surface current / along the con- 
ducting direction x: 

Fig.l. 

]f(y')Ho2)(K\y- y'\)d(ky')+Aexp(iay I a) + Bexp(-ißy I a) = 0, (2) 

where k = In/X, X is the free-space wavelength, K = 4k2 -h2  is a transverse wavenumber, and a and ß are 
given by 

'*»  (     h        "\     0      ka  (h 
sin^ sm^ 

(3) 

The constants ,4 and B in equation (2) should be determined by the condition that the surface current vanishes 
at the edges of the strip, i.e., f(±a) = 0. The transverse wave number K is purely imaginary for slow waves and 
is complex for leaky waves. In the case of narrow strips when \ka\ « 1, we obtained an analytical solution to 
equation (2). The corresponding dispersion relation has the form 

lyxa, 
(a + ß)J^)J0(J3) + aß(J0(a)Jl(ß) + J0(ß)JM))H-LJ-)=0,   y= 1.78 (4) 

We solved equations (2) and (4) numerically. We have experimentally studied a strip at wavelengths of 
about 4 cm. The experimental results are in a good agreement with the results of computations. 

Figure 2 shows the normalized propagation constants of two lowest modes for y = 5°, which are ob- 
tained from the rigorous equation (2) (solid curve) and by solving the approximate dispersion equation (4) 
(dashed curve). The fundamental mode exists at arbitrarily low frequencies; for this mode, h -> k as k -> 0. The 
ritical frequencies for the higher-order modes, i.e., the frequencies at which h I k = 1, can be determined from 
the equation 
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J0(a)Ji(ß) + Jo(ß)J1(a) = O, (5) 

where a = kl(l + cosy/) and/?= kl(l - cosy/). 
We experimentally investigated a strip with the parameters la = 0.8 cm and y/ = 30° The strip has the 

form of a small-period grating (with a period of 0.2 mm) made of circular cross-section conductors of diameter 
0.1 mm. Figure 3 demonstrates the measured values of h I k in the range of wavelengths X from 3.6 to 4.5 cm 
(solid curve). The dashed curve in this figure represents the results of calculation by (2). 

We solved the dispersion equation (4) for leaky waves (\y =10°). Figures 4. and 5 represent the real and 
imaginary parts of the complex propagation constant h = ti + ih" as a function of frequency for two modes. 

2.0 2.5 

kl=ka I sin iff 

3.0 

1.3 

1.2 

h/k   i.i 

1.0 

0.9 

Fig.2 

j I \ L 
1.1 1.2 1.3 

kl=ka/sin^ 

Fig.3. 
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Fig.4. 

h"/k 

Fig.5. 
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THE DIFFRACTION OF NONSINUSOIDAL RADIO WAVES ON NATURAL 
MEDIA 

S.O.Masalov, O.O.Puzanov and A.I.Timchenko 
Usykov Institute for Radiophysics and Electronics of the National Academy of Scienses of Ukraine 

12, Proscura St., Kharkiv-85, 310085, Ukraine 
Tel. (0572) 44-84-34, 44-84-70, 44-86-36, Fax 7 0572 44-11-05 
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The use of the nonsinusoidal electromagnetic waves in subsurface sensing is increasing more and 
more. The efficiency of their application is governed by a possibility to achieve a high resolving capacity 
in attenuation which is far less than that of radio pulses of similar duration [1-4]. 

In some cases the analysis of diffraction phenomena can be performed in terms of the diffraction 
model for the lossless structures [5-9]. As far as these structures are concerned we have derived compact 
analytical expressions describing the fields of the nonsinusoidal radio wave diffraction; the transient 
processes have been revealed and examined [6-8]. Additionally, the limits of applicability of this model 
with various types of video pulses have been established [9]. In particular, it has been found that the 
diffraction model which does not allow for the attenuation in the media can be applied to the materials of 
the following two generalized groups (which have a common feature in terms of electromagnetic 
parameters) [10]: 

• Group III: dry and moistened sands, limestones, shales, wet coals and granites, 
asphalt, concrete, brick (when sensing up to depth hs not exceeding 0.5 m); 

• Group IV: fresh water ice, marble, dry coals and granite, calcite, dolomite, gypsum, 
common salt, snow (when sensing up to depth hs of 5 m; see the table 1 below). 

Table 1. Allowed depths of the sounding and various pulses duration for the nondissipative model. 

Allowed 

At and/?s 

Pulse 

Exponentially Ate1'4' Triangular Gaussian 

Gr. Ill Gr.IV Gr. Ill Gr.IV Gr. Ill Gr.IV Gr. Ill Gr.IV 

At, ns 0,3 0,3-30 0,092-3,1 0,092-31 0,063-6,3 0,063-21 0,06-6 0,06-20 

K, m 0,03 0,5-2,5 0,03-0,25 0,5-5 0,03-0,5 0,5-5 0,03- 

0,5 

0,5-5 

In cases where the quantities of specific conductivity cannot be neglected and a dispersion of 
specific conductivities and permittivities also occur with their variations in depth specified by the existing 
laws of moisture distribution within the rock, the processes that take place are simulated in terms of 
numerical analytical approach [11-14]. This approach consists in finding initially the solution in a 
frequency domain and in subsequent discrete Fourier transformation into a time domain. 

The analysis of transient radio waves diffraction fields on different layered structures formed by the 
Earth's rocks has led to a conclusion that it would be appropriate to employ the outgoing pulses for which 
the time dependence in the antenna far-field region is close in waveform to the unipolar video pulses 
[13,14]. On the one hand, in this case it becomes easier to interpret the remotely sensed data when 
determining the permittivity relation of contiguous media. On the other hand, considering the specific 
features of the reflectance frequency dependence in a low-frequency region, where the unipolar pulses 
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Figure 1. Dependence on frequency of the ratio 
CT2(/)/'(£b£2(/)) f°r chestnut loam with various humidities 
W. The circles designate the calculated (node) values, and 
asterisks — the points corresponding to the frequencies 
f-Afmin that is the results of the graphic solution of the 
equation f = cr2(f)/(e0^(f)). The heavy line shows the 
variations in Afmin with varied humidity. 
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a) b) 
Figure 2. Time dependences of the diffraction fields for two layered structure with 
the layers of the thicknesses 2 and 0.1 m and the result of the processing after a 
inverse-conjugate filtration method. The circles denote the peaks of the processed 
signal corresponding to the moments: a) of the beginning of the outgoing pulse and 
the reflection from the upper boundary of the structure, b) of the occurrence of the 
reflections from the boundaries of the structure regions. 

have maximum spectral density values, the 
typical change in the reflected pulses makes 
it possible to estimate the relations of the 
specific conductivities of these regions as 
well. 

Canvassing the behavior of the 
reflectance in the low-frequency region, 
where it has a big values, one can 
determinate the limiting, minimal values of 
the frequencies f=Afmin that can bound 
spectra of the video pulses above. These 
frequencies correspond to the value 
tan£=0.2   and   they   are   determined   as 

4/min= 02 ^'teb^O >     ^ere      °2> £2      are     me 

specific conductivity and permittivity of the 
medium, respectively; e0 = 8.85-10~12 F/m 
is the permittivity of the vacuum. The 
example of the dependence on frequency of 
the ratio cr2(/)/(£

,
0£

,2(/)) for chestnut 
loam with various humidities shows Figure 
1. One can make a conclusion that for the 
purposes of the underground sounding, it is 
optimal that the main part of the pulse 
energy (against the ground humidity) would 
be concentrated above than 47-413 MHz. 

The told imposes the 
restriction on the 
outgoing pulses 
duration from above. 
But a pulse duration 
cannot be too small, as 
it is not favorable from 
the power point of 
view. At an 
excessively wide 
spectrum only its 
insignificant part gets 
in the oscillating part 
(placed above the 
frequency A/Ui) of. 
reflectance frequency 
dependence, where the 
specific conductivities 
of  environments   are 
minimum. 

In addition, the 
peculiarities of the 
fields reflected from 
the multilayered 

structures with a complicated law of the humidity change and also the cases where the spatial duration of a 
sensing video pulse considerably exceeds the thicknesses of the layers being sensed were considered. With 
this the efficiency of the subsequent processing of the signal [14] after the inverse conjugate filtration has 
been demonstrated (Figure 2). 

A numerical algorithm that has been developed for simulating the interaction of transient radio 
waves with soils [15] is helpful in taking approaches to the analysis of radar data. It enables one to 
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optimise the algorithms to process the received signal and provides the basis for the solution an inverse 
radiolocation problem. 
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To insure connection, monitoring, investigation or diagnosis, aerials are placed, in different material media, 
— such as soil, sea and fresh water, plazmä, tissues, etc. Most offenüy simple aerials are used: symmetric vibra- 
tors with small electric length or circular frame antennas which function separately or are grouped into directed 
arrays. Besides, in order to minimize or eliminate gas leak from antennas to medium, it is covered with isolating 
shell. Depending on its thickness, isolation can not only avert leak of free charges from antenna but reduce to a 
great extent dependence of current distribution on its surface from electrical properties of environment. In some 
cases it is most convenient to use spherical form of isolation, for instance — in the form of homogeneous dielec- 
tric ball or hollow spherical shell'of dielectric [1]. When specifying electrodynamic characteristics of aerials with 
indicated types of spherical isolation there arises necessity of solution problems of excitation of heterogeneuos 
space having two-layer structure in one case (fig. 1 a) and three-layer structure in the other (fig. lb), where concen- 
tric spherical surfaces are boundaries between layers. 

fe;W 

a) Figure 1 t>) 

As known, the problem of excitation of volumes with coordinate boundaries can be solved the most 
conveniently with the help of Green tensor function for Hertz vector potential. For series of such elec- 
trodynamic volumes components of Green tensors are defined. For instance in the work [2] they are built 
for the volumes with spherical ideally conducting boundaries. It turns out that it is possible with the same 
method, not using more complicated apparatus of Green field functions [3] developed for piano- 
laminated media, to solve the problem of excitation of laminated spherical structure in case of radially 
oriented extrinsic currents. It should be noted that known in literature Mi and Debai classic results as well 
as results, obtained in [4] by method of integral equations, describe scattering of outer electro-magnetic 
field on homogeneous dielectric ball without concretization of source geometry. Problem of excitation of 
dielectric spherical isolator by inner cur-rent is considered in [1] for case of single circular frame by eigen- 
wave method. Problem of excitation of three-layer spherical structure is not known to the author. 

Let us introduce spherical coordinate system (fig.la), beginning of which coinsides with geometrical 
centres of spherical boundary surfaces. In this coordinate system radius-vector   r defines the point of 
observation with spherical coordinates (/•;9;q>) and f' — the point of the source with coordinates 

(r'; 9';q>'). Expression for corresponding to the case of radial currents component of Green tensor func- 
tion for Hertz vector p otential from the work [2] is used as a key one: 

w=0 m=0 /L,nm 
x P? (co*Q)P™(co&Q') cos m(<p -cp')- (1) 

Here C„m - 
2%   (n + m)\ 

2K+ 1 («-!«)!' 
8om— is Kronecker symbol; /'„'"(cos8)— are Legendre associated func- 

tions of the first series; functions Gs,Ue—, are of electrical type and , GM,UM — are of magnetic type. It 
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should be noted that, if necessary, using Legendre polynomials addition theorem, expression for Green 
functions(l) can be presented in other form having made transition from double series to single one: 

G°M(r,r') = -f^M ^^Pn(COS9 -COS9' + sine -sine' cos(cp -<p'))- (2) 

Universality of expression (1) lies in the fact that in order to obtain it, only conditions of periodicity 
of Green functions for 9  and field limitation for  all  angles   9   were used,  and  dependences 

yeM _ j/eM^r') from radial coordinates this expression contains in implicit form. Functions U^K' 
should be found from heterogeneous equation: ' 

d_ 
dr 

8Um 
dr 

q    n{n +1) /.2j7e(M)      47t5^ _ r,) (3) 

in the layer, where sources of extrinsic currents are located, and from homogeneous equation analogous 
(3) in the rest regions of spherical-layerd structure. In expression (3): 8(r - /"') — is Dirak delta-function; 

ks = ®yJEs\is— is wave number (CD — is circular frequency; ss and \is— are dielectric and magnetic 
permeabilities of medium in the laeyr with number S). Solution of homogeneous equations are presented 
in the following form: 

C(M) e(Mj , e(M) 

Uns    = Äm   Jn(ksr) + Bns  yn(
ksr)> (4) 

where Ans    and Bm    — are unknown coefficients. Here and further folio-wing symbols are accepted: 

Uksr) = f^Jn+lß(ksr)'>     yniksr) = j^^n+l/2(ksr);     42)(V) = y»(V) - VniKr), 

in which  Jn+iß(ksr) — is Bessel function; Nn+y2(ksr) — is Neiman function; hfi(ksr) — is Hankel 

function. Heterogeneous equation (3) is solved by method of variation of arbitrary constants. Unknown 
coefficients of representations are found from systems of equations, produced on the basis of demands of 

C(M) 

conditions' fulfilment for Uns    on boundary spherical surfaces. They are formulated in accordance with 
behaviour on layers' boundaries of normal and tangential components of unknown vector fields, which in 

e M 
case of Uns are electro-magnetic fields of electrical type and in case of Uns — are of magnetic type: 

rre(M) _ i-re(M) . as   —^r--as+i 
8Ue(u) 

n,s+\ 

dr (5) 

where a| = l/es are for functions U^s and af = 1/\LS are for functions U%. In this case in inner layer 
condition of functions restriction in the point r=0 is superposed, and in case of outer layer — condition of 

e(M) 

radiation on infinity. The obtained expressions for functions U      can be reduced in vivid form in case 

r' <R (disposition of sources in inner layer): 
a) for two-layer structure — dielectric ball with radius R (fig. 1 a) 

where: 

j/e(M) _ , 
*KJn(.hr)\hyn(hr') + Jn(hr')Fn],    r<r', 

^Jn(.hr'){k\yn(k\r) + Jn(k\r)Fn}>     r' < r < R, 

47y„(V)^2)(W(^2^),    r>*, 

z» = rf}(*2*)./«+i(*i*) - UkiR)lj i-a-± 
e(M)' 

e(M) 

e(M) 

^(MK-fegA^M)]; 

(6) 
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F„ = \ftf\k2R)/(R2Z„) - ^„(k^j^R); 

b) for three-layer structure (fig. lb) 

4*Jn(hr')[hyn{hr) - Jn{hr)ü„\    r' < r < Rx, jjeM _. 
' **Jn{k\r'XQnJn{hr) + "VIIM] I 
■^%r)jn(kir)/\Dn(k2RiR^ r>R2, 

(7) 

where: 

Q„=f^(k,R2) 

®„=tf%R2) 

n 
( 

hRi 
l 

a2 
yn{hRi)-yn+\(hRi) 

a2    k2 

M2 
a3 
4*)\ 

„e(M) 
a2 

Jn M2) 4u)h &l(^Jn(k2^}, 

D„ = 
*1 

1- «2 
.efafi 

<*1 
e(M) Jn(hRi)-hJn+\(kiRi) QnJn(k2R\) + ®nyn(hR\f[- 

+ k 
_e(M) 
g2 

2 „efci) ;'»Mi)[ön./„+ifeifi) + «wwi(Mi)]; 

#„ = 
R^D,, Jn{hR\) 

Constructed by this method Green functions give opportunity to define radial components of electri- 

cal n®(r) or magnetic nJ^F) Hertz vectors in every region of spherical-layerd structures in the form of 
volumetric integral: 

n^M)(r> 1 .jj<u\r').G<M\?/?yv, (8) 

where V — is electro dynamic volume from S-layer, in which extrinsic radial electrical je(r') or magnetic 

jM(r') currents. Form of expression for G^u'\flr') is defined by the formula (1) and by concrete form 

of functions U^u' from (6, 7) that depends on mutual disposition of sources points and observation in 
spherical-layerd structure. Basing on known coefficients electromagnetic fields are defined with the help of 

Ft/ '(F). It should be noted that the obtained expressions for Green functions are convenient while 
making numerical investigations in cases of resonance spherical isolators, electrical diameters of which are 
about several waves lengths in boundary media. For spherical surfaces with larger electric diameters series 
in the adduced expressions con-verge not quick enough, that results in necessity of their modification. 

Thus the constructed Green functions of spherical-layerd structures in case of the excitation by radial 
currents allow to widen possibilities of mathematical simulation for solution of different electrodynamic 
problems, including determination of aerials' characteristics with spherical form of isolation. 
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The scattering of electromagnetic waves by the system of interacted scatters is a problem of significant 
importance to many areas of science such as radiophysics, optics and astrophysics. For such systems of scatters, 
collective effects are observed. They manifest themselves as the well known effect of enhanced backscattering 
and a specific behavior of linear polarization degree in the range of opposition scattering angles [e.g., Refs.l, 2 
and references therein]. These phenomena are caused by constructive interference of multi-scattered waves. The 
interpretation of measurements of a signal reflected by the medium based on reliable theoretical models of these 
phenomena might define the structure of the medium and the properties of the scatters. The theoretical models of 
these effects are weakly developed now. The rigorous approach is realized only for rare media consisting of 
scatters with size much smaller than the wave length of incident radiation [e.g., Ref.3 and references therein]. In 
other cases the phase function for the medium particles is replaced by some approximate one. As a result 
additional free parameters are necessary. 

In this work we use the theory of electromagnetic wave scattering by clusters of spherical particles in order to 
investigate the enhanced backscattering effect for a rare medium consisting of identical chaotically oriented 
clusters. The scattering characteristics of individual clusters are calculated precisely, whereas the coherent 
component of scattered radiation is considered as interference of second-order scattered waves between 
individual scatters of different clusters. The noncoherent component of scattered waves is calculated with help of 
the well known equation of scalar transfer theory. 

We consider scattering by clusters in the circular polarization basis of the incident wave: 

EB°=eB^(/kr), (1) 

where e„ is the cyclic unit vector, n = ±1, k is the wave vector. 

The equation describing the scattering by a cluster in the wave zone is: 

E1)_exp(ikr)(tn     t^VE^ 
(2) 

\E_XJ       -ikr   \t_n    /_j_lv/ 

Here tnp are elements of the amplitude matrix of scattering, (p = ±1). 

The scattering matrix elements which transform the Stockes parameters of the incident wave to those of the 
scattered wave are determined by square quantities of matrix (2). In particular the intensity of the scattered wave 
is proportional to the scattering matrix element 

^=(Unl2+U,-il2+k-iil2+l^-il2)/2. (3) 

In double scattering approximation the amplitude matrix (2) for J-th cluster may be written as 

Here matrix    /^corresponds to the single scattering of wave (1) by J-th cluster, ^/A)is the matrix 

corresponding to scattering waves travelling from A-th cluster. Having average square expressions of matrix (4) 
over clusters orientations and coordinates of A-th cluster regarding to 7-th one, one can obtain 

This expression determines values < Fn > which may be considered as a characteristic of a singly scattered 

wave by a small-volume element. The scattering matrix for randomly oriented clusters has been done in [4]. The 

approximate expressions for the coherent part < t„pt£   ' > have the form [5]: 
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where 

<C)C) >=Yjo<-2kRsco4yo(2kRscos^G^G'^)FlmlM, (6) 
sS l ^  IMlm 

G^p) =^(2l + lX2q + l)^PKUC^.nD:p(<p,0,O), 
Iqm 

Q$P) =(a?a«> +npbf>b^)i:qL +(na?b<? + pb^)i;gL, 

F,mw -—(-^^''Cfo^CZ^D^^) ] exp(-r)jq(2xcos^)dx, 
k in l 2kA z 

I?qL=(l±(-l)L+"-l)/2, 

r = xn < Cexl >/k. 

Here s,S=l..N, N is the number of particles in a cluster, jL{x) being the Bessel spherical function, the 

symbols C and D denote the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients and Wigner function respectively, Rj is the distance 

between the center of the cluster and the center of thej'-th particle, a^' and bL
J' are the Mie coefficients, n is 

the concentration of clusters in a medium, A is the radius of the sphere circumscribed around the cluster, 
< Cexi > is the extinction cross section of cluster [4], q> is the azimuthal angle of the spherical coordinate system, 

0is the scattering angle. 
As an example dependences of < F„ > on scattering angle for clusters containing three contacting identical 

4       , 
components for some values of parameter ^-—nrcK   are given in Fig.l. The parameters of particles are 

following: ka =4, £2 = 1.32 + 0.05/ (a is the particle radius, sis the permittivity of particle). Fig.2 show the 

same for the co-and cross-polarized components <|f,J2>, <|fw| >, <|^| > = <|^l >.Here t^, tyy, 

txy, tyx are the elements of the amplitude matrix (2) in the base of linear polarization. 

For calculation of the effect of enhanced backscattering by a medium we use the scalar transfer theory. The 
intensity of radiation reflected by a plane-parallel medium layer is given by 
I(T0,/i0,{i,(f>)~p(T0,ju0,/i,ft)ii0. Here r0 is the optical thickness of medium, //0, ju are cosines of 
incident and reflected angles of radiation respectively, <f> is difference between the azimuth angles of the incident 
and reflected radiation, 

/7{r0,//0)//5^) = -———-[^(-9) (!-<?*/>(-*-(,(— + -))) +Af*TQ,ß0,M,<f>], 
4(^0+//) Mo     M 

6)=<Csc>/<Cexl>, 

f f<F}1 >sin0dGd(p = - \x(Ö)sindd0=l, 
k  <CSC> 00 2 0 

O), xi.0) ^ *e single-scattering albedo and the normalized to unity scattering phase function respectively, 

< Csc > is the scattering cross section, Ap{r0 ,Mo>M> <t>)   involve the multiple scattering in the medium. 

Dependences of coefficient yo1(r0,//0,//,^)=       °     }P(TO,IIO,JU,0)  for //0=y«, (j>~Q and for the 
(O 

same clusters on the scattering angle are given in Fig.3 and Fig.4 for r0 = 0.5 and r0 = 5 respectively. 

Coefficient Ap(To,/jo,{i,0) is calculated for approximate phase function %(8) = 1 + xl cos(0) with 

jtj = 1.5. 
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Fig. 1.1 is the isolated cluster, 2 - £ = 0.005, 

3- £=0.05, 4-£=0.2. 

180 170 
e (deg) 

160 

Fig.2. 1,2, 3 denote<\txx\
2 >,<\tyy\2 >,<\tx/ > 

respectively for £ = 0.005.4,5,6 denote those 

for £=0.2. 

0.10 

180 170 
0 (deg ) 

160 

Fig.3. 1-£ = 0.005,2.- £=0.05, 3-£ = 0.2, 

r0=0.5 

PJ(MI,JJ-O) 

0.50 

0.45 

0.40 
180 170 

0(deg) 
160 

Fig4. 1 -£ = 0.005,2-£ = 0.05, 3-£=0.2, 

^o=5. 
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Channel waveguide is one of a group of waveguiding structures proposed 20 or more years ago for use 
at millimetre wavelength. Many advantages of channel waveguides are becoming increasingly appreciated. There 
is a great number of mm-wave devices employing channel waveguides. It is clear that an electromagnetic field 
solver is needed but it is also necessary for electromagnetic field-solver to give the mm-wave design engineer 
visualisation tools to attack his or her more difficult design problems. Besides providing valuable analytical data, 
the visualisation capabilities can lead to startling new insight into how millimetre wave components actually 
behave. Because of complexity of channel waveguides, 3D models of electromagnetic fields in these structures 
are actually required. 

Three-dimensional EM field simulator for H- and E-waves in various channel waveguides with uniform 
dielectric filling is presented in this paper. The simulator is divided into two parts: the EM field-solver itself is 
the first part, and the visualisation tool is the second. 

The EM field-solver implements a solution of Helmholtz's equation using the method of partial region 
taking into account singularities of the electromagnetic field at the edge [1,2]. This method is an improved field- 
matching method because it provides a rapid convergence. In computation of the components of electromagnetic 
fields and the cut-off wavenumbers we limited ourselves using the third approximation of the method and 50 
members of the series of eigenfunctions of partial regions. The error of computation of the cut-off wavenumber 
was 1 • 10~7 and maximum discrepancy of the field components on the line of partial region separation was 
1.2%. 

On the basis of computer modelling and visualisation of electromagnetic fields of any wave types there 
is the set of differential equations, which describes complex spatial structure of both electric and magnetic field 
lines and is presented in parametric form. As an independent parameter for modelling the length of 
electromagnetic field line Z[0,oo] have been used. 

F (L )WX (L) F(L)= \j{w* + W} + W?)1' 
dL 

Ä..,(i),,(t) ,, 

4f =F(L)W,(L) \E 

dL 

The function F(L) is arbitrary finite function, that does not equal zero for the whole range of definition. 
In realisation of the method of modelling we use vector model. Each point of a spatial structure is represented by 
a radius-vector, drawn from a centre. Picture of the spatial field structure is created with parallel projection of all 
vectors, which specify the structure, on an image plane. The set of equations was solved numerically by Rung- 
Kutt method of the fourth order. 

The program for modelling, visualisation, and computation of the EM fields was written using the 
language C ++. A number of pictures of the electromagnetic field of H- and E-waves in channel waveguides were 
produced. The density of the lines is proportional to field strength and their system reflects the field structure 
objectively. Some results of calculation and modelling of the electromagnetic field in plane and spatial projection 
are shown in Figure 1. The first HM-wave is the dominant mode of opened channel waveguide [Figure l.a] and 
the first Hoe-wave is the dominant mode of closed channel waveguide [Figure l.b] (k„M4 is the normalised cut- 
off wavenumber of H^-wave, hi is the wavenumber in free-space). It is clear from electromagnetic field 
structure of Hoe-wave that this mode is to be leaky in opened channel waveguide, but at the same time the H»- 
mode can be propagating. The electromagnetic field structure can be compared with the electromagnetic field 
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structure in ridged waveguide [Figure l.c]. The ridges and channels distort the structure of the fields of all types 
of H- and E-waves very much, that is why it is not so simple to predict the EM field structure especially for 
higher modes. 

This visualisation tool has been developed as a universal tool for analysis of different microwave and 
mm-wave structure and can be used in CAD-systems, because almost for every high frequency application it 
appears to be necessary to know the field distribution in complex waveguiding structures. 

Ho 

fä I = 3.63996 

k' 1 = 5.46246 

a) 

H>e 

^1=1.60305 

k- 1 = 2.40458 
b) 

Ho 

^1 = 3.21238 

k- 1 = 4.81851 
c) 

Figure 1. Spatial structures of EM fields in channel waveguide (a), in T-waveguide (b), and in H-waveguide (c). 
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1. Introduction 
The modeling of wave scattering by compound metal-dielectric obstacles is both theoretically interesting and 

practically important for pattern analysis and radar scattering. Planar and curved metal-backed dielectric surfaces 
have been considered for modeling composite and radar absorbing materials developing the concept of 
approximate boundary conditions [lj. However, in the analysis of scattering by finite coated perfectly conducting 
strips there still exist some difficulties in the efficient implementation of the numerical solutions. Because of the 
complexity of scattering process, the method of moments and other numerical techniques become computationally 
intensive and often unsuitable especially to electrically large coated surfaces. This paper presents the Physical 
Optics (PO) analysis to effectively solve the problems of line current wave scattering from finite planar metal- 
backed dielectric strips. 

As is well-known, classical PO method was formulated for calculating the field scattered by perfectly 
conducting surfaces and proved to be widely used in reflector antenna design. This work is a further development 
of the numerical PO approach to analyze the 2-dimensional wave diffraction from planar strips coated with a 
homogeneous dielectric layer. At first, we define the equivalent PO currents on the illuminated dielectric interface 
in terms of the reflection coefficients of an infinite grounded slab which have been derived for both E- and H- 
polarized scattering under the plane wave incidence. The reflection coefficients depend on slab's thickness and 
permittivity so that the present analysis allows a quantification of the effect of a coatings on the scattering 
properties of the strips. Next, to calculate the scattered field we integrate the derived equivalent PO currents over 
the actual width of coated strip along the dielectric interface. It is shown that the presence of a coatings not only 
affects the amplitude levels, as compared with that of perfectly conducting strips, but due to multiple reflection 
shifts the scattering lobes orientation. Numerical results have been obtained for different thickness and wide range 
of the scatterer's width, dielectric permittivities, and the line current positions demonstrating that one can 
substantially change the scattering properties of a coated strip by varying its geometrical and material parameters. 
To check the accuracy of proposed approach and the limits of its applicability, we have compared the numerical 
results with the measurement data for vertical electric dipole wave scattering by grounded dielectric disk. It is 
confirmed that good agreement is observed within a wide range of parameters but there exists a critical minimum 
source's distance to the scattering surface, of the order of one wavelength, when the accuracy of PO calculation 
degrades since the reflection coefficients are derived assuming locally plane Wave incidence. 

2. Formulation and PO Analysis 
Consider a line current wave scattering by planar perfectly conducting strip coated with a homogeneous 

dielectric layer of the same width as depicted in Fig.l. The cases of both electric and magnetic line current wave 

incidence corresponding to E- and H-polarization have been analyzed. Denoting as U' the total field Ef 
component for electric line current wave scattering or Hz-component for magnetic line current, we have 

U'=U'+UK, (l) 

where direct incident cylindrical wave field U' is given by zero-order Hankel function of the first kind while the 
field scattered by a coated strip can be calculated by introducing the equivalent PO currents on the dielectric 

interface / = (1 - R)fi xH and M = (1 + R)E' X «, where R is the exact reflection coefficient of an infinite 

grounded dielectric slab under the plane wave incidence, and integrating them over the strip's actual width. Satisfying 
boundary conditions on the dielectric-air interface and the perfectly conducting plane, the reflection coefficient is 
obtained as 

/?,expQ-ß)-exp(-yß) 
expOßJ-^expC-yß)' (2) 
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where ß = kw(erl -sin2-6/)
I/2

1 #, =(Zj -1)/(Z, +1), and the parameter Z, isgivenby 

 cosGj 

»"(e^-sin2^)172' (3) 

for the case of E-poIarized plane wave scattering and 

(s^-sin2^)172 

Zl~    s^cose,    • (4) 

for the case of H-polarized plane wave scattering where 0,- denotes the angle of incidence with respect to y- 
axis. Taking into account the latter assumption of plane wave incidence, in practical calculations the line source 
should be at least a wavelength away from the dielectric surface. Nevertheless, the reflection coefficients are the 
functions of the permittivity and thickness of the dielectric slab that provides a quantification of the effect of a 
coatings on the scattering properties of the strips within the framework of PO approximation. 

Next, we present, for the sake of brevity, the scattered field expressions corresponding only to the electric line 
current wave scattering by a coated strip as follows [2] 

E? =y©(M^-eB+), (5) 

Az=MlzH™W)dl, 4->i 
(6) 

^=-^M^2)'(W, (7) 

where p' is the distance from integration point to an observer and the components of equivalent currents 
involving the reflection coefficient of grounded slab are defined as 

/.= {\-R)nxH$ (8) 

M+ = |(1 + R)E'sz xn\ (9) 

3. Numerical Results 
The scattering properties of coated strips have been numerically studied by calculating the total far-field 

pattern functions 201og[(vFj ((p) + ¥.f (q>)) / ^((p)] for various distances of a line current to the scatterer 

and variety of material and geometrical parameters of the coatings. The obtained results are compared with those 
calculated by conventional PO for the wave scattering by perfectly conducting strips of the same width. Fig.2 
presents the pattern functions for the electric current source located on _y-axis two wavelengths from wide planar 
strip. It is seen that the presence of coating essentially changes the main lobe shape though the position of 
pattern's null points remains the same. The corresponding results for alternative H-polarized cylindrical wave 
scattering are shown for comparison in Fig.3. In this case, the pattern's shape is less affected by dielectric coating 
but the lobes are shifted. Figs.4 and 5 demonstrate the total far-fields for the wave scattering by the same coated 
planar reflectors but when the line currents are placed far away from the scatterer. As before, there is a difference 
of scattering properties of planar coated reflectors for E- and H- polarization though the effects of coatings are 
observed only within the GO zone, since in the case of distant source the incident cylindrical wave front becomes 
quasi-planar at the scattering surface. 

It is also been shown that thicker coatings have a stronger effect on the pattern forming due to multiple 
reflection within the dielectric layer. Such a numerical results will be presented in the symposium. 

4. Conclusions 
We have presented the modified PO analysis of wave scattering by planar coated reflectors. The effects of 

dielectric coatings on the reflecting properties of planar strips are analyzed in the detail including the differences 
of pattern shape and null points' shift in the cases of E- and H-polarized scattering. It is shown that changing the 
dielectric permittivity and thickness of a coating may result in substantial pattern shape transformation for the 
same width of a reflector aperture. 

The robustness of proposed approach can also be used for studying the scattering properties of thin multi- 
layered and varying thickness coatings by applying the corresponding expressions for the reflection coefficient. 
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Fig. 1. Geometry of line current wave scattering by metal-backed dielectric strip 
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source 
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Fig.5. The same as in Fig.4 but for magnetic line 
source 
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THE PURPOSE of this work is the numerical analysis of frequency selective structures (FSS) scattering 
characteristics. We investigated electromagnetic structures, which look like arrays of metal patches or slots in the 
perforated screen. Besides the arrays with dielectric slabs as covers, and also as a cascading connection of arrays and 
dielectric slabs are investigated. 

THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL. The mathematical model foundation for the microstrip electromagnetic 
structures under consideration is made in accordance with the concept of infinite periodic array. Such approach is 
reasonable because of consideration the multielement arrays with rather complicated element structure. An alternate 
way of modelling may be based on the basis of so called "element by element method" with taking into account 
mutual coupling between array elements, This way may become much more difficult because of necessity to solve 
large size system of integral equations. 

The boundary problem is formulated as follows. Flat periodic element arrangement array consists of ideal 
conducting, infinitely thin microstrip elements of arbitrary shape, located in the unit cell of rectangular grid. From 

the direction determined by wave vector k0, the plane electromagnetic wave of linear polarization incidents onto the 

array. It is denoted k0 = In/ AQ, Z^- wavelength. It is necessary to determine the current distribution on the 

radiators of array, scattering frequency and angular characteristic of the array. 
The problem under such consideration describes the arrays in free space. However in practice there are used 

arrays with elements placed on the dielectric substrates which change the scattering parameters of such arrays 
greatly. One of such problem solving methods is the research scattering parameters separately for array in free space 
and separately for dielectric slab scattering problem. The result is achieved by subsequent analysis of all structure on 
the basis of parameters of generalized scattering matrix, received for each case [1]. In this paper such approach is 
applied for analysis of microstrip arrays and perforated screens, reinforced by dielectrics. Such kind constructions 
are used for developing of rigid antenna radomes, as well as transfer type depolarizers of multireflector antennas. 
Coming back to statement of boundary problem, it's necessary to note, that there exists another approach to 
description of microstrip arrays with layers of dielectric. The main feature of this approach is the use of Green's 
function for dielectric layer. In this paper the approach is applied for analysis microstrip antenna and diffraction 
arrays. In antennas area such designs are used for conformal antennas, as well as reflector type depolarizers for 
multireflector antennas. 

So, with reference to analysis of microstrip antenna arrays and microstrip diffraction arrays, in statement 
boundary problem the dielectric substrate of thickness d is considered. The permittivity of substrate is £ . The 
substrate represents the flat layer, on obverse surface of which (plane z = 0) there are printed the array elements. 
For shadow substrate surface (plane z = -d) adjoins the metal screen, serving as a reflector. 

The delivered problem was solved by integral equation method. The equation is made on the basis of 
Lorentz's lemma in integral form. The application of periodicity condition has allowed to reduce the solution to 
search of currents within the limits of one Floquet channel. The integral equation solution is produced by moment 
method. The array aperture magnetic current surface density is approximated by set of subsectional current functions. 
In this case the rooftop functions are useful. 

NUMERICAL EVALUATION of surface currents and reflection coefficients. This report section presents 
some numerical results, which show the application of described method to account of FSS scattering parameters. 
Let us consider the problem for conducting screen perforated by array of cross apertures. The perforations are 
located in units of square grid. The parameters of screen are: dx = d2 = = 10 mm - steps of array; a =b= 7 mm 
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- slot length; S{= S2= 1,4 mm - slot width. The array is illuminated by normally incident plane wave polarized 

along unit vector lx. The frequency characteristics of this perforated screen, for the first time adduced in [2], was 

discussed early in t3]. It was shown, that while kQ = 4,15 srn. the total passing through described FSS is 
observed. For the practice application the FSS should be reinforced by dielectrics. The reflection factor module 
frequency dependences for described perforated screen are shown in fig. 1. The array places in the middle of the 
layer. The curves, 

shown in fig. 1, correspond to different layer relative 
permittivity e. The layer thickness h is equal to 
h0 = 1,87 mm. The curve, represented by thick solid 
line. Corresponds s =2, dotted curve meets s =3, point- 
dotted curve corresponds £=4 and, at last, thin solid 
continuous curve shows the frequency characteristic, 
appropriate £" =5. It is shown, that perforated screen with 
dielectric layer has already not one, but two resonance 
frequencies (total transmission). The dependence R(f) 
has the maximum at frequency /0, which value grows 
with growth  s  of layer. Besides the growth  e  is 

R 
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accompanied by increasing of the interval between frequencies of total passing for perforated screen, reinforced by 
substrates. 

Let's consider now the screen punched by slots, having the form of a Maltese cross. The apertures are 
arranged as a periodic grids. There are investigations of arrays having various unit cell shape. In this work the 
numerical results for arrays with square and triangular unit cells are discussed. The unit cells of slot array are 
represented on insertions of a fig. 2. They are quadrates, 15 mm x 15 mm sized. 

In a fig. 2 the dependences, obtained for 4 various arrays Arg(R) 

Deg 

300 
1, 

200 

are represented for normal incidence of an excited plane 
wave. These electromagnetic waves are linearly polarized 
along the edges of quadrates, which are represented on 
insertions 1 and 2. Scattering computations for a 
construction 1 are displayed by a solid and a prime - 
dashed curves in a fig. 2. The relationships for a 
construction 2 are shown by a dotted lines and points in a 
fig. 2. If the crosslike apertures in centers of the unit cells 
(insertions 1 and 2 of a fig. 2) are «metallized» scattering 
parameters computations are represented by a prime - 
dashed lines and curves, which are shown by points. 
These cases correspond to square grids. If the central 
apertures present, then scattering computations are 
represented by solid and dotted curves. These cases 
correspond to triangular grids. It is shown, that the 
resonance for the arrays, which have triangular grids, is 
observed at higher frequencies, than in cases of square 
grids. We define, that the resonance is the phenomenon, 
when electromagnetic wave pass through a perforated 

screen. Let Sf_20 is parameter, which is determined by expression £/_2o = (4/^/o)-20 > wnere 4/" 's 

bandwidth, in which reflection factor is reduced below than level -20 dB, f0 is resonant frequency. The construction 

1 in case of triangular grid has the greatest value Sf_ia = 7,1 % . The least value Sf_2o =2,1 % is observed for 
the same construction, but in case of a rectangular grid. Such kind of frequency selective arrays can be used in a 
number of construction of multyfrequency reflector antennas. In this case flat microstrip frequency selective surface 
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allows to build the reflector antenna, which has multiple feeds. 
The controllable electromagnetic 

structures may have additional advantages. Let's 
consider a microstrip diffraction array, which has 
the system of controlled loads [3]. In mathematical 
model loads can simulate such controlled elements 
as for example p-i-n - diodes. When the 

computer accounts are performed, then the 
impedance strips are used for diodes description. 
The impedance values of these strips are known for 
open or closed diodes. In an outcome of a 
numerical researches it was established, that by 
means of tuned loads it is possible to control the 
scattering characteristics of a microstrip diffraction 
arrays. 

In conclusion let's consider a screen 
punched by the controllable apertures. The unit cell 
of such screen is represented on insertion 1 of a fig. 
3. The sizes of an array unit cell correspond to 
sizes of constructions 1 and 2 (insertion of fig. 2). 
With the purpose of an array scattering 

characteristics control each crosslike aperture is supplied with p-i-n diodes. The effective control of a 

scattering field is achieved in the case,when the diodes are included in the array scheme, which is shown in [3]. 
Thus if the p-i-n diodes are open, then the array ceases to be transparent for single space mode. In this case the 

diodes can control the reflection wave polarization. If the p-i-n diodes are included in slot, which is oriented 

along X axes, then electromagnetic wave should be polarized along axes y. It happens because of such polarized 

wave induces the greatest field in a slot containing diodes. Including diodes in a slot oriented in y direction, it is 

possible similarly to act on a X -polarized wave. If bias voltage is adjusted so that diodes are open in one crosslike 
slot and are closed in the others, thus the scattered field will be varied. In fig. 3 the graphs of the reflection factor 
module and phase frequency dependences are shown. The construction which unit cell is represented in insertion 1 of 
a fig. 3 is investigated. The crosslike slot radiators, which are located in centers of unit cells, contain diodes. 
Therefore these apertures can be at two electromagnetic conditions. If the diodes are open, they shunt a slot 
radiators. The graphs, which correspond to this condition, are represented by prime - dashed curves. When the 
diodes are closed those dependences are shown by solid curves. Besides the frequency characteristics of an array, 
which has the triangular unit cell, are shown in fig. 3. These results are plotted by points. It is shown, that a prime - 
dashed curves and the curves represented by points, differ rather unsignificantly. The difference is exhibited in a 
neighbourhood of resonance frequency. It is shown on insertion 2 of a fig. 3. Therefore, it appears possible to control 
the «arrangement» of slot radiators by means of diodes bias adjusting. In particular, it is possible to «convert» 
electronically an array with a triangular unit cell into a similar array with a square grid. 

The received results can be used for choosing the most of rational FSS geometry variant at decision of 
particular problems by antennas engineering. 
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Using Atomic Functions (AF) [1-3] and wavelet matrix transform produces highly sparse matrices, 
which can be solved efficiently. It has been found that using wavelet matrix transform, based on atomic function, 
one can obtain higher compression rate and better accuracy of approximate solutions than using spline wavelet 
transform and Daubechies' orthonormal wavelet transform [4]. A numerical example has been developed for the 
boundary value problems of millimeter wave diffraction on a perfectly conducting circular cylinder to show the 
validity and effectiveness of the method. 

Currently AF are a topic of considerable interest in applied mathematics. Recently, AF have been used 
in signal processing and computer vision with great success. Those functions are the finite solutions to functional 

different equations containing a linear argument transformation of the form L(p(x)= ^ck(p(ax — bk ), \a\ > 1, 

-    N      dk 

in which L=^Ak —j- is a linear differential operator having constant coefficients. AF are used on the one 
k=o dx 

hand because the operations with them are relatively simple (there are explicit formulas for the values of the 
moments, derivatives and Fourier transform, etc.), while on the other hand they have good approximating 
behavior, which is sometimes the best,. These features are closely related to the scope for representing an 
algebraic polynomial as a linear combination of such functions. The functions have an advantage over 
polynomials in that they are locals (it is possible to truncate the approximating series near some point without 
altering it far from that point). AF are used in constructing Kalman-type filters, because they possess unique 
spatial-frequency features: finiteness in ordinary space and exponential localization in Fourier space. 

y=£upM 

Figure 1. Based Atomic function up(x) (a), its Fourier transform (b), and its derivative (c). 

In this paper, we consider a new method of solving integral equations in the boundary value problems 
of millimeter waves diffraction by means of AF. In electromagnetics (EM) AF have been applied to the method 
of moments as basis and testing functions in the solving integral equations in the boundary value problems of 
millimeter waves diffraction. 

Let us consider the scalar problem of computing the current Jt on the perfectly conducted Z-directed 
cylinder exited by a plane TMZ (transverse-magnetic to z-axis) wave. In order to solve this scattering problem, 
we resort to the £-field integral equation formulation. Using the well-known Method of Moments (MoM), the 
unknown current can be expanded in terms of N conventional pulse basis function. We have 
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J,=Y.I.P, (i) 
«=i 

where P„ denotes the pulse function centered about the wth source point on the cylinder perimeter and /„ is an 
unknown coefficient. Applying the integral equation at each testing point on the cylinder perimeter, we derived 

ZJ=V, (2) 

where Z is the impedance matrix (NXN), 7 is the unknown current vector, and V is the excitation vector. For 
large EM problems, the direct solution of (2) is at formidable cost 0 (N3) and often impossible to be realized 
even on supercomputers. To transform the pulse basis function into wavelet basis functions, we introduce mNx 
N transformation matrix W, which is assumed to be real and unitary. Carrying out the wavelet matrix transform 
(WMT), one can obtain 

Z'I' = V', (3) 

where Z' = WZWT, I' = \W J I and V' = WV. For a given threshold value, (3) becomes a sparse matrix 
equation which can be efficiently solved by a sparse solver. In wavelet bases current can be expressed as 

j,=h:wn, (4) 
n=l 

where {W„}, n = l.JV denotes the wavelet functions. The result of wavelet matrix transform is shown in Figure 2. 

Ml 

111 Slli m iliii 
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Buk. 
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Figure 2. Magnitudes of the elements of random matrix before (a) and after (b) wavelet matrix transform using 
atomic functions with N = 32. 

Now, we consider the algorithm for efficient wavelet matrix construction using AF. Wavelet function 
y{x) are determined by 

y/(x)= Yjim - n)up(mx + n), (5) 

where m is defined by m = M / 2 + 1 , where M is the number of vanishing moments. The wavelet matrix is 
composed of translations and dilations coefficients of a single mother wavelet. 

Figure 3. Sample basis vectors. Curves 1-3 show the rows 12,48, and 96 of the wavelets, respectively (M= &). 
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Translations of the lowest resolution wavelet comprise one half of the basis set; translations of the next 
better resolution wavelet make up one quarter of the set, and so on down the hierarchy to the finest resolution. 
Note that wavelets based on Atomic functions (WAF) are symmetrical, which is important to obtain a higher 
compression rate for EM problems. More details of the WAF basis matrix are shown in Figure 3. 

Representative computations are given to show the validity of the proposed compression method and to 
demonstrate its merits. The first problem analyzed is that of TMZ plane wave scattering by a perfectly conducting 
circular cylinder with radius equal to the wavelength. The circular perimeter has been divided into N equally 
spaced pulses, which were, in turn, transformed into a wavelet basis using AF. 
We will further illustrate some of the computational profits of the new method. In our case, a total of 128 pulse 
basis functions were originally used to expand the unknown current and the boundary condition was imposed in 
at least-square error sense at 128 testing points. Thus, if one had pursued the solution using a standard method of 
moments approach, the size of the resultant impedance matrix would have been 128 X 128, which is a matrix 
comprising 16384 complex entries. If, instead of the pulse functions, symmetrical wavelets based on AF are used 
to expand the unknown current, the resulting matrix will also comprise 16384 entries, but the matrix will be 
more localized and a thresholding procedure can render the matrix sparse and without greatly degrading solution 
accuracy. Thus, applying a thresholding while allowing an average error level of s = 0,001% (10*5) resulted in 
about 30% zero elements, which implies a good sparseness level. 
By a selected threshold r, the elements of Z' whose magnitudes are smaller than r are set to zeroes, resulting in 
a sparse matrix equation. M stands for the largest magnitude of elements of the matrix Z'. R is defined as the 
ratio of the number of the remaining elements to the total number of elements. Results show that for the same 
threshold the WAF transform gives a higher compression rate then the nonsimilarity nonorthonormal cardinal 
spline wavelet (NS-NCSW) transform, and much higher than Daubechies' orthonormal wavelet (DOW) 
transform. 

It should be emphasized that, unlike the wavelet expansion method, WAF transform can avoid a great 
number of wavelet integral computations by the wavelet matrix transform method, which can be easily realized 
by the proposed wavelet matrix construction method (5). The larger the size of EM problem, the more effective 
the wavelet matrix transform method. 

To show the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we use two more practical examples. The first 
represents N infinitely long thin cylinders, placed parallel to the z axis, with the radius of the cylinder r = 0.05X 
and the array spacing s = 1.0L The second is the six-element Yagi-Uda antenna. We discretize the feeder and all 
the directors by n equal intervals and the reflector by n0 equal intervals. If n - 21 and n0 = 23, we obtain a 
moment matrix of order 128 (128 = 21 x 5 + lx 23). Comparisons with DOW and NS-NCSW transforms are 
given to show the validity and effectiveness of the method. 
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The three-dimensional self-consistent mathematical model of a relativistic Gyro-TWT with an irregular 
electrodynamic system (EDS) was described in [1,2]. 

The problem of the efficiency optimization of Gyro-TWTs over the frequency band was formulated by 
means of the following criterion function: 

G    M 
f(Mk) 
l2np (1) 

t        _        1   £   (Mk)      ,7 
where   T] = -~- 2u tfw     •    ""    is tne number of reference points over the frequency band, and 

M k=i 

a = 1       ^  f  (Mk)     J)2   .   , (Mk) 
Ti Z 2-, \Jlw      ~rl)     is the mean quadratic spread of wave efficiency ^ K by reference 

frequencies. 
The following parameters were taken as prescribed: ß0=Vo/c=0.476, S^rioIo/^eoC^-lO"4, q=ß±/ß|=1.5. 
The optimized waveguide profile g(z) and the magnetostatic field distribution F(z) were represented by 

the following multi-parameter functions: 

g(z) = g0+! Agjup 
fT-T -N 

' 'gi 

i=1 \   Pgi    ) 

F(z) = F0 + S AFiup 
i=1 

T-TFi^ 
V    PFi    J 

T = z/z0. 

(2) 

The atomic function up(z) is defined as a finite solution to the equations [3-5] 

up'(z) = 2up(2z +1)- 2up(2z - 1). 
When optimizing gyro-TWT over the frequency band, the following three reference frequencies were 

used: M,=a>,/o)0=1.025) M2=1.0, M3=0.975. The current parameter end normalized source power was given: 
r00=r0(a/c=0.7854,Ki„=Pin/I0Vo=0.0143. 

For regular gyro-TWT, optimization of go, F„, ZQ gave the following results: g0=1.0866, F0=1.0066, 
Zo=50.2, ri^riCM^O^, r|2=0.36, r)3=0.25. The frequency characteristic of this variant is given in Fig.l (curve 
1). 
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095 1 105 M 

Figure 1. Frequency characteristics of gyro-TWT with operating Hn mode. 

The optimization of the waveguide system profile g(z) and of the magnetostatic field distribution F(z) 

at n=2 in formula (2) has resulted in the following: r|>=0.45, -n2=0.446, r|3=0.44. The optimum distributions 

obtained, gop,(z) and Fopt(z), are shown in Fig.2. Qualitatively, they are similar to those earlier obtained for a 

gyrotwistron wide band catcher [2]: the magnetostatic field increases initially, thus providing an optimum 

bunching regime, and then decreases, thereby promoting the displacement of electron phase bunch into the 

decelerating phase and, subsequently, the generation of a regime close to the isophase one. However, the 

waveguide profile gopt(z) corresponds to a low-quality resonator narrowing towards the end of the interaction 

region, which provides for an increase of the coupling impedance, improving the energy exchange between the 

bunched electron beam and the operating mode. 

103- -1-1 

1005 

Figure 2.. Optimum longitudinal distribution of the waveguide profile g(z) and magnetostatic field F(z) for the 
operating Hu mode at Kin=0.0143. 
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The frequency characteristic of this variant is found in Fig.l (curve 2). The amplification band over the 
level of 0.5 from the maximum nw amounts to 10.5% and is characterized by greater uniformity as compared to 
the case of a regular gyro-TWT (curve 1). 

Figure 1 also shows the frequency characteristic graph of optimized gyro-TWT for Kin=0.028 (curve 3). 
This dependence shows, that, while the input power decreases, the amplification band of the gyro-TWT narrows, 
and the output maximum shifts into the lower frequency region. The dynamic deformation of the amplification 
band (the shifting of optimum nw into low-frequency region, when the power input decreases) is accounted for 
by a strong frequency response of the coupling impedance in the vicinity of the cut-off frequency; at the 
optimum input level, the band equalization occurs at the expense of the low-frequency rebunching. 

Considering the electron velocity angle spread in the flow, the parameter qs=ßls/ß|s for the s-th 
component of the beam was prescribed as follows: 

/ 

Qs = Qo 1 + A<{^^ - s)y/(ws - f)J, s = 1. Ns. (3) 

Calculating r\w
m, the A°w component distribution with q,. different in currents, was introduced with 

coefficients GG=(0.1, 0.24, 0.32, 0.24. 0.1) forN=5. 
At Aq=0.15, the maximum efficiency decreases insignificantly: from 0.46 to 0.43 (Fig.l, curve 4). At 

Aq=0.4 this decrease is already substantial: down to 0.32, the maximum r)w
(M> being displaced into the low- 

frequency region (Fig.l, curve 5). 
Figure 1 (curve 6) illustrates the optimum variant frequency characteristic calculated without taking 

into account the angle spread and space charges. It demonstrates that the space charge reduces the efficiency by 
2-3%. This is due to the specific features of the space-charge forces' formation in the case of an asymmetric 
operating HM- mode: the isophase electron tube, unlike the H0I mode, is not coaxial with the screen (waveguide 
wall), and, as a result, its field becomes partially compensated. 

The application of atomic functions in approximation of the waveguide profile g(z) and the 
magnetostatic field distribution F(z) (1) makes it possible to predict new effective mechanisms of interaction in a 
gyro-TWT with an irregular electrodynamic systems and inhomogeneous magnetostatic fields. 
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The Atomic Functions (AF) were discovered in early nineteen seventies by V.A.Rvachev and 
V.L.Rvachev[l]. The mathematical theory of AF has been developed mainly by V.A.Rvachev and his students. 
Applications to various subjects of mathematical physics, statistical analysis of random processes and fields, signal 
and image processing have been developed in collaboration with V.F.Kravchenko and V.A.Rvachev [2-6] and their 
students and colleagues. This paper is dedicated to the application of AF to boundary value problems for partial 
derivatives equations. 

The methods to obtain approximations to the solutions of the boundary value problems depend heavily on 
the quality of the functions employed. What we desire to expect of these? Firstly, they must possess excellent 
approximation properties. If it is impossible to obtain good approximations of arbitrary functions by the basic 
functions, we can hardly hope for a good result from even an excellent numeric method with those bad basic 
functions. The best mill, if we put in stones instead of grain, will produce sand instead of flour. However, we need 
more than that. To obtain good accuracy even with the best possible basic function from the point of view of 
approximation theory, their number must be great enough, especially for 3D problems. However, then we have to 
solve large linear algebraic systems. There exist well-known difficulties in solving such large systems, to say nothing 
of the problem of computation of coefficients of those systems (as a rule, these coefficients are multiple integrals). 
From all those points the AF have advantages. They have best possible approximation properties. They are finite and 
so we can employ atomic basic functions with small supports. Moreover, the wavelet type orthogonal atomic basic 
functions have been constructed. So the algebraic linear systems in question have good qualities in particular they are 
sparse. The third point is the question of computations dealing with AF, for instance computations of the multiple 
integral mentioned earlier. The AF are convenient from this point of view too and that is because of the functional 
differential equation they satisfy. 

AF are finite infinitely differentiable functions that satisfy some simple functional differential equations 
(FDE), e.g. linear with constant coefficients and with linear transformations of independent variable. The study of 
AF started in 1971 after the paper "On a finite function" by V.L.Rvachev and V.A.Rvachev in "Dopovidi AN USSR" 
(Reports of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences) in which the function up(x) was introduced. This function satisfies the 

equation y'(x) = 2y(2x + l)-2y(2x-Y) and has support [-1, 1]. Since then the number of papers dealing or 
mentioning the AF has grown exponentially to some two hundred, not to mention 4 to 6 monographs, the main 
directions of investigation being applications in the theory of functions of real variable, approximation theory, theory 
of FDE, numerical analysis particularly numerical analysis of boundary value problems for PDE of elliptic type (both 
in FEM and boundary integral equation method), signal and image processing, statistical spectral analysis of time 
series, wavelets, the generalized Taylor series (GTS), smooth splines, calculus of variations and control theory. Some 
topics of interest such as applications in computational geometry, fractals, non-parametric statistics, and 
mathematical economics are as yet barely touched in publications. 
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The main reason behind the introduction of the AF is the necessity of employment of smooth finite 
functions that are easy to handle. By handling a function we mean differentiation, integration, computation of the 
Fourier transform etc., to say nothing of computing values of the function. In turn, we need finite smooth functions in 
a great number of important fields of research comprising problems with smooth solutions to be solved by reduction 
to the local ones. 

When we want to obtain an approximation to the true solution, the latter being very smooth function we 
need to employ smooth functions as approximation machinery in order to expect optimal or at least suboptimal rate 
of approximation. Certainly, one shouldn't expect that any smooth approximating functions will do. For instance, in 
approximation with spans of translates of f(ax) when a > 0 the conditions of the Fix - Strang - Mikhlin theorem 
are to be satisfied. The trigonometric polynomials are well established in approximation of smooth periodic 
functions, algebraic polynomials though not optimal are quite satisfactory in the non-periodic case, to say nothing of 
rational algebraic functions. But all of them being analytic are naturally non-local. The AF (to be more exact, some 
AF, such as the above-mentioned up(x) is a function and a vast scope of related AF) are both optimal for 
approximation purposes of a wide range of smooth function and local in the sense that there exist coherent flags of 
finite-dimensional spaces of spans of translates of appropriate AF L(ri) such that each L(n) possesses a base of 

functions of supports, the length of which tends to 0 while n -> oo. One of the main reasons behind the excellent 
approximation properties of spaces of spans of translates of the up(x) function is its "polynomial representation" 
property. Namely, any algebraic polynomial of degree n is represented as locally finite sum of translates of 

up(x) function. This means that the spaces L(n) contain algebraic polynomials. The orthogonal bases inl(w) 
include wavelet atomic bases of rather remarkable kind. The atomic wavelets are both exponentially localized and 
infinitely smooth. The AF are in a sense a generalization of algebraic and trigonometric polynomials. As each 
analytic function possesses the Taylor series expansion, the terms of which are powers of x, so infinitely 
differentiable but non-analytic (to be more exact not necessarily analytic) functions can be expanded into the 
Generalized Taylor Series expansion the terms of which being finite linear combinations of appropriate AF. The 
differential equations for linear polynomials with constant coefficients are similar to FDE for the AF. Of course the 
major distinctions are also conspicuous. 

There are several currently active directions of research. In the domain of 'pure' mathematics one ought to 
mention further generalizations of the generalized Taylor series with the help of the AF and more deep and thorough 
investigation of the previously introduced GTS, studies of the function approximation properties of finite- 
dimensional spaces based on AF, studies of some classes of entire functions of exponential type and some classes 
of finite smooth functions with the employment of the AF technique, unveiling conditions responsible for existence 
of finite solutions of FDE, applications to the FDE theory of not necessarily finite solutions. The AF in a number 
of points present some new features, sometimes even rather startling, and pose or perhaps inspire problems to be 
solved. There is a lot to be said on AF of several independent variables. The scope of unsolved and appealing 
problems in one-dimensional case has moved the AF SIV to the background. As for 'applied1 mathematics, many 
major activities are at present in the following fields: 

(i) Developing methods for numerically treating the boundary value problems for PDE (partial derivatives 
equations) of (mainly) elliptic type (stationary problems) including variants of FEM (the finite element method), the 
boundary integral equation method, the structural method of V.L.Rvachev (R-functions Method, RFM), collocation 
method, etc. 

(ii) Signal processing, including image processing in particular dirty image restoration, redundancy cutting, 
pattern recognition, etc. 

(iii) Statistical analysis of random processes and fields (time series analysis in particular spectral analysis), 
construction of windows (weight functions) for those purposes. 

(iv) Applications in computational geometry, surfaces design and related topics. 
(v) Applications of mathematical programming, calculus of variations and theory of optimal control with 

AF as one of the tools employed. 
(vi) Creation of multi-purpose program complexes for PC based on AF. 
In short, where it is reasonable to apply splines or wavelets it is probable that for some cases or some 

purposes AF will do better than traditional splines or wavelets, AF being in a sense infinitely smooth splines and the 
tool to construct infinitely smooth and perfectly (as far as it is possible) systems of wavelets. 
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However, it would be wrong to restrict comparison of AF pleasant properties only to splines and wavelets 
(SpW). There are numerous instances of remarkable features of AF that have no direct counterpart in SpW. For 
instance, the up(x) function which vanishes outside [-1,1] in every point of this interval has the Taylor series either 

with zero radius of convergence (for* not dyadic rational, hence for* belonging to the set of measure 2) or the 
Taylor series being polynomial (containing only finite number of terms). In neither case does the Taylor series of 
up(x) converge to it. Nevertheless, this at first glance bad property is not really a flaw. A second glance (in fact, the 
time interval between the two glances took some time) discloses that there exist some strange but rapidly converging 
and easy to compute both by hand and computer series which have no analogues (as far as or maybe as near as our 
knowledge goes) in non-AF mathematics. Conversely there are points at which one is haunted by apparent 
similarities with well-established topics, but it is not obvious how to exploit them. One of them has been drawn to 
our attention by Micchelli, namely, the relation of AF to fractals, another by Y.V.Ostrovsky, namely, the relation of 
AF to oscillation reducing kernels. AF are related to splines and wavelets. They are best known candidates to the 
name of infinitely smooth splines. They had been introduced before the wavelets theory grew popular and were 
among the roots of the wavelet theory. Moreover, wavelets built with AF are in many points superior to any other 
wavelets known. They are infinitely differentiable, exponentially localized and easy to handle. It is possible to 
construct even finite atomic orthogonal wavelets. The main reasons behind the effectiveness of AF applications are 
excellent approximation properties plus the fact that they vanish outside small regions so that the corresponding 
matrices are sparse plus the fact that they are convenient to deal with. The main disadvantage or hurdle to their wide 
spread is the fact that they are as yet rather little known and nobody outside the narrow circle of initiated really 
knows their good qualities and how to manage them. 

In such a brief summary it is impossible to consider the capabilities of the theory of AF. Attention here was 
focused primarily on the application of atomic to signal processing, image reconstruction, which is also the subject of 
the recent publications. However, the potential capabilities of this mathematical tool are quite diverse and they can 
find wide application in various boundary value problems in radio physics, thermal conductivity, diffraction of 
elastic waves, etc. They can be used as the basis functions for solving problems of electrodynamics, antenna analysis 
and synthesis, millimeter band, etc. Moreover, they can be used in signal processing problems in medical equipment 
in combination with other approaches. 
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The optimization of the profile of the decelerating system (DS) of a relativistic O-type traveling-wave tube 
(O-TWT) is a very difficult nonlinear problem, which in addition is multidimensionaly (due to the necessity 
to apply the method of large particles). The form of the DS boundary surface under optimization is 

quasiperiodic and, as a rule, has a large number of periods (20-100). Obviously, the method of representation 
of the desired optimal boundary determines to a great degree the success of solving the optimization problem. 
As shown in [1-5], such problems can be rather efficiently solved with the use of atomic functions, which 
have the best approximating properties among other finitary infinitely differentiable functions. In the given 
work, atomic functions are used for approximating the profile of a nonregular DS of a relativistic O-TWT 
under optimization. 
Let us use the general theory of interaction of a relativistic electron flow (REF) with the field of the Eor 

wave of an irregular waveguide, developed in [6]. Setting in the general equations the transverse velocities 

in the REF, vr and v9, equal to zero, we obtain one-dimensional self-consistent equations of a relativistic 

O-TWT with an arbitrary nonregular DS in the following form: 

C = -- 
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CO 
Here T=z/L, L is the length of the interaction domain, L0=kL=—L , g=b(T)/2,405, b(T)=-kb(T), b(T) is 

c 

the internal radius of the waveguide, ß = uzl fc,;' is the number of a large particle, A = —^-y, C = —-—, 
m0c a>m0c 

\1/2        —     •   •      ~      • -   - eMo | Rt = (l - ß] 1   , rQ = krä (^0' is the radius of the electron flow tube), er = -^^Uol ■- 0.73723-\(r%\,eand 
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m0 are the electron charge and mass, respectively, eon = — J\(vm), and v0i is the first root of the function 

■Alto- 
The initial conditions can be stated as follows: 

dz 
ß.(0) = ß0, ß>?;.(0) = 2zi/N , — (0) = 0 (the end of the waveguide's regular part), 

dT 

Re .4(0) = 
R0ne0l 

C 

K-in 
V "U"~U1     j 

1/2 

,Im   A(0) = 0 

p                                                                                       1 
ifta = -2?-r, where i>„ is the input power, Re V(0) = 0, Im V(0) = Re A(0), 

yoKo| J 

^ = J(l-l/g0
2),JR,(0)=7?0,g0=g(0). (6) 

The electron efficiency (r\e) is determined as follows: 

The wave efficiency (%) is calculated by the formula 

r?AT) = lRf\nI™[MTW*(T)-A(0)V*(0)]. (8) 
{l-RoP 

The comparison of ^e(r) and TJV(T) in the absence of losses gives the estimation of the error of 

calculations. 
Let us state the problem of optimization of the DS profile as follows: it is required to maximize 

Tje(l) (7) defined on the solutions to (l)-(5) with the boundary conditions (6) by optimizing the function 

g(T) and parameters Kin and ß0 with the given |/0| and L0. For solving this problem, introduce the 

multiparameter approximation of the function g(T) by means of atomic functions as follows [1]: 

where up(x) is an atomic function, h = \l n, and n is the number of the annular grooves of the DS. 

By means of (9), after solving the problem (l)-(6), Tje{l) becomes a function of the parameters 

g0, Kjn, ß0, and Aj,  j= j = 1,«. In the given work, the maximum of this function was determined by the 

gradient method with the variable Goldfarb metric [7]. 
The optimization was performed for the following variant: 

n = 67, L0 = 62.8, |/0|=150 A, ß0opl = 0.866, Kinopt = 0.07, and 77 = 75%. 

The mechanism of the optimal interaction in the obtained variant substantially differs from those 
already known [8]. It can be treated as a mechanism of doubly strong focusing of an electron bunch and 
double intensive extraction of energy from it [8]. The first section of the extraction of energy is situated in the 
interval T = 0,4-0,7; here, the wave is decelerated (the grooves become deeper) and the bunch enters the 
decelerating wave phase. If the extraction continues, the bunch disintegrates [9] and the grouping function G 

is ready to grow again. To avoid this and focus the bunch, in the section T = 0.6-0.8 the wave is accelerated 
again and the bunch moves to the center of the focusing forces of the already sufficiently strong field. Due to 

this circumstance, the grouping improves again (G decreases) and, in a finite section T= 0.8-1.0, the bunch 
efficiently returns energy to the wave, decelerating in this segment (the grooves become deeper in this 

section again). 
This variant has the character of the optimal interaction mechanism. It is expressed more distinctly 

due to a greater length of the interaction domain:  in    the   section   of the repeated focusing of the 
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bunch, T = 0.7-0.8, the center of the bunch so exactly coincides with the center of focusing forces that the 
interchange of energy is practically absent (the typical "shelf of the function TJ(T) appears). 
Thus, results demonstrating the high efficiency of using the atomic functions in the problems of optimal 
control of the interaction process in the O-type devices are presented: not only have the efficiency-optimal 
DS profiles been found, but also a new mechanism of the optimal process of phase focusing and extraction of 
energy in relativistic O-TWTs, interesting from the physical point of view, has been discovered. 
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The problem of optimal control of the detection of phase velocity changes in an orotron for 
which maximal efficiency is ensured has constantly attracted the attention of researchers. For its 
solution, different approaches and methods have been proposed. In [1], both the principle of 
Pontryagin's maximum and the method of interpolation of Lagrange polynomials is used. It is noted in 
particular that the successful realization of these methods requires both the application of an entire 
series of limits on the smoothness of the control functions sought, and knowledge of a priori 
information for setting the initial values of the polynomial coefficients. In [2] is suggested the 
synchronous electron method, making it possible to find the optimal laws ensuring an efficiency of up 
to 80%. However, the use of the given method is not acceptable when the influence of reverse waves or 
additional limits must be taken into account. 

In work on the basis of the ideas in [3,4] for the solution of the given optimization problem, a 
methodology based on the approximation of the sought-for control law u(T) in the interval 0 < T < 1 

M 
by the generalized series uM (T)= £^^(7') , the basis functions of which are a set of shifts of 

k=\ 

Atomic Functions (AF) up(x): <pf{J) = up(^-^ -)[3]. Here, n is the number of sections into 
P 

which the interval [0,1] is divided, 2p is the number of intervals of overlapping finite functions 

<p%p (T). It may be shown that the number of functions of the chosen basis are distinct from zero in the 

interval [0,1] M = {n-\) + 2p. The uniqueness of this distribution lies in the fact that although the 

functions <p^p(T) possess a finite carrier, the generalized series uM (T) is infinitely differentiable, 

since at the extremal points x = ±1 all produced functions up(x) are equal to zero. The presence of p 
overlaps in such a concept makes it possible, in contrast to an ordinary spline and polynomial, to 
produce changes between the local and integral properties of control functions. Calculations show that 
in the approximation of two modal functions of the form x = Tsin(2rfT), an acceptable accuracy is 
achieved for p = 3 and n = 2. 

The setting of boundary conditions for control at T = 0 and T = 1 is easy to take into account 
in the chosen distribution. For example, if a boundary condition of the first type w(0) = w0 is given, the 

M 2P~1 

relationship        uM(0)= ]T ak^(0) = u0       exists,       and       since        q>np(fi) = \,       then 
A=l 
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2p-l lp-1 

a   =u0-   2] ak<Pk (°) ■An analogous relationship is also obtained in setting boundary conditions of 

k=\,k*P 
the second or third type. The use of a generalized series leads from the problem of optimal control to 
the problem of the minimization of the function of M variables. The presence of additional boundary 
conditions makes it possible to decrease the number of optimized parameters. A methodology has been 
developed for obtaining the initial vales of parameters ak according to the method of least squares in 
the presence of some law of control adopted as an initial approximation. 

The enumerated experiment has shown that the given method makes it possible to find 
effectively smooth optimal laws for the phase velocity of an orotron of the millimeter band ensuring an 
efficiency no lower than the laws obtained by the synchronous electron method («70%). The optimal 
laws v„(z) are defined with the help of AF, and the parameters of the orotron taking reverse waves 

into account are introduced as well. The presence of a reverse wave may lead to a decrease in 
efficiency in a millimeter band orotron by 15—20%. 
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Modern radiophysics has recently been characterized by intensive development of millimeter 
and the submillimeter waves theory. Moreover, considered objects have arbitrary shape and their 
sizes are comparable with the wavelength or it exceeds them. It leads to the necessity of determining 
the eigenvalues (EV) and eigenfunctions (EF) of Laplacian within complicated shape bounded regions 
(for example, waveguides, open resonators, etc.) During the development of the algorithms and their 
numerical realization on a computer one should give particular attention to the procedure of analytical 
description of complicated shapes of real objects. In this respect, the R-functions theory [1] seems to 
be one of the most promising methods used for solving different inner and outer problems of 
electrodynamics. In this report, a method based on the R-functions theory and variational methods 
applied to the calculation of eigenvalues (EV) and eigenfunctions (EF) of complicated section shape 
waveguides is described. The application of this method for finding the eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions of self-adjoint elliptic operators with any boundary conditions is illustrated. The 
estimation of the error is given, eigenvalues are shown and field maps for eigenfunctions are built. 

Thus, the R-functions theory allows one to develop a mathematical apparatus which combines 
the possibilities of classical continuous analysis and Boolean algebra. This method (RFM) may be 
applied to the problems of electrodynamics of millimeter band for complicated shape bounded regions. 
It is well known that a procedure for analytic description of the complex geometric shapes of real 
objects is especially important for development of the appropriate algorithm and their numerical 
implementation in computers. The theory of R-functions (RFM), which is utilized in solving interior and 
exterior electrodynamic boundary value problems [1 - 5], is promising for this purpose. 

The present paper describes a method based on RFM and variational difference methods that 
can be used to calculate the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of waveguides with complicated cross 
sections (Fig. 1). The error level for the calculation is estimated, the field patterns are constructed, and 
the eigenvalues are determined. It should be remarked that, e.g., this approach and the overall 
formulation of the problem permit consideration of a broad class of interior electrodynamic problems 
for arbitrary regions. We will illustrate the foregoing by considering the problem of calculating the TE 
modes of a rectangular waveguide with two symmetrical grooves. The mathematical model of the 
problem of calculating the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions has the form 

Au + k2u = 0, (1) 
du 

dn 
- 0, (Neumann, corresponding to H-modes). 

r 
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The operator of this problem is positive definite, so it can be solved by Ritz's method, 
minimizing the functional 

(2) 
\u2dQ. 

on the class of functions from the domain of the boundary value problem operator (with solution 
structure u = P-mDlP [1]) or from the energy space (solution structure u = P). 

Domain geometry transformation 

i%y 

r^ 

7 

$     -a 
"X " 

b) 

Analytic description 
« = (/1A/2)A(/3A/4) 

Fx
D=a2-x2; 

f»=±(a2-x2): 
2a 

F2
D=b-Jy2 + (b-y)2 

f2
N=-i=(b-Jy2+(b-y)2); 

■J2b 
F,D=x2+y2-R2; 

f»=±(x2
+y

2-R2y, 

F4
D=x2+(b-y)2-R2; 

AN=^(x2+(b-y)2-R2); 

© = (/,A/2)A(/3V/4) 

Fl
D=a2-x2; 

f?=Ua2-x2)- 
2a 

F2
D=b-4y2+{b-yf- 

1 
V2o 

F3
D=x2-c2;f3

N=±(x2-c2); 
2c 

F4
D=d-x;f4

N=-4=(d-x); 

Figure 1. 

The equation for the boundary domain shown in Fig. la had the form 

Q = (F,AF2)A(F3AF4), 
where 

Fi=x2+y2-R2, (3) 
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F2=x2+(b-y)2-R2, 
r-i 2 2 Fi=a  -x , - 

at which R<a; R <b/2. Changing the R parameter leads to changes in the groove's depth. 

Changing the a and b parameters changes the main region's dimensions. 
The numerical calculation was made for: a = 0.64, b = 1, R = 0.3. 
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In laser physics, optical communications systems, and fiber-optical transmitters, the cross-section 
electrooptical modulator of laser bundles on the basis of a biconical resonator loaded by crystal KDP is 
promising. 

The biconical resonator (Fig.l), occupying area Q,, consists of a cylindrical part of a radius R and 
length L, of two frustum of a cones forming which make an angle 6 with an axes oz; a is radius of flat end faces 
of a resonator, d, is length of crystal, a, is radius of a flat end face of crystal, the crystal occupies area Q2 and can 
have the following form: circular (r = aj, spherical convex (r = aj or spherical (r = a3) cylinder. 

¥: 
m' 

<--•*; 

Figure 1. 

Fig.l 
Consider axially symmetric oscillation H0!I, vm-uniscribed by the two-dimensional boundary problem: 

AU(r,z) + k2U(r,z)=0, (1) 

U(r,z)|A = 0, (2) 

where T is the boundary of a resonator, T = r1<uT2, Tj is the boundary of area Q, (i = 1,2); k2 = ®2
0 EJX , 

where e^, and s2u2 are dielectric and magnetic permeability of vacuum and crystal respectively. 
Solution of a boundary value problem (1), (2) is discovered by a method of R-functions [1-3], by the 

construction of a coordinate sequence for a functional Releya-Ritza as follows: 

u(r,z)=co (r,z)<£(r,z), (3) 

where co(r, z) is equation of the boundary of area of a study, 0=p(r)p(z) is selected to satisfy precisely 
the conditions on the boundary of a biconical resonator and on the boundary of a crystal, and also to precisely 
take into account a relation between 8, and e2. 

The generalized problem of eigenvalues is described by the equation 

AX=k2BX, (4) 
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where matrixes A = || an || and B = II BH II are defined as follows: 

j f 1  d .    .d.     ,   dui  duA 

n' 

bij= J   Ujujrdrdz, 
(6) 

urCiCüpiWp/z), 

uj=Cj(»pi(r)pJ.(z). ( 

The numerical solution of a boundary value problem (1-) and (2) is found with the help of programming 
system POLE [2] with use of Holetzki's expansion and Hausholder's method [3]. 

For checking the correctness of an obtained solution, the passages to the limit to outcomes of work 
[3,4] are investigated. The limit of a supposed error of the numerical definition of own frequencies and quality 
for a resonator [3] does not exceed 2 % and 3 % (p = 0,95) accordingly, and the structure of a field U(r,z) for 
oscillation HQ,, (Fig.2) coincides with the outcome of work [3]. 

Figure 2. 

For projection of cross-section electrooptical modulators of laser bundles, it is necessary to receive an 
association of resonance frequency of oscillation Ho,, from the geometric parameters of a resonator and crystal, 
physical parameters and form of monoaxial .crystals of a type KDP, ADP, etc. [4]. 

In Fig.3a the distributions of an electrical component of a field on an axes of crystal are reduced at the 
following sizes of a resonator: L = 2mm, 6=42°, 2a=2mm, R = 2mm, d = 6mm and fixed ratio entering aperture 
of a resonator and diameter of crystal equal to one. For crystal KDP both in the form of the circular cylinder, and 
in the form of a solid of revolution convex (a2) and concave (a3) of curvilinear trapezoids with modification of 
crystal length, the electrical component of a field varied smoothly both on axes, and on volume of crystals. 

It is necessary to note, that the electrical component of a resonance field has minimum longitudinal and 
transversal gradients at a geometric parameter of the modulator d,/d2 = 0,4. 

In Fig.3b the outcomes of resonance frequency of the modulator for three ratios of diameters of crystal 
(2a,) in the form of the circular cylinder to entering aperture of a resonator (2a) are reduced with modification of 
crystal length (d,). In a passage to the limit d,/d2 = 0, resonance frequencies of modulators tend to the resonance 
frequency of a biconical resonator without crystal. The resonance frequencies of modulators are reduced with 
magnification of volume of crystal, both at magnification of its diameter, and at magnification of its length, 
which corresponds to the classical theory of resonators [5]. 

The offered and justified technique of calculating with the help of R-functions the basic performances 
of a biconical resonator with monoaxial crystal of KDP type can find application in the creation of resonance 
electrooptical modulators, deflectors, and switches of laser bundles with the help of cross-section waves. 
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Figure 3. 
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A great number of electromagnetic (EM) problems [1], can be formulated in.the form of L(J)=E, where L 
is a known linear operator, E is a known excitation function, and J is the unknown response function. L may be 
an integral operator or an integrodifferential operator depending on different EM problems. An appropriate tool, 
widely used to investigate EM problems, is the Green's functions technique. Once the Green's function for a 
given EM problem is known, the above-mentioned equation for this EM problem takes an integral form with its 
relevant Green's function as the integral kernel. The objective of study is to efficiently solve J once L and E are 
specified. 

Using the Method of Moments (MoM) the unknown response function J can be expanded in terms of N 

known basis functions  {<pn}  as   J = S^«P«> witn N unknown constants  {/„}. Then we derive mean 

representation  error    e(x) = L '^äIn(pn(x)\-E(x),    or,   making  use  of linearity  of the   operator L: 
\" J 

e(x) = 2)/flL(p„(jc))-£(x).  To find the unknown coefficients {/„}, N weighting functions are needed. After 
n 

weighting procedure, we derive (wm,z(x)) = J^In(wm,L(<p„(x)])-(wm,E). Setting to zero the projection of 
n 

error vector to weighting function space, i.e., (wm-e) = 0, yield the matrix equation: Z I = V, where !„=/„, Zmn= 
(w„, L(<p„(x))) are impedance matrix coefficients, Vm= (wm, E), m,n = \,2,...,N. The symbol <•,•) stands for an 
inner product. 

It is well known that the use of conventional basis and weighting functions in the MoM always results in 
a dense matrix equation. As the weighting function we choose delta function 8, to reduce the inner product 
computational complexity. Now, let us consider the main types of basis systems [1-4]. 

Atomic Functions (AF) interpolation j(z) = / up(z - z'). 

Pulse functions 

Linear functions 

Sinusoidal functions 

Square interpolation 

40- 

J(z) = 

J(zh 

j,  zeAzj, 

0,  otherwise. 

Az, 

0,  otherwise. 

Ij sin k[z 

z e&Zi 

k\z-Zj) 

AZ; 
ze Az, 

0,   otherwise. 

;(z) = \AJ + BJ (z - *1)+ CJ (z-zjY>  z e *Zj, 

[0,  otherwise. 
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Sinusoidal interpolation 
/ \_\Aj + Bj&mk\z-zj)+ Cjsink[z-zjf,  zeAzj, 

[0, otherwise. 

2 

The topic of interest of this paper is the first basis system. 
Let us consider the scalar problem of computing the current Jz on the perfectly conducted Z-directed thin 
cylinders composing a dipole antenna, as shown in Figure 1, exited by a plane TMZ (transverse-magnetic to 
z-axis) wave. 

The incident wave induces currents on the surface of cylinders and the induced 
currents have only z components. In order to solve this scattering problem, we 
resort to the £-field integral equation formulation. For perfectly conducted 

antenna we have L(j) = Es
2 (o, z) The integral operator is defined by 

L = -h!Hl Lfc(r,r')dz',   where r = yj'a2 + (z-z'f, 
8rc /' -1/2 

-ikr 

and <?(/-, ?-') = -^- 

Z N 
1+1- z= 2 s 

1 

CE 

— z = 3s 
— z-2s 
— z = s 

\\+ih-i ,2T-
3
 - 3a2)+ k2a2r2\ is the Green's function. 

Wederive f£I,up{z-z')^kM[(i + ikr^ -3a2)+{karf\b' = -iwsEs
2 

From  Y*ZJSIS=ES
Z we obtain 

y=i 

L  
'2   2a 

Figure 1. Radiating 
dipole antenna. 

Z,= f, up(z-z')^p-l\ + ikri2r2 -3a2Ukarf]b', where 
-1/2 

defined as z' = s  
2 N 

Figure 2. Curves illustrating the descending of the inner impedance of a dipole 
with increase in the number of considered basis functions (L = 0.45X, a = 0.007Ä.). 

(a) Atomic Functions interpolation, (b) Sinusoidal functions, (c) Pulse basis functions. 
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Table 1. Time dependence of number of interpolating basis function for different basis systems. 

METHOD 
NUMBER OF TESTING POINTS 

N=S N=16 N=64 JV=128 
Atomic Functions interpolation 3.7 7.7 37.8 83.1 
Pulse functions "2.9 6.2 31.4 64.7 
Sinusoidal interpolation 5.4 11.9 55.6 135.6 

To show the effectiveness of the proposed approach, a practical Yagi-Uda antenna is used as another example. 
The main objective is to solve the current distribution and far-field radiation patterns. Generally, the thin 
cylinders are very thin, i.e., a « X, so that all induced currents on the thin cylinders can be considered to flow in 
the z-axis direction. In our study we take a = 0.05A./2rc, s = 1.0 X/2%. The induced current Iz(z) on the thin 
cylinder by the point-matching technique (30) can be discretized into the matrix form. We discretize the feeder 
and all the directors by n equal intervals and the reflector by n0 equal intervals. If n = 21 and n0 = 23, we obtain 
a moment matrix of order 128 (= 21 x 5 + 1 x 23) 

To solve the current distributions on all the thin cylinders, the excitation field E'z should be evaluated first. 

Here, we use magnetic frill generator source modeling to evaluate E'z, which can be approximated by 

£l 

where 

2ln(b/a) 
exp(-ikRx)   exp(-ikR2) (p = 0,-lf/2<z<lf/2), 

Äi=V z
2+a2 R, = \22 +b2 , and V-, is the excitation voltage at the feeder terminal and //stands for 

the length of the feeder element. The inner radius a of the magnetic frill is chosen to be the radius of the feeder 
element, and the outer radius b of the magnetic frill is determined by the characteristics impedance of 
transmission line. 
Once the current distributions on all the thin cylinders are solved, one can determine the far-field pattern by 

E^SLEAMff^expbKcosSfr, 
~[       Aitr        J~'«'i 

where C„ = iajusindexp[ik (x„s'm6 cosij> + y„ sin 9 sin (/>)]. 
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In this paper using the R-functions method (RFM) is given the calculation of microstrip (MS) 
element of pentagonal shape. The comparison of experimental and theoretical resonance frequencies 
of first six eigenvalues of MS pentagonal element vibrations is made. This has shown the 
effectiveness of the method. 

This paper consists of two parts. 
In the first part, using the ideas, discussed in [1], a mathematical structure that enables the 

calculation of MS element eigenvalues, is suggested and validated. In some papers, such element of 
pentagonal shape was calculated using Green's functions method and conformal mapping method. In 
connection with that R-functions theory enables to describe the complex shape figures and bodies 
analytically, this method of approach has some practical advantages in comparison with methods 
been discussed before. 

In the second part there is performed an numerical experiment. 
We will illustrate the foregoing by considering the problem of calculating the TE modes of a MS 

pentagonal element. The mathematical model of the problem of calculating the eigenvalues and 

eigenfunctions has the form 

Au + k2u = 0, (1) 

—   = 0, (Neumann, corresponding to H-modes). 
dn Y 

The operator of this problem is positive definite, so it can be solved by Ritz's method, minimizing 
the functional 

\{Vu)2dQ. 

J-^h-i— (2) 
\u2da 

on the class of functions from the domain of the boundary value problem operator (with solution 
structure u^P-mD^ [1]) or from the energy space (solution structure u = P)[2]. 

In [1] are presented general structures that are used during solution of boundary value problems. 
For the structure u = P-coDxP and also for the partial structure u = P numerical calculations were 

performed. 
Here 
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P(x,y) = ±CiZi, (3) 
i=l 

and below as {#} basis functions are used Chebyshev polynomials and Atomic Functions (AF) [3, 4]. 

Domain geometry Analytic description 
» = ((/1A/2)A(/3A/4))A/5 

fx
N =y-xS + a£\ 

f2
N=y + xfi-afi; 

f3
N =-y + xS + b] 

ff=-y-xfi + b] 

Figure 1. Pentagonal microstrip element and its boundary equation. 

The equation for the boundary domain shown in Fig. 1 had the form 

Q = ((FlAF2)A(F3AF4))Ay, 
where 

ft=y-xS + aS, (3) 

f2 =y + xyfi-afi, 

/3 = -y + x^ß + b , 

// =-y-XJi + b, 

at which a < c. Changing the a parameter leads to changes in the size of the cut off piece. Changing 
the b and c parameters changes the main region's dimensions. 

The numerical calculation was made for: a = 1.64, b = 11.258, and c = 6.63. 
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The aim of the paper consists in working out of rigorous methods of study and practical 
recommendations for the solution of external and internal boundary value problems of excitation, 
scattering, and propagation of electromagnetic waves on intricately shaped conducting bodies. This 
includes: 
(i) theoretical analysis and the substantion and application of the non-self-adjoint operator theory to 
the solution of a broad class of external and internal boundary value problems associated with the 
excitation, scattering, and propagation of electromagnetic waves in various superconducting 
structures; 
(ii) development of the mathematical foundations for the electrodynamics of superconducting 
structures for superconducting impedances of the one or two kind; 
(iii) development of algorithms and computer programs for the calculating of the main electrodynamic 
characteristics of superconducting extremely narrow beam antennas, superconducting printed flat 
antennas for satellite communications and TV, superconducting SAR for remote sensing purposes as 
well as superconductor based integrated circuits and microelectronic devices; 
(iv) on the basis of the techniques developed, preliminary evaluations will be made for the further 
theoretical and experimental study of the problems; 
(v)   on the basis of theoretical colculations, breadboard millimeter wave devices will be fabricated, 
(vi)   open superconducting structures. 
Preliminary results of the research team on the subject are presented in the following publications: 
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